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EDTOi iNTRODUCTION

A majority of military optical systims operate in the atmosphere and theli performance is often de-
graded by weather. For several decades researchers have studied in-depth the perfnrmance limitations
imposed oy the atmouphere and devised techniques to get around these problems. The purpose of th.s
sym!nosiuni was to bring together and update our understanding of atmospheric optical propagation, pre-
sent a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art, and provide interaction among the key researchers
in the NATO comrnuntity.

I believe the reader will that "he proceedings of this conference fulfiMl this goal. Some of the papers
pres.tnted included topics ho\ usually covered ir previous unclassified meetings, in particular, nonlinear
propagation with high power Isers, and adaptive optics techniques to overcome blurring by turbulence.

The conference was organized in five sessions, in the following logical order. Session i, "Atmospheric
Characterization", dealt with the physics of the atmosphere and the models available to predict optical
propagation. Session 2, "Incoherent Propagation", and Session 3, "Coherent Propagation", presented
theoretical and experimental results regarding propagation of light from conventional sources and lasers
respectively. Session 4, "Non-LInear Propagation", wab one of the rare unclassified sessions which
dealt with theory and experiments with high power lasers and their nonlinear effects in the atmosphere.
Finally, Session 5, "Propagation Limitatiors on Systems", was intended to illustrate the effects of
atmosyheric limitations on a few typical unclassified military systems and some of the techniques pro-
posed to overcome these limitations.

A review of each session by its chairman or one of the panel members follows with a summary of salient
features and the remaining problems.

!I
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OPT1CAL MODELLING OF THE AT1,SPHERE

BY

ROLERT A. NcCLATCHEY•: JOHN B.A. SELBY
JOHN S. GARING 1'

Air force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts

USA

SUMMARY

The optical modelling of the atmosphere requires both a knowledge of the physical properties of

the atmosphere as well an the spectroscopic properties of the gases and particulates of which it is com-
posed. In this paper we will first discuss the pertinent atmospheric properties of temperature, pressure
and constituent distributions. We will then describe the AFCRL Atmospheric Absorption Line Parameters

Compilation, indicating the requirements for such a data compilation and some of the omissions and un-
certainties. The Line-by-Line transmittance calculation technique will then be described, indicating the
capability of this technique for use in laser propagation studies as well as low spectral resolution

applications. The LOWTRAN computer model will be presented together with an indication of its limitations.

INTRODUCTION

Optical systems for military applications operate in the ultraviolet visible and infrared parts
of the spectrum. In order to understand the propagation characteristics of the atmosphere for radiation
in this broad spectral region, it is necessary to understand the details of molecular extinction process-
es (both absorption and scattering) as well as the details of aerosol absorption and scattering processes.

Beer's law for linear propagation of monochromatic radiation at frequency V in a homogeneous
medium can be expressed as follows:

dI (X,v)
!dlX - - y(v) I (X,v) (1)•. dX

where I(Xv) is the intensity of the radiation at distance X and y(v ) is.the attenuation coefficiett.

Transmittance of radiation in the atmosphere is complex owing to the dependence of scattering

and absorption coefficients on a number of different physical properties of the atmosphere (Goody, 1964).
Solving Equation 1, we have for the monochromatic radiation observed at distance, X, from the source;

I(X,V ) I(O,V ) T (2)

where I(OV ) is the intensity of radiation at the source, and T is the monochromatic transmittance
which is given by

- exp (-yX) (3)

where y is an attenuation coefficient and X is the length of the path traversed by the radiation. The
attenuation coefficient (y) is given by

y - o+k (4)

where a is the scattering coafficient and k is thn absorption coefficient. Equation 3 is only strictly
valid when applied to monochromatic radiation.

l The scattering and absorption coefficients defined in Equation 4 depend on both the constituent
molecules and aerosols in the atmospheric path. If electro-magnetlc radiation iG incident on a molecule
or an aerosol, a portion of the radiation is absorbed and the rest is scattered in all directions. Thus
we must make the following definitions:

0 = m+a (
4

a)

k -k + k (4b)
m a

where the subscripts, m and a, indicate molecule and aerosol respectively. In order Lo compute the atten-
uacion quantatively, it is necessary to co'.,sider all four of the quantities defined Ln Equations (4a) and
(4b).

The molecular scattering coefficient depends only on Lhe number density of molecules in the
radiation path, whereas the molecular absorption coefficient is a function of not only the amount of ab-
sorbing gas, but also the local temperature and pressure of the gas. The wavelength dependence of molecular
(Rayleigh) scattering is very nearly o '-AX_. The variation of the molecular absorption coeZft( 'it with
wavelength is much more complicated, being a highly oscillatory function of wavelength due to th-,. esence
of numerous molecular absorption band complexes as is indicated in Figure 1. These band complexes re,'ult
for the most part from minor atmospheric constituents. The responsible molecules are (in order of impk---
ance): H2 0, CO 2 Os, N,1O, CO, O0, CIL,, Na. All of these molecules except for H2Oand Os are assumed to
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be uniformly mixed by volume in the transmittance calculations we will present.

The quantities I and ka depend on the number density and size distribution of aerosols as ,,ell

as on their complex index of refraction. A thorough discussion of aerosol effects will be given by Shettle
and Fenn elsewhere in this meeting, so we will limit our detailed discussion to molecular absorption effects.

In order to model the optical properties of the atmosphere, it is necessary to study and under-
etand the spectral properties of the apiropriate molecules and aerosolA and in addition, it is necessary
to define the atmosphere in terms of constituent distributions, temperature and pressure. ConceriTing the
problem of molecular absorption, it is required that we know the frequencies, intensities, widths and
shapes of all spectral lines in the region of interest. In addition we must be able to model or measure
the distributions of water vapor, ozone, and the other absorbing atmospheric gases as well as temperature
and pressure along the intended atmospheric path. An uncertainty in the definition of the physical pro-
parties of the atmosphere can affect the computed atmospheric transmittance in much the same way as an
uncertainty in the parameters defining the absorptive properties of a particular molecule.

In order Lo provida a base for traismittance modelling, we will discuss the variability and un-
certaintiev in physical models of the atmosphere. We will then describe the AFCRL Atmospheric Absorption
Line ParamEt.ers Compilation, dlicating the requirements for such a data compilation and some of the
remaining :,iissions and uncertainties. The Line-by-Line (LBL) transmittance calculation technique will be
briefly described and some results pertinent to laser propagation will be presented. The usA of the LBL
approach t, low spectral resolution transmittance modelling will be discussed as well as '-;: resolu-
tikn techn:.-ues in which the line parameters compilation can be used directly. A discuss!on ,. t a• LOWTRAN
model will be presented with an emphasis on the accuracy and efficiency cf the model for sys."a apl.-itcations.

2. ATMOSPHERIC MODELS

2.1 Standard Atmospheres

A series of six standard atmospheres are described by McClatchey, et al (1972) in terms of height,
pressure, temperature, density, water vapor density and ozone density. With the exceptiou of the water
vapor and ozone distributions, these models are taken directly from the U.S. Standrrd Atmosphere Supplements, q

1966 and the Handbook of Geophysics and Space Environment, (Valley, 1965). The water densities above
11 km were taken from Sissenwine et al (1968). Three of these model atmospheres are summarized in Figures
2 and 3 and the details for the U.S. Standard Atmosphere are provided in Table i. More details can be
found in the references cited above.

2.2 Composition _

Table 2 provides concentrations of a number of additional atmospheric constituents (water and
ozone are already covered in the standard atmospheres).

TABLE 2. Concentrations of "Uniformly Mixed Gases" in Dry Air Near Sea Level

Constituent ppm by volume

COl 322

N2 0 0.27

CO 0.19

CHlI. 1.5

02 2.10 x lO1

These constituents have been referred to by many as the "uniformly mixed" gases and values provided in
Table 2 represent a mean value. Although the major atmospheric constituents N2 and 02, can reasonably be
assumed to be uniformly mixed, the mixing ratios of many other minor constituents, many of which are
important absorbers of infrared radiation, in some cases show temporal and spatial variations. Although,
N2 and 02 compose the bulk of the atmosphere, they are of minor importance to atmospheric propagation
due to their lack of absorption properties in the infrared. The following discussion on the temporal and
spatial variability of the gases listed in Table 2 has been largely taken from Cadle (1974).

2.2.1 CO2 (322 ppmv as a mean value) J

The mixing ratio of C02 in the atmosphe e is increasing by about 0.2 percent per year. Bolin
and Bischof (1970) found that the mixing ratio d.reased in the stratosphere by about 0.6 ppmv compared
with the troposphere. At sea level the mixing ratio is slightly less in the polar regions than in other
regions, and higher in urban than rural areas. In the northern hemisphere the CO2 mixing ratio has sea-
sonal oscillations of 6-9 ppm at the earth's surface.

2.22. N20 (0.27 ppmv in troposphere)

The mixing ratio is relatively constant in the troposphere both with space and time, but de-
creases in the stratosphere to a value of about 0.1 ppmv at 18 km.

2.2.3 CO (0.19 ppmv as mean sea level value)

The mixing ratio of CO has been found to be variable both with time and space and values ranging
between 0.05 and 0.25 ppav at sea level have been reported. Concentrations are higher in urban areas than
in rural areas and PO appears to be present in higher concentrations at night than during the day. A
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good mean tropospheric value appears to be 0.13 ppmv decreasint to a value of 0.04 ppmv in the lower
stratosphere.

2.2.4 CR, (1.5 ppmv near sea level)

The mixing ratio of CH4 appears to be fairly constant near sea level, and in much of the tropo-
sohere (although only a small number of measurements are available). Above the tropopause methane oe-
creases rapidly to a value of about 0.25 ppmv at 50 km.

Limited information is available on a number of additional trace gases and is summarized in the
report by Cadle (1974). The resulting absorption by these trace gases is expected to be sufficiently
"small that they will be dominated by the other gases mentioned in the troposphere. For higher altitudes
(above 10 km), a good summary of the altitude variation of various gases is given in Figure 4, which is
tuken from T. Hard (1974).

It can be seen from the discussion pvovided here that transmittance models will be limited to
some extent by the uncertainties in atmospheric models. For accurate predictions of transmittance and
for the checking of models against experimental data all of these parameters should be measured in con-
junction with optical transmittance measurements.

3. ABSORPTION LINE COMPILATION

In order to accurately compute the monochromatic transmittance of the atmosphere, we must first
obtain accurate data describing the frequencies, intensities and line shape of all absorption lines
affecting the attenuation at the frequency in question. If our aim is to develop this monochromatic
capability throughout the visible, infrared and microwave regions of the spectrum, we must then develop
a compilation based on certain constraints dictated by atmospheric abundances,

About 7 years ago an effort was initiated at AFCRL with the aim of providing a complete set of
data for all vibration-rotation lines of all naturally occurring molecules of significance in the terres-
Zial atmosphere. With such data at hand, it would be possible to compute the transmittance appropriate
for atmospheric paths by first computing the monochromatic transmittance many times in a finely spaced
frequency grid and then degrading the results to any appropriate spectral resolution. The monochromatic
results would directly represent the atmospheric transmittance of laser radiation. Up to now the following
molecules have been included in this compilation: (1) water vapor; (2) carbon dioxide; (3) ozone;
(4) nitrous oxide; (5) carbnn monoxide; (6) methane; and (7) oxygen. Plans are currently being imple-
mented to add data on additional species such as NO, NO2, SO 2 , HNOa, etc. All of these molecules except
oxygen are minor constituents of the atmosphere, but nonethElass represent most of the absorption lines
in the visible, infrared, and microwave regions.

In order to compute the transmittance due to a given spectral line -n the atmosphere it is
necessary to describe the absorption coefficient as a function of frequency for each line. The four
essential line parameters for each line are the resonant frequency, v (cm ), the intensity per absorbing
molecule, S (cm- 1 /molecule cm- 2), the Lorentz line width parameter, a (cm- 1 /atm), and the energy of the
lower state, E" (cm')1. The frequency, v0 , is independent of both temperature and pressure (except for
possibly very small pressure effects of less than 0.01 cm-1 /atm, which have been ignored here). The In-
tensity, S, is pressure-independent, and, as discussed below, its temperature dependence can be calculated
from E" and v.

The line half-width at half maximum, a, is proportional to the pressure, p, and its temperature
dependence can be estimated as discussed below.

The precise line shape is a matter of some uncertainty, but in the derivation o. line parameters
from laboratory measurements, it is customary to start from the Lorentz shape (see Goody, 1964) given in

Equation (5).

k(v ) = S(lv (5)(v- v)+a+

S = fk(v) dv

The Ability of Equation (5) to describe the true line shape is sublect to two limitations. The
first, which can be precisely estimated and corrected for by the use of the Voigt shape, occurs when i
ao P/.0 <1.0 where aD is the Doppler line width. The Doppler line width varies with frequency, temperature
and molecular mass as given in Equation (6).

"c . ( -4.298 x I0- V (T/M)½ (6)

where M - molecular weight and here k - Boltzmann's constant and m - mass of a molecule.

For atmospheric molecules and infrared frequencies, modifications of the Lorentz shape resulting
from Doppler effects begin to be required at pressures beliw 10 mb (above 30 km).

The second limitation concerns possible inadequacies of the Lorentz shape, especially in the
distant wings of a line where IV - v0o1>>a (see Winters et al, 1964, and Burch et al, 1969) or when the
long-range intermolecular forces responsible for collision broadening are dipole-quadrupole, leading to
an exponent 1.75 rather than 2.0 for the term (V - vo) in Equation 5, (Varanasi and TeJwani, 1972).
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Throughout this compilation we assume the validity of the Lorentz exponent.

The line intensity is temperature dependent through the Boltzmqnn factor and the partition
function as indicated in Equation (7).

S(T) [.T exp~.-4 ] 1.439E" T-T1

ST. Q,) (T.) (,) T
S (T _ exp (7)

Qv (T)Qr (T) T eX-p1'29V/Tl [ Ts

where V" (in cm-1) is the energy cf the lower state of the transition and where Q, and Qr are the vibra-
tional and rotational partition functions. -:

It i.a also necessary to know the temperature variatio. of a. In the absence of specific
indications to the contrary, th,; equation a(T)/ct(Ts) - (T/Ts)-, with a = %, corresponding to the assump-
tion of temperature-independent collision diameters, may be made. The validity of the assumption
is more uncertain, the larger the dependence of the diameter on the particular rotation-vibration transi-
tion, (that is, it is most unrealistic for H2 0 and low-J transitions of the other molecules). The theory
of Tsao and Curnitte (1954) when applied to the determination of line width for H 20 lines gives a wide
variation of n about the mean value of 0.62 (Benedict and Kaplan, 1959). Measurements made with a Col
laser (Ely and McCubbin, 1970) indicate a value of n-l.0 for the P20 line of the 10.4 Pm C02 band.

An examination of Equations (5) and (7) indicates that it is necessary to know the V , S(T ),
a(P , T ) and E" value for each line in order to compute a spectrum. The data compilation described here
contains these four quantities for each of the more than 130,000 lines between 1 Jim and the far infrared
belonging to the seven molecular species listed in Table 3,

Table 3. Intensity Criteria for Lines Included in Compilation

Minimum Intensity* Existing Intensity
Molecule Identification No. Criterion at T-296K Minimum at T-296K

H20 1 3 X 10- 2 7  3 X 10-27

C02 2 2.2 X 10 - 3.7 X 10-27

03 3 3.5 X 10-24 3.5 X 10-2

N20 4 3.0 X 10-23 4.0 X 10-21

CO 5 8.3 X 10-2' 1.9 X 10-23

CH4 6 3.3 X 10-4 3.3 X 10-2

02 7 3.7 X 10- 0  3 X10- °

* Units are cm-'/(molecule-cm- 2 )

In order to establish the "Minimum Intensity Criterion" values given in Table 3, an extreme
atmospheric path was considered, assuming the gas concentrations specified in Table 1 and maximum concen-
trations over thu path of 3 X 1 0 2 molecules/cm2 for water vapor and 1 X 102 molecules/cm2 for ozone,
This extreme radiation path was the atmospheric path tangent to the earth's surface, and extending from
space to space. Using this criterion, lines yielding less than 10 percent absorption at the line center
would normally be omitted.

Although this absolute line intensity cut off was established, it has not always been possible
to achieve. In some cases it would have been unrealistic to push calculations to this limit when ex-
perimental confirmation fell far short. There are two specific areas in which this absolute cut off
has been violated: (1) In regions of very strong absorption, very weak lines above thIs absolute limit
have been neglected; (2) Q-branch lines below this limit have occasionally been included where it is felt

that the accumulation of many weak, closely spaced lines would still produce an appreciable absorption
under some atmospheric circumstances. In some cases, (for example, C0 2), sufficient laboratory measure-
ments and theoretical wý.rk were availablt. so that this limit was exceeded throughout the infrared.

Half-widths of lines have been added where available. In some cases, it is felt that insufficient
daca exist to warrant the inclusion of a variable half-width. in these cases, a mean, constant value has
been inserted for each molecular species and values are given in Table 4. Line widths for H2P have been
calculated based on the A? rson Theory (Anderson, 1949) modified by eliminating the distance of closest
approach. This modificst'na gives results comparing favorably wiLl. the measurements of Blum et al, 1972
for a number of high-J .es. Line widths for C02 have been taken from the theoretical work of Yamamoto
et al, 1968 who applied the Anderson Theory to C02 - N2 collisions.

Table 4. Mean Half-width Values

Molecule Half-width (cm- 1 /atm) References

03 0.11 Lichtenstein et al (1971)

N2O 0.08 Toth (1971)

CO 0.06 Bouanich and Haeusler (1972)

CH4 0.055 Varanasi (1971) (see Section 6.3)

02 0.060 Burch and Gryvnak (1969)
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The accuracy of transmittance calculations due to molecular absorption can be seen -to depend on
three quantities: (1) The accuracy of the line parameters; (2) The accuracy of the assumed line shape;
and (3) The accuracy of the description of the atmosphere in terms of tem.arature. pressure, and consti-
tuent distributions. We can get a feel for the first of these by examining Table 5.

Table 5. Accuracy of Data
Molecule N(cm') S a

H20 +0.00001-0.05 1-102 Rotat. +10%-X3

102-T.2 others

Co2  _+0.01 +5% +10%

O9 +0.01+1.0 +10% Constant Value

NI0 +0.01 +5% Constant Value

CO +0.001-0.01 +2%O*10% +10%

CH4 +0.01 +20% Constant Value

O +0.01 +10% Cýrnstant Value

As can be seen, it is difficult to specify simply the accuracy of these line parameters because they are
different from one band to another for a given molecule and are also a function of the line intensity.
This is so because of the increased experimental confirmation available for the stronger lines. In the
microwave region absorption line positions can be measured very accurately due to available measurement
techniques. This same kind of precision is becoming more highly developed in the infrared.

4. CONTINUUM ABSORPTION

In addition to the spectral absorption lines described above, there are several spectral regions
of relatively continuous absorption. Several of these are of interest because they fall in the atmospheric
"windows" e.g. in the I pm and 4 pm regions (-10,000 cm'; and 2,500 cm-1), from 8-14 Um (1250 cm-1 to
700 cm-') and near 22 pm (450 cm-'). In other spectral regions the contribution by nearby absorption
lines is much greater than that by the continuum absorption, so that for practical purposes the continuum
effect can be neglected, although it may be greater than in the windows.

This continuous absorption is caused by one or more of the following three processes: (1) extreme
wings of strong collision-broadened absorption lines centered more than 10-20 cm-1 away; (2) pressure
induced absorption resulting fror transitions that are forbidden for inperturbed molecules; and (3) the
possible existence of the water dimer (H2 O:H2 0) in the case of the 8 to 14 pm region.

The absorption coefficient due to continuum absorption can be expressed as

k - CaP + CbPb (8)

where C is the self-broadened coefficient and C is the foreign gas broadening coefficient, P is the
partial ?ressure of the absorbing gas and Pb is the foreign gas pressure.

Figure 5 gives the spectral dependence of Cs for water vapor absorption ii, the 8 to 14 pm region
for three temperatures (Burch, 1970). The C value has been most reliably measured by McCoy at al, 1969,
and is found for nitrogen broadening to be Cb - 0.005Ca at room temperature at 10.6 pm.

Figure 6 gives the spectral dependence of C for the water vapor absorption in the region near
4 pm for four different temperatures (Burch at al, 1991).. Note that the T-296*K curve is an extrapolation
based on the measurements at higher temperature. These same workers found the ratio Cb/C. for nitrogen
broadening to be 0.12 + 0.03 in the 4 jm region.

Figure 7 gives the spectral dependence of the absorption coefficient due to the pressure-induced
nitrogen absorption centered near 2330 cm- (Burch at al, 1971). Measurements have also bean made by
Shapiro and Gush, 1966, and Farmer and Houghton, 1966. Since the foreign gas broadening in this case re-

sults mainly from oxygen which has a constant mixing ratio in the atmosphere, Equation (8) reduces to

k - Const. x P (9)

The constant in Equation 9 is directly proportional to tntal pressure, P, the absorption coefficient
depends on P2. The nitrogen absorption coefficients given in Figure 7 are expressed in the units atm- 2 Km-1.

Since line wings as given by the Lorentz shape, Equation (5), have been found to be in error in
the extreme wings (e.g. overestimating the absorption for CO2 and underestimating the absorption for H20)
it is difficult to state an appropriate rule to follow for truncating the Lorentz line profile, since this
also depends to a large extent on the probem being considered.

An additional absorption feature of importance to the transmittance of neodymium laser radiation
is due to the oxygen dimer, (02)2. Measurements made by Curcio (1966) show that its effect cannot be
neglected for long atmospheric paths (>80Km) near sea level. Figure 8 shows the transmittance of solar
energy as a function of wavelength for several solar positions. Although the absorption is significant
for large zenith angles, the attenuation in this region is still dominated by aerosol effects.
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5. LINE-BY-LINE COMPUTATION TECHNIQUES

In the case of pure molecular absorption. y(v ) expresuqd in Equation 1 is the absorption
coefficient. The monochromatic transmittance for a given atmospheric species through a path containing

Sabsorbing molecules is then given by Equation 10.

S( v exp [k (V )Aifj (10)

S~th
The quantity, J, refere to the 3 molecular species. In general k -E k where the k is the absorption
coefficient for each absorption line (i) of a molecule of type J coQt1ibdting to the aisorption at fre-
quency V. In addition, to the absorption by many lines of molecular species, J, there may also be absorp-
tion at frequency, V, due to lines of other molecular species, so we must generalize Equation 10 as follows.

-E k 4(v )Am
T() - exp J (11)

In general, the atmospheric path over which the transmittance is required is not uniform - i.e. it contains
.•mperature, pressure, and constituent gradients. Therefore, wu must replace Am, by dmi and integrate to
obtain the proper exponent in Equation 11. Thus, this exponent (the optical depth) is defined in Equation 12.

Using this technique together with the line parameters described above, we can generate an "infinite resolu-
tion" spectrum such as that shown in Figures 9 and 10. For laser applications this type of calculation is
a requirement because the laser beam is spectrally very narrow compared with the width of pressure - broadened
atmospheric absorption lines. High resolution synthetic spectra of this kind have been computed for much
of the infrared and detailed calculations have been made for a large number of specific laser emission
frequencies by McClatchey 1971, McClatchey and Selby 1972a, 1972b, 1974, and McClatchey et al 1072. The
AFCRL Atmospheric Absorption Line Parameters Compilation on which these calculations are based is described
in more detail by McClatchey, et al (1973). 4

Figures 9 and 10 provide high resolution transmittance spectra using the data and technique des-
cribed above. The calculations are for a 10 km horizontal path at sea level corresponding to the mid-
latitude winter model etmosphere in the 4 and 10 micrometer regions. Similar spectra have been computed
covering the entire spectral region from .76 to 31.25 micrometers. Although this work was first undertaken
in connection with investigations of the atmospheric propagation of C02 , CO, HF and OF laser systems, the
resulting spectra can be used to roughly estimate the effects of molecular absorption on the propagation of
atty laser system throughout the specified spectral region. Tables similar to Table 6 have been constructed
for a large number of laser emission lines for CO2 CO. HF, OF and several other laser systems. Table 6
provides the attenuation coefficient for a given laser line as a function of altitude for 6 model atmospheres
and two aerosol models. From tables such as these it is possible to quickly estimate the attenuation of a
given laser line for a specific atmospheric path.

There is some experimental confirmation of these high resolution transmittance calculations. An

example is shown in Figure 11 in which some emission measurements in the 10 micrometer region are compared
with calculations. Measurements made by Long et al (1973) on several CO laser lines indicate that the
calculations tend to underestimate the absorption, especially when the laser emission line is far from
the center of a water vapor line. This underestimate is as much as a factor of 2 in attenuation coefficient

for some lines. It has been suggested that a non-Lorentzlan line shape can largely explain the observations.
An outdoor measurement made by Gilmartin (1973) has indicated satisfactory agreement for the 5-4 P15 line of
CO. Disagreements exist between different experimenters on the magnitude of the water vapor continuum
absorption in the 10 micrometer region. Since this has a significiant impact on the attenuation of the P20
CO2 laser line, some 20-30% discrepancies in the atmospheric window may be due to that cause. Measurements
of OF laser transmittance measurements in the laboratory have been reported by Spencer, (1973) and he obtains
satisfactory agreement with calculation.

6. LOW RESOLUTION MODELLING

tin many applications, it is impossible to measure radiation at a single frequency (or very narrow
spectral '.iterval). Instead one measures the transmittance t(v) averaged over the spectral interval, AV,
accepted by the receiver, as indicated in Equation 13.

tv(v) T s-- (v)dv (13)

where v is the central frequency in the interval, Av. Consequently for many applications one is interested
in knowing the transmittance of the atmosphere averaged over a relatively wide spectral interval, that is,
for low resolution.

Thus, the term transmittance is somewhat ambiguous unless it is qualified by some indication of
the spectral resolution, AV, over which it is averaged. This is particularly true in the case of molecular
absorption, since the absorption coefficient km is a rapidly varying function of frequency. it is because
of the rapid variation of k with frequency that the averaged transmittance ' does not, in general, obey
a simple exponential law. mThat is

T(V) -1 exp k (v )Am $V # exp (-K(v )iM) (14)

¶AV~v Mi j [
where k represents the net monochromatic molecular absorption coefficient and where K is an average absorp-
tion coffficient, which cannot in most cases be defined when AV is much greater than the half-width of a
spectral line.
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There are four basic approaches to obtaining low resolution transmittance values for a given
path through the atmosphere due to molecular absorption. These are; (1) direct measurements over the
required path; (2) measurements in the laboratory under simulated conditions; (3) line-by-line (mono-
chromatic) calculations based on a detailed knowledge of the spectroscopic line parameters which are then
averaged over the required spectral interval, and (4) calculations based on band model techniques (which
use available laboratory and/or field transmittance measurements or actual line data as a basis).

From the point of view of computations, method 3 involves a considerable amount of work and com-
puter time, and consequently method 4 has been used most frequently. Even with the availability of the
necessary line compilation, there is a place for efficient and accurate low spectral resolution models.
Because of the inefficiency of low spectral resolution calculations by line-by-line techniques, we may
think of the data compilation as a foundation and basis for ,tomparison of other, more efficient low resos-
lution models. However, there is a need for optical modelling at spectral resolution where current low
resolution models are not applicable. Our only choice, then is to resort to degraded monochromatic cal-

culations or to devise new models capable of providing the required results.

One such approach that relates easily to the data compilation described above is the direct appli-
cation of the Goody random model, utilizing appropriate sums of parameters obtained from the AFCRL absorption
line compilation. Provided that there are sufficient lines in the spectral interval, AN, so that the
assumption of randomnees with respect to the line frequencies can be made, and assuming an exponential
distribution of line intensities in the interval, we obtain Equation 15 for the average transmittance inS~~the interval. i

m.- E S i
T exp 2 (15)

Av 1i+ M1 4ý
L

It can be seen that this expression requires sums of intensities an'd sums of square roots of the intensity-
half width products. As an example, these are provided for vater -apor in Figure 12, in which the parameters
were summed over 5 cm- 1 increments and spaced 1 cm- apart. Thus, the resulting spectral resolution will
be 5 cm-1 . Similar sums have also been computed for ozone and carbon dioxide lines. Figures 13-14 show
the results of using these parameters in a Goody random model formulation and then comparing these calcula-
tions with the degraded monochromatic technique. Table 7 summarizes the results of calculations made for
each of these band complexes for a number of different conditions. Such calculation techniques may be
required for certain applications in order to provide the required accuracy, but they still require r-.ther
large amounts of computation time and they are not readily amenable to qt.':k estimation. As a result,
method 4 above still has a wide applicability, especially for systems studies.

A code that has been developed along these lines at AFCRL, the LOWTRAN code, will now be briefly
described. The LOWTRAN code was constructed as a moderately accurate, but very efficient computer routine
based on a single parameter model of molecular absorption. Transmittance at a given frequency through the
atmosphere, in general, depends on three parameters; pressure, number of absorbing molecules, and the
temperature. The LOWTRAN technique recognizes the minor importance of temperature dependence and thus,
specifies a mean temperature of 273K. The number of absorbing molecules and the pressure are combined
in an appropriate way to define a single independent variable so as to minimize errors.

In the report by McClatchey et al (1972) three empirical transmittance functions have been deter-
mined from laboratory and synthetic transmittance data based on Equation (16) for (1) H20, (2) O3, and
(3) the combined contributions of the uniformly mixed gases.

iAV(V) - f(C(V )AmPn) (16)

Synthetic spectra here refers to monochromatic (line-by-line) transmittance calculations degraded in
resolution by convolution with an appropriate slit function. It was found that Equation (16) gave the best
fit to laboratory and theoretical data over a wide spectral interval when; (1) n-0.9 for H20, (2) n-O.4 for
03, and (3) n-0.75 for the uniformly mixed gases.

The corresponding empirical transmittance functions were found to give better agreement with
laboratory and synthetic transmittance data than the commonly used band models over a wide range of pressures

and absorber amounts.

The procedure used for determining the parameter n and function, f, defined in Equation (16) will

be briefly outline below. By taking the logarithm of the inverse of Equation (16), it will be seen that

n log P + log Am - log f' [.FV(V)] - log C"(V ) (17)

Thus, for a given frequency, V, and fixed values of average transmittance, tAv(v), the right-hand
side of Equation (16) becomes a constant.

A mean value for n was determined from Equation (17) for a wide range of frequencies and several
values of i. Then for each frequency, T was plotted against log Am Pn, and the curves superimposed and
the best mean curve determined. The "mean" curve thus obtained constitutes the empirical transmittance
function and is displayed as the transmittance scale and associated scaling factor, log (Am Pn), in the
sample prediction chart given in Figure 15. Similar charts have been provided by McClatchey, et al (1972)
for six other atmospheric gases of major importance in atmospheric absorption. In addition a computer V
version of this technique has been constructed (LOWTMAN) and is presented in a report by Selby and McClatchey I
(1972) with a revised model (LOWTRAN 3) presented in a second report by Selby and McClatchey (1975).



The LOWTRAN 3 Computer Code has been compared with a large number of laboratory and field
measurements. Some samples of these comparisons are provided here. Figure 16 shows a laboratory comparison
with the measurements of Howard, Burch and Williams (1955) in the 2.7 Um water vapor band. Figure 17
sbows a transmittance spectrum meaoured by Gebbie et al (1951) from a 1 sea-dile pathl over water, covering
the 0.5 to 15 pm region. Figure 8 shows a comparison of LOWTRAN with the results of Yates and Taylor
(1960) covering the spectral region from 0.5 to 19 pim. The apparent discrepancy in the 10 PM region is
believed to oe due to the fact that Yates and Taylor artificially set the transmittauce level to be 100%
in this window region (since they were unable to estimate the water vapor continuum contribution).

Further studies are proceeding to update and validate both the low resolution and high r6solution
atmospheric transmittance prediction schemes. Further work is required in order to understand and reliably
predict the water vapor continuum absorption in the 10 Pm region.
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Table I - Model Atmosphere Used aS a Basis for the Computation of Atmospheric Optical Properties.

U.S. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE, 1962

Ht. Pressure Temp. DensiVy Water Vapor Ozon
(kmn) (rob) (OK) (g /M) (g/ml) (g/mg)

0 1. 013E+03 288. 1 1. 225E+03 5.9E+00 5.4E-05

1 8. 986E+02 281. 6 1. 111r.+03 4.2E+00 5. 4E-05

2 7.950E+02 275. 1 1.007L+03 2.9E+00 5.4E-05

3 7. 012E+02 268. 7 9. 093E+02 1. 8E+00 5. OE-05
4 6. 166E+02 262. 2 8. 193E+02 I. IE+00 4. 6E-05

5 5.405E+02 255.7 7. 364E+02 6.4E-01 4. 5E-05

6 4. 722E+02 249. 2 6. 601E+02 3.8E-01 4. 5E-05

7 4. 111E+02 242. 7 5.900E+02 2. IE-01 4. 8E-05

8 3. 565E+02 236.2 5. 258E+02 1. 2E-01 5.2E-05

9 3. 080E+02 229. 7 4. 671E+02 4.6E-02 7. IE-05
10 2.650E+02 223.2 4. 135E+02 1. 8E-02 9. OE-05

11 2. 270E+02 21.6.8 3. 648E+02 8.2E-03 1.3E-04
12 1. 940E+02 216.6 3. 119E+02 3.7E-03 1. 6E-04

13 1. 658E+02 216.6 2. 666E+02 1. 8E-03 1.7E-04

14 1. 417E+02 216.6 2. 279E+02 8.4E-04 1.9E-04

15 1. 211E+02 216.6 1. 948E+02 7. 2E-04 2.1E-04

16 1. 035E+02 216.6 1. 665E+02 6. 1E-04 2.3E-04
17 8. 850E+01 216.6 1. 423E+02 5.2E-04 2.8E-04

18 7. 565E+01 216.6 1. 216E+02 4. 4E-04 3.2E-04

19 6. 467E+01 216.6 1. 040E+02 4.4E-04 3.5E-04

20 5. 529E+01 216.6 8. 891E+01 4. 4E-04 3.8E-04

21 4. 729E+01 217.6 7. 572E+01 4. 8E-04 3. 8E-04

22 4. 047E+01 218.6 6. 451E+01 5.2E-04 3.9E-04

23 3. 467E+01 219.6 5.500E+01 5.7E-04 3.8E-04

24 2.972E+01 220.6 4. 694E+01 6.1E-04 3.6E-04

25 2.549E+01 221. 6 4. 008E+01 6.6E-04 3.4E-04

30 1. 197E+01 226.5 1.841E+01 3.8E-04 2.OE-04
35 5. 746E+00 236.5 8. 463E+00 1.6E-04 1.1E-04 j

40 2. 871E+00 250. 4 3. 996E+00 6. 7E-05 4. 9E-05

45 1.491E+00 264.2 1. 966E+00 R. 2E-05 1.7E-05

50 7. 978E-01 270.6 1. 027E+00 1. 2E-05 4. OE-06

70 5. 520E-02 219.7 8. 754E-02 1.5E-07 8.6E-08

100 3.008E-04 210.0 4.989E-04 I.OE-09 4,3E-11
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Table 7 - Comparison of Integrated Absorption Results.

H2 5

P (mbo) w•(moz1./am•) w (UL) W5 (RANr•t) '•20 (P'X

1079.64 3.41 x 1020 320 273 339
80.O0 2.0 x 1022 665 592 673
400.00 8.0 x 1020 321 275 334
139.95 1.50 x 1020 112 102 121

Co2
P (rnb) W (tMo1./an2) W (LIL) 5 (NDCI¶)

1024 2.60 x 1021 164 164
500 7.00 x 1021 179 178
100 1.40 x 1020 55.8 60.0
100 (T250K) 1.40 x 1020 47.4 51.0
10 1.40 x 10 9  8.45 9.77

03o3

P (Mb) W (Mol../am2 ) W(LBL) W5 (PADIOM)

399.87 1.83 x 1019 70.3 70.5

66.65 7.53 x 1019 91.3 92.4

66.65 1.722 x 1019 55.2 59.7

19.96 2.69 x 1019 50.8 53.4

19.96 1.21 x 1019 35.9 38.2

-_Li

•!i
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MODELS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS AND THEIR OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Eric P. Shettle and Robert W. Fenn

AFCRL
Hanscom AFB, Bedford, MA 01731

United States of America

ABSTRACT

Aerosol models have been developed for the boundary layer, the upper troposphere, the stratosphere,

and mesosphere. In the boundary layer they describe 3 different environments: rural, urban and maritime.
In the upper troposphere and stratosphere two different models represent spring-summer and fall-winter

Scondi-.ons. In the stratosphere they describe several levels of volcanic dust concentrations and the
background conditions, For each model the coefficients for extinction, scattering and absorption, n

angular scattering distribution and other optical parameters have been computed for wavelengths between

0.2 and 40Oim. The aerosol models are being presented along with a discussion of their experimental basis.
The optical properties of these models are being discussed and some examples of their effect on the overall

atmospheric transmission properties and atmospheric contrast rediction are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The aerosol models described in this paper supplement the aerosol ' nponents of atmospheric optical

models previously developed at AFCRL (ELTERMAN, 1964, 1968, 1970; MCCLATCI-EY et al., 1970). The vertical
distribution of aerosol attenuation in the upper troposphere and stratosphere in these models was primarily
based on stveral years of searchlight measurements in a fixed location (ELTERMAN 1966 and 1968). IVLEV

(1967 and i969) has made a review of the available experimental data up through 1967. Brsed on this review
Ivlev presented a model of the vertical distribution of aerosol particles and their extinction of visible

light.

The aerosol component in these models was based on experimental measurements which were made during

and prior to the mid 1960's. At this time there was sufficient experimental data available to define an
average stratospheric and upper tropospheric aerosol profile with some different haze concentrations in
the lower troposphere (up to a few km altitude) with exponential vertical decrease in particle concentration.

During the past decade in this country and elsewhere extensive additional measurements from ground

as well as airborne and space platforms have been made of aerosol concentrations, their size distribution,
and optical properties, to warrant the development of updated aerosol models which also describe some of

the temporal and soatial variations in atmospheric aerosol distributions and properties.

The models of the atmospheric aerosol and their optical properties developed below are based on a
review of the available data on the nature of the aerosols, their sizes, their distribution and variability.

However it must be emphasized that these models only represent a simplified version of typical conditions.

Existing experiment data are not sufficient to describe the frequency of occurrence or variance of the
different models.

In this study a number of different aerosol models for each of 4 different altitude regimes has been
developed. The vertical distribution of the attenuation coefficients for these models is shown in Fig. 1.

Also shown for comparisonare the Rayleigh profile, and ELTERMAN'S 1968 Model.

(a) For the Boundary Layer (below 2 km) 10 models have been defined which describe the aerosols in
rural, urban, and maritime environments for several surface meteorological ranges between 2 and 50 km.

(b) For the upper troposphere there are two models which represent spring and summer conditions
versus fall and winter conditions,

(c) In the stratosphere (up to 30 km) models are presented for background, moderate, high, and

extreme volcanic conditions for each of the two seasonal models.

(d) For the upper atmosphere (above 30 km) two models are presented. One of these corresponds to
the most likely background conditions and the other represents the high aerosol concentrations often

observed at these altitudes (in thin layers).

In the following sections, a more detailed description of th~e models will be presented along with

a discussion of their experimental basis, and th-- -*wme possible applications of the models will be
discussed with some examples.

ii1
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2. AEROSOL MODELS

2.1. Boundary Layer Aerosols

The range of conditions in the boundary layer (up to 2 kilometers) Is represented by three
different aerosol models (rura', urban, or maritime) for each of five meteorological ranges between 2 and
50 kilometers. Not all of the fifteen possible configurations are Included because they do not represent
meaningful conditions; for example an urban type aerosol mixture would not be present with visibilities
as high as 50 kilometers.

In the boundary layer the shape of the aerosol size distribution and composition for the 3 surface
models are assumed to be inveriant with altitude. Therefore only the total particle number is being
varied. Althouclh the number density of air molecules decreases always more or less exponentially with
altitude, there is considerable experimental data which show that the aerosol concentration very often has
a rather different vertical profile. One finds that especially under low visibility conditions the aerosols
are concentrated in a layer from the surface up to about I to 3 kilometers altitude and that this haze
layer has a rather sharp top, (e.g. see DUNTLEY at al., 1972).

The vertical distribution for clear and moderately clear conditions, 50 and 23 kilometer
meteorological ranges respectively, is taken to be exponential, similar to the profiles used by ELTERMAN
(1964, 1968) following the work of PENNDORF (1954). For the hazy conditions (10, 5, and 2 km meteorological
ranges) thq aerosol extinction is taken to be independent of height up to 1 km with a p.onounced decrease
above that height.

2.1.1. Rural Aerosols

The "Rural Model" is intended to represent the aerosol conditions one finds in continental areas
which are not directly influenced by urban and/or industrial aerosol sources. This continental, rural
aerosol background is partly the product of reactions between various gases in the atmosphere and partly
due to dust particles picked up from the surface. The particle concentration is largely dependent on the
history of the airmass, carrying the aerosol particles. In stagnating airmasses, e.g. under wintertype
temperature inversions, the concentrations may increase to values causing the surface layer visibilities

to drop to a few kilometers.

Aerosol samples from all over the globe from rain-out and direct sampling have been analyzed by
lIVLZ (1972) for their ptical/IR refractive index properties. Based primarily on these measurements the
rural model is assumed to be composed of a mixture of 70% of water soluble substance (amlonium and calcium
sulfate, and also organic compounds) and 30% dustlIke aerosols. The resulting refractive index model is
supported by other measurements (e.g. FISCHER, 1973; WARD et a1., 1973; and GRAMS et al., 1974).

JUNGE (1963) suggested that most measured aerosol size distributions over the range of radius from
0.1 to 10pm could be described by an inverse power law. More recent experimental data from various
Investigators show that the power law model appears to be walld even for large particles out to 70 to
100pm. If one clots these experimental data as the log volume distribution, dV/d(Iog r) versus log r, a
bimodal structure becomes apparent, with one broad peak In the 0.1 to 1pm diameter range and the second

and larger peak between 5 and 100pm (e.g. see WHITBY at al., 1972). In order to represent this feature

as well as to bi approximately consistent with the Junge distribution the size distribution used for the
rural model is the sum of two log-normal distributions which can be expressed as:

(10i r'ex (log r- log ri)2]
dr kIn (10)" r' e( (1

where N(r) is the cumulative number density. The parameters defining this size distribution are given in
Table I, and it Is illustrated in Fig. (2). Over the size range 0.1 to 10pm the present model Is similar
to the modified "haze C" used by MCCLATCHEY et al. (1970) which was based on DEIRMENOJIAN'S (1964) "haze C".

2.1.2. Urban Aerosol Model

In urban areas the rural aerosol background gets modified by the addition of aerosols foom combustion
products and industrial sources. The urban aerosol model therefore was taken to be a mixture of the rural
aerosol with carbonaceous aerosols. The sootlilke aerosols are assumed to have the same size distribution
as both components of the rural model. The proportions of the sootlike aerosols and the rural type of
aerosol mixture are assumed zo be 35% and 65% respectively. The refractive index of the sootlIke aerosols
was based on the soot data in TWITTY & WEINMAN'S (1971) survey of the refractive index of carbonaceous
materials.

2.1.3. Maritime Aerosol Model

The aerosol compositions and distributions over the oceans are significantly different from
continental aerosol types. The maritime aerosol component is due to salt particles which are caused by
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the evaporation of seaspray droplets. Together with the continental aerosol background they form a fairly
uniform maritime aerosol which Is representative for the boundary layer in the lower 1-2 km in the atmo-
sphere. The maritime aerosol model, therefore has been composte of 2 components: the sea spray produced
component; and a continental component which was assumed identical to the rural aerosol with the exception
that most of the very large particles were eliminated, since they are eventually lost due to fallout as the
airnmasses move across the oceans. This model is similar to the one suggested by JUNGE (1963 and 1972) and
is supported by the measurements of MESZAROS and VISSY (197h4. The size distribution is shown in Fig. 3
and the parameters for the size distribution are given in Table I.

The properties of the seaspray produced component especially in the lower lOOm or so above the
water depend strongly on relative humidity and also windspeed. The nunber of seespray produced aerosols
increase with windspeed, esperllly the larger particles. The size distribution also is a function of
relative humidity since the hygroscopic particles begin to grow by absorption of water If the relative
humidity reaches values above 70 percent. The dependence of humidity and windspeed has not Yet been
incorporated into the maritime aerosol model; however these dependences will be added later. The present
maritime aerosol model corresponds to moderate windspeeds and a relative humidity of approximately 80M.
Above the immediate surface layer the maritime aerosol becomes less variable and for this region the
maritime model is quite representative.

The refractive index is based on that for a solution of sea salt In water, using a weighted average
of the refractive indices of water and sea suit. The refractive index of the sea salt is primarily taken
from the measurements of VOLZ (19?2b). For the refr.-cive index of water the survey of HALE and QUERRY
(1973) was used.

TABLE I

SIE DISTRIBUTIONS

(Normalized to I particle/cm3

LOG NORMAL

Type of Aerosol NI* r Ir N 2 r 22

Rural 0.9999975 0.005 0.475 2.5xl0 6  0.5 0.475
Urban 0.9999975 0.0054 0.475 2.5x10 - 0.5 0.475
Maritime - Continental Origin 1. O.005P 0.475 - -
Maritime - Sea Spray Origin I. 0.3 0.34 - -

Tropospheric I. 0.0051 0.475 - -

Meteoric Dust I. 0.03A 0.5 -

MODIFIED GAMMA

A a ' b

Background Stratospheric 324 1 I 18
Fresh Volcanic 341.33 1 8

Aged Volcanic 5,461.33 1 16

*NI + N2 - I

2.2 Upper Troposphere

In the troposphere above the boundary layer, the distribution and nature of the atmospheric aerosols
becomes less sensitive to geography and the meso or synoptic scale meteorulogical variations. Accordingly
in this region the aerosol properties become more uniform and can be described by a general tropospheric
aerosol model. The tropospheric model represents an extremely clear condition and can be described by the
rural model without the large paiticle component. Larger aerosol particles will be depleted due to settling
with time. There is some Indication from experimental data, that the tropospheric aerosol concentrations
are somewhat higher during the spring-sunwmer season than during the fall-winter period, (BLIFFORD and
RINGER, 1969; and HOFMANN et al., 1974). Different vertical distributions are given to represent these
seasonal changes.

2.3 Stratospheric Aerosol Models

Measurement programs carried out over many years show that in the 10 to 30 km region there exists
a background aerosol in the stratosphere which has a rather uniform global distribution. This background
aerosol is considered to be mostly composed of sulfate particles formed by photochemical reactions.

These background levels are occasionally increased by factors of 100 ,r more by the injection of
dust from massive volcanic eruptions. Once these particles have been injected into the stratosphere they
are spread out over large portions of the globe by the stratospheric circulations, and it requires months
to years for them to become slowly removed from the stratosphere.
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One conclusion from measurements over the past 15 years a t,a•t the stratospheric aerosol concen-
tration during the middle and late 1960's was still above normal backaround levels (see ELTERIAN et *I.,
1973; FOX et &l., 1973; HOFMANN et al., 1974; and RUSSELL et al., 1974), due to a residual of the aerosols
injected into the stratosphere by the eruption of Mt. Aqung during the spring of 1963, and other eruptions
up through 196F (VOLZ, 1970). it was measurements made during this time period of elevated aerosol
concentration which served as the major input to ELTERMANIS (1968) and IVLEV's (1967 & 1969) roodels.

Recent measurements indicate that volcanic conditions once again exist In the stratosphere due to
lt,• October 1974 eruption of the Fuego Volcano: in Guatemala (see MCCORMICK & FULLER, 1975; MEINEL & MEINEL,
,.75; ELTERHAN, 1975; and VOLZ, 1975a).

From these general concepts it was concluded that it would be meaningful to develop I4 different
vertical distribution models for the stratosphere: a background model, and 3 different volcanic aerosol
profiles (moderate, high, & extreme) which can represent either different amou.,,s of volcanic material
Injected into the stratosphere or the decrease over time from the extreme conditions following a major
event such as the Krakatoa explosion (SYMONS, 1888).

The experimental data also confirm a seasonal trend in the stratospheric aerosol distributions.
Fig. I sho's these stratospheric models and also for comparison the 1968 Efterman model which was based
on data collected during the period several years after the Agung eruption in 1963 and therefore is repre-
sentative for the moderate volcanic conditions.

The background aerosols are taken to be a 75% solution of sulfuric acid in water following the
work of ROSEN (1971) and TOON & POLLACK (1973). The complex refractive Index as a function of wavelength
Is based on the measurements of REMSBERG (1971 and 1973) and PALMER and WILLIAMS (1975). The refractive
index for the volcanic models is based o~i the measurements of VOLZ (1973) on volcanic dust.

There are two volcanic aerosol size models; a "Fresh Volcanic Model" represents the size distribu-
tr n of aerosols shortly after a volcanic eruption; and a "Volcanic Model" representing the aerosol about
-,ear after an eruption. Both size distributions were chosen mainly on the basis of MOSSOP's (1964)
measurements following the eruption of Mt. Agung. The size distribution was also made consistent with
the observed wavelength dependence of extinction due to volcanic aerosols, and In the case of the "Fresh

Volcanic" Model consistent with the observation of optical phenomena such as Bishop's rings, and a blue
or green sun sometimes observed following major volcanic eruptions (see DEIRMENDJIAN, 1969 and 1973; and
VOLZ, 1970, 1975b). These size distributions are represenLzd by a eudified gama distribution:

dN F)

* dr Ar, exp (-br)

whose parameters are given in Table I.

:ther of the two volcanic size distribution models can be appropriate to use with the "moderate"
or volcanic vertical profiles, depending on whether these profiles represent a major eruption
after couple of years or a recent weaker eruption. It should be noted that, the profiles may have a
much n. layered structure than is shown in the model distributions, particularly shortly after a
volcanic injection of dust into the atmosphere.

2.4. Uppv" Atmosphere

The aerosols above 30 km represent only a very small portion of the total aerosol content of the
atmosphr o ior many applications they can be neglected. However when the effects of the lower atmo-
sphere at, ,m all, such as satellite observations of the limb of the earth's atmosphere or determining
the ozone distribution by Inverting measurements of backscattered ultraviolet from the atmosphere, the
aerosols In the upper atmosphere may not be negligible. For this reason and for completeness, models of
the aerosols in the upper atmosphere have been developed.

The ivjor component of the normal upper atmospheric aerosols Is considered to be meteoric dust
following the conclusions reached by NEWKIRK and EDDY (1964) and later ROSEN (1969) In his review
article. Meteoric or cometary dust also form some of the layers occasionally observed in the upper
atmosphere. POULTNEY (1972) has related most of the Lidar observations (through 1970) of layers in the
upper atmosphere to either cometary sources of micrometeorold showers or noctilucent cloud observations.

The refractive Index of meteoric dust is based on the work of VOLZ and SNETTLE (1975) who determined
the complex refractive index for a mixture of chondrite dust which represents the major type of meteorite
falling on the earth. The size distribution is similar in shape to the one developed by FARLOW and FERRY
(1972) and has been represented by a log-normal distribution whose parameters are given In Table I.

Fig. 1 shows in addition to the normal upper atmospheric model an extreme model similar to IVLEIVS

(1967, 1969) model for the tipper atmosphere. Attenuation coefficients this large occur in layers with
thicknesses no greater than a few kilometers. At different times these layers can be either micro-
meteoroid dust or noctilucent clouds.

t
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3. OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Based on the Mie theory for scattering by spherical partlvl4s, the coefficients for scattering,
absorption and extinction, the angular scattering functions, polarization, and other optical propertlez
for these aerosol models have been determined for a range of wavelength values from 0.2 to 40#im Including
II later wavelength values.

Fig. I4 gives a comparison of the wavelength dependence of the extinction coefficient for the various
surface m.odels. The extinction coefficients In Fig. 4e-9 are all normalized to an extinction coefficient
of 0.158 km 1 at a wavelength of 0.55gim (corresponding to a surface visibility of about 23 km In order to
be comparable with the Eltermen end LOWTRAN (RELBY & MCCLATCHEY, 1972) models. Figure 4 shows in addition
to the extinction coefficients for the rural, urban, maritime and tropospheric aerosol models also that
for the model Ir.cluded in LOWTRAN 3 which will be published soon (the aerosol model in LOWTRAN 3 Is based
on a preliminary version of the presefn: rural model). One notices that the tropospheric model has a much
steeper wavelength dependence because of its lack of large rarticles and conversely the maritime model
because of the large sea aerosol component a much smaller X-dependence then the remaining three models.
There Is surprisingly little difference between the rural end urban model extinction coefficients. These

similarities do, however, not hold for the coefficients for scattering and absorption as can be seen from
Figures 5 and 6. The ratio of scattering to absorption are quite different for the rural and urban models,
primarily because of the higher absorption coefficient of the soot component in the urban aerosol. The
variations In the absorption and scattering coefficients for the maritime and tropospheric aerosol models
are even larger, almost two orders of magnitude (Fig. 7 & 8). The sharp changes which occur In the
coefficients near IOm, and which are due to the anomalous refractive Index in this region, are In
opposite directions for the scattering and absorption and therefore balance each other to sore extent in
the extinction coefficient.

Fig. 9 3Ives the extinction coefficients for the background stratospheric and the volcanic aerosol
models, and Fig. 10 shows the spectral variation of the single scattering albedo, I.e. the ratio of total k.
scattered light to extinction, which Is therefore a measure for the relative contributions of scattering
and sb•orptton to the total extinction. One will notice the rapid change in the relative Importance of
aerosol scattering and absorption in the middle IR spectral region. This is due to two factors, an
Increase in the absorption because of an Increase in the Imaginary part of the refractive Index in the IR,

and a decrease In the contribution from scattering as the wavelength becomes significantly largei than the
size of the aerosols.

There are also some noticeable differences between the angular scattering functions of these
various aerosol models. Figs. III and 12 give examp~les for 2 wavelengths 1.06 and 10.5910M. Both

figures give the phase function, which Is defined such that the Integral from 0O to 1800 becomes I. The
angular scattering dependence is shown for the principal components of which the various aerosol models
are composed of.

4. APPL I CATIONS

Some examples of calculated atmospheric transmittances are shown In Tables 2 and 3 to illustrate
the effect of the various aerosol models on the transmission of radiation at 0.55, 1.06 and 0.59liAm wave-
length. Table 2 gives total atmospheric transmittances for a I km horizontal path at ground level through
atmospheres of different optical properties. The transmittances are derived from the coefficients for
molecular absorption and scattering as well as aerosol absorption and scattering. Several important
conclusions can be drawn from these numbers: Under very good visibility conditions (50 km), the
transmittance at 10.591Mm Is cirtemined by molecular absorptionaprimarily the water vapor continuum. Only
for visibilities below about lu km the effect of zerosol attenuation becomes significant at that wavelength.
At 1.06gm the aerosol attenuation contribution to the total extinction is considerable larger, and there-
fore also the differences between the different models become more pronounced. For instance in a 2 km
visibility atmosphere the transmittance at 1.06um differs by a factor two between the urban and the
maritime model, and even in a 10 km visibility situation there is a 30% difference in transmittance over
a I km path between a rural and a maritime model. The transmittances at 0.55)m are, by definition,
Identical If the visibility is the same. One also notices that except for the 2 km visibility models
the transmittance at 10.591um is less than at 1.06om. This Is due to the strong influence of molecular
attenuation to the total extinction.

Table 3 gives a comparison of transmittances for 3 stratospheric aerosol models. In this case the
transmittances have been calculated for a 10 km horizontal path at 20 km altitude. The total aerosol
particle densities are in accordance with the summer profile data of Fig. I. These numbers again reflect
the Influence of molecular absorption at 10.591m except for the extreme volcanic case. Note that molecular
absorption here Is due to the wings of the 9.60m ozone band. The low transmittance at 1,06gm for the
extreme volcanic model is caused by the anomalous wavelength dependence in the extinction coefficient In
this spectral region, which is In agreement with experimental observations.

Another application of the aerosol models Is in determining the effects of the atmosphere on the
observed contrast of an object and Its background, C. One measure of these atmospheric effects on contrast
Is the contrast transmission, TcV which is the ratio of the apparent contrast of an object to the inherent

- -~[;
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contrast, C, of the object and Its background (i.e. without the Intervening atmosphere):

Tc- .C/c 0

Figure 13 Illustrates the results of calculations of the contrast transmission for the rural
atmospheric model as seen from a 20 Ikn altitude. As might be expected the reduction In contrast Is
greatest looking near the horizon (which is near 950 instead of 900 because of the observing altitude);
this Is because of Ixth Increase Ip the path radiance, or light scattered Into the field of view, and a
decrease In the radiance directly from the object because of the Increase of the viewing path length
through the atmosphere. The azimuthal dependence In small except when the sun Is near the horizonjIt
therefore Is only shown for th6 case of zenith angle 800.

The effect of different atmospheric conditions on the contrast can be studied by examining the
ratios of the contrast transmissions for the different atmospheric models as In Figure 14. This figure
presents the ratio of Tc, using the urban aerosol model In the boundary layer, to Tc with a rural type
model in boundary layer. For both of these cases the surface meteorological range was taken to be 10 km,
so the only differences In the optical properties of the model atmospheres ere the relative amounts of
absorption and scattering, and minor differences in the phase functions. It can be seen that with sun
high in the sky the contrast transmission through the urban atmosphere Is higher than for the rural model,
whereas when the sun is near the horizon Tc is higher for the rural conditions. This is a result of

the relative contribution of multiple scattering (which Is reduced for the urben atmosphere) to the path
radiance and the surface illumination, and Its dependence on the sun and viewing geometries. Another
significant factor Is the relative Importance of scattering within the boundary layer versus scattering
above the boundary layer (where there is no difference between the rural and urban models), for the
different geometries.

Using theMarltlme aerosol model, the contrast transmission is comparable to that for the Model
Rural atmosphere. Only with the sun within 200 to 300 of the horizon, where Tc for the Maritime Model is
20% higher than for the rural conditions, do the contrast transmissions differ by more than the 5 to 10%
error In the calculations.

TABLE 2

Aerosol Model Visibility .1 - .55im I.061 ,an 10.5911im

rural 50 km 0.925 0.970 0.694

10 km 0.677 0.843 0.673

urban 10 km 0.677 0.822 0.673
2 km m.142 0.368 0.578

maritime 10 km 0.677 o. 691 0.657
2 km 0.142 0.181 0.509

TABLE 3

Atmospheric Transmittance for a 10 Km Horizontal Path at 20 Km Altitude

1 0. 55oum 1. 06o'. 10.591um

Background 0.984 0.997 0.908

Mod. Volcanic 0.976 0.992 0.913

Extreme Volcanic 0.364 0.346 9.634

5. SUMMARY

In summary the models which have been described here, allow the prediction of the optical properties
of the atmosphere over a wide spectral range, from the UV and visible through the IR. The various models
exhibit significant differences in the wavelength dependence of their optical characteristics. These
differences must be considered in any attempt to infer the infrared properties of the atmosphere from
those in the visible; e.g. relating IR transmission to visibility statistics.

A conclusion which we believe, one must also draw from such model studies is, that because of the
sensititivity of the atmospheric optical properties to the different aerosol characteristics, it will be
very Important for future planning to develop a data base for the variance and the geogranhical distributions,
and frequency of occurrence of the various aerosol types. A program designed to develop such a data base
for Europe is OPAQUE, which will be described by Mr. Bakker in paper No. 15 at this meeting.

The complete review of the aerosol properties, a detailed description of the molels, and tables
of results will be contalned in a foreromIng AFCRL technical report.
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Nmeport Road
Coves

Isle of Wight.
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This paper describes work carried out to date under • contract to study experimentally and

theoretioally the tranmission through the atmosphere of laser radiation at 0.63/jm, 1.06AM arnd
i0.6)i. A tranaisomeoter operated oontinuously measures the attenuation of th6 three vivelengthe

tansomly over a o n path length. Regults am compared with deductions from the theory of
scattering of eleotromagnetic radiation due to Mie. Neteorological data recorded at the same time
will enable oorrelations of tran mission with atmospherio conditions to be made.

i. INTRODUCTION

Future military range finders and target markers will use either Neodymium (Nd+ ) or Carbon
Dioxide (002) laser as the primary transmitting souroe. The operational usefulness of these systems
will be determined by the oharaoteristios of the atmosphere through wioh the radiation must pass.
In particular the Od•+ and 002 ilner radiation at 1.06/um and 10.6 respectively, is attenuated in
the atmosphere by aerosol scattering as well as by vat~r vapour an' cabon dioxide absorption atl0.6/umo

Published data conoerning these propagation losses, particularly due to soattering, are not
extensive enough for a decision to be reached as to the most suitable vavolength 1.06 m or 10.6
to be adopted for any particular operational requireet.

The prime objeotive of the present study is therefore the comparative measurement of the
atmosphertc attenuation of 002 and Nd3+ laser radiation under a wide variety of meteorological
conditions. Objective assessment of the relative usefulness of these laser sources will then be
possible. Correlations with the meteorological parameters will enable the performance to be predioted
in any locality in whiich meteorological records are available. Both a practical and a theoretical
approach to the problem is osing made and it is hoped that a suitable oombination of reslts from these
methods will yield an acoeptable solution.

Two herplete tatflmitfrtlthave been built, one located at Coves an the Isle of Wight the
other at the Royal Air Establishment, Farnborough, Hampshire. Apart from periods of enforced
down tim for replacement of laser tubes and lamps and equipment breakdown one of these is operated
oontinvously 24 hous a day. Standard meteorological data is recorded simultaneously with the
transdii eter readings so that correlations with these paramters may be attempted. The programe
is q-rrsntly in the data-gathering phase and further results during fog and mist are required before
theories can be fully tested.

2. AT1MNToIC MOCHhISM
Under conditions of single scattering only the monochromatic tranmittanoe along a homogeneous

path in the atmosphere is exponentially related to distance by

- attenuation coefficient (Km-l)

-path length (a
It has been found (Zuav et a& 1967) that single scattering theory can account for the observed

attenuation for optioal depths (*( ) up to 25 when the radiation is in the form of a narrow collimated
beam such as from a laser. In general the attenuation in produced by absorption and scattering of the
eleotrcomaetin radiation by both moleocule, and aerosol particles. Thus the attenuation coefficient
may be subdiviAed into the sum of four components -m dh + Km + da + Ka wvhre (f is the soattering
coefficient, K is the absorption coefficient and the subscripts 'Im and 'a' refer to molecules and
aerosols respectively. Wheream the moleculer soattering coefficient is a funotion of the number of
molecules in the path only, the molecular absorption coefficient is dependent on the local temperature
and pressure also. The wavelength dependence of molecular scattering is )X 4 for visible and infra-red
radiation, *bile the variation with wavelength of molecular absorption is complex owing to the large
number of discrete absorption lines of the various atmospheric constituents. This study is primarily
concerned iith extinction coefficients between the limits 0.6 Km- 1 to 6.0 M.-l and the tranaisometer
has been optinised to cover this range. Apart from molecular absorption by 120 and 002 at 10.6 Am the
most imotant attenuation mechaniam at these values is aerosol scattering and the paper will therefore
be devoted to this aspect.
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Experimentally the atmospheric tranmission is monitored by a total energ' double reflecting
transaissomet•r ovem a total path length of 560 meters. The double refleoting principle, oomprising
a single tranmitter - receiver with two retro-refeotor "aeood at distance* RI and R2 from the
transmitter is capable of greater aocuracy than other designs (Killick and Bateman 1972). The
extinotion coefficlint is oloulated from the ratio of the transumisions over the two path lengths
thust-

Ir - -L logH

The gr•at advanteae of this technique in that provided the two ratro-refleotors are identical the

omuputed extinction ooeffioient is independent of the effiolency of the optical Vystem.

3.1. Optical Design

The two retro-refleotora are of the fooussing type consisting of a small plane secondary mirror
at the focus of a paraboloidal primary reflector. The first retro-re&.etoor is at 10 meters from the
transmitter and the second at 280 meters. In the absenoe of atmosphe io turbulence the returning
radiation is focussed down to a spot size approaching that which leaves the trensmitter. The acceptance
apertures of both retro-reflectore and receiverv are much that the full beam width is collected under
all conditions. Each laser beam in chopped and treanmitted through a 50% beeamsplitter vhich samples the
outgoing beam for driving a phase sensitive detector and for monitoring the laser output power. It also
serves to direct the returning beas on to the signal detector. Sinoe 50% of the return also passes into
the laser some attenuation is required to prevent optical feedback affecting the operation of the laser.
The three vavelergths, 0.63/im to 10.6 um are combined into a single coaxial bean by means of a 'cold'
mirror and a gemnium flat/ A uohemnt4o of the optical layout in shown in figure 1. The returning
radiation is separated into the three wavelengths by the same components and focussed by 5 cm diameter
lenses on to the appropriate detector element.

3.2. Electrical Design

Plessey Pyroeleotric detectors are used to detect the 10.6/u radiation while UDT PIN 10 photo-
diodes are employed for the other two wavelengths. The chopped* s is amplified and rectified by the
phase sensitive detectors. The reference signal level is used to control the gain of the amplifier stage
such that the output is independent of laser power fluctuations. This ensures that the output level is
directly proportional to transmission. The signal output together with housekeeping data and the readings
from the standard meteoorol6gioal instruments are fed to the data acquisition system. This also controls
the sequence of operations for the whole experiment. Readings are normally taken at 15 minute intervals
except when the visibility is in the range of interest when the rnte is automatically switched to reading
every 3 minutes. The whole station is designed for unattended op ration except for routine daily checksand replacement, of date tapes. Data is pu1nched onto pape tape for subsequent ana•lysi by computer for
presentation in a format suitable for comparison with theoretical expectations.

4 •ANALYSIS OF RESU CC. OC1PARISON WITH

.Cn -.:.er to sensibly Interpret the results from the tranamissometer it is necessary to conduct a
thee, ''4.nl exercise into the effects of scattering on the propagation of radiation in the atmosphere.
Thiu ".t,'rqn thr • of the computation of the extinction due to moattering for a range of atmospheric
as.

4.-. 4lie Scattering

The complete description of the scattering of eleotro-magnetic radiation by a single particle is
given by the )is theory (Mie 190e). However, the rigorous theory is inconvenient to use end expensive in
computer time and for the purpose of thin study an approximation formula has been used (Van de Hulst 1957).
This is valid over a restricted range of refractive indices close to unity but is extended in range and
accuracy by an empirical correation formula (Dimtendjian 1969). For refractive indioes in the'range 1.0 -
1.50 with an imaginary (absorbing component) part up to 0.25 the corrected approximation is Within 4% of the
exact formulation. It is therefore perfectly satisfactory for computations on the scattering of visible and
infra-red radiation by the atmospheric aerosol. A

4.2. Aerosol Siza "4stritt

In deal",,, with tUe -eal atmosphere it is necessary to make some simplifying assumptions regarding
the nature of the atmospheric aerosol. The simplest possible assumption will be used unless it is
subsequently shown to be inadequate. The model chosen for this study is therefore an aerosol consisting
of a suspension of spherical water droplets with a size distribution described by a geza function
distribution (Zuev 1970)

f¢&) . ......01 +,

where a - particle radius
r - most probable radius

l - width parameter

and the expression is normalined to unit particle concentration. At large radii this distribution beoomes
identical with the familiar Jungs power law. It is one of the family of distributions °hosen by Diermend&jian
as a model for hams and oloud. It is also mathematically convenient to use as it may be readily integated
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to give the total liquid water content from

IT . ," (/04.) (u2 /3)........(I)

in units of volum per unit valu• of ae&oaol per unit particle concentration.

4.3*. Computation of Extinction Coefficient

The extinction coefficient for any wavelength in the model atmosphere may be calculated by
integrating the loss due to scattering and absorption by a single pertiole over the mime distribution
of the atmospherioo ispersion.

eex, - N If.2 Jat (a, a) f(a)as ........... (±v)

where N - total nw'r= of particles per umit volume

and jext (a, m) - efficiency factor for extinction for a single particle of radius ,a0 and refractive

index 'al

This expression has been evaluated by imerioal i•ntegration for a wide range of valuee of the
parameters of the distribution function for all thewvemlengths of interest. The results have been
presented in the form Ga plot of the attenuation coeffloifit versus model radius for various values of

and refractive index. It is found that varying the refractive index or the width parameter has
etively little effect compared to variations in the value of r. Figure 2 shows the theoretical

atte=nation at 1.06•m and 10.6 normalised to unit liquid water contaet. From this It mmy be
observed that at l0Y.6/au the attena=tion is almost directly proportional to the liquid water content
being almost independbnt of the way in Which this is distributed. For the present stwdy it is
convenient to consider the ratio of attenuationa at the two Wavalengths nnd to assume a constant
value of 2 for the parameter /u. The ratio of attenuation@ is then detezmined only by the modal
radius. Using the experi•enthlly detemmined values of extinction coefficient end with the assuptio•s
made above it in then possible to derive values for r from the ratio of attenuations and hence a value
for q the liquid water content from the attenuatio- of 10.6 0m. A value for N, the partiale conenitration,
Ma then be calculated. A useful way of presenting the reeZlts is to consider a plot of d%0.6 verOus
A.06. Figure 3 ahow a computed map of 610.6 against o1.06 indicating the locus of points with constant
r end constant N. It may be seen that for Nmall roAii (r < 5/ta) each point on the plot corresponds to a
unique value of V and r. Comparison of figure 3 with a plot bf experimental data In the seme foremt
therefore gives an immediate insight into trends of particle mines and numbers.

5. PRFLDhINARY EXPERIMIETAL RESULTS

Some results obtained during the month of May from the ParnboruOh site are" presented in the fom
of a scatter plot of 610.6 ajainet 61.06 in figure 4. Two dil ntact trends are imediately apparent from
this plot, one indicating modal radii les than eAm and the other raii greater than 51= with few points
in between. This is typical of all the esults btained to date and the effect may alro seen in a plot
of extinction coefficients against time for a fog which occurred in the early hours of 9t% May, 1975 she
in figure 5.

It is seen that the attenuation at 1.06/m and 0.63,4= increased steadily while to change at all
was obsrved at 10.6/An until a very ine se oosuhac at all three wavelenths taking the extinction
coefficients beyond the normal operating xrae of the tranimmismmeter.

5.1. It�erpretation of Results

The interpretation of thim in terms of particle mines is that the aerosol particles apparently grow
Ateadily in msie until a critical radius is reached beyond Which further growth takes place very rapidly
to reach a new equilibrium. These oonolusions are substantiated by measurements of drop sime distributions
made during the progress of a radiation fog (Garland 1973, Roach 1973). During the first phase of the foethe drop mise distribution was mono-modal with a predominant drop esie below 1/ radius. Am the fog
developed a second peak around 10/ju appeared in the dintrnaution ourves. It is the*e larger d lets
that contribute mostly .o the liq(iid water content and to the attenuation at 10.61pm. It in postulated
(•Ioiburver and Chlen 1960) that the aall droplets represent hygroscopic partiolek which have taken vp
water until they reach equilibrium with the surrounding saturated air and the second peak is made up of
partioles Whose critiasl supersaturation. have been exceeded, remsulting in growth. limited by the suppy
of water vapour.

5.2. Correlation of Parameters

One of the ains of the study is to attempt to oorrelate the attenuation* at 1.0 6•/ and 10.6 /
with standard meteorological parmametere. Since the attenuation is largely determined by the nature of
the atmospheric aerosol it soe. feasible to use the miorophysicel parameters of the fog as en inter-
mediate step and look for correlations between these and the meteorological data. For particles Which
are large compared with the wavelength of observation the efficiency factor for scattering osillates
about the value 2.0 and eventually became constant for ve lare radil. Thus provided the droplets
are distributed over a reasnablýy wide rag of sizes then we can put At a 2.0 in equation (iv) -nd

integrate to obtain d- 61,,r. ................. (v).
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Using the values of N and r derived from the attenuations at 1.06/w and 10.6/wi (after correction for
molecular absorption at 10. 6 /4L), the value of N9 has been plotted. against the extinction at 0.631m.
As mya be seen in figure 6 ( onsidr'ring the asesiptions made) there is quite good. agreement betvweh the
experimental points and equation (Y). Since it is to be expected that there is a very clase correlation
between the extinction at 0.63jwi and the meteorological visibility throug the relation V - 3.0/d
(for 5 % oontrast limit) this clies that one can derive a value for Hr2 from a knowledge of the
visibility. It then requires one other oorrelation between N and r or aom function of both with for
instance relative humidity to enable values of the parameters to be determined separately from the
meteorologicel conditions thus allowing the extinotion ooeffioient at any wavelength in the infra-red
to be predicted. Work is currently in progrems to attempt to identify such a correlation.

5o3. Statistics of Extinction Coefioients

The other -l- of the study is to compare the perf,-rmanoe of systems using Nd-TAG lamer end a CO2
lser. With this in mind the data has been presented in the form of a oumulative probability plot.
Figr 7t shows the probability of the extinction at the specified vevelengui not asneeding a given value.
It includes reoorda made from October 1974 to MAY 1975. One can deduoe from this that if it is desired
to operate a system aerm a long path length where extinctions of < 0.4 Krl are sionifieant, then a
1906/= laser would have a geater percentage operating time then a 10.6/ system, *ile for shorter
path lengt* the 10.6/um laser has the advantage. This is due to the refidual amospheric absorption

tt o0f6th wheth liincin the spanemiiiion at nhot waelenn uar lear uonditions.

6. CNCLU•O01N

Measurements with a multi-wavelenagth transmissometer desocribed above and theoretical calculations
uming an approimtion to the Misl scatterin formula indicate that there in no unique relation betv"M

the attenuation due to scatter at 10.6ua and 1 06 0.63/u. The rio of attenuation. at two
waewlength has bow• used to deduce aI valbet for th; m'Zolradius of an assme dro size disltribution

and values so obtained we shown to be in good agreement with a tiieoretical formAlation for visibility
as a function of the distribution parameters. Over the range of extinction ocefficients measured by
this tran1misometer (0.6 -6.0 Km.-l) the C02 laser had the greatest probability of penetrating a given
distance during the winter 74/75.
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R•'OTE AEROSOL SENSING WITH AN ABSOLUTE CALIBRATED DOUBLE FREQUENCY LIDAR

R. Reiter, W. Carnuth and M. LittfaB,
Institute for Atmospheric Environmental Research, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany

of the Fraunhofer-Society
and

N.C. Varshneya,
University of Roorkee, India

SUMMARY

"A two-frequency (694 and 347 nm wavelength) lidar system, using a Q-switched
ruby laser transmitter with frequency doubler and a 52 cm dia. receiving telescope, for
remote aerosol sensing up to more than 30 km altitude is described. The system includes
electronic data acquisition and processing. Sufficient sensitivity for high altitude
ntratospheric measurements is provided by ten-channel photon counting combined with range
gating of the photomultiplier tube, and a mechanical chopper for rejection of the non-
coherent ruby fluorescence. The system is now being absolutely calibrated by compar: son
between lidar backscatter profiles on the one hand, and theoretical backscatter functions
calculated from experimental aerosol and aerological data, using Rayleigh and Mie scat-
tering theories, on the other. The experimental data are acquired at mountain stations
at 740, 1800 and 3000 m altitude by means of five-stage impactors and of cable car probes
and radiosondes. Examples of tropospheric lidar backscatter profiles, together with aer-
osol and aerological profiles, as well as stratospheric lidar measurements are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

For more than 10 years the Institute for Atmospheric Environmental Research of
the Fraunhofer Society has been operating a system of 3 geophysical measuring stations
in the area of Garmisch-Partenkirchen in the Bavarian Alps. The Institute itself is lo-
cated at the outskirts of the town at 740 m a.s.l. and serves as valey station. The
other 2 stations are located on two neighboring mountain peaks (Wank peak and Zugspitze
peak) at 1780 m a.s.l. and 2964 m a.s.l., respectively. The base distance between these
two mountain stations is 15 km. The Institute is situated approximately half-way betweenA

these mountain stations. Both of the latter are readily accessible by cable car and,
during daytime, are manned with one technician, each (REITER, R., 1969a).

At these stations continuous measurements of number concentration and size dis-
tribution of aerosol particles are conducted within the scope of several geophysical
research programs to study the vertical distribution of atmospheric aerosols. To this
end, 5-stage impactors are used for the size range above approximately .2 microns, and
Rich type Aitken nuclei counters with diffusion chambers for smaller particles from .01
microns in diameter (CARNUTH, W., 1970, and REITER, R., 1969b). At our Wank peak station
we are additionally employing a Royco particle size spectrometer. Furthermore, continu-
ous chemical analyses of aerosol samples have been conducted at Wank peak station, since
about 5 years (REITER, R., SLADKOVIC, R., and POTZL, K., 1974).

To extend our aerosol measurements to the altitude ranges b the station
levels, additional measurements by cable car probes were taken up in 1967. By this means,
vertical profiles of aerological (temperature, humidity, wind speed) and atmospheric-
electrical parameters (polar electric conductivity and potential gradient) are measured
as functions of atmospheric pressure. These data are radioed to the Institute where they
are recorded (REITER, R., 1967, ":968).

Electrical conductivity is essentially determined by the concentration of small
ions in air. These small ions wrill diffuse onto aerosol particles and thus lose their
mobility. For this reason conductivity is an indirect measure of particle concentration.

Direct acquisition of uerosol data by cable car is limited with regard to weight
and power supply of the equipment, For about one year now, a small battery powered Gen-
eral Electric Aitken nucleus cc inter has been available which may be incorporated into
the Zugspitze cable car telemetri system to directly supply profiles of nucleus concen-
tration, but not of size distribution.

Development of the laser-radar (lidar), in recent years, has provided a means
of expanding our aerosol measuring program, especially into altitude ranges beyond eta-
tion levels (Zugspitze peak 3 km). We therefore set ourselves to developing a calibrated
lidar system capable of supplying quantitative data on aerosol number concentration one.
particle size distribution in the stratum extending from a few ICJ m up to at least 20,i• ~to 30 kmn.

The mode of operation of the lidar is very similar to `he conventional microwave
radar: a high-energy laser pulse (usually a Q-switched ruby laser is employed) is emitted
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and the light scattered by aerosol particles and air molecules is measured as a func-
tion of travel time or distance, and related to output power. Thus a qualitative repre-
sentation of aerosol distribution along the measured distance is quickly obtained in a
simple manner. Determination of quantitative data of aerosol constitution, however, is
much more difficult since in an intricate manner the scattering cross section of the
particles is a function of a number of parameters, primarily of size or size distribution
and refractive index. Theoretically it is entirely impossible to deduce quantitative
information on number concentration of the particles from one single frequency lidar
return, unless plausible assumptions can be made as to their size distribution, chemi-
cal composition, etc.

Additional information on particle size distribution can be obtained by varying
either the scattering angle (bistatic lidar, as opposed to monostatic where transmitter
and receiver are at the same place, resulting in an invariable scattering angle of 1800)

or the transmitter wave length.

The influence of size distribution on angle dependence of scattered-light inten-
sity is a function of the forward scatter as increasing with particle size according to
Mie's theory. However, measuring the angle dependence of scattered light by means of
bistatic lidar is done quite rarely since it involves considerable experimental diffi-
culties. So, it is altogether impossible, with any justifiable effort to obtain, within
a short period, return signals from one and the same volume of air, under varying scat-
tering angles.

Variation of transmitter frequency is much simpler to realize, technologically,
either by employing several lasers of different types, or by using frequency doubling.
According to Mie's theory oF scattering, the scattering cross section is appreciably
different from zero only for such particles whose scattering parameterQL= 2T r/X (r =

particle radius; X = wave length of laser light used) is at least equal to 1, or whose
diameter is greater than or equal to the third part of wave length. Thus the higher the
transmitter frequency the smaller the particles that can be identified. This will per-
mit subdividing the size range into several partial intervals, so to speak.

Our lidar system which is described in detail in the following section, works
on two wave lengths: (i) that of the ruby laser, 694 nm, and (ii) that obtained by fre-
quency doubling, 347 nm. Early in 1976 a second unit will be available, a mobile one
which, in addition to these frequencies, is equipped with a frequency doubled neodymium
glass laser with a wave length of 533 nm.

Interpretation of the backscatter profiles measured can theoretically be done
by applying Mie's theory. However, because of the intricacy of the Mie scatter functions
certain simplifying assumptions must be made, particularly in regard to shape and con-
stitution of the scattering particles. Except for cylinders of infinite length, the
functions can be computed strictly only for homogeneous spheres whose refractive index
is known, a precondition which in nature is met only in more or less close approximation.
The refractive index, aside from physico-chemical composition, is severely dependent
upon water contents and thus can likewise be stated only approximately.

In this situation we are able to great advantage to apply our aerosol data,
which are available for the lower troposphere up to 3000 m a.s.l., to computing theo-
retical backscatter profiles, comparing these with the ones measured, and thus experi-
mentally calibrating the unit.

To this end the following individual determinants are available:

(a) 694 nm and 347 nm lidar returns;

(b) data on aerosol number concentration and particle size distribution from

our 700 m, 1800 m and 3000 m station levels, plus vertical profiles of Aitken nucleus
concentration from the entire range between 700 m and 3000 m a.s.l.;

(c) vertical profiles of temperature and humidity, measured by our own radio-
sondes.

An essential precondition to these investigations of course is a calibration of
the lidar system as such, strictly from a point of view of measuring techniques, i.e.
both the laser energy emitted and the Incident scattered-light power, must be known,
fro;, time to time, at least up to a constant factor. For details in this respect see
below.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE LIDAR SYSTEM

Arrangement of system and working mode are briefly explained by Fig. 1, repre-
senting the mechanical layout, and by the block diagrem, Fig. 2, showing the electronics
in detail, as follows. The Q-switch ruby laser (1) (Q-switch by Kerr cell or Pockels
cell (5)) is mounted horizontally on a solid frame in a penthW0':.:., structure on our In-
stitute building. Its maximum output is 2 joules correspondiv:• '•-!00 MW at a pulse du-
ration of 20 ns, its total beam divergence 3 mrad. Powev fo, 'he fiPýý;-h lamp is taken
from a 782 mfd capacitor. The charging voltage is adjustab>W between 1.0 kV and 3.2 kV
and is regulated to exactly 1%.ICharging time is just a few tenths of a second, thus a U
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The receiver unit is mounted vertically in a waterproof case (19) which is rig-
idly installed in the open on the platform of the building. For reasons of economy and
safety, a swivelling arrangement was dispensed with. The signals are received by a
Cassegrnin telescope (16) of astronomical quality, its primary reflector (17) diameter
52 cm, focal length 380 cm. In the secondary focus we find, in sequence, an iris dia-
phragm (21), an optical shutter (22), a neutral wedge (23), a filter turret (24) with
interference filters for the two wave lengths used, and a collimating lens (28).
Shutter, neutral wedge, and filter turret are remote controlled. Below the lens (28)
there is the photomultiplier tube (25), type EMI 9816, with S20 cathode, in a commer-
cial cooling box. In front of it a polarization filter (29) may be inserted to measure
polarization. Furthermore a coil (31) is installed in the cooling box, by means of which,
via a special control unit (33), amplification of the photomultiplier tube is achieved,
increasing with the square of transit time.

Above the secondary reflector (18) of the telescope a carriage (14) moved by a
servo-motor is installed, upon which a KDP frequency doubler, and one 45 deg. mirror
for each of the two transmitier frequencies, are adjustably mounted. Through an aper-

L ture in the wall of the building the laser beam, insid- the receiver case, will hit
either the one mirror directly, or the stcond one after passing the doubler and will be
directed vertically.

The receiver case is thermostated and covered on top by a tilted quartz glass
plate, in the center of which a horizontal window (20) is found, also of quartz glass.
Through the latter the laser beam will exit upward.

Via a glass fiber cable (35) and appropriate filters, part of the light reflected
back from the exit window, will be received by one photodiode (34) for each of the two
frequencies. The signals delivered by these diodes are digitized by an AD converter and
will provide a measure of transmitter power output. A calorimeter (37) can be installed
above the exit window (20) for absolute calibration of the diodes.

The backscatter signals received by the photomultiplier tube are processed analo-
gously if of sufficient intensity. To this end they are fed, via a fast gain-switching
amplifier (43) for reducing of colume range into a Biomation 8100 transient recorder
(39) where they are stored in digitized form.

With an amplitude resolution of 8 bit the recorder has a storage capacity of
2048 words and maximum sampling rate of 100 MHz. For further processing in the computer
the stored data are output on punch tape (42).

Due to increasing resolution into single photon pulses very weak signals from
high altitudes cannot be analog-recorded. For this situation a ten-channel photon counter
with a resolution of 200 MHz and range gating facility is available. The ten channels
are gated after an adjustable delay time for time intervals which are, presettable, too,
and which in turn correspond to defined altitude levels. By ch6nging certain single po-
tentials at the dynode chain the PMT normally blocked is simultaneously triggered. This
device termed range gating facility prevents overloading of the PMT by intensive short-
range signals and can also be of great advantage with analog measurements.

-l Accurate recording of weak signals from high altitudes requires additional sup-
A pression of the relatively long lasting incoherent ruby fluorescence which, acting as an

interference in case of strong backscatter from very short range, could superpose the
measuring signal. In addition a mechanical chopper (45) is available blocking the beam
path completely after 137 psec which corresponds to an altitude of 21 km. An appropriate
electronic control with optical sensors ensures exact synchronization of chopper passage
and Q-switch triggering.

3. THEORETICAL BASIS
In evaluating lidar signals, i.e. in deducing desired aerosol pa, -eters from

measured data, a number of theoretico-mathematical problems are encountered which are
outlined as follows. I

The light power backscattered from an air volume located at distance R from the
receiver, and entering the receiver, is proportional to the intensity of illumination
at this point, at the effective receiver surface as well as inversely proportional to
the square of distance. Furthermore it is proportional to the backscatter cross section
consisting of a molecular component (Rayleigh scattering) and an aerosol component (Mie
scattering). The latter is the desired measured value. Finally it must be considered
that the emitted laser light as well as the backscattered light are more or less con-
siderably weakened by extinction. And again it is the scattering of air molecules and
aerosol particles which predominantly contributes to extinction; the rest can be ascribed
to particle absorption and possibly, in the case of wave lengths below 400 rnm, to fluo-
rescenc excitation. The interrelations outlined can be represented by the so-called
lidar equation, as follows:

rR

PIAJ/EIAI=C fl w +OAnx)(2R2)- [x-25 EoM(rA)) + o(r,X)Idr]M A(X 0 Mo
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wherein

X = transmitter wavelength (694 or 347 nm)
R - distance between receiver and scattering volume considered
E = output laser pulse energy (Joules)

P W power flux incident on the receiver (Watts/m2 )
c = velocity of light
8 = molecular backscatter function

A = aerosol backscatter function

aM = molecular volume scattering coefficient
0 A = aerosol volume scattering coefficient

To determine the wanted aerosol backscatter coefficient the relation P/E for
both wavelengths must first be known. This calls for calibration of transmitter and re-
ceive- in terms of measuring technique. Absolute measuring of transmitter pulse energy
by calorimeter and photodiode is relatively simple. By contrast, due to the
greS kv .) ingoing parameters (effective transmitter surface, permeability of op-
tiL.. ;arots, quantum e.ficiency of photocathode) sufficiently accurate measurement of

,:, i.e. determination of the constant K in the proportionality i(R,X) = K(X,V).
'(R,X), V - PMT high voltage, existing between P and the PMT output current i(R,K) is
ossible only by attaining and evaluating returned signals from an atmosphere of known

backscattering properties. Air masses with a minimum aerosol number concentration and a
correspondingly predominant Rayleigh scattering, are the most suitable for this purpose.
Due to the advantageous location of our observing station in an alpine valley far away
from large settlements or industrial areas sucn atmospheric conditions are not infre-
quent, especially in winter. Since the vertical profiles of temperature and humidity
only are required, the Rayleigh scattering can theoretically be computed with consid-
erably greater reliability than the Mie scattering. These vertical profiles can from
time to time be determined by our own Rawinsonde. Suitable weather situations can be
selected with advantage by using our aerosol data measured st our stations as well as
by cable car probes.

Once the system constant is found by calibration measurements, and thus the
ratio P/E in the lidar equation is known, the next problem would be the computation of
aerosol backscattering function BA (R,X) from the lidar signals continuously obtained.
The problem is complicated by the fact that in the extinction term, aerosol constitution
enters into the lidar equation a second time in the form of O(r,X) and not only with its
value at the point of measurement (r = R) but with that along the entire distance be-
tween point of measurements and receiver.

In order to solve this problem a method of calculation has been developed where
the atmospherc is from time to time appropriately subdivided into horizontal layers. In
this manner the lidar equation may be evaluated by increments, starting from R = 0.
Altitude profiles of the variable B = PR2 /E which are calculated and plotted from the
measured data by means of computer, are used as a basis particularly for selecting
altitude steps. For our computations it was necessary to recalculate and tabulate the
very intricate Mie scattering functions for a number of values of the complex refrac-
tive index and for several particle size distributions, for which no tables were as yet
available in literature.

The refractive index is a function of chemical particle composition, and among
other things very sensitive on water content of the particles and hence on air humidity.
Hence, relative humidity is to be considered in computing theoretical scattering func- J
tions. Comprehensive studies have been conducted by HKNEL (1968, 1971, 1972) concerning
the relationship between ,elative humidity, on the one hand, and water content and re-
fractive index of the particles, on the other, the results of which were used in our
calculationa. According to this, particles will absorb practically no water below 70%
humidity; above this value, depending on chemical composition, absorption is more or
less considerable, especially as saturation is approached.

Since lidar data up to now are available in two wavelengths only, a 2-parameter
model must be assumed for size distribution of aerosol particles. As suggested by our
impactor data as well as the findings of other authors we chose a so-called bimodal
distribution, consisting of two log normal distributions ("coarse" and "fine" parti-
cles) of a constant half-band width and position of maxima but variable heights ad-
justed to respective measured data.
A schematic flow chart of the calibration procedure is represented in the block diagram,
Fig. 3. Practical evaluation examples are found in Part 4.2.

4. OPERATING EXAMPLES

4.1. Empirical Comparisons of Lidar Backscatter Profiles with Cable Car Sonde Data

A few examples of empiric comparisons between lidar backscatter profiles, on
- - -414 f AiJ41(r p
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nuclei number concentration, on the other, are presented below, see Figs. 4 through 8.

In detail, the following parameters are measured by cable car sondes:

(a) Temperature (T),

(b) Wet-bulb or psychrometer temperature (T'). This is the temperature of a
ventilated, wet-tissue covered thermistor. It is the more below air temperature T, the
drier the air, thus providing a measure of relative humidity. Both temperature scales
rise to the left.

(c) Polar electric conductivities X, X . As mentioned above, as a result of
aerosol particles capturing small ions, condictiVity will decrease with increasing
par'dicle number concentration. Thus, the purer the air, the greater the value of con-
ductivity. Consideration must be given to the fact that high particle concentrations
are measured with a lesser accuracy than low ones. Conductivity scales also rise to the
left.

(d) Aitken nuclei number concentration, N. A small Aitken nuclei counter pro-
vides total number of all particles per cc, above a limiting value of about .01 gm di-
ameter which is determined by the expansion ratio, but otherwise irrespective of size
distribution. Again, the scale rises to the left.

These profiles are compared against our lidar data which are represented by the
variable B = PZ 2 /E (P = incident radiation power; Z = distance or altitude; E = trans-
mitter pulse energy) in relative units, standardized, however, for each wavelength so
as to be comparable among each other. As the lidar equation shows, term B or, respec-
tively BR for 694 nm wavelength, and B for 347 rm, is proportional to the backscat-
tering function, excepting extinction I6sses. Because of the shor -easuring distance
in this case, extinction is not assumed to have any considerable efrect, at least in
the red. Unlike all other parameters the B-scale in the graphs rises to the right.

In comparing B to N it must be considered that the backscattering function, un-
like nuclei concentration, is a function of particle size distribution, roughly speaking
in the form of preference to the large particles. Therefore, exact parallelism of the
two parameters is not to be expected.

The profiles shown in Figs. 4 - 8 were recorded 11 June 75 during a weather sit-
uation which is very typical of a mountain valley opening into a plain: Due to heating
of the mountain slopes bv insolation in the hours of the forenoon air will ascend there.
The resultant suction w: 1 cause air from the fore-plain which is more polluted and fre-
quently also more humid, to be carried up the valley more and more. This process will
stop toward the evening and be reversed in the course of the night. The flown-in air is
replaced by air of a low aerosol content, flowing down from the slopes.

The Fig. 4 diagram, at 1020 CET, still shows an inversion at 2100 x a.s.l., well
defined by temperature increase and humidity decrease, which had developed as a result
of nocturnal radiation. Underneath we find, demonstrated by increased lidar backscatter
and CN concentration plus "creajed conductivity, a largely homogeneous well mixed layer
of an aerosol content hight chan that found above the inversion. The step in lidar
backscatter intensity is more distinct in the red (BR) than in the ultraviolet (B
This situation observed quite frequently may be explained by the considerably higher mo-
lecular component of the backscattering function in the short wave range.
Closely below the inversion a maximum is found in the BR -curve, which is absent with
the Aitken nuclei. However, it turns up again as minimum in the conductivity profile.
This is assumed to be the phenomenon of precondensation. Within the range of the highest
relative humidity marked by the shortest distance between T and T', the particles have
absorbed water to such an extent that increased backscatter and capture of small ions
have resulted. This interpretation is corroborated by the Fig. 5 diagram, which shows
the conditions 20 minutes later. At the inversion single cumuli have already developed,
one of which was temporarily located at the zenith within the fiele of view of the re-
ceiver at time of the 694 nm lidar measurement causing a correspondingly intensive sig-
nal. Conductivities here show a very distinct minimum, while again no increased nuclei
concentration is observed. With certainty the minimum of conductivity has been Oaused
by the relatively fast capture of small ions on cloud droplets. Speed of capture of
Aitken nuclei on cloud droplets is considerably slower, hence a similar effect is not
observed.

Some time later, at 1413, the inversion has disintegrated between 2.1 and 2.2
km a.s.l., due to increasing turbulence. No structure whatsoever is found in lieu of it
in any of the profiles. However, by the behavior of CN, X÷ , BR and BU air of high
aerosol content having flown in from the foreplain can be aetected inU~he lower layers.
At its upper boundary, at 1450 m a.s.l., development of a new inversion has commenced.
Different fine structures of CN snd BR may be caused by local conditions, inasmuch as
we are here dealing with a dynamic process occurring in the horizoA'tal (the distance be-
tween lidar and cable car sites is approximately 10 km).

About an hour later (1503 CET, Fig. 7) readily indicated by the behavior of lidar
and cable car data, the upper boundary of the air masses flowing up the valley has ascend-
ed to 1550 m a.s.l. and, like the temperature inversion at the same altitude, has become
more distinct. Again half an hour later the upper aerosol boundary has arrived at 1750 m
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S 8a.s.l. Below, the fine structure of BR and CN has weakened. An interesting observation

is the now existing minimum of particle concentration in the zone of inversion, becoming
apparent in the CN and conductivity profiles, and judging from the absence of a corre-
sponding minimum in the BR profile is apparently limited to the small particles.

4.2. A Calibrated Aerosol Density and Size Distribution Profile Obtained from Back-
scatLer Profiles in Two Frequencies

The example is taken from a series of lidar firings made on February 26, 1975 at
0940 CET. It coincides with
- a radiosonde ascent yielding the Rayleigh scattering profiles,
- data transmission from the Zugspitze cable car telemetry system,
- simultaneous measurements of the aerosol size distribution at the three stations.

Although lidar data were recorded up to a maximum height of 6750 m a.s.l. and
radiosonde data are available up to 29 km, the evaluation was limited to a maximum height
of 3000 m e.s.l. This is the range where detailed comparison with aerological and aerosol
measurements is possible.

This comparison is shown in Fig. 9. The density profiles for fine and coarse
aerosol fit fairly well to the particle concentrations derived from the impactor meas-
urements at Wank peak (denoted by W, and W2 ) and at Zugspitze (denoted by Z1 and Z2 ).
The concentration values W1, W2, Z and Z are obtained by integration of the correspond-
ing log-normal size distributions litted io the measured size spectra (Figs. 10 a-c).

The calibration was -i.t.. t by calculating the system constants for both lidar
frequencies in an iterative '.ýut,: >f the lidar equation starting with the known aerosol
densities WI and W2 at Wank e ,. vi stepping down to the level of the lidar installation
in order to eliminate th-: effect .>r. aerosol extinction. It has to be pointed out that the
calibration routine is n.-.' yet comp.letely straightforward and automatic. This inconve-Snience is mainly -.e to some arbitrariness in the choice of the backscatter signal back-
grounds, as can be seen from the density profiles. The absence of fine aerosol data above
2100 m a.s.l. means that in the course of the evaluation routine negative particle con-
centrations occurred probably due to an overestimation of the 347 nm backscatter signal
background. Variation of this parameter would lead to an increase in the number of fine
particles and to a simultaneous decrease in the number of coarse particles.

4.3. Examples for High Altitude Lidar Measurements Using Photon Counting Technique

The range gating teohnique allows the application of much higher PMT voltages
during nighttime with no sky background present, without overloading of the tube by the
strong short-range signal. The resulting high gain factor is necessary for getting single
photon pulses of sufficient amplitude. First measurements performed with range gating f
revealed the return signal to be too intensive for photon counting even at more than 40
km altitude, if maximum receiver sensitivity is applied, i.e. if the gray wedge is set to
its minimum attenuation position. Fig. 11 shows a series of analog signals recorded with
the Biomation 8100 using range gating of the PMT. The gate delay, i.e. the time lag be-
tween 0-switching and the beginning of the gate interval had been set to successively in-
creasing values of 60, 80, ... , 300 microseconds, corresponding to altitudes of 9 to 45
km above station level (9.75 to 45.75 km above sea level). The length of the gate inter-
val itself was 30 vsec or 4.5 km. This resulted in a set of overlapping partial signals,
which are presented as original strip chart plots in the figure. The surprisingly high
signal amplitude, which by far exceeds the time resolution limit of the PMT-photon counter
system, clearly shows up in the diagram. This circumstance is very favorable for photon
counting, since proper positioning of the gray wedge allows optimizing of the receiver
sensitivity, i.e. avoiding both insufficient signal resolution due to poor statistics and
piling up of photon peaks, resulting from too high photon count rates.

On August 19, 1975, a series of return signals was recorded using photon counting.
The gray wedge had been shifted to a 6% transmissivity position. am the gate delay wasset to 60 80, ... 300 4sec and additionally to 400 and 500 Vsec ( 0.75 and 75.75 km above

sea level). The length of the gate interval was 30 tsec again (3 ý±sec per channel). The
evaluation of the results showed that, with the ten laser firings per range gate setting,
the number of photon counts per channel was still too small for sufficient amplitude re-
solution. For a proper presentation of the data, therefore, the counts of three adjacent
channels (channels No. 2 - 4, 5 - 7, and 8 - 10, respectively) were added, and range-
corrected by multiplying with the square of distance. This series of lidar shots was per-
formed two times, with and without using the fluorescence suppression device.

The diagrams Fig. 12a and 12b represent the two backscatter profiles in a semi-
logarithmic scale, together with the density profile of the standard atmosphere, which
had been fitted to the backscatter profiles at 10 km altitude. The signal Fig. 12a was
recorded with, the signal Fig. 12b without using the fluorescence suppression. The lidar
backscatter profile quite closely follows the atmospheric density profile up to about 20
km altitude. This is to be expected since, due to the low particle number concentrations
at higher altitudes, the molecular part of the backscatter cross section should predomi-
nate.

Above 20 km, however, an increasing deviation between the backscatter and molec-
ular density profiles is observed, strongly indicating a superimposed background signal.
Since this background is only slightly reduced by the fluorescence suppression device,

- . .. . . . . .
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as a comparison of Figs. 12a and 12b clearly chows, it is very improbably caused by ruby
fluorescence stray light bypassing the chopper. In the future, testing measurements are
to be performed to find out the origin of this background- In the case it would turn out
to be an overload effect of the PMT cathode due to the strong short-range signal (KENT
et cl., 1971), it should be possible to eliminate or at least reduce this background by
further reducing the receiver sensitivity by means of the gray wedge. Otherwise, if the
background is unavoidable at all, it must be subtracted from the backscatter profiles.
This should be practicable since it actually doesn't affect very much the signals from
the ranges of main interest up to 2) km altitude.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS

The hitherto gained experiences proved the lidar method in general and especial-
ly our system to be a powerful tool at least for qualitative aerosol sensing and ranging
up to more than 20 km altitude. Quantitative aerosol sensing requires a careful calibra-
tion of the system and the knowledge of additional parameters, mainly the size distribu-
tion of the particles. The two-frequency method, after calibration by comparison with
simultaneously acquired aerological and aerosol data, can be considered as an useful
first approach. (In 1976, an additional mobile lidar system will be avv'fable, allowing
three frequency operation using a second, frequency doubled Neodymium 6±ass laser trans-
mitter with 553 nm wavelength).

In the near future, the main efforts are to be made carrying out .ore simulta-
neous lidar and aerosol and aerological measurements under different atmospheric condi-
tions, thus improving and completing the calibration procedure. Then, with the present
lidar system, and, lateron, with the second mobile unit, continuous measurements are to
be performed for studying horizontal and vertical variations in aerosol constitution,
aerosol transport processes and processes of local cloud formation and disintegration,
and, finally, for a general control of atmospheric pollution up to the lower stratosphere.
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Fig.5 A sequence of 694/347 nm lidar backscatter profiles (BR, Buv) and simultaneous aerological profiles
measured by the cable car sonde. CN = Aitken nuclei number concentration, X+, & polar electronic

conductivities, T = dry temperature, T' = wet temperature
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Fig.6 A sequence of 694/347 nm lidar backscatter profiles (BR, BUw) and simultaneous aerological profiles
measured by the cable car sonde. CN - Aitken nuclei number concentration, W.I., X = polar electronic

conductivities, T - dry temperature, T' - wet temperature
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Fig.7 A sequence of 694/347 nm lidar backscatter profiles (BR, Buy) and simultaneous aerological profiles
measured by the cable car sonde. CN = Aitken nuclei number concentration, X+, X-- = polar electronic

conductivities, T = dry temperature, T' = wet temperature
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ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS RELEVANT TO LASER SPECTROSCOPY
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SUMMARY

A qualitative discussion pointing out some of the sources of error and fluctuations in a long-path

laser differential absorption system measuring the concentration of atmospheric gageous pollutants, is
given. Except for single gas detectors using narrow optical frequency ranges (<l cm-l), the unpredictable
or unknown spread in the dispersive properties of the extinction caused by continuum absorption and
scatter, is of major concern. In addition, the limitations of fast cross-correlation of signals to com-
pensate for turbulence induced fluctuations is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this contribution is to discuss the various sources of error and fluctuations limi-
ting the sensitivity of an air pollution monitoring system utilizing differential absorption of laser
radiation on a long atmospheric path. In particular we will estimate the effects of a turbulent, humid
and scattering atmosphere.

Most common pollutants are simple molecules with a resolved vibration-rotational spectrum even at
atmospheric pressures. A system designed for detection of one specific pollutant may take advantage of
the well defined narrow (0.05 - 0.15 cm-

1
) absorption lines and use a continuously tunable or frequency

modulated laser like the semiconductor diode or the high-pressure waveguide molecular laser.

However, in many applications, for instance detection of toxic gases with broad, featureless absorp-
tion bands, and in general, in multifrequency approaches to quantitative analysis, one has to deal with
comparatively large frequency differences, typically 100 cmN' or more. Moreuver, the laser source does not
always produce the optimum frequencies or the ones that uniquely matches the peak absorption of the diffe-
rent molecules.

Even if we find a set of laser lines such that line absorption interference may be regarded un-
important, we still have to worry about attenuation caused by particle scatter, turbulence and in somc
cases, continuum absorption.

Thc-se contributions do all have dispersive properties that create interfering signals, and proper
compensation requires ability to predict these frequency dependances. This is in general only possible to

a certain extent due to lack of complete knowledge of the distribution and the extinction properties of
the constituents responsible for the attenuation.

In order to discuss this we choose to consider a particularly simple system with a laser beam pro-
pagating one way to a distant receiver. The laser is switched between two preselected optical frequencies,
for instance two lines in a C02 laser. One of these frequencies is absorbed by the pollut:tnt molecules,
the other is not. The magnitude of the selectively absorbed laser power is then used to determine the
average concentration of the pollutant. We will not discuss interference caused by line absorption in any
other molecule.

The layout is shown in Figure 1. The signal processing incorporates a chopper frequency f and a
signal averaging time constant or output filter bandwidth B. The pathlength is 1, average pressure P0 and
temperature To. The atmospheric path is further characterized by humidity, aerosol density and size distri-
bution, and by its turbulent state, i.e. the spatial size distribution of temperature eddies and the wind
speed.

We will assume that Beer's-law is valid, that is, the laser is always regarded as monochromatic and
the partial pressure of the pollutant is low enough to neglect any effect of self-broadening. Since the
pollutant concentration is computed from comparative transmission measurements, the primary error contri-
butors are, as stated before, not the amplitude of the extinctions and fluctuations but the differences
oetween contributions at va and vb. We will therefore always look for the dispersive properties of the
atmospheric effects, and correspondingly, the lack of correlation between fluctuations.

The sensitivity (in such a system) is limited primarily by interference caused by dispersion in the
water vapour continuum absorption and the aerosol scatter losses.

Secondarily, false signals may be induced by non-compensated intensity variations caused by turbu-
lence and fluctuations in total amount of water over the path. It may be argued that these can be compen-
sated by fast cross-correlation of the two signals, effectively "freezing" the atmosphere during a single
measurement. This is true provided the "frozen" atmosphere is non-dispersive or, in other words, if the
amplitudes of the intensity variations are completely correlated at all frequencies.

The final main contributor is detector noise, in particular at low levels of received power. In
addition, mechanical stability should be considered when choosing laser beam parameters. The effects of
turbulence and detector noise can always be reduced by averaging or decreasing the bandwidth of the output
filter, but, thereby reducing the instrument's ability to follow rapid signal changes.



The accuracy of a measurement is also directly related to how precise the specific absorption

coefficient of the pollutant is known, and, because of its dependance upon temperature and pressure, a
correct estimate of these parameters is necessary.

2. THE SIGNAL EQUATION

The time dependent transmission of a low power laser beam at optical frequencies V and are,

a a-(k c + a)
a

*-.0-b•
Tb w •

k - path average molecular absorption coefficient at v (atm-los-1 )
a a

c - volume concentration or partial pressure of the gas to be detected (atm)

o - extinction coefficient due to water vapour continuum absorption and. aerosol scatter

The transmission measurements are either done simultaneously or the source is chopped and switched
from one frequency to the other. In each case the measured transmission is averaged over a certain time
aperture covering some fraction of the chopper period.

The average concentration c is obtained by log-conversion of the ratio of the two transmissions

1 Ao

c(ln Tb InlT.) F(2)

do = v - vb

a \b

In our system the concentration therefore appears as an a-c signal which may be further processed
by a phase-locked amplifier.

ml 3. THE MOLECULAR ABSORPT~ION COEFT'ICIEVT

The primary source of inaccuracy in concentration is errors in the estimated k -value.a

Even though significant deviations have been predicted and measured, the absorption lines are, at
pressures close to 1 atmosphere, almost exclusively assumed to be Lorentzian in shape.

VS a - Vo (3)ka fy 2x 2+ 1 Y

where

S0 is the center frequency

S is the total line strength, and

y is the linewidth

The relations for S and -, valid for certain classes of simple molecules are: z

T 3/2 T T!O 1/2
0o 0•I ' Oo T •- T•

S and y0 are measured at temperature T and pressure P

k may vary along the path due to local pressure and temperature changes

Ak

Ak x 2- T Ac

(-•Ta T xl + ---- T T

= 2+ (4:o (. 0 •- ) )
•ke 2x• )P =(c)
ka x + 1 0 P

But, since local AT/T typically are less than 10 over short horizontal paths and since the effect

of local temperature fluctuations around some average value is to create second order fluctuations in the .1
average k -value, no significant error is introduced by replacing ka with its linear average. Moreover,
such local and rapid variations are adiabatic and corresponding pressure changes will partly offset the
effect on kvs
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A system continuously monitoring pollution levels, looking for instance for small daily variations,
should therefore have means for accurate temperature and pressure tracking.

In addition, the position of the laser line relative to the peak of the absorption line (x) should
be known to a precision comparable to the accuracy of the measurement of mean temperature and pressure.

4. THE WATER VAPOUR CONTINUUM

Uncompensated extinction expressed by Acr/ka (2) adds directly to the concentration. We want to
establish quantitative estimates of the various contributions, and we will at this point limit the dis-

cussion to the frequency range available with a C02 laser. We should keep in mind that the fundamental
limitations is not the extinction dispersion itself but the lack of knowledge about or ability to predict
the dispersion becaude of the inherent stochastic nature of its origin.

The water vapour continuum absorption in the 10 1 range is at present not completely understood,
but some useful experimental data is available. Attempts to fit the measured values in terms of water
vapour - and dry air pressure have not been wholly successful. There seems to be a general agreement
though that the explanation is one or more of the following:

1) extreme wings of strong absorption lines

2) pressure induced absorption resulting from transitions that are forbidden in the unperturbed molecule

3) possible existence of water dimers

If the continuum results from a combination of completely different and independant mechanisms we
are left with a relation that contains more than one coefficient.

The relation found to fit experimental data has the form (McCOY, 1969)

cc C Pp +B (7)

where C contains the rate of change of water vapour absorption cross section with partial water vapour
pressure p. P is the total atmospheric pressure. B can be interpreted as the ratio of the rate of change
of absorption cross section with water vapour pressure to the rate of chwage of absorption cross section
with dry air pressure. Experiments have revealed large uncertainties, particularly in B.

This illustrates the need for a new model that may be of the form

2(8
a C p + cf p P

where Cs and Cf are so far, nonrelated (KELLEY, 1975).

Figure 2 shows a summary of recent outdoor measurements using the 10.6 11 P20 line. The solid line
is from a better controlled laboratory experiment.

Figure 3 gives the results of some measurements with laser lines selected for minimum line absorp-
tion.

From these graphs we obtain an approximate relation for the extinction dispersion in horizontal
paths at sea level

aa c .2 -_066 2 1 -= 9.2 "10- p + 2.3 10 p2 (km-/crdl) (9)

where p is water vapour pressure in torr.

On hot, humid days the water vapour pressure may be as high as 30 torr.
/ 4

To keep the signal change less than 1% over a 1 km path the frequency difference V - vb should be
less than 5 cm-

1
. a b

The effect of temperature on o has not been established.
c

5. AEROSOLS

Even a gross estimate of aerosol losses requires extensive knowledge about size and probably also
shape distributions. If we include absorption. which seems necessary in the 10 P range, we have to con-
sider composition of the particulate matter as well. Scatter and absorption cross sections, at least for
simply shaped particles, can be calculated, given the complex index of refractions, for almost any pos-
sible size-distribution; little is kmown though about the effects of irregular shapes. But, even if we
have a complete theoretical apparatus at hand, we are faced with a large volume of real atmosphere, where
par ticle sizes end compositions may vary over a large spectrum, even locally.

We know that equally sized or monodisperse aerosols scatter, according to Mie's theory, as

I~ cs- -q (io) •
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where q, 0 in the large particle region and q - 4 for small particles ( <

Various attempts have been made to devise average or expected size distributions and the results
are useful in certain wavelength ranges.

Figure 4 shows some theoretical results. Middleton's visibility relation may be extrapolated to
q - 1.3 for average seeing conditions in the loug wavelength range. McClatchey's curve is based on a modi-
fied continental haze size distribution model (McCLATCHEY, 1971). Included are also different predictions
for mixtures of continental and maritime aerosols. These suggest that the extinction may be described by
a X-q relation and that q at 10 v probably take on values in the 1 to 0.3 range.

The scatter dispersion will determine the amount of interference:

-- * -qc= -q 
(s

When the Ottentuation at 10 v is 20 dB/km typical of average fog density (- 30 mg/m 3 ), the inter-
ference caused by difference in extinction at 9.2 and 10.8 p is

0.22 km"I for q * 0.3

and

0.58 km" 1  for q 1

If the pollutant gas has a specific absorption of say 10 (atm cm)1 the fog creates a signal that
could have been due to a concentration of 0.2 to 0.6 ppm. Since the span of possible q's is wide, it seems
that not much can be gained simply by using the average extinction to predict the interference and apply
correction measures.

1Raindrop size distributions peak at 1 - 3 mm and little dispersion is expected (r X X) at 10
even when correction for small angle forward scatter is included.

"Figure 5 displays an overview of 10.6 P attenuation due to atmospheric water vapour and aerosols.

6. TURBULENCE

Water interference is range independant. The effects of an uncertainty in the transmission measure-
ments .n the derived concentration will in general have a path length dependance (2).

The prime sources of signal current fluctuations are-I

- detector noise and

- atmospheric scintillation

Detector noise, which to a large extent determines the choice of an optimum path length, is not I
directly related to this discussion and will be omitted.

Intensity fluctuations caused by movement of refractive index irregularities in the path can, as
argt~ed before, be cancelled by real time correlation provided both laser frequencies experience the same
or correlated fluctuations.

Figure 6 taken from a recent paper by MANDICS et al (1974), indicates the effect of frequency sepa-
ration on the correlation or coherence of the fluctuations.

ki a 2ir/X, and k2 w 2w/X 2 are the wavenumbers of the lower and higher propagating frequencies res-
pectively. The coherence diminishes very rapidly when the normalized frequency 0 exceeds same critical
value Pc' determined largely by the optical frequency separation.

A

Q f (12)
Vj~ 2

The critical frequency corresponds to a certain smallest refractive index irregularity in the path.
In our case, with a CO2 laser, (kl/k 2•in * 0.9) this cut-off size can be of the order of one half of the
diameter of the first Fresnel zone, At. Irregularities smaller than this will produce intensity patterns
at the receiver that are non-correlated.

It is generall.y accepted, however, that the size of the irregularities that most effectively pro-
duce scintillation on beam axis at the receiver is, on the major part of the path, just equal to this
radius of the Fresnel oore. Smaller irregularities will ..ontribute effectively only if they are close to
the receiver or close to the source. Those close to the receiver are responsible for the small scale in-
tensity patterns or the corresponding high frequency components in the fluctuation spectrum. However, these
are the components th,at are most effectively damped by a finite receiver aperture.

If we apply the full frequency range of the CO? laser, a major part of the fluctuations will be
uncorrelated since the critical size of the irregularity everywhere is larger or equal to the size of the
most effective one.
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The real implication of this is that signal fluctuations due to turbulence can not be completely
compensated by real-time correlation. But we may take advantage of the correlation properties to be able
to utilize a lower chopper frequency. This may well be appreciated for instance when thermal and pyro-
electric detectors are used.

The coherence is close to unity (but never reaches unity for finite frequency difference) at all

frequencies below cut-Qff while the spectrum of the fluctuations even without any aperture averaging
effect drops off by f-I/3.

As a rule, one should therefore choose a chopper frequency that comes close to but does not exceed
the correlation cut-off frequency. This may present a problem. Since the cut-off frequency fc scales with
the transverse wind speed, (.c m Vjl/fc) measurements up-wind in calm weather favour low chopper frequency
or actually long independant averaging time before computation of concentration. If (kl/k2 ) - 0.9, fc is
approximately 20 Hz at Vi - 1 m/s. The need for an adjustable chopper speed is of course reduced if beam
parameters and receiver aperture size can be chosen such that the remaining uncorrelated part of the fluc-

* tuation spectrum is depressed.

* An alternative approach is to neglect any possible correlation and apply a high chopper frequency
since the temporal power spectrum of the intensity fluctuations diminishes rapidly above a certain fre-
quency determined by the time required for the most effective scatterer to cross the beam axis.

The expected added reduction of the high frequency components by aperture averaging, in particular
when the beam is focussed on the receiver, will, except for small optical frequency differences and unique
conditions of strong turbulence in clean, dry air, reduce the sensitivity limits well below the level set
by the extinction dispersion.

7. CONCLUSION

The sensitivity and accuracy of a long path air pollution monitoring system is limited by a number
of factors relating to the physical parameters describing the atmospheric "sample"-path. Most significant
in a system utilizing a relatively wide optical frequency range seems to be lack of knowledge about the
different contributions to the dispersive properties of the extinction caused by water vapour absorption
and aerosol scattering.

A system exclusively detecting a simple molecular specie, thus using a narrow (- 1 cm frequency

band, is rather limited by detector noise or scintillation induced by turbulence. A well designs optical
system and optimum choice of path length and detector type (cooled or uncooled detector), depends chiefly
on the specific requirements to the instrument.
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THE FLUID M•CHANICS AND COMPUTER MODELING OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
CAUSING OPTICAL PROPAG•TION FLUCTUATIONS

William C. Meecham*
University of California, Los Angeles, California, USA

SUMMARY

First, optical refractive index fluctuations, caused primarily by temperature fluctuations, are
examined frrma the viewpoint of what is known by fluid dynamicists about atmospheric turbulence effects.
We write .ne various field quantities (temperature, velocity and pressure) in terms of their averages and
their fluctuations from those averages. The variations of the index of refraction with the fluid vari-
ables is discigsed. The cross correlations of fluid velocity, of temperature, and of velocity with tem-
perature are peesented. We review step-by-step the consequences of statistical stationarity, statistical
homogeneity, and statistical isotropy. A new, modified discussion of the Kolmogoroff cascade theory of
turbulence is presented and its consequences analyzed for their bearing upon correlation functions and
energy spe-tra. Using this fluid mechanical information we then consider the modeling of propagation-
fluctuation problems using computer-generated realizations of index variations, with given statistical
properties. As an example we consider geometrical-op tcs propagation. ýe kqow that the log of the frac-
tional change in fitld amplitude is proportional to s(L-X)[(3 /ay2 + 2/ z-)nl(x)]dx with L the total

path length, y and z normal to the direction of propagation and n1 the index fluctuation. 4 typical com-
puter modeling problem consists of being given that the square bracket, [ ], in the amplitude expression
above has log normal statistics, i.e. that [ ] - X ln(u/h) where u(x) is joint normal (X&n are parameters)
and being given that the spectrum of u is that determined by the Kolmogoroff 5/3 law for the fluid veloc-
Ity spectrum. We can calculate amplitude fluctuations by substituting realizations for the random pro-
cess u(x) with the stated statistics. This is done using the (first term of the) Wiener-Hermite expansion:

u(x) f K(x-x 1 )H(x1 )dx

with K a non-random function (the square of the Fourier transform of K is the energy spectrum of u(x)); H
is the random white noise process. Realizations of H are generated by breaking the xl-axis into a set of
cells of width A. The H is generated by choosing values independently in each cell, A, from a Gaussian
distribution of variance A-1. The above equation is constructed in such a way that u is statistically
homogeneous (not a necessary restriction). The selection of computer-generated values from a Gaussian
distribution is easily accomplished by the use of a familiar transfurmation and algorithm, which will bc
presented. Using these methods and substituting statistical realizations of [ ] into the integral for
amplitude fluctuations, one can generate a set of realizations of the fluctuating amplitude, from which
one may obtain desired statistical properties, e.g. the standard deviation of the amplitude, etc. Physical
optics problems require random integrands as a function of vector (position) arguments; the Wiener-Hermite
generalizations will be presented. If the effect of non-Gaussian characteristics of are desired the
appropriate generalization of the representation is easily obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

We are interested in the effect of atmospheric turbulence on optical propagation. Turbulent phenom-
ena comprise one of the great unsolved areas of science and engineering. We begin with a general review
of the fluid mechanics of turbulence. The equations governing fluid motions are well known. One might
wonder, in such a circumstance, why turbulent phenomena are not by now completely understood. The reason
that this is so, as will be seen in succeeding sections, is that the governing equations are strongly non-
linear. As a consequence, the great body of mathematics developed chiefly for linear differential equa-
tions is not useful. Fluid dynamiucdta have dealt with these difficulties -hiefly by specializing flows
to idealized situations involving boundary layers, wakes, etc., and by app ).:imating turbulent behavior
with not always satisfactory empirical laws and rules. If one attempts to solve the equations of motion
for turbulent fluids, one finds extremely complicated solutions (functions of position and of time) cor-
responding to the observed complexities of turbulent flow. Indeed the solutions, either as calculated
when this is possible (rarely), or the experimentally observed field variables are so complicated that it
is not likely that detailed information concerning them would be useful even if it were available. The
approach to these difficulties has been largely one of taking statistical averages of the physical quan-
tities of interest. These averaged quantities have a much simpler dependence upon the position coordinates
and upon the time than do the individual fluctuating members from which the averages are constructed. This
is the procedure followed in this paper.

To begin we sketch the derivation of the equations governing fluid motion and discuss those equations.
After some simplifications suited to the atmospheric turbulence problems at hand we write various field
quantities in terms of their averages and their fluctuations from those averages. Some background informs-
tiao on fluid mechanical properties is presented. In particular the variations of the index of refraction
with the field variables is discussed (the index is of particular importance for optical propagation in the
atmosphere). Then the cross correlations of fluid velocity, of temperature, and of velocity w.ith temper-
ature are presented. The time average for obtaining these correlations is defined. We then discuss step-
by-step the consequences of statistical stationarity, statt.stical homogeneity, and statistical isotropy.
The structure functions involving velocity and temperature fluctuations are defined. A new, modified die-
cussion of the cascade theory of turbulence is presented and its consequences analyzed for their bearing
upon correlation functions. Experimental data supporting the so called five-thirds law for the velocity
energy spectrum are presented.

Following the presentation of this fluid mechanical information, the processes of generating density
fields with stated statistical properties is described. It is shown how one can use Wiener-HaetIrte expan-
sions to produce realizations, which can in turn be used for computer experiments.

*The author is also a consultant to the Oregon Graduate Center, Beaverton, USA, and to Aerospace Corpor-
ation, E1 Segumdo, Colifornia, USA.
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2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF FLUID MECHANICS

The equations of fluid mechanics which are relevant to our atmospheric problems are those involving
the motion of viscous, compressible, Newtonian fluid (this last referring to a fluid in which the viscous
stress is proportional to the rate of shear strain) in a uniform gravitational field and non-rotating
system (Coriolis force effects can be treated separately). They are given in standard references (e.g.

* Landau and Lifshitz, 1959). It should be remarked at the outset that the equations, though initially
quite complicated, can usually be considerably simplified for atmospheric turbulence problems. A brief
discussion of the derivation of the equations will be helpful. In deriving the equations a useful concept
is that of the substantial derivative. Consider a small element of mass within the fluid at some position

* at a given initial time. The time rate of change of some property of that element of mass, following it
as it flows, can be obdtined by differentiation. Suppose that the property is given the name F. The rate
of change of that property following the flow (the substantial derivative or convected derivative) is
found to bet

D A 3F *
Dt-Y a+ ui (1)

Here SL (with components ui*) is the local value of the fluid velocity. We adopt the notation which will
be convenient here: F,i - BF/Bxi, where xi are the Cartesian coordinates of position with x3 vertical;
the coordinates will sometimes be designated x,y,z. Further, we adopt the summation convention; that is,
we should sum from 1 to 3 over subscripts which are repeated within a single term.2

We can make use of the substantial or convective derivative given in (1) to obtain the governing
equations. First of all, consider the equation of continuity. The quantity of mass of a given element of
fl:uid must be conserved as the element flows: its substantial derivative must vanish. Let F - P*6V, where
6V is a small volume of fluid at a given instant and p* is its density. Then, since the mass must be con-
served, we know D

Dt (P*v) - 0. (2)

By simple manipulation, one can show that,1

+ (P**), O. (3)

Consider Newton's Law, 1L (d/dt)ml. A ain using (1) for the time rate of change of a quantity fol-
lowing the flow, where now for F we use the i h component of the momentum given by p*6Vui*, we have the
relation

1 D (C*i*6V) = Gia (4)
6V Dt i i

where Gi represents the force per unit volume exerted upon the element of fluid4. For our karposes there
are three forces acting within the fluid: the force due to pressure changes within the fluid, the force
due to viscous stress within the fluid, and the force of gravity.

The mathematical derivation of expressions for the three forces can be found in, for example,
Landau and Lifshitz (1959). The pressure force per unit volume is the negative of the pressure gra-
dient (there is no such pressure force in a constant pressure field). The viscous force per volume, allow-
ing for variable viscosity at this stage, is the divergence of the viscous stress. The Newtonian viscous
stress, details aside, is the most general symmetric tensor of second-rank which one can form from first-
order derivatives of the velocity. The gravitational force per unit volume is in the negative x3-direction
and of magnitude p*g. We substitute the three forces for the right-hand side of (4). In the left-hand
side make use of the continuity equation given in (3). One finds for the Navier-Stokes equations govern-
ing fluid flow5  

'au i* + 1 Ip u* + I 11u* + + * (5)

Here g is the acceleration due to gravity, assumed constant. The 11 is the fluid viscosity and p* is the
fluid pressure. The 6ij is Kronecker's Delta; it is unity if the subscripts are equal, and otherwise
zero.

Consider now the entropy of the moving fluid. The entropy changes in general during the fluid
motion. One obtains for the equation governing time rate of change of the entropy following the fluid flow
(landau and Lifshitz, 1959)

*T(DS/Dt) - * + Pu•m ul +1 + + (kT*,i)i().

Here T* is the temperature, S is the entropy per mass, and k is the thermal conductivity. The entiopy
changes for two reasons. The action of the viscous stresses generates heat which can be shownm to lead to
the first term on the right side. Further there is heat conduction which also changes the entropy; the

net conduction is the divergence of the thermal heat flux giving the second term.

The equation of state for the atmosphere is to an excellent approximation that for an ideal gas,

p* -Rp*T* (7)

where R is the gas constant per mass, which, for an ideal gas, leads to the relation |

R c-c , (8)
p v

where cp and cv are the specific heats of air per unit mass at constant pressure and constant volume. (We
neglect effects of variable moisture content.)
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Consider now the dependence of density changes upon pressure and temperature. There are presure

fluctuations in the atmospheric boundary layer (caused by velocity fluctuations) of order (10-6)oa where
au is the lMS (suat) velocity fluctuation, say 3 meteos per econd. T22rature luctuations there areof order one degree Kelvin. Hence; in cag, (Op/P)(7x 10- )x(3 x ) (10 ) ~ x 0-; (OT/I)~ X O,

where the overbars indicate time averages, discussed below. Consequently from (7) for the small relative
fluctuations which we have, we can neglect the effect of pressure fluctuations on the density fluctuations.

The difficult nonlinear character of the equations makes simplification essential. This is usually
accomplished by asking for less information. Instead of searching for the complicated functions repre-
senting the pressure etc., we ask rather for their (much siopler) averages. We are lead to define the fol-
lowing variables:

p - p+p

T - + T (9)

and 4

_. u++ . (10)

These quantities can be substituted in the fluid equations and needed averages found.

3. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON FLUID MECHANICAL AND RELATED PROPERTIES

3.1 Discussion of Index of Refraction

When we are particularly interested in optical frequency propagation, the mein effect of the atmos-
phere comes from changes in the refractive index. The refractive index depends primarily uy fa the dansity
of the atmosphere. We find in standard references (Allen, 1964) that

An n U - 1 - 82.6 x 10-6p*/T* (11)

with n the refractive index, p* the pressure in milli-bars and T * the temperature in degrees Kelvin. We
represent RMS fluctuations of quantities by a with a subscript indicating the variable involved and find

[c / (n - )2-(a /p) + (a/)(12)

valid for small relative fluctuations and neglecting any (slight) statistical dependence of the pressure
on temperature fluctuations. in the above discussion we found we could neglect the effect of pressure
fluctuations so, j

an an + [82.6 x 10-6 2  T (13) J
3.2 Simplifying Statistical Assumptions

We suppose, as discussed earlier, that the wind velocity is given by

SL+ &L (14)

where ; is the average wind speed and uj is the instantaneous departure from that average.

We consider the cross correlation of quantities measured at two different positions.. It is con-
venient in what follows to define the three Cartesian compoCnnts, ui, of the velocity fluctuation vector u.
Consider the cross correlation of the velocity fluctuations measured at two points, .z' and re'. This cor-
relation is defined by the tims average, represented by < > (we use this and overbar interchangeably).

T

Qijr'.~it C L' ')(.r"t' + t) Lim u f 4-tStt (5
/ T large 0

Our assumption that the process is statistically stationary means that the correlation is approximately
independent of which segment, T, of velocity fluctuation we use in the determination of the average (cor-
relation function). Other cross correlations are important to us; the cross correlation of temperature
fluctuations is:

S(po.ea'ntt) n- <T(',t')T(&',t' + t)> (16)

with the average defined as the time average in a way analogous to that in (15). The often-important
transport of the temperature fluctuations within the turbulent atmosphere is coptrolled by the cross cor-
relation of the velocity with the temperature, defined by

Ti(r' .1",t)_ T(x' ,t')u (e"t,t + t) (17) i•

The time average is analogous to that of (15). When the two points of measurement, r' and r'" are separated
by a distance considerably greater than some length (outer scale) Lot the fluctuations become statistically
independent of one another and it follows that the correlations given in (15)-(17) go to zero (this is so
because by the definition (14) the average of the fluctuations themselves must vanish). Similarly, if the
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time delay, t, between the measurements, even though the two points are closer than L., exceeds a time
characteristics of the turbulence To, then again the fluctuating quantities become statistically independent
of one another add the cross correlations given in (15)-(17) go to zero. This time, To, is called the cor-
relation time for the turbulent process. It is typically dependent upon the quantities already defined.
In most turbulent processes when measurements are made moving with the mean flow,

L 0
To

u

Often, atmosphere turbulence shows little statistical change when we move from one position to
another. Such behavior is called statistical homogeneity. :t is, of course, not rigorously true in any
application. In the atmosphere, the situation is complicated by the fact that the large scale character-
istics change when we move vertically a distance Lo, the scale of the turbulence. Nevertheless, lor many
purposes, the assumption of statistical homogeneity is a useful approximation. For such homogeneous
turbulence, the correlations (15)-(l?) reduce to functions of time and space functions of the displacement
vector

rE =r" - r' (19)

between the two points at which measurements are made.

Often the average quantities defined here, in particular the smaller-scale characteristics, are
approximately independent of the orientation of the displacement factor 1. The idealization that the tur-
bulence has this property is called statistical isotropy. This is a further, most useful, simplifying
assu.ption for the discussion of atmospheric turbulenze. In conjunctior with thi.• praviously discussed
simplifying assumptions, statistical isotropy leads to the following reductions of complexity in the cross-
correlations (15)-(17). The reader is referred to Batchelor (1953) for a more extended discussion of the
symmetry characteristics presented here:

Qij Q,(rt)rir + Q2 (r't)$ij ; (20)

S S l(r,t); (21)

T T(r,t)ri(22)

The coefficient functions Q,, Q2 , Sl, and T1 are called "scalar generators" and depend only on the lengvh
of the displacement vector 1, and un the time delay between the measurements. The simple rule for fo-'ring
all such statistically isotropic correlations is to make up all relevant combinations of the vector com-
ponents ri and of the Kronecker delta symbol 6ij, as seen in the examples here.

These assumptions are often found to be valid for the smaller-scaled structure; but for the large
scales, that is, for the large eddies, such siwpli•ving assumptions cannot be justified. Velocity and
temperature differences are approximately homogeticous and isotropic if r is small compared with Lo. Thus,
consider "structure functions" for these fluctuating quantities. For exarple, define a structure function
for the velocity fluctuation as in (23). (structure functions are usually defined for simultaneous
measurements. When time is a variable, it will lie implicit in what follows.) Thus,

For <" - L' -r .< this correlation is often assumed to be statistU.:ally homogeneous aid izotropic,
that is, to depend only oxt r; The smaller scale strucru:e within the turbulence is if more universal form
than ie the large-ac-ale. For such small scales, we can write Dij la a 2orma similar to (20) (with t - o
for the simultaneous measurements under discussion). The structure Z'nction notation follows Tatarskii
(1959).

In a way analogous to that for the velority st-:ucure function, one ran define a -3tructure function
"for t-mperature when small-scale effects are &.tatisti- :ally homogeneous ,s.d kaotuopic"

SDT () (r_) - T(r' + r)] 2> a 2S(1) -. 2S (r) (24)

with the function S1 defined in (16) and (21) for simuutaneous measuremente, When needed, oe could
similarly define the cross correlation between temperatare fluctuations and velocity fluctuations.

3.3 The Cascade Theory of Turbulence

Therer is a simplifying hypothesis concerning the nature of 'he energy ttdnsfer within turbulence
which is useful in connection with atmospheric problems. Some years ago Ko?.mogorov (1041) prcposed the
following view of tme turbulent energy transfer process (Fig. 1). A quantity of power per mass, C, is
supplied to the turbulence, usually being injected in the largest turbulence scale. of order L0 (through
the non-linearity of the fluid flow process). This energy is passed, again because of the non-lInearity
of the rquations :f motion, down to those eddies whick dissipcte the c-nergy. (If the eq tions were
linear, there would be no energy .ansfer between different size eddies.) The dissipating eddies are very
small. with size of order to, the so-called inner scale. These eddies dissipate the energy aa heat.
kolmogorov oakes ar. assumption concerning the way in which the non-linearities of the fluid flow pass

"etergy from the very large eddieL to the very small ones. One mipht reassnably suppose that this quantity
of energy per second per insse i passed f-os0 the largest to t e next smaller eddies; and in tucn f;'om
those to yet smaller eddies and so on, down to the smallest (dissipation) eddies, of size 9_. This
(assumed) transfer is called a cascade. There is, as yet. orly itidireet experimentul evidence that this
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is the mode of energy transfer. Nevertheless, if we suppose that this is the process, there is a con-
siderable simplification in the turbulence description. Suppose that we want to find the energy spectrum
E(k) the tuirbulent energy per wave number. The parameters in the problem consist of C, to, Lo, and Yu.
The quantities e, Lo, and au are known to be connected by the following empirical relation (Batchelor,
1953) 3

E- A u . (25)

If one believes that the rate of loss of energy from the large eddies is independent of the small-scale
viscosity dependent effects then (25) follows by dimanslonal analysis. 6 Put another way, we might suppose
that the transfer of energy from larger to smaller eddies is accomplished by the nonlinear inertial effects,
with viscosity playing a role only in the energy dissipation (into heat) by the smallest eddies. Thus ea
can eliminate one of the parameters appearing in (25) let that one be cu. If we examine the energy spec-
trum in the intermediate range

9, << 2k- << L (26)
00

we may reasonably suppose that the function E(k) is independent of 1o (the inner scale) and Lo (the outer
scale). Of course, in order that (26) be possible, it is necessary that Lo be extremely large compared
with to. Allowing an order of magnitude for the range of variation of 2rk-l we see from (26) that we need

Lo 314 3
R1,e' > 10

£0

with
0 L

Re' U 0 , (27)

using the size of to given in (29) below. Such large Reynolds's numbers ere indeed attained in lower-
atmospheric turbulence. Using dimensional analysis, it immediately fol.lows from the above reasoning that
the energy spectrum is given by

2/3 -5/3 2-r n_E (k) - a f2/k-/ 2•_ << k << (28
S L- (28)

o 0

where here and below the an are dimensionless constants of order unity.

Before discussing this energy spectrum functior,, consider the inner scale, to. Kolmogorov suggested
(as seems plausible from the nature of the physical process) that the inner scale is independent of the
outer scale, Lo, and thus depends only upon C and upon the kinematic viscosity, v. In such a case one
obtains from the use of dimensional analysis the following result for the inner scale:

3 1/4Zo. a2 ( 3/) (29)

In the atmosphere, io is typically of order of millimeters (Honson et al., 1969). Similarly the average
velocity change associated with the dissipation is found by dimensional analysis,

-j 1/2 114
(Au2) (vf) . (30)

The results of some important measurements of E(k) by Grant et al. (1962), are shown in Fig. 2. These
experiments were performed in British Columbia in a tidal channel near Vancouver. The results are plotted
log-log, to bring out the proposed algebraic dependence of the energy spectrum function upon the wave
number see (28). It is seee that the spectrum in these experiments had the suggested form over eight
octaves of k. The quartity, 4 , was obtained by integration. The energy spectrum, E(k), was measured
directly, in effect i.sing its definition. It is noted that these experiments show tbat the inner scale,
the scale at which dissipation occurs, is of order to, as defined in (29). It is approximately at to that
the spectrum shows an abrupt reducti'n, not at the Taylor disk.ipation length XT. The reason that this is
so can be seen in the following way (we adopt th' view that the cascade descriRjpon of the turbulent pru-
cess is valid). The dissipation may be supposed to consist of velocity jumps Au- ½ 3 (30) with a volume 4
average of order (v)1/4. where the characteristic distance in which the jump occurs is of order (v3/f)l/4
(29). These dissipation regions are assumed to occupy a fraction a of the volume of the turbulence; of
course, a would be near unity if the dissipation regions completely fill the volume.

From the Kolmogorov cas -ade theory we obtain an estimate for (A-u) which is the characteristic size
of the small-scale velocity fluctuations associated with the viscous dissipation process. The d!.ssipation
could be spread somewhat uniformly throughout the turbulent flow. Recent work dealing with the .i er-
mittancy of turbulent flow suggests that in fact the dissipation may occur in slip regions. In suc1.j_
case the individu.,l velocity changes, when they occur, are larger than the aveiuage represented by (AuT)½.
It is ( interest to see how the average quantity is related to the typical velocity jump involved in the
dissipaLion proceses. Call the typical velocity jump Au; then utilizing the definition that the dissipation
occurs within a fraction A of ,he total turbulent volume, we see

Au &-(v)I/4 (31)

If one adopts the cust.omary vl.ew that the turbulence is quite intermittent, one may expect to find small
values of a, ind consequently, .o find that the typical velocity jump, Au, involved in the dissipation
process is relatively large, -tvý re••tively infrequently encountered. Many other experiments, both in the
ocean and in the atmosphere, have ve-ified the Kolmogorov dependence of the energy spectrum fw ftion.



The behavior of the energy spectrum function reflects in a corresponding simplification of the cor-
relation function for small separations of the measuring roints. Using dimenaional analysis, one obtains
a result

Q(r.o) F ' r) (32)

The velocity structure function defined earlier takes the

2/3
S iDm l the to << r << L°0 (33)

Similarly the temperature-fluctuation structure function within the same range of r is,

DT(r) CT() 2/3 << r << L . (34)

We are often concerned with changes in the index of refraction. We define a structure function for
such changes,

D+(r) - (rn(r) - n(2' + ]2> (35)

where we again suppose that small scale effects are homogeneous and isotropic. Then employ the definition,
(16), the result in (13), the Kolmogorov form for the temperature structure function to find,

2 2/3Dn(r) - Cu r ,'to << r << L . (36)

4. OUTLINE OF PROBLEM AND METHOD OF WOMPUTER bDDELLING.

Under the assumt-on that the radiation wavelength is small compared with the scale of atriospheric
(temperature) fluctuations, we know Tatarskii (1959) that the log of the received amplitude is proportional
to

L

frL-x)V r'x)dx
0 V

or (37)

ii - f2•&Q vv(Y)dx

for plane and spherical sources respectively. Here the path length is L and R respectively; and

2 22
; n - + plane wave

ay2 az2

TuV n 2 a n spherical wave (38)

Thus 4n is the Laplac!.an in the direction normal to that of propagation, The n is the index of refrac-
tion, as described, primarily dependent on the temperature for our work.

We are given the statistics of iNn. It is suppose4 here (Elliott, 1974) that this quantity has a
Johnson distribut:.on (Hahn and Shapiro, 1967) defined by the transformation

F2
Yin (x) A sh -u- U (39) 1

where u is (presumed joint-) Gaussian and X and n are parameters determined from the moments of the pro-
cess VN n. A log-normal distribution is also of intertst; that process is obtained by changing the sh
function in (39) to the logarithm.

To calculate individual fluctuating amplitudes [the expressions (37)] we calculate ensemble members
b, bubstitute in ($7) and integrate numerically. We want, as described, ensemble members with a Johnson

dstribution. These are obtained by calculating Gaussian ensemble members u(x). Then use the transfor-
mation (39) to find ensemble members Vin. The task remaining is to show how to find ensemble members u(x)
for substitution in (39).

We shall assume that the atmospheric temperature fluctuation is statistically homogeneous.

GE2ERATION OF GAUSSIAN ENSEMBLES.

ior this purpose we make use of the Wiener-Hermite representation [see e.g. Meecham and Siegel
(1964)].

Wiener proposed an expansion useful for Gaussian and nearly Gaussian processes. The expansion is for
the random process (the time series) itself and is based on the ideal random function - sometimes called
the white noise function. This process can best be described as follows (we need only the one-dimensional
scalar form). Suppose that the. x-axit is divided up into cells of width Ax. in each cell assume that the
process is constant with amplitude chosen from a Gaussian distribution, with variance Ax- 1 . The process is

1 ... - - .. . . .... I"- Il•• * •"' -•... '• '- "i.. . . . .•. ... •.'...... . .'r.... " :'". .."•*'*-:• . '"' , •~'•..
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,atistically independent in neighboring cells. One member of the ensemble for the process is shown in
Fig. 3. Every member is such a histogram. The ideaZ random function is found by lstting Ax + 0. We
designate this process H(x).

For computer work we keep a finite Ax. Each realization of H(x) is found by computing such a histo-
gram. The method.of finding the Gaussian amplitudes is described in the Appendix. Evidently any integral
over 8 will be Gaussian (to all orders) for it will be a sum of independent Gaussian processes. Then con-
sider the special integral (a sum in our work)

u(x) - f K(x - XI)H(x )dx 1  (40)

where K(x) is a nonrandom function. Evidently every member of the ensemble of functions u(x) will be
continuous and will possess continuous derivatives if the kernel K is sufficiently well behaved. The
use of the difference argument in (40) leads to the result that the process u is statistically homoge-
neous. From the definitions we have for the correlation,

KH(xl)H(x 2 )> - Ax, xI and x 2 in same cell
(41)

- 0 , otherwise.

Using this property we find

Q(r) R u(x)u(x + r) d

f K(xl)K(x 1 + r)dx 1

which is statistically homogeneous as suggested. Higher moments yield analogous results. The method can
be extended to non-Gaussian processes, but such are not needed here.

We cin take the Fourier transform of (42) and find the energy spectrum (differing here by a constant
from some definitions)

E(k) - f ikr Q(r)dr
• .• (43)

"- iK(k)1
2

with

K(k) L f.. eKx•(x)dx ,(44)

To find the kernel K(x) to be used in the construction o^ the ensemble members u(x) given by (40), proceed
as follows. Invert the relation (39), using temperature (index of refraction) data:

u(x)- r sh-1 [X-72 n(x)] (45)

Calculate the energy spectrum, E(k), of the process u(x), so obtained. From (43) we see

K(k) - El/ 2 (k) (46)

up to a phase factor, which can be set equal to zero without loss of generality. K(x) is then found by
inverting (44).

We can sum up the results of this section as follows: The log of the amplitude of optical propa-
gation fluctuatioas is given, in the high frequency approximation, by (37). We wish to conduct a computer
experiment, constructing realizations of the fluctuating amplitude from realizations of the random atmo-
sphere, where the statistics of the index of refraction (temperature) fluctuation are given (Johnson dis-
tribution). Such a process can be obtained from (39) where u(x) is Gaussian. We must now construct
Gaussian realizations u(x). This is done by means of the Wiener-Hermite representation. First a reali-
zation of the white noise process H(x) is constructed according to the rulec described in the previous
section. (For this we need to chooss, on the computer, numbers from a Gaussian distribution with a pre-
scribed variance; the method is outlined in the Appendix.) Then the integral in (40) is carried out
numerically, using this realization of H(x); we obtain in this way one realization of u(x). Then as just

described, the realization of the derivates of the index is obtained. We need the kernel function K(x)
for the Gaussian process u(x). It is found to be the inverse Fourier transform of the squarc root of the
energy spectrum function of the process u(x); ree (46). To construct other realizations, the entire
process is repeated. One may determine the. statistical characteristics of the fluctuation amplitude from
a large number of such realizations.

APPENDIX: GENERATING A GAUSSIAN PROCESS

Suppose we generate random numbers y with a flat distribution o(y) over (0,1), on the computer.

(y) - 0, 0 oh y 5 l

". O, other y.
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Then x has a Gaussipn distribution with variance a2 where

'12 21
y (27M 2 )-1/2 f -x/2a dx (47)

Thus, generate y; then invert (47) to find the requirud x. [An efficient algorithm for the inversion of

this function is given by Abramowitz (1963).

To prove the above assertion we must show that

F(y)dy - P(x)dx (48)

where P is Gaussian with the given variance.

Differentiating (47) we find from (48)

(2ffG2) x2 u2o2  P W)dx

so P(x) is Gaussian with variance 0a. [It is clear that y has the right range. i.e. (0,1)].

FOOTNOTES

1. In term of derivatives this is (DF/Dt) - ZF/3t + uj* Wa/axi. It is worth commenting here that we
use the equations in their Eulerian form, that is where the derivatives are taken in a fixed frame
of reference. The Lagrangian form has derivatives taken in a frame moving locally with the fluid
(again "following the 'low", i.e., for the time derivative just D/Dt).

2. An alternative discussion is: With F - F(x,ya,t) then AF equals the change in F due to change in
time at a fixed point in the fluid plus the change in F which would occur for F not a function of
time, but varying with position. This equals AF = At(Wallt) + Ax(aF/Ix) + Ay(BF/Dy) + Az(aF/az),
which implies (1).

3. In terms of derivatives this equation is 3p */t + C(p*ui*)/axi = 0.

4. The forces on a given fluid element give the time rate of change of the momentum of that fluid
element: we need the substantial derivative of the momentum for a proper statement of Newton's law.

5. In the notation of vector analysis, this is p + - " Vu* - V ( *v ) +

+ - P ~gk with k the unit vector in the x3-direction.

axk kJu

6. Dimensional analysis is of particular importance in fluid mechanics. Such analysis is performed as
follows: Suppose we have parameters and variables, of importance in a particular problem, called
xl,X2,... ,xn. Form all possible independent dimeusionless quantities from them, called
Then any physical law for the problem can be written in the form I (X±,X2,... ,XM) - 0 where -H is
some function. For example, consider the period of a simple pendulum. We may reasonably suppose
that the important paramete.rs are L, the length of the pendulum; M, its mass and g. We have only
one possible dimensionless variaLle gT2 /L. Then solving H(gT2 /L) = 0 for T we have T - a 47•
where a is dimensionless. Constants like a are usually of order unity (between 0.1 and 10) for
reasons known only to God. For this problem a - 21T of course.
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS
ON SESSION I

OPTICAL MODELING OF THE ATMOSPHERE

Dr. Edel: Could you please indicate shortly the difference between codes LOWTRAN 2 and LOWTRAN 3?

Dr. McClatchey: LOW_7rAN 3 has modifications in 2. 7 micrometer water vapor absorption coefficients.
Secondly, the aei.'osol model has been modified to reflect the new aerosol model referred to by
Dr. Fenn as the "Continental" model. This model contains more recent complex index of refrac-
tion results due to the work of Dr. Volzand thus contains a greater amount of spectral detail.

In addition the computer code has been modified to permit more flexibility for introducing meteoro-
logical measurements.

ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS: MODELS OF THEIR OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Dr. G. N. Plass: There is data that indicates that a spherical layer of water builds up around an aero-
sol particle as the humidity increases. Has this been taken into account in the models?

Dr. R. W. Fenn: The present maritime aerosol model pr'esents a humidity condition of approximately
80% and moderate windspeed for seaspray generation. We are planning to develop some functional
relationships for these dependencies to be incorporated into the LOWTRAN transmission program.

Dr. D. H. Hohn: Around 10urm relative minimum and maximum of the extinction coefficients were dem-
onstrated. What is the physical reason for them?

Dr. R. W. Fenn: These features in the extinction coefficient are caused by variations in the complex
refractive index, in particular the imaginary patt, or absorption coefficent of aerosol material.

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISS!ON AT THREE LASER WAVELENGTHS IN
RELATION TO THE METEOROLOGICAL. PARAMETERS

Dr. R. W. Fenn: Some of the discrepancies between the experimental data and theoretical models may
be due to the modified Gamma distribution which underestimates the large particles. .tt longer
wavelengths (;- a few microns) the larger particles are the main contributor to the extinction.

Dr. P. J. Wright: What you say may well be true because although the model I have chosen seems to be
self-consistent in that one can fairly successfully predict the attenuation at one wavelength from
observations made at two other wavelengths. The actual values of the parameters tend to be slight-
ly different from what one might expect the true values to be (as measured by a particle sizing
apparatus). We do plan to investigate other distribution models as part of the future work on this
contract.

Note added after the discussion

The apparent discrepancy between the theoretical line of 00 63 versus the value of Nr and the ex-perimental points can be explained entirely on the fact that the assumption cext = 2. 0 used in com-

puting the theoretical line is not very accurate as the particle sizes involved are not that much
greater than the wavelength at 0. 63u m under the conditions encountered in this experiment. Ex-
amination of Figure 6 will reveal that the fit is better at higher values ot extinction coefficient
when the particles are larger and the assumption that Text = 0.O is more nearly valid. By making
a reasonable assumption about the actual particle sizes involved, I could have drawn a theoretical
line that filled the experimental points almost exactly.

Dr. D. H. Hohr.: With the 2-Retroreflector transmissometer concept it is necessary to discern between
the signals reflected by the retros. With an earlier Plessey instrument this was realized by using
active retros chop,)ed with different frequencies. What method is used with the above mentioned
instrument, and why active retros are no hc-nger used?

Dr. P. J. Wright: The Transmissometer is built as a total energy system in that the received signal is
totally reflected from either the near reflector or the far reflector. The two measurements are
separated in time and the near reflector must be moved out of the beam to allow the radiation to
reach the far reflector. With this type of arrangement one in principal obtains an absolute value
for the extinction coefficient, as the difference (or ratio) between the two signals depends only on
the attenuation in the atmosphuric path between the two retroreflec~ors. In practice one must make
a small correction for differences between the efficiencies of the two retroreflectors.

Dr. G. 1N. Plass: I am somewhat surprised when approximate Mie equations are used today, since ex- 2
act calculations can be made which run quickly on modern computers. Such a code is available by
writing to Dr. J. V. Dave of IBM Corp., San Jose, California. Your rebults shown in Figure Z
go out to very large size parameters. I am not aware of an approximate formula that is valid over
the complete size range shown in your figure. What approximate equation did you use?

Dr. P. J. Wright: We do in fact have the code supplied by Dr. J. V. Dave and have used it on our com-
puter when required and as a check on the approximation. The formula which has been used is
that given by H. C. Van de Hulst (as referenced in the paper) with a correction factor due to Dier-
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mendjian. The accuracy of this formula is more than adequate over the range of particle sizes
and refractive indices employed, particularly in view of the fact that we are comparing the re-
suits with experimental measurements which are themselves subject to launch larger errors.

Apart from siavings in computer time, the approximation formula gives one greater flexibility in
the model in that the refractive index may be varied, for instance as a function of relative humid-
ity of particle size.

THE FLUID MECHANICS AND COMPUTER MODELLING OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE CAUSING
OPTICAL PROPAGATION FLUCTUATIONS

Dr. B. L. McGlamery: Once you have constructed an instantaneous realization of a thick atmosphere,
how would you calculate the propagation of a plane wave through the atmosphere?

Dr. William C. Meecham: Once the individual realization has been constructed giving an example of
index of refraction fluctuation within the atmosphere, the fluctuating index function can be inserted
for example in the standard integral giving laser intensity fluctuations as a function of index fluc-
tuations. Of course the same index of refraction function can be used in other more complicated
theoretical formulas in order to verify the validity of such theories. Similarly, the fluctuation
function could be used to examine through numerical experiment questions involving beam centila-
tion, beam tilt and alike.

DETERMINATION EXPERIMENTALE DE L'ABSORPTION ATMOSPHERIQUE AU NIVFAU DE LA MER
SUR LES RAIES DU LASER COz(9 -l1u)

Dr. J. H. Blythe: Have you observed anomalous propagation effects, in the maritime evaporation duct?

Mr. B. Contenin: No. We only inade relative measurements over the entire spectral band. If the phenome-
nor to which you alluded affects the entire spectrum is likely that we could not observe it.

Dr. R. A. McClatchey: (1) I feel that discrepancy on P40 line is probably explainable in terms of omit-
ted water vapor line. As our data have now been modified, I will examine this upon returning to
my office. I am pleased to see that the agreement in general is so good. (Z) What was the
meas3,red CO 2 concentration?

Mr. B. Contenin: The present discrepancy on the P40 line between the theoretical, predictions of McClatchey
and my experimental results has been recognized in a recent paper, September 1975: W. Schnell-
Applied Optics, Vol. 14, No. 69 (September 75). It is liekly that McClatchey's explanation for
the discrepancy is correct, and I would appreciate if he keeps me abreast of his future work on
this topic.

The CO 2 concentration was essentially constant during those experiments, of the order of 225 to
Z50 ppm.
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Summary of Session I

ATMOSPHERIC CHARACTERIZATION

by

Dr. D. Hbohn, Chairman

A. Session Highlights

Progress in atmospheric modelling with respect to optical and IR propagation were described in

papers No. 1 and No. Z by McClatchey et al and Shettle et al respectively, all of Air Force Cam-

bridge Research Laboratories. Experimental confirmation to a high level of accuracy was given

in paper No. 5, Atmospheric Effects Relevant to Laser Spectroscopy by Kjelaas and Lund, for

meteorological situations of high visibility.

B. Problem Areas that Remain

Further knowledge on the complex index of refraction of the atmospheric aerosol at wavelengths

;b 5"m is needed as well as better instrumenLation for aerosol diagnostics.

Further aerosol collecting and subsequent analyses as well as further relevant optical/IR propa-

gation experiments are necessary to derive atmospheric models that can be used in the thermal

range of the spectrum i. e. thermal imaging and CO? - laser applications, and for meteorologi-

cal conditions of low visibility (strong haze, fog, precipitations).

This is of extreme importance for the evaluation and optimization of future systems and even

for present military optronic systems such as thermal imagers, range findei s, designators, etc.

jI
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Calculations of Polarization and Radiance in the Atmosphere

Gilbert N. Plass
Department of Physics
Texas A&M University

College Station, Texas, U. S. A.

SUMMARY

Two different methods for the solution of radiative transfer problems, matrix operator and Monte
Carlo, are discussed. A wide range of problems can currently be solved by the matrix operator method.
As an example of the use of the method, results are given for the radiance and polarization of the
radiation scattered from haze layers as well as from models of the real atmosphere. The variation of
the radiance, polarization, and ellipticity with the aerosol amount in the real atmosphere model is
presented. These results are compared with measurements reported in the literature. The Monte Carlo
method is applied to the problem of calculation of the radiance and polarization of the photons in the

atmosphere when there is an ocean as the lower surface. It is found that the turbidity of the ocean
can be deduced from the upwelling radiance measured at some height in the atmosphere. The downwelling
radiation just beneath the ocean surface is elliptically polarized at those angles where it is derived
from the total internal reflection of the upwelling radiation at the ocean surface.

1. INTRODUCTION

Solar photons follow a complicated path in the earth's atmosphere being scattered and absorbed by
the various types of molecules and particulate matter of the atmosphere as well as by the ocean and
various solids on the earth's surface. It is only within the last decade that it has been possible to
calculate with some assurance the radiation at various levels in the atmosphere under various condi-
tions using realistic models. Techniques for solving the multiple scattering problem were first
developed for Rayleigh and isotropic scattering. However, the scattering from aerosols whose size is
of the order of and greater than the wavelength of light is important in the real problem; the forward
scattered intensity in this case may be many orders of magnitude greater than that at 900 or in the
backward direction. Numerical techniques had to be developed to solve the radiative transfer equations
for aerosol scattering. The techniques that have been used for this problem include: 1. successive
orders of scattering; 2. iteration; 3. doubling; 4. discrete ordinate; 5. spherical harmonics;
6. matrix operator; 7. Monte Carlo. It is not possible to review all of these techniques in this
short article. Furthermore many of the other participants in this meeting are presenting results
calculated by one or more of thesr methods and are describing their method. Each method has advantages
and disadvantages, so that the best technique for one problem may not be the best for another.

In this article the wide variety of problems that can be solved by the matrix operator and

Monte Carlo methods is indicated. All of our calculations have been done by one oý these two methods
which we naturally believe have advantages for many types of problems. Both of these methods have
long histories and many scientists have contributed to their development. Thý history of the matrix
operator method has been given by Plass, G.N., Kattawar, G. W., and Catchings, F. W. (1973), while the
Monte Carlo method is discussed by Plass, G. N. and Kattawar, G. W. (1971). The chief disadvantage
of the Monte Carlo method is that there is a statistical fluctuation or "experimental error" in the
results which depends on the number of photor, histories followed. However, this is the only method
that has been used to solve such complicated problems as the radiance at twilight (the spherical earth
must be taken into account) and the radiance and polarization in the atmosphere-ocean system (taking
account of the reflection and refraction of the light at the ocean surface and the effect of waves).
Very asymetric phase functions for aerosols large compared to the wavelength of light can be used
with no complications in the Monte Carlo method.

The matrix operator method is an entirely rigorous numerical method for the calculation of the
radiance and polarization. The solutiorscan be obtained accurately for optically thick layexs (the
statistical fluctuations are likely to be large in this region for the Monte Carlo metbh-. The
various types of solutions that can be obtained at present by the matrix operator metl..• are shown in
this article. Extension of the method to highly asymmetric phase functions, spherical geometry, and
the calculation of the polarization in the atmosphere-ocean system may require computers with greater
speed and memory than are now available.

2. RADIATION SCATTERED BY HAZE LAYERS

In this section we present some typical results for the radiation field scattered by a plane
parallel haze layer. All components of the Stokes vector were calculated by the matrix operator
method so that the radiance, polarization, and ellipticity of the radiation were obtained. Previously
Dave, J. V. (1970), Herman, B. M. et al (1971), and Hansen, J. E. (1969) have reported results for
the scattering of radiation from haze layers. However, all of their published results were limited
in various ways. Dave only gave results for an aerosol size parameter of 10 and up to an optical depth
of 10. Hansen showed results for the reflected light only.

Our calculations were made for the haze L model proposed by Deitendjain, D., (1969). The number
of particles with a given radius is proportional to r2 exp(-15.11 r 1 72), where r is the particle radius.
The real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction were taken as 1.55 and 0.05 respectively,
reasonable values for continental hazes in the visible. The single scattering phase matrix was calcu-
lated by the method described by Kattawar, G. W. et al (1973). The calculated single scattering
albedo is 0.717. The single scattering function obtained from thin phase matrix is shown in Fig. 1.
There is a fairly strong maximum in the backward direction and a slight maximum at the rainbow angle.

The upward radiance reflected from haze layers of various optical thicknesses is shown in Fig. 2.
The cosine of the solar zenith angle po 0.188 (e0 - 79.15'). A single curve in the figure shows the
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variation of the radiance from the solar horizon on the left of the f.gure to the nadir (at the center)
to the antisolar horizon (at the right) in the principal plane containing the incident direction of
the solar rays. For haze layers with small optical thickness (T) the radiance decreases by four orders
of magnitude between the solar horizon and the nadir and increases by two orders of magnitude from the
nadir to the antisolar horizon. When T - 16, the curve has approached its asymptotic limit on the scale
of this figure.

The downward radiance is given In Fig. 3 for the Photons transmitted through haze layers of
various optical thicknesses and obser-,ed at the lowel oundary. The downward radiance increases
until the optical thickness is of the order of unity The maximum is at the solar horizon (left of
figure) when the haze layer has small optical thickn ,s. As the optical thickness further increases,
the maximum value for the transmitted radiance moves from the solar horizon to the zenith. When T - 16,
the maximum is at the zenith and the radiance is independent of the azimuthal angle (ý) on the scale of
the figure.

The polarization of the radiation scattered by aerosol layers exhibits various new features which
are not found in scattering from Rayleigh type particles. One major difference is that the polariza-
tion of single scattered radiation from aerosols exhilts one or more zeros in between the end points
of the curve. The polarization of single scattered ho'-ons from haze L is shown in Fig. 4. It should
be noted that the polarization is zero for scattering angles ot 3.53* and 25.6' and that it is small
when the scattering angle is less than 25.60.

The polarization of the radiation transmitted through haze layers of various optical thicknesses
for the same solar zenith angle (80 - 79,15') is shown in Fig. 5. The behaviour of the neutral points
(angle at which the polarization is zero) is entirely different than for Rayleigh scattering. There
is a non-Rayleigh neutral point near p - 0.59 (53.6') at small optical thicknesses. As the optical
thickness of the haze layer increases,it has moved only slightly to 57.6° for T - 2. Interestingly
a second neutral point appears at the horizon when T - 1.4 and there are two non-Rayleigh neutral
points when 1.4 < < 2.3. When T > 2.3 there are no neutral points for the transmitted radiation.

The position of the non-Rayleigh neutral points for five solar zenith angles is given in Fig. 6.
The curves vary greatly in shape depending on the solar angle. There are zero, one, or two of these
neutral points depending on the optical thickness.

The angle which the direction of polarization (maximum intensity component) makes with the
direction of the meridian plane containing the final photon direction called X. The values of X for
the reflected and transmitted photons are shown in Fig. 7. The variation of X with optical thickness
is very small for the reflected photons. On the other hand X varies appreciably v'ith T for the trans-
mitted photons.

The light scattered by a haze layer is in general elliptically polarized. The ellipticity of
the light is shown in Fig. 8. The variation is obviously complicated, particularly in the case of
the transmitted light.

So far all of the results have been for the radiation observed at either the upper or lower
boundary of the haze layer. It is also possible to calculate the radiance at interior points within
the haze layer. The downward normalizei radiance is shown in Fig. 9 at various optical depths within
a haze layer of great optical thickness. The normalized radiance is defined as the actual radiance
multiplied by h and divided by the downward diffuse flux at the optlcal depth T. Thus the variation
of the radiance with zenith angle atwd d epths can conveniently be compared. At small optical
depths beneath the upper surface, the radiance has a maximum around the direction of the solar beam.
At larger optical depths this maximum moves to the zenith and the interior radiance becomes inde-

pendent of azimuth. The shape of the radiance distribution no longer changes with rt this is called
the asymptotic radiance dis tributiun.

The upward norimalized radiance for the same case is shown in Fig. 10. Near the upper surface

there is a pronounced maximum near the solar horizon, At lar:ge optical depths within the medium the
normalized radiance becomes independent of T and approaches the asymptotic radiance distribution.
The asymptotic distribution for the upward radiance has a minimum at the nadir, while that for the
downward radiance has a maximum at the zenith.

The upward normalized interior radiance near the lower surface of an optical deep medium is
shown in Fig. 11. The photon has lost allmemory of the incident solar direction by the time it
reaches the lower surface of an optically deep medium, so that the radiance is independent of azimuth.
The shape of the radiance curves depends solely on the scattering and absorbing properties of the haze
layer and of the lower boundary.

3. RADIATION SCATTERED BY ATMOSPHERIC MODELS

The radiation field for a realistic model of the earth's atmosphere has been calculated by the
matrix operator method. Early studies by Sekera, Z. (1956) and others compared atmospheric models
that considered only Rayleigh scattering to observational data. These results clearly indicate that one
must include the scattering and absorption due to aerosols and absorption due to ozone as well as the
Rayleigh scattering in performing realistic calculations for the earth's atmosphere. The model is
necessarily inhomogeneous since the concentration of aerosols and ozone relative to the molecular or
Rayleigh constituent vary with altitude, The matrix operator method easily performs these calculations
utilizing the alogtithm for combining two arbitrary layers. The results reported in this section were
obtained by S. J. Hitzfelder, G. W. Kattawar, and G. N. Plass.



Elterman's model (Elterman, L., 1969) was used for the extinction coefficients of the Rayleigh,

aerosol, and ozone constituents as a function of height. Two models were derived from the Elterman model,
the unchanged or normal model, and the one-third normal model, in which the aerosol cotistituent was re-
duced to one-third the normal amount. These two models were considered to study the effects of varying
the aerosol content of the earth's atmosphere. These calculations were performed at X - 0.55 um, in the
middle of the visible region. For the normal model, the total optical depth was 0.378; for the one-third
normal model, the total optical depth was 0.212. In addition to a different optical depth the one-third
normal model has a different effective phase matrix than the normal model. These two differences affect
the results considerably.

The haze L distribution was used to calculate the phase matrix foi the aerosols. The resulting
single scattered intensity is shown in Fig. 1 and the single scattered polarization in Fit. 4. The sign
of the polarization produced by the haze phase matrix is, over most of the range, opposite to that pro-
duced by Rayleigh scattering. This produces interesting effects in the polarisation of the reflected
and transmitted radiation.

The surface of the earth has a considerable effect on both the radiance and polarization. Although
it is not realistic, a Lambert surface is considered at the bottom of the atmospherc. It is the stuplest
surface to model, and little is known about the polarization effects of real surfaces. Uhree valu•s of
the surface albedo are considered, A - 0, 0.15, and 0.90. The zero value is ronsidered for two reOasN:
it is easy to calculate and in comparison with other values it helps to demonstrate the effect of a real
surface on the radiation reflected and transmitted. A reasonable average value for the al&eo of the
various surfaces on the earth is 0.15. Since a snow covered surface closely approximates a Lmert
surface with an albedo of about 0.9, this value was also included in the calculations.

The transmitted radiance at the earth's surface for both models and all three surface albodos is
shown in Fig. 12 for the sun at the zenith (p - 1). The single scattered radiance is also given for
both models. The radiance is greater for the normal than for the one-third normal atmosphere at &1l
angles of observation except near the horizon. There is horizon brightening for the one-third ormal
atmosphere and horizon darkening for the normal atmosphere. The explanation is connected with the fa.t
that the transmitted radiation through a pure Rayleigh atmosphere shown horizoi, brightening up to an
optical depth of about 0.25 and horizon darkening at greater optical depths.

The polarization of the transmitted photons is shown in Fig. 13 for the same cases. The one-third
normal atmosphere has a larger polarization at all angles in each c ;e than the normal rodel. The cause
of this is twc fold. The optical depth is smaller for the one-thiia normal atmosphere and in general,
the less multiple scattering that occurs, the less the dilution from the single scattering polarization.
The second effect is due to the single scattering polarization. The greater the amount of aerosol in
the atmosphere, the greater effect the opposite sign of the aerosol single scattering polarization will
have it decreasing the Raylcigh single scattering polarization. This is seen in the two single scattering
curves in Fig. 13. The one-third normal atmosphc:re single scattering has its maximum closer to the
horizon, that is closer to a 900 single scattering angle, than is the case for the normal atmosphere
curves. As the amount of aerosol increases, this peak moves toward the zenith. The polarization
decreases as the surface albedo increases. This effect is expected since the increased radiance due to
the surface is randomly polarized and thus decreases the overall polarization.

The reflected radiance at the top of the atmosphere is given in Fig. 14 when the sun is at the
zenith. The slight increase in radiance at the antisolar point (u - 1) for the cases of single scat-

tering and of A - 0 is due 1o the glory in the aerosol phase function. The glory is more evident in
the normal atmosphere case because of the larger effect of the aerosol.

When A - 0.15 and 0.9 the radiance varies little with the angle of observation. There is an inter-
esting point. When A - 0, the radiance is greater at most angles for the normal aerosol modcl than for
the one-third normal model. On the other hand the one-third normal radiance is greater for the non-zero
albedo cases. The reason is that the total downward flux including the direct solar beam is greater for
the one-third than for the normal aerosol model. When the albedo is non-zero, this extra contribution
after reflection from the lower surface makes the reflected radiance at the top of the atmosphere
greater for the one-third than for the normal model.

The polarization of the reflected photons is shown in Fig. 15. The polarization as expected de-
creases rapidly as the surface albedo increases. If the scattering were entirely Rayleigh, the neutral
point would be at the nadir (11 - 1). The neutral point for the normal atmosphere model is at about

- 0.92 (23*) for single 3caLrering and j. - 0.94 (20*) for the normal aerosol amount. It does not
vary appreciably with the surface albedo. The aerosols cause the neutral point to move away from the
nadir. The large positive peak in the aerosol polarization cancels the negative Rayleigh polarization
at an angle determined by the ratio of aerosol to Rayleigh scattering.

As an example of another solar angle, the polarization of the transmitted photons is shown in
Fig. 16 when U. w 0.171 (80.18") in the principal plane. The maximum polarization occurs at , - 0.98
which is about 90* from the incident beam. This peak is characteristic of Rayleigh scattering. The
single scattering peak for Rayleigh scattering would be precistly 90* from the incident direction and
the polarization would be 100%. Deviations from this are causea by the finite optical thickess of the
atmosphere and by the aerosol scattering. The maximum polarization in Fig. 16 is 0.601 end 0.778 for
one-third normal and for normal aerosol amounts respectively. 'Me neutral points are changed by the
introduction of the aerosols. The Araso points change appreciably as the aerosol amoint changes from
one-third to normal, while there is relatively little chauwe in the position of the Babinet points.

The polarization of the transmitted radiation out of the principal plane is showni in Fips. 17 and
18 ior the azimuthal angles 0 - 30' and 150* and 4 - 90' respectively. Note that neutral points do not
occur out of the principal plane. At most anglcs the polarization increases as 4 approaches 90* with
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the curves becoming almost flat at 4) 90*. In the 4)-900 plane, the single scattering .'uigle is al-
most constant and very close to 90*. At this angle the maximum single scattering polarization occurs
for Rayleigh scattering. Thus the polarization in general increases and becomes almost constant as the

*-90* plane is approached.

if a and b are proportional to the major and minor axes respectively of the ellipse described
by the end point of the electric vector, the ratio b/a - tan $ is defined as the measure of the
ellipticity of the radiation. It can be computed directly from the Stokes parameters of the radi-
ation. The ellipticity, tan a, for the transmitted radiation is shown in Fig. 19 for vo - 0.171 and

4)3O* and 150*. The ellipticity changes very little with the surface albedo. Thus the only curves
shown are for A - 0. Our model for the atmosphere assumed spherical aerosol particles. The phase
matrix for spherical particles has a zero entry in the fourth row and first column; thus incident un-
polarized radiation cannot create a circular component from a single scattering. In addition, in the
Rayleigh phase matrix, all entries in the fourth row are zero except for the fourth column. Therefore
a Rayleigh scattering atmosphere cannot create a circular component even by multiple scattering. It
can only alter an already existing component.

The absolute value of the ellipticity is greater for the normal than for the one-third normal
aerosol model, except near the zeros of the function (see Fig. 19). The shape of the curves is veryIi similar for both models. The ellipticity increases in magnitude rapidly as the horizon is approached.
other results not shown here show that this increase near the horizon is not as large in the 4) - 900

plane. A comparison of the results for the polarization and ellipticity shows that in general the
ellipticity is large in a region where the polarization is small and visa versa. When the four Stokes
components are 1, Q, U, V. the polarization P' is

P Q 2+ 2 1/2

I

and the ellipticity b/a is

b/a - tan ta{- - s1n-' V 1 (2 + U 2 + V2-/

2 Q2 +U2+V212 2

For these equations it is seen that whenever Q 2+ U 2+ V 2is nearly as large as I that the polarization
is large and the ellipticity is small. The ellipticity is zero whenever V is zero. It has been claimed
that the values of the ellipticity in the region where the polarization is small are uncertain due to
truncation errors. We believe that our values are real and are n-ot caused by truncation eviora be-
cause all of the values of P, X (the angle of polarization), and b/a are very well behaved in this
region.

It was stated earlier that a Rayleigh atmosphere could not produce an elliptically polarized bean.
A comparison of the ellipticity values for the real atmosphere model with those for a haze L layer of
corresponding depth shows the same features in both. The sharpness of some of the haze L features are
smo~othed out in the re.,l atmosphere by scattering from the Rayleigh component.

2 We next consider the radiation observed at the top of the atmosphere as reflected from our real
atmosphere models. The reflected radiance for ui0 - 0.171 in the principal plane is shown in Fig. 20.
Curves are shown fur' ill three surface albedos and for both models as well as for the single scattering
curves. In the forward scattering half plane ()=0*), the normal atmosphere has the larger intensity
in general, while in the 4)-180' half plane, the one-third normal atmosphere has the larger intensity.
The forward scattering peak of the aerosols is more pronounced in the normal model, thus making the
radiance greater itn this case near the solar horizon. The back scattering is more dependent upon the
Rayleigh phase function and it is more predominant in the one-third normal model.

The polarization of the reflected radiation in the principal plana is shown in Fig. 21 for
PO, - 0.171. The Babinet neutral point is seen in the 4)- 180* half plane, but the Brewster or Arago
point is not visible. It may be so close to the horizon that the data does not show it or there may
not be one in this cane. There are two neutral points for the normal aerosol model. The polarization
near the nadir is greater for the one-third normal model than for the normual model when the surfa~e
albedo is zero. However, when A - 0.9, the normal model actually has the larger polarization. This
is related to the greater absorption in the normal model and consequent smaller downward flux which
reaches the lower surface and is reflected as unpolarized radiation.

The ellipticity of the reflected radiation is shown in Fig. 22 "or lio - 0.171 and 4)*300 and ].50'.
The: ellipticity for the normal and one-third normal models is again similar with the normal model
having the larger ellipticity. The ellipticity of the reflected radiation is smaller than that of the
transmitted. This effect is to be expected since double and higher order scatterings, with the second
or higher order scatterings by the aerosol, cause ellipticity. A photon reaching the snirface 3f the
atmosphere hei traversed an optical path at least equal to the optical depth of the atmosphere and has
traveled through all of the aerosol. A photon escaping from the top of the atmosphere can traverse an
optical path less than che total depth of the atmosphere and can naisa most of the aerosol which is near
the bottom. Thus it is more probable for a photon reaching the surface to be elliptically polarized
and thus the transmitted ellipticity is greater.

When the curves for the elli pticity of the reflected radiation from the real atmosphere mod, are
compared with those for a haze L layer, it is found that the Rayleigh scattering changes their shape
consiAerably. As one example, the ellipticity is negative in the entire half plane 4)-30* for a haze
L layer, but has both positive and negative regions for the real atmosphere model (Fig. 22).



Recently some excellent measurements of the polarization of skylight have bei reported by
Coulson, K. L. et al (1974). These measurements were made at Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii at an
altitude of 3416 m. Only a limited comparison can be made with our calculations, since our results for
the transmitted radiation are at sea level and at a wavelength of 0.55 Pm, a wavelength not included
in their measurements. The maximum polarization of downwelling radiation at any zenith atigle as a
function of the sun's elevation is shown in Fig. 23 for the normal, one-third normal, and for two
Rayleigh cases. The shapes of the curves are all similar, but the values of the maximum polarization
are less for the real than for a Rayleigh atmosphere. Coulson's data shows large fluctuations, presum-
ably due to the day-to-day variations of the content of the atmosphere. Their data suggest a decrease
in the maximum polarization with an increase in the solar elevation. Their maximum polarizations were
larger than our calculated ones, a fact easily explained by their 3416 m altituae.

The angular distance between the Babinet points or the neutral point above the sun, versus solar
elevation is shown in Fig. 24 for the noimal and one-third normal models. The position of the neutral
points is virtually independent of the surface albedc. An interesting feature is that the Babinet point
is closer to the sun for the normal than for the one-third normal atmosphere. The explanation is
connected with the polarization from the aerosols which has the opposita sign from Rayleigh scattering
and thus keeps the neutral points closer to the sun in spite of the larger optical thickness of the nor-
mal model.

Coulson's measurements for the position of the Babinet point at a wavelength of 0.40 Pm again have
considerable scatter, but are qualitatively similar to the curves in Fig. 24. The angular position is
as much as twice as large as that given by the calculations, which may be due to the difference in wave-
length and a correspondingly larger optical thickness of the atmosphere at the ultraviolet wavelength.

The angular distance between the Brewster point and the solar point is shown in Fig. 25 as a
function of solar elevation. Coulson's data again has a great deal of scatter, but seems to follow the
linear trend predicted by the calculations.

4. RADIATION IN THE ATMOSPHERE-OCEAN SYSTE4

A determination of the complete radiation field including polarization in a realistic model of the
atmosphere with an ocean surface below seems beyond the capabilities of present day computers when a
technique similar to the matrix operator method is used. This is an example of a problem that can be
profitably solved by a Monte Carlo method. This work was done by Plass, G. N., Kattawar, G. W., and
Guinn, J. A., Jr. The solar photons undergo absorption and multiple scattering by aerosols and atmos-

pheric molecules, reflection and refraction at the ocean surface, and further absorption and multiplescattering by hydrosols and water molecules of the ocean. Additional complexity arises from scattering

and absorption by the ocean floor and from refraction and reflection (including total internal retlec-
tion at some angles) of the upwelling light at the ocean boundary. The resulting radiation f~eld ex-
hibits high polarization in certain directions as a result of these many different kinds of photon
interactions.

In a typical Monte Carlo calculation the sequence of events is as follows. The position 'f the
f.rst collision of the solar photon is determined. If it is in the atmosphere, random numbers determine
from the-'cross-section ratios for the appropriate atmospheric layer whether it is a Rayleigh (molecular)
o. Mie (aerosols) collision. The method of statistical weights is used throughout the program (Plass,G. N., and Kattawar, C. W., 1971) and the absorption is accounted for by simply multiplying the weight

by tha ratio of the total scattering cross-section to the total cross-section for all processes. A e
photon history is terminated only when the weight falls below some pre-assigned value (taken as 10-6 in
all calculations reported here). The scattering angle is chosen from the distribution obtained from
the single-scattering matrix for either Rayleigh or aerosol scattering, as appropriate. The Stokes
vector is rotated into the scattering plane before each collision and rotated back into the meridian
plane afterward by the use of rotation matrices. The process is repeated until the photon reaches the
atmosphere-ocean surface.

At the atmosphrre-ocean interface a random number is used in the Monte Carlo calculation to de-
termine whether a given photon is reflectei or transmitted at the surface; the probability for reflec-
tion and transmission at a particular angle of incidence is calculated from the Fresnel equations with
a refractive index of 1.338. When the photons are incident from below the surface, the calculations
take account of total internal reflection at the appropriate angles. When the photon undergoes a
collision within the ocean, tandom numbers determine from the cross-section ratio whether the photon
is scattered from a Rayleigh (molecular) or Mie (hydrosol) center, and the weight is modified appro-
priately to account for absorption. The new scattering angle is determined from the Rayleigh or the
hydrosol single-scattering matrix as appropriate.

A typical computer run on the CDC 7600 takes 3 1/2 minutes, during which time 550,000 photon col-
lisions are processed. The results give the four Lomponants of the Stokes vector, the degree and
direction of polarization, end .he ellipticity of the upward and downward radiance as a function of the
zenith and azimuthal angles. All of these results are given for 11 different detectors, which are
located at various heights in the atmosphere and ocean.

A small sample of the results that we have calculated is shown in the next few figures. The
radiance is given in Fig. 26 for a solar zenity angle of 31.79'. Both the upward and downward radia-
tion are shown on one figure. One finds from left to right: volar horizon, incident sun, zenith, anti-
solar horizon, nadir, reflected sun (above ocean surface), solar horizon. The downward radiation is
represented on the left half of the graph and the upward on the right half. All photons within 30*
in azimuth of the principal plane have been averaged into the results. A wavelength of 0.46 Pm and a
clenr ocean model (ratio of total scattering cross-section to total cross-section is 0.514 and ratio of
Rayi,.Jh scattering cross-section to total cross-section is 0.218) are assuned. The radiance is shown
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at five detector locations; top of atmosphcre (triangle with point up); just above ocear. surface
(cross); just below ocean surface (circle); an optical depth of unity below the ocean surf4-e (square).

The downward radiance just above the ocean surface decreases appreciably just after one passes
through the zenith and then slowly increases toward thi antisolar horizon. The upward radiance has a
minimum near the nadir. The most interesting feature is the variation of the downward radiance just
below the ocean surface. The critical angle is at 48.36* (V - - 0.6644); all radiation from the lirect
sunlight and from the sky enters a calm ocean within thie cone bounded by this 48.36' angle from the
zenith. Thus the downward radiance is much larger within this cone than outside of it. Outside of the
cone the only downward radiation arises from upwelling light (usually very weak compared to the down-
welling light) that undergoes total internal reflection at the underside of the ocean surface. The
large drop of the radiance outside of the critical angle is evident in Fig. 26.

Other calculations not further reported here show that the upwelling light can be used as a
measure of the turbidity of the ocean. The minimum value of the upward radiance just above the oceansurface as a function of the nadir angle of observation it.creases 640% from a turbid to a clear ocean
model. Even at the top of the atmosphere the increase is 40%.

The polarization of the radiation is shown in Fig. 27 for the same solar zenith angle as in the
previous figure. The polarization of the downward radiation just above the ocean surface (crosses)
decreases from the solar horizon to a small value at the zenith and then increases to a relatively
large value near the antisolar horizon. This increase is caused by nearly right angle scattering
from Rayleigh scattering centers. The polarization of the upward radiation decreases from the anti-
solar horizon to the nadir and increas&c to a large value (0.72) at the Brewster angle
(53.230; v - 0.60) and then decreases somewhat toward the solar horizon. The polarization of the up-
welling light observed at the top of the atmosphere (triangle, point up) is appreciable except near
the nadir. It is large over a wide range of angles around the Brewster angle.

It is interesting to point out that the downwelling radiation just below the ocean surface is
elliptically polarized (Fig. 28). This figure assumes a solar zenith angle of 70.12*. The top half i
is for the principal plane and the bottom half for a plane at right angles to the principal plane.
The ellipticity is appreciable at all viewing angles outside of the critical cone that admits light
from the direct sun and sky. The ellipticity arises from the total internal reflection of the water
at the underside of the ocean surface.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The solution of a wide variety of problems in multiple scattering can be obtained by the matrix
operator and Monte Carlo methods. These include 'e cilculation of the radiance and polarization of
the radiation scattered from cloud layers of various types and thicknesses as well as from models of
the real atmosphere with varying aerosol amounts over both land and ocean surfaces. The results of
such calculation enable us to underotand the dependence of the radiation on the many different deter-
mining factors in a real atmosphere.

This research was supported in part by grant NGR-44-001-117 from the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
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Fig. 1. Intensity of single scattered radiation from haze L phase matrix a.s a function of the scattering
angle.
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F ig. 2. Upward radiance for haze L, po (cosine of nadir angle) - 0.18817, A (surface albedo) =0,
•iand ÷(azimuthalamgle) - 00 and 1800, observed at upper su|rface of layer. The left hand portion of the
i graph is for an azimuthal angle -00 and the right hand portion is for -1800. The solar horizon is

at the left of the figure, the nadir is at the center, followed by the antisolar point and the antisolari i horizon at the right. Curves are given for layers with various values of the optical thickness T.
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RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN CLOUDY ANOSPHIER S

K. N. Liou
Department of Meteorology, University of Utah

Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

SUMMARY

Band-by-band calculations have been carried out to evaluate the reflection, absorption and trans-
mission of solar radiation by cloud layers and model cloudy atmospheres in the entire solar spectrum.
The radiation transfer program is based on the discrete-ordinate method with applications to inhomogeneous
atmospheres. The gaseous absorption in scattering atmospheres is taken iato account by means of exponen-
tial fits to the total band absorption based on laboratory measurements. Thick clouds such as nimbo-
stratus and cumulonimbus reflect 80-90% and absorb 10-20% of the solar radiation incident upon them. The
reflection and absorption of a fairweather cumulus with a thickness of 0.45 km) are about 68-85% and 4-9%,
respectively. A thin stratus, whose thickness is 0.1 kin, reflects about 45-72% and absorbs abouL 1-6% of
the solar flux incident on the cloud top. The reflection of a 0.6 km thick altostratus is about 57-77%,
with a higher absorption of 8-15%. Comparisons with aircraft observations reveal that within the uncer-
tainties of the thickness and cloud particle characteristics theoretical computations yield higher reflec-
tion and lower absorption values for most of the water clouds. These comparisons indicate that clouds in
the atmosphere are likely to be consisted of absorbing aerosol particles.

1. INTRODUCTION

Clouds occupy regularly over about 50% of the planet earth. They absorb and scatter the incoming
solar radiation, while emitting thermal infrared radiation according to their temperature. The transfer
of radiation through cloud layers depends on the particle phase, concentration, size and si-e distribution,
all of which determine the properties of the volume single-scat:•ring albedo and phase function. In addi-
tion, the cloud thickness is also a significant parameter whose change strongly influences the absorption,
reflection and transmission of radiation. The amount of energy absorbed and/or emitted represents one of
the prime sources determining the stability of cloud layers and is further associated with atmospheric
motion.

In recent years, the reflection and absorption of the incident solar radiation by clouds have begun

to be extensively investigated. Aircraft measurements revealed that clouds may absorb as much as 20-40%
of solar radiation incident upon them (see e.g., Drummond and Hlickey, 1971; Reynolds, et al., 197S).
However, the mechanism responsible for this large absorption and its variability are mainly unknown. It
is the purpose of this paper to investigate from a theoretical point of view the absorption, reflection
and transmission of solar radiation in model cloudy atmospheres.

A radiation scheme has been developed by which the absorption of water vapor ii the near infrared
regions of the solar spectrum can be inserted into the transfer program for inhomogeneous cloudy atmos-
pheres. The incorporation of water vapor absorption in scattering atmospheres is accomplished by a series
of the exponential fits to the total absorptivity of each 1120 band on the' basis of laboratory measured
data (Howard, et al., 1956). For the fitting purpose, me have derived a new formula for the total absorp-
tion of water vapor with a new parameter representing both the pressure and path length, so that fitting
procedures can be performed once and for all.

Three-layer model atmospheres are constructed. They consist of cloudless atmospheres above and

below a single cloud layer, and with gaseous absorption in all three layers based upon representative
model atmospheres suggested by McClatchey, et al. (1972). Clouds are classified into six types (London,
1957; Sasamori, et al., 1972) whose base heights and thicknesses are obtained from the climatological
data. The observed particle-size distribution and number density for each type of clouds are employed to
calculate single-scattering properties of cloud particles from the Mic scattering theory.

"The basic transfer method is based on the discrete-ordinate method for radiative transfer (Liou,
1973) with further applications to inhomogeneous atmospheres (Liou, 1975). Band-by-band calculations
(Liou and Sasamori, 1975) are carried out for the absorption, reflection and transmission of solar radia-
tion in model cloudy atmospheres. The computed reflection and absorption of the incident solar radiation
by clouds are compared with those obtained by aircraft measurements published by Drumnond and Hickey
(1971), and Reynolds, et al. (1975).

2. AODEL CLOUDY /&4%MPItERES

The climatological data for a tropical atmosphere tabulated by NlcClatchey, et al. (1972) is
employed in this study. The parameters include the height, pressure, temperature, molecular density, and
water vapor density which were given at 1 km height intervals up to 25 km (Figure 1).

Clouds are divided into six types whose base heights zb and thicknesses Azc are given in Table 1.
The mean temperatures of clouds are obtained by averaging the temperatures of the cloud top and base.
From the mean cloud temperature T, the vapor pressure e may be evaluated based on saturated conditions.
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Furthermore, from the equation of state, the water vapor density within a cloud is

p= e/RWT, (2.1)

6 -1 -where Rw= 4.168 x 106 erg deg gm-. And the water vapor path length is given by

Au= . tzc. (2.2)

We tabulate all the relevant parameters in Table 1.

The observed particle size distributions for fair weather cumulus (Cu), cumulonimbus (Cb), stratus
(St), and nimbostratus (Ns) and altostratus (As) are based on the observations by Battan and Roitan (1957),
Weickmann and aufm Kampe (1953), Singleton and Smith (1960), and Diem (1948), respectively. The number
densities N for each type of water clouds are listed in the last column of Table 1. The wavelength depend-
ent real and imaginary parts of the recractive indices for water are taken from values tabulated by Irvine
and Pollack (1968). On the basis of the above information Mie scattering computations (see e.g., Liou and
Hansen, 1971) may be made to obtain the voltmne scattering and absorption cross-sections and the phase
function.

The model cloudy atmosphere is considered to be plane-parallel with variations only in the vertical
direction. It is further divided into several sub-layers according to the cloud location. With all this
information, analyses and computations for the absorption and scattering processes in model cloudy atmos-
pheres may be carried out.

Table 1. CLOUD PARAMETERS

Cloud Types Zb(lkm) Lzc(km) T(0 K) e(mb) u(gm an3) N(a )

Low cloud (Cu, Sc) 1.7 0.45 288 17.044 0.577 300

Middle cloud (As, Ac) 4.2 0.6 274 6.566 0.311 450

High cloud (Ci, Cs, Cc) 4.6 1.7 234 0.144 0.023 0.1

Nimbostratus (Ns) 1.4 4.0 280 10.013 3.098 330

Cumulonimbus (Cb) 1.7 6.0 270 4.898 2.357 75

Stratus (St) 1.4 0.1 291 20.630 0.154 178

3. ABSORPTION AND SCATTERING PROPERTIES OF GASES AND CLOUD PARTICLES

3.1 Water Vapor Absorption

Laboratory measurements of the total absorption for water vapor bands at 6.3, 3.2, 2.7, 1.87, 1.38,
1.1 and 0.94 4m under simulated atmospheric conditions were performed by Howard, et al. 11956). Two empiri-
cal formulas were derived for small and large total absorption, respectively, as follows:

A =C A dv J u1/ 2 (P + e)k for A < Ac,
V + D log u + K log (P + e) for A > Ac. (3.1)

In the above equation, v represents waventmber (a•m ), A the band area in wavenumber (c1), Av the frac-
tioal bsoptin wthi bad a vu te asoringpath (gin cm-2 for H20~; cn atm for CO ),e the partial '

pressure of absorption gases (mnn Hg), P the partial pressure of non-absorbing gas (am Hgf, Ac the critical
band area above which the strong band expression becomes applicable and c, k, C, D, and K are empirically
determined constants.

For the convenience of incorporating the gaseous absorption into scattering atmospheres, a modified
formula is derived from the above absorption formulas such that a smooth absorption curve for every value
of water vapor path length can be obtained. This formula is given by

[C + D logl 0 (x + xo)], •3.2)

where
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x - U P (3.3)

i -tCD. (3.4)

We then fit the total absorption for each band by a serie" of exponential functions as follows:

M
S-l- X wmexp(-kmrx), (3.5)

M-1

where wm and k% are band parameters independent of atmospheric conditions, and M is the total nulbcr of
sub-intervals for each band. The determination of equivalent absorption coefficients km similar to Equa-
tion (3.5) has been previously noted by Yamamoto, et al. (1971), Houghton and Hunt (1971), Liou (1974)
and La,..is and Hansen (1974). Values of wm and km by five-term exponential fits were given by Liou and
Sasamori (1975).

After wm and km are derived, the optical depths of water vapor for each band and for t atmospheric
layer are given by

Ax kmn-i, m , 2, .,M, (3.6)

where

and
u, ut

T =f Pdu/ f du, (3.8)
0 0

where Pt denotes an effective pressure of the atmosphere above the level £. This e:•pression places all
the absorption matter along a pressure gradient at one pressure Ft. In the above analyses, the so-called
C-G two-parameter approximation (Curtis, 1952; Godson, 1954) is applied to account for the effect of pres- -1Asure dependence of absorption in an inhomogeneous atmosphere. :

3.2 Single Scattering by Molecules

RThe Rayleigh scattering optical depth ATZ for a given wevelength X and a thickness of Az, may beobtained from

R - CR N(z) dz , (3.9)
lAT (X) a(A) f z)d(39AzA

RI

where aR(X) represents the Rayleigh scattering cross-section, and N(z) is the nuber of molecules per unit
volume at a given height z.

Furthermore, the normalized phase function for Rayleigh scattering is simply

pP(0 ) 3 + cos 2e) (3.10)

with 0 being the scattering angle.

3.3 Single Scattering by Cloud Particles

Clouds are composed of particles which are much larger than the incident wavelength in the solar
spectrum. Consequently the dipole mode for scattering is no longer valid. For spherical water drops,
single scatterirg properties may be described by the exact Mie solution. However, knowledge of light
s,:attering by non-spherical ice crystals is extremely limited. No attempt is made here to discuss prob-
lems of non-sphericity on the scattered radiation of clouds. Thus, we shall assume that all clouds to be
considered are consisted of spherical particles for the convenience of discussions in this work. Informa-
tion of cloud types, cloud heights and cloud thicknesses based on climatological data have been discussed
in the section cn model atospb!res. In that sectioi, we also discuss the size distribution and number
density for each cloud type, along with the real and imaginary parts of the refractive indices for both
ice and water in the solar spectrum. With all this information, we may calculate e he phase function andthe scattering and absorption cross-sections of cloud particles. i

The optical depths due to the scattering and absorption of cloud particles are given by

A.I Az0 f sa (A,r) n(r) dr, (3.11)
j' C M
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where Azc is the thickness of a cloud, 41 and ol represent, respectively, the scattering and absorption
cross-sections of a cloud particle with radius of r, the values of which also depend on the refractive
index and n(r) dr denotes the ntqbers of cloud particles per unit volume within the size range of dr. The
normalized Mie phase functions PM(e) of a fair weather cumulus for wavelengths in the solar spectrum are
shown in Figure 2. Calculations have also been made for other cloud types discussed previously.

Furthermore, the densit/ of water vapor p. within a cloud may be estimated from the mean cloud tem-
perature (based on the temperature of the model atmosphere) assuming saturated conditions. The water vapor
path length is given in Equation (2.2).

3.4 Parameters for Single Scattering

With all the above information of the absorption and scattering properties of gases and cloud par-
ticle, we may define the single scattering albedo, the phase function and the total optical depth, respec-
tively, for a volume of• cloud particles and molecules uniformly mixed at a given layer X as

AT + AT
S

0 R , (3.12)3° (AT + ATS) + (A~a + s. kmaxd

ATM 0 1(0) + AT'R pR( 0 )

P(e) " + , (3.13) + Ji
AT AT ATs A . x,(.4

MM
For a layer of no cloud particles, we note that ATM A - 0.

4. RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN INDGENEMS ATMSPHERES

The appropriate equation describing the diffuse solar radiation field when the vertical distribution

of fluxes is considered may be written as (41

V .=I(T,]) - o(T) J(T,11) ,(4.1) !
T 0

where the source function for solar radiation

1 +11
= - f P(T;11,1,') I(T,) di' F oFoP(T;I, 0 exp(-T/Po) • (4.2)

') 1

In Equation (4.1), Zor() denotes the single scattering albedo either for Rayleigh and/or Mie layer, I the
intensity, T the optical depth, Fo the solar flux, and p and jio the cosine of the emergent and solar zenith
angles, respectively.

7he model atmosphere is divided into several sub-layers within which the phase function and single
scattering albedo are constants with respect to the optical depth T•. We may then carry out computations
for single scattering properties as discussed in the previous sections. After phase functions for each

layer are obtained, they are expanded in Legendre polynomials Pk as

N

P(P k() ' = 1,2,...,N . (4.3) A
ko0

where 'k can be determined by

+1
=2k 1 P( ii) P( du . (4.4)

On the basis of the discrete-ordinate method for radiative transfer for homogeneous layers developed
by Lion (1973), the solution of the above transfer equation for t sub-layer may be written as



I L (Iii) exp(-kj') + Z (pi) exp(-¶/po), i -nn, t 0,1,...,N, (CS)

I j--n

where (•((i) and k represent the eigenfunction and eigenvalue of the solution, respectively, ZtX(i) is
associaled with thu solar flux, the solar zenith angle and the H-function (Chandrasekhar, 1950), and L
are constants of proportionality to be determined by the following simaultaneous eq-ations.

At the top of the atmosphere (T = 0) there is no diffuse intensity so that

Ilco,-Pi) 0 for i l,n. (4.6)

On the interface oi each homogeieous layer, we have

I (zTXpi) •IZ~l (T?,Pt) for i =-n, n, 0 < t < N ,(4.7)

where Tt denotes the optical depth from the top of the atmosphere to the bottom of the Z layer. At the
bottom of the atmosphere, assuming an isotropic ground reflection A., we have

whereIN(Ni) = As [(F+ (N + po wFo exp(-TNAIo)], (4.8)
where

F+(TN) = 27r " IN (N,1-ii) ai ui (4.9)

In Equation (4.8) ai is the Gaussian weight. Equations (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) contain N x 2n equations •for the determination of N x 2n L- coefficients simultaneously. After obtaining Lj, the intensity within

each layer may then be computed From Equation (4.5).
Finally, the upward and downward fluxes for any given T within each layer are

n
F (T 2 1+(~i i" (4.10)

F (T) = -27r • I(T-Ui) ai pi - Po rFo exp(-T/po) " (4.11)

The net flux is therefore

F(T) - F (T) + F (T). (4.12)

5. DEFINITIONS OF THE RADIATIVE PROPERTIES OF ATMOSPHERES AND CLUIBS

The radiation scheme described above deals with the transfer of radiation in an absorpt.ion band
which is divided into several sub-spectral regions. To obtain the reflection (local albedo) and absorption
of the atmosphere or the cloud for the entire solar spectrum, proper summation over the fluxes in each sub-
spectral region weighed by the appropriate percentage of solar flux is renuired.
S.1 Entire Abi,•pheres

The reflection y may be defined as the ratio of the reflected flux at the top of the atmosphere to
the incident solar flux perpendicular to the stratification of the atmosphere. Thus, for each spectral
band

( F÷ (0) win/pO fA for H20 bands, Im fAi

Yi -

Fi (0) / Axi otherwise, (5.1)

where f., denotes the amoumt of solar flux in the i's spectral band, and m is the number of the sub-band



interval acco112,ag to the exponential fit described in Section 3.1.

The reflection of the earth-amospheric system for the entire solar spectrum is to be evaluated by
summing all the spectral reflection weighed by the appropria:e percentage of the solar flux within each
band interval a-

* ri f s, (5.2)

where So is the solar constant.

In addition to the reflection, it is equally important to study the total absorption within the
atmosphere due to both water vapor and cloud particles. Its value may be obtained by the net flux diver-
gcnce at the top and bottom of the atmosphere. For i's absorption spectral interval we have

m (F (TN) Fm (0)] wm/o fA for H2P bands,

[Fi (TN) - Fi (0)] / 'o fi otherwise. (5.3)

The total absorption within the atmosphere due to solar radiation is, therefore

a f / S 0 . (5.4)
AX 1

S.2 Cloud Layers

Similar to the above definitions, the reflection (or local albedo) of a cloud layer may be defined .
as the ratio of the reflected flux to the incident solar flux normal to the cloud top. Hence, the reflec-
tion for each spectral band

Ft (Tt) WM / m4 (Tt)Wm for H20 bands,
m•m mC+

Yi = 7
f

Fi (-ct) /F (Tt) otherwise. (5.5) I

where T denotes the optical depth at the cloud top. The reflection of a cloud layer for the entire solar
spectruA is given by

cyC Yi fA~ /S° (5.6)

Moreover, the absorption of solar flux within a cloud layer can be evaluated from the net flux
divergence at the top and bottom of that cloud. 1 or each spectral band, it is defined as

IF (t - b) Wm/ (tm for 20 bands,

[Fm ~( r,) ] F. (TO )m/

[Fi (Tt) - Fi (T,)] / (t otherwise. (5.7)
tI

where T denotes the optical depth at the cloud base. The total absorption within a cloud layer for the
entire ýolar spectrnu is, therefore

a / so (5.8)

6. RESLS

6.1 Theoretical Calculations

The inhomogeneous cloudy atmosphere is divided into three layers consisting of cloudless atmospheres
above and below a single cloud layer. Each layer' is considered to be homogeneous with respect to the
single-scattering albedo and the phase function defined in sub-section 3.4. The spectral solar flux at
the top of the atmosphere is taken from the table in Astrophysical uatities (Allen, 1963, p. 272).
Band-by-band calculations are carried out for the transfer ot solar radiation in inhomogeneous cloudy
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atmospheres based on the discete-ordinate method for radiative transfer. The final resulting absorption,
reflection and transmission for tae cloud layer and the entire atmosphere are obtained according to the
formulas defined in Section 5. W, have chosen a surface albedo of 0.1 in the calculatiuns.

Figure 3 shows the absorption and reflection of solar radiation as functions of the cosine of the
solar zenith angle for five cloud types. The absorption and reflection are normalized with respect to
the dowmnard flux at the cloud top. Owing to the large geometrical thickness and broad particle spectrum,
the cloud-particle optical depths of the rnimbostratus and cumulonimbus at a visible wavelength of 0.5 Um
are about 500 and 700, respectively. In order to carry out the transfer calculations including water
vapor absorption, a reduction of the cloud-particle optical depth to a value of 250 was made. Because the
otical depths of Ns and Cb are modified to a similar value, and becausi their geometrical locations in
~e -sphere are approximately the same, the differences in the resulting radiiation parameters are
found negligibly small. We have performed two additional calculations employing optical depths of 200 and
150 to check the possible errors in reducing the optical depth. We have found that the changes in the
values of reflection and absorption for the three cases considered (i.e., optical depths of 250, 200 and
150) are within about 1% and 3%, respectively. Thus, the reflection and absorption presented in Figure 3
for Ns and Cb are believed to be reliable to within about St. Values of the cloud reflection illustrate
that Ns and Cb reflect about 80 to 901 of the solar flux incident upon them. The scattering of cloud
particles obviously is responsiblo, for the large reflection. The corresponding absorption within these
clouds indicates a value of about 201 when the sun is overhead. Absoiption of solar radiation by both
water vapor and cloud particles in the near infrared is responsible for the cloud absorption.

Although the geometrical thickness of the cumulus used in this study is only about 0.5 kin, large
reflection values ranging from 68 to 85% are obtained. About 9% of the solar flux incident upon it is
absorbed when the sun is overhead. The reflection and absorption values for a stratus, whose geometrical
thickness is 0.1 km, are from 45 to 721 and from 1 to 61, respectively. Altostratus reflects about 57 to
771 of the solar flux. These values are somewhere in between those of 0A and St. On the other hand,
however, the absorption of solar flux by As is greater than that by Cu and St with values ranging from 8to 151. The larger absorption, which takes place in the middle cloud, is primarily due to its higher

appearance in the atmosphere. In this case, since the concentration of water vapor above the cloud is
relatively small, a large portion of solar flux penetrates the atmosphere and is absorbed by the cloud.Ibis evidence indiicates that the cloud location in the atmosphere is important as to the absorption ofsolar radiation energy in the c'.oud layer.

The total absorpti.'n and reflection for the entire cloudy atmospheres are shown in Figure 4. For
the Cu case, the total atmospheric absorption is about 241 when the sun is overhead, and 35% when the sun
is close to the horizon. As for the As case, it is interesting to note that as compared with the Cu case
larger absorption occurs when the sun is near the zenith, while smaller absorption takes place when the
sur is close to the ,aorizon. Values of the reflection at the top of the atmosphere containing Cu, St and
As clouds are smiler as compared to those oi the clouds alone, because mure solar flux is absorbed in
the atmosphere above and below the cloud layer. As for the Ns and Cb cases, since clouds dominate the
radiation processes, values of the reflection and absorption for cloudy atmospheres are about the same
with and without considering the atmosphere above and below the cloud layer.

Figure I presents the total transmission, which includes the direct as wel.l as diffuse components,
at th' bottom of thn atmosphere. Only about I to 3% of the solar flux can penetrate the aimosphere con-
taining Ns and Cb clc As. When the sun is overhead, values of the transmission for Cu, St and As atmos-
phere- arv about 20, 27 and 45t, respectively. The transrission valaes deorease when the sun moves toward
the horizon. 11 2 transmitted solar flix represents one of the ipoi .ant energy sources available to the
earth's surface

6.2 Comparison with Observations

Aircraft rmasfurements of the reflection and absorption of solar radiation by cloud layers were
reporte6 by Reynolds et al. (.975)arnd Drummond. and Hickey (1971). These observations were made when
solar ele',ation aig.as were greater th-t 60* (i.e., u > 0.856). We tabulate in Table 2 the observed
reflection uid ahforptfion for vri. js cloud types, al~ng with the present theoretical valves.

Table . OBSERVED AND CQ14IKTED REFLLTION (yc) AND ABSORPTION (ac)

OF SOLAR RADIATION FOR VAPTOUS CLOUD TYPES

Drummond and Reynolds, Vonder Haar Liou
Hickey and Cox (•o=I)

S : 47-56% 37-42% 45-671St, Cu,
a c --- 12-36:". 6-91

yc 401 --- $61

, A c is5% 151
fc

CbNs ... 661 78%
a- - - 311 191

c s 20% 47-591 ---
-. - - c --- 13-140 ---



Before examining the values presented in Table 2, it should be emphasized that the theoretical
calculations employ the cloud thicknesses and locations presented in Figure 1, while the observed data
jrovides no information on them. We have not been able to carry out the transfer calculations for cirrus
clouds because the information on the single-scattering properties of non-spherical ice crystals in the
solar spectrum are still lacking. Qualitatively we find that the computed reflection and absorption
values are generally higher and smaller, respectively, than those obtained from aircraft measurement. The
reasons for these discrepancies may be caused by (1) the uncertainties In the observations and definitions
on the fluxes at the top and bottom of cloud layers, (2) the differences in the geometrical depth, particle
size and concentration between calculations c.nd obsorvations, and (3) the poss4'ble existence of absorbing
aerosol particles in the cloud layer (Twomey, 1972). Points (1) and (2) may be solved if a careful and
comprehensive field experiment including cloud physics measurements is undertaken. However, point (3)
require; the krnwledge of t.h refractive indices for aerosols in the entihe solar spectrum and the con-
centration rA sizes of aerosols that may exist in the cloud layer.

7. CONCLUSIONS

A radintion scheme has been developed by which the absorption of water vapor and carbon dioxide in
the near infrared regions of the solar spectrum can be incorporated into the transfer program for inhomo-
geneous cloudy atmospheres. The incorporation of gaseous absorption in scattering atmospheres is accom-
plished by a series of exponential fits to the total absorption based on laboratory measurements. A new
empirical formula for the total absorption of water vapor has been derived with a new parameter repre-
senting both the pressure and path length, so that fitting procedures can be performed once and for all.

Band-by-band calculations have been carried out to evaluate the reflection, absorption and trans-
mission of the cloud layer and the model cloudy atmosphere in the entire solar spectrum. The reflected
solar fluxes at the top of the atmospheres containing cumulus, stratus and altostratus are found to be
smaller than those of the clouds alone, owing to the additional absorption by the gases above and below
the cloud layer.

Thick clouds such as nimbostratus and cumulonimbus reflect 80-90% and absorb 10-20t of the solar
flux incident upon them. Effects of the atmospheres above and below them are shown to be fairly small.
The reflection of a fair weatler cumulus with a thickness 0.45 I•n is found to be about 68-85%, but its
absorption is only about 4-9%. A thin stratus whose thir' .ss is 0.1 km reflects about 45-72% and absorbs
about 1-6% of the solar flux incident on the cloud top. Reflection of a 0.6 Ion thick middle cloud is
about 57 to 77%. Because its higher location in the atmosphere, higher absorptio'n of about 8 to 15% is
obtained. On the basis of these calculations, it is evident that the location of the cloud in the atmos-
phere is important as to the cloud absorption. Comparisons with aircraft observations reveal that within
the upcertainties of the thickness and cloud particle characteristics theoretical calculations yield
higher reflection and lower absorption values for most of the water clouds.
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MULTIPLE SCATTERING IN PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES

William M. Irvine
Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

USA

SUMMdARY

Certain simple procedures for solving radiative transfer problems in planetar' atmospheres are
reviewed: the similarity relations relating isotropic to anisotropic scattering, u .,ptotic results
relating known solutions -or send-infinite layers to desired solutions for optical depths T >> 1, and
expansions relating known solutions for conservative scattering to desired solutions for the nearly con-
servative case. The complications introduced by atmospheric inhomogeneity, surface reflection, and
spectral features are also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Radiative transfer problems in planetary atmospheres may conveniently be referred to as multiple
scattering problems, provided that the wavelength being considered is short enough that thermal emission
by the atmosphere is not important, or that the thermal emission profile of the atmosphere is taken as
known. The sources of radiation then have known properties, and the atmospheric radiation field results
from multiple scattering and absorption of photons emitted by these sources.

The principal difficulties in solving such problems arise first, from the frequently highly aniso-
tropic nature of the individual scattering processes and the resultant mathematical complexity of
multiple scattering, and second, from the possible presence of atmospheric and surface inhomogeneities.
There have been several recent reviews discussing the solution of multiple scattering problems in

planetary atmospheres (Hunt, 1971; van de Hulst, 1971; Sobolev, 1972; Irvine and Lenoble, 1974; Lenoble,
1974; Hansen and Travis, 1974; Irvine, 1975), so tha. I shall assume a knowledge of the relevant termi-
nology and Uhe basic theory. It appears in addition that other speakers at this conference will cover
most of the present state of knowledge concerning numerical solution of multiple scattering problems in
typical cloudy or hazy atmospheres that are plane-parallel and (somewhat) homogeneous, as well as the
inverse problem of deducing the properties of an atmosphere from observaions of the radiation field. I
shall therefore concentrate on certain approximate procedures which are fast and convenient, on methods
for extrapolating from known results, and on deviations from the "standard" homogeneous, plane-parallel
problem. For convenience, the discussion will be mostly restricted to the scalar transfer problem, so
that polarization may be neglected. The resultant intensities will normally be accurate to a few percent,
which is generally sufficient, given our imprecise knowledge of actual atmospheric properties in most
circumstances.

I shall use astrophysical terminology, and thus refer to intensity (I) rather than radiance and to
flux rather than irradiance. Initially attention will be restricted to homogeneous, plane-parallel
atmospheres.

2. SIMILARITY RELATIONS

The equation of radiative transfer which determines the radiation field is for a plane-parallel
atmosphere

dl - I(t, Q) + B(,) (1)

where T ir the vertical optical depth, QL = (arccos p, 4) symbolizes the dependence on a polar and an
azimuthal angle, and the function B describes the sources of radiation in an elemental volume of the
atmosphere. Thus, if atmospheric thermal emission may be neglected relative to solar radiation and if
the latter is approximated as a parallel beam (almost always appropriate; cf., however, Irvine, 1975),
the source function takes the form

B(T, ) dIp(, a') I(T, 0') + 0 F e"'.ro p(Q, o) (2)

where (o is the single scactering albedo (ratio of scattering to scattering plus absorption coefficients),
p(L, Q'1) is the phase function (scattering diagram), solar radiation is incident in a direction % -
(arccos pc, 4 = 0) with flux w F through a surface normal to that direction, and fdO' denotes integra-
tion over all directions. All of the quantities I, B, T, %V, F, and p are function of wavelength, so
that equations (1) and (2) refer to monochromatic radiation.

When p E 1, the single scattering is isotropic. and the solution to equation (1) has been tabulat- j
ed in termo, of the so-called H functions (for semi-infinite atmospheres) or X and Y functions (for
atmospheres with finite optical thickness To). A listing of such tables is contained in Irvine and
Lenoble (197h), Lenoble (197h4 and Irvine %1975). It would obviously be a great simplification in
planetary scattering if the solution for a given anisotropic phase function could be reduced to the known
solution for isotropic scattering. We would expect that such a transformation might exist provided that
the radiation field has been "smoothed" by a large percentage of multiple scattering and/or by integra-
tion over angle. Such "smoothing" is necessary to remove the sharp maxima and minima which are present j
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in the primary scattered radiation if the phase function is highly anisotropic. Obviously no information
concerning the azimuthal dependence of the radiation field can be obtained from such a comparison, since
for isotropic scattering the intensity is independent of azimuth.

Such similarity relations have been used for some time in neutron transport theory (cf. Davison,
1958). It may be shown that the solution to a given transport problem for a single scattering albedo
and optical thickness To will be "similar" (may be approximated by) the solution to the same problem for
isotropic scattering and an albedo @8 and optical thickness T8, where

S(l -g)ý 0(•: 1 - g)~o (3)

(34)

0 00

and g is the asymmetry fac-or

g= f ,dVp(p) (5)

I -i

which characterizes the anisotropy of the phase function. The normalization of p requires that
- 1 < g : 1, with isotropic scattering corresponding to g = 0. Van de Hulst has expressed the similarity
relations in the form

k**= kt (6)
0

k* = 7)

where k is the inverse diffusion length, which is determined by solving the "characteristic equation" for
a given phase function. It is the smallest discrete eigenvalue of the transfer equation, so that deepwithin a homogeneous medium illuminated from outside the radiation field decays as e-kT. For isotropic

scattering 1
2o l k) =1 (8)

while Figure 1 presents curves relating &o k, and g for the case of the Henyey-Greenstein phase function

p(cosn) w (I - it Msl + ge _ 2g cosy)3e t (9)6)

Equation (9) is a convenient phase function for modeling purposes, since it may be varied from purely 4
forward scattering (g = 1) to purely backward scattering (g = -1) by changing just the one parameter g.
The similarity relations suggest that the curves in Figure 1 will apply quite closely to any phasefunction with the same g = <cosy> . For the most interesting case of (1 - 60) << 1, equations (6) and
(7) reduce to equations (3) and (4) (cf. Sobolev, 1972, Ch. VIII).

The validity of the relations (6) and (7) for determining the profile of absorption lines formed
in a scattering and absorbing atmosphere has been studied by Hansen (1969), who finds good agreement for
thick atmospheres with the exact theoretical results except for large angles of incidence of the solar
radiation. The validity for integrated quantities such as the albedo is even more striking (van de Hulst
and Grossman, 1968). Let us consider the details of such computations.

2.1. Albedos of Semi-Infinite Atmospheres ,A

In this case the properties of any underlying surface can be ignored. It is important to point
out, however, under what conditions an actual atmosphere may be consi ered to b2 semi-infinite. If the
atmosphere is weakly absorbing, in the sense that [3(1 - 6)o)(1 - g)]1/2 To << 1 the atmospheric; reflec-
tion will be identical to that of a semi-infinite atmosphere to 0([3(1 - g)To0 ]-). In contrast, when
kT >> 1, the departure from the semi-infinite condition is O(e-2kTo).

The ratio of reflected to incident flux on a plane-parallel atmosphere is the plane albedo A(uo)
of the atmosphere, and is a function of the angle of incidence arocos po. For a spherical planet the
ratio of total reflected to incident flux io called the Bond or spherical albedo,

I
A = 2 J djo 1° A(P . (10)

s 0 00 0

The plane end spherical albedos are given for isotropic scattering by

.- Ao)= 1 - H(vo)(1 - •o1•,(11)f A~p0 )1/2

A=1- 1 - h1 2  (12)a 0f
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where H(p) is the familiar Chandrasekhar H-function and hI is its first moment fdu p H(p Note that hl
and H are functions of ýo, although this is often not explicitly indicated.

2.2. Albedos and Surface Illumination for Finite Atmospheres

If the atmospheric optical thickness is not semi-infinite, we must in general take account of the
reflecting properties of the planetary surface. Detailed results have been obtained only for isotropic
(Lambert Law) surface reflection and specular reflection. We shall confine ourselves to the former case,
referring the reader to Sobolev (1972, Ch. IV. §5), and Casti, Kalaba, and Ueno (1969) for a discussion
of the latter.

For a finite atmosphere both the albedo and the flux V(po, 'ro) illuminating the planetary surface
(expressed as a fraction of the incident solar flux at the top of the atmosphere) are important.

Let a be the surface albedo. We may then express the albedo and the surface illumination in the
case a # 0 in terms of quantities characterizing the atmosphere in the absence of such a surface (i.e.,
for a = 0). Designating the former quantities with a superposed bar, we have (e.g., Sobolev, 1972,
Ch. IV)

a V (To)
T ) = A(P o, T o) + 0 V( o T ) (13)

0(P 0 0 0 1-a AC(T o o

and
V(o T )

( t ) 1 a A s(t ) (14)

where, in analogy to the definition of As,

V =(T 2 f a± p0  v( . ' o) . (15) V T

0 I

The problem is thus reduced to finding the reflected and transmitted flux in the absence of an underlying
surface.

These latter quantities may be written in terms of the auxiliary functions $ and ± as

A(po to) s 1 - CUo' To)N 0  (16)

and

V (•o t ) = O(p o ' O) / " (, T) V

The corresponding spherical albedo and surface illumination are given in terms of the moments of $ andi as 
i1

A ( °) 1 - 2 f dp ° *(P O" T0 ) (18)0o

and

v*(( o 0 2 o dr° 0 0°) 0 (19)

The auxiliary functions are in turn expresjP ± terms of the more familiar X and Y function by

(suppressing the dependence upon T

2p(i - 0 )[(2 - a ) x(p) + so o Y(O]€(v) " o(20)
0 0 0 00

2u(l - • )•° 0 X(p) + (2- 0  %0 )Y ±) Y(M21* 0 1 ) =o( 2 1 )(2 - roo a )o 2 (aý a o)2

where

a - f Ai.X(P), *0 . f du Y(p) .
0 0

Since as To ", X(p) "[ H(P) , Y(P)J 0, and % "I ho " 2Z equations (16) and (20)
reduce to equation (11) in the limit of a semi-infinite atmosphere. Tables of X and Y are referenced by
Lenoble (1974) and Irvine (1975). We emphasize again that X, •, X, Y, and their moments are functions



of fo and hence (normally) of wavelength. The steps in the similarity procedure are thus: (1) relatethe known values of ýAo, 9, and To to the "similar" values for isotropic scattering; (2) solve the

appropriate isotropic problem for A, As, V, and Vs for the case of no surface reflection (a = 0) by using
tables of X and Y functions; (3) find the desired albedo or surface illumination for a # 0 from equations
(13) and (14).

Approximate values for the flux at any level in an atmosphere may be obtained without using
tabulated values (such as H, X, and Y) by procedures such as the Eddington amd the Two Strenm approxi-
mations. These methods are often useful, but in view of existing reviews and other papers at this
conference we shall not discuss them further.

2.3. Intensity

Perhaps the most convenient and rapid approximation to use if the angular dependence of the
radiation field is desired is a combination of exact first order scattering plus higher ord-r scattering
computed for the appropriate isotropic case from the similarity principles. We find

o F X(P) X)(o) - Y(i) Y( 0 + [p(Q, o 0 l] exp(- T1ON + P i)
R(f, 0 0) = 7 [ P + x° (22a)

for the reflected intensity, and

(= F X(uo) Y(i) - X(W) Y(P) + (p(f, Qo) - l)(e 0-Te ) (22b)
T(Q, aio 0o 0-- 0 (22b)

0 0 4 tU- P1O- 0)

týr the transmitted intensity, where (as previously) X(p) E X(j, Tr, •) and Y(p) 2 Y(v, P*, •*) are
g:ven for isotropic scattering in appropriate tables and T* and 5 are related to TO and w0 by equations
(3) - (4) or (6) - (7).

3. ASYMPTOTIC RELATIONS AND EXPANSIONS FOR SMALL ABSORPTION

The specific intensity of radiation may be approximated with the aid of the similarity relations
described in the previous section and appropriate tables of H or X and Y functions. There is, however,
an annoying tendency for tables to exclude those particular values that are needed for the application at
hand. In this connection asymptotic expressions or expansions in terms of a small, parameter are often
very helpful. Such expressions may be found to relate solutions for semi-infinite atmospheres (To = c)
to desired solutions for T

o >> 1, and also to relate solutions for conservative atmospheres Cuo = 1) to
solutions for the weakly absorbing case (1 - 1< 1). Van de Hulst (e.g., 1968) and Sobolev (e.g.,
1972) have emphasized this approach, which may of course be used with numerically computed values for
arbitrary phase functions, as well as when tabular values are available. Van de Hulst has emphasized
that by an appropriate choice of abscissa it is often possible to interpolate accurately between To =
and values as small as To z 3.

The asymptotic relations for T
o >> 1 make use of quantities which describe the radiation field

deep within a homogeneous, semi-infinite medium illuminated from without. If the illuminating flux is
r F, as in equation (2), the intensity and source function in this "deep regime" tahe the azimuth-
independent form (Sobolev, 1972)

I(T, p) = F u(po) p. i(p)e- (T (23)

hi
B(T, ji) = F u(j ) p0 b()e- (T >> 1) , (24)

0 0

where u(p) is the "escape function" which describes the relative angular distribution of radiation

emerging from a very thick atmosphere with radiation sources at great depths, i(p) and b(p) describe the
angular dependence of the intensity and of the source function in the deep regime, and k is the inverse
diffusion length defined previously. It may be shown that

i(u) = b(p)(l - kp)-1  
(25)

while b(U) satisfies the intetral equation

b(p) J dp' p
0
(p, P') 1 l-i k') * (26)

-1

where pO(p, p') is the azimuthal average of the phase function.

The functions i(p), b(p), ano a thus depend in general on the phase function p and the singlescattering albedo ýoo. Asymptotic expressions exist, however, in certain cases. Thus, for nearly

conservative scattering we obtain

1- + - 1l/2 10i(p)-l+ +U (l++ P 2(110)) (l1 )ý <<l (27)



plus terms 0(( - o) 3/2), with a similar expression for b(ip). In equation (27) Xi are the coefficients
of the expansion of the phase function in Legendre polynomials Pi(p):

n
PMp - ! XiP1 (iC1) (28)

Since the asymmetry factor g = X1 /3, we see from (27) that i(p) depends only on g (not on higher moments
of p)through order (1 - jý)1/2. The function u(v) also depends only weakly on the form of the phase
function. In the present case of weak absorption

u(p) uo(p)(l - kD) + o(k 2 ) , (29)

where (cf. eq. (4i3))

D T6 f dp V2 uo(0)
1 0

and uo is the function u for ýo 1. The latter function may be approximately represented in linear form

uo0 (p) = (1 + 8Op)(l + 28/3)-1 (30)

where

-1 = I f de sin ep(cose)
0

The above quantities may now be used to write asymptotic expressions for, e.g., the azimuth
independent portion of the reflection R and transmission T functions, which are related to the reflection
in the semi-infinite case by 

-2kr 0
R(,, To) = R(UP ) dNe -k u(M) u(Po) (T >> 1) , (31)

2-N
2  

kT 0 0 041 - NI e-k°o,

-kT°

T(p, po T) T Me -k 0  u(0o)U(P (T >> 1) (32)0 -kTO 0 0
1iN e 0

and M and N are constants defined by :

N =2 f dpl Po U(Uo i(- Po

0 (.-3)
M 1 dp p 1 2(U M

l-1~

in practice, u(p) may be found from the tabular or computed values of transmitted intensity forsufficiently large To (if equation (29) is not applicable), while the constants M and N may be obtainEd
by solving equation (31) or (32) at two values of To in the asymptotic regime (given that R or T is kn)wn

at those TO).

Various simplifications are possible in equations (31) - (32) in certain cases. If absorption is
small (I - << 1, so that k << 1)

SR(p, po, t o) = R(p, po) - h(T0) uo(p) UoM 0 ) , (3h)

kT
T(p, po tO) = e f(TO) Uo() UoCMO) , (35)

where

h(To) = + f(T)
1 4k

0(o 2k1"

3(1 - g)(e o -1) + 66k

0 d
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and uo(u) and R(P, Jo refer to the case -1.0 0o
In the conservative case o 1) or more generally if kTo << 1, equations (34) and (35) take the

particularly simple form

u (P) uo( o0(U 0o o °u o 3(l - ) TO0 + 36 (6

T(v, o,4O u (i-) u 0" (37)
0

Other particular cases, such as kT >> 1, may be easily deduced fromn (31) and (32).
0

Returning to the case of small true absorption (I - 1) < i, we may write limiting expressions
for the plane and spherical albedos of a semi-infinite a*mosphere as

11l- 1/2=•A(po) = 1 - 4\ Uo(i) + (( )Vo(io) + (•x 1  uo(o)](l - o) ,(38)

Am l ÷-2 D ~A 1 4 A +D1 % (39)

where the constant
iI ~1

D 24 f dp p u oWi), (40) A
0

the function

I

v(i~o) =U2 2o f Id v3  P) (41)0

is normalized such that odji Vi Vo(p) - 1, and RZ is the reflection function (reflection coefficient) forthe case ro - 1. Tht constant D depends only weakly on the form of the phase function, and may in

practice be approximated by the value D = 8.5 for isotropic scattering.

If the reflected intensity is desired, we note that its average over azimuth is given by

() c t (U 0o = -"•R ' 'o) - Uo() uo(P) + 0(k) 2 (To " (2)

Since

k = [(1 - 1o)(3 - X1)]l/2 + O(l - o) (43)

equation (42) is correct to 0(1 -

Similar expressions may be written for the albedo and surface illumination in the presence of an
underlying surface (Sobolev, 1972, Ch. 4).

4. MORE REALISTIC MODELS

The homogeneous, plane-parallel models which form the basis for the results described in previous
sections are sometimes too simplified to elucidate actual physical situations. We shall now comment
briefly on more complex situations.

4.1 Horizontal Inhomogeneity

•Ayone who has flown above a cloud deck must have observed the striking departures from the

idealized plane-parallel state which frequently occur. The only approach for planetary atmosphers used
heretofore in this sit'iation seems to be the Monte Carlo method. The results suggest that the presence j

of deep towers and trough3, such as might be expected for cumulus clouds on Earth and perhaps on a planet
with violent convective regions such as Jupiter (cf. Squires, 1957), can profoundly influence the form of
the radiation field emerging from the atmosphere. The difference from the plane-parallel case is partic-
ularly marked when absorption is present (•o < 1; of. Van Blerkom, 1971). In addition, the preseace of
horizontal striations will of course introduce an azimuthal dependence in the radiation field, even if the
phase function is isotropic.

Appleby and Van Blerkom (1974) have studied the center to limb variation and the variation with
phase angle of the equivalent width of absorption lines in planetary spectra. A simple square line shape
was used, and a square wave cloud profile with maxima (and minima) running normal to the scan direction
was assumed. The resulting curvec are qualitatively similar to +hose obtained by Hunt (1973) for
ve.rtcally inhomogeneous atmospheres, and show the possible pitfalls of interpreting observational data
with an oversimplified model (even though Hunt's models are themselves the most sophisticated yet applied
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to the Jovian atmospherol).

Investigation of this problem should have a top priority within present multiple scattering
theory.

4.2. Shadowing and Surface Reflection

Usual multiple scattering theory assumes that the scattering centers in the atmosphere are far
enough apart so that each particle is in the far field of the scattered radiation from any other particle.
According to van de Hulost (1957), this requires that the interparticle distance be greater than about 3P,
where p is the particle radius. This condition would seem to apply to all conceivable atmospheric
situations including multiple scattering by large rain drops.

If, on the other hand, th2 constituent scatterers making up a particulate medium are sufficiently
close together that the wavelength X << p

2
/A, where A is the mean free photon path (or the slant thick-

ness of the layer, if that is smaller), they will cast shadows on each other. If such a medium is viewed
from the direction of incident radiation (scattering angle y - n), no shadows can be seen. This

phenomenon produces the bright region observed around an airplane shadow when flying over a rough ground
or around one's own shadow cast upon dewy grass, and apparently also the "opposition effect" or anomalous
brightening at small phase angles observed for a number of astronomical objects (including the Moon, Mars,
Saturn's rings, and certain asteroids, and also for powdered surfaces in the laboratory (0etking, 1966;
Hapke, 1968; Luose, 1971)). Analysis of the effect may be viewed as part of another largely untouched
theoretical problem, the nature of the reflection from natural surfaces.

If the "surface particles" may be taken to be randomly distributed in three dimensions, the
problem may be reduced to the computation of a correction to the usual multiple scattering theory used in
atmospheric calculations, at least in so far as diffraction of light into the shadow behind each particle
may be neglected (Irvine, 1966). The environment within Saturn's rings may approximate such random con-
ditions, but the necessity for particle support in the vertical direction means that it cannot strictly
apply to a surface. Nonetheless, Veverka (1974) has obtained good agreement with the observed reflectiv-
ity of the Moon and of powdered surfaces using the Irvine (1966) procedure.

Further comparison of theory and experiment is clearly needed. The case of partially transparent
particles (I - 4o << 1) is particularly important. In this c9se multiple scattering will predominate,
and it is important to dettrmine if the opposition pelik will be washed out. There is as yet insufficient
laboratory data available for comparison with theory. It is interesting that even small objects in the
solar system seem to have a low density regolith (e.g., Phobos and Deimos, cf. Pollack, 1975), so that
their surfaces may approximate dense "atmospheres".

4.3. Computation of Spectra

Absorption spectra formed by diffuse reflection or transmission of solar radiation through a

and the equivalent width

are of interest, where Ic is the intensity in the continuous spectrum adjacent to the line and e is the

intensity in the line.

FI

To obtain a precision comparable with that obtainable by modern observational procedures, a

theoretician must evaluate 
1
v at a large number of frequencies within the absorption band. At any given

frequency, if the assumptions referred to in Section II in this connection are valid, any of the usual
methods (cf. Irvine, 1975) may be used. The requirement of multiple calculations may, however, change

the computing economics involved in choosing the optimum procedure.H It is possible, provided p~cosy) is independent of frequency within the limited frequency range of
the absorption feature and that the atmosphere is homogeneous, to reduce the problem to the solution of a
single transfer problem in the continuum plus the performance of a quadrature or sum. This procedure
requires a knowledge of either the probability distribution of photon path lengths travelled by the
reflected light (Appleby and Irvine, 1973; Kargin, Krasnokutskya, and Feigel'son, 1972; Fouquart and
Lenoble, 1973) or the intensity corresponding to successive orders of scattering (Uesugi, Irvine, and
Kawata, 1971; van de Hoist, 1970a). Determination of the former quantity also provides additional
physical insight into the nature of the line formation process. Results at present are limited to
homogeneous atmospheres, but with this restriction both methods look promising. Because of the smoothingI ~ character of the integration process which specifies the intensity, it would seer' that great accuracy is
not needed in the determination of the probability distribution, and approximate or numerical results
have been obtained by van de Hoist (1974), Homanova (1965), and Fouquart (1974), as well as by the

authors cited previously.

An approximate procedure based on use of a variational principal whose extremum gives the reflec-
tivity has been proposed by Stokes and DeMarcus (1971). The method is strictly applicable only for

IV

isotropic scattering and for u = •o but it is very rapid and has proved quite useful in applications tothe outer planets, for which the phase angle is always small (e.g., Michalsky at al., 1974). The method
is directly applicable to vsrtically inhomogeneous atmospheres, but it is not obvious in this case how to
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interpret the similarity relations for transformation of' the results to more realistic phase functions.

The perturbation procedure proposed by Fymat and Abhyankar (1970, and earlier references therein)
smay also be used to reduce the problem of determining a spectral line profile to the solution of a single

t transfer problem. This procedure works for any continuum albedo.

This research has been supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
under grant NOL 22-010-023.
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FIGURE 1: Inveru t'fusion length k as a function of single scattering albedo ýo for a Henyey-
GreenstLan phase function (9) with four choices of the asymmetry factor g <cosy>.
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RESUME

Apras avoir rappeiC lea caractfiristiquas g6n~rales du probflme do trantfert radiatif, on pause
bri~vement en revue lea mSthades do solution pour tate atmosph~re plan-paraillie hotmog~ne horizonteissint
et on daunte quelqueea comparaimon numfiriques. Ensuite lee problames plum difficiles d'inhoaioglin6itlu
horizontales et de sph6ricit6 scat considirgs.

METHODS FOR SOLVJING THE EQUATION OF RADIATIVE TRANSFER

I ~THROUGH FINITE THICKNESS LAYERSI

'.1 After recalling the general problem of radiative transfer, the methods of solution for a plane-

(I parallel horizontally homogeneous atmosphere are briefly reviewed , a feic numerical comparisons are
shown. Then the more difficult problems of horizontal inhomogeneitiem and of sphericity are considered.

I - INTRODUCTION ,

La propagation do Is lumihre m~ime dens 'ins atmosphere claire d~pend des diffusions multiples
par lam molficules d'air et lee a~rosols ; A fortiori Is phinosilne do diffusion devient pr~pondfirant dans
let nuages ou is brouillard.

Apris avoir rappell lea principales dfifinitione et l'hquation de trsnsfsrt qui rigit ie rayon-
foment dens une etinosphlro diffuseute, nous onvisagerons successivement, par ordre do complexiti crois-
sante, Is cam des etmomphbres plan-paralllles hcmog~nes, pr~sentant des inhoinogdnlit~s vurticales, puis
pr~sentant des inhomog6n~it~s horizontalss et enfin it cam des atmosphares sphdriquem.

2 DEFINITIONS - EQUATION DE TRANSFERT *

2-1 - Caractfiristiques do l'atmos phlr~e

L'atmusphilre sera caractririsfie, en chaque point, at pour cheque f rdquencetpar le coefficient
d'extinctioa K - k + a, somse du coefficient d'absorption k et du coefficiet de diifudioAi(,prVl
bido pour tate diffusion w - a/K, et par Ia fonction do phase p()qul dfifinit la aarito puaryon-

nesisat %1if fusfi em fonction do l'angleG entre la direction d'incidence et Is direction do diffusion
p(9) as:. normalisae avec I& condition

F~ J p(O) dw-47Y .



Enfin on d~finira l'Gpaisseur optique correspondant I un trajet gdomutrique S par

KTs) do (2)

2--Caractiristiques du champ radiatif

Le c~amp radiatif *erra d~fini par asa luminance Anergfitique monochromatique I (r~) oil v out

la friquance, r Is rayon vectour caractgriuant chaque point A partir d'une origins o ýt la direction

Dan@ Ia suits. nous nous piacarons toujours en rayonnement monochromatique at nous omettrons

l'indices v. 11 sera on gfin6ral coemode do riserver I pour Io champ do rayonnammnt diffus, auquel on
ajoutera Is rayonnsment diroctement transmis des sources.

La fux et n a pont ~)A travers un plan perpondiculairo I la direction i~sera

F (4r) co 44, (3)

-Fgý'r) F- ('r) (4

oil F + atP sont respectivement lee ficlairements dnergfitiques monochromatiques-sur lee doux faces du

plan consid6rd.
Notons onfin que l'utilisation d'un formalism. matriciel peramt do tonir compte do l'fitat de

polarisation du raycunement par des 6quations analogues A celles qua noun divelopporone ici sane polari-

2-3 - Equation do transfert

L'6quation do transfert slobtient san* ptine, on faisant 1. bilau d'gaargio dana am 6lfmsnt

do volume, sous Ia forme

oil la fonction source J s'6crit

;0(r) 4.
JOU~ - I p('r;4,'n') I('r,ý') dwt +'(.r*,4) + (1-w (r)) B(r) ; (6)

1. premier terms correspond aux diffusions multiples, le deuxilme aux sources int6rioures ou extirieuros

at is troi.0ms IL l'6mission thormique, 3(-r) fitant 1& luminance du corps n.vir AI&l temp6ratura qui rIa'oe
au point (r).

DanasIsa suite, nous nous int~rosserons A la diffusion doen l'atmosphaire du rayonnement solairo,
qui constituera Ia seule snurce, et l'Smission theruique pourra ktre n~glig6e.

K ~Des conditions aux limites do l'atnosph~re doivent 9tre assocides I I'Sqauation (6).

H 3 - ATMOSPHERE PLMN-PARALLELE HOMOGENE

Nous considgrerons ici ama acmosphlre limitfie par doux plans paralilles infinis et ficlair~e 7

amiforudiment sur as face sup~rieure par 1. faisceau paralltle du soleil (Fig. 1) ..
La soule variable do position sera alors l'altitude z at une dire-tiot. a sera rep~rfie par

l'angle A avec la verticale ascendante (ou p - cose), et un azimuth *
Remarquons imu~diatenent qu'amo atmosphlre oil le coefficient d'extinction K vaie. avoc l'alti-

tude z aso ramlne au cas d'une atmosph~re homogane en utilisant c a variable d'altitude, 1'6paisseur
optique -rau dessus de l'altitude considdrfe,

T JK(z) dz (7)

1'Gpaisseur optique totale sera

¾ - K(z) dz *

L'd6quation de transfert s'4!czit alors

a -C,* ~;1a* (9) .
LI ~jj
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avac-

= ~ 1+1 p~*;"*' d1j' d*' + .'. pI,0 0 *0 i F e 0, (10)

oil iE set l'6clairement produit par Ie faiaceau incident sun un plan normal Al a& direction (1
Las conditions aux limites aeront slor

I(o;iu <o,4) - o

I .(T ~I :- o,) dornut par i& ici de r6flexion du aol (I

En intfignant (9) avec las conditions aux linites, on peut exprimar I en fonction de J ;cette
expression combinfie avec (10) donne uine formee int6grale de i'~quetion de tranafert portant sur I ou aur
J.

1l eat parfois commode d'introduire lea fonctions de r~flexion at de transmission d'une couche
d'Epeiuseur TV, dffinies par

+1
I (o;+Ii,#) S (- ;V1 .0 ;U,* # irF

4wti (12)ii -. ~L...T(r1 ;11,011i,40) YrF .

A partin do principes d'invarianceaet de l'6quation de transfert on peut obtenir des 6quations
int6gro-difffirentielj lea non lingaires pontant our S at T.

Drautre part en utilisant des principes d'interartion, on peut expriman lea fonctiona S at T
pour rume couche d'gpaiaaeUr TI ; + T11, A pertir de ces mgmes fonctions connues pour lea couc'iea
T1' et -r"

1Si on utilise comma reprisantation math~matique de is fonction de phase un d~veloppeuaent en

polynomas de Legendre

-~e IL a P~ (cose) ~,(13)

on peut introduire un dfiveloppemant an atria de Fourier de Is luminance

Leathds nltqe exen on utu auntri d6leaie I structur math~matique at
It comportement g6ndral des solutions de l'6quation d3 transfert, mais elles W'ont Pu en gdn~ral Stre
dfivelopp~es at en tout cas appiiquges qua pour des lois de diffusion trils simples (isotrope ou Rayleigh).

La mfithode des fonctiona propras aingulilA-rs (Case at Zweifel - 1967) utilise directement
l'-quation de transfert(9) at la m~thode de Wiener...Hopf (Hopf -1934) la forme inthgrale de cette

6uto.La m~thode des principes d'invariancas (Chandraaakhar -1950) persist d'expnimrlrynnet
sortant des deux faces de Is couche I pertin d- fonctions X(u) at YOj) dont de nombreuses tables numfi-
riques existent pour lea cas simples metonsc-ess orcatte rio lesr ovn ets

4! de comparaisons aux m~thodea nufirinques.

3-2 - Mgthodea pour ordinataurs

Nous regrouparonsasous ce titre Vesml des mfthodes qui son'. actuellament couramnent
utiliadies pour calculer le champ radietif dana lea atmosphares plandtairas.

C~artainea pauvent itre considdriea comma purament numfniquea. cosmme Is M~thods de Montfi-Carlo
(Pla,j~ at Kettawar 1971), ou la "DART Method" (Gray at al.1973) ; alias demandant des tampa de calcul
longh pour une prdcision moyanne at ne sont peas comp6titives dana le cas simple d'une atmosph~re plan-
parallale hcxaoglne. Elles prannent par contra tout leur intfint dona lea ces plus complexes, comme nous
le verrona plus loin.

Las autras m~thodes utilisent un traitomant anelytique plus ou momns long avant le calcul
onumrique sour ordinaetun.I ~ La m~thods des ordrea successifa consiate comma son nom 1Vindique A rfisoudre l'Equation de
trensfert (9) pour le rayonnement diffus6 n fois A partir de la fonction source (10) due au rayonne~rent
diffusfi (n-I) fois (Lenoble 1954) ; ella suit donc de prtla Is rdalitfi du procassus physique, mais le
tampa de calcul crott rapidemant avac TI surtout quand w eat voisin de 1. Notona qua pout lea couchas
tr~e minces, le premier terms qui correspond A la diffusion primaireaet pout s'exprimer analytiquemant

conatitue une approximation suffisanta de is luminanca totale. La m~thods d'itgration de Gauss-Seidel
(Herman 1963) eat 6galemant lenta pour T,$ grand.I
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La m~thode des harmoniques sphariques (DeuzA et a1. 1973, at celle des ordonnfies diser~tes
(kiou 1973) consistent toutes lea deux I r~soudre approximativement (9), la premiare en repr~sentant
I (r,t') en s~rie do fonctions aesoci~es de Legendre, at la deuxiame en approchant l'int~grale par tine
sosine finie de termec. Lea deux mithodes cont voi sinles at sept.lent avantageuses au point de vue temps de
calcul.

Plusieurs m~thodes travaillent sour lae Zonctions do riflexion et transmission -"Matrix Operator
Method" (Grant at Hunt 1969 , Pleans et al. 1973), "Adding Method" sotis la forme tr~s avantageuse de
"Doubling" pour lea couches homogalnes (Hansen 1969), "Invariant Imbedding Method" (Bellman et al. 1963).
Ces mfithodes semblent avoir des efficacitds du inC.. ordre et oat Wt tr~o largement employees.

Les tableaux I at 11 donnent queiquec exemples de comparaisons de m~thodea.

3-3 - Mdthodes approxiinatives

Lee mfithodea ddcrites ci-dessus ont en cotmm l'inconvrinient de n~cessiter un travail importantI
de prograwmation et l'emploi d'ordirtateurs relativeinent puissanta ; dane le cas, oil lea calculs doiv~nt
8tre'rE~tds pour de nombreuses valeurs des paraniltree, les temps machine risquent de devenir prohibitif a;
d'oil la. recherche de mfithodes approximatives permettant de r~duire largement le temps calcul oti niB.
d'6viter l'emploi de l'ordinateur.

Ces mfithodes impliquent en. g6nfiral time. approximation assez grossiares du problanie de transfertI
et des propriftfis de l'atmosphare et elles ne permettent. pas d'obtenir correctement la repr~sentation
dg..aill~e du champ radiatif ; elies sont donc an gAdngraA. employdes essentieliement pour lee calculs des

Nous citerons coning m6thodes approch~es lee relations de simi~arit6 (Van de Hulot et Grossman
1968), la mfithode d'Eddington (Kavata at Irvine 1970), la m~thode A deux flux qui cozyrend divorces
variantes GLyzenga, 1973) et la m~thode du noyati expcinentiel (Wang, 1972). Suivant i'9paiaseur optique
de ia couche, sa fonction de phase et son aibido pour une diffusion, l'une oti iautre de ces mdthodee
se rdvdiera priffirable. Dec comparaisons de flux sonz donngne dens 1e tableau 111.

4 - ATMOSPHERE PLAlN-PARALLELE INHOHOGENE VERTICALEMENT

Nous avons ddj1 notg que le cas oil seul le coefficient d'extinction K varie avec i'altitude,
petit se rainener rigoureusenient aui cas d'une atmosph;.re homog~ne ;c'est le ccc oil labsorption eat due
aux particulee diffusantes ellese-in-mes oti hien le cao oýi centres abeo'bants et diffusants restent unifor-
mdinent m~langde et oil seule leur densiti vanie (Ex -atmosph~re moldculaire pure, hors des handes d'ab?-
sorption de l'ozone).

Si lee pat ticules diffusantes restent partout lea mie.s mais que leur rapport de mf.ilange avec
-i i'absorbant varie avec l'altitude, is foncr:ion de phase p(e) reste conetante, inais i'albddo pour tine dif-

fusin _ deian foctin d z Ex :atmsph.-. mo~cuaredan le baneb e V onvatosjh~econe-
fuin0dvetfnto ez(x amshlenllciiedn e adbd ' n~top~ecne

nant des aerosols non rilpartie proportionnellenent A la pression du gaz absorbent si Is diffusion molg-
culsire eat nfigligeableo).

Enfin si Ia nature oti lee dinen ions des particuies dif~ueantes varient avec l'altitude, is
fonction de phase devient 6galement fonction de z (Ex :atmosph~re A~ agr~ols et mol~cules contribuent
al la diffusion, avec tin rapport de miflange fonction do z).

La plupart dea mithodes ddvelopp~es au 5 3-2 s'adoptent sans difficultfis Z ce cae. Nganmoins
lea plus rapides, qui tiraient leur avautage de l'homogfin6it6 de l'atmoaph4)re ne e'appliquent plus direc-
temant Le meilleur exemple en est Ia "Doubling Method" qui a partir des fonctions S e.: T pour tine couche
mince d'6paisseur T, calv~ilait ces mimies fonctionu pour les couches 2T ,4T , ST ... etc, et qui doit dane
le caa inhaciog4ne 9tre rLmpiacge par Is "Adding Method" qui consiste Al superposer des couches fines de
mamae 6psisseur at est beaucoup plus lente. De 4im~e lea harmoniques orhfiriques ne peuvent plus itre d~ve-
loppfis analytiquement aussi loin (Canoes et Peaafielti, 1973

Dane le ras oil seul w 0eat fonction de z, il eat peut-8tre avantageux de d~duire lea rfisultats
pour l'atmosph~re inhcenogilne, A partir de ceux de l'atmosphare homogane par tine mfithode de perturbation
(Deuz6 at al.,p1973, Fymat et Abhyankar,1969).

5 - ATMOSPHERE PLA±4-PARALLELE INHOMOGENE HiORIZONTALEMENT

ao Nnomgu: dlaeeerane dane cette catfigoric le cas d'une atmosph~re ella-sUge homog~ne ati-desaus d'un

301 ~ ~linhomogdu ~ihm&nfit6 horizontale du champ radiatif eat alone introduite I trevere lee condi-
tious aux limites.

sMade le problane le plus diffi~iie at sans doute is plus imiportant eat celui des nuagee dieper-
ag edimensions finies.

Dane i'atmosph~re inhomog~ne horizontalement tin point doit atre repfirf par sea trois coordonndes
(x,y,z) et l'fiquation do transfert s'6crit

2 1/2 aI3,(XY.Z;p, +cn*_____ 2 1/2 ___________(0-P ) Cos# 1- *n

ax (5

+ u aiiL) K(XOYPz) (I(x,y,z;u,*) J(x,y,z;1u,0)



avec
w (x,Y. Z) (2w f+1

J(x,Ygz~ta,,) 0 47 p(XIyDz;)J,P#;I',* I(X.,yz;l,'*') dit' cA*'

0 0
+(16

+ 0 p(X$yoz;po#,*;ii F* exp - IK(x',y' Z' zj u
40 11

Memo en utilisant des reprdsentations mathlmatiques tras siuzplifi~es do l'inhomaogingita, le
traitement analytique ou somi-analytique do ces 6quationh so r~vale difficile ot assez peu de tentatives
done cc sone ont fitf ýaites.

La ,n6thode de Montg Carlo au contraire permet do traitor ce type do problilmos sans difficult~s
do principe, bion qu'au prix do temps calcul glev6s (Kee ot Cox, 1974 - Van Blerkom 1971).

Uno solution approximative consiste A calculer le rayonnement pour tine couverture nuagouso
partielle it parcir des r6sultats pour une couverture uniforms et on l'absen~-e do nuagos. Ella no permet
sane doute d'obtenir que les flux et ne tient divideumont pas compte des diffusions lat6rales par lcea

nuages qui sont importantes (K~ee et Cox, 1974).

5 - ATMOSPHERE SPRERIQUE

La maodale d'une atmosphare plan-paralilhe constitue ume bonne approximation de l'atmospht~re
terrostre, taint qua ni Ia direction d'incidence, ni la direction d'observation ne sont trop proches'dc

queamont dams les mi-thodes de tdl~ddtection, ii faut tenir compte do Is sphdricitg de is terre.
Si on utilise toujours um systamo de coordonnfies sphdriques avec l'axe des z coincidant avec

la verticalo locale oM, une directioni sera reprfrde par e - Arcas 1A et 4f,et un point M par oM - r ot
indirectoment par Is direction (u0, 0  du soleil. En supposant de plus que l'atmosph~re a is sym~trie
sphdrique, c'ost-1--dire que see praprifitto en un point no ddpendent quo do r (cas analogue A l'homog6-
uniitg horizontalo doms l'hypoth~se plan-paralli-lo), l'diquation di transfert s'6crit

/2 2 1/2

+ )12 a (1 (21/2-1ti

3r r ro

2 +i~- o~r p30 li- a I ,'Jo+) ;Pf Kx (r~i)1 (18)jhoji

U nor a dhoed Mnd alosaplqe tisDRTMthd(ra t i,17)0 t
spcaemn o~u orcctp o rbao.Namin 'ssznxbru rvaxat~t aee0sAi

rocerc odomtde anltqe etnt ond esrulas umosdn lecssmps(in e

S~~~bc~~~lev,~(r 1963 +mky I99 ela ta,16)

Quand o'toshr peut-~tr assimil) dtA d4ecuh lnpaa'l oiotaeathmo~

do ~ ~ L eoncoure m adthodespmetn de on Carloudre i'd quto do tlanfr DA T Met hoid enry tro.193 ac fithodo
sers iclmet o par e tpou do tped probl~m eviag6 lfa oieins dasirez not enfi leeau ayns 6t6 conalcul dAspa

rechechear cntro das anlotqs cas plus ccmfiedes, oisltaii aot ndessr don tlni cas stmpdes (Minhogn its

hocizontales ou de is sph~ricit6. un gras travail rests A faire pour amniliorer lee mfithades existantesata ehrhr4Fnuels
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Tableau I - Luminance r6trodiffusie par une couche d'Ipaisseur optique
T, 8 6clairle en incidence normale (wiFr) pour des particules
a- 5,m - 1.33,avec r - 0.95 et 0,99, calculfe par lea
harmoniques sphgriqueg (HS) le doubling (D) et lea ordres duc-
cessif8 (OS) (Dv•aux et al, 1974)

w 0.95 w -0.99

0 0

HS D OS HS D 06

0,01305 0,10219 0,10145 0,098445 0,16208 0,16092 0,15496
0,06747 0,12618 0,12669 0,012338 0,20121 0,20211 0,19542
0,16030 0,15406 0,15450 0,015255 0,25004 0,25082 0,24610
0,28330 0,17140 0,17162 0,017077 0,28804 0,28844 0,28539
0,42556 0,17627 0,17636 0,017613 0,3-824 0,30841 0,30650
0,50000 0,17748 / / 0,31434
0,57444 0,17944 0,17948 0,017941 0,31933 0,31941 0,31817
0,71670 0,18323 0,18325 0,018309 0,32422 0,32428 0,32341
0,83970 0,17821 0,17823 0,017790 0,31553 0,31558 0,31496
0,93253 0,16763 0,16765 0,016718 0,29963 0,29967 0,29922
0;98695 0,16359 0,16371 0,016306 0,29175 0,29180 0,29143
1,00000 0,16369 0,16371 / 0,29090 0,29094 /

Tableau II - Luminance diffusfe A diveraes prcfondeurs T par une couche
do brume de type L, d'Apaisseur optique Tr - I avec w - 0,9
6clairfe en incidence normale (CF*=), calculfe par la harmoniques
sphdriques (HS), la 'Hatrix Operator Method" (MI) et la 6t~hode I
de Mont6-Carlo (MC).
"?our lea deux derniares Withodes, lee rfsultate nous ont 6tf.
aimablement comuniqu~s, respectivement par G.N. Pleas et
G.W. Kattawar et par G. Mikhailov et S. K':netsov dans le cadre
d'un progr e de comparaisois numiriques de Ia commission du
Rayonnement de l'I.A.M.A.P.

S= 0 - 0,05 T -0,I .1

1 HS MO MC HS MO MC HS ho MC

1 0,0279 0,0279 0,0147 0,0266 0,0265 0,0141 0,0251 0,0251 0,0134
0,8 0,0314 0,0314 0,0292 0,0301 0,0300 0,0276 0,0286 0,0286 0,0265
0,6 0,0391 0,0391 0,0376 0,0379 0,0379 0,0366 0,0365 0,0365 0,0359
0,4 0,0535 0,0533 0,0515 0,0529 0,0528 0,0523 0,0521 0,0520 0,0525
0,2 0,0669 0,0666 0,0637 0,0690 0,0690 0,0696 0,0705 0,0703 0,0730

- 0,2 0,0131 0,0132 0,0116 0,0253 0,0254 0,0228
- 0,4 0,00952 0,00952 0,00945 0,0191 0,0190 0,0186
- 0,6 0,0125 0,0125 0,0129 0,0249 0,0249 0,0253
- 0,8 0,0286 0,0292 0,0312 0,0560 0,0573 0,0605
- 1 0,327 0,327 0,323 0,626 0,628 0,612

Lii



Tableau II suite

-0,2 0,5 "

HS8 MOI MC HS M MC H D

1 0,0223 0.0223 0,0122 0,0137 0,0137 0,0080
0,8 0,0257 0,0256 0,0242 C,0161 0,0160 0,0151
0,6 0,0334 0,0334 0,0357 0,0221 0,0221 0,0210
0,4 0,0497 0,0495 0,0493 0,0368 0,03.8 0,0361
0,2 0,0720 0,0719 0,0717 0.0667 0,0668 0,0674

- 0,2 0,0467 0,0471 0,0480 0,0916 0,0916 0,0862 0,124 0,124 0,122
- 0,4 0,037$ 0,0378 0,0381 0,0883 0,0884 0,0870 0,148 0,148 0,148
- 0,6 0,0490 0,0491 0,0495 0,115 0,115 0,118 0,201 0,201 0,203
- 0,8 0,108 0,210 0,115 0,239 0,240 0,257 0,387 0,393 0,405
- 1 1,152 1,154 2,11 2,240 2,244 2,18 2,967 2,972 2,86

Tableau III Flux net IF(T) + P w F e /O calculf exacteuent et par diverses

Ta u -thodes approchleg, m~thode A deux flux standard (TS St) u6thode

A deux flux modifife (TS Mod), m•thode d'Eddington (Edd) pour un
flux incident rF w w

Cas I - BrumeL iI 0  I o
Cas 2 -Brume L Ti 1 -0,9 j -- 5 I

!2 0
Cas 3 -Brune T 64 I w 0,9 jo 0 0,5

Cas 4 -Nuage CIt 2  64 U , 1 i -- 1
Ca. 5 - Nuage CIT2  64 o 0,9

Lee r~sultate des a•thodes approchies nous ant 6t(! aiitablement

communiqu~es par W.M. Irvine dans le cadre d'un programme de comparaisons numi-tiques de I& Commission du Rayonnement de VI.IA.M.A.P. •:

(Cas I Can 2 Cas 3

T Exact TS St TS Mad Edd Exact TS St TS Mod Edd Edd

0 2,97 3,02 2,86 3,11 3,02 3,05 2,92 2,20 1,35 1,48 1,38 1,20
0,05 2,97 2,99 2,86 3,02 3,00 3,02 2,86 2,14 1r33 1,45 1,36 1,14
0,1 2,97 2,86 2,84 2,91 2,98 3,00 2,84 2,18 1,31 1,44 1,25 1,10 A
0,2 2,97 3,01 2,86 3,14 2,95 2,98 2,60 1,95 1,27 1.43 1,30 1,05
O,5 2,97 3,04 2,85 3,16 2,84 2,88 2,79 1,94 1,16 1,33 1,21 0,99
0o75 2,9) 3,02 2,83 3,18 2,75 2,80 2,68 2.05 1,08 1.26 1,14 0,98

2,97 2,85 3,17 3,00 2,67 2,73 2,60 1,97 1,02 1,19 1,09 0,90

Ii

i.j
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Tableau III suite

Cas 4 Cam 5

r Exact TS St TS Had Edd Exact TS St TS 1]d Edd

0 0,483 0,63 0,47 0,41 2,77 2,45 2,42 2,04
3,2 0,483 0,60 0,47 0,41 1,61 1,57 1,44 1,07
6,4 0,483 0,60 0,47 0,41 0,83 0,97 0,85 0,44

12,8 0,483 0,60 0,47 0,41 0,20 0,38 0,28 0,06
32 0,483 0,60 0,47 0,41 0,00 0,03 0,00 0,00
48 0,483 0,60 0,47 0,41
64 0,483 0,60 0,47 0,41
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REMOTE PROBING OF ATMOSPHERIC PARTICULATES

FROM RADIATION EXTINCTION EXPERIMENTS:
A REVIEW OF METHODS

Alain L. Fymat

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, California 91103, USA

SUMMARY

The existing methodology for reconstructing the particle size distribution and inferring the refractive
index of absorbing and scattering atmospheric particulates is critically reviewed. Emphasis is placed
on method capabilities and shortcomings and, whenever por ible, on achievable accuracy. The nature
of the associated remote probing problem in analyzed with regard to the effects (not the properties) of
the particulates on EM wave propagation in the atmosphere. The parameterization of size distribution
is studied within the unifying framework of Pearson's distribution curves. The inversions of extinction
measurements and their ratios are considered separately, and the potentialities of each type of measure-
ment are identified. Work lacking in each of the methods reviewed is indicated. Inverse methods for
determining effective size distribution model parameters from extinction data include Junge' s and the
author' s methods. The methods determining the effective size distribution are those of Phillips-Twomey;
an essential modification of this method by the author; Hanson; Backus-Gilbert; and Shifria-Perell man.
The author' s method of determining both the effective complex refractive index and size distribution
model parameters from the same data is also presented. Lastly, the author' a determination from
extinction ratio data of the complex refractive index independent of size distr'bution is discussed and
error analyzed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Propagation in the atmosphere of arbitrarily coherent light beams ic known to be limited by the presence
of particulates (clouds, fog, haze). The magnitude of this effect depends on ihe geometrical, composi-
tional and structural properties of these particles (i. e., respectively, shape; inhomogeneity of material
and complex refractive index; size distribution and concentration). For homogeneous particles of simpleshape (e. g. , spher-_,), the effect can in principle be approximately evaluated in all its detailed spectral

and angular variations applying radiative transfer theory to somewhat idealized atmospheric models
(Bahethi, 0. M., and Fraser, R. S., 1975; Fymat, A. ',., Devaux, C., Herman, M., and Lenoble, J.,
1975; Hansen, J. E., and Travis, L. D., 1974; Irvine, W. M., 1975; Kerschgens, M., Raschke, M. E.,
and Reuter, U., 1975; Lenoble, J., 1974, 1975; Liou, K. N., 1975; and Plass, G. N., 1975). In the
absence of specific information regarding the particles properties, such radiative transfer studies are
extremely valuable for bracketing the extent of propagation disturbanc- under arbitrary operating condi-
tions. The resulting information, unfortunately, is usually not sufficiently precise in terms of engineer-
S•; parameters for optical systems designs. It also rarely applies, if at all, to actual atmospheric con-ditions. The situation could be considerably improved, however, if the particles properties could be

:onstr-"- I from experiment, and subsequently inserted in the available radiative transfer codes. In
i, mani the above bracketing would be extremely narrowed, the only limiting factors being the

.nstru.-.•naral noise, the numerical noises inherent both in the data inversion techniques used for retrieving
the particles parameters and in the transfer codes, and the degrees of idealizations of these and the
inverse codes. But, more importantly, it would become possible to evaluate in (or near) real-time the
particles effects on light propagation for any atmospheric and operating conditions.

The aim of this article is to review critically the existing methodology for inferring the optical param-
eters of atmospheric particulates with particular emphasis on method capabilities and limitations and,
whenever possible, achievable accuracy under favorable and adverse conditions. Active and passive
remote sensing from the ground and from an airborne or orbiting platform will be considered. The
methods reviewed are those utilizing measurements of light extinction by absorption and scattering from
both host gases and embedded particles, the so-called direct radiation case. The diffuse radiation case
resulting from primary and multiple scattering by the same gases and particles, including the consequent I

induced polarizatir' nd the combination of both cases, have been reviewed elsewhere (Fymat, A. L.,
19751

Z. NATURE OF rHE REMOTE PROBING PROBLEM

In studies of atmospheric effects on light propagation, as opposed to environmental and micrometeoro-
logical studies, we are not necessarily interested in the true particles properties but rather in the sim-
plest equivalent (or effctive) properties that would produce the identical effects. This is a fortunate
situation for question arding the model-dependence, or even the uniqueness of results yielded by a
given model, loose be .uch of their significance providing these results explain the observations and
have physical meanr

Indeed, under certain circumstances, it is possible to simulate the effects of nonspherical particles of
arbitrary orientation by spherical ones (Holland, A. C., and Gagne, G., 1970; Burch, D. E., Pembrook,
J. D., and Reisman, E., 1970), those of anisotropic scattering by appropriately scaled isotropic scatter-
ing (van de Hulst, H. C., and Grossman, K., 1968), and those of a vertically inhomogeneous atmosphere
by a vertically homogeneous one on which a variable perturbation has been superimposed (Fymat, A. L.,
and Abhyankar, K. D., 1969a, b; 1970a, b). From there on it becomes both convenient and reasonable to
investigate simple atmospheric and scattering models providing these models are physical and able to
reproduce the observed effects. This is certainly compatible with the very nature of the inverse mathe-
matical problem. Thus, we may conceive that for a given light input, a set of atmospheric and scatter-
ing models could exist that match the detected light output. And, within any element of this set, the
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medium physical paramet~ro reconstructed from these data may not even be unique, sithough the various
determination@ may be physically meaningful. If we were only interested in the physical parameters
characterizing the particulate@, the non-uniqueness situations described would, if they occur, totally
prevent us from determining the true values of these parameters. However, the sitliation may not be so
tragic if we are only concerned with the effects which theme particle. have on light propagation. There
we would only be interested in that set of physical effective parameters that can mimick the measure-
ments. Theme effective parameter& could be provided by idealized models.

3. PARAMETERIZATION OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

* In most of the methods to be discussed below for remotely sensing the effects of atmospheric particulates,
an analytic representation is used for the size distribution of the assembly of particulate*. A number of

* such representation* ccr be found; for example-

Power distribution.

n(r) acr-O (a

Exponential distribution:

n~r)= cc(lb)

Normal distribution:
n(r) ,-cPr ; (1c)

Gamma distribution (I):

n(r) cr* e- (1d)

where the constants c can be determined from the relation:

f n(r) dr = N, 
Z

N =particle number density, and both these constants and ta:e parameter, a and P are expressible inj ~terms of the moments of the correspondhixg distribution-

fonJ rn (r) dr, 0,1, Z,... (3)

We should like to indicate (this does not appear to be recognized in the atmospheric literature) that the
distributions in Eqs. (1), and mLny others not listed, are all solutions of the celebrated differential
equation1 of K. Pearson (1914, 1931):

*d a0 + 1

where F(r), a general function of r, is used to encompass the case dnt(r)fdr 0 even if n(r) =0, i. e.,
the distribution curve is not tangential to the r-axis at the origin. Expanding F(r) by Maclaurin' s
theorem in ascending powers of r, we get:

where the coefficients (hereafter called Persn s coefficients) are expressible in terms of inn. This
could be seen by rewriting Eq. (4b) as:

1This is a slight modification of the original equation given by Pearson. In the latter equation, the num-
I& + A Although our eauation can easily be reduced to Pearson' a, we have
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multiplying both sides of this expression by rn, integrating them over r, and integrating by parts the
right-side of the equation thus obtained. These operations yield a moment relation which for n 0 0, 1, 2,...
gives a system of equations in the Pearson' s coefficients. In this manner, it is found that

a0  v3Z (V 4 2  b I-;0 -3 + 3 - (5 a)

2 a I
2

Yj- 45 2  ~3v2 ) a 1  15 v2 3 26) ,(

where

D 2 ***29)

and vij are the ratios:

V Vi -1 j
1ij Vji1 V (5d)

The moments Y are computed about the mean of the distribution while the momenton m are about the origin.
Simple formulae exist in the literuture for converting either moments into the other ones. It may be
noted that all coezficients in Eqs. (5) involve moments up to the fourth-order. In other words, on the
basis of Pearson' s theory, we conclude that the distributions (la)-(ld) require at least up to fourth-order
moments for their characterization. It is clear that using only smaller order moments would result in
inaccurate descriptions of the size distribution effects on light propagation. Next, it is known in statistical
distribution theory that additional constants b3, b4, .... in Eq. (4b) would involve higher-order moments
than the fourth which in statistical work are generally considered as •intrustworthy. Pearson' a classical
Main Types I, IV and VI and Transition Types II, III, V, and VII to XII of systems of curves are
obtained from a consideration of the roots of the equation bo + blr + b 2 r 2 = 0. As illustrations, the nor-
mal curve of error is obtained when b 1 = bZ = 0. (This is a particular case of Type II), and the Power
law and the Gamma distributions are all of Type III. Table 1 lists for convenience the values of
Pearson' a coefficients for the distributions in Eqs. (la)-(ld). These coefficients could be expressed interms of moments using the relations in Eqs. (5).

Since, as shown, the distributions listed and many others form a family of solutions of Eq. (4), it is
clear that there is actually much less dispe.rity than is suggested by the partial list of distributions in
Eqs. (la) - (1d). These points, viz. the reconciliation of the various distributions and the need to con-
sider at least fourth-order motnchits, were not recognized previously, at least not from the viewpoint of
Pearson' a differential equation. If must be noted however that the latter conclusion was reached earlier
by Hansen, J. E. (1971) from physical considerations and later verified numerically (Hansen, J. E.,

and Travis, L. D., 1974).

Hansen suggested to use the following:

Gamma distribution (II)

n(r) cr(I-3b)/b e-rnab N (Ise)

(ab) 1

I because it has the property that the parameters a and b are respectively identical to an effective radius
and an effective variance defind as:

a r eff 32' 3Z

(6)
1ff 2 44 2  3 -b =v ff L...m4 - m32 - 1•

3322

The corresponding Pearson' a coefficients are also listed in Table 1. Note that again fourth-or6.r
moments are involved. Interestingly, the above authors also showed (see their Fig, 14) that if the dis-
tribution in Eq. I(e) is used as a standard the corresponding effects on the scattered radiation, specifi-
cally on the rhase-function and the degree of linear polarization (resulting from single scattering of

L I A
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unpolarized incident light) are substantially the same at all scattering angles as those resulting from the
distribution in Eq. (I), the

Bimodal Gamma distribution:

n(r) - cini(r) , i = IL, (If)

where ni are obtained from Eq. (le) using different parameters a and/or b, and the

Lognormal distribution:

2s-I |n(r/ro)/•oc IZ

n(r) = ar- I (g)

In this comparison, reff and veff were chosen to be identical for all distributions studied. Notable dis-
crepancies between the effects of these distributions were observod •see their Fig. .5) when only the
mean radius, r, and the variance, rZ, usually defined by

22r = m 1 0 , o = m 2 0 -i 1 0  (7)

were likewise considered showing that second and lower order moments are insufficient for a proper
characterization of the size distribution effects. 2 If correct, these results would show that within the
context of analytical modelling of particle size distribution for light scattering studies, it is only neces-
sary to use a distribution whose parameters are expressed in terms of at least fourth-order moments,
such as for example the Gamma distribution (I1). Conversely, within the same context, the results also
show that scattered light measurements can only yield expressions in these moments, such as the effec-
tive mean radius, a, and the effective variance, b; they will not provide the actual distribution. It is
not known whether the same conclusions hold true for the case of light extinction which is of particular
interest he re.

4. PHYSICAL MODEL AND UNKNOWN PARAMETERS

The following model wili be considered: a mixture of i different species of gases and j different species
of particulates constitutes the atmosphere. Effects due to ground surface reflection can be disregarded.
Each gas will be characterized by an absorption cross-section, Rg, a scattering cross-section, •g, and.

a number density, N These three characteristics will exhibit spatial variations while the former two
possess additionally 1requency variations. From these parameters all gaseous effects could be eval-
uated in detail when the geometry of the atmosphere is specified. On using Rayleigh-Cabannes formula
applicable to anisotropic molecules (see, e.g., Chandrasekhar, S., 1950):

g 8 3  
- 7 (8)7g~ = - 4N2 " o-,o , ..

2To encompass the lognormal distribution, our form, Eq. (4b), of Pearson' s equation must further be
modified to read:

d a0 + a Inr

U-• n(r) = -z2 (4c)
b 0 + b1 r + b + "" +

indicating that a generalized Pearson' a type differential equation could have the form:

d~a0 + a f(r)
rTa n(r) = (4d)

b0 + br + b r + ..

And, for multimodal distributions, the form to use should be:

d b a0Oi + a1 f(r)
- n(r) = +b r r ,i I,Z, 3,... (4e)

E bo i+bl r + b, r '"i
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it is seen that, aside from Ng, the parameter 7g involves in fact two additional parameters: the (real)
refractive index, mg , and the depolarization factor, 6, _of the particular gaseous species. In summary,
each gas would be characterized by four parameters: Kg, mr, 6 and Ng, and their spatial and frequency
variations, as appropriate. On the other hand, each particutate species would be characterized by a
complex refractive index, mr = mr - imi, a characteristic size and distribution, n(a), and a number
density, Nr. Those various parameters exhibit spatial variat'ons while the refractive index may addi-
tionally present frequency variations. Thus, each particulate species would be characterized by the
three parameters: mr, mi, Nr and the distribution n(a), and their frequency and spatial variations as
appropriate. It may be noted that with the parameters listed the scattering, absorption and extinction
optical thicknesses of the model atmosphere considered can be evaluated straightforwardly.

The several methods now to be discussed will consider that only a few of the above atmospheric param-
eters are unknown. The limitations and capabilities of these methods will thus be more easily gauged
against the reference model just set forth.

The methods could be classified either mathematically according to the type of mathematical expressions
to be "inverted", or physically according to the nature of the observables of the light field. The physical
Classification will here be adopted. It turns out that inferring atmospheric physical parameters from
direct radiation measurements involves the inversion of first kind integral equations. Ratios of such
measurements and therefore also ratios of such equations will also be studied. It is thus evident that
the successful solution of the inverse problem is critically dependent on our ability to "invert" these
particular equations. Fortunately, the corresponding methodology is a rich one, and this fact coupled
with our understanding of the effects of each atmospheric parameter variations on the observed light
field enables us, at least in some cases, to carry out the inversion successfully.

5. INVERSION OF DIRECT RADIATION MEASUREMENTS

The observable is the radiation beam propagating linearly from source to detector and its frequency
variations. It has two components (i) the light transmitted directly with attenuation (i. e., absorption
and scattering) along the line-of-sight, and (ii) the diffuse light that consists of both primary scattering
in, and higher-order of scattering into, the forward direction. The diffuse component is comparatively
negligible, and this reduces to a statement of Bouguer-Beer-Lambert law;

1 0 exp [-Text M (ý)I (9),

where 10 and I denote respectively the incident and transmitted Stokes' 4-vectors whose components are

the usual Stokes' parameters (or any other equivalent representation of light polarization state). Note
that Iand !0 are in the same arbitrary state of polarization since the exponential attenuation does not
introduce any polarization. When the Sun is used as the source, the corresponding radiation being
unpolarized, I and 10 reduce to scalars (specific intensities), and Eq. (9) simplifies to:

I I0exp [-'Te M()]) (9a)

Also, in Eq. (9) or (9a), Text is thu extinction (= absorption + scattering) or total optical thickness of the
atmosphere, and M(ji) is the relative air mass in the line-of-sight which makes an angle 6 = cos-I 4 with
the local normal to the plane of stratification of the atmosphere (parallel to the surface); 0 is counted
positive for upward directions and conversely. The detailed expression of M(4), not given here, includes
both curvature and refraction effects (see Fessenkov, V. G. , 1955). For example neglecting refraction,
and away from the limb, M = 1- . This is the usual expression most frequently used in atmospheric
optics. Equation (9) or (9a) applies across the spectrum, and can be made the basis of ground-based,
airborne or space measurements for the experimental determination of Text. It is the unraveling of the
physical information contained in T ext that is the primary interest of this section.

5. 1 Statement of Problem

For simplicity consider Eq. (9a). IThis expression also applies to each component of Eq. (9).1 Invert-
ing this equation yields the measurable quantity:

M-(ý±) In (j-) (10)

Experiment should pro\ide reliable measurements of this quantity since absolute calibration is not
required. All the physical information on the atmospheric particulates is contained in Text. For the
model described in section 4, this information could be retriev'ed by "inverting' the double integral
expression

E[X;mJn-(a)] M R (z) dz

7, 1

fzi

din (1IA1)



where X is the wavelength, a is a characteristic dimension, z is altitude, =Ng-, g - R 4- ; G is
the geometrical cross-section, 0 is an efficiency factor (the subscript refeiringto'A specifit ph~eical
process: absorption, scattering or their combination which is the extinction), Qext = Qabs + 0 sca, and
the superscripts follow Einstein' s summation convention:

("') --- • ('"t ' = i, j.

For example, for spheres, a is the particle radius, r, and G(r) = Irr. Likewise for circular cylinders:
G(r) = 21rZ where I is the ratio of the length to the radius. For t' ese two types of particles, the
required expressions for Q are well-known and available in the literature (see, e.g., Hulst, H. C. van de,
1957). In Eq. (11) it may be noted that, because of the gradient of relative humidity in the atmosphere
which may cause the particle i to change size by condensation, G was made to depend explicitly on z.
Likewise7 Q and n may also vary within the atmosphere. Thus, the measurement in Eq. (10) immediately
provides one atmospheric parameter; i.e., T et; further information on the microstructure ,rd chemical
composition of the particles, i. e., respectively n(a) and m, could be obtained only through "inversion"
of the right-side ol Eq. (11) utilizing several measurements E(X). At this time, this task has been
carried out only under the following restrictive assumptions:

itg(z), or simply its altitude-integrated value, is known.

0 The z-dependence of the product (G Qext n) can be factored out and the integrated value
of this factor is known. Note that this is less restrictive than considering that a(z),
m(z) and n(z) are all z-independent.

Further assumptions will be made within each of the methods of inversion. There are two general
classes of such methods, those assuming the knowledge of the refractive index but not postulating any
size dos*,ribution model and, conversely, those postulating a distribution model but leaving the refractive
index unknown. All methods have concentrated on spherical particles for which jiel 8 theory is avail-
able. However, any other shape of particles could be handled if the corresponding Qext were known.
This is a primary limitation in present radiation theory. Before reviewing these methods, we shall first I
analyze Eq. (11) in a simple case.

5.2 Analysis of Direct Problem

Assume as said earlier that tg(z) is known or determined so that E(X) becomes a measurable quantity

for a set of X-values. Assume further that there is only one type of particles, and that a(z), n(z) and
m(z) are independent of the altitude z, (The case of slowly varying functions of z could in principle be
handled.) Under these assumptions, Eq. (11) reduces to

>to
E[X,m,nfa)] G (a) Qextam() nla) da (Ila)

2For spheres, G(a = r) irr , and further introducing the (dimensionless) size parameter x = kr,
k -27r/, this equation can be rewritten

Il

E[X;m,n(x)] irk- 3  x2Qext[xm(X)] n(x) dx. (llb)
J0

Few results have been published on the "weighting functions" ,k 3 x Zext, or even Qext, for various size

distributions and parametric values of x and X. For r(%) - 1.50, H. Quenzel (1970) has provided Qext(r)
for different V's (see his Fig. 1; see also Fig. 4. 12 of Burch et al., loc. cit. ; Fig. 2 of Wright, P. J.,
1975; and Figs. 4 to 9 of Shettle, E. P., 1975). All curves start from the origin and after a series of
oscillations converge to the theoretically predicted value of 2. For small r values, they exhibit separate
although strongly overlapping peaks while at larger values, say r Z 2 pm, the oscillations diminish
strongly in amplitude and at still larger r values they haraly differ from each other. The locatione of
the peaks indic te those radius values that are efficiently sampled by the wavelengths corresponding to the
curves. Thus, the wavelengths 0.4, 0.9, 1. 3 and 1. 9 4m are the most efficient in sampling the approxi-
mate radius values 0.5, 1.0, 1.6 and 2.3 4m, respectively, under the conditions studied by Quenzel.
Larger sizes could be sample'1 by longer wavelengths. However, there is an upper bound of approxi-
mately 2-2.5 tim since, as cl ly indicated by the Figure, the efficiency of larger particles is rela-
tively the same at all longer w., velengths. Sampli-.g of sizes smaller than approximately 0. 1 jim
is also bounded by OZ and 03 absorption bands. Numerous similar curves for single particle scatter-
ing can be found in van de Hulst, H. C. (1957) and Deirmendjian, D., (1969). Plots of the modified
kernel

K(X,•a) = in l0x O Qext [ - -x
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where a = loglnr and m(k) 5 1. 50, have also been published for 0.350 s X !5 2. 270 tm (Yamamoto, G.,and Tantaka, M., 1969). _

The reason for this change of variable is the following: if the Junge distribution is assumed to be a good
model for atmospheric aerosols, then f(a) = 10 4 0 n(o) will not change much wfth ,. This property will
indeed make the determination of f(a) easier than that of the original n(r).

These latter curves have essentially single well-defined maxima. However, the maxima strongly over-
lap which will cause some concern in the resolution in a achievable in the inverse problem. For the
Gamma distrihution (I) with m a 1.34, c = 1. a = 2 and P = 15 (this corresponds to a haze model), curves
of Qext (x) for various V* s are provided in Fig. 1. The particle radii vary between 0. 005 and 6.0 4±m.
(For each wavelength, only seven values of Qext were computed and smooth curves, which necessarily
may not reproduce Lhe exact curves, were drawn.)

In the particular case of a monodispersion: n(x) = N6(x - )o), where 6 is Dirac' s function and x0 is the I
common size parameter, it may be noted that Eq. (lb) reduces to

-3 ZEL x 01 N ok 0 Qk tx 0 ,m(J (lIc)
x ext Xý 2I

This expression has been used for experimentally determining the quantity Nxo Qext [xQ; m(X)] by
Pepin, T. J. (1969) at X = 0. 367, 0.43, 0. 595 and 0.91 tm. It forms the basis of the Stratospheric
Aerosol Measurement (SAM-II) Experiment on Nimbus G (McCormick, N. P., 1975).

5.3 Inverse Methods: Determination of Effective Size Distribution Model Pa-ameters

Within a range of wavelengths of interest, and assuming that m(X) is known within this range, the follow-
ing methods have been developed for extracting, from measurements of E(X), effective parameters for
model size distributions.

5.3.1 Junge' s Method

Inserting Eq. (la) converted to the variable x into Eq. (Ilb), this latter equation becomes:

foE()k.a) = 1rckor'3fQext(X; x) x2"odx. (12)

Figure 2 displays the variations of Oext with X for the same conditions as Fig. 1. Curves are given for
three different refractive index values covering approximately the range of possible index values for
aerosols; sets of curves are provided for radius values r = 0(1)6 tim. The curves for water-type -iero-
sole are seen not to exhibit any systematic feature. However, for the other two refractive indices,
especially for r Z Z rim, the curves are almost the same to the accurac, of the graph. They also show a.
slow, slightly and monotonously increasing variation with increasing X. These results suggest that
beyond a certain refractive index and particle radius, the aerosol extinction is virtually independent of
refractive index at all radii and a slowly varying function of k, at least in the visible region. A more
detailed study is however needed in order to determine the index and radius cut-off values beyond which
these preliminary conclusions would generally hold. Under these conditions, the knowledge of the refrac-
tive index, postulated at the beginning of this section, is not even necessary. Furthermore, the variation
of Qext with k could be parameterized in a very simple fashion so that the integral in the right-side of
Eq. (12) becomes a known function of a, say q(o). And we can write:

E(X; a) ( X 3-a (13)

The problem is now an extremely simple one. It consists in fitting the experimental curve E(X) with the
function q(ct) X3-a by trying successively several a values until a satisfactory agreement has been
reached. The value of a providing such a match will then be used in Eq. (1a) to yield n(r). This method
was proposed earlier by C. Junge (1963) for more restrictive conditions than those considered here. It
agrees with the well-known empirical formula of A. K. Angstrom (1970) for atmospheric aerosols:

E(X;ý)- -J•Y , y 6- 3 . (14)

This technique has been widely used in investigations of atmospheric aerosols (see, for example, Pepin,
T. J., 1970; Shaw, G. E., Reagan, J. A., and Herman, B., 1973). The main disadvantages of the
method are: (i) The efficiency factor for aerosol extinction is assumed to be a slowly varying function
of the wavelength. As shown by Fig. 2 this is true only beyond certain particle radius and refractive
index values. Nevertheless, the method appears to lack sensitivity relatively to the refractive index.
Thus, for values of this parameter in the range m = 1.33 (pure water) and m = 1.55 - Oi to 1.55 - 0.05 i
(transparent to highly absorbing dry sea-salt particles), it has been claimed that the recovered size dis-
tributions are not substantially different from one another (Quenzel, H., 1970). (ii) The method is
model-dependent. Note, however, that the power distribution with Z. 5 <5 0 :5 3. 5 has experimentally been
found to describe world-wide pollution for a large variety of continental conditions (Junge, C., 1963)

S... • ... .. .. ..... . .. ... .. .. .. ..,.. .... ... .. .. ... .. .. . . . .. . , • - . ... ••. . • .• , . .. .. • . .... .. . ,• : . .. . .. .,. . .. • .. . .. .. . .... ..; ..... . .. . .. .. .. .. . .• , • iA .•s
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with a wide range of aerosol concentrations corresponding to a 1- 100-km visibility range. (iii) It does
not use the available data advantageously for arriving at the solution. The data play only the role of a
reference against which computational results are contrasted. At no step, however, are they used for
improving on the approximate solution derived at each step of the comparison.

No study of the uniqueness of the derived size distributions is available. However, authors who have
used the method (e.g., Quenzel, H., 1970) report that grossly different size distributions cannot be
derived from the same extinction curve. An advantage of the method is its sensitivity to the location
of the mode radius and the slope of the distribution.

5.3.2 Fyrnat' s Method

This is a modification of Phillips-Twomey Method described in the following Section in the case where a
model distribution is assumed, The minimization of the relevant quadratic function is carried out using
a minimization search procedure instead of the partial derivative concept and matrix inversions used by
Phillips and Twomey. For details refer to Section 5, 4. 2.

5.4 Inverse Methods: Determination of Effective Size Distribution

The following methods rest on the same general assvmption as that described in Section 5.3. However,
the effective size distribution is left completely undetermined.

5.4. 1 Phillips-Twomey Method

Return to Eq. (llb), which can bt written in the general form

g(x) K(x,y)f(y)dy, (15) i

where the known functions g(x) E(X) and K(x, y) = k-3 x2 Q[m(k), x] are bounded and continuous.
Because n(x) vanishes at both ends x = xmin and x = xmax (generally xmin w 0 and xmax approaches the
noise level asymptotically), the original integration limits (0, c) have been replaced by (a,b), so that
Eq. (15) is truly non-singular. There is a basic mathematical difficulty with the solution f(y) of this
equation, namely, the solution fails to be either unique or a continuous function of the observable g(x), or
both. It is first noted (Phillips, D. L., 1962) that Eq. (15) is unrtable 3 in the sense that large (high-
frequency) changes in f(y), i.e., 6f = sin wt, w - 0, would result in small changes in g(x), and that none
of previously proposed methods has been successful for arbitrary K(x, y) when g(x) is known with some
inaccuracy. As a result, inversion techniques based on the replacement of Eq. (15) by an algebraic
linear system tend to give unrealistic, oscillatory solutions, even though the residual errors in the fit
to the observable fun( tion may be small. Thus, in order to obtain a solution of Eq. (15), one murt take
into account both the accuracy of g(x) and the shape of K(x,, y); these two factors dictate to a large extent
the success of the method of solution. This remark is the basis of the method of Phillips-Twomey.

First, rewrite Eq. (15) in the matrix form

- g+( , (16)

where f is the error vector attaehed to the experimental vector g, and A includes the weight factors in
reducing Eq. (15) to the linear system, Eq. (16), by a quadrature. The method of solution is apparented
to the classical methods of linear programming in that a certain quadratic function, say Q(f, must be
minimized subject to the following constraints: (i) Eq. (16), and (ii) 1 varies within permissible limits,
e.g.,

!e (constant):il i i

The introduction of the latter constraint represents the error criterion which will enable us to select a
stable unique solution from the infinite manifold of possible solutions. The manifold comprises all solu-
tions whose integral transforms lie within a prescribed neighborhood of g. This constraint has the effect
of smoothing f.

The problenm becomes that of finding f such that Q(f) is a minimum and ET is a constant. (The super-
script T deccotes matrix transposition. ) If y is a Lagrangian multiplier" (this is the smoothing factor
such that the larger y the smoother the solution), then the required solution is provided by the differential
equation

~T_ + G~f)_ =_0,(17)

3This is a result of Riemann' s lemma, as pointed out by Franklin, J. N. (1970). A• .•.• .. ... .• .•,. .- , ',• .. ..... '" .'• •• " =• • •'' - . . . . . . ..'- *..,'' ',•-:-=••r ' ,.! •.".I- m= ' i•: -•• • • •: :3,-' . • . ,, . i ,?• •.. :•• - c ,s• : ":
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i.e., using Eq. (16),

"DT. ( .. .) (Af- 1) +YQ(f)} 0

or, writing out the term within curly braces,

T T T B1SfTAA . TA +• ~= 0.

The last relation will still be satisfied if one takes the transpose:

SATA + y A . (18)

Equation (18) will provide the required solution f. It is clear, however, that the explicit form of this
solution will depend on the functional form of the quadratic Q(L) being minimized. When minimizing the I
Nth-difference (Twomey, S., 1965) Q(f) can be written

- 14f (19)

where H represents the symmetrical matrix of Nth-difference coefficients. Differentiating Eq. (19) with
respect to f and substituting into Eq. (18), we get the solution

S(AT-A + Y 1H)- lATg . (Z0)

This expression derived by Twomey, S., (1963) can be shown to be entirely equivalent to that provided
earlier by Phillips. Equation (20) can be rewritten

[(AT)-ATA + y(AT) 1IH]f A

From the identity (AT)IAT = (AA-)T = IT = I 1 = identity matrix), it follows that A

1 T
f = (A + yB)-g, B(A..)T (21)

which is identical to Phllips' s result. Twomey' s expression is preferable to that of Phillips because it
requires the inversion of only one matrix, i.e., A TA + yILH, instead of two inversions, i.e., A- I and
(4 + yB)-1, and because it can be applied to both square and rectangular (overdetermined systems)
matrices rather than square matrices alone.

Alternatively, one could minimize the Squares of the Absolute Der rtureL from a Trial Solution. The
quadratic is here written

Q_- .T pT)• (22)

where is the vector trial solution. As earlier, differentiating Eq. (22) and substituting into Eq. (1).
we obtain

= (4ATA + -YD"I (ATg + YP)p (23)

One could also minimize the Squares of the Relative Departures frcm a Trial Solution. The former
solution, E*. (23), is still valid, but the lagrangian multiplier matrix yI should be replaced by the
matrix yp-, and we have 4  A

f (ATA + p-2)-~ l(ATg +ypl). (24)

wiere p is the diagonal matrix of elements pi.

Atypographical error is present in Twomey' s (1963) expression; one should read in the second J
bracket anno p
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Lastly, one could also minimize the variance by simply redefining H in the above expressions. Generally,
we can write: 5

f+ (ATA YLL)- (4•T + YLL' (25)

where for = H, I, we have PL 2, p, p- respectively.

The determination of y has not yet been discussed. This quantity is implicitly determined once the error
bound e2 has been assigned a value. In practice several values of y are tried for which f is computed and
then Af compared with S. The first value for which Af - i is less than or equal to ( (where C includes all
sources of error: measurement, truncation, quadrature, approximation) can usually be retained as the

* final solution. A more refined vabae of y can of course be obtained by studying the curve c(y). In prac-
tical experience, it hat been found that -y varies quite slowly, so that its selection poses no problems.

An application of this method to both synthetic and experimental data is available, (Yamamoto, G., and
Tanaka, M., 1963). Equation (llb) it first rewritten in the form

k(X) + (X) = K(Xa) f(a dad, (26)

where all quantities have been defined in Section 5. 2. Yamamoto and Yanaka used both solutions, Eqs.
(20) and (23). The solution in Eq. (20) was first obtained by approximating I with a step-function and
then subsequently using this result as a trial solution in Eq. (23). For X 6 (0. 350-2. Z70 iim) good recon-
structions of the size distribution n(r) webe obtained for particle radii r Q(0. 1-5 to 10 iLm). Outside of
this range, the distribution is systematically overestimated (see their Fig. 2).

A two-dimensional version of the method described in this subsection has been developed (Tingey, D. L.,
1972). This extension is of interest when the aerosol under study is a mnixture of two types of aerosols

having different size distributions. A further generalization to a higher dimension is completely
feasible.

It may lastly be noted that the smoothing operators yL and Y•L may introduce long-period departures
irom the true solution. A realiatic solution to the inversion problem is then a compromise between
overamoothing ani noise rejection. In other words, optimum smoothing operators are sought such that
all errors in the solution (random and systematic errors) will be minimized, that is to say, the opera-
tors are determined by both the mathematical method and the input data. This is just the principle of
the "optimum Wiener filter" (Brault, J. W., and White, 0. R., 1971) which the inversion method will
try to determine in every case.

An important advantage of the method just described is that no assumption is made regarding the analy-yt-
ical form of the solution. No size-distribution model is assumed, which is an attractive feature for
aerosols. The method has been successful in solving a number of inverse atmospheric problems (e.g.,
determination of particle size distribution from measurements of either direct or scatteted radiation
and from diffusional decay measurements; determination of vertical ozone distribution from light scat-
tering measurements; determination of the physical conditions inside the solar atmosphere from the
observed limb darkening (Kunasz, C. V., Jefferies, J. T., and White, 0. R., 1973). However, some
disadvantages may attach to the method, as we shall attempt to describe. The key element of the method
is the minimization of the quantity [see Eq. (17)]

T _T1 + yQ(. (Z7)

The minimization is performeC using the classical partial derivative concept 8/Of which can be carried
out analytically only in part. The evaluation of 80/8f rernains to be accomplished ( see Eq. (18)].
Depending on the form selectei for the quadratic, the derivative may or may not result in numerical
difficulties. In any event, for those forms of Q studied earlier, this derivative could be obtained simply.
Nevertheless, this is the case only for these assumed forms of Q. One may conceive of other expres-
sions of Q that may be more appropriate to any given problem but that do not lend theta-selves to straight-
forward differentiation. On dhe other hand, matrices must always be inverted [see Eqs. (Z1), (23), (24),
and (25)1 in this method. Dtpending on the quadrature matrix 6 and on the smoothing matrix 14, such
inversions may conceivably rasult in difficulties, particularly when the matrix to be inverted is nearly
singular (this happens frequently in practice). Lastly, there is an inefficiency (admittedly not crucial)
in the procedure, since it is required to repeat the complete numerical treatment for several values of
y in order to select the appropriate y.

The method to be described next is a proposal for overcoming these difficulties whenever they are
present. It requires neither derivatives nor matrix inversions.

5 This is a more general expression than that derived by Twomey, S., (1963).
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5.4.2 Fymat's Method

Let Ei = E(Xi), i = 1,2,..., N, denote the data points, and E = E(Xj), j =1, 2,..., M, Ma N, the
corresponding computations from Eq. (Ilb). In vector nota/ion these two vectors can be written as
and E, respectively. Equation (27) becomes

T- T -+ YO(s (Z8)

where the quadratic Q is of order j, so that T' is also of order j. Instead of considering the squares of
the absolute residuals (first term on the right-hand side of the last equation), we may alternatively con-
sider the relative residuals, so that

T [' - []+ _yQ( (29)

where a is a diagonal matrix of elements {ai } accounting for the spectral resolution of the data or their
relative accuracy or both. The function T T', T' I is to be minimized. For example, in the case
where Qis a difference expression of arbitrary order, Eq. (28) can be -r:itten explicitly:

N o M M M

T' Z E i Z Dijn.J + 'Y Z rik nkn . (28 a) I
i=I j=l k=l j=1

where the integration on the right-hand side oi Eq. (I lb) has been replaced by an appropriate quadrature
with matrix elements Dij, and nl, i = k, j, is the size distribution at the ith quadrature point. The
function T -= T', T' I represents the equation of a hypersurface, and it is required to find the minimum,
say Train, of this surface. Various methods are available in the literature for finding the minimum of a

function without computing derivatives; see more particularly the minimization search method (MSM)
utilized for inverse radiative-transfer problems (Fymat, A. L., 1972; Fymat, A. L., and Kalaba, R. E.,
1974). If indeed T presents a unique minimum, then with some experience in the use of optimization
methods, this could be a highty successful method. There are two different ways in which the methodcouldbe used.

(i) Model of n(r) postulated. Assume that the Gamma distribution (II) is an appropriate model. Then,
with Eq. (le), Eq. (llb) becomes

• (1 -b)/be-x/kab
E(X;a, b) = QJ m(k), xix dx, (30)

where the constant

CyaNk"Z

(kab) /- 13

will be assumed to be known, for simplicity. The function T therefore contains the two dependent vari-
ables a, and b, and the problem reduces to that of the determination of that doublet (a, b) that minimizes
T.

(ii) M Model of n(r) Not Postulated. A discrete version of Eq. (Ilb) is obtained by replacing the integral
by a finite sum using an accurate quadrature formula of order M. Since n(x) is usually bounded at both
ends, smooth and monotonic, a very high-order quadrature may not be required. We obtain:

SM
E(X) = A Q x n(x.)w., (31)

where wj are the weights of the corresponding quadrature points, Qj % [m(X), xj], and A =rk"

Now, it is possible to generate n(xj) by the translation process

;j)

n(x. = n(x) ,x (32) '
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where n(0 ) is some arbitrary initial distribution and 6j are unknown coefficients. (Note that the translation
may operate on any point, whether of the quadrature or not.) On substituting Eq. (3Z) into Eq. (31), we
get

*~~ E(X; 6 )A2 Q~x n()xi6w. (33)

* j=l

The problem is now that of the determination of the minimizing multiplet (61,62,..., 6 M). The minimiza-
tion of the corresponding T function by the MSM is of course possible. The smaller M is, the easier it
will be.

The application of the MS'{ just desc:zibed to the reconstruction of the particle size distribution, whether
a model of the distribution has been assumed or not, has not yet been tested numerically for the direct
radiation.

5.4. 3 Hanson' s Method

Although we shall limit ourselves to Hanson' s (1971) inversion technique based on a singular value
decomposition, let us also note the works in Smithies, F., 1958; Golub, G., and Kahan, W., 1965;
Baker, C. T. H., Fox, L., Mayers, 0. F., and Wright, K., 1964. The technique begins with the finite-
sum approximation of the infinite integral in Eq. (I lb),

= g. (34)

However, rather than convidering 1 as in Eq. (16), a weighted least-squares version of Eq. (34) is used,
in which the weighting diagonal matrix W = diag (ri 1 , 0, ..TR

1 ), where -ri is the standard deviation of
the ith element of F, is introduced, so that Eq. (34) becomes

wL = W.(35)

Recall that W is an N X N matrix, A is an N X M (quadrature) matrix, f is an M-vector, and g is an
N-vector, M S- N. Hanson suggests using for the elements of f ang g, the following:

f(yj) fi f C Y0 + (j - I)Ay]. J = 1,2 ... , M, (36)

Ii.e., the y. appearing in the kernel in A are equally spaced, and the xi, i = 1,2, .. , N, consist of all
P a N solutons to equations of the form

g(xi) = go + iAg, i 1,2.... N, (37)

whe re

gN+1 " g
Ag= N+l g (38)N+ 1

In so doing, the xi are chosen in a manner that takes into account the variations of g (they are chosen
most densely in regions of rapid changes), and that uses only the observed subdomain of g. This
approach, although not compulsory, has the drawbacks that it requires an initial fitting and smoothing
of the experimen: al data, and the numerical solution of the N equations in Eq. (37).

The problem is now to solve Eq. (35). For this purpose, a singular-value decomposition of the N XM
product matrix W A is first performed, i.e.,

I

W U XM] T T (39)

T-=-~ Iv U-l•° '(

where U is an N x N orthonormal matrix, VT is an M X M orthonormal matrix, and XM = diag (4I,
x 2 .... Ixm), where {xi} is the non-increasing sequence x > xj a... - x• - 0 of singular values of A
(i. e., the positive square roots of eigenvalues of AT A). iquaiion (35) then becomes

( vT)f = UT Wg. (40)(Im,1
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The vector yTf in this last 6quation is simply the solution f projected on the increasingly oscillatory
columns of VT. As earlier, the direct solution of Eq. (40) would be ill-conditioned. As a solution-
stabilizing process, one can resort to the smoothing constraint of Phillips -nd Twomey. Instead, Hanson
suggests neglecting the contribution of the highly oscillatory eigenvectors which correspond to small
eigenvalues. In other words, in place of Eq. (40), one solves

[J vY'! E X~ T -, OYf U W9 (41)

with Ki = diag (xl,xz,... ,xi < xM), where i is the largest integer such that the contribution irom eigen-
vectors of order j > i is commensurate with the uncertainty in the data. The solution is then

f r Or We

where

(X)i,0) = diag(x 1 , x2 xi (42)

Important advantages of this technique, which resembles a Fourier filter, are: (i) it involves minimal
a priori constraints on the solution; (ii) it reduces to a minimum the introduction of error due to arbitrary
constraint or data redundancy; (iii) it involves no derivatives; and (iv) it computes no inverse matrices.

0) is constructed straightforwardly from the elements of X-.] Unvortunately, no numerical study
of this method in the context of aerosol size distribution is available.

5.4.4 Backus-Gilbert 
Method

Return to Eqs. (15) and (16) and assume that the errors in the measurements are distributed with mean
zero and a known covariance matrix S given by

S, = E{ T (43)

where E is the operator of the expected value over the joint probability density of errors t = ( 1, E 1,

e n)T. Other distributions of the errors can be selected if desired.

The method (Backus, G., and Gilbert, F., 1970) constructs averaging kernels that are suitable for an
inversion of Eq. (15). These kernels are formed by linear combinations of the original kernels as

A(y) = .(y) 4(y), (44)

where I (al, a2 . , an) and L<= (K I, K2, .. ,Kn) Twith Ki, i 1 , 2, ... nbeing the kernels
corresponding to the n physical measurements. The averaging kernels are unimodular:

f 
b

abA(y) dy = 1; (45)
-a

they can be used to form weighted linear averages of the solution f(y) over the range (a,b):

'A JA(y)f(Y)dy. (46)

The coefficient vector . in Eq. (44) is determined as follows. The average in Eq. (46) can be considered
as representative of the value of f at some y, say y = yo, if A is large around yo and negligible outside ofthis value, i.e., if A(y) - 6(y - y0 ), where 6 is Dirac' s delta function. Thus, we can choose A so that
A(y) best approximates 6(y - y0 ) in a least-squares sense. The condition

[A (y) - 6 (y - y0 )] 2 dy f (at - 6)2 dy = minimum (47)



therefore provide* g = (Y y0 ), from which the local average of f is determined:

"(Y =yID) A(yO, y)f(y) dy

a 0 fK(YO, Y)I(Y)dy, (48)

where

-• = (fl'f 29.... ' T;

i.e., if g = (g1,g 2-... ,)

i TA(y YO y0 t=ag. (43)

The algorithm starts, therefore, by the determination of i0 by the condition in Eq. (47); the quan it-y

thus obtained is then used with the data vector i to form the local average value of the solution in
Eq. (49). The procedure is then repeated at as many values of y, say yj, j = 0, 1, Z ... , m, as
desired. The complete procedure can be summarized in a compact form as follows: as

-a 6)z Ti
( 6iS ) 2 dy = minimum • •i (50)

aI
-- afj =•g- j =0, I,2,.....m, (51)

A - -~

where

a. = a(y 6y), 6. = (y -yj), and T(y) = y.).

-jj A A .1

Now, instead of the minimizing condition in Eq. (50), it may be more useful to minimize the spread

S(~j) = 12 (y - yj)2 A (y) dy

S( j a b j Z [ j u Y I . .

S1 2 f (y - yj)2  jL~u()] x [Lj¶v(y)I} dy, u,v =,Z ,n, (52)

where x is the Kronecker product. And, since

[_.Kj(y)] x [a.K (y)] a1 . .l(y)1XK (y) a.

aS ,T', {, -- {K , (53)

we have

a tyj a- T (54)

yj -i--i.
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where

S --12 (y - yj S' dy 
(55)

with elements

uv= 12 (y - yj) 2KU(Y)K,(y) dy, U,v = 1,2 ... , n. (56)

The spread is normalized so that s(y.) w for a rectangular averaging kernel centered at y Yj with
width equal to w and height equal to 4" I. The values of aj are here obtained by the minimization of
Eq. (54). The algorithm described by Eq. (50) and (51) remains formally the same, except that
Eq. (50) is now replaced by

ajSaT = minimum =c a.. (57)

In addition to determining aj, the spread s(y.) can also be used to express the size resolution inherent
in 15(y). Furthermore, besides resolution, It is •pcessary to consider the effect of inaccuracies in the
given data vector g on the error in the solution TW. The variance of this latter quantity, say V D), is
given by

v(j)= a.; aT. (58)

As shown by Backus and Gilbert, improving the resolution (i.e., decreasing the spread) can be achieved
only by degrading the accuracy (i. e., increasing the variance), and for any physical problem some trade-

q off between these two quantities is necessary. A trade-off curve (error vs. resolution) is usually com-
puted for effecting the appropriate compromise.

The real advantage of the method is not its claim to successful inversion of experimental data, but rather
the uniqueness of the answer it provides within the error bars determined by the trade-off (accuracy vs.
resolution). No application of this method to direct radiation data has been made, so that it is difficult
to predict how well it will perform in practice.

5.4.5 Shifrin-Per_l' man Method I

For spheres with refractive index near unity, [m- I1 << 1, H. C. van de Hulst (1957; Sec. 11.2) has
shown that

Q = 4Re{K(ip)} , (59)

where the phase-shift parameter p = x Im I I and the function

1 -w -1K + - +- 2. (60)
w

In the case of non-absorbing spheres (m real), Eq. (59) becomes

Q = , - 4 nP + 4 (1 - co p) (61)

p "
P

van de Hulot qualifies this result in the following manner: "This is one of the most useful formulae in
the whole dcmain of the Mie theory, because it describes the salient features of the extinction curve not
only for m close to 1 but even for values of m as large as V" (Ref. loc. cit., pp. 176-77). On the other
hand, for an absorbing particle, the corresponding expression is
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Q = 4Re{K(lp + p tan g3)}

p tan1 (coo__ )[.inlP -p + C cos(P +()]

+ -4 (O' cos 21, (6Z)

where tan P =n'/(n- 1). For P = 0 (i.e.,n' = 0), Eq. (62) reduces to Eq. (61).

Thereupon Shifrin and Perel' man (1963) introduce the dimensionless variables

r r 0  4 
1 E~.lr0 , (63)

rO rr- n(r)r0 g(vp) =A" E

where r 0 is the unit of length and 13 Zir(m - 1). Then, with Eq. (63), Eq. (lib) with the variable r

becomes:

g fK0) K(Pla)m(a)da, (64)

foe

where

K(13-) Q [m(X.), r], m(a) : a2 n(a). (65)

(Note how the dimnensionless quantities me(a) and g(•,•) are connected to the dimensional quantities n(r)

and E(k) by the expressions in Eqs. (64) and (65).] Next, apply the Mellin transformation to both sides

of Eq. (64). We obtain formally q

g )dt fs-1 Kl13~a)m(a)daj d

f m(a)aS f K(1ra)l~a)S-d(ýa) da

KlPz)zSdz m(a)a- da, z = a, (66)

that is,

G(s) = L(s)M(I - s), (67)

where G, L, and M denote the Mellin transforms

Gls (a f) •'gl(;)d;,

L(9) f z0 1lK(3z)dz,
fO'
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M(3) = a m(a)da. (68)

Hence

m (a) = 1 -a 5  do, (69)

where the integration can be carried out for any c = Re(s) for which Mellin transformation conditions are
fulfilled. The problem is now that of evaluating G(s) and L(s). It has been considered only for the case
of non-absorbing spheres. Shifrin and Perel'man have shown that the Mellin transform of Eq. (61) is

L(s) -- 2 'cosws/2)l( s (-2 -< Res c 0); (70)

L s (Z <

and using the recursion formula for r-functions,

r()cos (1 - s)cos[Tr(1 - s)/2 ' (71)

we get ]

L- - 1) - (Zp) 1 (l - s)1"(s) cos M, (1 < Res < 3). (72)

They have also shown that the functions G(1 - s) and G(I - s)/L(l - s) are both a:nalytic within the range
1 < Res < 3. Equation (69), where G and L are respectively given by Eqs. (68) and (72), is the analytical
inverse expression providing the size distribution. The main advantages of this approach are the follow-
ing: (i) An analytical inversion formula, rather than a completely numerical inversion, is provided.
(ii) The formula is strictly applicable for non-absorbing particles with m near unity. However, since I
the Mellin transform G can be evaluated numerically [without necessarily effecting the corresponding
integration analytically as in Eq. (72)] the case of absorbing particles raises no serious difficulties.
In addition, as stated earlier, it is expected that the formula will hold approximately true for refractive
index values up to 2. (iii) No assumption is made regarding the shape of the size distribution.

The method has been used extensively by Shifrin and his collaborators. The work of these authors indi-
cates that one main drawback of the method is the necessity, for inversion purposes, of knowing the
entire spectrum of E(X) [or g(;P)J for X F(0, c).

5. 5 Inverse Methods: Determination of Effective Complex Refractive Index and Size
Distribution Model Parameters

The basic assumption here is only that the refract4ve index, which may be complex, is constant through-

out the wavelength range of interest. The problem is therefore the determination of both the real and
imagina•ry parts of the index and the distribution parameters. Only the following method has been
developed.

5.5.1 Fyrnat' s Method
;1

Consider again the Gamma distribution (I) for example. As in Section 5.4. 2 denote by E(X; mr, mi;a,p)
the model computations of Eq. (llb) and byE(k;mr, mi;a,,) the corresponding measurements. The
dependence of both these quantities on the refractive index and the size distribution has been explicitly
written. Now, using the euclidean norm, we define the objective (or performance) function:

S(mr, Mi; a, P) .[E(X) - (73)x .i

This is the equation of a four-surface. Its minimum, that is that quadruplet (mr, mi; a, () that minimizes
the sum of squares of absolute deviations figuring in the right side, provides the solution. The number
of unknown parameters can be increased such as may be required by multimodal distributions. Also, a
norm different from the euclidean norm could be used in the definition of the objective function S. (We
have already introduced the relative deviations in Section 5.4. 2.)
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As an example, Table 2 illustrates a sample result for the Gamma (I) distribution with a 2 (fixed). In
the above example, the measurements were simulated by using Eq, (jib) foa the set of nine wavelengths;

S= 0.40, 0.45, 0.49, 0.525, 0.575, 0.61, 0.64, 0.67, and 0.70 Im . As for Figures 1 and 2, the size
distribution extended from 0. 005 to 6. 0 •m. Although this result has not been optimized, it is seen
that the highest accuracy is obtained in recovery of the distribution parameter. Excellent accuracy is
also the case for the real part of the refractive index; the imaginary part of the index, however, is not
as sensitive to direct radiation and can be determined only to within few percent. With the inverse
solution thus determined the transmission was recomputed. It is contrasted with the "measured" trans-
mission at all wavelength channels in Table 3. The table shows that the corresponding relative errors
are only fractions of or.e percent at all but the two wavelengths 0.61 and 0.64 Lm.

The results presented in Tables 2 and 3 are prelirminary. An extension to include a larger number of
distribution parameters, as well as the determination of the minimal number cf required wavelength
channels and an error analysis are needed. Nevertheless, they show the following advantages of the
method: (i) Extremely high sensitivity to the size distribution, (at least to the modal radius). (ii) Very
high sensitivity to the real part of the refractive index. (iii) Smaller sensitivity to the imaginary part
of the index which remains, however, very adequate. For very little absorbing aerosols, the expected
accuracy in retrieving the imaginary part is expected to degrade with decreasing values of this param-
eter. (iv) It doeG not appear necessary to assume that the refractive index is known as in the methods
of Section 5.4; it is only assumed that it remains constant over the spectral range considered. An exten-
sion of the method to the translation procedure described earlier in Section 5.4.2 (ii) although in principle
feasible, remains to be investigated.

6. INVERSION OF RATIOS OF DIRECT RADIATION MEASUREMENTS

Returning to the general equation, Eq. (11), it is seen that if the z-dependence of the integrand in the
right-side could be factored out as a common factor, say F(z), i.e., the z-variations of particle char-

acteristic length, ref active index and size distribution are identical for all j-species of particles,
then, we could write:9

E[X;mj,nJ(a)] = F(z) dz'X G(a) Qext (a, m~k)I n(a)da (I lc)

Now, for a single aerosol species, denoting by (u, v) any pair of wavelengths, it is seen that the ratio7

R [X;m,n(a)_ E[u; m, n(a)]
uvE E(v; m, n(a)j

J G (a)Qext Ina, m(u)I n(a) da

(74)

J G(a)Qext [a m(v)I n(a) da

is z-independent and free of any systematic error. In particular in the case of spherical particles, this
ratio becomes:

J0 x2  ext [x, (u) I n(x)dx

Ruv(X;m,n(r)= (V) 0 (75)

x Qext[ x,m (v) I n(x)

The problem remains the determination of m and n(x).

I6
6 1n order not to unduly complicate the notation, we keep the same notation G, Qext and n before and
after factorization.

7The use of extinction ratios appears to have first been proposed by Burch et al. (loc. cit.).
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* 6. 1 Analysis of Direct Problem

A convenient analysis is provided by contour maps of the objective function now defined as:

S(mrp mi; n(x)] - [Ru" - Ruv] (76)

where the summation is carried out over all ratios. Although in principle one could characterize n(x)
by the 6. translation parameters of Eq. (32), a better visualization of the contour maps would be
achieved by limiting the number of such parameters. For convenience, therefore, we shall use the
Gamma (I) distribution with a = 2 (fixed) so that S reduces to S(mr, mi; P). The measurements luv
were as before simulated by computing Eq. (75) for the caae mr = 1.44, mi = - 0.03 and = 15.0. The
computed ratios Ruv were then obtained for mr = I. 34 (0.01) 1. 54, -mi = 0 (0. 01) 0.10 and P = 8(l) 31, J
i.e., for 5,544 cases.

Figures 3 to 5 are contour plots of the latter surface in the (mr, mi)-parameter space for the three
values p = 8, 15 and 25 corresponding to modal radii 0.25, 0. 133 and 0. 08 trn, respectively. For these
widely different P1 a, it is seen that the contourplots are virtually identical indicating, in conflict with
a recent claim (Kuriyan, J. G., Phillips, D. L., and Chahine, M. T., 1974), that the extinction ratio
is insensitive to the distribution parameter P. The above Figures also show that the surface S has a
single unique minimum which is located at the exact values of mr and mi. A finer (mr, mi) grid about
this minimum should provide the precise locatfon. However, this grid approach, which may otherwise
be visually convenient when the number of unknown parameters is small, is nevertheless time-
consuming and inefficient when the number of parameters increases. The minimization search method
is considerably more systematic and efficient; its use will later be illustrated.

Table 4 further illustrates the insensitivity of the extinction ratio data to P. For the case mr 1.44
and mi = -0. 03, the figures in the table represent the relative errors

A 1 100 R (1.uv ) " (77)
Ruv (5o

Various areas have been delimited within this table; these correspond to the level of insensitivity to
according to the measurement accuracy following the zode indicated below the Table. For example, for
a measurement accuracy of 0. 1%, the area bounded by the dotted lines represents the domain of uncer-
tainty in P; it is seen to extend between approximately P = 8 to P 2 23. Even for the extremely high
(unrealistic) accuracy of 0. 001% the continuous lines in the table indicate an insensitivity to P from
approximately 11 or 12 to 18 or 19.
The contour curves for P = 15 and a = 1.0 (0.2) 3.0 are indistinguishable from Figures 3 to 5 further
showing that the extinction ratios are insensitive to this other distribution parameter.

6.2 Inverse Methods: Determination of Effective Complex Refractive Index
Independent of Size Distribution

As just demonstrated, the extinction ratios have the important property of being completely insensitive
to the size distribution. They are however extremely sensitive to the complex refractive index. One
may therefore first determine this parameter, and from the data on extinction subsequently reconstruct
the size distribution. It appears preferable therefore to record the extinction data and to perform their
ratios rather than to register ratios only. In this manner the same data could be used for determining
both the refractive index and the distribution. However, if only the index is of interest, or if the dis- 'J
tribution is to be reconstructed from different data, then, of course, recording the ratios only should A
prove sufficient.

6.2. 1 Fymatý s Method

Our minimization search method has been applied to the minimization of the S-function in Eq. (76) in an
extensive set of experiments. The results of these experiments will be published elsewhere. Some
are illustrated in Tables 5 and 6. The nine wavelengths indicated in the first column of Table 3, denoted
sequentially by 0, 1, ... , 9, define the nine ratios Ruv. The "true" values of the complex refractive
index and the size distribution parameter are listed in the second row of Table 5. The MSM was then
initiated with various initial guesses for mr, mi and P. The results in this last Table show that (i) As
expected the ratios Ruv are insensitive to P as already demonstrated using the contour analysis of the
direct problem. In the 3-dimensional parameter space (mr, mi, P), the inversion proceeds almost
parallel to the P-axis. This is so because the final recovered value of P is essentially the same as the
corresponding initial guess; (ii) Both components of the complex refractive index can be retrieved
extremely accurately (see the relative errors in columns 4 and 6). (iii) When the ratios are recom-
puted with the inverse solution, they do not depart from the true ratios by more than few units in the
4th or 5th decimal place. This is shown in the last column of Table 5, only for the non-identical

ratios.

The sensitivity of the inverse solution to the number and accuracy of the measured ratios is illustrated
in Table 6, It is seen that (i) the parameter 0 is completely insensitive to both the number and the
accuracy of the ratios; (ii) The accuracy in the real part of the refractive index is always extremely

A1
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high and, although it degrades with noisier data, it ts never larger than fractions of a percent for two-
significant figures; (iii) The accuracy in the index imaginary part is also high but it degrades more
quickly with increasing noise; (tv) There is no substantial improvement in the inverse solution when
increasing the nun~ber of ratios from six to nine for comparable accuracy; and it Is preferable to have six
accurate ratios than nine less accurate ratios; (v) Three ratios can also provide accurate inverse solu-
tionis. However, tests not illustrated here show that the choice of these ratios influences this accuracy,
particularly that on in.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In investigating the effects of absorbing and scattering particulates on electromagnetic wave prnoa-
gation in the atmosphere, we have seen that it is only sufficient to consider an "effective" working
model that is however capable of mimicking the true effects. It is then reasonable to utilize a model
particle size distribution whose parameters consist of expressions involving up to fouxrth-order
moments of the distribution; these parameters may be determined experimentally. Most such dis-
tributions have been shown to belong to Persn s family of distribution curvet. The basic equation in
the inverse problem of reconstructing the distribution and retrieving the complex refractive index is
provided by Eq. (11) for a mixture of an arbitrary number of gaseous and particulate species. Und--r
certain restrictive assumptions, this inversion can be carried out in a variety of different ways. The
merits of these methods have been set forth, in applying Junge' s method for inferring the power dis-
tribution parameter, more work is i.eeded in determining the ranges of particle radius and refractive
index values within which the atmospheric extinction factor is truly a slowly varying function of wave-
length. Certain shortcomings of the Phillips-Twomey method, particularly the a priori knowledge of
the refractive index, can be overcome by an application of the author' s Minimization Search Method
(MSM) to either a model or an actual distribution. Numerical work is however needed in this area.
Applications of Hanson' s and Backus-Gilbert methods are still lacking, while an extension of Shifrin-
Perel' man analytical method to absorbing particles remains needed. In those wavelength regions where i
the refractive index is essentially constant, the MSM is able to retrieve with high accuracy both the
complex refractive index and size distribution parameter(s). Contrary to previous assertions it was
shown that extinction ratios are completely insensitive to the size distribution. In this case, a determin-
ation of the complex refractive index independent of size distribution effects is possible. This was

demonstrated with highly accurate results by the MSM.

In the various methods listed more work is needed with the following objectives: (i) domain of sizesI
than can be effectively sampled, particularly the upper bound; (ii) minimal number of wavelength channels;
and (iii) tolerable experimental noise. Although some results are already available in these three areas,
their optimization and the consideration of several distributions by the same method are essentially
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Table 1: Pearsont 8 coefficients for some parameterizations of atmospheric
particle size distributions

Distribution a0  ab bb b 2

.powe r -0' 0 0 1 0

Exponential p 0 0 0 1

Normal 0 - 1 0 0

Gamma (I) a -P 0 1 0

Gamma (II) a(I - 3b) -l 0 ab 0

Table 2: Illustrating the Application of the Minimization Search Method to the
Inverse Determination of the Complex Refractive Index and Size
Distribution Effective Mode Radius

Real Part of Im.-ginary Part of 2/Effective Mode
Refractive Index, mr Refractive Index, mi Radius, P ObjectiveIFunction, S !

True Inverse A(%) True Inverse A(%) True Inverse A (%)0.

1.440 1.441 0.069 -0.030 -0.031 3.848 15.000 15.001 0.009 4.22 7

Table 3: Contrasting the Transmitted Direct Radiation Computed from the
Inverse Solution with the Simulated Corresponding Data

Direct Radiation Transmission
i )Computed Simulated Relative Error ¾

0.400 0.828179-2 0.827608-2 0.069

0.450 0.907967-2 0.911478-2 0.387

0.490 0.977180-2 0. 981614-2 0.454

0.525 0.993856-2 0.997020-2 0. 318

0.575 0.958635-2 0.959207-2 0. 060

0.610 0.891428-2 0.843517-2 5. 375

0.640 0.846704-2 0. 889876-2 5. 099

0.670 0.820403-2 0.818091-2 0.282

0.700 0.783714-2 0.780071-2 0.465

I
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Table 5: Illustrating the Application of the Minimization Search Method to Recovering

the Complex Refractive Index and Size Distribution Parameter

Wavelength m I~mrI -m. 141i. I R,
Ratios r (%) (%)

R R True values 1.44 0.03 15

02, 03' Guess 1.40 0.01 12.0 AR -0.00006
05~

04' 05' MSM* 1.43997 0.002 0.02999 0.033 11.8804 AR06 0.0001

R 0 6 , R0 7 ' ...

R Guess 1.40 0.01 18.0 AR - 0.00005

MSM 1.43999 0.0007% 0. 02999 0.033 17.8802 AR -0.00006

A dRoA0.0001

Guess 1.38 0.025 13.5 AR -0.00006

MSM 1.43998 0.001% 0.02999 0.033 13.1909 AR 0 5 = 0.00006
AR 06=0.0001

-Minimization Search Method.

Table 6: Illustrating the Sensitivity of the Inverse Solution for the Complex

Refractive Index and Size Distribution Parameter to the Number

of Extinction Ratios and Their Accuracy

Number

of
Wavelength Signif- m Amil

Ratios icant m ( (%)
Figures

R00,True R1.44 0.03 15.0

valuesR02, R 03'
Guess 1.38 0.025 13.5R04 R05,

R 0 6 , R 0 7 , 4 MSM 1.43998 0.001 0.02999 0.033 13. 1909

08 3 MSM 1.4401.5 0.010 0.03007 0.233 13.1874

2 MSM 1.43840 0.111 0. 02776 7.467 13.3377

R0 0 , R 0 1 , 3 MSM 1.44009 0.006 0.03009 0.285 13.2460
R00, R04,

2 MSM 1.43716 0. 197 0.02686 10.483 13.3280

R 0 6 , R 0 8

RIR 3 MSM 1.44093 0.065 0.03009 0.303 13.3913

R 1 7  2 MSM 1.44570 0.396 0.02656 11.455 13. 5131
____________________ ______________ ____________ _______________ ___________ ______________ _____________ [-. ________________
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Table 4: Illustrating the Insensitivity of the Extinction Ratio as a Function
of Wavelength to the Particle Size Distribution Parameter

SIi"7 0.45 0.49 0.525 0. 575 0.61 0.64 0.67 0.70 M

S•~~~~~ ~~... . . . . . . . . °. . . . . . . • • . • • . . • • • • • • . . • • • • - °
i .°•~- X- -X- -X -X- -K-- -- X-

"8 0.0264 0.0298 0.0445 0. 0832 0, 1264 0. 1696 0.1908 0. 1989.. .- -- X .-X .- ....--- ....
0.0097 0.0110 0.0164 0.0306 0.0466 0. 0.0702 0.0735-------------------- -------- 0- 0-.- 0Z-- -- X--X--X--X--X--X--X-X--X--X--:--x--X

10 0.0035 0.0040 0.0060 0.0112 0.0171 0.0229 0Z0257 0.0273" ---- - - -- - -- ---- .- --- -- - ---------
11 0.0013 0.0015 0.0022 0.0042 0.0062 0.0084 0.0089 0.0094

12 0.0004 0.0006 0.0008 0.0015 0.0023 0.0030 0.0030 0.0038

13 0.0001 0. 000Z 0.0002 0.0006 0.0008 0.0010 0.0010 0.0009

14 0.0000 0.0001 0. 0001 0. 0002 0. 0002 0. 0003 0.0000 0.0000

15 0. 0000 0.0000 0. 0000 0. 0000 0.0000 0. 0000 0. 0000 0. 0000

16 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000

17 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0003 0. 0003 0. 0004 0. 0010 0. 0000

18 0.0004 0.0007 0.0008 0.0009 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0009

19 0.0012 0.0019 0.0023 0.0024 0.0025 0.0025 0.0030 0.0028

20 0.0033 0.0052 0.0061 0.0067 0.0066 0. 0u66 0.0069 0.0066

21 0.0088 0.0141 0.0167 0.0182 0.0177 0.0177 0.0188 0.0179

22 0.0238 0.0384 0. 0453 0. 0493 0.0482 0. 0478 0.0494 0. 0490 V--X-'- x- -x -- x- -x- -. x- -x--x x- -x--x -x--x-- - -x--x--x--x- -x- x- -x-
23 0.0645 0. 1041 0. 1229 0. 1336 0. 1305 0. 1304 0. 1325 0. 1320

24 0.1742 0,2'817 0.332-5 0.3617 0.3532 0.3503 0.3588 0.3563

25 0.4675 0.7570 0.8943 0. 9733 0. 9502 0. 9432 0.9658 0. 9595

2-6 3. 1770 2.9293 1.8157 0.3927 0.0210 0. 7765 0. 926Z 0.6098
27 1.7884 0.0926 0.8605 1.7033 0.1176 0.5073 2. 7075 3.5535

2-8 3.3692 1.5580 4.0406 6.0713 2.9787 4.6707 2.3339 2.4582

29 . 6.9479 5.2720 4. 1998 2.9636 5.7156 4.0361 10.8785 10.9422
30 16.3302 4.0105 11.6555 10.8407 6.611Z 7.8650 1.3394 2.5600

31 16.7168 4.6318 11.0039 10. 1242 5.8426 7.0861 2.2034 1.7098

error upper bounds:

0.001%

.- -. 0.01%

- -x- -x 0.05%

S.0.1%

kk
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Fig. 1 Extinction efficivcncy factor of a polydispersion of particles as a function of size parameter for
several wavelengths
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THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE TRANSFER OF SOLAR RADIATION
IN THE ATMOSPHERE

M.J. Kerschgens, E. Raschke, U. Reuter

Institut fUr Geophysik und Meteorologie
Universit~t zu K8in, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Abstract:

The transfer of solar radiation in one-dimensional model atmospheres has been

computed for the wavelength range from o.2 to 3.58 p m with an iterative solu-

tion of the radiative transfer equation. This method allows detailed conside-

rations of the absorption, heating and albedo with respect to multiple aniso-

tropical scattering in the atmosphere and reflection at ground.

Absorption by 03, H2 0, CO 2 , 02 and aerosols has been taken into account. The

transmission in near infrared bands of CO 2 and H2 0 is approximated by exponen-

tial series derived from spectral measurements by MOSKALENKO. Various vertical

distributions of H2 0 and aerosols are considered and also two different boun-

daries are used: a rough ocean surface and a bright sandy desert.
It is shown, for instance that as a result of the higher albedo of the sand

surface, the absorption increases by 5 to 7 % depending on the solar height.
Aerosol layers in the lower troposphere are much more effective respective
to absorption,. They may alter by almost 4o % the radiative heating.

1. Introduction

It is the aim of the research reported here to determine accurately with com-

putations the diabatic heating of the atmosphere and of the ground by absorpti-
on of solar radiative energy. The computational method consists in an iterative

solution of the radiative transfer equation which adequately accounts for mul-

tiple scattering processes. Polarization effects are neglected, due to their

very small contributions to the energy fluxes (Hansen, 1971). Further the

atmosphere is assumed inhomogeneous only in its vertical extension. The solar

spectrum is taken from 2oo to 358o nm according to LABS and NECKEL (1968)

and divided into 37 subintervals. The lower boundary is chosen to be a wind-

roughend ocean surface, or a desert sand (after DIRMHIRN, 1968). Phase functions

for molecular and particulate scattering have been mixed in each spectral inter-

val according to the ratio of coefficients of total to molecular scattering;

where four different layers are considered.

These calculations may repeat to some extent many others reported at present

in the literature, but it is tried here to consider rather realistic atmosphe-

ric models up to 7o km altitude and to check the influence of all radiative

transfer parameters (e.g. scattering and transmission functions) on the deri-

ved radiative flux divergences.

2. Atmospheric models

Most of the results shown here pertain to a subtropical summer model (STS) of

the troposphere with a mean (after Mc CLATCHEY et.al., 1971) and also a rea-
listic (from the APEX expedition of the vessel Meteor in 1969) water vapour

profile in the troposphere and with a constant mixing ratio of 2.1o- g/g in

the stratosphere (Fig. 1). The abundance of CO 2 and 02 is assumed with con-

stant mixing ratios and ozone profiles aiwe taken from published data (Mc CLAT-

CHEY et.al., 1971, Fig. 2). Vertical profiles of aerosol and molecular scatte-

ring coefficients are taken from ELTERMANN (1968); the former ones are altered
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to demonstrate the effects of the stratospheric (volcanic) and tropospheric

(e.g.: Saharian dust) particle layers upon the radiative heating of the atmo-

sphere. Throughout all calculations a single scattering albedo of all aero-

sole of .4 = 0.85 is assumed.

3. Transmissions functions for all gases

Absorption of solar radiation by ozone in the near UV and visible part of the
spectrum has been computed with transmission functions determined for fine
spectral intervals by ELTERMANN (1968) and DOTSCH (197o). For oxygen (76o nm-

band) and all bands of watervapor and carbon dioxide mean band transmission

functions have been derived from spectral data published by Mc CLATCHEY et.al.

(1971) and MOSKALENKO (1968, 1969), respectively,

3.1: Approximations with finite series of exponentials

Since these band transmissions functions are non - exponential as required,

they have been approximated by finite series of exponentials as defined in

Equ. (1)._ ow

where VA band transmission, where A may be the wavelength of the band

center,

number of terms

r pressure of air; 1o13.5 mb

= exponent of pressure correction, taken from data sources mentio-
ned above,

*: absorber path length

The coefficients n; , where IN e 1, and the exponents bi ( )

are determined with a least square fit method with a precision of about 1 %

for n 8 even for extreme long path - lengths. An example is shown in Pig. 3.

The oscillations of the fit, although they appear to be very weak, are respo*- ,.

sible for errors ijv'the vertical profiles of heating rates, since they cause

drastic changes in the sign and magnitude of the first derivative of VA,

which is proportional to the flux divergence profile. We have compared such

profiles obtained from different accurate (I % and o.5 % as largest deviations)

fits. They show differences in various levels of up to 9 %, but the total ab-

sorption in an atmospheric column remains unaltered.

The transmission functions available now in various publications deviate,

unfortunaly, very considerably as it is shown here in an example in Fig. 4.
There, mean band transmissions for two water vapour bands (I#* and * ) have been

determined from data by MOSKALENKO (1968, 1969), HOWARD et.al. (1956, here-

tfter called HBW) and CLATCHEY et.al. (1971).

Using MOSKALENKO's data and those by HBW entirely different profiles of radia-

tive flux divergence in the troposphere are obtained, as shown in Fig. 5.

There the notations HBW I and HBW 2 refer to different exact approximations by

RASCHKE and STUCKE (1973). In almost all layers below 11 km except at about
8 km, the heating calculated with data by MOSKALENKO is lower than the others,

which show different extremes due to oscillations of their fits. In all three
calculations almost no differendes are found in the upper stratosphere and lo-

wer mesosphere due to negligibly small absorption by water vapour and carbon dioxide

4. Contribution of various radiative transport parameter to the absorption

An impression on the dependence of heating in varous layers on the solar
w.i4th anal& san be obtained from Fig. 6. There curves shift not only due to
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changes of the incoming a mount of radiation but also relatively in their shape.

The slight maximum found for high sun at about 8 km moves up to about lo km

with sinking sun, while also in lowest kilometers the absorption increases

relatively. In this particular model the absorption in the troposphere (o-17 kcm)
Sincreases from 2o % ( 110- 7.50) to 22 % (37.50) and 28 % (65.50). The contri-

bution of different gaseous components to the tropospheric heating is shown

in Fig. 7. The curves 1, 2 and 3 confirm other findings, that CO 2 contributes

to solar heating only in lower stratospheric and upper tropospheric layers.

The absorption in layers below 2 km is to 25 5 due to absorption in aerosols,

while the increase of path length by multiple scattering contributes up to

30 % to the heating in all layers below 2o - 25 km. The absorption in all

stratospheric layers is dominated by ozone and reacts very sensitive to chan-

ges in the near ultraviolett components of the extraterrestrial solar spectrum.

Integration over an entire day of insolation yields curves shown in Fig. 8,

which still show a maximum of radiative temperature change at an altitude of

8 - 9 km and even higher values near ground and near the stratosphere. These

curves, and also others in Fig. 7, show a drastic increase of the absorption

in all atmospheric layers up to 25 km altitude, if the boundary condition is

changed from an ocean surface (with mean albedoes between 5 - 15 %) to desert

sand ( 3o0). The planetary boundary layer then receives up to 50 % more

energy and even stratospheric layers experience a larger heating. In other

calculations, not shown here, it has been shown, that for high cloud surfaces

the radiative heating of the lower and middle stratosphere increases more

than shown here. These boundary effects need to be parametrized in dependence

on the cloud top albedo and altitude and ground albedo, respectively.

It should be mentioned here, that computed values of the radiative tempera-

ture change are almost independent on the shape of phase functions, which

however alter considerably the albedo of the model and the radiation budget

at ground.

5. Dust layers

Special attention has been paid to atmospheric dust layers. Sahara dust

cloud occur very often over the Atlantic ocean in the layer atop of the tra-

de inversion and below 5 km. Their radiative heating effect is shown in Fie. 9

(right hand side). There an increase of absorption is found by almost 22 % -

66 % in the entire troposphere, while on the other side the albedo raises

from 7.8 to 2o %. Thus, a Saharian dust cloud increases the direct solar

heating of the atmosphere, in particular below 5 km, but the ocean itself

receives less energy. Such effects obtained much attention during the GATE

field experiments.

Similarily a stratospheric dust layer, as shown in Fig. 1o, increases the

local heating and may cause actual increases of temperature. I.s effect on

the albedo and radiation budget at ground has teen found much less pronounced

than in the case studied before.

6. Conclusive remarks

The results described briefly in this paper demonstrate the importance of

the various atmospheric constituents, of the surface albedo and of transmission

functions on computations of solar radiative heating in cloudfree atmospheric

* models with realistic vertical stratifications up to 7o km altitude. They are

only a small selection of calculationsdone so far. Further studies are inten-

ded to obtain a basis fcr proper parametrisation of solar radiative heating

based on atmospheric state parameters which are obtained observationally and
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also in circulation models. They need more realistic data on extinction by

particles and the inclusion of cloads. It must be concluded, however,

that the success of this work depends strongly on the accuracy of transmission

functions for water vapour and perhaps also for the other gases and aerosols.
This conclusion should stimulate further experimental and theoretical work in

this respect.
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The Measurement Programme OPAQUE of AC/243,
(Panel IV/RSG.8) on "Sky and Terrain Radiation"

T. Bakker

Physics Laboratoriun' NDRO-TNO
P.O. Box 2864

The Hague
Netherlands

SUMMARY

Within the framework of the Nato Study Group AC/243(Panel IV/RSG.8) {formerly AC/243(Panel III/
RSG.3)} a measurement programme will be carried out regarding optical parameters of the atmosphere and
environmental characteristics. These measurements will be carried out in a synoptical timescale at various
locations in Western Europe.

The aim of the project is to develop a data-base of those parameters of the atmosphere and the
environment that affect or may affect the performance of optical and electro-optical sensors during milita-
ry operations. From the correlation with the meteorological data the possibilities of forecasting the per-
formance of the above-mentioned sensors will be studied.

The programme consists of a minimum required set of parameters, to be measured at fixed times
(every hour on the hour, local mean time) on all sites during a period of at least two years. Besides at
some of the sites a programme of recommended additional measurements will be carried out during limited
time periods.

1. INTRODUCTION

Within the framework of the Nato Research Study Group AC/243(Panel IV/RSG.8) a measurement pro-
gramme will be carried out regerding optical parameters of the atmosphere and characteristics of the en-
vironment. In particular those parameters will be measured, that 2ffect or may affect the performance of
optical and/or electro-optical equipment during military operations and missions.

The measurements will be carried out in a synoptic timescale at various measuring sites, whose'
geographical positions are scattered over Western-Europe. The measuring period will be at least two years.
The meteorolog! parameters will be measured at the same time.

The ty :f missions in mind, for which the measurement results are relevant, are:

Observation, surveillance and reconnaissance
Target identification, acquisition and tracking
Weapon-guidance (e.g. homing-systems)
Weapon delivery
Countermeasures

The types of sensors, Involved, are:

Image-intensifiers
Low-light level television

Gated-viewing equipment
Far-infrared Equipment
Lasers

2 AIMS

The aims of the project are the following:

a. To develop a data base of the relevant parameters of the atmosphere and environment, allowing
an evaluation of the above-mentioned sensors during military missions. For this reason the
collected data must havE statistical meaning. That means a sufficiently large number of data
must be available. It must be possible to study the diurnal and seasonal variations of the para-
meters from the data.
In order to determine the dependence on geographical and climatological conditions the para-
meters must be 'easured on corresponding times at various locations.

b. To study correlations between the measured parameters. In particular the dependence of these
parameters on meteorological and climatological conditions will be determined.

c. To develop models for the atmospheric and environmental characteristics which can be used for
the simulation of the performance of optical and electro-optical equipment on a compoter,

d. To develop forecasting techniques in order to estimate the performance of tho above-mentioned
sensors during military operationý, under given or expected meteorological conditions.

3. ORGANIZATION

In order to realize the programme a large number of measurements must be carried out at various
places in Western-Europe. Preferably the geographical locations should cover the areas of Scandinavia,
Central and Southern Europe (inc!uding the Mediterranean Sea). The only real solution to carry out the
programme would be on a multi-national basis. The responsibility for the procurement, installation, opera-
tion and maintenance of the measuring equipment must be taken by the cooperating nations.

The existing Research Study Group AC/23(Panel IV/RSG.8) {formly AC/243(Panel III/RSG.3 on "Sky
and Terrain Radiation"} is a very suitable group to handle this project, because the proposed measurements
and studies fit well into its Terms of Reference. As a matter of fact until now these kind of measurements
were carried out in an un-coordinated way by the various member countries of this group. The project
OPAQUE extends and streamlines the programmes of the individual member countries in such a way, that they
merge into one common programme of measurements, performed at a synoptical time basis at various locations
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In Europe.

4.. GENERAL PHYSICAL BACKGROUND

The performance i.f every optical or electro-optical sensor, receiving Information through the at-
mosphere Is affected by absorption, by the atmospheric scattering properties, by turbulences and atmos-
pheric refraction.

So the important parameters to be measured are:

The atmospheric transmission
The luminance (or radiance) of the atmosphere
The degradation of contrastI the turbulences

These quantities are functions of the luminance distribution, the microscopic properties of the at-
mosphere (aerosols), the solar irradiation, the reflection of the terrain background, cloud cover etc.
These parameters should be measured in the wavelength region extending from the visible into the far-
infrared region (up to 14 urm).

In the far-infrared region the apparent radiation temperature of the terrain and Its variation in
space (clutter) are not only determined by the momentary Irradiation conditions due to the sun, but they
depend strongly on the conditions during the past hours too.

In general the factors mentioned have a strong influence on the amount of energy received from a
target, on the reduction of the observed contrast between a target and its surroundings, on the amount of
clutter present In the terrain, in which the targets, to be observed are located and on the distribution
(in space and time) of energy in a transmitted beam of radiation.

5. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMME

The OPAQUE measurement programme consists of:

The minimum required programme
Th. partof the programme must be carried-out at every measuring station, at prescribed times.(every
hour on the hour, local mean time).

A programme of recommended additional measurements
These measurements will be carried out at some of the measuring sites only and mostly during limited
time periods.

The measurement period is two years

5.1 The minimum OPAQUE programme:

The following parameters will be measured at all sites every hour on the hour (local mean time).'

5.1.1 The extinction coefficient a

This parameter is measured in the photopic spectral wavelength region. This coefficient may be
determined either by measuring the beam transmission over a givcn distance (Oe) or by measuring the scat-
tering of the atmosphere (Os) with the help of a point visibility meter or nephelometer.

The meteorological visual range VN is connected with the extinction coefficilnt by the relation:

VN 3 91

corresponding to a transmission of 0,02.
The measuring range of the instrument should be at least from VN- 500 m to VN- 10 km, preferably

It should extend to VN- 20 km.

5.1.2 The horizontal illuminance Eh

The instriment should measure the illuminance on a horizontal plane during day and night. The I
dependence of the sensitivity on the wavelength corresponds to a photopic response curve (according tothe definition of Illunminance).

5.1.3 The vertical illuminance at four azimuths: E, (N, E, S, W)

The instrument should measure the illuminance on vertlcal planes. The normal on these pldnes
should be oriented in the directions: North, East, South and West within 20. The measurements will be .A

carried ou. during day and night. The dependence of the sensitivity on wavelength corresponds to aphotopic response curve.

5.1.4 The path luminance towards the East at night: Lp

The path luminance is the amount of light scattered in a direction opposite to the direction of
observation by a column of the atmosphere. This parameter is directly related to the loss of contrast
through the atmosphere (see appendix).

The parameter is measured by a teleluminance meter looking to an ideally black target, located
at a distance of 100 m towards the East of the teleluminance meter.(See fig. 1) The spectral sensivity
*of the measurement system is photopic.
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S 5.1.5 The path luminance at four azimuths during day: Fp

The same parameter mentioned under 5.1.4 should be measured during day In the directions N,E,S,W
(t,20). The sensivity of night and day path luminance meters should be such, that there is a range of
luminances, over which both Instruments can operate simultaneously. The spectral sensivity of the measure-
mfnt system Is photopir again.

5.1.6 The spectral solar transmission: TSi

The measurements will be carried out with a pyrheliometer. This instrument remains pointed In the
direction of the sun and measures essentially the amount of sun radiation received. It has a field of
view of approximately 5 0 30'. From this measurement the total atmospheric transmission TSI can be deduced.
Besides It gives information about the Irradiation of the earth surface. This is Important for correlation
with the fluctuations in the apparent radiation temperature of the terrain (clutter) In the far-infrared
region. (See 5.2.3). Moreover the sun radiation has a strong influence on the amount of turbulences in the
atmosphere. (See 5.1.8).

This parameter will be measured in the following spectral bands:

I. 0,9ý4 0,03 Pm
2. 0,40 ± 0,03 um
3. 1,60 ± 0,05 pm
4. 1,06 ± 0,03 um
5. 0,75 ± 0,01 pm
6. 0,55 ± 0,03 pm
7. Photopic
8. Open (0,35- 3,5 i'm)

5.1.7 The transmission cofffic;int in the far-infrared wavelength region: Ti

This parameter will be measured over a distance of 500 m, preferably along a track close to and
parallel with the one where the extinction (See 5.1.1) in the visible region is measured. The source
should have a temperature of 10000C. The measurements will be carried out in four different wavelength
regions: i.e.

I- 1 : 3.4 - 5.0 pm band
2 : 8 - 12 pm band
3 : 8.25 -13,2 pm band
4 : either 2 - 14 lim band

or 3,4 - 5,5 pm band

5.1.8 Temperature fluctuation parameter (DT)l - { < (AT) 2 > }

This parameter gives an indication of the turbulences present in the atmosphere. !t is an impor-
tant parameter, because it Is related to the ultimate resolution capabilities of observation systems over
long distances. Besides beam wandering and beam spread of laser systems (laser-designators, laser- range-
finders, laser-trackers) depend on these turbulences in the atmospheie.

Due to the delicate nature of the measuring equipment it is not certain at the moment whether this
measurement can be performed automatically every hour on the hour. It might turn out, that manual operation
is required. In that case this parameter will only be measured during limited periods of time.

5.1.9 Meteorological parameters

Besides the information available from nearby official meteorological stations the following para-
meters will be measured at the measurement sites:

1. temperature : TT
2. dew point (or relative humidity): TdTd(or HrHr)
3. pressure : P.P.P.
4. wind direction dd
5. wind speed ff2 at a height of 2 m

(if possible ff at a height of 10 m too)

6. precipitation:-R
7. rain rate : rr

For correlation purposes with the transmission in the far-infrared region the equipment to measure
the rain rate rr should have a short time constant. ("instantaneous" rain-rate).

5.2 ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDED KEASUREMENTS

From the large number of possible additional measurements the following will be carried out or are
under consideration.

5.2.1 Measurement of some of the parameters mentioned under 5.1 more frequently than once every hour and/
or in other wavelength regions (e.g. in the near infrared region (0,6 - 1,2 pm) or at specific im-
portant laser wavelengths (0,9, 1.06, and 10.6 pm) 1.

5.2.2 Measurements carried out from airplanes equipped with mneasuring apparatus.
In this way the parameters measured at various heights can be correlated with those measured at the
station on the ground. Measurements from airplanes also give the possibility to correlate parameters
measured at one location with those measured at other places within a relatively short time.

5.2.3 Measurement of the apparent radiation temperature of the terrain and of characteristic objects in
the far-inifrared region.
For these measurements a special Sky- and Terrain Scanner, scanning along a vertical 3600 track has
been developped by the United States and is planned to be installed at some of the measuring sites.

5.2.4 Measurement of aerosol distributions.
These measurements will be very useful in the Interpretation of the measured parameters, In particu-.
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lar the transmission In the far-infrared region. It will give a better understanding of the corre-
lation between the measured parameters and the microscopic constituents of the atmosphere. It will
certainly be of much help in forecasting the atmospheric transmission properties In the far-infra-
red regions at places where It is almost Impossible to measure them directly (e.g. at the high-seas).
At many sites these measurements will be carried out. Besides the U.S. Army Atmospheric Laborato-
ries offered to Install at all measuring sites equipment to analyze aerosol substances.

5.2.5 Direct contrast loss measurements both In the visible and far-infrared regions.

5.2.6 Laser scatter measurements.
These meisurements are Important In connection with detection and localization of laser sources in
the field and In connection with the security of laser-communication links.

5.2.7 Optical turbulence measurements.
At some sites optical turbulence measurements will be carried out in order to correlate them with
the measured values of the temperature fluctuation parameter OTi (See 5.1.8).

5.2.8 Measurements with observation equipment.
Occasionally trials with observation systems will be carried out in order to correlate the perfor-
mance of these apparatus with the measured parameters.

5.2.9 Cloud cover measurement.
At several sites the possibilities for installation of equipment to measure automatically the
cloud cover during day and night are looked for.

5.3 RELIABILITY, CALIBRATION AND INTERCOMPARISON

During one measurement cycle many parameters are checked and cross-checked in order to determine
the reproducibility of the measurements. For correlation purposes it is important that the conditions
during the measurement cycle time (some minutes) remain constant. For that reason some of the parameters
will be either measured at the beginning and at the end of the measurement cycle or will be monitored
during the measurement cycle. In the latter case the maximum and mini-!ru values of the parameter will be
specified.

In order to ensure that the measured parameters are reliable and intercomparable a transportable
calibration and intercomparison set of equipment will make trips along the sites.

5.4 DATA BANK

All measured data after having proved to be reliable will be sent to the Databank. The United
Kingdom will take care of this bank. Periodically an output of all the received data will be sent to the
participating nations.

Formats and codes in which the measured data must be sent to the bank have been prepared.

6. MEASUREMENT STATIONS:

At this moment commitments have been made for the following stations:

1. A station at Lolland in Denmark.
This station is installed by Canada and Denmark. It will be operated and maintained by
Danish personnel. It is located close to the sea.

2. A station at Neppen in Germany.
This station is installed by the United States. It will be operated by German personnel.

3. A station at the Alrbase Ypenburg(near the Hague) In the Netherlands.
This station will be more ore less representative of an urban environment.

4. A station at Christchurch in the United Kingdom. Besides the United Kingdom has mobile equip-
ment to perform measurements at other locations.

5. A station near T~bingen at the Schw~bische AIb in Germany.
Germany too has transportable equipment under development to perform measurements at other
locations.

6. A station at Bruz (near Rennes, Bretagne) in France.

7. A station at Trapani (Sicily) in Italy.
The Italian station will be close to the sea. This location is representative for the
Mediterranean environment.

7. TIME SCHEDULE

The first station (2) Is expected to be in operation in november 1975. Stations (0),(3),(4)
and (5) are expected to be in operation In early 1976. Station (6) and (7) will be in operation in summer
1976.

the stations will be in operation for a longer time perlod than 2 years, in order to get more reliable
statistics.

8. POINTS OF CONTACT

Additional information regarding the above-mentioned stations can be given by the representatives

of the participating countries in the OPAQUE project.

Canada : Mr. G.A. Morley
Canadian Defence Research E:tablishment Valcartier
P.0.Box 880
Courcelette P.Q. GOA 1 RO

• ';I. .. I&.....&
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Denmark Mr. N.C. Nielsen -

Danish Defence Research Establishment
h Osterbrogades Kaserne
DK 2100 Copenhagen 0

France Mr. C. Germont
SEFT/ST - OPT
Fort d' Issy
92 Issy les Moulineaux

SGermany Dr. D.H. H~hn
Forschungsinstitut fUr Optlk
74 TUbingen 1
Schloss Kressbach
Kressbacherstr3sse
Italy col. F. Pelligrini
Consiglio Technico Scientifico della Difosa

Ufficio Elettronica
Via C. Pascal 6
Roma

Netherlands Mr. J. v. Schie
Physics Laboratory TNO
Oude Waalsdorperweg 63 "

P.O. Box 2864
The Hague

United
Kingdom Dr. W.A. Shand

Ministry of Defence (Procurement Executive)
Signals Research and Pevelopment Establishment
Christchurch, Hants

United
States Mr. J.R. MoultonNightvision Laboratory

AmseI-NV-VI
Fort Belvolr

Virginia 22060

Dr. R.W.Fenn
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories A
L.G. Hanscom Base
Bedford
Massachusetts 01730
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APPENDIX

Looking to a target with a luminance Lo _J m2 ] against a bckground with luminance .10
the contrast at very short distances is given by:

Co 
= Lo + Lol (1)

The defined parameter CO frequently is railed "modulation" in the literature.)

At a distance R the luminance of the targeL La is different from Lo due to two effects:

Ist Scattering of incoming radiation due to the column of atmosphere between

observer and observed object.

2 nd Extinction in the atmosphere. For a homogeneous atmosphere the transmission:

T = e-aR (2)

Under homogeneous conditions the apparent luminances of target and background at a range R
are given by:

LR - Lo T + LH (I - T) (3)

and LR = LO T + LH (1 - T) (4)

iH is the luminance of the horizon (R-+oo)

So the apparent contrast at a distance R Is:
CR LR -LR• (5)•

LR + LR'

It can be shown from 1,2,3,4 and 5, that = o 1

CR CO t0 F 2 (1 - T) 1 -1 (6)
L T (Lo + L,) J

The measured parameter L can be referred to LH by means of equations (3) and (2).
Foran ideally black target, Lo- o, and formula (3) reads:

LP - LH {1 - T (R - 100 m) }

The parameter T (R- 100 m) follows from (2) after substitution of the measured value of 0.

Instead of luminanceb the illumination levels and ditfuse reflectances of targets and back-
grounds can be used in order to calculate the contrast degradation.

I"
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fig I Principle of a path luminance meter (rof 5.I.Ih
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fig 2 Example of a teiefumirnance meter (ref. 5.1.14)
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iii

I I!
fig 3 Cristruction of the horizontal (Eh and vertical (Ev) illuminance meters

(raf. 5.1.2 and 5.1.3)
(courtesy: Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories).

iii

fig 4 : Top view of the horizontal (Eh) and vertical (E.) illuminance meters
(ref. 5.1.2 and 5.1.3)
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fig 5 : Path luminance measurements from an airplane (courtesy: Air Force Cam-
bridge Research Laboratories)(ref. 5.2.2)

ii i

!I

fig 6 . Pyrheliometer with reversing mechanism (courtesy Forschungsinstitut for
Optik, T•bingen) (ref. 5.1.6)

i.I
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fig 7 Infrared Transmissometer (ref. 5.1.7,

f 1g 8 Equ ipment to measure the loss of contrast in the f ar- inf rared reg ions .
(ref. 5.2.5)
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EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR

DETERMINATION OF VISUAL RANGE

W.BUchtemann, H.Hipp, W.Jessen, R.Neuwirth,

Forschungsinstitut fur Optik

74 TItblngen I, Schl.Kreoach

F.R.Germony

-SUMMARY

Three visibility meters of different type have been run simultaneously over several weeks. At the same time aerosol

spectra were collected using an optical counter. I
The visibility readings are compared under several meteorological conditions.
A Junge distribution or a modified r- distribution has been fitted to the experimental aerosol size distribution.

Using Mie's theory and the data recorded, the readings of the instruments have been comt.red with the computed

total extinction and the values computed based on the actual instrument parameters, i.e. especially the angular

respanse In the case of two scattering type instruments. A good agreement between the observational visibilities

is obtained, except under particular meteorological conditions. Computed visiilities give a generally correct pm-

diction of the measured extinction.

1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL REMARKS

Progress in electronics has considerably improved the development of automatically aperating visibility meters,

cpplicable to routine mnteorological work and thus compleinenving or replacing the former direct eye observation.

Instruments of different types are operating in several meteorological services, military services, air-parts, aboard

ships or on remote measuring sites, e.g. light-houses, which become more and more equipped by automatic Instru-

mentation.

There are essentially three types of visibility measuring devices with measuring principles based on three different

physical effects:

1. Transmissometers, determining total extinction,

2. Instruments, using scattered light,

3. Instruments, based on indirect methods, e.g. measuring aerosol distribution.

It is the aim of this paper to report on simultaneous registrations from three different instruments - one tronsmisso-

meter and two scattering instruments- and to compare the observational results with theoretica; calculations on

atmospheric aerosol scattering, according to Mie's theory under different operational and actual meteorological

conditions. The calculations were based on aerosol spectra measured with an optical counter. Assuming spherical

particles, a known refractive index, and a known aerosol size distribution, the scattering and extinction properties

of the particle ensemble can be computed according to this theory, which in the past has been extensively applied

to scattering computations with varying succea, depending on the aim of the investigation (Kerker, M., 1969).

Discrepancies could mostly be attributed to the non-sphericity of the particle or to an uncertainty of the refractive

index. Recently, a thorough thopratical investigation hs beet carried out, examining the accuracy of various visi-

bility meters using different operating principles (Quenzel,fI., et al., 1975).
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Using comparatively simple methods to determine the aerosol spectrum, the following computational Investigations
Shay* been perfo -n In addition to the observational comparison of visibility meterm:

1. Computations of the absolute magnitude of the total extinction using the measured

aerosol size distribution and comparlson with the measured extinction.

2. Computation of the scattered energy as seen by the two scatter devices and compa-

rison with the measured signal.

3. Comparison of difrerencos in the measured values with computed differences, i.e.:

To which extent can these differences be explained by a straight-forward assumption

of spherical particles with a constant refractive index and an idealized size distri-

bution?

2. MEASURING PROGRAM AND INSTRUMENTAL SET

Three visibility meters of different types, as described below, were run simultaneously for several weeks during

February/March 1975. At the same tima meteorological data on temperature, humidity, and precipitation were

collected with a standard instrumental set. Furthermore an aerosol counter was simultaneously operating to measure

the aerioal spectra.

The visibility meter set was as follows:

2.1 Transmissometer (ELTRO)

Transmissometers form the oldest category and belong to the "double-ended" devices. A schematic diagram of the
ELTRO is given in Fig.I. The instrument can operate on two base lengths L1 = 

2x5 rm and L = 2 x 1 50 m, and
measures transmittance 'T due to total atmospheric extinction along the optical path. Standard visual range is then

related to total extinction via Koschmieder's relation (Koschmieder, H.,1925), apart from effects of spectral

weighting (sme Chapter 3.).

The source consists of a tungsten filament lamp, the receiver has a photopic response. To obtain optimal accuracy

an automatic switching between the two base lengths is installed and guarantees an accuracy of :r 5% for all ranges

from 20 m to 10 km.

2.2 IBackcatter (IMPULSPHYSIK) •

This device belonging to the category of backscatter instruments does as a single-ended instrument not have the

disadvantage to require an extended base length. Backscatter devices like the %1DEOGrAPH used with these expe-
riments consit of a projector ard receiver, both mounted in the same casing (Fig.2). The receiver measures only
the light scuttered back from a certair' volume of the atmosphere illuminated by the outgoing beam. So only

scattering from angles between 1770 and 1790 is recorded. Ab a light source serves a high-powered xenon spark

lamp (72 pulses/min., 1 /psec pulse length) inside the projector, which produces a parallel beam with a peak

intensity of 109 cd. The spectrum of the lamp contains prictically no IR and lies in the blue-white region. The

modulated light source allows to distinguish the backscatter signal from daylight when detected by the receiver.

Extended test series (VogtH.,1968) in routine meteorological service have demonstrated that in most cases it gives

results In sctisfactory agreement with visibility estimates from experienced observers.

2.3 Point Visibility Meter (AEG)

This type measures scattering like the VIDEOGRAPH, but integrates over a certain solid angle interval. The instru-
ment is schematically presented In Fig.3. A flash lamp generates light pulses at a rate of about 0.1 see-1 and

Illuminates a small atmospheric volume (-s 790 cm3 ). The light scattered from this volume Into the angle interval

i A'
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(here 10 - 1200) serves co a measure for the instantaneous visibility at the point of measurement.

2.4 Aerosol Counter (ROYCO)

Aerosol spectra were+ measured by a ROYCO particle counter, Model 225. This instrument counts optically the

aerosol particles of 0.5 $&n diameter and larger in concentrations up to 3 x 10 cm". Readout Is given in five

channels for the following diameter ranges:

0.5 - 0.7 pm,

0.7- 1.4 pm,

1.4 - 3.0 pni,

3.0 - 5.0 pm,

> 5.0 pin.
S~3The flow rate Is selectable between 600 and 60 cm per second. Sizing accuracy is + S%, based an pulse height

measurement.

3. PHYSICAL MEASURING PRINCIPLES OF "ISIBILITY METERS

Following Koschmleder,H., (1925) standard visual range Vill is related to the extinction coefficient via

3.91

VN 3t.91 (3.1)
ext.

next being the extinction coefficient, which in turn is composed of tho volume scattering coefficient a and

the absorption coefficient fiab:

Pext = fisca + Pabs (3.2)

It is advantageous and widely accepted to define VN with the monochromatic extinctia. coefficient jnext at

X - 550 nm, et (550 nm). Extinctions obtained e.g. with a receiver with photopic response and sources of

different colour temperatures usually differ only slightly from the monochromatic values (Ruppersberg,G.H., et al.,
1971). Measured visibilities are denoted with V, the transmissometer values are approximately equal to the -tandard

visual range, i.e. V • VN, hence denoted with VN.

Scattering visibility meteor often determine visibility with the relation

V = *V (3.3)
•DevCev

where index "Dev" refers to "Device", Is the scattering coefficient for a certain solid angle, and a
calibration constant. In the computations the angle has been taken symmetrical around the incident light beam, so

the scattering coefficient can be represented by

Dev P •e 1, 0) f '() sin6 dO (3.4)

0II
eIand eu are the lower cnd upper limits, 8' (0) Is the differential volume scattering coefficient, 8 the scattering

•ngle between incident and scattered light. ev defined in this way gives no ambiguity connected with the

polarization of the scattered light, unpolarized incident light assumed.

Relation (3.2) is used for the AEG noint visibilitv meter. Some mauttern i ..nst'jrmnts- msoiinally bacikmAtterinn-



us an empirical relation (Curcio, J.A i t al., 195Mt

CB 4 (3.5)

where C, I-th calibration constant and 8 z 1. A formula similar to Equ.(3.5) has been used tn. evaluate the

VIDEOGRAPH records, however, for the computation relations (3.3) and (3.4) had to be applied.

4. MIE COMPUTATIONS

Mie's theory gives for the differen tial cross section cr (8,a)(Kerker, M., 1969) for unpolarized monochromatic radia-

tion of wavelength X~ and a particle sizes parameter a - 2,rrA (r -radius):

o(60,00 -2L (1 (f4 )+i12~) (4.1)
Sir

Here II and i 2 ore the Intensity functions, 8 the scattering angle. The monochromatic differential volume scattering

coefficient '(X,G) Is obtained by integration over a certain particlet size range with a sizo density n(a):

IT:

fuu

ONn(a) v(~m) sin 0 d9A (4.3)

Having a transmittcr-rsceiver combination with non-mionochromtatic response, on additional wavelength integration2

However, the results for the size distributions and solid angles used were not very sensitive oagIrmst ),-variations.

So, throughout the calculations a wavelength of X -550 nm was usod, resIting In the assumption 60,u

p(550 nm 19,0) A refractive index r, 1.5 - 0.021 was chosen Quenzeol,H.,et al., 1975).

TI, integration (4.3) wai; carried out using a modified algorithm obtained from Giese, R. H., (1971), over a size
intenol from r - 0.04 to 20 ion with sufficiently small sizei and angle increments. The integral was evaluated
far the AEG (9 126¶ain10a) and for the VIDEOGRAPH ( O ~1790, 01 - 1770). Integration between

9=1800 and 0 gives the total scattering coefficient ~.In addition the total extinction coefficient

Ost= ksca + laewas calculated with respect to the transmissometer results.

The particle size distribution n(*) could not directly be taken from the aerosol counts. Experimentally particle

counts In the size range r = 0.5 to 5 pmn were obtained, the lost channel counting particles with radii 2t 5 pum.
For the computations particle sizes outside thases ranges or with higher resolution were needed. Therefore a nu-
merical fit to analytical distributions was performed.

Frequently a Jiunge distribution (Junge, C. E.,1963)

nfr Cr' (4.4)



is used for higher visibilities and a modified r-distribution (eirmeradjlian, D., 1969)

n(rj " a rexp(-bry) with 0 < r < o (4.5)

for haze and fog.
a, p, b and y am positive constants with p being an Integer.

Some experimental distributions are adequately described by a Folitzik distribution (Foitzik,L.,1964) which consists

of a sum of logarithmic Gaussian distributions

n(r) N I N exp (-a (in i) (4.6)

where Ni, al, and roi are constants. Such a distribution can havt several relative maxima. The actual ROYCO

measurements revealed no such fine structure. So, the Foitzik distributions were disregarded.

A Junge distribution was fitted to each spectrum by a least square fit yielding ti-exponents ranging from 3.4 to 5.2

using discrete v-values with an increment of 0.2.

Concurrently a fit with the T-distribution was made, varying the independent variables p, b, and y over reasonable

ranges, resulting in 96 different spectra.

The measuring range of the ROYCO did usually not allow a proper decision between Jung and r-distribution,

especially never n maximum was found. However, the optical differences of these two types of distributions were

quite distinct, even when fitted to the same set of measured aerosol data. This is illustrated in Fig.4. Here the

quantity (Equ. (3.4))

I
(0 t 0o u!-

N ) (4.7)
Pext

is plotted versus e for Junge exponents v " 3.6, 4.0, 4.6, and for the r-distribution with b 175 5, y 1.0 0

andp -2.

PN(a) represents the energy scattered into a conm with subtending angle 0 in comparison to the totally extincted

energy.
The variations for difemnt Junge distributions am not so pronounced in comparison to that for the r - distribution

With the Junge distribution the energy scattered into a 100 - cone is over 40% compared to approximately 10%
in the case of a r-distribution. Th;A is due to the fact that beyond 5/pm the r-distribution becomem much

steper than the Junge distribution a nd that the pronounced forward scattering and absorption of the larger partial"

Is less dominant.

The Influence on an Instrument, which detects only part of the scattered energy is quite obvious. For our computation

it meant, that for the general foarm of the distribution some a-priori-information had to be inferred. This implied that j
far lower visibilities (in the case of haze), where a r - distribution could be assumed, the ROYCO-compatible

distribution yielded a less pronounced forward scattering compared to a fair visibility condition, which in turn

implies, that the AEG-V -value should be too low. This sems to be corroborated by the experiment (see section 5).

In fog, where the maximum of the distribution is displaced to larger radii, the si.uation is reversed.
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5. OBSERVATIONAL AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

5.1 Visibility Data

Visibility registrations were evaluated on an hourly base. For all valid data a statistical analysis was performed.

Currelatlons of our visibility data are plotted in Figs.5, 6, and 7. Fig.5 and 6 show all ELTRO-values versus

ViDEOGRAPH and AEG readIngs reop., as obtained during the whole mteasuring period. In Fig.7 the VIDEOGRAPH

is plotted versus the AEG point visibility meter. All data are plotted in logarithmic; scales. A regression line

Y - Axi has further been added. Fig.5 and 6 contain only 223 points, the latter 620. This arises from the folio-
wing reason:
The ELTRO data from 18.00 to 8.00 h proved to be urualiable, because it had turned out, that a bird used to

stay over night inside the heated housing of the ELTRO optic sentsr, thus causing a systematic reduction of

transmittance.

Mean correlation coefficients R and regression parameters A and B are compiled in Table 1-.

R A

ELTRO-VIDEOGR. 0.81 0.986 -0.942

ELTRO-AEG 0.80 1.080 -0.532

VIDEOGR.-AEG 0.82 0.804 1.655

Tab;e 1: Correlation coefficient R and regremion parameters A,B for different visibility meter combinations.

Consequently a good mean correlation near 0.8 in all three cases comes out. A systematic deviation from an Ideal

rogression line (45?) is obtained as indicated by parameters A and B. It is most pronounced in the case of the corn-

parison VIDEOGRAPH-AEG, i.e. backscatter - point visibility meter.

Striking deviations in visibility agreement are in most cam due to ambiguities in the instrumental records caused

by special meteorological events like• rain showers and patchy fog. Under such conditions rapid changes in isibility

readings are possible and cannot properly be resolved. Part of the strong discrepancies can, however, be attributed

to fog or snow cases which are demonstrated in some more detail in the next section.

5.2 Special Meteorological Conditions

Generally the data set exumined here covered relatively high visibilities above 10 kim. So, only a few cases wItS

special events were obtained:

5 days with fog,

1 day with several hours of rainfall and snow.

An example for fog during the morning hours is given in Fig.8 (24.Febr.1975). Here the courses of the visibility

meter readings are plotted on a logarithmic scale versus time. During the morning hours there is a pronounced

discrepancy betwean the AEG and VIDEOGRAPH by a factor of 3 to 5. The observers from the nearby meteorolo-

gical station reported dens* fog with visibilities belbw 200 m between 0.00 and 10.00 h, as added in Flg.8.

It is obvious that the AEG is in better agreement with these estimates, even if one considers that eye observations

tend to underestimate actual ranges due to the observer's instructions to report the lowest values.

.. Absolutely wrong is the VIDEOGRAPH with values between I km and 10 km. This was also true fsr all other fog
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After 10.00 h fog began to dissolve and the relatively pood agrmellnt between all instruments returned.

The Inverse behaviour was observed during :.; doy with rain and snowfall (FIg.9). Here the VIDEOCRAPH (and

ELTRO) rewor.ded rmarkoble lower visibilitles than the AEG scattering device. Hereafter the Pxtreme deviations

between two instruments can reach more than one order of magnitude. On the other hand a severe discrepancy

during rain could not be detected.

5.3 Comparison between Observation and Calculation

In Fig. 10 the calculated standard visual range V based an computed extinction is plotted against the experimental
E

ELTRO readings VN. For all computed values a Junge distribution was assumed. The eoncentration factor C and the

exponent v ar taken from the ROYCO fit calculations. In Fig.10 - 12, the five classes of the v-exponent are

coded by different symbols a explained in the legends. The general agreement is obvious, some striking deviations

can be explained by particular meteorological conditions - especially snow with rain r- fog.

The absolute values of the measured visibilities however, are on the average only approximately one third of the

calculated ones. This fact is supposedly mainly due to maladjusted flow rate in the ROYCO, which is proportional

to the absolute value of the particle density.

In F3g. 11 and 12 the corresponding values have been plotted for the VIDEOGRAPH and AEG, i.e. experimental

values are compared with visibilities computed from the scattered energies, as seen by the instruments (on an

arbitrary scale). For the experimental values factory calibration curves were used, which implies the use of Equ.3.1,

3.3, and 3.M for the ELTRO, AEG, and VIDEOGRAPH respectively.

The general relative agreement is fairly good. So it can be concluded, that the assumption of a Junge distribution

and Mie scottrers in connection with an optical ROYCO-type aerosol counter it suitable for theoretical ,0sibility

calculations with some restrictions:

The general accuracy is reduced compared to straight visibility meters. Under conditions, where visibility is deter-

mined by large particles (esp.rain,snow), the computed values can be erroneous by an orthr of magnitude.

The applicability can hfrther be checked by analyzing if the theory yields a correct prediction of the differences

between the transmisometer and the scattering instrument readings.

If one assumes a Junge distribution, the reading of the AEG (integrating from 0I 100 to eu M 1200) and the

VIDEOGRAPH (hackscatter, e1 177o, Ou M 1790) should decrease -following computotlon-compared with a

transmissometer (ELTRO), if the Junge exponent is increased. In the case of the computed AEG-visual range

VAEG this can be shown as follows: Using Equ. (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4) one finds the relation-
VAEG •x

EG = (5.1)
vc f(00, 1200)

where k is n constant only dependent on geometry, not on size distribution. Dividing the right side of (5.1) by

next one gets (sn Equ.4.7):

C
VAEG k next kp - = _____________ =(5.2)

With the aid of Fig.4 one verifies that tha denominator of (5.2) actually Increases with Increasing v, henceVE
decreases in comparison to V•. The calculation reveals the some dependence for the VIDEOGRAPH, however,

due to the empirical calibration (Equ.3.5), the analysis is not so straight forward. Using only experimental vlsi-

- - -...Ak [



bility values VN I 5 km, where Junge distributions usually aem assumed and perfarming the comparison, one finds

no obvious correlation between the measured and the computed quotient VAEG/VN. Furthermore, the actual do-

viations of much mm pronounid than the computed ones. Bearing In mind that the results wer gained for a
particular gsograpblcol location It can be concluded that the differeintial volume scattering coofihmeti #q'(0) as

Influencing the AEGO (Integrating) and the VMDEOGRAPH (boackscatter) cannot accurately be computed by

assuming Mle-scatterers with constant refractive index and a size d!stributian following a power law.

EGoing to visibilities VN < 5 km without fog cases, it can be expected that a Junge distribution is replaced by

a haze-distribution (r - distribution). in such a case the AEG should show distinct lower readings. This can be

deduced from Fig.4 and Equ.(5.2): Fig.4 shows an integrated scattering coefficient 1N(0) based on actually

measured particle counts assuming a r1- distribution. Such a distribution yields relatively more received energy

and hence a lower AEG-visibility value. This seems to be corroborated by the measurements (see Fig.6).

Tne regression line depicted ther nearly coincides with the ideal 45° regression. At lower visual ranges vE

(without fog or snow) the AEG readings show the expected tendency to lower values. The situation is reversed

during fog cases, whom the maximum of the aerosol spectrum is shifted to larger particles and the Instrument

receives relatively less scattered energy. More fog cases should be examined to investigate this behaviour mare

thoroughly.

The V1DEOGRAPH proves to be les sensitive against changes in the size d~stribution type (transition from Junge

to r'- ý'istribution) and shows the effects less pronounced.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study.

1) Under most meteorological conditions transmissoeters and scattering visibility meters provide very

similar results. However, under particular meteorological conditions - like fog and snow - severe

discrepancies can occur.

2) Computations using Mie's theory and experimentally determined particle size distributions give a

generally correct prediction of the measured extinction (apart from Instrumental shortcomings).

Regarding the prediction of the discrepancies in the different operation principles the situation is more complex:

1) At large visual ranges the differences could not be predicted by assuming a simple Junge distribution

and Mie scatterers.

2) At medium ranges (ioze) computations arm in accordance with observation.
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Fi1. 8 Visibility records of two Instruments for 24.Febr. 1975 1n TUbingen with observed

visibilities from Weather Service during a fog situation.
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Eig. 9 \risibility records of thiree instrume~nts for 18.Febr. 1975 in Tubingen during a

rain and snow situation.
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RESUME

Le calcul du tranbfert du rayonnement dans une atmosphare diffusante et absorbante est particu-I
ii~rement cauzpiiqug du fait que les processus d'absorption par le gaz et de diff'ision par les particules
ont lieu simultan~ment, Les techniques les plus g6n~ralement utilisges sont coiateuses et mal adapt~es a
l'interpri Ation physique des observations.

La m~thade la plus efficace consiste A employer is distribution du chemin optique des photons
diffuses p(X) qui permet de s~parer i'absorption de Is diffusion. La distribution p(X) eat calcul~e pour
tine atmosphA-re diffusanta donnge au moyen des Approximants de Padg. La resolution de i'6quation de trans-
fart en milieu diffusant peut 9tre effactuga au mayan de n'importe quails mdthode approximative ou pr~kcise,
l'absorption par lea gaz paut ktre calculge au moyan des mcd~les de bandas.

De nombreuses applications de cette mdthoda sont possibles :interprdtation des spectres form~s
dans des atmosph~res nuageuses, calcul des flux at des 6chauffaments radiatifs, 6tuda des milieux diffu-
s ants inhomog~nes.

Dana ca papier la m~thode eat expos~e et appliquie au calcul de l'intansit6 rdfl~ch51e par un
nuaga inhomog~ne.

SUMMARY

RADIATIVE TRANSFERT IN A SCATTERING ABSORBING MEDIUM

The computation of Radiative Transfert in a scattering and absorbing atmosphere is particularly
comlictedbecause absorption by the gases and scattering by the particles occur simultaneously. The

fl roat sutbemethod is to use the "distribution of photon optical path" p(X) which makes it
possible to disjoin absorption and scattering. The distribution p(X) is computed for a given scattering
medium by means of Pade Approximants. The solution of the Transfart Equation may be computed by means of
any approximate or accurate method and absorption by gases may be computed by means of band modells.

Numerous applications of this method are possible :interpretation of the spectra formed in
cloudy atmospheres, computation of fluxes and heating rates, study of inhomogeneous scattering medium.

In this paper the method is presented ind applied to the calculation of the intensity reflected
by an inhomogeneous cloud.

I - INTRODUCTION

La ddtarmination des bilans radiatifa des atmosph~res, l'6tude des spectres rdfldchis par lea
planbtas, lea mdthodes de sondage optique n~cessitent une connaissance approfondia du transfert de rayon-
nament dana lea atmosphiras plangtaires. Le cas des milieu.c diffusants eat particuli~rement campliqug du
fait qua lea processus de diffusion par lea particules at d'absorption par lea gaz ant lieu simultan~ment.

L'utiiisation de Ia distribution du chemin optique des photons diffuses apporte una simplifi-
cation considdrahle aeh d~connectant lea deux procassus ; ii eat alors possible d'employer n'importe quella
m~thode de rdsolution de 1'6quation de transfert at lea probl~mes qui concernent l'absarption par lea gaz
pouvent 9tre rdsoius au moyen des m~mes m~thodes qua dana le cas des atmoaphz-es clairas.

La ddtermination des quantitds moyannes sur !a frdquence (intensit6, flux ou 6chauffement radie-
tif) eat ainsi grandement facilitda ; l'utilisation de la fonction de distrioution parmet de ramenar le
calcul de ces quantit~s A celui d'une fonction de transmission moyanne du gaz absorbant, qui peut 9tre
effectu6 facilement 1 i'aide d'un modA-le de bande. Cettu ndthode a 6ti souvant utilisda (KARGIN at a!,
1972), (FOUQUART at PRUVOST, 1974), car ella seula permet un calcul rapide.

Da mime, on paut obtenir une expression simple des largeurs 6quivalentes des raias apactralas
obsarvdes dana la rayonnement rdfldchi par lea p1.an~tes (FOUQUART at LENOBLE, 1973).

Enfin, ii eat possible de calculer approximativament l'intansitg r~fldchie par une couche diffu-
sante dana laquelle l'absorption augmente avec Is profondaur optique, at de dfiduire, de l'analysa du
rayonnement rdfl~chi, certaines caractdristiques physiques de I'atmosphiire ambiante ou de Ia couche ella-
mgme. Mais ii eat alors ndcessaire de ddterminer la profondaur de pdndtration du rayonnement. C'est cette
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notion que nous aliona dfivelopper apras avoir rappelfi briavement lea principsies mfithod~b de calcul de

la fonction de distribution.

11 - LA DISTRIBUTION DU CHiElIN OPTIQUE DES PHOTONS DIFFUSES

Consid6rons une couche diffusante, plane-parall~le, d'6paisseur optique Tt ; o's repirerons une

direction donn~e par i'azimuth f et Ie cosinus de ia colatitude uz - cosO; soient a et k lea coefficients

de diffusion et d'abaorption des particules, et k le coefficient d'absorption du gaz A cla fr~quence v.

DWinissons l'albfidu de diffusion du con
4tinu

wc . a/(a+k) (1)

et i'aibddo de diffusion A la frdquence V

w . a/(a+kc+kv (2)

Soit I(w ,tT) ý_I(w ,rTp,; 1 0 t l'intensiti diffusde dane la direction (i1,O) pour une

incidence (p%'fo par ia couche considgree, A in profondeur aptique t.

Dan$ ces conditions, ia distribution du chemin optique ~p() dee photons obseTvs il la profondeur
optique t, apras avoir parcouru dans le nuage un trajet de longueur totale L, c'est-l-dire un chemin optique

total dans le continu X - (a+k ) L, est difinie par (VAN D RHULST et IRVINE, 1962)
c

I(iW ,t,r) - lwt,. pM) exp (-s- dX (3)
Jo akc

avec ia condition de normalisation

p(X) d)X 1.() 0I
r -kf/(c+k) w b/w 1 (5)

I(w t,-r)/I(iw ,t,T) - L tpx}(6)

oi, L {pOX)l est la traneformde de Laplace de p(X) lei chemin optique moyen, parcouru par les photons

obser'i's A In profondeur t, peut alors se mettre sous la forme

<X X~ p(X dX%- I(Wct,'r) I~d I(W\, tgr) r-o (7)

Nous employona ici une 6criture simpiifi6e, mais ii faut se rappeler que in fonction de distri--

bution ddpend des directions (ii,f) et (iA f~ ), de la profondeur optique consid~rfie. et des caracteristiques

du nuage (salodo continu., 6paisseur optiq~ueo, indice et granuiom6trie des gouttee).

III - METHODES DE CALCUL DE LA FONCTION DE DISTRIBUTION

Dane le cas des couches diffusantes semi-miminis, l'expression de la fonction de distribution

des photons sortant du nuage apr~s y avoir subi n diffusions, a gtg donn~e par IRVINE (1964)

p n(X) - e x /nI (8)

Lorsque l'intensit6 rdfl~chie est connue pour chaque ocdre de diffusion, In fonction de distri-

bution s'obtient par simple somnation

UESUCI et IRVINE (1970 a et b), VAN DE HULST (1970) ont propos6 liee d~veioppements aeymptotiques

de In (w c'o,.) qui permcttent de rdduire ie temps de calcul correspondant.

La fonction de distribution peut iitre obtenue plus directement en utilisant une m~thode de Monte-

Carlo (KARCIN et al,1972), (APPLEBY et IRVINE, 1973) ; cette mgdthode n'est pss limitative et peut ittre

utilisde de faqon tout A fait g~ngrale ; son inconvgnient majeur reside dana Is longuetir des calculs et

leur relstive imprdcision.
Les autres m~thodes de calcul de p(X) consistent b inverser is transform~e de Laplace de In rela-

tion (6), les intensit~s I(w ,t,T) 6tant obtenues au moyen de n'importe quelle in~thode de rdsolution de

1'9quation de transfert (LEN83LE, 1975).
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HEIENRICH (1973) a utilis6 une mdithode d'inversion propos~e par BELLMANII et al. (1966) ;ell* con-
siste il ramplacer l'int6grale qui figure dan. l'expression (3) par une quadrature de Grausa ; on obtient
alors un systame lin~aire qu'll suffit d'inverser pour obtenir des, valeurs discrbtes de p(A). Cependant
cette m~thode eat instable car la matrice du systIme eat trbs mini conditionnfie.

La m~thode que naus *von& empioy~e (FOUQUART, 1974) consiste A rechercher une interpolation
de Ia fonction A inverser sous forms d'une fraction rationnelle (ou approximant de PadA_ de type 1I)

to00 P~ W(ret Q N~ W mont des polyn~mes de d6gri respectife N - I et N. Aprbs ddcomposition en 61liments
aimplem I invers ion eat ium~diste et Ia fonction de distribution a'6crit

pm~ - ~IN Am exp(y mA) (i

oa ym eat la m eracine de %~(r) et Am ie r6sidu correspondent.

IV - LA PROFONDEUR DE PENETRATION DU RAYOt4NEMENT DM45 UNE ATM4OSPHERE DIFFUSM4TE

Si N photons aont r6fI~chis au total pat un nuage d'6paisseur optique infinie, is nombre total
*de photons r~fiflchis par un nuage~similaire d'fipaisseur optique T est N I(% ,ot /0co,) Le

nombre de photons qui ont muivi un chemin optique X dana le nuage d'6paisseur opTtiqu/e r eat done

N k O) I (w~o¶ I(w~oo)-Nfs (12)

o1 P T (X) eat Ia distribution correspondent au nuage d'fipaisseur optique T.
Nous introduisons done Ia nouvelle fonction de d.istribution f T () normalisde de la faron sui-

vante

dA -I(woo.r) / I(w ,o,ý) (13)

Si un photon a, durant le processum de diffusion, suivi un chemin optique total X, il eat
clair qu'ii n'a pas Pu atteindre uine profondeur optique sup~rieure A t - X/2 et, lea couches aituges
en dessous de t - X/2 n'influencent done pa. he processus de diffusion d'u tel photon. Autrement dit,
he nombre de photons sortanc d'un nuage d'6pmisseur bptique T St ayant suivi un ehemin total X -e 2 T eat
rigoureusement 6gal mu nomhre de photons sortant d'un nuage aimilaire d'fipaisaeur optique queleonque

T'>Tet myant muivi au total un chemin optique X < 2 T. 11 m'en suit que

f (X) =_p.(X), ai X< 2 r (14) I

Lee fonctiona de distrijuLion f (M, calculides d'aprL~s (11) at (12) correspondent au cain

-j 1 , sont prfisentdes (figure 1) pour diffirentes 6paisseurs optiques -r, pour un nuage de parti-

cules monodiapersfies, de paramatrr de MIE az - 2, d'indice n - 1,33, avee un albfdo continu w c- 0,999. 1
On pourra noter qua lU difffirence entre p (X) et f (N) n'est notablot que pour des valeurs de X nettement

smpktieurea A 2T.
Lormque lea fonctions de distribution f (X) correspondant aux diverses 6pmisseurs optiques sont

connuas, il emt possible d'en ddduire ha contribu ion relative des diff6rents 'aiveaux du nuage au pruces-H ~sum de liffusion. Le tableau (1) pr6sente, pour le cain du nuage ddcrit pr~cddeninent, he rapport
f T(M) p_(X) qui correspond A ha proportion des photons rdfidehis dans des couches de diff~rentes

6passersoptiques r, parmi he nombre total de photons rdfl6chis par le nuage infini apras avoir par-
couru le mime ehemin optique X. Deux vaheura de X ont 6tf choisies :A - 87 et X - !)0 le ems X - 87
correspond au chemin optique moyen < X > du nuage infini. Sur Ia. figure (2), on a reprdsent6 la quantitg
gA(T) - (f T(X) - f T1(X))Ip (N) qui repr~sente, parmi lea photons qui ont parcouru le chemin optique X,
Ia proportion de ceux qui ont pdn~tr6 jusqu'a Ia couche comprise entre T et T - 1.

11 eat intgressant de noter que, d'aprbs le tableau (1), pr~s de 45 2 defý photons qui ont suivi
un ehemin optique A -50 ont p6n~trg *jusqu'A tine profondeur optique comprise entre 7 et 10 et plus de
80 % entre 6 St 12 ; dana le ems oOi A - 87, 45 % des photons ont pdngtr6 jusqu'A une profondeur comprise
entre 10 et 14 et 80 % entre 9 et 18. La pdnfitration du rinyonnement dans une couche diffusante avant am
rdfiexion eat done fortement localiade particulibrement pour hee faibles chemins optiques.
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Tableau I

Nombre de photons r~fl~chis par w~e couche nuageuse en fonction de son 6paiaaeur optique T, pour t00
photons dans le cas seuu.-infini.

300 f (X) /p(X)

X 87 X 50

0 0
2 0 0
3 0 0
4 0 . 0.5
5 0.1 3.14
6 0.4 9.7
7 1.8 21.4
8 5.3 36.5
9 11.7 52.0
t0 20.5 66.6
13 31.2 78.8
12 42.8 87.9
13 54.3 93.7
14 64.8 97.3
15 73.8 99.3
16 80.7 100
17 87.4 300
18 91.6 100
19 94.0 300
20 96.4 100

300 300

Nous d~tinirons done Is foncLiott de diisi.ibution des photons qui ont suivi xin cheinin optique X~
et~ pfin~tr! :jusqu'a une profonceur optique t par

Cette function de distribution possade lea propriftfis suivantes

p(Xt) dt - p,,(X). (36)

d I ftX) d I(wco't)

p(X,t) dA Tt d)X - I~ .~ (17))

Jo ,,: dt dX p-M(X d)X 1.3 (18)

et p(X,t) - 0, si X < 2t. (39)

Avec ces notations, nous pouvons 6crire

la figure (2) pr~sente done une approximation de p(X,t)/P.(I) Pr-r deux valeurs de X~.
don, Il est naintenant possible de d6finir Ia p~n~tration tnoyenne correspondant a un chemin optique

Xdnfpour %w. nuage d'fipaisseur opt--,.e totals T par

DnlecaB p16senti figure (2), lea pfin6trations moyennes calcul~es df'apr~s Ia relation (20),
sont approximativement t(50) *9,0 et t(87) 1 2,7.
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La pdft~tration uloyenne eSL evidemment d~pendante de !'Opaisseur optique totale de Ia couche
diffusante et devrait s'6crire -t(X,r[) ; cependant, si le fond du nuage est adjacent A un corps noir,
deux cam peuvont Stre considfirgs

(il si I'6paisseur optiq'-a T &at pI,;s grande qua Ia pdn~tration moyenne correspondent au nuago
f%*mi-infini t(A,-), le r~aultat eat approximativemont le mime que pour le nuago semi-infini, surtout si
Vo consid~re des chemins optiques asset faibles.

(ii) si l'6paiaseur optique du nitage eat inf~rieure A t(X,-), on trouve fividemmennt que Is majo-
ritg des photons a pfin~tr6 juaqu'A un niveau proche du fond de la couche diffusante (ces r~sultats
peuvent atre v~rifigs A partir lu tableau (1). Done, pour une couche d'6paisseur optique T, nous pouvons

t decrire approximativeuient

at (1

V - ETIIODES DE CALCUL DE LA PROFONDEUR DE PENETRATION

La figure (3) pr~sente les fonctions p(X t)/p4 X) pour un nuag'e correspondent A une granulom6-
trio do type C3 do DEIRMENDJANN (1969), pour un rayon critiq~ue de 0,8 11, 41 une longueur d'onde de 0,8 vi;
l'indice des pirticules ost n - 1,44; 1'albfdo continu eat w -0,9997 ;lee directions d'incilence at
d'obsorvation correspondent A P - ui - 0,866 (0-43-0). La p ntrations t(x) qui a'en dfiduisent sont
pr'sent~es figure (4). Pour lee obtsnir ; partir ~e l'6quation (20), ii A fallu calculer lea fonctions
p(X,t) at donc los distributions f (X) pour un assot grand nomibre do vaelurs do T. Cette m-kthode de
calcul do I& p6n6tration moyenn eaot done longue et pinible ; de plus, les riaquos de propagation d'er-
reur sont easset grands dane a ismosure ot) p(X,t) reprfisente la diffirence de deux fonctions obtenuea par
inversion do I& transformfie do Laplace.

Dane I& pratique, nous calculons le chew.n optique moyen asaoci6 a une p6n~tration jusqu'A
une profondeur optique donnge

X A)-T p(X,t) dX 22

At p(X,t)dA 22

De Is diiinition (15) de p(X,t) avee (17), il suit inmm~diatement quo

A(t) - Tt f MA dXA 1 (w~

soit, coupto tonu do (12) et (7) Iwotj d~ ot

TL 1<t - t > L~ dt J(23)
-I Cu encore

dt r r-o d

lea chemins optiques moyens < A t tant des lisantitfis intf-grass pouvent atre obtenus avec
precision maime si o X at connu do maniiro tras approximativo ; le caleul de X(t) oat done beaucoup plus
pr~cis quo colui do t(X).

Les fonctiona do distribution norinalisfies f (A) n'C-tant connuos quo pour dos valeurs diseriltos
t

do t, onm utilise pour caleuler X(t) l'expreaaion approximative fiquii-alente

I(W ,o,r') < XT, > -I(w ,o'-r) <), > (5
I(W V,oT') -I(WC1o,¶)

immdiateinent diduite do (23) et qui exprime aloro le cheinin optique inoyon associg A Ia p~n~tration dans
mine coucho diffusanto finie et localis6e ontro les profondours optiques -t et 0'. line telle approximati )n
eat en g~nfral suffisanto loraque T' - T eat do l'ordre de I ou 2.

IL y a uno tr~s bonne corrfilation entre Ia p~n~tr!ation moyonne t(X) et le chenmin moyf,.n associfi
A une p~netration donnge A(t). Dans le cas du nuago do particulos monodiapers~es (a.-2), nous avons d~jA

trouvg t(50) 9.0 et -t(87) "'12,7 alors quo Ia relation (25) permiet d'obtenir A(9) ý 9 et 1(12,7) 86.
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L'examen de 12 figure (4)_permet aussi de verifier cette corr~latlon puisque nous y avona Lrac& Ia fonc-
tion inverse X~ (t), ot) X(t) est calculE d'Apri~a (25).--

Nous pourrons done raisonnablement suppoger que t(X) est la fonction inverse X(t), soit

(26)
XMt a)X

La profondeur de p~n~tration sera done implicitement d~termin~ie par l'interm~diaire des relations
(26) et, (25) ou. (24).

Le trajet reel suivi par lea photons A l'int~rieur d'un nuage ne depend que du nombre de parti-
cules diffusantes et de leurs caract~riatiques, il eat donc ind~pendant de l'ahsorption. 11 seinbie raison-
nable d'admettre qu'en l'absence d'absorption, les photons qui oant au total parcouru le chemin mayen

associg A une p~n6tration jusqu'a is profondeur optique t ant effectivement p~n~tr6 jusqu a une profondeurF
voisine de t. En presence d'absorption, le tra~jet r~ellement suivi par lea photons nWest nullement modifi6,
Ia profcandeur de pl~n~tration W() eat done indgpendante de l'absorption, mais puisque 1~. distribution des
photons qui ant parcouru le chemin optique X dana un nuage homog~ne est attgnuige du facteur exp(-r X~), le
chemin moyo~.n T(t) associ6 A une p~ndtration jusqu en t ddpend de Is. frequence ; lea photons qui ant sui~vi

le chemin le plus long (4tant les plus att~nu~s. L'approximation (26) sera done utilisge en calculant )(t)
pour une absorption trý?s faible.

Pratiquement, le calcul de X(t) au moyen de l'expression (25) reste assez long pxtisqu~il
ng-,essite le calcul du chemin optique moyen pour des couchvs d'4psi~sseur optique croissante. Pour obtenir
tes quantit~s, ii faut auparavent calculer l'intensitiý r~flcchie pour des directions (li,ý) et (vi~
consid~r~es, pour pltisieurs valeurs de l'alb~do de diffusion wet ceci pour chaque 6paisseur op~ique . 11
ser ai t donc intgressant. d'obtenir une expression approximative plus simple de A(t), ce qui serait possible
A partir de l'expression exact*e (24) 1 Is conditions de connaTtre l'intensit6 sous Is farme d'une fonction
d~pendant expliciv:ement. de l'6paisseur optique t de Is couciie considgr~e et de Is variable r, c'est-A-dire
de 1 alb~dd de diffusion simple w. Seules lea mfitbodes approximatives de r6solution de l'6quation de
transfert ant pour r~sultat des formules analytiques simples bien adapt~es a ce genre de problzme.

En utilisant Ia m~thode du nLyaU exponentiel (WANG, 1972) 6tendu au eca des couches finies
(HERMAN1973) une expression approximative simple de X\t) peut 6tre obtenue (FOUQUART, 1975). Dants le cas
des grandes profondeurs optiques et lorsque I - - I cette expression se simplifie et Van obtient

X~)- {(b2 2& a (27)

avee lea cnnditions t >>I et t <<(1-w)~ ota b - 3/2, a - 3/4 et $1 eat le premier coefficient du
df-veloppeiaent de la fonction dediffusi jn en polyn~ncs do Legend.e.

VI - APPLICATION A L'INTENSITE REFLECHIE PAR UN NUAGE INHOMOGENE

A partir 'ies notions d~f~nies dane; lea paragraphes pr~c~dents, il est possible de calculer
approximativement l'intensit6 r~fl~chle par une couche diffusante dan, laquelle !'absorption augmente

Aaveclu prhneuopin pu:. , s asdoci~tune couche (comprise entre q et i(%)) dan laull e

ctecouche (t(X)) eat ind~pendante tne l'ahsoL-ption o~ar Ics gaz, nais It- nombre des p'-nto-. r~flIchis eat

att~nu6 par un facteur -!xp(-k,,X/(o+k c)) oGA k eat le cuefficient d'absorpti.on du gaz. Dans le cas o6i k
eat fonction de Ia profondeur optioue, 1.--s pi~otofla qui wi~t parcouru un chetnin optique X., ayant en mnoyevnne
p~ngtr6 jusqu'en t(X) ant subi u.ie abstrptic'n c~aract~ristique do Is couche com-prisi ýYLre a et t(X. 0&ý
peut alors 6crire .:ue lenin probahiliti; t~e soltie Cat att~nuge dn facteur e,.(-k (t )X/(a+k )) o6a t~ repr6-
sente is profondeur o~tique eificact, compiise entre o e~t tMa et 6videimn.anL fonction de X

Le chemin optique r~e lcirtsi.par les phiotona .,ntre dcux niveaux jons~cutifs t P't t + dt
n'6tant pits connu, nous ne pouvol.s obtc.air qu une valetir ti-&'s appraximati,4c de t' Cependant pour lea

phoonsquip~r-%trt mod6r&~ment 9 Vip.tirifur du riiage, le c'lemin mayen de nfrai Xtetpoo-
tionnelle A t (equ. 27) ; il en r~at rtie (dX(t)/,t) dt - t dt reprcsente le cheinin moyen parcouru
dana la couche comprise entre t et t + dt. Ce ,inest maximum antour de Is profondeur de p~n~tration
(t maximum) ; de plus nons consid~runs le cas 00i labsorption croTt avec Ia profondeur o~tique ; lea pho-
tons les plus absorb~s sont don lea plus p~n~trants et Ia profondevr optiqu, efficacL t X drot etre assez
voisine de t(X)

Si, dana tout le nuage, l'absorption 6tant conatante et 6gale, A celle qui rý-gne au somnmet
(k (tM)- k\ (two) -k 0) lea photons parconreraLent en moyenne Ie chemin optique < X0 11, soit

0 0 0

o5 p(A paa e6t6- 1a) dX / pour ele- )a)in w~ , etr k/ u)

Ces photons p~n6treraient jusqu'&iuepoodu piu voisine de i(< X'~ Si, dans tout le
nuage, l'absorption 6tait celle qui rý-gne A cette profondeur ( kv -t k (i<X 1 lea photons
parcoureraient en mayenne < > calcul6 pour r, rk t6~rtrin uq >1 ) . Tntuitivement,
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V'abaorption a easentiellament affect6 lea photons dont la profundeur de pf6ntration eat comprise entre
t(<X >) et t(< A, 0., c'est done dans cette zone que s. trouvt la profondeur efticace que noua recher-

chnCompte-tenu du r~le pr~ponrd~rant jou6 par lea couches lea plua profondes, nous pouvona raisonnable-
ment identifier Isa profondeur optique efficace A la profondeur de p~n~tration d'un nuage homogane 6qui-
valent pout lequel I& diatribution p(A) ainsi que la profondeur tOX) peuvent Stre connues

VV

aimple elitialonefnit t- - o amet don profondeur optique efficace qui a'obtignt par un calcii!
itEjatif .ipl : .daemn ~t ocw t-o), ia premi~ra it~ration donna t, t(< A >) et
44(t1) Isl deuxi~me it~ration donne t2 0 i(< x ), etc ... . La convergence eat rapi~d..

L'intensit6 rgflgchie eat done, A !s. fr~quence v

I(Wvvo ,') - I(w ,o'-r) fp(A) exp(-r(tM ))X) d)L. (30)

La. mdthode que nous proposons eat arbitraire et si alle ne aemble pas d~raisonnable, nous n' en
avons pas pour autant treuv6 de W~ritable justifirtation ; cependant elle donne, dons l'enaemble, de tras
bons rfisultats.

Teats et c~omparaisona

En diffusion i.,otropa, pour un milieu sami-infini et loraque l'alb~do dficrott avec Ia profondeur
optique suivant ia loi w(t) a e CHAMBERLAIN et Mr ELROY (1966) ont calcul6 Iot profondeur optique
efficace au moyen d'une mfhefort diffhrente qui utilise l'axpresaion approxireatiXe des fonctiona H
(VAN ý2 HULST,1952), (CHAl4DRASEKHIAR,195o) loraque I - W<<I. Leur solution, lorsque t eat foible,
0l-W) 4<1 at a << 1-w s'6crit

-112

11 eat d'autre part, possible de calculer exactement l'intansitfi rdfldchie par up. nuage inho-
mogene par la mfithoda des Ordras Successifa de Diffusion (FOUQUART, 1971), (DY"'"E,1974), cependant ceci
n'est possible que pour un milieu d'6paisseur optique finia. Lors des tests a. ictufia, l'alb~do maximlum
6tudig 6tant de 0,999, noun avona fixg 1'6paisseur optique totale T - 40. Lft.4j le cas homogý?ne et si

w - 0999, ett paissaur optique permet d'obtenir l'intensitf rdfldchie prune coucha sami-infinie
Amoins de I Xpras. Lea tableaux (2), (3) et (4) permettent de comparer lea incenaitds obtenuas A p.artir

de I& mfithode qua noun proposons aux rdsultats da CHAMBERLAIN at aux rdsultata exacts pour diverse$
valeurn de w et a.

0 'cune faqon g~ndrale, notra mfithode s'av~re plus prý.cisa qua cells de CHAMBERLAIN bien qua
toutes deux donnent da bons rdsultats. L'erreur maximum attaint 11 % dans le can de l'incidence In plus
fnible (pi = 0,125) at pour a w 0,1 pour la m~thode de CHAMBERLAIN et reate infdrieure A 7 Z pour notra
mdthode (w0 - 0,999) ; dons le cas oi) l'inhomoggnfitA. eat faible (a m 0,001) I'errsur rest. inffrianre
A 1,5 2 pour CHAMBERLAIN at A 0,5 X dana notre cas.

Il faut ramarquar, A ce aujet, qua I& mdthode da CHAMBERLAIN eant essantiellement valable dana
lea cas de faibla inhomogdnditg ca qui explique l'erreur enregistyda pour s - 0,1. D'autre part, ce-tte

m~hd es'plqe thdoriquement, qu'aux milieux 'pisu piqeifne ei etepiurl

-i qu datsl dEaissu o ptil a - 20.01 Lare variaeti on de w en onct,'iondpa prfoneur optique utlse at
lea OdresSuccs 0,f pou Lapproxsultat mioit prsem-ntdsi au tablea ou t (5) p ; al eterreur daiu (, )ea

attentepourP -0,368, w - 0,999, main il faut reinarquer que I 'expression approximative (27) de Is
proondurde pdndtration qua nous avons utilinde dane ca calcul ne tient pan comepte des diractions d'in-

cidenca et de r~f lexion P et P~ dont 1'effet nWest pas entiý-renient n~gligeabla pour lea faibles valaurs
de ; Ia m~lthode 6tant tr~s enipirique et tr~s approximativa, on peut consid~rer qua la pr~cision obtenue

rents bonne.
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Tableau 2

Intenvit6 rtflfchie par un nuage imotrope inhomogine w(t) w w e - I
Epaisseur optique totale T " 40 a - 0,001

S0 0,982 - 0,587 U 0,125

Exact C Formule Exact C("W Formula Exact C Formule
(29) (29) (29)

0,999 0,797 0,784 0,797 0,792 0,779 0,794 0,710 0,700 0,714
0,998 0,784 0,774 0,784 0,781 0,771 0,7-3 0,703 0,694 0,707
0,997 0,771 0,764 0,772 0,771 0,762 0,773 0,696 0,689 0,700
0,996 0,759 0,754 0,761 0,761 0,754 0,763 0,690 0,683 0,693
0,995 0,749 0,744 0,750 0,752 0,746 0,754 0,684 0,678 0,686
0,994 0,738 0,735 0,740 0,743 0,738 0,745 0,678 0,672 0,680
0,993 0,728 0,726 0,730 0,734 0,731 0,736 0,672 0,668 0,674
0,992 0,717 0,720 0,723 0,728 0,663 0,669
0,991 0,709 0,711 0,716 0,721 0,658 0,663
0,99 0,708 0,7(0 0,703 0,717 0,709 0,713 0,660 0,653 0,658
0,97 0,581 0,579 0,578 0,605 0,602 0,603 0,581 0,579 0,580
0,95 0,502 0,501 0,500 0,533 0,532 0,532 0,5ab 0,52? 0,527
0,93 0,445 0,444 0,443 0,480 0,479 0,479 0,487 0,486 0,486
0,91 3,400 0,400 0,400 0,437 0,436 0,436 0,453 0,452 0,452
0,89 0,364 0,364 0,364 0,401 0,401 0,401 0,423 0,423 0,423

(•C "Rgsultats de CHAMBERLAIN

Tableau 3

-stIntensitx rafltchie par un nuage isotrope inhomog)ne W(t)= -w-

Epaisseur optique totale t 40 8 = 0,O1oo

0606 0,982 0 0,587 00 ,125

Exact C(• Formule Exact C() Formule Exact C(• Formule

(29) (29) (29)

0,999 0,645 0,638 0,642 0,671 0,655 0,668 0,639 0,616 0,637

0,998 0,639 0,634 0,637 0,667 0,651 0,664 0,635 o,614 0,634
0,997 0,634 0,630 0,632 0,662 0,648 0,659 0,632 0,611 0,631
0,996 0,629 0,625 0,628 0,657 0,644 0,655 0,628 0,608 0,627
0,995 0,624 0,621 0,623 0,653 0,640 0,651 0,625 0,606 0,624
0,994 0,619 0,617 0,619 0,648 0,637 0,647 0,622 0,60W 0,621
0,993 0,615 0,613 0,614 0,644 0,633 0,642 0,6i8 0,601 0,618
0,992 0,609 0,609 o,610 0,639 0,629 0,638 0,615 0,598 0,615
0,991 0,605 0,605 0,60b 0,635 0,626 0,634 0,612 0,596 0,612
0,99 0,601 0,601 0,601 0,631 0,622 0,630 0,609 0,593 0,609
0,97 0,523 0,5• 0,527 0,559 0,557 0,561 0,554 0,546 0,554
0,95 0,466 0,470 0,470 0,504 0,504 0,506 0,511 0,505 0,511
0,93 0,420 0,424 0,424 0,459 0,459 0,461 0,475 0,471 0,475
0,91 0,382 0,386 0,385 0,421 0,422 0,423 0,444 0,441 0,444

C- Risultats de CHAMBERLAIN
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Tableau 4

Intensit6 r~fl~chie par un nua,. isotrope inhomogcne 3(t) w e- t
Epaisseur optique Lotale T - 40 s - 0,1

o 0 0,982 o - 0,587 0 - 0,125

Exact (W)C Formule Exact (a)C Fo-mule Exact C Formule
(29) (29) (29)

0,999 0,394 0,398 0,396 0,454 0,442 0,505 0,451 0,476
0,998 0,393 0,397 0,394 0,453 0,441 0,504 0,450 0,475
0,997 0,392 0,396 0,393 0,451 0,440 0,502 0,449 0,474
0,996 0,390 0,395 0,392 0,449 0,439 0,501 0,448 0,473
0,995 0,389 0,393 0,391 0,448 0,438 0,499 0,447 0,472
0,994 0,387 0,392 0,390 0,446 0,436 0,498 0,446 0,471
0,993 0,386 0,391 0,389 0,445 0,435 0,497 0,445 0,469
0,992 0,384 0,390 0,388 0,443 0,434 0,495 0,4k4 0,468
0,991 0,383 0,388 0,386 0,442 0,433 0,494 0,443 0,467
0,99 0,382 0,387 0,385 0,440 0,432 0,492 0,442 0,466
0,97 0,356 0,364 0,363 0,412 0,409 0,466 0,423 0,444
0,95 0,332 0,342 0,343 0,386 0,387 0,441 0,405 0,424
0,93 0,311 0,312 0,323 0,363 0,366 0,418 0,387 0,404
0,91 0,292 0,303 0,305 0,342 0,346 0,397 0,370 0,386

C - R6sultats de CHAMBERLAIN

Tableau 5

Intensit6 r~fl6chie par un nuage inhomog~ne de particules monodispers6es (ot-2)
-st

w(t) - w e s - 0,001 o - i
Epaisseur optique Votale T 20

p - 0,987 p - 0,368

Exact Formule Exact Formule

(29) (29)

0,999 0,695 0,690 0,580 0,571
0,998 0,677 0,673 0,568 0,559
0,997 0,659 0,658 0,55b 0,548
0,996 0,643 0,643 0,545 0,538
0,995 0,628 0,628 0,534 0,528
0,994 0,614 0,614 0,524 0,519
0,993 0,599 0,601 0,514 0,510
0,992 0,586 0,588 0,505 0,501
0,991 0,573 0,576 0,496 ,t92
0,99 0,561 0,564 0,488 0,484
0,98 0,463 0,468 0,418 0,417
O,97 0,394 0,398 0,367 0,366
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FLUORESCENT AND RAMAN SCATTERING IN PARTICLES

M. Kerker, P.J. McNulty and H. Chew
Clarkson College of Technology

Potsdam, N.Y. 13676, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

When inelf tically scattering molecules are distributed within a small

particle, they respond to the local nonuniform electromagnetic field within
the particle. The outgoing inelastic field is obtained by matching at the
boundary the dipole field of the emitting molecules plus an internal field
with the outgoing field. In this way, it is possible t'- express the inelas-
tic radiances in terms of the geometry and optical properties of the parti-
cle, of the distribution of inelastically scattering molecules within the
particle, and of the molecular polarizability, for both coheren. and inco-
herent scattering.

1. INTRODUCTION

Radiant erergy absorbed by small particles is often degraded to
heat and in the atrosphere this will affect the transport of solar radia-
tion and ultimatell the climate. In addition, the particle itself may be
impelled to move. The origin of such motion lies in the nonuniform elec-
tromagnetic field within the particle which in turn results in nonuniform
generation of heat and in a steady state nonuniform temperature distribu-
tion at the surface (KERKER and COOKE,1973). In space, this will give
rise to a contribution to the radiation pressure which has heretofore been
overlooked, and in the atmosphere there will be a radiometric force which
will move the particle, a motion termed photophoresis (KERKER, 1974).

The same nonuniform electromagnetic field within the particle may
excite molecular transitions if appropriate species are present. This will
result in emission at frequencies other than that of the incident radiation.
Fluorescent and Raman scattering are examples of such transitions. Inthis paper, we pose the following questions: How does such inelastic scat-

tering depend upon the particle geometry and refractive index? How does
it depend upon the distributions of inelastically scattering molecules with-
in the particle?

There are a number of areas where these questions arise. For
example, the particle may be a biological cell which has been tagged with
fluorescent molecules that attach to the DNA, the cytoplasm, or the cell.. jmembrane. The fluorescence can then be used to monitor specific cell func-

tions or in cell identification and sorting systems. (BONNER et al., 1972;
YATANGAS and CLARKSON, 1974).

As another example, atmospheric aerosols may fluoresce (GELBWACHS
and BIRNBAUM, 1973) and this might be used to provide a means for chemical
identification of ambient aerosols and to measure aerosol content in the
atmosphere. Also, Raman and fluorescent backscattering are used for remote
sensing of molecular species in the atmosphere. If the broadband fluores-
cence signals of the aerosol constituent should fall in the detection band
for the Raman scattering or fluorescence of the free molecules, this will
interfere with LIDAR determinations based upon these interactions.

2. MODEL FOR FLUORESCENT AND RAKAN SCATTERING BY MOLECULES EMBEDDED

IN PARTICLES

The point of view here is classical. The local exciting field
within the particle and the angular distribution of the emitted radiation
depend strongly upon the particle geometry and refractive index. The
molecular transitions depend only on the local field.

Lii
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The model is depicted in Fig. 1. If an electromagnetic wave of
angular frequency wo is incident on a particle, the scattered radiation
will consist of an elastic part (at angular frequency w ) and an inelastic
part at other frequenctes. We consider here only inelastic scattering which
arises from molecular transitioRs and omit consideration of quasielastic
Brillouin scattering. The electromagnetic field inside the particle like-
wise consists of a transmitted field (at frequency Wo) and secondary fields
at other frequencies.

The solution for the elastically scattered field is obtained by
matching the transmitted field with the external field (sum of incident and
scattered field) at the boundary. The scattering cross section is obtained
by summing over the scattered radiances and the absorption cross section is
obtained from an enerqy balance or from the "extinction theorem". (See
KERKER, 1969, where tarlier references to the work of Lorenz, Love , Mie,
Debye, et al. are cited..)

We now turn to the matter of inelastic scattering by molecules
within the particle. These may be distributed aF an admixture or as a
solid solution or they may comprise the particle completely. The molecular
transitions are excited by the local electromagnetic field just as if the
molecules were in the bulk material; the quantum mechanical processes are
not affected by the particle boundary. Accordingly, the emission at
particular frequency ( w) will be proportional to the localized absorption
at the exciting frequency (w0).

This leads directly to a comparison between the inelastic scatter-
ing by a particulate system and that for the same volume of substance in
the bulk. Of course, now we restrict the system to a uniform distribution
of inelastically scattering molecules. The ratio for inelastic scattering
will be the same as the ratio of absorption of electromagnetic radiation at
the exciting frequency in the particulate system relative to the absorption
in the bulk and is given by (KERKER, 1973)

= Cabs /kZ (1)

where Cabs is the absorption cross section of the particle, k is the bulk
absorption coefficient of the substance and Z is the thickness if the par-
ticle were to be smeared out as a thin layer of unit cross sectional area.

The effect can be illustrated by consideration of a spherical par-
ticle that is small compared with the wavelength; then Rayleigh's law holdsand

i = (-l.5/nK) IM [(M2_ 1) (m2+ 2)] (2)

where n1K is the imaginary part of the complex refractive index m and Im
denotes the imaginary part of the expression which follows it. The mag-
nitude of the effect is illustrated in the following table:

Table 1

m

1.29 - 0.01i .87

1.50 - 0.01i .75
2.00 - 0.01i .50

2.20 - 0.Oli .42

3.00 - 0.01i .22

The values of n tabulated in M.
Kerker (1973) are each in error
by the factor I/n.

A
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Obviously there would be gross errors if the volume of fluorescent material
were to be estimated without taking into account the effect of the particu-
late nature of the sample.

This model can be articulated in more detail to anss-•.r the questions
raised at the beginning of this paper. The inelastically s.attered field
will be expressed in terms of the geometrical and optical properties of the
particle, of the distribution of inelastically scattering molecules within
the particle and of the polarizability of these molecules. The emission at
any location within the particle is characterized by the field of an induced
dipoleat this location whose moment is given by the effective polarizability
(a tensor in general) multiplying the transmitted electric field. The polar-
izability must be known from studies of the substance in the bulk and from
the distribution of the active molecules within the particle. The trans-
mitted field is known from the elastic scattering problem (KERKER and COOKE,
1973) so that the induced dipole and its field can be expressed in terms of
known parameters. In addition, there will be an internal field due to the
particle boundary and outside of the particle there is the outaoinc field
at this frequency. The outqoinq field can be determined in terms of the di-
pole field by the standard boundary conditions which state that a frequency
w the tanqential components of the field vectors within the particle (di-
pole plus internal field) and outside must be continuous at the boundary.

For an arbitrary distribution of inelastically scattering sp( ies
within the particle, the result can be obtained by superposition. For -o-
herent scattering the fields arising from different locations within the
particle must be added; for incoherent scattering the radiances must be added.

3. RESULTS

The detailed analysis hasbeenpresented elsewhere (KERKER et al.,
1976). Here we write down the principle results. The notation is-tha-t
of Jackson (1962), except for the vector spherical harmonics 1jim which
are written in the notation of Edmonds (1957).

Consider an induced dipole p oscillating at the shifted frequency
w at some arbitrary coordinate ir' inside a dielectric particle (medium 1).

The strength of the dipole is assumed to be a linear function of the compo-
nents of the transmitted field 0 The vector potential at the
coordinate r due to this dipol may be written, after suppressinq the
factor e-iwt,

A d -I k .Pe rI-' r I
41kT'p E j (klr)h, (klr')Y~m(r,)Ytm(r), 1£ ,mt

iklr-r'where we have used the standard expansion of e /1'r-r' I in terms of
spherical harmonics and Bessel functions. The magnetic induction due to this
dipole is

•d wVx d = 4wk 1
3  j,(klr')hI) (klr)rxpY* m(r')YLm(r)

L,m

+ (4lrfik 2/r) 1: j(k r')h,¶1)(k r)pxtrxY (r^)] (4)

1f L 1
• - ! .!
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where JE, ht denote spherical Bessel functions, and htlIx) W

(d/dx)hL(l) (x). We expand this and the corresponding electric field in
series of vector spherical harmonics

L ,m

(7) E(a(~~(1)( rA r
- (ic/W)aM (,m)Vx[hI (k r)Ylr)] }

6r") E {(ic/n2W)a (.,m)Vx~h
1 (kl r

+ aM(,m)hi (klr)Y (r))l (5)

The internal fields due to the particle can be expanded similarly if we
replace hI by j3

p(') E ( {bE(X,m)jL(klr)itUm(;)

- (ic/w)bM(X,m)Vxrjj(klr)YLm(r) A

(r) - E {(ic/n2w)bE(X,m)Vxlj,(klr)•ttm(r)]

L,m(r

+ bM(t,m)jL (kl r )Ltm (6)

Here and below, nj -nd nr denote the indices of refraction of media 1 and
2, respectively. te mainetic induction and electric field inside are
given by, respecti.dly,

1 - d ~ p () 1(r Ad~ + c 7

The scattered fields outside the particle (medium 2) have similar expan-
sions

,mE (CE(~m)hlA
2 r I'/m (,) E I(kl2h (r)Lim(; )

2 (ic/W)cn•),m)Vx(hm)x(kr) (r))m)

im c/ :-mV~~l( ~

+ cM(Lg,m)h I (k 2 r) Lim r)). (8)
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The coefficients a (Lam) and a, (L,zn) in Eq. (5) may be obtained
from Eq.(4) by using the Irthogonal p~operties of the vector spherical
harmon ics. The details of this quite lengthy calculation have be.,n
given elsewhere. The results may be written

a E(1,m) -2wik,(Ljtx+l)(2L+l)Jj j(k 1r )p

a,(I,m) -- 2wik 2 (w/c)(L(L+l)- 1 J3,(k rl').A()

where

-x (L+m) (t4.M-l)J ''~ m (r'

1/2

+ (t-a) (1m1)I

-21((+m)(3,-m)11/2Y* re)
x ,-lam (10)

C + l((f+m+l) (t+m+2)J1 1/2Y 1 3  r')

+ 1/2A
C it((t+m+l)(L+m+2)] Y'3 + . (r'

F 1 + ((I-m+l)t-2112*r)

+ 1/

- ~21((t+M+)(L-m+l)J 1"Y* 3~, M1 r)

. . ..
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and

Mx (C-m) (L+m+1)]l/ 2 y* / (')

4. ,'-'(mm1]1 2 *

+ I

my - i((C-m) (L+m+1))/y*L+l (r')

- 1(+m) (L-m+l) ]/ 2 y*tm. )

NZ 2mY*tm(r').

The expansion coefficients c (t,m) and c (C,m) for the scattered
fields are determined in terms of tHe coefficietts a (t,m) and a (L,m)
given 4bove bý the boindtry conditions that the tang•n~ial co!ponents
Sf C(r) and H.(r) - B2(r)/• be equal to those of Cl(r) and 8 (r) -

(rI/uf , respectively, at t~e surface of the particle. For tie important
sýecial case when the particle is a sphere of radius a, these boundary
conditions give

S(i2n'/kla)aE(Lm)

cE(tm) I1  (l) (12)

('112/k, a) a.M(I,m)

cM , h~l)(k a) aj£(k a)]'- IJj,(kla)(k 2 ah l)(k a))'

where [xf(x)]' denotes (d/dx)[xf(x)]. We have used the properties of
the Wronskians of the spherical Bessel functions to simplify the numer-
ators. The scattered fields at large distances are given by replacing
ht(l)(k 2 r) by its asymptotic form (-i) L+leik2r/k 2 r in Eq. (8).

4. DISCUSSION

Detailed calculations of the differential scattering cross sections for
spherical particles based on this model are in proqress. They require extensive
computer calculations of the type needed for Mie scattering. These calculations
will determine the extent of the deviation between fluorescence and Raman
scattering by molecules embedded in small particles and the corresponding cross
sections for inelastic scattering by the same molecules ii bulk. Only when these
corrections can be made can LIDAR techniques be used for quantitative determination
of the presence of specific molecules in the atmospheric aerosol.

• Mid
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS
ON SESSION It

CALCULATIONS OF POLARIZATION AND RADIANCE IN THE ATMOSPHERE

Mr W.H.Irvine: What form of ocean-atmosphere interface did you consider?

Dr G.N.Plass: We have done calculations for both smooth ocean surface and an ocean with waves. In the latter
case we used the Cox-Munk distribution of wave slopes. Each time that a photon struck the ocean-atmosphere
interface, a particular slope for the ocean surface was chosen ýrom the Cox-Munk distribution of wave slopes.

Mr R.W.Fenn: There might be some considerable practical use in looking at the wavelength dependence of the
polarization of radiation. Have you made any calculation for that?.

Dr G.N.Plass: Yes, we have made calculations at several different wave lengths in the visible and near infrared.

4
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METHODS POUR RESOUDRE L'EQUATION DE TRANSFERT RADIATIF DANS DES COUCHES D'EPAIS-

SEUR FINIE

Dr. W. M. Irvine: How does the accuracy of the DART method compare in general to the other ,netnods?

Dr. J. Lenoble: We have comparisons for two or three cases of haze and clouds with albedo for single
scattering equal to one and 0. 9 and the accuracy seems to remain always of the order of 10%;
that means it is lees accur,,te than methods like spherical harmonics and about of the same accur-
sct; as Monte Carlo method.

THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE TRANSFER OF SOLAR RADIATION IN THE ATMOSPHERE

Jr. W. Edil: Did you make calculations also for atmospheres which are realistic for the European
Scenario, as most of the model atmospheres of McClatchey don't seem to fit very well with i, e.
German atmospheric condition,?

Dr. M. J. Kerschgens: No we didn't. The only realistic profile we have used so far is th, sounding of
the vessel Meteor.

Dr. W. M. Irvine: What angular reflectivity did you use for Saharan sand? What maximum optical
depths did you treat using the method of successive scattering?

The pronounced effect of the heating rate which you find for Saharan sand in the atmosphere is simi-
lar to the effects observed on the planet Mars during Martian dust storms.

Dr. M. J. Kerschgens: We supposed the surface to be a Lambert surface. I think the maximum optical
depth that can be computed with this method is about 10.

Dr. P. J. Wright: Have you taken into account the effect of self-pressure broadening of water vapor,
which I have seen reported as being responsible for errors of several °C/Hr in the atmospheric
heating rates near sea level if neglected?

Dr. M. J. Kerschgens: We took into account the pressure broadening by using the reduction form
(P/Po)n, the exponent depending on the gases which absorb and on the bands where these gases
absorb. Thermal broadening can be neglected as shown by Russian authors in connection with
the work of Moskalenko.

THE MEASUREMENT PROGRAMME OPAQUE CF AC/Z43 (PANEL IV/RSG8) ON "'KY AND TERRAIN
RADIATION"

Dr. D. H. Watson: Are you able to give any information on the format of data from the data bank? Will
it be computer compatible? Written record or tape?

Dr. T. Bakker: All the measured data will be sent to a central Data Bank, located in the United King-
dorrx. They will be sent every month In an agreed format from all sites to the U.K. Certainly
the agreed format is computer compatible.
The total information content of the data bank will be stored on magnetic tapes. These tapes are

available to participants in the project only.

Every three months there will be an ouiput of the data aank in the form of histograms.

Dr. David L. Fried: Will the cloud cover measurements include cloud altitude data? Information on
cloud ceilint, height in the first several km is of direct significance in certain military applications.

Dr. T. Bakker: The exact measurement method of the cloud cover has not yet been determined. In
particular at night the measurements cannot be easily performed in an automatic way.

.5sides the info-mation on cloud ceilings from nearby meteorological stations, measurements of
cloud heights are under consideration at some of the OPAQUE Sites.

Dr. P. J. Wright: Can you please say why, when it is anticipated that future military systems will in-
creasingly use the infrared regions of the spectrum, that the emphasis appears to be placed on
photopic measurements, particularly in the Minimum required program.

Dr. T. ,jakker: I agree, we would have liked more infrared measurements in the Minimum program.
However, reliable far-infrared measuring equipment is still rare and as all far-infrared equip-ment is rather expensive. Including the additional measurement program, the following parame- i-

ters wiil be measured:

A-
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* the transmission in four bands of the far-infrared atmospheric windows.
w the variations in the radiation Lemperature along a vertical track (Sky- and Terrain Scanner)
* direct measurements of contrast loss in various bands of the far-infrared wavelength region.

As has been mentr,.. d in the paper, the aerosol measurements will be carri,;d out at most of the
sites, and they are of much use for the interpretation and forecasting o. infrared transmission
properties. Besides the measurement results of the pyrheliometer give information that can be
used for correlatiun purposes with the apparent variations in radiation temperature in the terrain.
Also, the meteorological data (relative humidity, rain rate) will give useful information for the
interpretation of infrared data.

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR DETERMINA-
TION OF VISUAL RANGE

Dr. J. Van Schie: The AEG instrument has a thick bar above the scattering volume, therefore it cannot
measure correctly during rain and snow. Did you also try out the instrument turned over 3900?

Dr. W. Buchtemann: The instrument is equipped in its present form with an electronic limiting cir-
cuitry preventing large pulses from being processed in order to eliminate false signals produced
by small flying .aimals, and preventing also signals produced by rain or snow from being re-
corded.

FLUORESCENT AND RAMAN SCATTERING IN PARTICLES

Dr. R. A. McClatchey; I don't fully understand the applications of this theoretical study. Can this
method be used to determine the physical and chemical properties of particulates? Can you give
us some examples? 4.

Dr. P. McNulty: The model determines how the induced fluorescence and/or Raman scattering change
for molecules in particles or droplets from what is observed when the molecules lie in a bulk
medium. This correction is -ecessary for remote sensing applications that involve aerosols or
particles. The angular distribution and polarization of the emitted radiation may be used to ob-
tain information on the size of the particles or droplets. When this data is combined with elastic
light-scattering data measured simultaneously, they can be used to provide information on the
distribution of scattering molecules within the particle.

Dr. W. M. Irvine: I am surprised that in treating what is basically a quantum phenomenon such as the
Raman effect you can use a purely classical treatment. Aren't the perturbations of the molecules
of interest by the surrounding molecules of the aerosol of great importance? how in practice do
you know how to distribute the fluorescing molecules within an aerosol particle, or does it make
much difference?

Dr. P. McNulty: A classical treatment of the type outlined here provides what in our opinion is the best
method of calculating the portion of the incident field that reaches each molecule of interest within
the particle. It is also used to determine how the fluorescence is altered as it leaves the particle
because of the geometrical and optical properties of the particle. The actual molecular transitions
are of course quantum phenomena and are influenced by the molecules interactions with its neigh-
bors. We assume here that these perturbations are the same in a particle of a given con.position
as they would be in the same material in bulk form.

M. Kerber and J. Krathavil at Clarkson are preparing spherical polystyrene particles that con-
tain uniform distributions of fluorescing dye molecules for experimental comparison with the
mudel. Until we have computer calculations and experimental data to test the model, it is not

* Ipossible to state wi.dh certainty how great the effect of changing the distribution of fluorescing
molecules within the particle will be on the observed emission.

..

L. 4 ,.
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Summary of Session 11
INCOHERENT PROPAGA TION

by
Dr. G. N. Plass, Chairman

The sessinn on incoherent propagation included both theoreticaloand expehgrhntalpapers.

On the theoretical side it is evident that one can now calculate the intensity distribution of the multiple
scattered sunlight in the atmosphere from realistic models. This could not have been done a decade
ago. The rapid progress is due to: (1) the developmunt of several powerful new computation methods

such as matrix operator, successive orders, iteration, and Monte Carlo; (2) the availability of high
speed compu*ters with large memories.

There are still some theoretical problems on which additional development work needs to be done in-
eluding: (1) spherical coordinates wvhere the spherical shape of the earth really makes a difference com-
pared to a plane-parallel atmosphere; (2) integration over frequency (when the absorption vi.;ies rapidly
with frequency as in an absorption band); (3) horizontal inhomogeneities, (as broken cloud cover or
variations in ground surfacea with coordinates).

Necessary input data to theoretical models include the variation of temperature and density with height,

the nature of the ground cr ocean surface, and the aerosol properties (size distribution of radii, num-
ber distribution with height; index of refraction). Additional experimental work is badly needed on the
reflection of light by the ground and on the aerosol properties.

Various extensive measurement programs of atmospheric radiation such as program "Opaque" are
starting. There is need for much more experimental information of this type and all serious programs
of this type o re welcome. It is es3ential that the various parameters needed for the theoretical models
be measured at the same time as the radiative measures are made. This will enable comparisons be-
tween the theory an6 experiment. There has been reasonable agreement in the past, but a lack of knowl-
edge of one or more of the model parameters has made exact comparison difficult.

IA
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PHYSICAL MODEL FOR STRONG OPTICAL

WAVE FLUCTUATIONS IN THE ATMOSPHERE

H. T. Yura
Electronics Research Laboratory

The Aerospace Corporation
P.O. Box 92957

Los Angeles, California 90009

ABSTRACT
This paper presents elementary derivations of the basic phase and amplitude statistics of an

optical wave propagating in a turbulent medium (e.g., the atmosphere). Both plane and spherical waves
are discussed. We present results that are valid in the regime of strong amplitude fluctuations (i.e.,
the regime where the variance of irradiance saturates). We first give an elementary derivation of phase
fluctuations, obtaining all of the well known results of Tatarskii. With regard to amplitude fluctuations,
Tatarskii's geometrical-optics model of scintillation has been generalized to include both diffraction and
the loss of spatial coherence of the optical wave as it propagates through the turbulent medium. An esti-
mate is obtained of the amplitude fluctuations that agrees with the results of perturbation theory for

T << I and saturates to a constant value of the order unity for a >> i (aT is the amplitude variance

calculated on the basis of perturbation theory). In the saturation regime we show that both the plane-
and spherical wave variance of irradiance saturates to the same constant (non-zero value. In addition,

2
we have calculated the amplitude correlation function. For a« < i, the amplitude correlation function

agrees with the results of perturbation theory and for the Kolmogorov spectrum is characterized by a

correlation length of the order (L/k)l/Z, where L is the propagation distance and k is the optical wave

number. Conversely, for aT >ý I the amplitude correlation length decreases with increasing propaga-

tion distance and is shown to be equal to the lateral coherence length of the waves p 0 (L). In this regime,
residual correlation tail is obtained in agreement with recent experiments. The temporal power spec-

trum of the irradiance fluctuations in saturation regime are derived and compared to experiment. It is
found that the agreement is good.

i. INTRODUCTION

The study of the statistics of optical wave propagation in turbulent media has received increased
interest in recent years. This intertat is due primarily to the advent of laser systems operating in the
atmosrhere and ocean. For instance, the design and development of laser communication and radar sys -
terns operating in the atmosphere should be based on the results of the analysis of an optical wave field
propagating in turbulent media. Other areas of interest where the interaction of an optical beam with
randomn media is important include astronomy, optical reconnaissance and remote sensing. Therefore
¼ is important to have a theory for predicting the nature of the propagation of a beam of light in a ran-
dom. medium. During the last fifteen years a great deal of progress was" made on this problem [1-5].
In particular, useful expressions were obtained for essentially all optica. wave quantities of interest.
In particular, results have been obtained for beam irradiance, scintillation, coherence, etc., as a func-
tion of propagation distance L, optical wave number k (equal to Zr divided by the optical wavelength X),
and the parameters that describe the turbulent medium. These results were shown to be in fairly good
agreement with experiment. The agreement between experiment agrees very well with theory in the
regime of weak fluctuations. In the regime of strong fluctuations, that is, in the regime where the vari-
ance of irradiance saturates, experiment and the results of recent theoretical efforts [6, 7, 8] appear to
agree well qualitatively, and quantitatively [9].

Although a great body of literature exists on this subject (see for example Refs. 4 and 5 for excel-
lent reviews that list several hundred references), much of the analysis is mathematically complex, in-
hibiting an understanding of the underlying physical optic effects. In this paper we will derive the basic
amplitude and phase statistics which play a central role in propagation theory using a minimum of mathe -
matics. Rather, we will employ physically intuitive arguments that will enable us to obtain all of the
plane and spherical wave statistics (to within a numerical mulliplicative factor of the order unity). We
believe that a physical approach is useful for a complete understLnding of wave propagation in turbulent
media and should be used in a complimentary fashion along with the rigorous derivations given in the
literature.

First we will outline the mode. assumed for the index of refraction fluctuations in the atmosphere
and then give a physical derivation of phase and amplitude statistics. Random fluctuations of tempera-
ture in the earth's atmosphere result in fluctuations in the index of refraction. These. fluctuations are
in general functions of the position r and time t so that the index of refraction n can be written as

• ~~~~nlr,* t + nlrt)()

where n is the fluctuation in the index of refraction. For clear-air atriospheric turbulence, we have
that Ini << i, and <rti> = 0, where angular brackets denote the ensemble average. It is also possible
to assume that the temporal dependence of ni ts mainly due to a net transport of the inhomogenieties of
the medium as a whole pasC the line of site (e.g., due to atmospheric winds) so that ni(r,t) =
nij(r - v(r)t), where v(r) is the local "wind" velocity. This assumption is known as Taylor's frozen-
flow7 hypothesis and appears to hold in most practical cases of interest. Here we are primarily inter-
ested in obtaining spatial stat'stics and so for the moment we ignore the temporal behavior of n,,

Sreturning to temporal effects later..-
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For simplicity, we assume that the turbulence condition are both homogeneous and isotropic.
For atmospheric turbulence we employ the much used Kolmogorov model according to which within a
particular range of separations between r and r that

([n(r 1 ) -Mn(r.)] > CILr La•I.I/3 o <<IIr -Lz <<Lo (2)0J
where 10 and Lo are called the inner and outer scales of turbulence, respectively, and Cn is called the
index structure constant. In the atmosphere, 10 is of the order a few millimeters to a centimeter and,
for horizontal propagati-n in the lower atmosphere, L. is of the order the height above ground.

For turbulent eddy sizes, of characteristic length r, w-thin the inertial subrange (i.e. ,s <<
r << Lo), the Kolmogorov "Z/3" law implies that to a numnerical multiplicative factor of the order unity
the mean square index fluctuation associated with the scale size r increases as the two-thirds power of
that scale size. That is,

2 ,/<n rr<L (3)

For separations larger than L., the mean square index fluctuation does not increase with increasing
separation, rather it levels off to a value of the order C2 LZ/ 3  Conversely, for separations small cor-

n o
pared with 10, friction effects due to viscosity result in a very rapid decrease in the index fluctuations
and for many applications can be taken as being equal to zero (to is frequently smaller than any length
of interest in a propagation problem resulting in negligible contributions due to the smallest scale sizes).

In summary, the present analysis is restricted to a weakly inhomogeneous medium with character-
istic scale lengths much greater than the optical wavelength. Furthc'rmore, it is assumed that the char-
acteristics of the medium do not change appreciably during an oscillation of the optical field, for other-
wise frequency spreading (Doppler effects) becomes important. At ir and visible wavelengths this condi-tion is satisfied in the atmosphere. The electromagnetic field considered has a time dependence given

by e,-p(iwt). The time dependent wave eq-uation is replaced by the He' nholtz equation for a random inho-
mogeneous medium. The electrical conductivity and magnetic per, ... :bility of the medium are taken to
be 0 and t, respectively. Finally, only the case of a scalar (plane and ipherical) wave propagating in a
spatially homogeneous and isotropic turbulent medium is discussed.

2. PHASE STATISTICS

Consider a plane wave impinging on a random medium that occupies the half-space z 2- 0. Normal-

izing the amplitude of the wave to unity in the absence of turbulence and suppressing the time dependence
ikLwe have that the optical wave at propagation distance L can be expresseed as ei. In the presence of the

random medium we express the optical wave function as U(r) = A exp(ikL + -4), where, in general, both
the amplitude perturbation A and phase perturbation 0 are random functions cf position r in the medium.
In this section we assume that A is constant and consider phase fluctuations only.

The mutual coherence function (MCF), which is defined as the cross-correlation function, i.e. ,
second statistical moment, of the complex field in a plane perpendicular to the mean direction of propa-
gatlon, is important for a number of reasons (e.g. ; it describes the loss of coherence of an initially co-
herent wave propagating in the medium). Neglecting amplitude effects the MCF is given by

M - (t(ri) U*(r.))> (exp{i.[10(r 1 ) - '(-.)]}> (4)

where r, 2 (a-, 2' L), and p-1, 2 is a two-dimensional vector in a plane tre.nsverse to the optic axis at

propagation distance L (see Figure i).

In order to calculate the ensemble average indicated in Eq. (4), it is convenient to first obtain an
expression for O(r). To this end, we note that since X «< turbulent scale sizes of the medium, geometri-
cal optics should yield a reasonable estimate for O(r) [IZ]. We will show that geometrical optics is en-
tirely adequate to obtain the second order phase statistics, first obtained by Tatarskii [1, 2• and
Chernov [3].

According to geometrical optics, the phase perturbation 0 resulting from the fluctuation in the
index of refraction ni is given by

S= k fj n,(s)ds (5)
Path

where s is position along the ray path. For plane waves the paths are approximately straight lines par-
allel to the z-axis, as indicated in Fig. J. As long as the propagation distance L is much larger than
the integral correlation scale of ni (as it will be for essentially all cases of practical interest), Eq. (5)
indicates that we add together a large number of uncorrelated terms to obtain 0. Hence because of the
central limit thereom, we conclude that 0 will be normally distributed, independent of the distribution
of ni. A normal distribution is completely characterized by two parameters, its mean and variance.
Since (ni> = 0, it follows directly from Eq. (5) that <0> 0. The cross-correlation function of the
phase is obtained from Eq. (5) as
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B (I1p -. n.I)= <O(p 1) o(n.)> k <(fn1(s1 ) ds1 ) (fn61d 2 do 2))

e= kffds1 ds 2 <nl(so) nj(s 2 )>= k0ffdsI do2 B(s -a I I) (6)

where we have introduced the index autocorrelation function Bn. Since the medium is assumed stati.-

tically stationary and iostropic, it follows that Bn is a function of the magnitude of the difference of the

two points sa and a

t From Fig. I we find that

1 )/2
w ei - Z2I = z 2 + P (7)

S~wher e

P l2. - .21

and

z z z? (8)

Note that the mean square phase, 0o m <0 >, is obtained from Eq. (6) as B (0) Thus, in general, the

phase is normally distributed with a zero mean value and with a second mctment given formally by Eq. (6).

Returning now to the evaluation of the ensemble average indicated in Eq. (4). It can be shown that

if the random function f is normally distributed,

<el> exp[<f> + < ([f - <f>]
2 >] (9)

Applying Eq. (9) to Eq. (4) with f i[o(rI) - 0(r 2 )] yields

M : exp[ - i0D(p)] (10)

where D (p)= <[¢(!4) _ ()J2> (21)

is called the phase structure function in the literature [t, 2], and p L, - r. Expanding the square in

Eq. (I1) and invoking stationarity yields that

M :exp[- ½V(p)] expi- '[1 - b,(p)]} (IZ)

2I
where 0 is the mean square phase fluctuation at a point and b,(p) is the normalized phase correlation

function defined as

b,•(p) • 0rl)a••) (13)

From its defirtion it is seen that b k t. Furthermore, for sufficiently large separations p (i. e.,

large cornared to the outer scale o Lurbulence) the ray that arrives at pA is statistically independent of
the ray arriving at 1p7 from which it follows that b -O.Taisfolrg ,Ur) U <r)--U (rl)>X

U*(r, = <U>Z = exp(-0o ). The MCF decreases monotonically from M(0) = I to M(c) = exp(-_ ).

While it is a straightforward numerical procedure to compute M directly for a given functional

form of the index correlation function, it is useful, indeed preferable, to have approximate formulas

for the mutual coherence function for estimating the coherence at various ranges.

We assume that the medium is composed of a continuum of independent turbulent eddies from a

minimum scale size 1o to a maximum scale size L Consider for a moment an eddy of scale size a.

We now calculate the contribution to M from this eTdy size. Since the eddies are independent the result-

ing MCF due to all eddies will be the product of the MCF due to a single scale size over all scale sizes.

A physically adequate and mathematically convenience form for Bn is a gaussian. As we shall show, the

gaussion form is sufficient for a complete determination of second order phase statistics. Indeed, any

physically correct form for Bn will suffice; however the gaussian ia particularly convenient mathemati-

cally. Thus, consider that

Bn(P) = <n1> exp(-p /a ) , (14)
2

where <n-> is the mean square fluctuatioa in the index of refraction and a is the eddy scale size of inter-

est. Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (6), making use of Eq. (7) and (8) yields, for plane waves,

2, Z L L 22
B (p)= kZ<n2>e.P /a L dzi f dz•- "(sz - S, /a (15)

f .
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Changing variable from zI, z to z -z and • = (zI + z?)/2, and noting that L>> a allows one
to express B0 as

2 a 4 2 2 22
B (p) k k <n Z> Le,- / dTj -I /a 0, e- /a (16)

0 0

where

00 qw k2(n?-> aL. (17)

Indeed, the phase variance 4p2 for a single scale size a can be shown on physical grounds to always
z 2

be of the order k <n j > aL. Consider an eddy of size a. The phase change of a ray passing through this

eddy is of the order k n1 a. The mean square phase change per eddy is of the order k <n > a . For a

total path length L, there are of the order L/a eddies traversed by the ray. Thus, for independent ed-
dies, the mean square phase change is equal to the mean square phase change per eddy multiplied by the
number of eddies traversed by the ray. That is,

2 2 2 a2 2
r Eqs. <n,> an ) (L/a)=k <n,>aL

From Eqs. (13) and (16) we deduce that the normalized correlation coefficient for plane waves is

B (P) 2f2
b •(p) - - p = a (18)

Thus from Eqs. (10), (12), and (16) we find that

M (p) = exp[- o2 (a) (1- ePl/a)] (19)

where, in general,

0 2(a) -.. k <n 2(&)> aL (20)
2

and is given explicitly for a gaussian index autocorrelation function by Eq. (17). Note that o can be

written as Zz/zc where the extinction length zc - [k <nl> a]-1 is the distance where the coherent part

of the optical field is reduced by I/e from its value at z = 0.

Now for a continuum of eddy sizes-distributed according to the Kolrnogorov "2/3" law, we obtain
from Eqs. (3) and (20) that

0 (a) - kz Cn Lab/ RI)

Examination of Eq. (21) reveals that the largest eddies are most effective in contributing to the total

phase variance at a point. In fact, for a distribution of independent eddies we have

SLo Z 5/3 2 CZ (523- (k C L)a _k.Ck LL 0 , (22)0 n n

in agreement in order of magnitude with the results of the rigorous calculation of Tatarskii and others
(the numerical multiplicative constant i: approximately 0.39). Furthermore, the resulting MCF of a
distribution of independent eddies is

Mp) ]7 Ma(p) =exp ( • 2 1a) I - e-Pa(

10

2where, for the Kolmogorov "Z/3" law, *0 (a) is given by Eq. (21). Examination of Eq. (23) reveals that
there are three distinct range values for p.

Range 1: p >> Lo. Over this range b(p)= 0 since p is larger than the outer scale of turbulence.

It follows from Eq. (23) that for p >> L0

Lo ' [ L 5/3] (24)

Thus, in this regime the MCF is a constant independent of p [and equal to <U>z exp(-<oz>)].i ' t A
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Range Z: 10 << p << Lo. This range of p values is called the inertial subrange and is the most
interesting case in practice. In the inertial subrange an examination of Eqs. (2I) and (23) reveals that
the argument of the outer exponential in Eq. (23) increa es proportional to a 5 3 for a < p, reaches a
maximum for a p, and decreases proportional to a for a > p. Thus the most effective eddy scales
in the inertial subrange are those of scale lengths of the order the separation of interest. As a reiult
we obtain that for A0 << p << Lo

M(p) exp[-(p/po) 5/3 , (24)

where, the "coherence length" p0 is given by

2 Z -3/5p -. (k C L) , (25)

This result agrees, to within a numerical multiplicative factor of the order unity, with the results of
Tatarskii [1,2]. In the inertial subrange the phase structure function is proportional to p5/3 and for al-
most all cases of practical concern is the regime of separations of interest.

Range 3: p << 1o. In this regime p is much smaller than all eddy scale sizes from which it fol-2 ••2 22•ngn
lows that the inner exponent in Eq. (23) may be expanded for each a as exp(-p /a ) _ I - p /a . (In gen-
eral it can be shown [Z] that the underlying structure function has the property for p -. 0 that D(p) -

O(p ). For the case of homogeneous and isotropic turbulence this implies that B -,. 1 - Op 2 .) As a result,
we obtain from Eqs. (21) and (23) that the argument of the outer exponent in Eq. (Z3) is proportional to

a-"/6. Thus for p << I , the main contribution to the sum indicated in Eq. (Z3) are for eddies of the
order 1w, the inner scafe of turbulence. Thus, for p << 10, we obtain the estimate that

M(p) = exp[-(k1/ C3 Li 1/3) p 2 (26)

In this regime of separations the phase structure function is a quadratic function of p. The results ob-
tained in Eq. (Z6) are in agreement, to within a numerical multiplicative factor of the order unity, with

the results of Tatarskii.

As alluded to previously, the inertial iubrange is the regime of interest in practice. We note
from Eq. (25) that the restriction I << p << L is equivalent to the propagation distance condition that

zrc << L /<< zif where the zc - (k Cn Loo ) is the distance at which the coherent part of the field is

reduced by l/e from its value at L = 0, and z 2 (k n C 2 5/3)'I is the propagation distance at which the

coherence length, Po, is equal to the inner scale of turbulence. For example, for 1, 1 mm, L, = 1 m,
X = ~, ad 2 = 10-14rnm2 /3 cX = I R, and C 2 (fairly strong turbulence conditions), we obtain that zc 2. 5 m, and zi -•nV 2. 5 kin, while for Cn = 10"|6 (fairly weak turbulence conditions) and the same value for the other param-

eters we obtain that zc - 250 m, and z. 250.km. In many applications of interest the distance z is

frequently much larger than the propagation distance of interest. For L less than z., the inner scale
does not enter into the analysis (i.e., po > I, and we can approximate the plane wave MCF by the con-
venient form (L < zi)

M(P)~sx~ t[i exp 0 2 1 5 3 ]f exp I -P . exp (P ~LO) 5/3]]

00 o

-. exp[- (Po) 5 13 ] (27)
-x p p<< Lo

-.exp[ p L

Next we indicate for spherical waves the modification to the plane wave results. Consider a mono-
chromatic point source located at the origin and we seek to determine the resulting MCF for separation
p at propagation distance L. With reference to Fig. 2, the derivation that led to Eqs. (6) - (8), and not-
ing that the correlation scales of the medium are much less than the propagation distance L we find for
spherical waves that

L Lk dz dz2 Bn(Isn - s21) (28)

where

Ist - s2I = [z + (t p)Z]1l2

and

Szl + z2
t = . (29)
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The modification for spherical wave propagation is geometrical in nature. The dependence on the
quantity t in Eq. (29) reflects the spherical expansion of the wave as it propagates through the medium.
We note from Eqs. (28) - (29) that the phase variance for spherical waves is identical to that obtained
for plane waves, as it should. The resulting MCF for spherical waves is

M (P) = exp[ [14 bP(pt) d (30)

where b• is the plane wave normalized phase correlation coefficient. Thus, the spherical wave coher-
once function is obtained directly from the plane wave results, as indicated above. For uniform turbu-

lence conditions, it is seen that the estimates of M obtained for the three range values for p discussed
above apply to spherical waves. The only difference being, for ranges 2 and 3, a numerical multiplica-

5/3 2
tive factor (the additional factor multiplying p and p being 3/8 and 1/3, respectively).

The spherical wave coherence length is in general, greater than the corresponding plane wave co-
herence length, as expected intuitively from geometrical expansion. Note that, in contrast to plane 4waves, for inhomogeneous turbulence conditions the spherical wave coherence length is dependent on
source location (e. g., spherical wave distortions for propagating up and down through the atmosphereare quite different implying corresponding differences in the ultimate achievable resolution).

The spherical wave mutual coherence function plays an important role in propagation theory. For
example, it describes the reduction in lateral coherence between different elements of a transmitting or
receiving aperture, effectively transforming them into partially coherent apertures, with the degree of
coherence decreasing with increasing propagation distance through the medium. In general, the result-
ing mean irradiance distribution (in space for a transmitting system, or in the image plane for receiv-
ing system) is characteristics of a coherent aperture of dimension p 0 . If po is smaller than the diameter
of the physical aperture D, the resulting radiation pattern is characteristic of that of an aperture of
diameter po rather than D. Hence, in the far field, the scattering half angle is given by the reciprocal
of the product of the wave-number and the radius of the "effective" coherent aperture (which is approxi-
mately given by the smaller of po/Z or D/2).

By physically intuitive arguments we have obtained the basic phase statistics results obtained by
Tatarskii using perturbation theory and the method of spectral expansions [I,Z]. Note from Eq. (6)
that the phase statistics are directly pioportional to the index of refraction correlation function. The
incremental contribution to B0 from random inhomogeneities in a slab of thickness Az located at a dis-
tance L is proportional to the product of the index fluctuations located in th, slab, which is (assumed)
independent of the properties of the optical wave. This suggests that the results derived above [which
agree with the second order (in nj) perturbation theory results] should be valid for arbitrary propaga-tion distance L. In particular, they should be valid in the regime where the normaliz-ed variance of ir-

radiance saturates. In the so-called saturation regime, the method of smooth perturbatic a applied to
amplitude fluctuations is not valid. As we shall see, the incremental contribution to amplitude fluctu-
ations from eddir. iý ;t slab of thickness 4z, in contrast to phase fluctuations, are dependent on the co-
herence properties of tl.t wave in the medium at the slab.

3. WMPLI-.;~ LTS

Of all ti. o,:tIcal field quantities discussed in the literature, the irradiance fluctuations or scintil-
lation (i.e., irr,',,Alar changes in brightness) have been the most frequently measured and the least well
understood. If a small photodetector is placed in the path of an optical beam propagating under suitable
turbulent conditions, several dB rms fluctuations in light intensity are observed with a "scintillation
bandwidth" of a few tenths to a few hundred Hertz (1]. In the general case of beam wave propagation,
irradiance fluctuations can be generated by intensity variations within the beam which vary temporally
(beam breakup) or by the beam as a whole wandering past the detector. Here, attention is confined to
the propagation of waves of infinite lateral extent (plane waves), hence, scintillation is only produced by
beam breakup. Tatarokii [1, 2] has derived expressions based on perturbation theory, for the amplitude
statistics of a plane wave propagating through a turbulent medium. These theoretical iesults predict
that the amplitude fluctuations at a point increase without bound with increasing propagation distance.
A measure of the theoretical value of n' plitude variance based on perturbation theory and the
Kolmogorov spectrum it t h'. n ,-,.ity il

T= C2 k7 / 6 L1 1 / 6 
i (L/1A)li/ 6a T Cn k '/ (31)

where

1 (32)-"C12 .111  k7 1 1 i 3
1

n

k is the optical wave number, L is the propagation distance and C is the index structure constant. How-
ever, experimental measurements [3-6] indicate that the amplitudef variance agrees with the perturbation

theory results only when the fluctuations are small (a T << I). For oT 2.Z I (i.e., L , ZA), it has been
found experimentally that the amplitude fluctuations do not increase with either increasing path length orturbulence strength, rather, they saturate to a value of the order unity.

Based on perturbation theory, Tatarskii predicts an amplitude correlation function characterized

by a correlation length ,(L/k)1 /2 with no appreciable correlation beyond this value. Experimentally,
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1/2
Tatarskli's (L/k) prediction for the amplitude correlation length is found to be obtained for L• < A

!T(i.e. , a T ) only. For strong fluctuations, the recent experiments of Kerr show a decrease in cor-i2
relation length with increasing aT. In addition Kerr finds a large residual correlation tail for large de-

tector separations, a result which is in marked contrast to the perturbation theory result.

2
Many attempts have been made to calculate amplitude statistics for a I . For example, a num-

ber of workers have tried using the renormalisation [2, 10-13] techniques of field theory [2,10, 13), a
mathematically complex approach which involves the selective summing and neglecting of very compli-
cated terms in a series representation. Such an approach leads a few physical insights and, to keep the
problem mathematically tractable, it is necessary to delete or approximate a very large number of
,aerms. Furthermore, it is extremely difficult in most cases to even estimate the size of the neglected

£ terms. In general, it appears that the -enormalilation technique has led to few new results. Brown (14]
* has made numerical calculations for a two-dimensional plane wave and has obtained numerical results in

good agreement with observations, although he has made no attempt to interpret his results physically in
the saturation regime.

Here, we generalize Tatarskii's (15) physical model for amplitude fluctuations to include both dif-
fraction and the loss of lateral spatial coherence of the wavy as it penetrates further into the medium. In
all cases results are obtained which are in qualitative agreement with experiment. The results of the

present analysis agree with perturbation theory for aT << 1. For aT • i we obtain a saturation of ampli-

tude variance, a decrease in the amplitude correlation length, and a residual correlation tail. In par-

ticular, we conclude for a :> I that the amplitude correlation length is of the order of the lateral coher-

ence length of the wave po(L) (which is a decreasing function of propagation distance). ¶ihat is, in the
saturation regime the amplitude and phase correlation lengths are equal.

The physical mechanisms through which turbulence induces beam break up is the random focusing
of light by refractive inhomogeneities in the path of the optical wave. The simplest physical model of
this effect which rotains the essential physics is a plane wave, of wave number k, incident upon a series
of closely packed isotropic refractive eddies of "radius" a and refractive index n1 relative to the sur-
rounding medium (where the refractive indeg is assumed to be equal to unity). The scattering for the
range of parameters of interest, I ni I 10-, ka» 1 is primarily in the forward direction. In the geo-
metric optics approximation, the condition I n1 I << I implies negligible reflection at the surface of the
eddy and that each ray traverses the eddy virtually unperturbed in direction (the refraction angle at each
surface is P, ni).

First, a single eddy size will be considered before generalizing the discussion to include a distri-
bution of eddy sizes. In the paraxial approximation, it is well known that at) eddy of radius a can act as
a lens with a focal length f- a/ni. For n 1 > 0, the lens is convergent, while for ni < 0, there is a vir-
tual focal point behind the lens at f - a/nl, and the lens i, divergent. In the atmosphere, typical values
for a and ni, are a Z a few centimeters and In I < 10- 6 which implies that f Z 10 km. For most prac .i-
cal applications, the propagation distance L can be assumed to be much less than the focal distance f.
(The saturation phenomenon has been observed, under strong turbulence conditions, for L < i kIn).
Therefore, we assume in this paper that L/f < 1.

A plane wave is incident along the positive z-axis on a random medium that occupies the half space
z ? 0 and we seek to determine the amplitude statistics in the plane z z L. With reference to Fig. 3, con-
sider the situation with regard to those eddies located within a slab bounded by the planes m = z and z =
z + Az, where the thickness of the slab Az is assumed small compared to L. Now the wave impinging on
this slab is not, in general, a coherent plane wave. As the initial plane wave penetrates the medium it
becomes part! Mly coherent due to the loss of transverse spatial coherence with increasing penetration
distance. The degree of transverse spatial coherence is a monotonically decreasing function of penetra-
tion distance.

The mutual coherence function (MCF), defined as the cross -correlation function of the complex
fields in a direction transverse to th. direction of propagation is the quantity that describe the loss of
coherence of an initially coherent wave propagating in the random medium. For example, the MCF, for
a Kolmogorov spectrum, for transverse separation p within the inertial subrange is given by [see
Eqs. (24)-(27)J

M (PZ) Lexp (PLOto < p o << L 0  (33)

where -.

Po 2 1. 45 kZ Cn 2 (34)

The quantity p0 can be taken as a measure of the transverse coherence length of the wave. That is, the
oscillations of the wave at points separated by a large (small) distance compared to po are mutually In-
coherent (coherent). The expression given above for M, the first order perturbation result, has been
found experimentally to adequately describe the lose of transverse coherence (16, 17]. In our model the

perturbation results for the loss of transverse coherence for the amplitude fluctuations are used. Thus,
the impinging wave on the slab is partially coherent, its coherence properties being described by its

MCF. The ability of a (turbulent) lens to focus a partially coherent field can be considerably less than
for a coherent field, implying reduced amplitude fluctuations. In addition, after the wave interacts with
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the focusing eddies in the slab it propagates a further distance (L-s) through the medium and continues
to lose transverse spatial coherence. It is necessary to include the loss of transverse coherence of ihe
wave into the analysis to obtain the saturation of amplitude fluctuations. Its neglect, as we shall see,
leads one to obtain the results of perturbation theory (that Is, the amplitude fluctuations increase with
increasing propagation distance).

To obtain an estimate of the amplitude fluctuations we generalize Tatarskii's (15] geometric optics
analysis to automatically include both diffraction and multiple scattering (loss of transverse coherence).
We can obtain an estimate of the amplitude fluctuations induced by the eddies being swept (or blown by
the wind) past the line of sight between the source and observer in the followini, way. The instantaneous
field distribution at a point r in the observation plane, due to the medium in the slab can be obtained via
the Huygens-Fresnel principle. This principle, applied to the case at hand, states that every point of
the wavefront in the slab may be considered an a center of a secondary disturbance which gives rise to
spherical wavelets, and the wavefront at a later instant may be regarded as the envelope of these wave-
lets. It has been shown (18], that the Huygens-Fresnel principle is that the secondary wavefront will
again be determined by the envelope of spherical wavelets from the primary wavefront, but each wave-
let will now be determined by the propagation of a spherical wave propagating through the turbulent
medium.

First, we neglect the effect of the intervening medium, apart from the slab, and obtain an estimate
of the relative amplitude change ar the observation point r, compared with the amplitude change in the
absence of the slab. We then generalize to include the effect of the intervening medium. Considering
the slab as the effective source for radiation of the secondary wavelets, the field at the observation point
r due to the slab at z can be written as

A (r, z) =.A(n.)+A (35)
a I(,+ rest'

where Al (p) is the contribution to the amplitude from the turbulent "lens" located in the slab at coordi-
nate Ri, the summation over I indicates a summation over all eddies within the slab, and Arest is the

contribution to the amplitude from the intervening space between the eddies in the slab. The quantity
Arest can be obtained from Babinet's principle by imagining that we remove the turbulent "lenses" from
the slab, leaving "holes" in their place. For this case we must have that

iAh(p.) +Arest =A , (36)

where the first term on the left hand side of Eq. (36) represents the contribution from the holes and Ao
is the field that impinges on the slab. Eliminating Arest from Eq. (35), we obtain

a~ Ah(p,)] +Ao

The quantity Ah can be obtained from Al by setting the focal length of the lens f equal to infinity. Hence,
the relative amplitude change at the observation point due to the slab is

8BA Z -A A(po-=hp,)0 1

6A a 8A*(•) (37)

In order to obtain a quantitative expression for At and Ah we model the turbulent eddies by a gaussian
refractive index distribution centered at p.. Of course, turbulent eddies do not have a gaussian shape
nor are they perfectly spherical. However, the choice of a gaussian shape permits simple analytic ex-
pressions for A, and Ah to be obtained. In any event, it is expected that, to a factor of the order unity,
the gaussian model for the turbulent eddies is a valid approximation.

Let the transmittance distribution of the field, due to a turbulent eddy located in the slab at coordi-

nate P4 equal e xp[-p i(aZ + ikfCV)/Z], where & is the ":radius" and f ,- a/nI is the focal length of the eddy.

For simplicity let the observation point be located on the optic axis at propagation distance L from the
source (i. e., propagation distance L - z from the slal.) ,A direct application of the vacuum Huygens -
Fresnel principle yields the field at the observation point, AA (R-), due to the turbulent lens gives

ik 2' Ik' (IexLpressio oL)ystn r Z,..g
10 A 0 ep1pfZJ Pi T- ~

+a f/[J + a2(1
A1 (p) 1ex R-. T_38

where z' =L -z, and Ais the unperturbed field amplitude. The quantity A.~~ is obtained from thej

expression for A, (p4) by setting jfj

We are interested in the case L/f << I and from Eq. (38) we obtain, to lowest order in L/f
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8A*lp.d) =A (R•) " Ah(l) iaA e [ k)z + a

r 2 ika
2  1

Xe P j l- 2a (39)

wx[ z/ka) +aJ

where

kpj2
= kL +

Note that 8AA is proportional to n (p.), the relative index of refraction of the eddy centered at P hence,

it follows that <8A > = 0 since <ni> = 0. Furthermore, terms of the form A'As("i) 8As ki )> = 0 for i'j,
since the eddies are assumed independent. Therefore, it follows that

z <l1b,<8A,12> = <1 • A•8 {• )l (40)
aslab .1 40

= V~jI<A.(p.)i > (41)

Passing to the continuum limit (i.e., the number of eddies in an area S being given by S/1wa), Eq. (41)

reduces to

0 slab f +

After substituting Eq. (39) into Eq. (42), the integration over p yields

Z a <n 2> (ZI ,Z
a 2_ <(('if)2  

- n (43)
27

In the geometrical optics limit, L << ka , Eq. (13) reduces to Uslab <(z/f) >, in agreement with

Tatarskii's result [15]. In general, Eq. (43) gives the contribution to the amplitude fluctuations, includ-
ing the effects of diffraction, due to the rab iccated at z.

The total contributions to the amplitude fluctuations are obtained by summing over all (independent)

slabs;

2 _ fa;(L) sbab. fOl b dz (44)a B& slab "* slab~z a•

where the subscript a on a refers to a single scale size. Substituting Eq. (43) into Eq. (44) yields

where z' = L - z. As can be easily seen, estimates of amplitude fluctuations based on Eq. (45) indicate
that oZ increases without limit as L. s. That is, Eq. (45) does not give saturation. To obtain bounded
amplitude fluctuations it is necessary to include the degrading effects of the intervening medium.

Equation (45) was derived by assuming no intervening medium between the slab and the observation
plane. We take into account the degrading effects of the intervening medium by the following physical
argument. In vacuum, the diffraction angle from a coherent radiator of size a is of the order t/ka. If
we consider diffraction in the presence of turbulence, the corresponding diffraction angle is increased
due to multiple scatterings in the mediur. On the basis of the extended Huygens -Fresnel principle it
has been shown that the angular spread 0 at a propagation distance x is given by

02 1 1

ka k P Wx

where po(x) is the lateral coherence length of a point source (18, 19]. The quantity po is defined as that
value of transverse seperation such that M(p , x) = Jie, where M is the mutual coherence function (MCF)
of a spherical wave [20]. Physically, the MOF describes the reduction in lateral coherence between dif-

ferent elements of the transmitting aperture, effectively transforming it into a partially coherent radia-
tor with the degree of coherence decreasing with increasing distance from the aperture. For sufficiently
large x, po(x) << D, the radiation is characterized by an effective coherent aperture of size po(x), i. e.,



0 l/kpo(x). In addition, it follows directly from reciprocity that the above considerations apply equally
as well to an imaging situation [2!1. Indeed, the effective coherent aperture for the imaging (reciprocal)

case is given by a-2 + P (y), where a is the physical radius of the aperture, po(y) is the lateral coher-

once length of the wave that in impinging on the "imaging" lens, and y is the propagation distance from
the source to the lens.

Application of these considerations to :he case of the turbulent lens in the slab at a distance a frorn
the source yields a diffraction spot size at the observation plane of the order (z /klT) 2 where Ir, the effec-
tive coherent aperture, is given by

+ + (4?)
a a pOz) p0 kL -Z)

where the subscripts p and s refer to plane and spherical waves, respectively. The second and third
terms on the right hand side of Eq. (47) represent the effects of the intervening medium. The second
term arises from propagation fromn the source to the slab; the third term represents the effect of the
mediam on the wave subsequent to the interaction with a turbulent lens in the slab at x.

Therefore Eq. (45) is modified to include the effects of multiple scattering by replacing (za/kal

by (z /ka-), where is given by Eq. (47). We have

2 <n2, >jL dz(L- z)
a a(L) af0 (48)(V - + 1.

a result that applies to a single turbulent scale size a. The result for a distribution of scale sizes (which
are statistically independent) can be obtained by summing Eq. (48) over all scale sizes. Thus, the gen-
eralization of Eq. (48) to include a distribution of scale sizes is

a E 49)
amin-<a-<araxa

jamax o2 d.aa
a x (50)

max

where Eq. (50) applies to the continuum limit.

From Eqs. (48) and (50) we obtain

~ -T<nI(a)> L z
Ima a 0 _min , \Z +si

where z' =oL - z and we permit that, in the general case, the index fluctuations is a function of eddy size A

(e. g. , the Kolmogorov continuum model).

Single Scale Model

The case of a single scale size a and a gaussian shaped MCF will now be considered. In this case
we have for plane waves (221

M(P, Z) exp[- ()
VICaJ

The quantity

k <n> a

is the propagation distance where the average field is reduced by the factor l/e compared to its value
at the origin. Thus (M(po) = i/e)

1/2(oz) a( C) (531)"

where here, and in the following, we omit factors of tee order unity. In particular, no distinction will
be made between the lateral coherence length for plane and spherical waves, their ratio being a numeri-
cal factor of the order unity. Hence, from Eqs. (47) and (53) we obtain
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i I +L -z z I +L (4
a a z a c a a z a (

C cC

"Ihus, from Eqs. (48) and (54) we find that IL + ""l )
<niL t2 Liz (kan -( + .•'...1 )

Exainaionof q. 55)revalstha Oa remains bounded as L• -, -. In particular, lir., aa(L) = i;th

amplitude fluctuations saturate to a value of the order unity, a value that is a constant, independent of
S~wavelength and th• parameters that describe the medium. Furthermore, for values of L small com-

ipared to S•c, Eq. (55) reduces to Tatarskll's perturbation results [22]. For instance, for L<< zc wel
Sobtain

Lr tan' 2- L3[ .. 1 k!...J -<nZ--- for L<<~kaz (56)2 2 2 =ka

-a 0n +2 aL I Is >

In Fig. 4, o: is plotted as a tunction of Lizc for various values o• a /k In general, a; is given byc 2 t a
the perturbation results for L • 5 c only. For L Ž zc a ed smttclyt osata

Kolrnogorov Continuum •.

To relate the case of a continuous distribution of scale sizes to the Kolmogorov continuum model,
we note frorn Eq. (2) that, in the Kolmogorov inertial dubrange

<[n~r) nl 7)]z (1 )1r •l/ • r -, cI< o{v

[where C is the structure constant, and I and L. are the inner and outer scale of turbulence, respec-
tively. Equation (57) implies that the refractive index associated with a given scale size increases as
the one-third power of that scale size, and v.ve obtain the estimate t

(n•(a)> . Cn2 a2/3 (58) i

Furthermore, for this case the lateral coherence length for plane and spherical waves is known to be

po(Z ~ i(59)

Substituting Eqs. (58) and (59) into Eq. (51) yields

a2 .. C2 L 3 f10i t f odL a2/3  5k(0

wpaere Po(L) Is given by Eq. (59) and p,

It is customary to express these results in terms of spatial wave number K, rather than scale size
a. Therefore, let

oa

From Eqs. (60) and (61) we obtain
2 03f t 4/3 dtt

•,' : where the normalized spatial wave number 0 is antroduced

K (63)a a..".. .. , :,
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and the various parameters are defined by
2 Z t6/5 t6/5]

00(t) =Qo[t + (i - t) , (64)

Lo (65)

kpo(L)

L L (66)
kLY

and

Q L L (67)
rki

0

To relate these results to Tatarskii's we note that Eq. (60) can be written as [note: Q

[L/kp (L)]5/6 =C 2 k7/ Lit6  00
0 ~ nI

a f n(Q) fAf(a) QdQ, (68)

where the normalized spectral density is
I

/n(Q) 31 (69)

and the "effective" amplitude filter function is

fA(Q) Q 4 f dt t(70)
o I+t 02'+Q 0 (t0(

The amplitude filter function fA(0 ) gives a measure of the relative efficiency of an irregularity of a given

size, located at a given position along the transmission path, in p'koducing fluctuations at the observation
plane. We note that Eq. (68) can be generalized immediately to the case of a modified von Karman spec-
trum by integrating over all Q and setting

2 2
#Q)exp (_ki OQ/L)

.n 2, +_ L ,.
~[0 z 1 / 

16

In addition, examination of Eq. (68) reveals that the quantity In(Q) fA(Q) can be interpreted as being

proportional to the amplitude spectral qjoefficient in a two-dimensional Fourier expansion of the fluctua-
tions. Indeed, Eq. (68) can be written in the general form

a f FA(K) KdK (68a)
A

where

FA(K) =rk2 LfA(K) #n(K)

is the two-dimensional spectral density of the amplitude fluctuations in the L-plane and In(K) Is, now,
the arbitrary spectral density of the index of refraction fluctuationn. For example, the amplitude covari-
ance function BA(p) can be obtained from Eq. (68) by inserting the factor Jo(Q•), where p is the lateral

separation and 1r = p/(L/k) in the integral.

Examination of Eq. (70) reveals that the main contribution to the t-integral vc-urs for t - 1, I.e., ,
z << L. This is obvious from a geometrical optics viewpoint in that the furthest eddies from the observa-
tion plane are primarily responsible for inducing amplitude fluctuations. Therefore, we may approximate
t6 1 5 + (0 - t)6 /5 by unity, from which it follows that

1 2 0n
f (Q)4 f +t2 0+) t..2~)1 -Qi~ i.i (71)

A Z 0
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F'rom Eq. (65), the quantity Q can be written ais

Q / C 2 k 7/ 6 L 1 1/6 u(L/ A 1 1 /6  (72)

where

2is the distance where a T 1. We note that saturation is observed experimentally for L z ZA* In this

regard we consider the limit of Eq. (7 1) for small Q0 I i. e. , L«<

ftan (4

Q

Thus, in this 1rrdt we obtain from Eqs. (74), (68), and (69) that (f10 << (.L/k)1/2 << Lo)

2 ~ 5 / 3 (Q2 ili/ 3 [ tan -1 02761/ /
a-Q0 f Q- I- 2 QdQ o 0. 92 C nk 7 1  L1 6  1L <(/) < ý (75)

Q1 Q

On the other hand, Tatarskji's perturbation results are given by [2Z]

a 5/3 0~ 13 sn 2 l276 1/ Lk 1 «
"T ~0. 65Q a 2 -1/ 1 _ sin ..-.- QdQ -0. 31 C 2k 76L 1 ,/ 1~ «<(/)Z< L0  (76)h

Thus toa nmercalfactor of the order unity, the results of the present analysis, in the limit L«< A
agree with Tatarskii's perturbation result.

Next consider the limit of Q >> 1, i.e.; L >> zA Equation (68) can be written as

02~ 25/ jz db43 4/3Q/~~ tan- [y/T Q

Qi + Q) a y (y + 1) Q1
o y I+ I0

where

a -1:- (78)
0 0

and

Q2 Po (L)

Consider the case of the inertial subrange (I «< %0 L)< L L) and L>>zA(Qo >I ). These condi-
tions are not severe and are representative of the practical situation. In this case, Eq. (77) can be writ-
tezi as (a<<C 1, b» 1)

0 y +1i

Thus, for L >>zA the amplitude fluctuations saturate to a constant value of the order unity, independent

of wavelength and parameters which describe the turbulent medium.

We note that the condition I «p PCL) << L is equivalent to the condition : ~<<L << z., where
0 0 0 c1

1 (81)
c -k C 2 1 /

n o

is the propagation distance at which the average Ifield is reduced by the factor tie compared to its value
at the origin and

Z (82)
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is the propagation distance where the lateral coherence length of the field is of the order the inner scale.
We have shown for po(L) in the inertial subrange but L >> zA (i. ea, ze << zA << . << zi) that the ampli-

tude fluctuations saturate to a constant value of the order of unity. This is also the case for L >> zi,

z This assertion can be easily proved in a manner identical to the derivation of Eq. (80) from Eq. (77).
The only difference being that, for L>> zi, the lateral coherence length p is given by [see Eq. (26)]

1/3 •
p (L)~, L>>(i (83)

0 2•
n

Thus, to the extent of the validity of the present physical mode, the amplitude fluctuations tend asymp-
totically tt a constant value of the order as L -. •. The results of the present analysis are in agreement
with the perturbation theory results for L << ZA = i/C 2n 1 1 k 7 /I only.

n

Next, we present an estimate of the amplitude correlation function in the saturation regime. As
previously noted, the amplitude correlation function can be obtained from Eq. (68) by inserting the fac-
tor Jo(Qp-) in the integral. Normalizing the amplitude correlation function to unity at p = 0, we have

Bp n() ) fA(Q) J (Qp- QdQB (P) 0 . (84)
w f#.(Q) fA(Q) QdQ

1/2n

where ) (L/k) and'the limits on the integral are now understood to be contained implicitly inn(Q)-
n

Consider the Kolmogorov spectrum, where fA(Q) is given by Eq. (71) or Eq. (70). Examinationof the ensuing integrals in Eq. (84) reveals the following general features. For Qo(L) << I (i. e. , L <<•

zA), the main contribution to the Q integral occurs for Q -• 1, from which it can be shown that the char-

acteristic correlation length PA' defined as BA(pA) - i/e, is given by PA • , i.e., PA - (L/k)i/Z" Thus,

in this limit we obtain the perturbation theory result. Conversely, for the case of Q 0 (L) b> i (i.e.,

L >> zA), the main contribution to the Q integral occurs for Q c- Qo As a result, it can be shown for
A 0

L >> zA that the amplitude correlation length is now

A~ QA - o(L) • A

L >> zA. (85)

0 o()(C 2 k Z L) 3 1 5 , 0 0

That is, for L>> zA the amplitude correlation length is of order the lateral coherence length which, in
general, is a decreasing function of propagation distance. For L << ,A, PA initially increases as

i/2 1/A~~i2,- "" adfnly
/ [Po (L) > (L/ k) ]reaches a maximum value for L_ zA[Po(zA) = (zA/k) and is decreases

as po(L) for L>> zA[P o(L) < (L/k)i! ]. rhis feature is illustrated in Fig. 5, where B A(p) is plotted as

afunction of normalized lateral separation j7 for various values of aT= C2 k/ L em/6io o

Fig. 5 reveals, in addition to the characteristics of BA(p) discussed above, a long positive correlation

tail is obtained for a >> i. These characteristics have been seen experimentally by J. R. Dunphy and

J. R. Kerr (23) and by Gracheva et al. [24]. Figure 5 is a plot of BA(P) for the case of a finte inner
Z AP

scale I' .For L much less than both k° and z is approximately equal to I in agreement with the
o 0 ZA'P A 0

perturbation theory result. Conversely, for L - ZA one finds A o(L); that is, PA is a decreasing

function of propagation distance L. In the saturation regime, the amplitude and phase correlation length
are both equal to po(L). In all cases we obtain a long positive tail whenever L >> zA. This residual cor-

relation over large separations implies a reduced receiver aperture averaging effect as compared to the

case of L<< zA.

Amplitude Temporal Frequency Spectrum

Next, we derive an expression for the optical amplitude temporal-frequency spectrum of a plane
wave which is valid under strong scintillation conditions (i.e., in the saturation regime). Previous
treatmentu [i, 2] have been based on a perturbative ý.nalysis of the log-amplitude covariance and do not
apply in the saturation regime.

Following Tatarskii [1], the amplitude temporal frequency spectrum is given by

W(v) 4 f0 dco.(Zw VT) RA(7) , (86)
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where v is the frequency and RA(-r) iU the log-amplitude time auto-correlation function. Tatarakii has
shown, by assuming Taylor's hypothesis, that statistical homoSeneity allows the determination of the
power spectrum as [iM

RA(T) BA(vn r)

where BA(p) is the log-amplitude covariance function, p is the separation in a plane transverse to the
optic axis at propagation distance L, and v, is the component of the wind velocity normal to the optic
axis.

Now, the log-amplitude correlation function is given, for plane waves and isotropic turbulence
conditions by [I]

BA(P) = (K) J°(Kp) KdK (87)

where K is the spatial wave number, J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero, and

FA(K) = irkZ L fA(K) #n(K) . (88)

Previous treatments have been based on the perturbation result:

,2

fA(K) = I - = sinI--. (89)
K .L KzL

result which is valid for aT < I only. Here we base our calculation of the temporal spectrum on the

amplitude filter factor derived above: ;_ _ _ _

fA(K) =(t), (90)(L/k) K N[ +K

where K° I/P 0 and p0 is the lateral coherence length of the wave at propagation distance L.

We now present numerical results for W(v), which are based on the Kolmogorov spectrum. For
comparing theory with experiment, it is customary. to introduce the dimensionless quantity [i]

A U~v~n VW(V) (1

f W(v) dv
0

which satisfies the condition of being normalized in logarithmic units, i.e., J0 U(M) d log v i. Con-
sider the Kclmogorov opectrum

0.033 C2

1n(K) 1/3 (92)

K

where Cn is the index structure constant. The normalized functions vW(v)/.fom W(v) dv and voW(v)/
f= W(v) dv, obtained by numerical integration, are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively for various

2 2 2761/values ofa T. where here aT = 0.31 Cn k7 6 L 1 i/ 6 "

Examination of Figs. 6 and 7 reveals that the ,iormalized log-amplitude temporal spectrum is a
2 -1/2 2universal function of v/v 0 only for aT S 1, where vo = V (21T X L) . For aT ?, I, the normalized spec-

trum is both a function of cT and vor <
Fo T ~ , h peak in the spectrum occurL fcr 9pa •'i agreement with the results of per-

turbation theory [1,2]. On the other hand, for aT Z 1. the peak in the spectrum shifts to higher frequen-

cies and the spectrum broadens. The peak in the temporal spectrum for a 2 I is given by v
6/5V a n/po. This is because the amplitude correlation length in the saturation regime is given by

Po, rather than (ij/k (note, P < rLi1k for ajZ> I). The broadening of the spectrum results from the
0 T 2

residual positive correlation tail in BA(p) for aT Z 1. It follows that, since both the spectrum broadens

and r0 •c W(v) dv = log-amplitude variance = constant in the saturation regime, the maximum value of theZ /3 -5/3 • •
spectrum decreases for increasing values of a >> 1, U(v)X V and v as v tends to zero and infin-

ity, respectively. These features are displayed in Figs. 6 and 7. Gracheva et al. [24] ha4 experimen-
tally measured the normalized power spectrum U(v) in the saturation regime. These experimental re-
sults, presented in Fig. 13 of Ref. 24, arb in good qualitative agreement with the theoretical results
discussed above and displayed in Fig. 6.
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It is concluded that in order to obtain all of the scintillaticn temporal spectral components in the

saturation regime, it is necessary to use an electronic bandwidth based on a peak frequency - 6

rather than v in experimental investigations of strong amplitude fluctuations. The result of using too

small an electronic bandwidth would be an apparent decrease of the log-amplitude variance for increas -

z
Ing values Of .

Physicafly, the qualitative features of the temporal power spectrum in the saturation regime dis-
"cussed above can be expected to be very insensitive to beam geometry. Indeed., the recent data of
Garcheva et al. [24] indicate that the geometry of the initial laser beam (e. g., cillimated, divergent)
has practically no influence on the statistical characteristics of strong irradiance fluctuations.

Spherical Waves

We conclude by a brief discussion of spherical wave amplitude statistics. The modification of the
plane wave results for spherical wave propagation are, as for phase effects, purely geometrical. For
the case of a point source at the origin, the transmittance factor for the turbulent lens centered at p in
the slab located at propagation distance z from the origin (i.e., a propagqtion distance z' = L - z fromn
the observer) contains the additional multiplicative factor exp(+ ik(r - p.) /Zz] as compared to the pro-
pagation of a plane wave. In a manner similar to that which led frowm Eq. (38) to Eq. (St), it can be
shown that the modification to Eq. (Si) for the spherical-wave amplitude vL.riance is obtained by insert-
ing in the integrand the additional multiplicatire factor (z/L)2 . That is, the spherical wave amplitude
filter function, valid for arbitrary values of a V is obtained as

f Q4 0ii+ dt t z(I - t)2

A
5 (K) f z z (93)_______

we t( 0 -t) Qz[Qz + Q2 (t)] (93)

k2 (94)

0 0

and

Next, we calculate the ratio of the plane-wave to the spherical-wave log-amplitude variance for
the Kolmogorov spectrum. Let

R = W--- (96)
<xs>

where the subscripts p and a refer to plane and spherical waves, respectively. From Eq. (93) and the
corresponding expression for plane waves, we obtain C. (The limits on the integrals appearing in
Eq. (19) are understood to be contained implicitly in #n(Q).)

. (Q) 0(Q) Q dQR• d A1 97)

ff#(Q) 0n(0 ) Q dQ

which, for the Kolmogorov spectrum, yields

f 0 2 fPIQ) 0-8/3 dQ

R 1 (98)
fQz fj(Q) Q-8 1 3 d9

Q1

where Oi and 02 are given by Eqs. (66) and (67), respectively.

2 2First, consider the geometrical-optics limit L«< ki-0 , i.e., 0 << i. We find that

f dt(i - t)

R= i i0,

0 dt t2 ( I - t)2

0

in agreement with the result of Tatarskii [1].
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ZZNext, consider the case L»> 1d 2o, but aT<< «i, i.e., wave optics in the regime of weak irradiance

fluctuations. In this regime, o in Eqs. (93) and (70) can be neglected with respect to Q 2 . We find that

d0 o4 1dQ Q4 dt t[ i+tl4]"i
R• (99)

Nu a in tg 2 2 4-dQ Q dt t (I - t) [I + t (i - 0) Q]

Numerical integration yields R Z. 47, in agreement with the results of Tartarskii [i]. Finally, con-

sider the saturation regime. In this regime, Qo>> 1, and we obtain, from Eqs. (93) and (70),
0

Q +co

Thus, from Eq. (98) we conclude that in the saturation regime

<xs>

That is, in the saturation regime, the variances of irradiance fluctuations of a plane and spherical wave
are equal (i. e., both saturate to the same constant value). Indeed, Eq. (Z4) suggests that the amplitude
filter function in the saturation regime is independent of the initial beam geometry and is equal to

(a + ( This implies that the log-amplithde variance for an arbitrary beam wave saturates to
the same constant, independent of the initial beam geometry. (See Ref. 24. ) These results are in agree-

ment with the experimental result [24] that the beam geometry has practically no influence on the statis -
tical characteristics of strong irradiance fluctuations (e. g., see Figs. 5b and Sc of Ref. Z5). The plane-
to spherical-wave log-amplitude variance ratio in the wave-optics regime (i. e., L>> k12) is p~otted in
Fig. 8 as a function of acT.

In the saturat'-on regime, the normalized log-amplitude covariance function bA(p) for both plane
and spherical waves and the Kolmogorov spectrum can be writtcn as

BA(P) 1 0j I t
b A(p) -BAM ~ (X ý) X- 2/3dx (2 >i 1i

bA()B0~ ftf - x T>i(01

where p = p and tp for plane and spherical waves, respectively. From Eq. (101) it follows that, in the

saturatimn regime, the log-amplitude covariance function is a universal function of p/po, in contrast to

the regime of weak fluctuations (aT «<< t) where the log-amplitude covariance is a universal function of
1/2p/(L/k)/. Figure 9 is a plot of Eq. (101) as a function of p/p . The asymptotic limits of bA(p) are

2 b~obtained directly from Eq. (101). We find that (oT >> 1)

". 4 + . . . (plane wave)

lim b

1+ . . . (spherical wave)

and

1/3

+ ... (plane wave)
lim b(P) (102)

p- t m  t/3

9-(.) +. . (spherical wave)

The asymptotic limitj in the saturation regime are in contract to the results of perturbation theory (valid
for a << 1) where [2]

2 5/6

V pobP-0A(P)~ 00 o!-.
and

1. \7/6
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where the numericai coefficients of the (kp z/K) term in Eqs. (103) differ for plane and spherical waves,

and are of the order unity. Thus, in the saturation regime, the covariance function scales with p0  .1
(rather than with the Fresnel length) and, for large p decays rather slowly ('-p-I 3 ), as compared to

the regime of weak fluctuations, where, for large p, bA(p) •- p- . Furthermore, it can be shown

that, in the saturation regime, the aperture averaging fU.ctor, as defined by Fried (Z5] of a circular
receiving aperture of diameter D varies as (po/D)1 /3 for D >> p0 , in contrast to the regime of weak

fluctuations where the aperture averaging factor varies as [(L/k)l/Z/D]7/ 3 for D>> (L/k)1 /2 .

4. CONCLUSIONS

By elementary physical arguments we have deduced the qualitative functional dependence of ampli-
tude and phase statistics on the optical wave number, propagation distance and the parameters that de-
scril;s the turbulent medium. We have attempted to delineate the underlying physical mcchanisms which
produce such fluctuations and as such the derivations presented here should complement the more rigor-ous analysis presen' ,"esewhere (see, for example. Refs. 4 and 5). Although we have limited our dis- ••
cussion to the bai . and spherical-wave amplitude and phase statistics for constant turbulence

conditions, the ei... t'! case of inhomogeneous turbulence conditions is straightforward.

Fii~ally, the propagation of beam waves in a turbulent medium is determined from a knowledge of
the propag., . characteri3tics of spherical waves via the extended Huygens-Frensnel principle [20]. As
a result, the ,,.alitative dependence of the characteristics of beam waves (e. g. , beam spreading, on-
axis irradiance) can be obtained directly from the spherical wave coherence length discussed above [19].
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LOG-NORMAL PROBABILITY IISTRIBUTION OF STRONG IRRADIAN4CE FLUCTUATIONS:

AN ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

Luc R. Bissonnetto
Defence Research Establishment Vaicartier

P.O. Box 880
Courcelette, P.Q.
CANADA GOA iRO

F, SUMM4ARY

The asymptotic solutions for the first-and second-order statistical moments of the amplitude of
a plane optical wave propagating in a turbulent atmosphere are derived from Maxwell's equations. ~These
solutions show that the irradiance variance diverges to infinity if the irradiance probability distribution

K is everywhere log-normal. Therefore, the widely used log-normal hypothesis is incompatible with the obser-
vation of the saturation of the irradiance variance. Using the same asymptotic solutions, it is shown that
the irradiance variance tends to unity if, alternately, the wave amplitude has a normal distribution in the
saturation region. The latter result is much more consistent with the measured saturation levels. Finally,
direct probability measurements in a simulated atmosphere tend to confirm that the actual distribution is

close to normal at saturation distances.

1. INTRODUCTION I

One important and still unsettled problem connected with the study of the propagation of optical
waves in turbulent media is the form of the probability distribution of the irradiance fluctuations.
Well-established governing equations exist for the statistical moments of the electric field but no formal
model equation has been discovered for its probability distribution. However, approximations or hypotheses
concerning the latter have always been sought to relate the higher order statistical moments to the lower

ordr mmensThese simplification: are very often necessary to work out solutions. Most, if not all,
theretcalapproaches to this problem use explicitly or implicitly some form of probability distribution

hypohess. n reion whre ytovs mtho isvalid, application of the central limit theorem strongly
suprt h lgnomlprbbiiydistribution of the irradiance fluctuations. However, in regions where

saturation of the irradiance variance is observed, the results are theoretically more controversial: equally
convincing arguments have been presented in support of either a log-normal or a Rice-Nakagami distribution of
the turbulent irradiance! Experimentally, many direct measurements seem to support the log-normal hypothesis
throughout the propagation range but recent Russian data show relatively significant deviations from log-
normal in the Saturation region.

The situation depicted in the preceding paragraph is described and referenced by WANG and
STROHBEHN (1974a, 1974b). They present numerical results which show that the irradiance probabilityWI distribution cannot be exactly log-normal in the saturation region. We arrive at the same conclusion in
this report. Using straightforward mathematical and statistical arguments, we deduce the asymptotic[solutions for the first-and second-order moments of the wave amplitude in the case of a plane wave. From
these asymptotic solutions, we demonstrate that the log-normal formula for the relative irradiance variance,
o2, grows indefinitely with propagation distance. Obviously, this divergence is unacceptable in view of
the numerous experimental observations of a saturation regime where 02 is bounded. On the other hand, if
the wave amplitude is assumed to obey a normal distribution in the saturntion region, we find from the
same solutions that 82tends to unity. This value is much more consistent with published data on the i.ii saturated irradi nce variance. Interestingly, this normal probability distribution hypothesis is reason-
ably well corroborated by direct probability measurements in a laboratory simulation of the turbulent
atmosphere.

The merit of the present method is that it does not require extensive analytical or numericalI::' manipulations. Our results are based on simple asymptotic solutions which are independent of closure
approximations and which are valid for an unspecified refractive index covariance function.

2. PROPAGATION MO~DEL

We Consider a source pulsating at a single and constant angular frequency w. The resulting
electromagnetic field is allowed to propagate in a medium having a constant relative magnetic permeability
v and a randomly distributed relative d'slectric constant a. As is commonly done in most studies regarding
the effects of turbulence on optical propagation in the earth's atmosphere, it is assumed that cu is real
and that the random fluctuations irk e are much smaller than its average value. Consistent with the latter
hypothesis, we neglect polarization. Under these conditions, the electric field E can be considered a
scalar E and it is conveniently written as follows:

E - A exp [jk(z+#) - jwt], (1)

where J /l k - 0 is the wave number, n is the unperturbed index of refraction, c is the speed ofc 0
light in free space, z is the distance along the propagation axis, k* is a phase function to be specified
later and A is the wave amplitude. Upon substituting relation (1) for E in the equation for the electric
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[v(z+n)] 2  = 
(2)

V(z+ý).VA +4 AV2 (z+$) " V2 A, 3)

where n-ve is the instantaneous refractive index.

The representation of the electric field defined by relation (1) where * and A satisfy equations
(2) and (3) is not unique but, except for the explicit approximations given above, equations (1-3) are an
exact form of Maxwell's equations. The reader will note that equation (2) is the eikonal equation. Hence,
function * is real and represents the geometrical optics fluctuations of the phase front. Mathematically,
the subdivision of the equation for the electric field into equations (2) and (3) constitutes the system
which contains the least number of terms of disparate orders of magnitude since the wave number k, which
is very large at optical frequencies, appears only once in equations (2) and (3).

Consistent with the hypothesis of small fluctuations of the index of refraction, i.e.
(u-n) / n0 << 1, we make the paraxial approximation. More explicitly, we assume:

"1, (4)Dz

32

< 72 Q, (5)

where Q represents either A or * and where V is the gradient operator in the plane transverse to the
optical axis of propagation. Using relationi (4) and (5), equations (2) and (3) become:

•d• + (V•)2 = n-no(6

az t-7 , (6)
0

1A +V$3A + AV 2ý V 2 A. (7)
az t t t 2k t

We prefer, in the following treatment, to use the notation:

y - V s, (8)

where, in the paraxial approximation, V denotes the vector angle subtended locally by the instantaneous
geometrical ray passing through this point. Using equation (8) and noting that Vt x V 0, equations
(6) and (7) may be rewritten as follows:

"( + V = t (nyno) (9)

( + Y._ )A -- 4AVt.V + V2A. (10)

Equations (9) and (10) constitute our basic model for the instantaneous geometrical angle-of-arrival
V and wave amplitude A. They are used here to obtain the asymptotic behaviours of the first-and second-
order statistical moments of A. Some general features are worth noting. The operator 23 + V.V

indicates derivation along a geometrical ray. The term • AV V represents the geometrical effects, upon A,
of the converging and diverging rays and 7 2 A is the difiractional contribution. Neglecting the latter

t
term on the grounds that k is large corsthutes the geometrical optics approximation.

3. LWG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTIION OF THE WAVE AMPLITUDE
The log-normal probability distribution hypothesis-implies that the logarithm of the electric field

H-A exp [Uýk+ jkz - jwt] has a normal distribution (TATARSKII, 1967; LAWRENCE and STROHBEHN, 1970). Using
the notation A- exp [x+jk*], with X and * real and A -cst., and noting that kz, wt and A are deterministic
variables, it follows that [x+jk(*+#)] is normally digtributed. The quantities k•i and k*°represenl..
respectively the diffractional aMd tfe'geometrical phase perturbations. A theorem of the probability theory
states that all marginal densities of a normal multi-dimensional density are also normal (FELLER, 1966).
Therefore, the functions x and (X + jk*), in particular, are normally distributed. We use this result to
relate the normalized irradiance variance. 82 . (<(AA*)2> - <AA*>2) / <AA*> 2 , where AA* n EE* is the
instantaneous irradiance, to the first-and second-order statistical moments of the wave amplitude A. The
upper asterisk designates a complex conjugate and the angular brackets indicate ensemble averages. From-the
normality of X and (C * jk*), it is trivial to demonstrate that:

82 • 4<(X-)<)L>)2>_ l (11)

:AA*> A2 e 2 <X> *2< (X'<X>) 2 > (12)
0

- -2k 2 -c(*_<#>)2 > 2jk<*> + 4jk<cX-<X>)C*-<*>)>
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<A> <A>* w <AA*> e-<(x-<x>) 2> e -k 2 <(*'<>) 2 > (14)

Combining equations (11), (13) and (14), we obtain:

02= <AA*> 2  k<A2 >12 - 1, 
(1)

[<A><A>*]4

where I<A2>I denotes the magnitude of the complex quantity <A2 >. In the remainder of the text, equation
(15) is often referred to as the log-normal expression of the normalized irradiance variance.

The approach followed here consists of deriving from equations (9) and (10) the asymptotic limits
of the statistical moments <A>, <AA*> and I<A2 >I. These asymptotic functions are substituted in expression
(15) and the result compared with experimental data to determine the consequences or implications of thelog-normal hypothesis.

As is commonly done in this field, we postulate that the refractive index fluctuations are
statistically homogeneous. Without loss of generality, we consider plane waves only. Indeed, it is
sufficient to demonstrate that a constitutive hypothesis fails in a given application to prove its
inconsistency. From the latter assumption, we deduce that <V>= 0 and that the derivatives, in the transverseplane, of any average quantity vanish exactly.

From equations (9) and (10), we easily obtain:

,AA* + V (AA*) k V [A*V A- AV A*].
azt*t' t t

Hence, for plane waves, we have:

d <AA*> = 0. <AA*> A2  (16)

Equation (16) expresses the principle of irradiance conservation, a predictable result which confirms the
validity of the method of deriving the equations for the statistical moments.

have: If we denote by lower-case letter the fluctuating part of the ami-litude A, i.e. a = A - <A>, we

<AA*>= <A> <A>* + <aa*>, (17)

Inspection of equations (16) and (17) reveals that the turbulent iicadiance <aa*> is extracted from the
mean field irradiance [<A><A>*]. Statistically, it appears extremely doubtful that this mechanism could

u~ntaneously reverse itself with increasing propagation distance z. In other ",ords, it is very improbable
that non-turbulent irradiance co '.! spontaneously be produced out of turbulent -adiance. Therefore,
asymptotic oscillations of <aa*> and [<A><A>*] are ruled out as very unlikely. ._ice both expressions are
positive definite, we conclude from equations (16) and (17) that <aa*> and [<A><A>*] must tend toward constant
values as vi-, or, equivalently, that the z-derivatives of these quantities must vanish asymptotically.

The hypothesis of non-oscillation of <aa*> and [<A><A>*] forms the basis of the proposed asymptotic
solutions. Essentially, this postulate is derived from the more general observation that stochastic
processes naturally tend to assume the most probable or the most random statistical state, i.e. the state
which contains the largest number of degrees of freedom. In our application of a plane cptical wave propa-
gating in a homogeneous turbulent atmosphere, a decrease in the turbulent irradiance <aa*> corresponds to a
decrease in the number of permissible degrees of freedom since, by conservation, it necessarily implies an
increase in the non-random fraction of the total irradiance. Consequently, it is indeed improbable that
<aa*> could spontaneously begin to decrease or oscillate with increasing values of z.

Averaging equation (10), we obtain for plane waves:

d <A> = <AVt-V>, 
(18)dz t'

from which we derive the following equation for (<A><A>*):

dz <A><A>* = I <A>* <AVt'.Y> + I <A> <A*Vt.V>. (19)

Since r<A><A>*] asymptotically tends toward a constant, the right-hand side of equation (19) must vanish
monoticaily aG z + -. Therefore, either, or both, <A> and <AVt.V> must go to zero as z + c. We will show
that <AVt.V> cannot tend to zero if the asymptotic limit of eA> is non-zero.

From equations (9) and (10), we derive the following equation for <AV V>:

d <AVt.V> = <A> -< (Vt.V)- + c.c.m,) (20)
d z _ - ~A ->

where c.c.m. stands for cross correlation moments involving the fluctuating amplitude a, the vector angle V
or the index of refraction n. The latter terms depend on both equations (9) and (10). In other words, they
are functions of both the geometrical and the diffractional effects. By comparison,<(Vt.V) 2 > is governed by
equation (9) only; in particular, <(Vt.*V) 2 > is wave number independent. Hence, because they are functions
of different processes, the terms within brackets in the right-hand side of equation (20) cannot cancel each
other exactly and reproducibly under general conditions, except perhaps at some discrete points. Moreover,
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<(V.y)2> is positive definite and,according to the very definition of V, it remains non-zero as long
as turbulence persists, i.e. for all values of z > 0. Hence, in general, the right-hand side of
equation (20) cannot monotonically vanish if <A> tends to a non-zero limit. Therefore, it is impos-
sible for <AV V> to remain constant and in particular zero if <A> is non-zero. Applying this result
to equation (19) and recalling that the z-deri',ative of [<A><A>*] must vanish asymptotically, it follows
that the average amplitude <A> must go to zero with increasing z, i.e.:

<A> - 0 as z (21)

from which it follows that:

<A><A>* + 0 as z + •. (22)

It is worth noting that the latter result was heuristically predictable from our starting postulate
that a stochastic process naturally tends toward a state of maximum randomness. Given equations (16) and
(17), equation (22) expresses the fact that all available irradiance has been tr~niformed inato turbulent
irradiance or, equivalently, that the original wave has been completely and totally scattered. This situ-
ation should indeed correspond to the most random state of irradiance distribution. Therefore, the analysis
of the preceding paragraphs demonstrates that the postulate of maximum randomness and Maxwell's eouations
are mutually consistent.

To obtain the asymptotic value of the log-normal formula (15) for the irradiance 'ariance, there
remains to determine the behaviour of J<A 2 >1 as z ÷ ®. Denoting by R and I the real and imaginary parts
of A and by r and i the real and imaginary parts of a = A - <A>, we have:

I<A2 >12 = [<A><A>*1 2 + [<r 2 > - <i 2 >] 2 + 4 <ri>2

+2[<R>2 - <1>2] [<r 2 > - <i 2 >] + 8 <R><I><ri>. (23)

From equation (10), we derive the following equation for <A2 " which is valid for plane waves:

Cs edtt<A2 > = < A > (24)

Consistent with the hypotheses of plane wave and of statistical homogeneity of the index of refraction,
we deduce that.A is statistically homogeneous in planes transverse to tie optical axis. Thus, we can
rewrite the latter equation as follows:

rd <A2> ff= limV2
dz k 20 <a(z,p) a(z, e+ •)>

where p aud • are position vectors in the transverse plane. Equating the real and imaginary parts, we have:

d <R2>- <I2>] .I 2

V<RI> =[ lim 92 E<r(z,p) r(z, P+)> - <i(z,pý i(z, p+E)> . (26)

It is trivial to demonstrate that:

I<R 2 > - <12>1 • <R2 > + <12> <AA* >,
I<RI>l !5 1 [<R2> + <12>] = <AA*>. :

Therefore, from equation (16) we deduce that the expressions [<R2> - <I2>] and <kI> are bounded. If oscil-
lations are ruled out, this implies thms the right-hand side expressinns of equation, (25) and (26) must
vanish asymptotically (we will considex .he possibility of o-rcillations later on). The second derivatives
at &=O of the individual covariance f, nctions which appear in equations (25) -1d (26) are not likely to
vanish independently of the function_ themselves. On -he contrary, experimental (DUNPHY and KERR, 1973)
and theoretical (BROWN, 1972; YURA, 1974a) investigations indicate that the decrease of the amplitude
correlation as t10 becomes more rapid with increasing propagation distance or turbulence strength. In other
words, the second order derivatives, at zero separation, of the amplitude a I phase covariances generally
grow with z. Therefore, we conclude that the complex covariance <a(z,p) a(z, e+ •)> must vanish as z-÷ and
ý-0. In particular, at E=0 we must have:

<r 2 > - <i 2 > 4. 0 as z 4 •, (27)

<ri> + 0 as z (28)

and:

d ~ <2>~I 2 ] 0(<ri>) -is z-a, (29)

<RI> 0(<r 2 >-<i 2 >) as z-*o, (30) V
where S(u) = O(T(u)) as u-°u0 signifies that the ratio S/T remains bounded in some neighbounhood of uO.

Therefore, it follows from equations (22), (23), (27" and (28) tuat:

I<A2>l .0 as . (31)
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Substitution of equations (22) and (31) for [<A><A>*] and I<A2 >I into formula (15) leads to an
indetermination 0+0. Therefore, to compute the asymptotic value of the log-normal expression for 82,
we must compare the rates at which [<A><A>*] and I<A2>1 respectively tend to zero.

From standard theorems, we have:

I<R>2 - <I>2 <A><A>*, (32)

I<R><I>i : 5 <A><A>*. (33)

Inspection of equation (23) together with the inequalities (32) and (33) reveals that I<A2 >I cannot tend
to zero faster than [<A><A>*] unless [<r 2 > - <i 2 >] and/or <ri, tend to zero at the same rate as [<A><A>*]

does; if only one of the expressions [<r 2 > - <i 2 >] and <ri> satisfies the latter condition, the remaining

one must evidently vanish more rapidly than I<A><A>*]. Onli then is it conceivable that the fourth and/or

the fifth term in formula (23) could combine with [<A><A>*] and the other positive definite terms to form

a result vanishing at a rate faster than tha individual terms. This constitutes the only case where the

log-normal expression (15) for the irradiance variance could possibly tend to a bounded value as z-*÷. Since

the wagnitude of <A2 > guns to zero at the same rate as the largest of its real and imaginary parts, we would

have in this situation, from equations (29) and (30), that:
d I<A2 >1 a 0(<A><A>*) as z-).. (34)

Applying the rule of l'Hospital and utilizing equations (16) atd (34), the asymptotic value of the log-normal
formula (IS) would behave as follows:

2. +cst. 2im L <A><A>* as z--.

But we have already established that [<A><A>*] + 0 as z-)-. Hence, even the most favourable conditions
yield A diverging log-normal irradiani variance. Therefore, we conclude that the hypothesis of log-normal
probability distuibution necessarily leads to

s a zas , (35)

at least in the case of plane waves.

There remains to consider the possibility of asymptotic oscillations of j<A2 , J. In principle, the
irradiance could alternate between the components <R'> and <12> without inducing oscillations of the
quantities [<A><A>*] and <aa*>. However, in the present situation of plane waves propagating in
homogeneous turbulence, it is very difficult to imagine a mechanism which could give rise to such oscilla-
tions. In any case, should I<A2 >( oscillate asymptotically, it is evident from equations (15) and (22)
that 82 would still strongly diverge or alternate unrealistically between +- and --.

In summary, the asymptotic limits of the first-and second-order statistical moments of the electric i

field amplitude, which are solutions to Maxwell's equations in the case of a plane wave propagating in a r

homogeneous turbulent medium, imply that the irradiance variance, as obtained from the log-normal probabi-
lity distribution hypothesis, grows indefinitely. This result is in obvious conflict with all experimental
observations. Therefore, we conclude that the probability distribution of the electric field of an optical
wave propagating in turbulence cannot, in general) remain log-normal as the propagation range increases.

For the preceding asymptotic results to be practical, it is important to specify where infinity
(z-.) actually begins. An order of magnitude estimate of the characteristic propagation length Z , on
which the decay of the average amplitude <A> scales, is derived in appendix. Making the 2/3-powei law
hypothesis for the index covariance function and assuming o0 <<L0 , it is found that:

Lc U I.1 p 7/9 C•2 / 3 n 2/3, (A$)
c 0 n 0

where C , t and L are respectively the index structure parameter, the inner scale of turbulence and the
outer scaleoof turbulence. Taking Lo5 mm, we have:

.1/3

- for strong turbulence, C = 5x10-7 m , 1/

te 300 m; n

- for intermediate turbulence, C n= 4x10" m-
t c w 1.5 kn; and

for weak turbulence, C = 8x10 m-1/3 41

c ~5km.

Despite the roughness of the approximations leading to (A0) and the uncertainty regarding the inner scale
t and its possible variation with C, the estimates of the characteristic propagation length t given
agove indicate quite convincingly thAt the asymptotic solutions derived in this section become ipplicable
at distances corresponding to the experimentally observed saturation regime.

4. NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE WAVE AMPLITUDE

The asymptotic solutions derived in the previous section can also give information concerning the
plausibility of other distributions. In particular, we consider in this section the possibility that the
wave amplitude is normally distributed at large propagation distances.

Using the notation defined earlier, the variance of the irradiance is given by:
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<(Ak*)2> -<AA*>2 <(aa*)l> + 2[<A><aa*&*> + <A>* <aaa*>l

- <aa*>2 + 2<A><A>* <aa*>

+ <A><A<a*a§> + <A>* <A>* <aa>. (36)

If the turbulent amplitude a is normally distributed, the following simplifying equations are
applicable:

<aa*a*> w <•a*a . 0, 137)
r<(a&*)2> =2<&a*>2 + <aa><a*a*>. (38)

Hence, the normal probability formula for the normalized irradiance variance is:

92 <AA.*>- 2 { <aa*> 2 + <aa><a*a*> + 2<A><A>* <aa*>

+ <A><A><a*a*> + <A>* <A>* <aa3 1. (39)

Therefore, from equations (16) and (17) and the asymptotic expressions (21),(22), (27) and (28), it follows,
for a plane wave,that:

02 - 1.0 as z + •, (40)

if the wave amplitude has a normal probability distribution.

The experimental saturation values for the normalized irradiance standard deviation vary substantially
according to various sources. For example, we find that: 8 - 1.0 (LIVINGSTON et al., 1970); 8 + 1.1
(TATARSKII, 1971); 0 -1 1.1 (KHMELEVTSOV, 1973); 8 - 1.23 (CLIFFORD et al., 1974); and 8 - 1.3 (DABBERJ)T et al.,
1973). These ihumbers are representative of the data spread. They were generally obtained using a point
source but recent theoretical results (YURA, 1974b) suggest that the saturation level is the same for plane and
spherical waves. Hence, thA hypothesis of normal probability distribution of the wave amplitude applied to
our asymptotic solutions yields a saturation value of the normalized irradiance standard deviation which
seems to be smaller, by 0 to 30% depending on the data source, than the measured values. The differences
are well within the experimental scatter affecting each set of data so that our theoretical prediction can
be considered well corroborated. Consequently, the normal probability distribution hypothesis appears very
plausible in the saturation region, at least in so far as the irradiance variance is concerned.

In view of the relatively important data spread, a laboratory experiment was designed to simulate the
turbulent atmosphere. A full description of the apparatus will be given in subsequent publications. In
short, the thermal turbulences are created by electrically heating the bottom of a 1.5-m long, 50-cm deep
and 50-cm wide water tank. The average water temperature is maintained constant by circulating cold water
in a heat exchanger located just below the water surface. Typically, homogeneous temperature fluctuations,
of the order of 0.3%C in standard deviation, are routinely roduced with excellent reproducibility. This
corresponds to an index structure parameter Cm - 1.55 x 10- m-1/3, which is 300 times greater than what
is normally referred to as strong atmospheric turbulence. Hence, the characteristic propagation distances
are considerably reduced and saturation phenomena are easily observed in the laboratory. The 2/3-power
law, or the Obukhov-Kolmogorov model, of the refractive index structure function is approximately verified
over separations ranging from 1 to 7 or 8 mm. The light source is a 50-mW He-Ne laser. All data reported
here are recorded on the axis of the beam which is collimated and expanded to a 50-nm diameter. Folding"
mirrors are used to increase the propagation path.

The instantaneous irradiance is detected by a pinhole-optical filter-photomultiplier assembly. The
photomultiplier signal is digitized and transferred to the central computer where all data analyses are
performed digitally.

The measured normalized standard deviation a of the irradiance fluctuations on the beam axis is
plotted as a function of z in figure 1. Saturation is clearly shown to occur at distances z > 2 m. This
is in excellent agreement with formula (A8) if t is assumed to be of the order of 1 mm. The saturation
level is very close to unity. Hence, the value Serived from our asymptotic solutions and the hypothesis
of normal probability distribution of the wave amplitude is very well corroborated in this simulation
experiment.

Making use of the asymptotic solutions (21), (27) and (28), it is easy to demonstrate that the
irradiance (H=AA*) probability distribution, corresponding to the normal probability distribution of
the wave amplitude, is given by:

P(H/O<H>) = 1 - exp (H/B<H>). (41)

In figure 2, equation (41) is compared to the distribution calculated from a 2500-point, 1.5 min
irradiance sample recorded on the beam axis at a saturation distance z=3.3 m. The agreement is not
excellent but nevertheless satisfactory considering the simplicity of the normal approximation. Deviations
are less than 10% in terms of the logarithm of (l-P) over the three decades available, and they are typical,
both in magnitude and trend. It is emphasized that the parameters <H> and 8, which are used to plot the
experimental points, are the true average value and the true normalized standard deviation of the irradiance
data; they were not determined by a best fit to equation (41).

' -2,
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Figure 2 is a comparison between irradiance probability measurements and the probability function
inferred from the hypothesis of normal distribution of the wave amplitude using the asymptotic solutions
(21), (27) and (28) which were deduced directly from Maxwell's equations. Hence, the experiment shows
that the normal probability distribution and Maxwell's equations are mutually consistent in the saturation
region.

Pursuing further the analysis, it was found, as in many atmospheric experiments, that a log-normal
function also fits the data with reasonable accuracy, i.e. of the same order as that shown in figure 2.
But, not surprisingly, the fitted log-normal function yields a finite value of 0 Crenerally different

2 from the true normalized standard deviation), in complete disagreement with solution (35). Since the
latter result was obtained directly from Maxwell's equations with no closure approximation other than theF log-normal hypothesis, it follows that the seemingly valid log-normal distribution in the satr,ration region
is either not self-consistent, or not consistent with Maxwell's equations. In other words, a log-normal
function can apparently be fitted to the probability data at various locations z, but solution (35) and the
observation of a saturation regime show that the variation along z of the parameter $ which would
characterize this empirical function cannot satisfy Maxwell's equations in a manner self-consistent with
the log-normal distribution. Therefore, the often publicized experimental support for the log-normal
distribution in the saturation region has no theoretical foundation, it appears to have a local empirical
value only. By comparison, the normal distribution hypothesis was shown to give results which, at least,
are theoretically and experimentally compatible throughout the propagation range.

rS. CONCLUSIONS

Two principal conclusions can be formulated from the theoretical and experimental results of this
k study.

Firstly, it is concluded that the hypothesis of exact log-normal probability distribution of the
irradiance fluctuations is incompatible with the experimental observation of a saturation regime of the
irradiance variance. It was demonstrated directly from Maxwell's equation and without closure approximations
nor hypotheses concerning the refractive index structure function, that the normalized irradiance variance
of a monochromatic optical plane wave propagating in homogeneous turbulence diverges to infinity if the
irradiance remains log-normally distributed in the saturation region. Therefore, any theoretical model4
making use of the exact log-normal distribution is liable to produce inconsistent answers.

Secondly, it is concluded that a normal probability distribution of the wave amplitude is a very
plausible approximation in the saturation regime. On the one hand, this is reasonably well confinmed by
the atmospherically measured saturation values of the normalized irradiance standard deviation B. Although
the predicted vralue of B is on the average 15% smaller than the reported data, the differences are wellI-i within the experimental scatter which limits most atmospheric measurements. On the other hand, it is found
that both the irradiance standard deviation and the irradiance probability measurements in a laboratory
controlled turbulent atmosphere agree very satisfactorily with cite normal probability distribution in the

saturation region.

These results have obvious implications with regard to the modelling of the effects of turbulenceI
on long range atmospheric propagation of visible and infrared laser beans. For example, many leading
theoretical models dealing with saturation (e.g. YURA, 1974a; CLIFFORD, OCHS and LAWRENCE, 1974; and
DeWOLF, 1973a, 1973b, 1974) agree in some implicit or explicit fashion with the log-normal probability
distribution. Consequently, some of the constitutive hypotheses of these theories would need further
clarification in the light of the conclusions summarized above.

APPENDIX: PROPAGATION LENGTH SCALE

We derive here an estimate of the characteristic propagation distance ton which the decay of the

average amplitude <A> scales. The reader is reminded that the method of this appendix leads to order of
magnitude estimates only and that the resulting value of the characteristic propagation length t should

Replacing the variables in equation (18) by their representative values, we have:

A0

aI O(<AV t.V>). (Al)

Performing the same type of operation on equation (20), we obtain:

O(cAVt .V')
jA O(<(Vt.V)2>). (A2)

0c

We have dropped the cross-correlation moments in the resulting equation (A2) not because they-are negligible,
which is generally not the case, but because the first term is representative of the magnitude of the right-
hand side expression of equation (20) and, thus, sufficient for an order of magnitude analysis. The first
term is purely geometric. Therefore, the resulting t should be strictly applicable in the geometricalI
optics limit only. Combining equations (Al) and (A2)c, we find:

£ c2 (A3)
0~((Vt y)

2>)

Neglecting the nonlinear contributions to c(Vt.V)2> since the variance of the angle-of-arrival,
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<VV>, is much smaller than unity, we derive from equation (9) that:

a z
<(Vt.V) 2 >, flist V2 (hi-n) V2  (n 2 "no) (A4)

P2"i J < Pi - P2
no n

where subscripts i and 2 refer to different transverse planes. Since the correlation length of the index
of refraction fluctuations is generally much smaller than the propagation distances of interest, we
approximate equation (A4) as follows:

V42> Ti dz sn(zll) no] V2 [n(zl+se2) - In]
ds (n-,1 ___________ (AS)fn 1P no P2 no>

Assuming that the index n is statistically homogeneous and isotropic and using the 2/3-power law or the
Obukhov-Kolmogorov model (TATARSKIr, 1967), equation (AS) becomes:

4(V.V)2  . -z 0 ds Tim V2  V no2 C2 (s2+p 2 ) 1/3 A6)f (ot(n) 2

" -* • 0 P P n

where C2 , L and L are respectively the index str-ucture parameter, the inner scale of turbulence and the
outer s~aleoof turBuience. To simplify equation (A6), we have postulated thac the contributions to the
integral for values of s outside the range (t 0, L ) are negligible; this approximation should be sufficient
for an order of magnitude estimate. Finally, taking to << Lot we get:

< ( P .V ) 2 > 6 4 2 - 7 / 3
= T n £o 0o"CT

Substituting relation (A7) for <(Vt.V) 2 > in equation (A3) with C and to assumed constant, and taking
O(z) = we obtain the formula: t n

7/9 -2/3
.I tl o C To2/3 (A8)

c o n o
This expression is representative of the geometrical effects only. It is worth noting that this t

corresponds, within a numerical factor of the order of unity, to a characteristic length which could be c
derived from Tatarskii's geometrical optics solution for the log-amplitude variance (TATARSKII, 1967,
eq. 6.68).
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TURBULENCE EFFECTS ON TARGET ILLUMINATION BY LASER TRANSMITTER:
UNIFIED ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION*

~I. i J. Richard Kerr
Oregon Graduate Center for Study and Research'1 Beaverton, Oregon 97005, U.S.A.

SUMtMARY

A phenomenological and analytical 6escription is given of atmospheric turbulence effects on laser
beam waves, including the improved target irradiance characteristics resulting from cancellation of tur-
bulence-induced beam wander through reciprocity tracking. The mechanisms related to the mean irradiance
include diffraction, wander, and wavefront distortion (beamepread). while irradiance-fading is caused by
wander, first-order scintillation, and coherent fading. The phenomenological description unifies the
often fragmentary and inconsistent treatment of beam wave phenomena found in the literature, and is suf-
ficiently accurate for engineering purposes. It will be shown that wander-cancellation and control of
the transmitter beam diameter can result in substantial improvements in target illumination. The analyses
are compared with experimental data for the detailed statistical and spectral characteristics of on-axis
target irradiance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Target-illumination systems for laser radar, designation, comunications, and other applications may
be severely affected by turbulence effects which include beam spreading, wander, and scintillation. The
theoretical descriptions of these phenomena for a finite beam wave have been fragmentary and inconsistent.
In particular, the relative advantages to be achieved through the use of optical transmitter techniques
with various degrees of sophistication have not been readily evaluated.

In this paper a unified phenomenological analysis of these effects will be given and shown to agree
with the available results of a rigorous application of the Huygens-Fresnel principle as extended to a
random medium. The mean and variance of target irradiance will be described as a function of transmitter
size and focus, wavelength, pathlength, and turbulence strength, including the case of saturation or mul-
tiple scattering with a large-Fresnel-number system. In particuldr, the effects of wander-cancellation
through reciprocity tracking and illumination improvement through aperture size and focus control will be
evaluated.

For a given integrated-path turbulence level, the optimum Leam diameter (D) is of the order of the
coherence radius (p0o) for a point source propagating over the reciprocal path; a larger beam will result
in less mean irradiance and greater fluctuations on target, with a normalized variance which approaches
unity for large values of (D/po). It will also be shown that this parameter (D/po) is largely but not
completely sufficient to determine the performance of a focused illuminator for an arbitrary case,

The analyses will be compared with experimental data for the detailed statistical and spectral char-
acteristics of on-axis target irradiance.

2. ANALYTICAL AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION

2.1 First Moment or Mean Irradiance

The analytical approach represents an extension of recent Huygens-Fresnel and reciprocity formalisms
(Lutomirski, R.F. and Yura, H. T., 1971; Yura, H. T., 1971; Fried, D. L. and Yura, H.T., 1972). The gen-
eral expression for the mean irradiance on target is given by (Yura, H. T., 1973)

ik --- ik 4;

p) 2 2 2i p M(p) e d 2 R G R+f U* PR- a (1)

where

p - transverse position vector for target point under consideration
k - optical wavenumber

Sz- path length
R,o - sum and difference coordinates in the transmitter aperture, respectively

M - atmospheric modulation transfer function
and U - complex transmitter amplitude distribution.

*This work sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Air Force System Command's 4
Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York.
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t We immediately specialize the transmitter to the case of a gaussian beam with nominal radius (a) and out-
put radius of curvature (f), to write the second integral as

2 f---- i

I' 4a 2 e -02 d 2-j a -

2

24a 2 (11)f
n a e I Uo d01 e (2)

We put this back into Eq. (1), and integrate over the polar coordinate *, resulting in

2z--- 2Uk( ( ()2 ]

2 (p) 01a dp P M(P) 0zP) e (3)
2z J 00

Finally, we specialize to an on-axis point (p - 0), with the transmitter focused on the target(f -Z):

k a 2 P ) 4a2 (4)
2- 1- 1U0 1

2z f

This includes the special case of a collimated beam (f - z - m), and the expression may be immediately
compared to that for a reciprocal case of a heterodyne receiver, in which a plane wave (or infinite focus)
has generally been assumed (Fried, D. L., 1967).

We denote the transmitter diameter as 0 - 2a, and define x - p/D. The MTF is that for a point source
over a reciprocal path (Fried, D.L. and Yura, H. T., 1972):

-(Dx/pl)51-

M(Dx) - e (5)

In this expression, the coherence parameter (p0) is obtainable as an integral over the reciprocal path (S)

from the target to the transmitter:

P0  45 k2 Cn2 () de , (6)

n 2

where C is the refractive index structure constant (Lawrence, R.S. and Strohbehn, J. W., 1970).

We thus have

k2D4 2 _2 -(]X/)5/3
= 8 21U~ j dx X e (7)

2z 1/

We point out that the dependence on the Fresnel number (ka 2/z)1/2 has disappeared from the integral, and
the pertinent independent variable is simply (D/po). This means that basic conclusions drawn from earlier
analyses (Fried, D.L., 1967) of the reciprocal, heterodyne receiver case will be valid for a focused or
collimated transmitter with f - z, over an arbitrary (nonuniform) path; it is only necessary to know M(p)
or po for the path.

It is useful to normalize Eq. (7) in two alternative ways. If we let the turbulence strength go tozero (pO"-), we have

k2 4 I oI2
~ /P-~.~\~ k D 10.1 (

SPO ) 16z
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and (7) can be written as

-- )~5/3 Ti

f 2 22 2/

Y:": 2 dx x eTxh oppoit e (9a)tau

SSince YO -Iu [U2 D2 X k D2/ 2 . Transmitter Power X k 2D2/z2, this normalization is convenient for con-Sstant D 0and variable 0o or turbulence strength. The opposite extreme Is that of strong turbulence !

055

and/or a large transmitter: •,

0. 55 ,2D2
PO 8:22

which is obtained from a series expansion of (a-x 2 ) in Eq. (7). We then write (7) ask
2 2 -(Dx/p )5/3

( D J x e a (9b)
O0.551 p 2

0 0

We note that f U2  D2  Xk2 2/z2 Transmitter Power Xk2  2 2so that this normalization is con-

venient for turbulence strength constant and variable D. From Eqs. (8a, 8b), we
note that

2

- - (1a)

Y0 D

It will be useful later to introduce a further parameter r (Fried, D.L., 1967; Fried, D.L., 1966):
0

r° 2.0986 po

in terms of which Eq. (10a) may be rewritten

r 2SI r
-= 0

0 2 (10b)

Also, in order to compare the present results for a gaussian beam taper with the reciprocal, heterodyne
or imaging case in the literature (Fried, D.L., 1967; Fried, D.L., 1966), it is useful to define an
"effective aperture" (D ff) which can be compared with the uniform circular case treated in these refer-
ences. At the same timl, the etfects of truncation can be introduced. We have shown (Kerr, J. R., 1974)
that the effective diameter of a truncated gaussian beam is given by

-n/2
Deff ) 4a e (11)

where n - (truncation diameter) 2 /4a 2 . In particular, if the truncation is negligible (n + w), then
Dff - 4a - 2D and Eq. (10b) becomes
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r2
0 (10c)

D2
o0 eff

This in fact is the significance or basic definition of r , and through the reasonings of reciprocity
(Fried, D.L. and Yura, H.T., 1972), the above ratio is algo applicable to the resolution of imaging sys-
tems (Fried, D.L., 3966) and signal-to-noise ratio of heterodyne receivers (Fried, D.L., 1967).

The mean irradiance as given in Eqs. (9a, 9b) is shown in Fig. 1. Also shown is the result from
Ref. 5 for the resolution of an imaging system with uniform (rather than gaussian) aperture weighting,
with the abscissa appropriately adjusted (D - D f/2). The curve is seen to differ only in minor detail
from that for the gaussian (transmitter) aperture.

The above discussion was limited to a fixed aperture, which corresponds in the reciprocal imaging
case to the "long-term" resolution. We are also interested in the performance of a system which tracks
a point on the target in order to cancel atmospherically induced wander; this corresponds in the reciprocal
case to the "short-term" image resolution (Fried, D.L., 1966) or a "wavefront-tilt-tracking" heterodyne
receiver (Fried, D.L., 1967). This problem has been addressed by Fried in terms of the "short-ter. MTF"
for a uniformly weighted aperture (Fried, D.L., 1967; Fried, D.L., 1966). This is not a true MTF, how-
ever, in that it is dependent upon the aperture weighting, and it has been misapplied LO the gaussian
case (Yura, H.T., 1973). The problem has also been treated by Kon (Kon, A. I., 1970) who uses an expres-
sion for mean irradiance which is essentially identical to that of the Huygens-Fresnel formulation, and
a straightforward definition of the beam centroid. However, his results appear to contain a serious error
in the numerical evaluation.

In the absence of an analytical solution for the gaussian-beam, wander-tracked case, we will assume
that the uniform-aperture case treated by Fried does not differ materially, providing a correction is
made for the effective aperture diameter. This is supported below in the discussions of the phenomeno-
logical model and the experimental data. The result, shown in terms of the ratio of mean irradiance with
wander-tracking (IT) to that with a static aperture, is shown in Figure 2. The maximum improvement with
proper aperture size control is predicted to be 6.2 dB.

The first moment may also be written in terms of a phenomenological model, wherein we represent the
total mean-square solid-angular beamspread as consisting of terms owing to free-space diffraction[ 1/0112 ], turbulence-induced wander [ --D.(D)/k2D2 ,, (DI/3p 5/3k2)i ] n tru ec -nd cd (ua

H.T., 1973) beamspread [ "'1/k2 p 2 ]. By defining these mean-square spreads in terms of their effects
on m.,an irradiance, we cvoid questions of alternative angular definitions. Note that the wander as here
defined is a totally geometric-optics or refractive mechanism.

We now write the mean irradiance (Eq. 7) as

UO12 2
222

1622D2 + [ + _32_o2

where the constants C remain to be determined. These constants will be simplified if we cast this
equation in terms of ' Dff (-2D) and r

I U°2D(12b)256z2 Cl -1/ 3 1
2D2 + +C 3  2

k D eff ko i

From free-space beamwave optics. or Eq. (7) with p. " ®, we know that CI Ci' 1 1. From Eq. (8b), with
p° . 0, we have C3' - 0.907, C3 - 1.

The determination of C2 ' or C2 is less straightforward. For the case of the static aperture, we
find that the curve of Eq. (12a) with C2 ' = C2 - 0 is practically indistinguishable from that of Eq. (7)
or Figure 1. This suggests that the wander effect is essentially contained in the l/k2p 2 term of Eq. (12a).
It follows that for the wander-tracked case, the appropriate value of C2 will be negative, in order to sub-
tract out the wander effect. Although we do not yet have a reliable Huygens-Fresnel result for the gaus-
sian-beam case, a3 indicated above we believe that the unifurm aperture results will be substantially
similar (Fried, D.L., 1966).
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In Figure 3, we plot the analytical results of Ref. 5 for a uniform aperture, and Eq. (12.) with
SC2' -- 1.08. (The corresponding value of C in Eq. (12b) is -1.18.) This value was chosen so that the
maximum irradiance gain over that for a veri large aperture would agree with the analytical result; the
predicted improvement factor for target irradiance using tracking and aperture size control over that of
a large, static aperture is 3.4, or 10.6 dB in receiver photocurrent. This peak occurs at D/p • 4, and
as will be seen below, the tracking improvement in irradiance fading is also optimized for 3 • D/Op 5.

To sumarize this section, an engineering expression for the mean irradiance as a function of trans-
mitter aperture and turbulence-induced coherence scale can be written from Eq. (12b) as

1u I2 Doff 1

2 1 3(13)
256z 1 + C ff + 1 1

k220 
k2ro2

where C - 0 for a static aperture and -1.18 for a wander-tracking aperture. The asymptotic breakpoint
between free-space diffraction and turbulence-induced beamspread occurs at Def# - r. and wander predomi-
nates for D /r. somewhat greater than unity. The parameter Deff is the physical aperture diameter in
the case of uniform illumination, and is equal to 4& for a gaussian beam profile.

2.2 Second Moment or Irradiance Fluctuations (Fading)

The problem of the second moment of irradiance is considerably more difficult. In the Huygens
Fresnel formulation, this involves an eight-fold integral (Fried, D.L., 1967; Yura, H.T., 1972). Fried's

earlier analysis (Fried. D.L. 1967) of "atmospheric modulation noise" in a heterodyne receiver which by
reciprocity represents the same problem as considered here, contains serious inaccuracies owing to approxi-
mations used. Interesting work on this problem was recently reported by Banakh, at al (Banakh, V. A.,
1974). Using the assumptions that the atmospheric perturbation of the propagation Green's function is
essentially a phase effect, and that the phase distribution Is gaussian, they reduced the problem to a
six-fold integral which they then evaluated using Monte Carlo techniques. The result appears qualita-
tively correct, and will be seen below to agree in general with our phenomenological description. It
does however predict that (D/p 0) is the only pertinent independent variable, while we believe the Fresnel
number to be pertinent in certain parameter realms; this latter dependence is lost through the phase-only
assumption in the Green's function. As a further consequence of the approximations used, the expression
(17) in that paper for the mean irradiance is incorrect.

We show now that a phenomenological approach can yield very useful results. To accomplish this, we
separate the fading mechanisms into (1) wander, (2) first-order scintillation, and (3) coherent fading.

Using a development from Titterton (Tittertoi, P.J., 1973), we write 'he normalized irradiance vari-
ance due to wander as

2 2
I wander 4y+l (14)

where y is defined as the ratio of the mean-square wander angle to the short-term beamspread angle.
Using the earlier C2 term (Eq. 12a) for wander angle, this becomes

-13 1

1C2' 0 0.0 ko

1/3

1÷ + c2 c Po +0.907[I kC'I% 2 D02907 2 2

We insert this expression into Eq. (14) and obtain a result for wander-induced variance as a function of
(D/po). The general behavior can be seen by approximating the function in terms of four log-linear

rea1ms as shown in Figure 4. The breakpoints occur at values of D/p° on the order of 1/2, 1, and 100,

with a maximum value of 02 somewhat greater than unity.

IwanderU
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By "first-order scintillation", we mean that which would be predicted for a focused transmitter by
the Rytov Approach (Ishimaru, A., 1969; Fried, D.L. and Schmeltzer, R.A., 1967; Kerr, J. R. and Rise, R.,
1972; Kerr, J. R. and Dunphy, J. R., 1973). This includes the "transmiLtter-smoothing of scintillations".
For this to occur, the target (or at least the turbulence (Kerr, J. R. and Dunphy, J.R., 1973)) must be
in the transmitter near field, and D must be smaller than p00 Hence the applicable inequality is

p 0> D > A _/k

* 0

The requirement that p be greater than rz/'7 is dimensionally equivalent to requiring that scintillations
from a point source "unsaturated" (Lawrence, R.S. and Strohbehn, J.W., 1970).

The customary way to write this fading term (Fried, D.L., 1967) is

2I2I e -1,(16) "

scintillation -(

2
where it is assumed that these fluctuations are log normal, and of is the log amplitude variance for a
point source (Lawrence, R. S. and Strohbehn, J,W., 1970): X

2 2 k7 / 6 ll/16Ux = 0.124 Cn k z

0.228 t (17)

The smoothing factor 8 is a function of the Fresnel number, so that this fading mechanism is not a
universal function of D/p_. For large Fresnel numbers, B is proportional (Kerr, J.R. and Eias, R., 1972)
to D-7/3. Also, if we assume significant smoothing such that OoZ << 1, we can write Eq, (16) asX

a -O0.912 8 (16a)
scintillation 0s

Coherent fading or beam-breakup scintillation corresponds in a reciprocal heterodyne receiver to
"atmospheric modulation noise" (Fried, D.L., 1967), and predominates for D > po, i.e., the realm of turbu-
lence-induced beamspread. The correct form for this fading term is not known, but we expect it to be an
increasing and nearly universal function of D/p . However, contrary to an earlier approximate analysis
(Fried, D.L., 1967) it does not increase withoui limit (Banakh, V, A., 1974).

Brown has shown that, for N - D2 /p (>>l) oscillators having identical frequencies but independent
mutual phases, the normalized variance is

(42
a 2 Xl -\e 1 (18a)

coherent fading 2 2

where o2 represents the fading of an individual oscillator. This model describes the present case of

D2/po2 Xindependent coherence areas effectively making up the transmitter aperture, and the variance
alarge (D/) The function is again not universally dependent on D/ip, and for

-< , may be written

2 1 + 42

coherent fading D2

0

The general behavior is shown in Figure 5. Also, an analytical proof of the unity asymptote for large
(D/po) is given in Appendix A.

2
We may combine the three fading mechanisms as shown in Figure 6, where it is assumed that C, and

p /bz/k have been specified. Alternatively, we may specify the Fresnel number and vary the turbulence
sirength, resulting in the curve shown in Figure 7. The latter curve, including wander effects.is in
general agreement with the recent Russian result (Banakh, V.A., 1974).

The predicted behavior with wander tracking is readily determined by dropping the contribution from
that mechanism. It is apparent ':hat a sigAificant reduction in fading can be achieved through the can- 7

cellation of wander and the control of apecture size; the optimum aperture is essentially that which max-
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imizes the mean irradiance in the presence of tracking, and too large an aperture can have significantly
deleter!.ous effects on fading performance.

Finally, we point out that the predicted reduction in scintillations as compared to those from a
point source (Figure 6), i.e. with wander tracking, may be difficult to realize in practice. This realm
will only clearly exist when po0 - /z7i (or 02 - 1), so that scintillations are weak in general. More
importantly, the requirements on accurecy of fosus and high-quality optics are quite severe (Kerr, J.R.
an. Dunphy, J. R., 1973); a very small wavefront distortion will destroy the predicted smoothing.

JS

2,3 Other Considerations

The precEding discussion has been explicitly concerned with the case of a focused beam over a hori-
zontal path. For the case of a general turbulence profile over the path, the coherence parameter is given
as an integration over the reciprocal path by Eq. (6). All phenomenological expressions above which are
universal functions of D/p are thus immediately applicable to the general path. First-order scintillations
and coherent fading depend a]so on a2 for a point source, likewise determined over the reciprocal path.
The degrading effect of a given level of turbulence on transmitter coherence is most heavily weighted
towards the transmitter end, so that an uplinkbeam tends to be incoherent or broken up while a downlink
beim remains intact. The transmitter smoothing of scintillations for a collimated uplinkbeam has been
ccAwidered in Ref. 13.

for the non-focused case, we return to Eq. (3) and define a generalized beam paeameter.

th , k 2 a2] -1/2a' - 1 + • --fl~ a (19)

The dofocusing term will reduce and wholly determine a' unless a precise focus adjustment (z Z f) is
used. In any event, if P >> a', the beam cerm predominates in Eq, (3); this will apply to a downlink in
particular. If p << a , the atmospheric term predominates regaraless of (reasonable) bnam adjustment;
this applieo to a large-aperture uplink. In general, once a' is determined from Eq. (19) and p0 is known,
the mean irradianc- is determined from the same curve as in the horizontal, focused case.

For the wander-tracked case, there will appear a'a optical-system-dependent correction to the atmos-
pheric term in Eq. (3). This will be significant only for a' on the order of P , which can apply for an
uplinkbeam having a limited aperture size.

We have so far in this discussion neglected effects relating to the limitation on the extent of the
inertial subrange of turbulence (Lawrence, R.S and Strohbehn, J.W., 1970). Lutomirski and Yura have
considered the effects of the outer scale (Lutomirski, R. F. and Yura, Hl.T. 1971; Yura, H.T.,1973) and
in parti ,t .r they derived first-order corrections to such quantities as turbulence-induced beamspread '
and coh..- .. e scale p , where ..orrections" refer to the use of the modified von Karmann in place of the

(nontruncdced) Kolmogorov srectrum (Lutomirski, R.F. and Yura, H.T,, 1971). The corrections are such asto increase p ,since the von Karmann spectrum has less energy at low wavenumbers than does the Kolmogorov.

As discussed gelow, our data (and those of others) indicate a larger component of wander than predicted
by our expressions, especially at large values of D/Oo, and this is thought to be related to large scale
bending of the (broken-up) beam. This suggezs that there is more energy in certain (anisot'opic) turbu-
.iL scales than any of the spectral models predict. There is clearly a need for further analytical
exp rimentation on the problem of outer-scale effects, which will be important ior infrared systems opcr-
ating over reasonable pathlengths.

Inner-scale effects can be incorporated through appropriate modifications of the atmospheric MTF or

structure ýunction (Lawrence, R.S., and Strohbehn, J.W,, 1970). UTnfortunately, with thu use of such
expressions, there has been a tendercy in the literature to physically confuse angular beamsi-ead
t-,. -'anisms. We empharize that wander is the wavelength-independent, geometrical-optics phenonmnon, and
wt suggest that there is little practical significance to inner-scale effects in most situations involving
iiell-developed turbulence.

3. L 1PERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present results of systematic experiments with a large, focused, wander-tracking
C ansmxtte- over a homuogeneous, horizontal path. A preliminary report of thir work has been previously
publishc.. (Dun,.y, J. R. and Kerr, J. R., 1974). The tracker locks onto a poiut-source beacon on the tar-
,et which is coincident aith a swall detector for irradignce measurements. Although the tracker utilizes
a t~o-dimensionul sgn x function rather than a true centroid, the experimental discrepancl is not expected
to be significant

The expxrimentni parameters and data collected are summarized in Table I. Current efforts are undei-
way at other paL.Aengths and wavelengths, including the realm o? small D/pol

TABLEI I

Expcrimental Parameters at" Data Collected

STransmitter and bea:on waveleng'ths: 6328 A
Transmitrer Power: 75 mW

i. Pathl~ength and Fe4-ght'. 1.6 kmn, 1.8 m
Tracker Sero Resonance: 300 Hz (galvonometer-scanners servoed to quadrant pnotodetector)

Transmi.tter Diameter: 15 cm (spatially--filtered, diffraction-limited, truncated gaussian)
Deteimination of p microthermal measurement of C 2
Mean-irradiance averaging time: 100 sec U

..
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Variance averaging time: 10 sec on 300 sec data records
Target receiver bandwidth: 1 kHz

Data from tracker (transmitter): real-time wander signals (servo inputs)
Data from target (receiver) end: real-time linear and log irradiance signals, mean irradiance

Computation of variances, probability distributions, spectra: digital from FM tape recordings
of real-time signals

3.1 Irradiance Signals

H The on-axis target irradiance vs. time, with and without wander-tracking, is shown for the weak
turbulence case (D/p ý1 ) in Figure 8a, and the corresponding log irradiance in Figure 8b. The low-
frequency nature of the wander-component of the fluctuations is evident. A longer-term record with
some smoothing is shown in Figure 9a for (D/p - 1) and Figure 9b for (D/p >> 1). It is apparent that,
in the latter or high-turbulence case, the adoantage of tracking is primarily limited to the longer-term
refractive wander.

3.2 Mean Irradiance

The mean-on-axis irradiance for the non-tracked and tracked cases is shown in Figure 10, along with
the theoretical predictions given above. These values were corrected for transmitter output-power varia-
tions, and the abscissa has been corrected for truncation effects. Since the aperture D was fixed, Ehe
appropriate theoretical curves for comparison are those normalized by I0. Since small values of D/p
could not be achieved over this path with reasonable turbulence, I is not accurately known. However,

from Figure 3, we may expect that the largest IT at small (D/p ) is approximately equal to I, and this
normalization is used in fitting the ordinate to the data. A portion of the nun-tracking da?a points may
be depressed somewhat owing to longer-term refractive effects showing up during a single averaging period.

Tme P2 dependence of I for increasing (D/po) is generally borne out. For lower strangths of turbu-

lence, the dependence of instantaneous beam spread ('VT-1) has been empirically stated (DowlingJ.A.snd Liv-
ingstor.,P.M.,1973) to be C 0.85z.2kO.65; we find a correlation coefficient of 0.89 for y < 10 thu&n

corroborating that observation. For y > 10, the correlation coefficient is 6.8 x 10-4, but we expect an
approach tc (P0

2 ) dependence in that regime. The correlation coefficient for Y I- p0
2 is 0.59 for

D/po > 10.

In Figure 11, we show the ratio (I /I) vs. (D/po). The theoretical curve is irom Figi~re 2 for a uni-
form aperture.

3.3 Fluctuations in Irradiance

The normalized variance of irradiance, with and. without tracking, is shown vs. (D/po) in Figure 12.
Theoe results comvarp well vith the curves of Figure 7, which are shown again. For comparison wich the
no,-tracked case, we also show the curve from Ref. 1. For the tracked case, the asymptote is seen to be
unity as expected; this would also be true for the non-tracked case at sufficiently lrge r/ 9 o.

The ratios of the corresponding tracked and non-tracked variances of Figure 12 are sho-m in rigure 13.
The advantage remains substantial for D/p >> 1, which suggests large-scale wander effects greater than
are included in the theory. It may be pointed out that the reduction in variance for the tracking case
is much more substantial if the target signal is low-pass filtered (Dunphy, J.R. and Kerr, J.R., 1974),
or if a larger target-receiver aperture is used.

If we process the fading signal directly for the log amplitude, rather than the linear irradinvce,
and then replot the abscissa in terms of the Rytov log-amplitude variance (o2 ) for a pnint source, we
obtain the data of Figure 14. In this gr-aph, D/p - 1 corresponds to o2 . XR 3.7 x ].0-3, and for values
substantially larger than this we expect log normality and a simple XR relationship between the
ordinates of Figures 12 and 14 (i.e., Eq. 16 with 8 - 1). In particular, the asymptuce ou - 1 corres-
ponds to 0 2 O.17. It is interesting to note that for the non-tracked case, which is nOt log-normal

at small E values of the abscissa where wander predominates, the value of o2 in more or less constant
regardless of the turbulence level. In such a case, the statistics vary with XE turbulence strength but
the degree of (log) fading does not. This is probably a better indication of dyi.amic rangn than is 2
since the latter parameter is insensitive to deep fades for log-normal-like fluctuations.

Typical probability e1istributions for log irradiance are shown in Figure 15a for the tracking and

non-tracking cases in weaKt turbulence (D/p I ). The residual non-log-normality in the trac-king case
is related to the details of fading for an approximately-diffraction-limited focal spot, The cucve for
the non-trackirg case remains to be interpreted in terms of the statistics of vander-fadý.ng (Tittertor.,
P.J., 1973). For strong turbulence (D/p > 100), nearly-log-normal distributions are observed, especially
with wander-tracking (Figurp 15b). 0

The spectra of the log fading eifiel for weak turbulence (D/p 1) are shown in Figure 16a, for the
tracking and non-tracking cases. The signiticant spectral components are below e.g., 10 Hz, and are
sharply reduced by tracking, indicating the influence of wander, it is interesting to note that at some
low (fractional-Hz) frequency, there is an apparent peak in the non-tracked spectrum, coincident with a
dip in the tracked spectrum. This feature was often noted, and is related to a peak in the spectrum
relating to wander alone, The log fading spectra for strong turbulence (D/p 0 100) is shown Ii Figure
16b; as beam breakup becomes more severe, so that ocintillations predominate over wander, there is a
tendency for the spectra of the tracked and non-t::.cked cases to cross-over at higher frequencies; t:is
may result from tracker response Io beam-break-up scintillatiots and lack oZ good correspondence between
the beacon image at the tracker and the actual distribution of energy at the target.
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3.4 Wander Characteristics

The control signal in the wander-tracking system is an ' i M; , ;- ý;Ps wander. An example of a
real-time horizontal wander signal is shown in Figure l7a. I,- scu, .T .N-nler is strongly aniso-
tropic, which can be a manifestation of both slow vertical refractiv.ý P u' of large-scale (larger
than outer scale) turbulence anisotropies. An extreme example of the f z" c is , • in Figure 17b,
which is from the same data run as Figure 17a. This extreme is typical cC nlgh:-t'ie operation, but was
observed to a much lesser exteat in some of the daytime runs which comprise most of the date of this paper.

More typically, the rms vertical wander over a short period of time was less than the horizontal value,
which is probably related to the anisotropy of turbulence at larger scales.

A quantitative distinction between the two vertical beam-bhtding mechanisms, i.e., Lurbulence and
slow refraction, can be made using the probability distributions of the wander signal. In Figure 18a we
show the distribution for the horizontal signal of Figure 17a, with equivalent high-paas filtering at
four different cut-off frequencies. The distributions are gaussian, with coefficients of skewness and
kurtosis for the 100 sec-1 case of 3.6 x 10-4 and 3.1 respectively. In Figure 18b, we show the distribu-
tions for the vertical signal of Figure 17b, where the non-gaussian nature is quite apparent.

A ausmary of the characteristics of the wander signals, averaged over a number of runs, is shown in
Table II. The ratio of average horizontal/vertical (rms) wander angles is 1.6. The correlation coeffi-
cient refers to the basic theoretical prediction (wander term of Eq. 12), namely that the mean-square
wander angle is proportional to Cn2 . In spite of the influence of slow refractive effects, the vertical
wander exhibits much less bias than does the horizontal. This may be due to variable-wind effects, which
influence the horizontal case only.

The average two-dimensional mean-square wander angle, for the runs included in this paper, implies a
value of IC2 'I of 1.16, which is nearly oqual to that deduced in the phenomenological discussion above.

TABLE II

Average Characteristics of Beam Wandev Signaso

Correlation Coefficient
Skewness Kurtosis (Experiment vs. Theory)

Vertical 2.0 x 10-2 2.76 0.90

Horizontal 2.3 x 10-2 2.89 0.36

Total 0.97

The power spectrum and frequency-weighted spectrum of the wander signal of Figure 17a are shown in
Figure 19a. The theoretical phase-difference spectrum, which is closely related, is predicted to fall
off wieh an exponent of (-2/3, -8/3) for frequencies above breakpoints (fl, 2 ) respectively:

f.1 : vI /outerscale

f 2 g vI/D (20)

where V1 is the perpendicular component of wind velocity. For frequancles below f., the behavior io very
sensitive to the detailed behavior of the wind, Since this was a low wind case, we expect a log-log
slope of -8/3; the actual slope wai -2.78 with a correlation coefficient of 0.98. In Figure 19b, hori-
zontal and vertical spectrn are shown for a higý;er (horizontal) wind. The horizontal f is 4 Hz, and the
-2/3 slope is well supported. The vertical case shoes a greater slope, and we note thai f for the verti-
cal wind is ..pproximately zero near the ground. In other cases, such as shown in Figure lic, both the
horizontal and vertical spectra fall between the two theoretical slopes.

3.5 Transmitter Focus Effects

As discussed in a preceding section, the first-order theory predicts that a focused, near-field trans-
mitter wfth wander cancellation will result in the smoothing c scintillations., It is now understood that
this effect, if it occurs, can only be realized for the condition D/0o < 1. As a follow-up to our work
as reported in Ref. 13, where qualitative evidence of such smoothing was seen, we are conducting experi-
ments on the (wander-tracked) signal fading vs. transmitter focus adjustment, As discussed in that
reference, the smoothing effect is expected to be very criti..ally dependent upon focus edjustment.

Attempts to observc this affect are saown i;, Figures 20 a,b,c. The parameter a2z is simply z/R,
where R is the radius of curvature of the transmitter wavefront. As D/po approaches unity, th? pre-
dicted effect is observed, including the large increase in scintillations v th slitht misadjustments.

Current work involvcs much lower values of D/p0 , where we hope to observe values o2 substantially
undet those for a point source on the same path, The point source scintillations are XE necessarily
quite low under these conditions, and any residual fading due to e.g. tracker error or jitter will be
quite important. However, the tracker resolution is 0.02 x the diffraction limit, and we hope to see
substantial smoothing. This effect has important practical implications for uplinkbeams, especially at
longer wavelengths (Ishimaii, A., 1969; Fried, D.L. and Schmeltzer, R.A., 1967; Kerr, J. R. and Eiss, R.,
1972; Kerr, J.R. and Dunphy, JR., 1973).
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APPENDIX A. LIMIT OF IRRPADIANCE AT LARGE VALUES OF D/p°

It was pointed out above that both the phenomenological model and experimental data suggest that the
normalized irradiance variance with a transmitter aperture much larger than the coherence scale must
approach unity. Through reciprocity, this would also be true of a large heterodyne receiver. Although
this seems to be clearly necessary physically, it disagrees with earlier approximate analyses of hetero-
dyne systems (Pried, D.L., 1967). The purpose of this Appendix is to derive this limit directly from the
Huygens-Fresnel expression for the second moment of irradiance (fourth moment of amplitude).

The relevant Huygens-Fresnel expression is given in Ref. 22. Fot a nontruncated gaussian beam, this
may be readily reduced to the eight-fold integral:

2 2 2' 2 2

(I2> (d- d - d+ d- exp -
21 P2 3 04 DS

-' [ 1 -0 2  + "3-"41 + 1 4 4
1

0 D

+ 1p'2-P3 1 - I- 5 - -'5/ exp C (l-o3l) + CO (Ip-I)} (A..)

1 * th
where D is the - irradiance diameter, P is the i difference-vector in the transmitter plane, and C is
the log amplituds covariance function. It may be shown from physical reasoning, or from tedious but
straightforward analytical calculations, that the covariance functions may be dropped* when we consider
the limit D/po 4.

o D
We leto xP/D C1 and write (A.1) as

(12> ( 2 2 2) (o5/ 15/3'- dx dx dxd exp -(a) 5 1 3  [I'l-"2 3

+ 1  5/3+ - + Ig2-l 3Is/ -5/3- Ixl-x3/ (A.2)

We now write

S(n) 5 /3  1-1121 + 1lx 41 "]-6/5ar (6/5)(a) 2 exp l-()5/3 Xl-4 6(1xl-x 2 l)

+ 6/5irr (6/5)a)- exp -(a ,1 1-XI211 6(l-4 (A.3)

i.e.

6(Ixl-x I) - lim 5/6 a xp ( x (A.4)

where we note that this satisfies the properties of a delta function:

( 4li .+ 6(lxl-'x) - lima 5/6]j Ixl-X2I) dx 1 - K 2 a-i

*It may also be shown that this is equivalent to dropping the amplitude term in the perturbation Green's
function, as done in Ref. 1. In the latter effort, the phase perturbation was assumed to be gaussian,
and the problem under discussion here was reduced to a s'x-fold integral for numerical evaluation. Al-
though the results in the limit of large D./p agree with those presented here, it may be demonstrated
that the dropping of the amplitude term resuls in ina,¶curacies at smaller values of D /po.

L .. g
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+ /3. 2+ :

(IX-x 2I1) 1 - I 1 /6 r(6/5) s (ax'A 0

Using (A.3) with (A.2), we have

4

2 + r56 + + 2 2 2),X [-_o(.)5-13'

i Zerat.ng this procedure for the term in each of the integrands of the form exp{-c)',~-j5/3} .)6>(•[/5) (6] 2 {- 3 .dx
4 ep [x2 4 z3 +X 4 -4

D () 5 +2() t - .3 (A.5)+ ,,. >,,_ +tL (615) 3d J exp 2( 3I 4 2 3x ( ,:

(....12> -. a) (3/5)2 (2ir) 2 r2 (su/lt2) (in(315)2 ( 07.)

Ii j< 2wL 2 12 =4- 2L t 8 :4

Similarly, we may write 4 4kD~r (2 2 2

,,- (,> - (a)jjd, 1,,, . - .- g (• "(A,.8),, ,
2r (I k )2  ( 2w)r (6/5) ) ~ 2  2 )35  r (6/5) =.37( 2:

Finally, we write from (A.7) and (A.9)

2 2

limo - - 1

This is the desired result,
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the curve is from Ref. 5.
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PROPAGATION OF FOCUSED LASER BEAMS IN THE TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE

M. Raidt

Forachusginstitut for Optik

74 TubIngen 1, Schl. Knrusach 4

F. R. Ge'oay

i ~i:

SUMMARY

Experhnental rsults from investigation of Instantaneous intensity distributions In focused laser beoas at 0.63/4m

and 10.6/m at distances of approximately 1.3 kin, 5 kand 8. 6km are presented and discussed. At 0.63ion the
beam pattern Is broken up into sevei I diffraction-.scale spots because focusing Is saturated, except for weak tur-

bulence and short propagation distance. At 10.6,ro the beam pattern is almost uniform, as long as the boom di-

menslons are smaller than the correlation length of the amplitude. i

1. INTRODUCTION

With raiy military applications of lasers focused beams are uk . In this context the laser beam intensity distribu-

tion on the focal plane Is of great Importance, especially the instantaneous one in the case of pulse laso.-, which
is mainly affected by atmospheric turbulence. When the loser beam i,,teracts with the atmospheric refractive inho-

moganeities, this results in coherence degradation, intensity fluctuations, beam wonder, beam breathing and conse-

quently beam spread (H'shn, D.H., H.Raidt, and K.W.GrUner, 1973; Yura, H.T., 1973). The irradiance distribu-
tion in the focal plane is characteristic of a coherent aperture given by the smaller of the diameters of the trans-

mitter aperture 2a or the lateral coherence length of a sphericjl wave, pc. Another parameter contributing to the

irradance distribution at large distances might be the lateral correlation length L of the amplitude (Yura, H.T.,
1973, 1971; Lutamirski, R.F., 1971).

Experiments on an instantaneaus intensity distribution at L = 1.3 kin, 5.05 km and 8.6 km will be described for

X - 0.63 pm (HeNe) and 10.6ppm (CO2 ). The results am presented and discussed with respect to some theoretical

relations. Basically the findings are in accordance with similar observations of others (Yura, H.T., 1973; Kerr, J.R.,

and J.R.Dunphy, 1973'.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The transmitter system already described elsewhere (Raidt,

H., and D.H.Hahn, 1975), consists of two lasers and an inverted carsegrainian presenting collinear diffraction-

limited focused TEM laser beams at 6328 . and 10.6 prm. They are focused onto the receiver planes at L 3 kn,,
00

5.05ki, and 8.6 km.

The parameters of this system are summarized in Table 1.

At the receiver stations the laser beam patterns were registered using TV-techniques. The HeNe-pottern was ob-

served by means of a TV-camera with Si-vidicon, the CO 2 -Pattern by means of one with a pyroelectric vidicon

(Heimann, Wiesbaden) and - at L = 1.3 km - a sandblasted Al-plate as reflector for )X = 10.6/um. In default of
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Het*-Lowe 6328k 15MW; TEMec; 1.1 mm0

Inverted telesoape fi/f,' - 6.64; 7.3 mm 0

CO 2  - Laser 10. 6 pm; 50 W; TEMe 01 6.9 mm0

Cassegrainian 20 mm 0; f1 . 35 mm, 50 mm, or 150 mm

500 mm 0; f2 - 250D mm

20 mm 0 bore

f2/ - 71.4, 50, and 16.6 ragp.

beam diameter at the 6328 ~:521 mm, 365 mm, and 121 mm resp.

output mirror 10.6 puit 493 mm, 345 mm, and 115 mm resp.

distance L 1.3km, 5.05km, and 8.6 km

L X6328 X 1. A

diffraction -limited 1.3 km 7.r.m 35 mm

focused beam diameters at 3 mm 51 mm

the distani.. L using the 9 mm 153 mm

bow diametors 5.05 km 8 mm 140 mm

8.6 km 13 mm 235 mm

I,~~~ ~1 --ottvaus 1mm of 6 1mm

TaleI__ Praetr of the transmitter system.

suficint ntesit, a L 5.05 km and 8.6 k'- the CO2  pattern was Imaged from a spherical mirror onto the vi-

dicon b the c leraIns, acting as a field lens.
An epasue tie of4 m proved to be suitable to record "ginstantaneous" Intensity patterns, regarding the effects of
atmsphricturulece(Huhn, D. H., H. Raldt, and K.W.Gruner, 1973 ; Yura, H. T., 1973; Raidt, H., and D. H.Hihn,

Alog te .05kmproapgation rnethe intensity fluctuations In another, collimated HeNe-lame beam were memsu-

aton er clulte.In thswy- ausIdctn einturbulence were obtained (Hahn, D. H. , 1969).

Tho easremntsat - .3km nd S 6 m wre lsopa or, atmedian turbulence. Ti atcudb ocue
frm heoberatonofthe gnrlweather siutosadtefcsdlaser beams themselves.



3. RESULTS

3.1 Theovetical Relations

Atmospheric turbulence is producing beam spreading that may result In a suiuration of focusing under certain condi-Stions (Hahn, D.H., H.Radt, and K.W.Gruner, 191 -;Yura, H.T., 1971, 1973; Lutomirui, R.F., 19715; Raidt,0H.,
aand D.H.fHn, 1975). One has to distinguish between short-term average (equivalent to "instantaneous" In this

context) and long-term average turbulence-induced optical-beam spread (Yura, H.T., 1973). The focused beam dia-

moto itp~j(L, can be described by the relation

2 2 2
Af (L,n) 2L (L) + P (L•n)(

Herein p (L) * ,L/w a is the free space diffraction-limited focused beam radius ("•.- 2 transmitter aperture ra-
00

dius ao with TEMca), and pTf(L, T) ft 2L/kp Is the turbulence Induced beam spread, which is only woakiy wave-

length dependent (Hahn,D.H. et @L., 1973; Yura, H.T., 19733 Varvatsis, A.D. et al., 1971).

S(0., ?) being either the short-term or the long-term lateral coherence length of a spherical wave can be used to

describe this spreading. The short-term laterai coherence length ST (L, T) Is always greater than the correspon-LT -nbtte eoeapoiaeyeuli
ding long-term lateral coherence length pLT, C ), but they become approximately equal in the far field of thec n LT
effective coherent transmitter aperture (Yura, H.T., 1973). Therefore the long-term values p c calculated by

(Lutomirski, R.F., 1971) for median turbulence can be used at least for the interpretation of the e*,periments presen-

ted in this context.

Focusing is saturated if

€,f(L) p, (L, (2
14W " - < ~I.(2

P.rfr-, ) 0

beom diam. ;oa pf (L) Pc (1, Cn)
distance L 0 W -

at output mirror, prf (L, C-n) a0
approx.

km3 [m] X= 0. 63Mm X 10.6 Am

1.3 0.5 0.03 1

0.3 0.05 1.6

0.1 0.15 4.8

5.05 0.5 0.01 0.4
0.3 0,02 0.7

0.1 0.06 2

8.6 0.5 < 0.01 C.

0.3 < 0.02 0.5

0.1 0.04 1.5

Table 2: Vahes W, /0(L, n)/oa for the experiments described above, s.Toble 1, at X 0.63 pm and

, 10.6/pn, for rned turbulence, using charc ;teristic values 2 a 0
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In Table 2 this relation is calculated ftr the experiments described above (s.Table 1). The figures presented themr

show that at X , 0.63 prm focusing saturation can be expected for all distances L and transmitter apertures 2a used,

except for L- 1.3 kin and 2 a W 10 cm. At X - 10.6p&m, focusing will not at all be saturated. If the beam

pattern diameter exceeds the corresponding correlation length Lc , V of turbulence induced intersity fluctuations

without focusing, there will exist intensity variations in the pattern due to L€.

3.2 X 0 . 6 3Mm

In Figures 2, 3, and 4 examp'es for instantaneous intensity distributions for 0.63 um at the distances L - 1.3 kin,

5.05 kin, and 8.6 km with three transmitter apertures 2a 0 50 cm, 30 cm, and 10 cm are shown (actual values

see Table 1).

At the shortest distance L = 1.3 km and the transmitter apertures 2a 0 50 cm and 30 cm (Figures 2a,b), the beam0

pattern is broken up into several patches. The beam spreading is considerable, i.e. PAf >> Poft focusing is sa-

turated. This effect diminishs with decreasing transmitter aperture 2 a0 and already for 2a = 10 cm (Fig.2c) there
0appears an almost diffraction-limited, i.e. PAf 1.5 Po'and smooth beam pattern. As predicted in rabie 2 focu-

sing Is not saturated. This observation for 2a 10cm concurs with the suggestion of (Yura, H.T., 1973), that In
0

the near field of the effective coherent transmitter aperture the beam does not break up into multiple blobs as in the
2for field. The distance L = 1.3 km lies in the transition region between near and far field, i.e. L , It PC, with

k- 2 f / x. in addition also the aperture diameter 2 a~ influences the focusing behaviour of the lassr beam in the

near field as demonstrated in Figures 2a, b. In accordance with Table 2, focusing saturation becomes more pronoun-

ced with the longer d!stances L = 5.05 km and 8.6 km fIr all transmitter apertures 2 a (Figures 3,4). This can be

explained by the decrease of the lateral coherence length p (L, () with increasing distance L. The values

W = p (., Cn)/a become smaller, the focal plane then also being in the far field of the effective coherent

transmitter ,perture. As demonstrated for L = 5.05 km in (Raidt, H., and D.H.Hahn, 1975) the characteristic size of

the patches in the focusing saturated beam is approximately equal to the transmitter diffraction-limited sijt size 2 Pf.

3.3

For 10.6pmat L= 1.3 km, in contradiction to 0.63 prm, for all transmitter apertures 2a 50 cm, 30 cm, and
0

10 cm (actual values see Table 1) the beam pattern is almost uniform as can be sen in Fig.5. Beam spreading is small,

i.e. pAF - Paf; focusing is not saturat, ) as indicated in Tqble 2 and als the focal plane is in the near field of

the effective cohercnt transmitter aperture. This proves true also for the longer distances L = 5.05 km and 8.6 km.

In. spite of a focusing - unsaturated CO 2 -loser beam atthese distance, which should provide smooth intensity distribition,

intensity fluctuat'orw in the beam pattern can be observed for 2 a = 10 cm. This fact is demonstrated in Figures 6 and

7. At L = 8.6 km the beam pattern seems already to break up for 2 a0 = 30 cm. These intensity fluctuations in the

unsaturated focused laser beam are due to the correlation length Lc w CU of the amplitude. Whereas for 200

50 cm and 30 cm the beam diameter is smaller than tHm correlation length, i.e. 2A, 2 pf C Lc, it exceeds

the correlatlon length for 2a = 10 cm, i.e. 2 pAf - 2p0of > Lc

As ccn be seen from Table 2 and (Lutomirski, R.F., 1971) focusing saturation will occur at larger distances also for

the CO 2 - laser beam.

21



" 4. CONCLUSIONS

1) Focusing saturation Increases with Increasing propagation distance L. In the neat field of the effective coherent

transmitter perture, L < k pc , facuing is not svturcted for transmitter aperture diameters 2a even if they are
0

larger than the lateral coherence length, 2a 0 ; pc (L, -), but focusing is saturated in the near field too If
, 2a >> Pc (''),

2) If focusing Is unsaturated by turbulence, i.e. pAf Paf' smooth istantaneous inte"ty patterns will occur

as long as the correlation length L Is greater than the beam diau•eter, i.e. 2 pAf - 2 Pof r L . For 2pAf > L

the beam will be splitted due to La
If fcusing is saturated, i.e. pAf > Parf the beam breols up into approximately transmitter (2a ) diffraction-limited

spots.

3) These effects can plastically be explained by the interaction of booms with atmospheric refractive index inhomoge-
neitles. Turbulent eddies having dimensions greater than the beam diameter lead to refractive effects. The entire beam

is quivering armind its unperturbed position. This occurs with unsaturated focused laser beams. In the came of focusing

saturation, the beam Interacts with eddies smaller than the beam diameter and therefore it is splitted into several Inde-

pendently quivering elements, leading to considerable beam spreading.
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a) I
s

1 4, 1

b)

Fig.2 : Instantaneous intensity distribution of focused laser beams at 0.6,3 pm.

Measuring conditions: L 1.3 km; At -- 4 ins; median turbulence. '

a) 2a 50cmr; 2a 30 cm; C) 2a •,10 cm; •

scale: dash cŽ 5 cm. •
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I

Fig.___3: Instantaneous intensity distribution of fo:used laser beams at 0.63 )Am.

Measuring conditions: L = 5.05 kim; At = 4 ms; median turbulence.

a) 2 a R 50cm; b) 2 a 30cm; c) 2 a Al 10cm;

Sscale: dash lý 2 0cm.
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a)I

I' I

Fig.4:. Instantaneous intensity distribution of focused laser beams at 0.63 /Am.

Measuring conditions: L = 8.6 km; At 4 ms; median turbulence.

a) 2 a tj 50cm; b) 2a n 30cm; c) 2a - 10cm;

scale: dash n 2 0cm.
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a)

b)

II

Fig.5: Instantaneous intensity distribution of focused laser beams at lO.6,sm.

Measuring conditions: L = 1.3 km; At = 4 ms; median turbulence.

a) 2a 91 50cm; b) 2 a 30cm; c) 2a 0 10cm;

scale: dash n 10cm.
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Fi.: Instcntaneous intensity distribution of focused laser beams at 10.6/4;n.

Measuring conditions: L = 5.05 km; At = 4 ms; median turbuler-.e.

a) 2a -' 50cm; b) 2ao 30cm; c) 2a 10cm;

scale: dash 2 20 cm.

.. .. . . . ... ... . . _l e TV-monitor.
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a)
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I II

tIE1: Instantaneous intensity distribution of focused laser beams at 10.6 ;Am.

Measuring conditions: L = 8.6ikm; At = 4 ms; median turbulence.

a) 2a AW 50 cm; b) 2a ft 30 cm; c) 2 a "d 10 cm;

scale: dash •_ 20cm.
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PROPAGATION OF FOCUSD TRUNCATUD LASER IEAMS IN THE ATMOSP•RE

R. F. Lutomirski
Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation

Santa Monica, California

SUOMMARY

In this paper, a formula Is derived for the mean intensity distribution from a finite beam in terms
of the complex disturbance in the aperture and the mutual coherence function (4CF) for a spherical wave in - --

the medium. The formula is used to examine the affects of turbulence on the long-term average intensity
produced by a focused, truncated gaussian aperture distribution. In particular, it is shown that (a) while
the vacuum focal point intensity will increase as the degree of truncation decrease' for a given laser
output power, the effect of turbulence limits this increase, and (b) the turbulence can virtually ellminate
the vacuum advantage of visible over infrared wavelengths in focusing the beam at practical ranges. Trans-
verse beam patterns and the on-axis intensity are shown for CO2 wavelength, and a criterion is established
for the condition under which the turbulence prevents effective focusing.

1. INTRODUCTION

The output of a laser, with a mirror system designed to keep diffraction losses small, can usually
be approximated by a gaussian amplitude and uniform phase distribution (Risken, 1964) across a circular
transmitting aperture. s Generally, to deliver ansximum intensity to a specified receiver, the output beam
will be iocused onto the target, with the focusing optics truncating the gaussian. The complex field at
the exit pupil of the transmitter for this configuration may be approximated by a truncated-gaussiar,
amplitude distribution and quadratic phase distribution. In this paper, we calculate the mean intensity
distribution in space, resulting from the above complex field in a trannaitting aperture in the presence of
a turbulent atmosphere.

Previous analyses for truncated distributions have been limited to vacuum calculations (Campbell andDs.Shazer, 1969, Kauffman, 1965). The atmospheric calculations have been treated (Schwaltsar, 1967;Ishieru, 1969; Ho, 1970) by introducing the fluctuation in refractive index as a small parameter in the

wave equation, and expanding the fields in powers of this same parameter. This procedure results in the
field being expressed as a hierarchy of Born-type integrals over the vacuum fields existing at each point
in space. Because of the extreme complexity of these integrals, the atmospheric calculations have been
limited to non-truncated (possibly focused) gaussians, for which a closed-form solution exists for the
vacuum fields. Even in this special case, because of the approximations necessary to manipulate the exprer-
sions, it Is not difficult to show that none of the expressions containee in Schaeltxer (1967), Ishimaru
(1969), or Ho (1970) conserve the long-term average irradiance over a plane normal to the direction of
propagation, implying that even those solutions must be incorrect.

The present onallsis ts based on a proof developed in an earlier study (Lutomirski, 1970), which
states that the Huygens-Fresnel principletT can be extended to a medium exhibiting a spatial variation in
refractive index. From this ptinciiple, the field due to a disturbance specified over an aperture can be
computed by superimposing spherical wavelets radiating from all elements of the aperture. The mean inten-
sity distribution is then found by first cmputing the intensity at a point from an arbitrary pair of I
elements in the aperture. ApplyIng a reciprocity theorem (also proven in Lutoiiraki, 1970), and averaging,
reveals that the above quantity is essentially the mutual coherence function (or MCF) for a spherical wave
in the medium. The integration over the aperture in performed as a final step, resulting in a simple
formula for the mean intensity pattern valid in both the Fresnel and Fraunhofer regions of the aperture.
The development in outlined in Sec. 2.

In contrast with previous work, the properties of the medium (e.g., the turbulence parameters) appear
only in the YZF of a spherical wave. The present calculation separates the geometry of the problem (i.e.,
the complex aperture distribution) from the propagation problem, which is determined by the manner in which
a spherical wave propagates in the medium. The MCF describes the reduction in lateral coherence between
different elements of the aperture, effectively transforming it into a partially coherent radiator, with
the degree of coherence decreasing as the distance from the aperture increases. In Sec. 3, the general
formula relating the MCF to the spectrum of index of refraction fluctuations for homogeneous isotropic tur-
bulence is presented, and approximate formulas are given for the MCP at various propagation ranges for amodified Kolmosorov spectrum. A curve of normalized coherence length, Poo defined as the transverse mepa-
ration at which the coherence is reduced to 0-1, versus normalized range, is also presented.

In 4. 4, the case of a focused, truncated-gaussian field distribution is examined in detail. The
general features of the vacuum pattern, with particular emphasis on the effect of truncation, are discussed
first. For a fixed laser output power, a curve is presented showing the vacuum variation in focal-point
intensity as a function of the degree of truncation. The curve shown, for example, that when the intensity
at the circumference of the transmitting aperture is reduced to g-3 from the intensity at the center, the
intensity at the focus in reduced to 085 percent of that corresponding to a uniform distribution (this
latter distribution maximizes the vacuum gain). The affect of turbulence is shown to reduce this difference
in all cases and, in fact, the distribution that maximizes the gain is no longer a uniform one. A criterion
is also given for which no further increase in the on-axis intensity at a given range can be realized
through focusing because of the turbulence. In a further example it is shown that for a 30-cm beam focused
at 0.5 kin, the effect of the turbulence is virtually to eliminate the vacuum advantage of visible over
infrared wavelengths In focusing the beam.

t i'th confocal mirrors, the lowest-order mode is exactly gaussian.
ttSee p. 370 of Born and Wolf, 1965.

h. . . . ... . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .
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In addition, beam patterns and the on-axis intensity are shown for CO2 wavelength, for both a 30-cm
and 1-m aperture, using turbulence parameters that are characteristic of paths of the order of a few meters
above the ground.

The results are briefly sumamised in Sec. 5, whero it is argued that the spherical-wave MCI is the
basic quantity to be measured for computing the degradatior of an intensity pattern.

2. THE HUYGENS FORMUlATION

It has been shown (Litomirski, 1970) that for optical propagation in a weakly inhomogeneous, non-
absorbing medium, the field at the observation point P from a complex aperture disturbance UA(E.) can be
written as

7U 7 r) d i1(1

where k - 2w/X Is the wave number, rl is a coordinate in the plane of the aperture, and the integration is
carried out over the aperture. The term G(1,Ll) is the field at point P due to the spherical wave props-
gating in the medium from a delta function source at _.. Equation (1) is valid for atmospheric opticalpropagation where the scattered field can be shown to vary slowly over a wavelength for all propagation
distances of interest (e.g., a106 km over horizontal paths), and for sufficiently small scattering angles.
where the obliquity factor (Born and Wo!.f, 1965) can be taken as -i/A.

The intensity at the point P is than given by

XJ,,u,*Gj.,l2UAr )*( 2 2(2
I(?)-U(-)*-P A2 J _2 d ld L 2

It is shown in Lutomirski (1970) that in a refractive medium,t the complex field at P due to a point
source at r is identically equal to the field at rl due to a point source at P-i.e., reciprocity existsin the form GLP,L) - G•r.,p). Hance. G(P,1)G*(.12) - G(t ,P)G*(r2,P) is the field at , multiplied bythe complex conjugates of the field at r2, due to a spherical-wave source at P. The ensemble average (de-
noted by angular brackets)

iGr,)* 'P_1 i___l "~~r2£ (3)

is the cross correlation of the complex fields at the points r_.Lr due to a unit point source at P. Whenthe scattering angles are sufficiently small so that the aperture points . can be considered Is lyingon the surface on a sphere centered at P, then the function MS r,.P), defincd by factoring out the vacuum
fields in Eq. (3), is the MCI for a sphe-rical uwve.

If the vector 2 is defined as the normal from the a-axis of symmetry to the observation point P, then
in the small-antle approximation

a • - Ik z + 2
I.•.-_.eI •(4)

Hence, we obtain from Eq. (2)

- k 2  Jf XV _k~ _1 E)r2 -r M5 L. 2 P U ý() ) d r1 d E.2 (5)

Changing variables in Eq. (5) to p- Qr-_), r - (rl+)/2, and restricting the analysis to thecase of homogeneous Isotropic turbulence where Msa r,_2 ,x) = MS(p,s) (with p " Iii), yields

ik L.~)J~a5 pu 5-ik 2fA~I. UA 2. Z~ e(ik/s)2 - d2 r (6)

Equation (6) gives the mean sprtial Intensity distribution in both the Fresenl and Fraunhofer regionsfrom an arbitrary complex disturbance in a finite aperture in the presence of a homogeneous, isotropic,
turbulent medium. It should be noted that integration of Eq. (6) over the 2 plane yields

fo ~d2 z JIWAO 12 d21.

Hence, this development implies energy conservation for azbitrary aperture functions.
3. THE SPHERICAL-WAVEMI •

The long-term effect of the turbulence on the beam pattern enters through the spherical-wave MCI.
Over a uniformly turbulent path, MS is related to the spectrum of index of retraction fluctuations by the
formula (Lutomirski and Yura, 1971)

L. ÷'A more ganera1 theorem is proven by Rayleigh (1945)--sm p. 380.
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I dKKO (K) 0 /j0 (Kpu) du])

- -U

", [2,2k2 ! n(K)KdK]

In the propagation distance at which the mean spherical-wave field is reduced to a-1 of the vacuum field.

A nodified Koloogorov spectrum has been used (Lutouiraki Pnd Yura, 1971) for the turbulence

O . 0 3 3 C 2 e " ( ! • o) 2

0 (K) " (-- o I -21/ (9)
(K)t-2 11

where C is the index structure constant, and 1o and Lo are the inner and outer scales of turbulence,
respectively.

In Fig 1, a plot of z versus A is shown for three values o0 (4 roughly corresponding to weak
(3xz10- 1cm-2/3), medium (3x1&-5 cm-2/ 3 ), and strong (3x10-1 cm 2 / 3) turbulence. For horizontal propaga-
rion near the ground, we have used the nominal values t o - 0.1 cm and Lo - 100 cm. In the usual atmospheric
case, to << LO, and the Integral in Eq. (8) can be approximated to yield

20 3 2 5• /3 "1
fc (0.39k") . (10)

The an field-docay length, zc, and hence the HCF, wi~ll depend strongly on the outer scale of turbulence.

Lutomireki anO Yura (1971) show that there are three distinct propagation ronges for which appro- i-
mats expressions exist for the MCF. The firet it found by obeerving that for any a, Ms is a monotonically
decreasing function of p with Ns(O,z) - 1 and Ns(-,z) - ewp[- 2z/zc]. Subbtituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (7), it
can be seen that this asymptotic value is reached when p >> Lo. Physically, when the separation is large
compared with the distance over which the refractive index fluctuations (or temperature fluct.ations) are
correlated, N.Lo, then

V S(pT) e4 1jr,r,)U(r1 +p,5)> < U(.l,z5)<U(rij+p,z)> - e2/c

p > L
0

because the light reaching the p•nts r(•,a), •(• .,0) has propagatnd through essentially statistically
independeat media. Hence we define

s•) M rQ, <<Z ) - I1

To Oasct-ie the ramaining two regions, It is convenient to first characterize the MCF at a given
range by the mmpavatlnn Po, for ohieh ZfS(po,') - e-1 . Then the second region is found by observing that
for to - po << ;, the imuegrdand In Eq. (7) can be expanded in powevs of (p/Lo) to yield

M(2 (PZ) exp ~0.55k2 C2z ZP/ -. 1- 1/3 'XI14 L /10.1-)

The expansion proves valid only when MS(Zo,z) a 1 and HS(Lo,Ux < 1, which implies the range limitation

zc << Z << Z!

where53

(0.39k2C t /3 (

For ranges greater than st, Mz(Zo,z) << 1, and all of the pl' of interest are small compared with the innerscale. Then, for po << to, the Bessel function in Eq. (7) can be expanded in powers of (p/to) to yield

B(,z) exp zP ex2 0.80( >> zi (12)

where
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q (w2 /3) n(K)K
3 dK ' 0.56C 2 - 1 /3

Hence, for propagation paths Lhat are short compared with si, the MYC does not depend on the inner

scale, and can be written as

2a( exp =J ( 5/3 duu J(u) M d

'(13)
\L c

For the range 0 < < zi (for Lo/Lo 1 O3, zi 10 5 x), po/Lo versus z/ac, obtained by inverting the equa-

tion F(Po/Lo,,/zc - a- 1 , Is plotted in Fig. 2. For ranges a < c/2, M5 (',c) • a1 , and the coherence

length as defined here is infinite.

It is apparent that for go much greater than the aperture diameter D, MS in Eq. (6) can be replaced

by tnity, and the mean intensity is given by its vacuum value. When go f D, the turbulence reduces the
average irradiance on a target.

4. THE FOCUSED, TRUNCATED-GAUSSIAN DISTURBANCE

4.1 The Mean Intensity

The complex field in the aperture corresponding to a gaussian amplitude distribution with standard
deviation a, focused at range f, and normalized to unit amplitude at the center of the aperture is

UU. axpi-L ~r'2(A-2++ S D/2A 2i )
(14)

I >r D/2

With UA given by Eq. (14), the inner integral in Eq. (6) is the integration of the function

exp[ J(r 2 + 
"I

over the area of overlap of two cirenles, each of diameter D, with centers ýelatively displaced at opposite
ends of the vector p. The integration is straightforward and yields for theinner integral D2r 0(x), where

-1
cos (x) 1

6 -~2 x22 e_8 (u _22 coo#)
M Wx) - -x J d# j e(ua2 cos[20x(u co,#-x)lu du X 1 1

l-- 0 x/cos)
(15)

"0 x x>l

where x - P/D, 6 - D/2a, and 0 a l/4[kD2 (c'-f- 1 )j. Then, using polar coordinates for the p integration,
performing the angular integral, and changing variables from p to x - p/D, yields

<.I(.,z) -D•4 I xj X(2oX)Ms(1)x~z)M ,1(xf (16)

where J0 is the aero-order Beesel function, and a - kDp/2z a kD/2 tan 0, where 0 is the angle that the

direction to P makes with the central direction.

4.2 The Vacuum Pattern and Effect of Truncation

In Ltne limit of rsro turbulence, MS - 1, and Eq. (16) reproduces the vacuum intensity pattern. In

this limit, it follows from the definition of 0 that the angular pattern in the focal plane (z-f) is iden-
tical with the Fraunhofer pattern for the unfocused case (fm.,z.). Furthermore because M6 p(x) is an even
function of 0, the angular vacuum patterne are identical in planes for which iz-l-f-1I - constant.

For the limit D -< a (6'50), the problem reduces to the focusing of a plane wave diffracted by k cir-
cular aperture. No simple expression exists for the transverse vacuum intensity except in the focal plane,
where the distribution is given by the Airy pattern

Ip(pf,.(-D W Ik 2f (17)U p a= 2f
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The on-axis Intensity is given by

2 join !\
I o.. (18)

which has an absolute aximm at the focal point. The on-axis nulls are located at

IX u 1,2,....
t I6nwf n

=kD

When 16wf/kD2 > 1, the only on-axin nulls lie between the transmitter and the focal plane; when 16wf/kD2 < 1,
there are on-axis nulls beyond the focal plane. In the limit 16wf/kD2 << 1, the nulls-indeed the whole
pattern--are sym•etric about the focal plane for ranges I(-f)/fl << 1.

In the limit D - a (or 6..), when the aperture does not effectively truncate the gaussian, the
vacuum pattern propagates as a gaussian in all transverse planes according to the equation

2 2 2
g(P.) -T -p/aw (19)

w

where
M2

The uaxi•im intensity in this case does not occur at thq focal point, but rather on the axis at the shorter
range a - f/[ +(f/ka4)], where the intensity is 1 + (a /f)2, Generally, in crder to focus the laser beam
effectively, the focal length should be much less than the smaller of ka2, kD2 , in which case the intensity
at the focal point is approximately the smeller of (ka2/f) 2 , I/4(kD2 /f)2 .

For the case of arbitrary truncation, the on-axis intensity can be shown to be

2 -D2 -2/2)2  + 1/2 2
I(0,Z) kD 4242 4 sin (20)

l-e + 0

with no simple formula for the transverse pattern, even in the focal plane. The average aperture intensity,
defined as the total laser output power, W, divided by the area of the aperture, can be computed by inte-grating IUAI 2 over the aperture, and is

y 4w 1 -_ _H-.D2  •2 (21)

The effect of truncation on the intensity at the focal point for a given output power can then be
computed from the gain

22 1-076/2)

It has been shown (Silver, 1963) that of all possible aperture distributions, the focal-point inteo-
sity for a given W is maximized by a uniform disturbance, corresponding in our case to 6 0 0, and yielding

22Vou - (-2)2

In Fig. 3, the normalized gain
C (1" _2/2)2

4 le/2)
G (23)

UH 5u2(l -_ 2 )
6 _a

is plotted versus 62, the power of e by which t~e intensity at t"e circumference is reduced from the Intan-
sity at the center. For example, a ratio of e- yields a vacuum reduction of '15 percent. The effect of
turbulence will be shown to reduce this difference.
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4.3 The Effecta of Turbulence

The long-term effect of the turbulence, at 1'scusssd in Stc. 3, is to reduce the lateral coherence

between the fields radiatin. from dii2erent elemen'i n, the aperture for separations ýpo. For r), - a,D,
the beam will be confined to a circularly smetrt,. area of dimension ,e/kpo at a distance x. The ratio of
the field intensity to aperture intenoity is thee '-1,kDpo/I)2 , and the on-axis intensity can be increased by
focusing the beam only if this quantity is considerably greater than unity at the range of interest. In
general, this partially coherent aperture will produce an intensity pattern with lees detailed strurture
than the vacuum distribution, and with the maxima and minima tending to be averaged out. Further, because
5 c A2 , there will be less degradation of lonSer wavelength patterns. In File. 4.-4c, the focal-plane
atmospheric patterns, normalixead to the v~cuum focal-point Intensity (1/4)(kDZ/4f)2, er horn•o a

uniform aperture disturbance with D/Lo w 0.01. 0.1, and 1, respectively. With ac determined from Eq. (10)
(or Fig. 1) these curves can be used for arbitrary wavelengths, The dashed curve i" each figure is the
vacuum Alry pattern, Eq. (17), similarly normalized. For a given ratio of a/ht, tL|e %reater the diameter
(D/Lo), the less the effective coherence over the aperture, and hence the greater the degradation from the
vacuum pattern.

In the remaining examples, the normalized intensities <I>N, defined as the ratio of the %man inten-
sities <I> to the mean aperture intensity T - 4W/wDz, are plotted. Turbulence parameters have been chosen
that 'are characlisistic of the strengths and scales found from zero to several meters above the $round:
C2.. 3xl0

5 
cCm7 , to M 0.1 cm, and Lo -100 cm.

Figures Sa and Sb display the effects of truncation on the focal-plane intensity of a 10.6-0 beam
from a 1-m aperture docused at 0.5 km. The vaciuum and atmospheric patterns are shown in Fig. 5a for a
uniform distribution, whereas in Fig. 5b the gaussian intensity distribution is reduced to e-

4 
at the cir-

cumference from its value at the center. In vacuum the iruncated distribution has a focal-point intensity
of 425 percent lese thaen the uniform case; however, the effect of turbulence is to reduce both intensities
such that the difference is only ulO percent. Because the MCF reduces the effective average coherence
between different radiating elements of the aperture in a manner that depends only on the distance between
them, elements near the edge of the aperture weigh less than those near the center in contributing to the
average intensity. Hence, the relative intensity gain of a uniform distribution over a truncated-gaussian
distribution will always be less than in the vacuum case. In fact, it can be shown from Eqs. (6) and (21)
that in the presence of turbulence, the aperture distribution which maximizes the gain, G - I (Of)/T, is,
in general, not uniform tut somewhat peaked at the canter of the aperture.

In Figs. 6a-6c, the focal-plane vacuum and atmospheric patterns are compared for D - 30 cm, 6 - 0,
and a - f - 0.5 km, using the wavelengths 0.6328 p (He-Ne), 1.06 u (Nd), and 10.6 ii (C0 2 ). Although the
vacuum intensities at the focal point for the shorter wavelengths are greater (the "ante,,na gain" is pro-
portional to Aý

2
), the effect of the atmosphere for the chosen geometry essentially eliminates the shorter

intense focal intensity will be greater.

In Figs. 7a-7c, for X - 10.6 u, the vacuum and atmospheric focal-plane patterns are shown for
D a 1 m and 6 - 0 (uniform distribution) at focal lengths of 0.5 km, 5 km, and 10 km. The long-term effect
of the turbulence at the larger ranges is to reduce the on-axis intensity, and to spread out the beam.
Hence, the positioning accuracy required to illuminate a target can be considerably les than a vacuum
calculation would indicate. As discussed above, the solid curves (with turbulence present) are relatively
insensitive to the degree of truncation.

Finally, in Figs. 8a and 8b, the vacuum and atmospheric on-axis intensities are compared for a 10.6-p
beam focused at 0.5 km with 6 - 0, and D - 30 cm and 1 m, respectively. The intensities are shown for a
range of 50 m on either side of the focal plane. The on-axis intensity for the 30-cm aperture case remains
reasonably constant over the 100-i range, with a maximum at a30 m on the aperture side of the focal plane.
The axial distribution for the 1-m aperture is almost symmetric with respect o the focal plane and obvi-
ously requires greater focusing accuracy to produce the available gain of 10ý at a specified target. At
ranges of 5 and 10 kcm, the on-axis intensities are essentially constant within 50 m of the focal plane and
are equal to the focal-point values of Figs. 7b and 7c, respectively.

S. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of Sees. 3 and 4, the following procedure can be used to estimate the focal-
point intensity.

First, from a knowledge of 1) the index structure constant Ca, 2) the (outer) scale over which the
temperature fluctuations are reasonably correlated, Lo and 3) the wave-number of the radiation, k, the mean-
field decay length can be constructed according to Eq. (10) as

a (0.40 2 L 5/3fzc \ " n 0

Then the equivalent coherent aperture size, POO at range a, can be computed from Fig. 2. If the smaller of

the two quantities (kDp 0o/z)
2 . (kapo/z)

2 
is considerably greater than unity, then the intensity at the range

a can be incrt&dad by focusing the beam at that range. If this inequality is not satisfied, no intensity
amplification can be realized by focusing the beam.

These estimates are also correct for the case of inhomogeneous turbulence when Po, corresponding to
the e-l point of the HCF for the inhomogeneous medium, is used. The formula for the sphericýAl-wave MCF in
an Inhouogeneous medium is given in Lutomireki and Yura (1971). In either case, if a more precise estimate
of the degradation due to the turbulence is required, the integral of Eq. (16) can be evaluated. This willy
usually be necessary when p, ^ a or D. When po << a,D, then the approximate formulas of Lutomirski (1970)

%re applicable.
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While the expressions for Po depend on particular models for the turbulence spectrum for homogeneous

turbulence, and model profiles for the inhomogeneous case, the intensity distribution can always be

determined from Eq. (6) if the ICF is known. Hence, to predict the beam pattern from an arbitrary wave-

front In an aperture, it is the MCP that should be measured rather than specific beam patterns. The

measurement of turbulence parameters that rely on specific models for the spectrum are also of limited

utility.

This point can be clarified by first observing that Eq. (16) in the Fourier-Bessel transform of the

quantity

8I (hD)8 W M ,Z) (x )
21 4z S 6,0

which can be inverted to yield

*It( 271z -2-,l I>PZPd (24)

D E

where •1> (pz) is the mean intensity at a distance p from the axis at range z.

For an arbitrary disturbance in the aperture, the function N6 a(x) given by Eq. (15) would be

replaced by the appropriate overlap integral of Eq. (6). Equation (14) thus provides a pojible method
for determining part of the MCF from measurements of the beam pattern.

However, because M 6 B(P/D) - 0 for p ? D, inverting the intensity distribution can give no informa-

tion regarding MS(p,z) for spatial separations larger than the diameter of the transmitting aperture. In
particular, to determine the distance tc from a beau pattern measurement, it would be necessary to have an

aperture diameter greater than the largest scale of turbulence, Lo, which might be of the order of meters.
Hence, if one can determine the spherical-wave MCF for all spatial separations at a given range (e.g., by
using an interferometer), one can infer the intensity distribution from an arbitrary aperture distribution
at that range, while the reverse is not true unless apertures greater than the coherence length at that
range can be constructed. Even if the beam pattern were iasured, MS(p,z) would first have to be con-
structed from Eq. (24) from the given measurement to determine the general response. Therefore, for design
purposes, direct measurements of the M4CF, which are notably lacking, are required.
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC TRANSFER FUNCTION

J.C. Dainty
Physics Department, Queen Elizabeth College,

!Campden Hill Road, London W8 7AH

R.J. Scaddan

Physics Department (Astronomy), Imperial College,
Prince Consort Road, London SW7

SUMMARY

A wavefront folding interferometer has been constructed with which the long time-
averaged modulation transfer function, MTF, of the atmosphere (ie, the long time-averaged
mutual coherence function) may be measured. The instrument was used to determine the MTF
over 10 nights in June 1974 at Mauna Kea Observatory, Hawaii, using bright stars as
sources. The form of the MTF at separations of a few centimetres in the pupil agreed
with that predicted on the basis of a Kolmogorov spectrum of turbulence, but there was a
departure it larger separations. The MTFs were highly variable both from hour-to-hour
and night-to-night; the wavefront correlation region, r 0 , varying from approximately 4
to 20 cm. Increasing the zenith angle generally decreased the correlation region, but
no exact relationship was observed.

It is hoped to construct a new interferometer with direct output of the MTF. The
design of this instrument will be outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION

Turbulence in the atmosphere causes refractive indi" fluctuations along the
optical path from a light sour.ce to an observer. These result in the phenomena of
scintillation, increased image size and image motion. The modulation transfer function,
MTF, of the atmosphere may be used to completely describe the degrading effects of
atmospheric turbulence on an imaging system.

In most astronomical applications the long-exposure MTF is more appropriate than
the short-exposure MTF which does not take account of image motion. The long-exposure
mutual coherence function also influences the form of the instrumental transfer function
for unconventional imaging techniques in astronomy, such as speckle interferometry
(Dainty J.C., 1973, Korff D, 1973). Thus the atmospheric MTF is an important parameter,
particularly in the selection of a site fortn astronomical observatory or the
specification of the quality of an astronomical telescope (Brown D.S., 1975).

A wavefront folding interferometer has been constructed (Dainty J.C. and Scaddan
R.J., 1974) that measures the long time-averaged mutual coherence function of the
wavefront arriving at a telescope pupil; it can be shown that this function is
proportional to the atmospheric MTF if the light source is effectively a point source.
The instrument was used at Mauna Kea Observatory, Hawaii, for a series of MTF measurnmeirts
over a period of ten nights in June 1974 (Dainty J.C. and Scaddan R.J., 1975). Hawaii
is one of the proposed sites for the Northern Hemisphere Observatory. The form of the
MTFs and their variation with time and zenith angle were oriefly investigated.

A similar interferometer has been used by Breckinridge (Breckinridge J.B., 1974)
to display the real part of the two dimensional Fourier transform of a stellar source.

2. THEORY

For quasi-monochromatic, spatially incoherent light, the image and object in any

imaging system are related in the spatial frequency domain by

i(u,v) - o(u,v). T(u,v) (1)

where i(uov) and o(u,v) are the Fourier transorms of the image and object intensities
respectively, T(u,v) is the modulation transfer function and (u,v) are spatial frequency
variables.

It can be shown (Hufnagel R.E. and Stanley N.R., 1964, Fried D.L., 1966 and
Dainty J.C., 1973) that the atmospheric transfer function, T (u,v), is equal to the
normalised time-averaged autocorrelation, r(x,y), of the complex amplitude, U(x,y), at
the telescope pupil due to an unresolved star;
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T, T(uv) r <U*(X',y') U(x'+x,y'+y)>
T <> (2)

where <I> is the long time-averaged intensity and spatial frequencies in the image and
distances in the pupil are related by

U - x V (3)

where A is the wavelength of light and f is the focal length.

Thus the atmospheric transfer function can be measured by an instrument designed
to measure spatial coherence. The essential features of the present instrument are shown
in Figure 1. The design is based on an interferometer (Wessely H.W. and Bolstad J.O., 1970)
in which the transfer function is determined simultaneously at all spatial frequencies.
It is basically a Michelson interferometer in which a roof-prism in one arm reverses the
wavefront about the y axis so that the time-averaged output intensity is given by

<1 out> <IU(x,y) + u(-x,y)12>

- 2<I> + Re r(2x,o)} (4)

Tilt fringes may be introduced parallel to the y axis so that

<'out> > 2{<I> + Rer(2x,o) cos.(2k.sinB.x + s(x))) (5)

where 8 is the tilt angle, k 2r/a and Aý(x) - (x,y) - *(-x,y) is a difference term
for the phase aberrations of the telescope and interferometer.

The spatial coherence, r, is real and has rotational symmetry for isotropic seeing
and therefore the atmospheric MTF can be found from the envelope of a set of cosine fringes.

It should be noted that any aberrations only affect the spacing of the fringes and
not their envelope so that the measurement is independent of aberrations provided that
A#(x) is much less than the coherence length of the light, ie,

A¢(x) << A2()

where A is the optical bandwidth. This condition is easily met in practice.

3. INSTRUMENT

The general arrangement of the components mounted on the 12.5 mm thick aluminium
alloy base is shown in Figure 2. The instrument is attached to the Cassegrain focus of a
telescope so that light enters the interferometer via a hole in the base and a beam
bending mirror. T'his mirror transmits a few percent of the light to a guiding eyepiece.

The collimating lenses not only provide a parallel beam of light in the
interferometer, but also image the telescope pupil onto the roof prism. Ghost images in
the interferometer are prevented by arranging the beam-splitter, compensator and prism
face to be at Brewster angle incidence to minimise reflection of the 'p' polarisation
which is subsequently selected in the exit beam with a polarising filter. The beam-
splitter is coated with a dielectric multilayer which reflects 40 percent of the 'p'
polarisation. The image of the fringes superimposed on the telescope pupil is recorded
through an interference filter using a Spectracon image tube (McGee J.D., et al, 1972).
The reflecting faces of the roof prism meet at an angle of 900 tl arc.sec. and the edge
has a radius of curvature of less than 0.1 mm. The plane mirror is mounted in an 'Aero-
Tech' interferometric mount which allows precise positioning of the fringes. All of the
optical components are figured to give individual wavefront aberrations of less than a/4
over a 25 mm aperture.

The interferometer may be adjusted to have zero path difference between its arms
by successive use of local mercury and tungsten filament lamps which can be viewed via a
moveable mirror. The star image may then be correctly positioned and focussed using an
eyepiece arrangement and the Foucault knife-edge test. If the star image is not co-axial
with the local source, the orientation and spacing of the fringes will be different.
Another eyepiece and moveable mirror are provided for examining the image falling on the
Spectracon photocathode.

The image of the telescope pupil is recorded at a scale of approximately 1/50
and an image of the star may be recorded at a scale of 0.22 mm/arc.sec by exchanging the
output lens. This allows comparison of the star image and the point spread function
computed from the atmospheric MTF.
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Due to the large number of fringe images that were recorded, it was necessary to
3select approximately 25 by visual inspection that were representative of particular nights

or effects. These were scanned with a Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer with a slit size of
40 Um by 3.0 mm, is, equivalent to 2mm by 150mm on the telescope pupil. This density
distribution is directly proportional to the image intensity distribution due to the

A linear relationship between density and exposure for the spectracon image tube. The
fringe envelope for each pattern was drawn in by hand and re-plotted on a normalised
scale.

The fringe envelope was then corrected for the effect of the bandwidth of the
interference fitter used in the measurement by dividing by the temporal coherence function
of the filter. This was determined by Fourier transformation of the spectral transmittance
function of the filter. It was assumed that both the energy distribution of the star and
the spectral sensitivity distribution of the Spectracon were constant over the passband
of the filter (halfwidth approximately 3Onm centred at 520nm).

The star images were scanned along a diameter with a 30 pm square aperture in the
microdeansitometer to give the point spread function due to the atmosphere and the
instrument.

5. RESULTS

Measurements of the atmospheric MTF were made with a 61 cm telescope at Mauna Kea
Observatory, Hawaii, from 21 to 30 June, 1974, inclusive. Table 1 lists some of the
meteorological data for that period and a visual estimate of the seeing on each night
made with the 61 cm telescope.

Date Night Temp. at Average wind Obscuration Visual Seeing*
24.00 hrs, speed, MPH0C

June 21 1 -3.3 30 Poor

22 2 -2.2 40 Average

23 3 -1.3 22 Good

24 4 -1.1 7 Good

25 5 -2.0 5 Average

26 6 0.3 18 Thick cirrus Average

27 7 -0.5 40 Thin " Average

28 8 -1.5 25 Thin " Good

29 9 1.0 17 Thick " Good

30 10 3.3 4 Thin " Good

Poor: image 'diameter' >3 arc.sec.

Average: image 'diameter' 1.5 - 3 arc.sec.

Good: image 'diameter' <1.5 arc.sec.

Table 1

The stars used as sources were mainly a-Lyrae and a-Bootis which may be considered
as unresolvable over apertures relevant to the present measurements. Exposure times for
fringe pictures through a 30 nm halfwidth filter were approximately 60 s when a 40 kV
potential was applied across the Spectracon and G5 emulsion was used (developed for 5 min.
in D19). Exposure times for star images were approximately 8 s through an 8 nm halfwidth
filter.

Typical atmospheric MTFs for each night are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The abscissa
is given both in cycles/arc.sec. and in centimetres in the pupil. The curves are
considered to be accurate to approximately 5 percent at modulations greater than 0.2, but
reliable values for modulations less than 0.1 cannot in general be given because of
measurement noise and the effect of correcting for temporal coherence. All of these
measurements were taken within 200 of the zenith.

A comparison is made in Figure 5 between a section through a point spread function(PSF) computed by Hankel transformation of a measured atmospheric MTF and a measured PSF.The measured PSF is wider due to imaging aberrations in the instrument and microdensitometer.

This result indicates the advantage to be gained by measuring the mutual coherence function
of the wavefront in the pupil rather than the intensity distribution in the image plane.
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Figures 6 and 7 give the computed atmospheric 2SFs corresponding to the atmospheric
MTFs shown in Figures 3 and 4. The shapes of the PSFs are somewhat uncertain due to the
relatively large effect of the tails of the MTFs (the region where the accuracy is lowest).
However, it can be seen that on a few nights, most of the image energy was encompassed
within a circle of 1 arc.sec. diameter.

Throughout some nights there was a large variation of the MTF. This is typified
by Figure 8 showing the variation on the third night. On this occasion the seeing improved
throughout the night, but as the reverse was sometimes observed, it cannot be said whether
this trend was characteristic of the site.

The variation of MTF with zenith angle was briefly investigated. It can be shown
(Hufnagel R.E. and Stanley N.R., 1964, Fried D.L., 1966) that the long-exposure
atmospheric MTF, M(p), can be expressed as

M(p) - exp(-%D (p)'} (7)

where D(p) is the wave structure function and pis the correlation distance in the pupil.
For locally isotropic, homogeneous turbulence with a Kolmogorov turbulence spectrum and a
stellar object

D(p) - 2.91 k 2 sec f S h Cn 2 (h)dh (8)

where k is the wave number ght, 6 is the zenith angle, Cn(h) is the refrective index
structure constant and a function of height h and h, is the height of the observatory
above the ground.

From equatiors (7) and (8) we may write

ln{-1nM(p)) - V3inp + in sec a + ln{l.45k2 f• C2 (h)dh} (9)1h n 'r

so that for two zenith angles, Ai and 62, graphs of In(-lnM(p)) versus in p should be
straight lines of slope equal to s, and vertically separated by ln{sec 21/sec 52}. Figure
9 shows the atmospheric MTFs measured at zenith angles of 100 and 470 a short time apart
on the fifth night. The value of (sec 61/sec 62) for these angles is 1.44, while that
measured from the figure is 1.68 at distances of up to 5 cm in the pupil. It was not
possible to obtain much quantitative data in the time available, but it was generally
found that the seeing was better at the zenith than at large angles from the zenith. In
addition to the time variation of seeing through many nights, there was also in apparently
random angular variation that may have been caused by local turbulence, wind or cloud cover.

It should be noted that the results presented here are typicul values for only i
10 nights. A summary i3 given in Table 2 which lists the widths of the MTFs and PSFs at

the 25 percent level. Also listed are values of rO as defined by Fried (Fried DL, 1966).

0lMW) exp {-3.44 (P-o)§/3) (10)

25 percent level width
Observation MTF PS

cycle/arc.sec. carc.sec. Cm J

la o.38 4.1 1.1 7.1
lb 0.22 2.4 1.3 4.1
2 0.41 4.3 1.8 7.4

3 0.87 9.4 0.8 16.2

4 0.80 8.6 1.0 14.8
5 0.49 5.3 1.4 9.1

6 0.57 6.1 1.1 10.5
7 0.71 7.6 0.9 13.1 A

8 1.04 11.2 0.7 19.3

9a 0.87 9.4 1.0 16.2
9b 1.02 11.0 0.8 19.0

10 0.84 9.0 1.0 15.5

Table 2
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6. DISCUSSION

A feature of the results of this study is the highly variable nature of the
atmospheric MTF. There appeared to be three time scales of variation: a rapid
fluctuation (greater than a few Hz) observed by eye when setting up the fringes, an hour-
to-hour variation and a night-to-night variation. This suggests that the statistics of
the time variation of the MTF should be studied and that any model of the atmosphere
should include a time varying factor.

From equation (9) it can be seen that for turbulence with a Kolmogorov spectrum
the atmospheric MTF should be a straight line of slope equal to 5/3 when plotted on
logarithmic scales. Such graphs are given in figures 10 and 11 for the MTFs measured on
nights 1 to 5 and 6 to 10, respectively. It appeArs that the Kolmogorov two-thirds law
is approximately obeyed only for small distances in the pupil. For tae case of a modified
von Karman spectrum, the form of the MTF is given by

M(P) =eyp 1-1.45-2 sec S p~ [1-0. 8(-- cnch )dh }lo<P<<Lg (11)

where 10 - L/2: and L0 and ln are the outer and inner scales of turbulence, respectively.
To evaluate this expression the distributions of L 0 and C2 with height must be known;
values of the former are rare, especially under the temperature inversion conditionsusually found at night.

For the simple case of constant values of L0 and C2 , the form of the MTF is as
shown in Figure 12 for six values of to Different values of C2 (h), k or sec B will
merely shift the curves up or down the in{-Ifln.M(p)}axis. It can be seen that the shape
of the curves is similar to that measured, but the overall slope is lower.

7. FUTURE WORK

It is planned to construct a new interferometer in which the fringe modulation at
one separation in the pupil is determined in real time. The basic layout of the
instrument will be retained except for the polarising components and double photomultiplier
system shown in Figure 13. The beams are shown sheared in the interferometer, although
several alternative arrangements are possible. In this technique the input beam is plane
polarised at 450 to the horizontal and a quarter-wave plate, placed in one arm, has an
optical thickness are quarter of a wavelength different for the vertical component of
polarisation with respect to that for the horizontal component. A polarising beam-
splitter in the output beam separates the two polarisations which are measured by two
identical photomultipliers and scanning slits aligned to the fringes at the sameseparation in the pupil.

For one polarisation, the output intensity distribution may be taken as equation
(5). For the other polarisation:

<I > W <u(x,y) + u(-x,y)e -i-/ 212
- 21<I> + Re(r(2x,O)e -11/2}(

When the tilt fringes are introduced:

<Iout> M 2{<I> + ReF(2x,O)sin(2k sin ex + Ao(x )) (13)

By subtracting a voltage proportional to the average intensity, <I>, (measured by
a third photomultiplier, say, in the other exit beam of the interferometer) from both of
the photomultiplier signals and taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the
signals, it is possible to obtain a voltage proportional to r(2x,O). This voltage may be
recorded by a magnetic tape or chart recorder. The exposure time is determined by the
time constant of the avplifiers or the integration time of the photon counting channels.

The principal advantage of this system is that the fringe modulation is directly
available so that, say, the statistics of the time variation of the atmospheric MTF at
one separation in the pupil may be easily measured. As this separation in the pupil need
not coincide with a fringe maximum, lens fringes are required across the image of the
telescope pupil so that the temporal coherence function of the filter is a less critical
f acto..

The main disadvantage of the readout system is that the MTF is not measured
simultaneously at all separations in the pupil.

.... ...
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INTENSITY CORRELATION OF RADIATION SCATTERED ALONG THE PATH OF A LASER BEAM

PROPAGATING IN THE ATMOSPHERE

M.Bertolotti, Istituto di Fisica Ingegneria, Universith di Roma, Rome, Italy

M.Carnevale, B.Crosignani, B.Daino, P.Di Porto, Fondazione U.Bordoni, Vials Trastevere,
10,Roma, Italy

SUMMARY

Correlation properties of the electromagnetic field scattered away from the
direction of propagating of a laser beam are studied. The correlation could be used for
whenever a direct measurement of the scattered intensity is difficult due to background
radiation.

Resides, correlation measurements can be conneci-et with the scale of atmosphe-
ric turbulence.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this communication is to study the characteristic features of

light scattered away from a laser beam travelling in the turbulent atmosphere.
It will be demonstrated that this scattered light has coherence properties dif

ferent from the background and this fact can be used in principle to discriminate in a
detector the contribution of scattered laser light from the surrounding sun light.

Let us consider a laser beam travell ng in the turbulent atmosphere and a pho-
tomultiplier which sees a segment e of the beam through a solid angle U.1 (S.Fig.1).
The electric field of the light impinging on the photomultiplier can be written asE E g• = . (1)

L E B
khere E, is the electric field due to the scattered laser light and ES is the elec-
*:;.;C fi due to the background produced essentially by sun light scattered by the atmo
ephe!-.. ., the photomultiplier.

If we look a the second order correlation function of the field we have

E<wI (Jo)l > =<I I E (O (t)÷ + Ea l (0) +Ecot (2)

which due to the statistical independence of the fields EL and EB is simply
L( <0l1(2lEl + < I _' 8WII I' o)l> +V

+ +<IE +i ><1E5 +E > [< E•(). + < o Ejo)> +C.C. (3)

Now let us put at' .. tion to the temporal behavior of our correlation function. The corre
lation time of kh :Aground fie~d V8 is very short so that, on the time scale of th;
measurement,

~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~z ......... ..... ......... .. .. ... ... ..... ..... ..z+
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rn nd

Finally, we have

> > < *> 4

The second order c(•r-rlation function of the total field on the photomultiplier is thesr
fore just equal, besides a constent term, to the second-order correlation function of
the scattered laser field

2. CALCULATION OF THE SECOND-ORDER CORRELATION FUNCTION OF SCATTERED LASER LIGHT

Let us, now, consider the first and second-order correlation function of the
electric field scattered by an ensemble of identical Mie particles embedded in the atmg

sphere, under single scattering approximation. This will allow us to have an insight into
the statistical properties of the scattered radiation, which will be shown to differ
from those of a chaotic field.

We suppose scatterers undergoing turbulent and Brownian m|tions, stochastic in
nature, as well as a deterministic motion due to a drift velocity X of -e atmosphere,
and an incident field, with fixed polarization and with amplitude and phase-fluctuations,
which are essentially due to the influence of the atmosphere.

The incident field is given by

where Et(b) is a stochastic real vector with a fixed direction and (, )a ran-
dom phase, 1. and K1 representing respectively the average angular frequency andwave
number ( KO 'I/c ) of u.ae quasi-monochromatic incident field. Both quantities Er (&
and 9(Pt) are supposed to suffer temporal fluctuations over time scale much larger..
than the characteristic period of light. The spatal coordinate does not appear in T(•)
while the phase tS is allowed to fluctuate over a generical distance I., "

The scattered field L(•,&) is of the form

-. e

where A (k) is a real vector dejendinV on R with a fixed direction and a magnitude
llowing the fluctuations of E depends on R >, eS (having chosen

the origin of coordinates in a point insideV• ), and the index L ranges over the
scatterers, whose number N is supposed to undergo neoligible fluctuations. In writing
Eq.(6), we have made the realistic assumptions that Er t) does not vary appreciably in
the time interval es/c spent by light in trossing V. , that ' << l/<and that

where V- labels an average scatterer velocity, since this Entails the possibility of
neglecting retardation effects between the microfields scattered by each particle and to
use a uniquo tie L-R/- . We have also used the relation 47()(t _R/) due to the
slowness of amplitude fluctuations.

We have

ZC): V to '),• L ,' + r•o(7) .
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where , V being the fluctuating turbulent atmospheric velocity, Y )

represents the displacement of the i-th particle in the time interval to/ t) associeted

with Brownian motion, end 1F , (- )

Introducing Eq.(7) into Eq.(6) we obtain

t (8)
< EU L (t,0) > Iob [(0 ,~) e((~)

x 'e e,

where the symbol < ...... indicates ensemble-averaging operation, r(tY 0 )labels the

position at time t;. of the scattering element started at position A. at time t: ,Y'-&

is the Brownian displacement undergone by an arbitrarily chosen particle in a time inter

val E , and use has been made of the statistical independence between the quantities
enclosed in different brackets and of the vanishing of the terms with L 1 j due to the
relation<•(.Y•.i)z-o and Yn are not correlated for • , ) . The small turbu lent

and Brownian displacements have teen neglected with respect to the spatial scale of the

fluctuations of ig . The incident field has been assumed to be stationary and the scat-
tering system homogeneous and stationary.

Let us consider the four averages appearing in Eq.(8). Assuming a log-normal

probebility distribution for the amplitude

_( I)- IH 5 (9)

one has

< 00 •
(10)

~0 e

which is consistent with

W1 A (•) )>= no(e-.)6C•) + no (0,)

where I(t) plays the role of temporal normalized amplitude correlation function and

ranges from ln(0) -- to 04(L-) 0_ O representing the "correlation time" of ampli-
tude fluctuations.

The second average, involving the turbulent velocities, is given by

-

< , 0 > - e (12)

Ll
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with II - U. k/k , where we have used the fact that U does not vary appreciably in

the small time necessary for the vanishing of < E(t) 1 *(O) > (see Eq.17), and the
property

(13)
< e > =e, 13

velid for a normally distribute variable
The Brownian factor is

<, > e (14)

where K is the Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute temperature, m the particle mass
and 0( - 61re 4t /m , with a and 4t representing respectively the radius of the par
ticle and the coefficient of viecosity (Chandrasekhar, S.,1943).

The fourth average can be written as

< e " (15)

where we have used Eq.(13) and the assumption

with ' (i) and G(t) ranging from unity to zero respectively over the intervals
(0, V and (O,tg), e and t representing the correlation lenith and the correlation
of thg phl.se flu tu atone.

By using Eils.(11),(12), (14) and (15) one can write the expression of the
first order correlat'on function given by Eq.(8) as

<- E .!) - A ) +
(17)

X _ ,e- -. )

Let us now evaluate the second order correlation function. From Eq.(6) we have

/I<lF•tll ffL(o I > l -" (• 'qCO) > <

iA 4"

0A, [/lt (1 )x 0 0 0

0 V0

XC+ NO LJ-0% < 0&0Kxe7

X >. <e > uOýj

0 Fiat)
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The first term on the R.H.S. of Eq.(18) corresponds to iji and e- , the second term
corresponds to 1Imoj- e , while all the other terms vanish due to the presence of ra
pidly oscillating factors of the kind exp O.re)

We now observe that Eq.(9) implies

A 4, n 0(19)

which is consistent with

Z

C ) 'p 0  9- +. '90 (20) I
where g(t) behaves as h(t).

The use of Eqs.(20),(14),(16) and of Eq.(13), applied to the Gaussian fluc-
tuations of phases and turbulent velocities, allows to write Eq.(18) in the form

244

2.4 Z ~ 6-Z .

aIdl

where f is the normalized correlation function of velocity fluctuations defined as

L- (22)

2
and N(N-1) N N

The two Eqs.(17) and (21) furnish

t (23)

+ ~ [(e<12 PL ) ~ j(D) >V

7 e
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chaotic Gaussian radiation, which would behave as (Glauber, R.J.,1963)

L60) I L - (24)

is connected with the intensity and phase fluctuations of the incident field, as well
'k, as with the ones of the turbulent velocities.

Equation (21) indicates that the asymptotic value

L L(O)) L 0)> <IENI> AAO(25)

is reached with the chir'acteristic time snale t.,, and with the smallest between the
two t imes t8 - m c, /k K T , t -1/k -,U > in the case V /VT> > 1, VT represen_

S T T

in+inity. T.T

ampltudeLet us now consider the situation of spatial fluctuati..., of the incident
amltin e tak ing plIace over a correlIat ion Ilength er such that eT<- S The. star-

tigEq..(7) lies to be modified by means of the substitutionS

which implies -

-- 1- (26)

having assumed

with 9(ýr) ranging from unity tozeooeth inrvl(,) adtubet and (7

Brownian displacements negligible with respect to CT in the times of interest.
The seco d order correlation function can be obtained by observing that

the assumption QdV~ implies, in practice, statistical indepenidence between am-
-- I

plitude relative to positions of different particles, so that

(we can correctly neglect the N terms with i-j e-m) and (see Eq.(27))

(29)

ii~ýe -) 0 kR&>&~..&Ij W
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2 2We must now substitute the factor <A (t)A (0) > in the first and second terms in the
R.H.S. of Eq.(18) respectively with the R.H.S. of Eqs.(28) and (29) thus obtaining
with the help of Eq.(21)

x L.

where we have 'dssumed a small phase-correlation ksgth satisfying the relation e3

A comparison between Eq.d26) and (30) gives

which shows that the departure from a Gaussian statistical behavior of the scattered
field is only due to correlations of turbulent velocities. This .,as to be expocted

on the basis of the Central Limit Theorem, since the smallness of ez and Q• implies
that the statisitcal dependence between the microfields scattered by each particl,. ,

,ii is only connected with turbulence as in the case of an H•eal incident monochromatic
:, plane wave ( Di Porto et al. ,1969, Crosignani et al. 1975).

From Eqs.(4),(23) and (31) it appears that it is possible to distinguinh
! between the light scattered by a laser beem travelling in th• turbulent atmosphere

and the background sun light. '
The experimental scheme is the one shown in Fig.1. The second-order corre

lation function of the laser field is 9ivan by Eqs.(23) or (31) pr~ovided that the
scattered light is seen in a coherence area.

ebeing the length over which the fluctuations of the different quantities
are correlated, a change in the temporal behavior of the correlation function must
be seen, according to a graphic similar to Fig.2 . The solar light contributes only
with a background.

Finally, if we look with an angle •'/-L , the second order correlation
function of the field at the receiver is the sum of a constant background plus a
time dependent pert fluctuating with the shortest of the different times tB~t , and
eventually having a tail of length t, If, on the contrary, •--• is changes in

such a way that •- . •/ • the time tT increases and the temporal behavior
A of the correlation function-is now associated with the shortest of the times t_ and
i ft. If the intensity flucteations are practically not correlated in space, the rime

icale is given only by t8 ,

We have therefore two distinct ways to detect the scatterdd leser Highlz,
that is or by looking for a time be|lavior in the region around 1 sec ( and also
for a time behavior in the region around 1 msec , if Eql(23) caN be applind in the

case •-Q. ". (•/•)•). or by looking for a change in the temporal behavior of the
correlation function by decreasing the solid angle at the receiver.

This last measurement can be also made by performing intensity correlation
measurements from two different smell volumes at different positions along the direc
tion of propagation of the laser beam ( Bertolotti at al.,1971). If the distance
between the two volumes is smaller than e• or •z, the signal has a time correla

ted part which is much slower than that associated with a large scattering volume.V

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OBTA'INED IN THE LABORATORY

A f~rst measurement has been performed in the labor~tory by using smoke
particles as scatterers. The intensity correlation of light scattered by a volume

in Fig. 3, in which the normalized conditional probabilityL
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<(I-f 60- • (32)

is plotted as a function of r with as a parameter. It is clearly seen a time beha
vior of p ( rC ), with a decay time of the order of t T 2.5x10- sec,due to the tur_

bulent motion of small particles, which is present for large values of When 4
is decreased to about 3 cm , the tempora! behavior of pc exhibits a definite_

change, becoming slower and slower. This fact can have interesting applications

1) if one knows the distance at which the beam is passing, we can calculate the value
of t at which p0( t.) changes its time behavior and, accordingly, the correlation

length of the turbulence fluctuations CT can be measured;
2)if the distance at which the beam is passing is not known , the knowledge of e7 can

furnish a rough idea of its value.

Finally, we can make some considerations on the s9gnal to noise ratio. The
physical measured quantity is

<I E ,L<) ELM I;>t i E(o)1 > [r , <I(L(O)):
-• -•-• • (33)

If we put

/ <JEL~t)J)L6ID > (~ t , )oo
<'l d-"<l o~l> -2(34)

we have

2 Tt '
so that

This-llowsto+gie1- f -j" (36)

This allows to give an o-der of magnitude of the smallest laser signal which can bc
detected. For example, in order to have 9 -1.01 , must be = 0.09.
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MEASUREMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION AT 6328 A

M. Bertolotti, Istituto di Fisica Ingegnerla, Universiti di Roma, Roma, Italy

M. Carnevale, B. Daino, M. Galeotti, Fondazlone Ugo Bordonl, Viale Trastevere, 108 Roma, Italy

D. Sette, Istituto di Fisica Ingegnerla, Universit& dl Rome, Italy

SUMMARY

The influence of the free atmosphere on the propagation properties of laser beams has been

studi')d at Fondazione U, Bordoni in two different researches.

In the first one, that Is now ended, the performances of a communication link ere studied thro

ugh the determination of atmospheric attenuation statistics.

In the second one, -.ow In progress, more direct attention to the effects of turbulence and at-

mospheric conditions on the propagation of laser beams Is payed.

1. STATISTICAL MEASUREMENTS OF 6328 A ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION

The statistics of the atmospheric attenuation plays a determinant role in the evaluation of the confidence

level of a laser optical link.

Once the transmitted power and the received power required for a given performance of the system are

known, it is the atmospheric attenuation statistics that determines the percentage of time of correct ope- I
ration of the link. •

An extensive study of such a statistics has been performed In Rome, using a sequential laser transmisso

meter. The scheme of the system Is shown in fig. 1. A metalised beam splitter S splits the beam of a

stabilised 6328 A He-Ne laser M, linearly polarisea. One of the two resulting beams Is transmitted

through the telescope T, and is back reflected after a 45 m. path by the reflecting prism P towards a

photodetector D, placed near the transmitter. The output of D is sent to a recorder R. The other beam

is sent through a polarisation analyzer A to D. A segmented disk operated by an AC motor chops alterna

tively the two beams. Some diaphragms are Inserted on the paths to avoid errors due to spurious rays.

The transmitted beam diameter is about I cm after the transmitting telescope and is slightly larger at the

detecting section. The disk chopper is such that in a cycle (lasting 2 min.) the background, the backgro

und plus the reference beam, the background plus the received beam are measured respectively for 20,

50 and 50 s. Filtering to reject the background has not been found necessary.

In known atmospheric attenuation conditions the system is calibrated adjusting the power of the reference

beam by rotating the analyser until the recorder records a reference to received beam power ratio equal

to the atmospheric attenuation. After this calibration the system Is operated. The evaluatI-n of the atmo

spheric attenuation for the calibration Is made by measuring the transmitted beam power at the exit of

the telescope and a the arrival at the Input of the detector D, and taking Into account the attenuation of

the reflecting prism P.

Obviously, thin calibration Is made in quiet weather conditions, In order to have stable attenuation. With

this technique an accuracy of about 2% on the ratio of the two beam powers has been obtained. The atte-

nuation Is deduced by reading the powers of the reference and of the transmitted beam at the Instant cor-

rasponding to the exchange of the beams on the detector. The t'me of the commutation from a beam to the

other is short enough to Insure that no drift effects have taken place In the apparatus. The Instrument
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has been operated In our measurements for about 2. 10 hours, from september 1973 to september 1974.

It was operated by an automatic switch set to collect data from 7 a.m. to 2,30 p.m. in every weather con

dition. Particularly Important fot' the aim of telecommunications, Is the cumulative probability distribu-

tion of the attenuation, In the range of probability and attenuations that one can expect to be Interesting.

For this reason our elaboration of the data has been focussed to give this kind of Information.

A cumulative distribution of the statistical frequency of occurrence of attonuation Is reported in fIg.2.

These data refer to the period 20 oeptember 1973 - 30 June 1974, for a time of measurement of 1446

hours. They evidence the relatively low frequency wiMh which appreciable attenuations (pcreater than

10 dB/Km) occur In our town. Attenuations greater than 6 dB/Km only have been considered in this ela-

boration. The continuous line gives the statistical frequency with which attenuations greater than the va

lue reported on the abscissas occur, the dotted one the frequency with which attenuations comprised bet

ween the values corresponding to the extremes of the horizontal segments occur.
Another Interesting Information can be the values of the greatest attenuation that has been found In the

th
period. It was 31 dB/Km and occurred on may 6 In heavy rain and hall. During that storm, the atte-

nuation has been greater than 15 dB/Km for about 8 minutes.

In fi g.3 another cumulative attenuation distribution is reported. It is relative to the three months april,

may and June 1974. Here the attenuations considered In the elaboration of data start trom 3 dB/Km.

2. MEASUREMENTS OF ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION OF HE-NE LASER

The attenuation of a He-Ne laser beam propagated through the free atmosphere has been measu

red, as a function of tihe.

We can distinguish two characteristic times in the variations of the attenuation: one referring to the slow

fluctuations and one referring to the fast ones.

Fast fluctuations are due to the turbulence and the spectrum is centered around 40-50 Hz with a tall to-

wards some tenth of hertz (sclntillation). Slow fCuctuations occur in times of the order of some minute or

hours, when one must consider molecular absorption or scattering, varying with the !stantaneous compo-

sition of the atmosphere and the meteorological situation (wind velocity, humidity, temperature, etc.).

We are Interested In these slow fluctuations, not only from the point of view of statistical collection of

data referring to our link, but also by searching for correlations with meteorological parameters. The

parameters taken under consideration are temperature, relative humidity, visibility and wind velocity.

Another parameter can be added: the rainfall rate.

The propagatlon Is in an urban zone and Is 300 m long.

The beam of a 6 mW laser is enlarged by means of a telescope; the diameter of the spot on the receiver

is about 30 cm. This arrangement avoids fluctuations of the intensity caused by beam dancing. (The dan-

cing is never strong In ou.- path).

A photocell Is used as a receiver with a high response at 6328 A. A contlnusa measurement of the atte-

nuation Is made.

Fig. 4, as an example, shows a recording of the received signal and of the behaviour of the temperature.

Fig. 5 shows the mean received power over samples las:ing about 30 minutes each for a period of 24

hours. The behaviour of relative humidity and temperature Is also shown.

In order to search for correlation time of slow fluctuations of the attenuation, the autocorrelation func- ii
tion has been calculated. Fig. 6 shows, as an example, the autocorrelation function of the beam attenua-

tion of a sample lasting more than 24 hours; In the considered day, which was a quiet sunny day, the atte-

nuation varied with a correlation time of the order of several hours.

Calculations of the cross-correlation With meteorological parameters are In progress.

Ll
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MUWRENITS OF ANGLE OF ARRIVAL FLUCTUATIONS OF A LASER B DUE TO TURBULENCE

Anna Consortini
Istituto di Riceroa aulle Onde Elettromagnetiohe of C.N.R.

Via Panciatichi,64
50127 Firenze (Italy)

Measurements are reported of angle of arrival fluctuations of a diverging
laser beam after propagation through turbulence, firstly through a thin layer of artifi-
cial turbulece, then through the atmosphere at near ground levels. In the first case
the influence of the position of the layer is put in evidence. In the case of the atmo-
sphere approximate values of the inner scale of turbulence X and the structure constant
Cn are derived by a comparison with the theory of Tatarski. 0

IRU1.

Sn recent years we developed a procedure for measuring the fluctuations
of angle of arrival at points over a front of an electromagnetic wave, at optical fre-
quency, after propagation through a turbulent medium (ARRIGUCCI A., et alii, 19711
COUN0RINI A., et alii, 1972).

It has been pointed out by several Authors (e.g. TATARSKI V.I., 1967; STROHBEHN
G.W., 1970) that such a kind of measurements cre of great importance for the investiga-
tion of the turbulence, because they are extremely sensitive to the shape of the spec-
trum of the turbulence in the inertial subrwnge and consequently allow a Letermination
of the inner scale XO of the turbulence. Moreover the knowledge of the wavefront distor-
tion by atmospheric trbulence is of importance also for fast detection processing of
blurred images as well as for the adaptive techniquea for the elimination of image de-
gradation.

In the present paper the results are reported of measurements of angle of ar-
rival fluctuations for a diverging laser beam after a path firstly tbrough a thin layer
of artificial turbulence (C0NSORTINI A., et alii, 1974), then through the atmosphere at
near ground levels. From these measurements the structure functions of the angles of
arrival are derived. In the cast of atmospheric turbulence propagation the inner scale
X and the structure constant Cn are derived by a comparison with Tatarski's theory.

2. PRDPAGATION THROUGH A THIN LAYER OF TURBULENCE

At the emergence of a wave from a turbulent medium the normal to the corruga-
ted wavefront at a point P can be specified by two angles a and p describing its devia-
tion from the unperturbed direction in two orthogonal planes normal to the wavefront.
As usual & and p are taken in the horizontal and vertical plane respectively. Fig. 1
refers to our case of spherical wave; 1 and *2•2 denote the angles at the two pointsHP1 and P2 "22

The method for measuring the angle fluctuations is sketched in Pig. 2 and
consists essentially in a particular use of the Hartman text. A beam from a laser tra-
versea layer of turbulent medium, produced by a heater, and then impinges on a mask
where small holes, equispaced by p, have been made along two perpendicular rows. At a
suitable distance, Sfrom the holed mask a diffusing screen is placed, which intersects
the rays emerging from the mask. An analysis of the position of the spots on the screen
allows the measurement of the angles at the emergence from the mask. We will call these
angles a* and p' in order to distinguish them from those (a and p) at the emergence from
the turbulent layer. With reference to Pig.-3 it can be easily shown that, in a first
approximation, a and p are related to &' and pt by

R+ L

wthere R and L denote the distances of the heater from source and holed mask respectively
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(Pig.1). Therefore the measurement of a', g' allows one to obtain also a end p. Measu-
rements were made for different locations of the heater; series of measurements were
also made in the absence of heater in order to reveal the effect of the turbulence of
the room. We will indicate this effect as environmental effect.

The distance R + L source - mask (Fig.i) was kept constant, R + L - 14 m -

The holes on the mask are 2.5 mm in diameter at a distance P - 1 cm from one another.
Pictures were taken every second with an exposure time T- 1/50 sec. We used a Hassel-
bladt 500 EL photographic camera with central iris shutter in order to freeze in simul-

* taneously the whole event on the whole photogram. Fig. 4 shows an example of the spots.

The position of each spot is determined manually by measuring the coordinates
of the center of the circle which best fits the spot.

A statistical analysis of the fluctuations of the coordinates of the centers
of the spots and consequently of a' and A' is performed by an electronic computer. The
quantities obtained are: the structure functions D., and D., , of &' and P1 respectively,
both for horizontal and vertical points. Recall that Da, is defined as:

D < r"'(Pd - CV'(P2)12 > (2)

Where the brackets denote averages. An analogous relation holds for DI,,

The cross correlation function C defined as

c < c'(Pl) P'(P 2 ) > (3)

is also derived both for points in the horizontal and in the vertical row.

Pig.5 shows the structure function of the angle p' at the mask, plotted versus
the distance p, in the case of horizontal points for a particular position of the heater
along the path, L - 10 m. Dots represent the total effect (heater + environment) while
crosses, which are obtained by subtracting from the total effect the structure function
of the environment, represent the effect of heater only. This subtraction is possible
owing to the fact that the two effects are uncorrelated.

It is interesting to note that while the total effect increases when p increa-
see the effect due only to the heater tends to saturate for small values of p as expec-
ted. The different behaviour of the two curves can be explained, at least qualitatively,
as an effect of the environment arising in the portion of thickness S(- 10 m) between
the holed mask and the diffusing screen. In this portion one has to deal with the pro-
pagation of thin beams, which are very sensitive to the turbulence, and whose structure
function seems more affected by the outer than by the inner scale of turbulence, as it
can be argued by a comparison between measurements (CONSORTINI A., et alii, 1970) of
thin beams propagation and measurements of. phase structure function ',BTJRLAMACCHI P., et
alii, 1969 and 1970). Typical values of the saturation distance for thin beams in prac-
tical cases are generally larger than 10 cm.

Fig.6 shows the correlation functions 0 ,(p), Cp,(p), Ca,,pj(p) in a particu-
lar case (L - 5 m, vertical points, totals effectS. As expected Ca,(p) and CA,(p) rapidly
decrease when p increases. From Fig.6 it appears also that the value of the crosa correla-
tion function C8 ,p,(p) can be considered vanishingly small,in agreement with the theory of
Tatarsky. The values of C,, , can give us an idea of the order of magnitude of the sys-
tematic errors in the measurements. Analogous results are also obtained for the environ-
mental effect, which indicate that also the " cross correlation" of the thin beams in
the zone between mask and screen practically vanishes.

Fig. 7 shows D,,(sat), that is the " saturation" value of D., due to the heater,
plotted versus the heater-mask distance. Mien L increases the fluctuations of .' at
the mask decrease, as expected. The dashed line is derived from Eq.(1).

3. ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION

Measurements have been made through the atmospheric turbulence at near ground
levels, over paths of length Z - 130 m and Z - 206 m, at a height of 1 m and 1.5 m over
ground. The beam from a He-Ne laser travels a folded path (not superimposed) in the

.......
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atmosphere, and in reflooted back by one or more mirrors. Its diameter in of 1 mm at
the output from the laser and about 15 om after the 130 M path.

A picture was taken every second, so that the events in every picture can be

considered uncorrelated with those in the previous one. Moreover a sufficiently high
number of pictures can be taken in a sufficiently short time (5 to 10 minutes) to *on-
eider the turbulence unohangaed

Different persons separately read the coordinates of the centers of the spots
in order to reduce the operator's error. In fact the measured values of the fluctuations

are very small and not far from the errors of measurements, as will be seen from Fig.8.

Fig.8 shows the structure functions of a and 0 for points in 'the horizontal

plane as obtained by the measurements of two different operators (crosses and circles)
in the oase of a path length Z - 130 m at an height h - 1 m above ground. The crons cor-
relation function CGa(p) as obtained by the two different operators (dote and triangle4
is also shown. As foreseen by Tatarski theorypCap practically vanishes.

From a comparison of C,, with D& or D8 it appears also that the measured fluo-
tuations are not far from the limit of measurement accuracy.

In this kind of measurements it was not possible to distinguish the contri-
bution due to thin. beams lyiig in the zone mask-diffusing acreen,(This portion of the
apparatus was located in a room). However the results of the preceding section can
help in a qualitative interpretation of the present results. First of all it seems that
the tendence of D. and D to increase for high values of p can bi due to the thin beam,
so that it seems reasonable to neglect this increasing and to surmise that the structure
functions for a and p 'saturate' at small values of p, as expected from Tatarskj theory.
In order to have an idea of the values of the atmospheric quantities XO and % Ahe data
are compared with the theoretical ones foreseen by Tatarski theory for isotropic turbu-
lence (TATARSKI V.I., 1967, so0.42). The dashed line of Fig. 8 has been obtained from
geometrical optics theory in the hypothesis that the structure functions, D,,,.P,of a
spherical wave is related to tbatD 5 Ppl of a plane wave by

This is strictly true only when p << Xo while when p >> Xs the factor 1/3 is to be
replaced by a factor 8/3. The values of the parame rs ho and C2 corresponding to the

dashed line are Xo0 9 mm and 2.4t 10-14 cm . Note that they are higher than
generally surmised. The value of C2 is consistent with values obtained by us at the
same location in analogous conditions with completely different kinds of measurements
(BMURLACCHI P. and CONSOWINI A., 1966, BURLAMLCCHI P. et alii, 1969 and 1970, CONSOR-
TINI A. et alii, 1970). The dashed line of D• in Fig. 8 was obtained from the theory
by using the parameters C2 and No derived from the fitting of D,,. The agreement betweenKn
theoretical, and experimental results is quite satisfactory, an account also of the fact
that it was not possible to separate the contribution of thin beams and of their possible
anisotropy.

Fig.9 shows the structure function Da of a subsequent series of measurements.
In ascissa also the quantity xmp (Km - 5.92/Ao) is represented. The dashed line re-

fers to the theory as above. The high value of Xo is confirmed.

4a ioONCLUSIONS
In this paper we described results of measurements of angle of arrival fluc-

tuations of a diveruing laser beam afted propagation through turbulence. Structure and

-orrelation functions were obtained.

The first part of the paper refers to the propagation through a thin layer
of artificial turbulence, produced by a heater. The role played by the layer has been
put in evidence.

The second part refers to laser propagation through the atmosphere at near
ground levels over path of the order of hndred meters. Some results of the first part

where useful for the interpretation of the atmospheric measurements.



As expected from Tatarski theoryp the croSe correlation between fluctuations
in horisontal sad vertical plans resulted practically vanishing, for both cases. A com-
parison with theory allowed also to know approximate values of the inner scale and of
the structure oonstant of the atmospheric turbulence. The present results appears to
be promising and encourage us to proceed further and to improve the method of measu-
rement.
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A MULTIPIL SCATfTERING CORRECTION FOR IDAR SYSTEMS

J. V. Winstanley, C. Wiimor-
Plessey Radar

Cowes
Isle of Wight

England

The approach adopted to multiple scattering phenomena was to treat it as an effective beam-
broadening mechanism. At any given range the amount of beam overlap in greater in the oases of fog
and smoke than in clear air. In addition, the amount of beam overlap increases as the optical density
increases. A beam broadening correction factor may therefore be defined as the ratio of the beam
overlap in poor visibility conditions to that in clear air, measured at the same range.

Experimental measurements were made of the beam-broadening factors, using a GaAs Lidar system.
The results obtained were expressed as a graph of correction factor versus extinction coefficient for
each range element, and were in fair agreement with the theoretical models of Chu and Hogg and Kunkel.

1. INTRODUCTION J

The approach adopted to multiple scattering phenomena for the lidar is to treat them as an
effective beam-broadening mechanism. The concepts involved are illustrated by Fig. I which shows
schematically the transmitter and receiver fields of view and their amount of overlap in the oases
of (a) clear air, (b) thin fog, and (o) thick fog. It is clear that if we consider a fixed range,
as represented for example by the lire AB in Fig. 1 then the amount of beam overlap is greater in
the cases of fog than in clear air. In addition, the amount of beam overlap increases as the fog
gets thicker. A beam-broadening correction factor may therefore be defined as the ratio of the

beam overlap in fog to that in clear air, measured at the same range. Am regards the range-
dependence of this factor, it is clear from Pig. 1 that as the range increases the effect may first
become more significant, and then decrease in importance as the situation approaches that of
complete beam overlap .n clear air.

Experiments to measure the extent of beam-broadening due to multiple scattering in all relevant
range bins of our lidar were carried out over the period mid-July to mid-0otober 1974. In this
period 11 fogs were used for these measurements, representing a total of 33 hours recording time
and 1941 lidar firings. With the aid of the measurements, empirical correction factors for the
lidar returns at each range bin have been deduced. The magnitudes and extinction dependencies of
these corraction factows are in agreement with theoretical opredictions of small-angle second-order
scattering processes. Results obtained using, these corrections show much more realistic baokacatter
parameters and correspondingly improved atmospheric profiles.

2. MUITIPLE, SCATTERING THEORY

The assumption of single scattering, i.e. that each particle in an aerosol is exposed only to
the radiation of the original beam is only the case if the optical depth (product of extinction
coefficient and distance) of the aerosol is less than 0.1 (VAN DE HULST, R.C., 1957). It is worth
noting that for the first and last range bins of our lidar, this value corresponds to extinction
coefficients of about 2.5km-1 and O.5km-l respectively. This means that the majority of lidar
measurements will be affected by multiple scattering phenomena, i.e. each particle of fog is exposed to
radiation scattered by other particles, and the original beam has suffered extinction due to other
particles. In an effort to make allowance for these effects, the contribution from multiple scattering
must be estimated and the lider analysis amended accordingly.

Some possible approaches to multiple scattering may be summarised as follows.

(a) Solution of the full equation of radiative transfer, including a source function,
(CHANDRASERRARi 3., 1960). This is in general a still unsolved problem, although under certain
restrictive conditions solutionahave been obtained, (CHANDRASEKMAR, S., 1960) (MUDGETT, P.S., st. 1.
1971).

(b) Use of mathematical techniques employed for analogous problems in other fields e.g. neutron
diffusion, nuclear scattering (ELMORAMA, E.W., 1973).

(o) Monte Carlo techniques for computer simulation of multiple soattering, (PLASS, G.N., St. al.196e).:

(d) Treatment of multiple scattering as a beam-broadening effects implying an earlier intersection
of the transmitter and receiver cones than would otherwise be the cam, (BROWN, R.T. Jr., 1967)
(CHU, T.A. at. al. 1968),

(e) Calculations of second, third, and higher-order corrections as necessary, on the assumption
that (i) multiple scattering is the mum of contributions due to the various orders of scattering, and
(ii) NIth order scattering is the result of NI single soatterzing, (DEPAK, A. st. al. 1970).

. 4
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Of the above list, (a) and (b) were disoarded immediately am requirin; rather lw.*.sq mathematical
analyses with possibly little rerns of sginificance for the current project. Approach ka) in suitable
but oould my permit a itheoretical estimate of multiple soattering contributions and would not be

applicable to the problem of amanding the experimental 3.dar analysis prooeoduie. Method (d) is en

attraotive simplification of the problem but there is a danger that this approach may be rather too

crude and may omit important details of the phenomena. Thin leaves (e), which has the merit of being

applicable to the lidar analysis problem and of having been already applied successfully to analyses

of other effects, (DEMAK, A., et. al. 1970) (DOWLING J. Jr., at. al. 1966). Although the assumptionsI

involved in this approach may be open to question, it nevertheless seemed the most promising method.

In practice it appears that the aeoond-order correction is the most important so this will be the only

one considered for the present, although the teohnique can be extended to third and higher-order

corrections if required.

We swmmsarie below the three theoretical approaches (a, d, a) and high-light the applioability

of the results to the specific Lidar date Lnalysio problem and the agreement between experimental

measvrements and the theoretical model.

2.1. Correction for Sooond-Order Scattering

The geometry for seoond-order scattering is shown in Fig. 2. The discs shown represent sections

through the transmitter and receiver cones at distances rT and rR from th, Tx, x, respectively, with

centroe 0 and 0!. The first scattering element is at (rl sin +1, xl 0o0 1l, 0) relative to 0, and is

of thickness &T and area rjlriAq. The second scattering element is at (r2 sin 42, r2 00e 42 + x sin 0)

relative to 0, and is of area r 2 r2 and thioknesa mriR. The beem under consideration follows the path

shown, such that the distance C between the two scattering elements is given by:

2 (x sin4t-"r 2 .i,2) 2 o+ (G2-sin 9) 2

+ x2 cog 2 
(1)

The distance x between 0 and 0' and the angle O on Fig. 2 may be calculated from the receiver
and transmitter geometry. Two possibilities for 9 arise since signals arriving at time T may have

taken one of two paths with rR - ct or rT - at.

The firatsoattering angle 9' on Fig. 2 is given by 00o Of - Xoo 00

and the second O" - Ir-. O

Consider a pulse of anergy F(to)Sto transmitted in time (to, to + &to). Of this a fraction

exp (-f~ or)dr) arrives at 0, a fraction ASl(. e,~ is scattered by the fine scattering

element, a fraction eP(- o•r)dr) arrives , t ..he second scattering element, a fraction

+ AS2 P (9", R) is soaktered by the second scattering element and a fraction ezp ( e . (r)dr)

arrives at the receiver. In order to arrive at the total return at the receiver we must sum over all
angles +l and +2 and all radii xl and r2. This energy arrives at the receiver in the time interval

startin at to + r+ + +. and of duration 8to + StR + SzT
0 0

Hence we can arrive at an expression of the mean received power

T fl
where W is the total transmitted oner6 and G (zrp ITy) .TA J o (, Jd

l60'ZRZ(zT~rA.Rle);' J0I0

xe" P("fo•)du) ..... (2)

AEl is the first scatterirg aore AS2 is the second and A is the cross section of the transmitted

cone at ZT.

In fact, the integral splits into two parts muln it is reoalled that a given pulse may have
followed two possible paths to return after time t, i.e. the received instantaneous power is:

o E• ot f ot

G(to r) dxuT TJ G (i.Et) drR

Note that the term r,72 in equation (2) is only appropriate when rR > re (the hyperfocal distanoe)l

for r 4C ro, this term is replaced by ro"2. Note also that to good approximation the exponential tern

in (4) may be replaced by the conventional expression

expaton U1 1- r()d
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The total instantaneous power reoeived, as given by the expression above is somewhat unwieldy
expression involving a five-fold integral. In addition, there is the possibility of an apparent
sinlarity in/p term. Those factors combine to make the expression totally
unsuitable for numerical computation ts it stands. Current work is therefore, direoted towards
finding suitable approximations to reduce equation (2) to a more useful form. In particular we
may note that the characteristio peak of the scatter funotions in the forward direction may imply
that the only angles O' of importance in equation (2) are those near zero. To illustrate this
property Fig. 3 shows the product 0 (0,r) 0 (r " -Qr) as a function of 0 for the same size distribution
function, i.e. effectively independent of position as in a uniform aerosol. These curves are
calculated frem the tabulated functions in Deirmandjianta book (DEIRMWDJIAX, D., 1969) for three
important aerosol size distributions (Cl, C2 and C3) at a wavelength of 0.7/um. They serve to
illustrate the importance of the contribution in the region of 9 w 0, a fealture which is not markedly
affected by taking cross-products of scatter functions with different size distributions, corresponding
to a non-uniform aerosol. It appears therefore, that only a small range of scattering angles near
forward scattering is of importance in seoond-order scattering oorreotions to the lidar equation, and
this approximation forms the basis of current work on this problem.

A simple and somewhat crude approximation to the aseond-order correction faotor would be
to consider only the forward scattering oontribution&(O). In order to estimate the dependence
on ergiven by this model, Fig. 4 shows the calculated variation of 6(0)/o0. From this it is clear
that • (0)4 o2 , so that our simple approximation to the second order correction factor is of the
form

where f(r) is some function of range. This dependence on das roughly in agreement with that found

experimentally (see section 3).

2.2. Theory of Beam-Broadening Effects

The calculation of the range-dependent function f(r) involves the area of overlap of two
circles corresponding to -he oross-seotions of the two beams. In order to simplify the caloulations
it has been decided to utilise the beam-broadening model of Chu and Hogg, (CHU, T.S., et. al. 1968).
This model assumes a Gaussian form for the initial beam power distribution and a second Gaussian
distribution for the soattring pattern of each aerosol particle.

This saves ooeputer time and storage which would otherwise be needed for calculating and storing
the accurate Mie scattering functions for each particle. Calculations were then made of the scattering
pattern at a given range for a fog of given particle size distribution. In order to minimise computer
time we have adopted the model to use only one size distribution - the gamma distribution(ZUVf7, V.E.,
1970) with an index of 2 and a 'modal' particle radius of 0.8/urn. Variations of fog density in the
model are achieved by increasing the density of particles rather than changing the distribution. The
other parameters used in the calculation were those appropriate to our lidar, viz. a wavelength of
0.9/um and an initial beam radius of 15cm for the transmitted beam. eThe increase of beam radius with
extinction coefficient I was then calculated as in Fig. 5 at a range of 14m, corresponding roughly to
the first lidar range bin. From this it is a relatively simple matter to calculate the broadening
faotor by considering the amount of overlap of the transmitter and receiver beams at this raxge; this
result is given in Pig. 6.

The results indicate that the larger particles of the distribution have the greatest effect.
If we take the beam radius as given by the l/e 2 level of the distribution, then it is clear that
the effective radius may be increased by as much as 100W as a result of %eam-broadening effects.

It should be noted that we have neglected here the corresponding factor for broadening of the
receiver acoeptance cone; this would have the effect of further increasing the broadening correction
factor.

2.•3 Monte Carlo Techniques

A recent unpublished M.So thesis by Kunkel, (KUNKEL, K.E., 1974)gives another approach to
multiple scpttering based on a Monte Carlo technique using tabulated scattering phase functions
obtained from Mie theory (DEIRMWJIAM, D., 1969). Kunkel computes the effect of multiple scattering

on lidar returns from hazes, clouds, fog and rain for various receiver fields of view, including
oases of ;relevance to our present lidar. The effects are expressed In terms of a correction factor
F(r) in the lidar equation, defined by

P -" (rr) exp ( -2 r d(r) (l-F(r) ) d&) (2)

P(r) is the power returned to the lidar receiver, C(r) is the calibration, and the other symbols have
their conventional meaning. Since it is difficult to calculate the exact structure of F(r), Kunkel
works instead with the mean value F(r) defined as

T(r) -1 fr0 F(r)dr (3)

In order to compare cur experimental results (described in section 3) with Kunkel's theory we have used
our exponential oorreotion fastors to evaluate P as a function of range r. The results are shown in
Pig. 7. The r-dependenoe end order-of-magnitude of the results are in agreement with Kunkel's theory
for a receiver angle of 5arad (see P.45 of ref. 14) and with his quoted values from Eloranta's unpublished
double scattering model.
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3. MEASURMIN~S OF BAM4-BROADE1UING EFFIHOPS

It has already been rumarked above that multiple scattering from aerosol perticles cmn be viewed
as a beam-broademing effect of both the transmitter end receiver fields of view. In order to show that
this beam-broadesing is a real effect, measurements have been made of some Suomer fogs with a calibration
soreen placed at the nominal oentres of the range bins. It was found that the lidar returns obtained in
this way were substantially greater than those using the calibration Screen in clear air. Having thus
proved the existence of beam-broadening effects and their relevance to lidar analysis we may now interpret
the results in tomem of 'correction factors' for each range bin. Theme factors may be obtained by
correcting the returns from the screen by the attenuation between lidar and screen. An example is shown
in PIg. 8 where(lidar return in fog from screen x Oxn (2or))

"lidar return in clear sir from screen
is plotted versus dfor the first range bin. This result, obtained for an early-morning radiation fog,
indicates a linear relationship between the 'correction factor' and 6", with values as high as 7 being
obtained for the beam-broadening correction.

4. DATA ANALYSIS

In contrast to KUnkel'a approach outlined above in which the correction factor for multiple
scattering is included in the extinction term, our technique associates the correction with the backaoatter
coefficient. Thus the new form of the lidar equation, using a linear dependence of correction factor on
extinction (see section 2.1. above) may be written:

r

f) (6,r) (1 + g(r)di(r) (exp -2 6(r)dr 5.1

where g(r) is a continuous functions of range deduced from the experimental results given in Tables l(a)
- 3(a) for the appropriate receiver configuration. The inclusion of this extra factor in the lidar
equation has meant a great deal of alteration to the methods of analysis used for interpreting lidar
returns. In the first place, it is no longer possible to solve equation 5.1 by the direct integration
method used for the conventional lidar equation. Instead it is necessary to adopt some iterative
procedure for finding a solution to equation 5.1 at a given range r.

The increased computer time implied by the methods necessary to solve equation 5.1 has led to the
need for a new and simpler technique. Using the well-known backocatter relationship (WINSTANLEY, J.V.,
et. al. 1974):

-if)- Ae5.24 ( r) - n
equation 5.1 may be rewritten in for forms

______I __x (2(r~~d
in Lp -~~r Ink + lncr 5.3 .L, ý3 'l + (r')o('r) T 0r,

Equation 5.3 contains P(r)/C(r) which is known from the lidar returns, and fiunctions of d•r) which
may be ob tained from independent instruments. Henco it is possible to use a linear regression process in
logarithbto space iLa order to determine A and n. This regession process has a further advantages it may
be used either (a) on the returns from all the range bins for all lidar firings during an entire fog or
(b) on the returns from all range bins for one lidar firing. Method (a) has been chosen for the
statistioally largor number of data points available leading to more reliable val.ues for A and n. Having
determined the values of A and n by the method outlinen, these values are then used in equation 5.3 to
solve the lidar d'- profiles by an iterative process.
50 RlESUIRSi

The beam broadening measurements were made using a calibration screen at the centre of each range

bin during shollow summer fogs. Faoh correction factor was derived from

correction factor - lidar return x eap (2k*)"calibration factor

The mean extinction coefficient (r was found from the Multi Base Line Transmissometer. The results
were plotted against T and appropriate fits were obtained from linear, quadratic and exponential curves.

Table 1 shows the beam broadening data from the first 7 range bins of the Silicon Diode 1 eoeiver.
Parts (a), (b) and (o) show the equations obtained for linear quadratic and exponential fits respectively
and the P1"5 deviations of the fit.

Beyond range bin 7 the effect falls to zero because the beam overlap further up range is total.
The slightly better IMS erwors of the quadratic and exponential fits ovar the linear fit was felt to be
insufficient to justify the extra complication of incorporating items in the Lider analysis and it was
therefore decided to use the simplest case, the linear fit.

Table 2 shown the oorirsponding results for the Photo Multiplier tube receiver, Here the effect
of the correction disappears after range bin 3 because the full beam overlap occurs at a shorter range.
Once again the linear fit was used in the data analysis.

LI
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Table I Beam-broadening oorretion faotors for Si detector

(a) Linear fit

RO Ran (M) Factor R:..S. deviation

1 14.7 1 + 0.13 a- 15%

2 21.3 + 0.16 " 25%

3 27.8 1 + 0.14"' 3,.5%

4 32.9 1 + 0 '012c 27'%

6 44.8 1 + 0-0350'oooi 10%

7 55.8 1 + 0.0165' O22% 2

(b) quadratic fit J

______ 'i

R.B. Range (m) Fac tor H.M.S. deviation

"1 14.7 e + 0.13 -+ 0.00027 2 15%.12

2 21.3 1 + 0.09W+ 0.0025 .7 15%

3 27.8 1 + 0.01W+ 0005 .30 14%

4 32.9 e - 0.012C+ 00045c•0.37

5* 39.4 1 + 00.0C .0018 .2 21%

6 44.8 p + 0.03e2+ 0 .00014c 10%

7 55.8 1 + 0.046cr- 0.0012 52 22%

(0) Exponential fit

RsB. Range (m) b Factor i R.M.. deviation o

1 14.7 OXP (0-032 a-') 1.1 22% !

2 21.3 exp (0o0o10*) 0.73 21% !

35 27.8 exp (0.0' 00') 0.53 IC-

k4 32.9 exp (0.024c-) 0.37 1.•A-

5* 39.4 exp (o.ozge-) 0.25 2 1%
6 44.8 exp (0.013,r) 0.14 10%

7 55.8 exp (o.oo63-) 0.055 21% ::

• The results for range bin 5 were in fact obtained with the calibration screen

displaced by 2.5m from the centre of the bin, as part of an investigation into
the effects of range bin shapes; the result indicates that minimal errors are
introduced by these effects.

!i
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Table 2 Beam-broadening correction factors for P.M. tube.

(a) Linear fit

R.B. Riange (m) Factor R.M.S. deviation

1 13.7 1 + 0.29 i* 24%

2 19.8 1 + 0.35 o- 22%

3 26.7 1 + 0.037 C' 19%

(b) Quadratio fit

R.I. Range (m) Factor R.M.S. deviation

1 13.7 1 + 0.069V+ 0.00620C2 17%

2 19.8 1 + 0.12 0'+ 0.00640r2 11%

3 26.7 1 + 0.0314r+ 0.00019' 18%

(c) Exponential fit

R.B. Range (m) Factor F R.M.S. deviation

1 13.7 exp (0.0340") 1.2 23%

2 19.8 exp (0.0370") 0.94 24%

3 26.7 exp (0.012") 0.23 17%

Table 3 Beam Broadening correction factors for P.M. tube in the new position

(5 cm nearer to the mirror)

(a) Linear fit

1.3. Range (m) Factor A.M.S. deviation

1 13.7 1 + 0.150r" %

2 19.8 1 + 0.048" 20%

(b) quadratio fit

R.B. Range (m) Factor R.M.S. deviation

1 13.7 1 + 0.18r- 0.0934r 10%
2 19.8 1 + 0.0171r+ 0.00096(2 16V%

(O) Exponential fit

R.B. Range (m) Factor R .M.S. deviation

1 13.7 exp (0.0340-) 1.2 26%

2 19'8 exp (0-014 Cr) 0-35 16%
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Fig.3 Product of scattering functions at angles 0 and wr- 0, for 3 aerosol size distributions
(after DeirmendJian, Ref.12)
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MESURES DE L'ABSORPTION ATMCSPHERIO0"' AR IJTILISATION D'UN RAJ)IOM-2TRE
HETERODYNE WkkqNq 44(41 SOALARE

B.Christophe et M.C 'nt's
SociWtt Anonyme de T6lbcoinmunications

41, Rut Cantagrel
75624 Paris Cedex 13

RESUME

Apres avoir d~crit le principe de la d~tection h~t~rodyne coh~rente et incoh,~rente
dams ilinfra-rouge moyen nous dkmontrons l'int6r~t cie cette technique pour la mesure de
la transparence de Ilatmosph~re et nous donnons les premiers r6sultats obtenus.

I- INTRODUCTION ~into 'betfrdr.ncsieuecnasac

Le d.1veloppement de l'optique coh~rente et son application pratique en particulier

approfondie du milieu travers6.

Clest ainsi que Ilatmosph~re terrestre a fait l'objet de diverses 6tudes. Une syn-
th~se rapide des prim a4paux r6sultats conduit A consid4xzr le milieu atmosph~rique comme
6tamt anisotrope pour les rayonnements lasers. En effet, les inhomog~n~it&_ de composi-
tion et les gradients des paramiLtres physiques, agissent sur la propagation des faisceaux
et alt~rent leur cohkrence. 4

Llabs~orptioix atmosph6riqut- ainsi que 14- ph~tnomi.nes de turbulences semblent 8tre des
facteurs fondamentaux qui conditionnent le cheminement des faisceaux lasers. Chacun de '
ces deux facteurs d~pend d'un orand nombre de param~tres eux-mgmes variables temporelle-
ment et spatialement.

-L'absorption est surtout due A celles des molkcui~es de H120, C02, 03, N20, CO, 02,
CR4, N2 A diff~rentes concentrations, mais les conditions clima-iques et 1a prksenceI
d'a6rocols en modif~ent le carect~re.

T- es turbulences sont des ph6nom~nes li~s aux gradients thermiques, A21 la vitesse et
A la direction des vents, ils sont de caract~re al6atoire.

Pour toutes ces raisons, il est tr~s difficile d'4laborer une Atude th6orique visant
A mieux conmaltre l'absorption atmosph~rique sans le support exp~rimemtal.

Llexp~rimentation utilise un rkcepteur kh6t~rodyne et permet de mesurer l'absorption
verticale totale de l'atmosph~re sur des lonaueurs d'ondes int~ressantes coiume cellesA
d'fimission du laser C02.

L~a m~thode est tr~s sklective et perrnet, au moyen de calculs, et d'hypoth~ses atmos-
ph~riques, de d~termii'er Ia pr6sence de diff4rents constituants de ltatmosphAre.I

Cette technique est envisag~e pour les mesures de concentration de polluants dans
7Il'atmosph~re.

II - PRINCIPE DE LA DETECTION HETERODYNE

Cette technique de battements d'ondes lumineuses analogues A celles utilis6es en
radio dans un r~cepteur superhkt6rodyne a 6t6 rkaliske par Forrester et Al en 1955 pour
la mesu:,e spectroscopique de lleffet Zeeman sur une raie du mercure. Les applications
sont rest~es au stade du Laboratoire pour les mesures de largeur de raie jusqu'A l~appa-
rition du Laser. Le Laser est en effet indispensable comma oscillateur local car seul
11 poss~de A la fois la coh~rence spatiale et temporelle ainsi que la puissance suffi-
sante.

Le schema de principe est rappel6 fig.l. Un d~tecteur reqoit deux ondes planes
parall~les l'une issue de la source l'autre de l'oscillateur local. Le m~lange est r4ali-
s6 gr~ce A une lame semi-r~fl6chissante.

La r~ponse du d~tecteur est proportiomnelle A la valeur quadratique moyemne du
champ 6lectrique total UT prise sur le temps d'int6gration du d6tecteur T.

(t*T 2
li .L. U'Cos.'J0t USCOS (W~t. + %P)ldt

~LJ hv fj
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Un signal sora d~nc d~tect6 A la fr~quonce .(k WO si cello-ci ost inf6rioure A
la fr6quence do coupuro du d~tecteur. 2 1E

.~-~ PS R, 4 2VP~ois [Cos. (US - ) t + (P

Co r6sultat nontre quo le courant gin~r6 dens le d~tecteur ost la somme do deux
courXArtS e.Ct t Ns(t

hvv

Le courant 15 (t) contient IlIinformation de f r6quence (J4,&/2 IT et de phase~j
de 1'onde incidente c'est la conservation de cette derni~re qui perme- de r~aliser
los exp~riences d'interf~rence per transposition de fr~quence.

Le courant continu 10(t) est la source d'un bruit shot qui limite la sensibilit4
th~orique.

La puissance de bruit est donn6e par

N = 2 e ,,&f 2 e'TIP, A
h V

et 1e rapport signal sur bruit:

N hv
d~ala puissance minimum d~teetable est

N.E. h VO

Cette puissance minimum dktectable peut Atre rattach~e dens le cas d'une 6mission
corps. noir K la temp~rature de la source.

Dfitection h~t~rodyne d'un signal incoh~rentI

Si nous consid~rons une source thermique A le temp6rature T situ6e A une distanceR
d'un r6cepteur h~t~rodyne, la brillance Ap 6mise par uno surface 6lS6mentaire,&A de
la source dens une bende do fr6quence,&v est donn~e par la formulo de Planck

2hv~vtAA

ou V = fr6quence de 1a radiation 6mise

= longueur d'ondo =

hi = constante de Planckj

La puissance regue par le r6cepteur diouvorture AR dens un angle de vue cR est

P 2 ~h 1] AS-
2 [exp.hY... 2h A RA F

As = surface de in source k kT
F =fuuicteur de nixage d~es ondes

Le %cteur I ost uno cons6quence de la d~tection h4tkrndyne qui ne reqait qu'une
plar isa, on.
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S- ANa montr6 que le champ de vue d'un tel r~cepteur v~rifie

ou est la longueur d'ondefIR ARA

Apres mixage avec l'oscillateur local la puissance du signal de sortie est propor-

tionnelle A la somme des puissances de la source contenue daris le spectre

fL +Ba et fL - B ou

f est la fr~quence de l'oscillateur local etLO

B est la bande passante du syst~ine d~tecteur + pr6amplificateur.

Le bruit "shot" du d6tecteur hkt6zodyne est v

NEP

et le rapport signal stir bruit

2 T

(SNR) = x~

et apres d~tection et int6gration k

SN 2 2exp.hv y-1

ouT est la constante de temps dvint~gration kT

L.'efficacit6 d'un tel syst4Lme d~pend donc de deux param~tres caract~ristiques du

d6tecteur :le rendement quantique et la baade passante.

Les rendements quantiques habituellement mesur~s sont compris entre 20 % et 60
donc sont proches de la limite th~orique de 1 et les bandes passantes de lorr de
1 GI-z.

III - DETERMINATION DE L'ABSORPTION (R6f. 5.6)

111I.1. - 4n6nraliti~s

Si P'on co'nsid4ýre que le soleil. n'a pas d'action sur le coefficient d'absorption
atmosph6rique (hypoth4Lse A v6ri~fiei en utilisant par exemple la lune ou une planete comme
source extra-terrestres), on peut calculer l'absorption globale K ()de l'atmosph~re
pour un angle d'observation donnk (figure 2).(z

bo

k~z k (h) dh

ou K (h) repr6sente le coeffizient d'absorpt-on d'une couche atmosph~rique distincte A
l'al~titude h, R le rayon de la terre et Z l'inclinaison du soleil par rapport A la
verticale. La connaissance de K(z )permet th~oriquemeiwt de remonter A K~hj. Ce calcul
nWest valable qu'A une longueur A onde donn6e et de ce fait n6cessaite in5 r~solution
spectrale irifinie.

111.2 - Absorption verticale

Dans le cas d~une vis6e prol~he de la verticale (sin Z petit) on akz -. ,

l1absorption verticale et le signal transnuis A travers lfatmosph~re '.-st la forme

S =S.,exp. - k,,hsec.z Ovc sec.z 1
I- COS.Z
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11lvient

Log.5 - k~hsec.z

Damsle lanLog..- sec.z cette derni~re expression se traduit par une droite

pour sec. z c 10; la A9~eur de l'absorption verticale ko est d~duite de la pente de
la droite.

111.3 - Echelle d~e hauteur de l'absorption

Dans le cas oa Vlon suppose une absorption uniforme sur une 6paissea.r h et compte
tenu du fait que 1'6paisseur traverske en fonction de sec~z est donn~e par

e e~z [ ..2..)IL s e c z)

nous pouvons repr~senter graphiquement la relation qui donne

Log.
F- so

Dams le cas particulier oa l'absorption verticale est de 4Ci0 clest-A-dire que la
transmission est te].le que

T :exp. - koh 016 __x k oh0~, 51

on peut 6- -reR +i.sc ) ]

so hsec.z R

Nous obtenons ainsi ure 6chellp de hauteur de l'hbsorption pour des valeurs de sec.z
"ariables (figure 3).

Si IVon consid~re que les mesures sont faites avec un rapport signal sur bruit de

37 dB, on voit que pour une couche absorbante de 10 kmn, on me pouira pas pr~tendre
explorer des zones pour lesqxielles l'incidence du soleil est supkrieure Asec2z= 20
clest-AL-(ire Z 2,850. On voit donc apparaltre l'un des principaux intr4its suscit~s
par des rapports signaux sur bruits 6lev~s.

IV-CNTTTO EL RIEDE ESURESEleetisaledsuness

L'exp~rience est men~e en collaboration avec le Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches

Elleeatcont~tbe ~unmiroir de r~ception mobile pointant continusllement le
solel e d~u mioirsecondaire permettant le renvoi du rayonnement dams la direction
de l chinede eý.res Unt~lescope de type Cassegrain est en cours de r~alisation;

mont6 sur un 1"4quatoriall" il permettra la poursuite de Aa source solaire et 1'analYse

de 1'espace environnant dams de neilleures conditionn.

IV.2 - Oscillaceur local

Les premi.l-res s6ries de mnesures sont effectu6es A Ilaide d'un laser A gaz carbonique
(C12 0 6N utilis6 connie oscillateur local. 11 est constit~i6 dtun tube de pyrex A cathode
central obstru6 aux deux extrkmit~s par des fen~tres en Zn Se maintenues A V~incidence
brewsterienne par des supports en alumine. La cavit6 interf~rom~trique est constitu~e du
c~t6 sortie par un inulticouche de Zn Se, de Ilautre per un r~seau orientable; ce dernier
permet l'accord de la cavit6 sur l1une des raies des branches R et P des transistions
001 ... ~100 e t 001 10..~020.

line r~gulation de fr6quence, bas~e sur le mairicien de la raie d'46mission au sonnet
de !a courbe de gain, est associ~e au miroir de sortie par l'interm6diaire d'tin 46-1ment
pi6zo6lectrique.

La d~tection des fluctuations de '-uissance eat assur~e par un ditecteur Hq Cd Te;
le contr6le des raies d'4mission est rendu possible par un speccrographe I.R A lecture
directe.
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L'oscillateur local ainsi constitu6 permet une bonne stabilit6 en fr6quence ~
1-)et une dkrive en puissance n~gligeable pour une mena raie d'6mission.

11 est aussi preivu d'utiliser comme oscillateurs locaux un laser N20 et un laser CO.

IV.3 - Chaine de d6tection

Les premi~res s4ries de mesures sont effectu~es avec un d~tecteur Hg Cd Te A large
bande (9-11 R) associ6 A son circuit de polarisation. Un pr6amplificateur AL large bande
et faible bruit rend possible l'observation du bruit blanc qui r~sulte du battement
entre l'oscillateur local et la svurce solaire tr4ýs 6tendue. Une dktection synchrone
termilie la chaine d'analyse. Sa r~f~rence est constitu~e d'un modulateur A miroir esca-
motable intercal6 sur le trajet incident du faisceau source. Un enregistreur X, t inscrit
la variation de l'absorption atmosph~rique globale en fonction de la. hauteur de l'astre.

Comme nous 1'avons indiqu6 pr~c~demment pour obtenir le maximum d'information sur
la structure de l'atmosph~re il est n6cessaire que le rapport S/N soit aussi proche de
la th~orie que possible. Nous avons vu que S/N d~pendait principalement des caract~ris-
tiques du d~tecteur Hg Cd Te. Nous avons donc entrepris une 6tude syst6matique de la
sensibilit6 de ces d4tecteurs.

V - GBNERALITES SUR LES CARACTERISTIQUES DES DETECTEURS Hgj Cd Ta

La figure 7 rappelle le circuit 6lectrique 6quivalent d'un d~stecteur ainsi que
les diff~rentes sources de bruit.

A l'aide d'un banc de mesures sch~matis6 sur la figure 6 nous avons 6tudi6 tr~s "
pr~cis~ment les bruits de la chaine d6tectrice.

Nous ne pr~senteions ici que la conclusion de cette 6tude en insistant toutefoisI

sur les carazt~ristiques du d6tecteur PV 1216 (figure 7).
Ces r6seaux de courbes font apparaltre des phknom~nes thermiques et d'avalanche

contraires A une bonne d6tection h~t6rodyne. Un compromis doit Atre trouv6 quant aux
veleurs de la polerisation (n~cessaire pour obtenir une grande bande passante) et du
courant. 10 provenant de l'oscillateur local laser (af in de rendre le bruit photoniqueI

C'est ainsi nue nous avons pu d~terminer, pour le d6tecteur PV 1216 polaris6

A a d~tection de ltordre de 0,8 dans une bande passante sup6rieure A 600 MHz, Un

minimum 6.Stectable de 7.10-20 W/Hz pourra alors 4tre envisageable avec un rendement
quantique de 30 %

Cette approche sur les d6tecteurs photovoltalques Hg Cd Te doit permettre leur
emploi dans de meilleures conditions et ainsi augmenter las possibilit~s de d4tection

de l chane d mesres

VI - RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX

* ~A l'aide du mat6riel pr6c6demment d~crit nous avons enTrepris une 6tude syst~znatique
de l'absorption atmosph4rique verticale sur diff~rentes raies du laser C02 . Les figures

* 9-10-11 repr6senten't les r6sultats obtenus sur 3 raies.

L'absorption atmosph~riqua totala Pst repr~sent~e par la pente de ces diff~rentes
courbes pour des sec.ý. faibles

sec. z

On en d6duit immkdiateraent la transmission verticale

T exp K Io h'

Les valaurs de transmission vert.icale sont comprises entre 0,75 et 0,88 pour les
raies mesur~es.

Ces 3 r~sultats ne permettent pas de conclure avec certituoa A une absorption plus
uu moins importantfe kd'une raxiic par rapport A une autre. Toutefois ure r6ponse pourra 1
6tre apport~e A cette question en proc6dant A de nombreuses mesures d'une maniý-ra rkp6-
t~e sur les mgines raies d'6mission.



N~anmoins ii semble quo los mesures faites au voucher du soleil entralnont des
absorptions plus grandes quo celles effeetu6es 1e matin. Ii paratt logique d'attribuer
ces diff~rences A I& prksence dans l'atmosphdlre d'une plus forte concentration ds
vapeur d'eau dans la soir6e.

D'hutre part, l'altitude A laquelle sont effectukes les mesures, la tr~s faible
huzuidit6 do la r4gion ainsi que la bar~de 6lectronique large, sont autant de 'Nkcteurs
qui oxpliquent on partie les faibles valeurs de liabsorption atmosph~rique cans les
domaines spoctraux consid~r6s.

VII -CONCLUSION

Le radiom~tre infrarougo associ6 A la technique do d~tection h~t6rodyne pr~sente
un 6norme int~r~t do par sa tr~s grande sensibilit6 et sa haute resolution. Cetto
m~thode nouvelle constitue un excellent moyon do mosure do l'absorption atmosph~rique
et pout contribuer A Ia miso on 6vidence do plages spoctralos transparentes.

Nous avions pour principal objec~tif la r~alisation d'un tel appareillage ainsi que
son experimentation sur quelquos raies d'6mission du laser oscillatour local. La fabri-
cation des divers sous-ensembles ainsi quo leur assemblage Wont pos6 aucun probl~me
majour. Il en a 6t6 do mgme des mesures rkalis~es sur 3 raies d'6mission du laser C02
en effot, la transmission verticale a 6t6 d~termin4e avec un excellent rapport signal
sur bruit.

Par ailleurs, los tiavaux r6alisks sur le laser N 0 permettent d'onvisager son
utilisation en tant qu'oscillateur local au sein du ra~iom~tre h6t~rodyne.

D'autre part, 1.'4?tude prkliminaire des d~tecteurs Hg Cd To doit permettro leur
utilisation dans los meilleures conditions et ainsi d'accroitre los possibilit~s
futures do la chaine de mosures.

L'analyse des travaux effectu~s nous am4ýne & onvisagor certaines modifications
de ltappareillage pour permettre la poursuite 6ventuelle de I'exp6rience. En effot,Ila dispersion des r6sultats lors des mestres de la transmission verticale est li~e pour
une grando part aux variations des conditions m~t6orologiques (pourcentago d'H20,temp~rature, vitosse du vent ... ); aussi, si l'on vout entreprendre une 6tude compara-
tivo de l'absorption dans le but de d~terminer ]es fen~tres atmosph~riques possibles
dans la r6gion des 10 gWm, on est contraint ý s'affranchir des ph~nom~nes atmosph~riques
fluctuants. Do ce fait, il nous semble n~cessaire de joindre Al'appareillage exp~ri-
mental actue 1, une voie servant do r6f~rence. Alors quo 1e canal "mesures" explorerait
los r6gions comprises entre 9 et 11 pni, 1e canal do r6f~rence serait maintonu sur la
mgme voie d , mission du second oscillateur local (par oxemplo 10,59 PM) pendant toute
la dur6e des ossais. En plus do son caract~re r~f6rentie!, cotto am lioration pr~cise-

* ~rait 1'influence des diff~rents param~tres m6t~orologiques s.:.r la valour do l'absorption
atmosph~rique.

LA
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DitecteL'r

U S1 i~t IU COS (()St+) hv
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Lame sei rln
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Fig. I Principe de la d6tection h~t6ro'dyne
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0

Coefficient d'absorption atmosphdrique k (z)

k (h) dh
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PROPAGATION 
OPTIQUE 

DANS L'ATMOSPHERE
S~DIII-2

Dr. H. T. Yura: First, heterodyne absorption measurements were made by S. King and T. Hartwick
(in the US) at 10.6U. Their resolutionwas 10 MHz. They also had to account for the finite diame-
ter of the sum of their signal-to-noise ratio calculations. They also have made heterodyne means
at other wavelngth (e.g., 3. 8u). -

Dr. B. Christophe: It's correct that thf signal-to-noise ratio is reduced but this is not a significant
drawback in our measurements which are only relative. We hope to undertake measurements in
the 5U band in the future.

Dr. B. Hock: Is it possible to calibrate in absolute numbers the sensitivity of photovoltaic cells in
ordei to be able to measure solar radiation?

Dr. B. Christophe: Not available.

iii
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Summary of Session III

COHERENT PROPAGATION

by

Dr. H. T. Yura, Chairman

The topic of coherent propagation can be conveniently divided into two sections, the first having to do

with discussions relating to the first and second statistical moments of the optical field (e. g. phase

effects, beam spread, while the second relates to discussions of higher order statistical moments

(e. g. irradiance statistics or scintillation effects). With regard to the status of affairs concerning

the first and second statistical moments it was clear from the papera (Dainty and Scaddan, Kerr, Luto-

mirski, Raidt, and Yura) that experiment and theory are well in hand. For instance, available theory

regarding beam spread (Lutomirski) permits calculating the long term beam spread from an arbitrary

laser transmitting aperture. Available experiments (Raidt) on focussed laser beams seem to be in good

agreement with theory both qualitatively and quantitatively. From an engineering point of view, a
phenomenological description of turbulence effects on laser beams was given (Kerr) including improve-
ments resulting from the cancellation of beam wander through reciprocity tracking. The phenomnenol-

cal description is analytic and physically based and is sufficiently accurate for many engineering pur-

poses. Measurements of the atmospheric modulation transfer function (Dainty and Scaddan) have been

carried out using bright stars as sources. The form of the modulation transfer function agrees with

that predicted on the basis of the Kolmogorov spectrum at small separation, but there was a departure
at larger separation. This is presumably due to finite outer scale effects, as discussed by Yura. A
simple, physically intuitive disc.ussion of phase effects was presented that obtains all of the results of
Tatarskii and others using more rigorous mathematical methods. It is felt, with regard to phase and
beam spread effects, that this aspect of optical wave propagation is well understood.

The situation regarding irradiance statistics (i. e., the fourth optical moment) hae Improved greatly
during the past two years. Histor &cally, irradiance statistics (or scintillation phenomena) were the
most frequently measured and the least well understood. In particular, the saturation of the variance
of irradiance has been seen experimentally for over a decade while the theoretical explanation of this
phenomena has just recently appeared in the literature. A physical model of irradiance statistics was
presented (Yura) which is in accord with much of the experimental observations (as well as other more
mathematical theories). In particular, the calculated variance of irradiance, shape of the covariance
of irradiance in the saturation regime, and shape of the temporal power spectrum in the saturatif A
regime all seem to be in good agreement with observations. The physical-optic effects leading to satura-
tie;., phenomena are well understood in that the physical model presented seems to account for most
of the observations. However, there still appears to be a question regarding the probability distribu-
tion of irradiance (or equivalently, amplitude) in the saturatiorn regime.

A paper by L. Bissonnette purports that the optical wave amplitude has a normal distribution in the
saturation regime. Bissonnette first demonstrates that the widely used log-normal hypothesis for the

amplitude is inconsistent with the observation of saturation of the variance of irradiance. This point
has been discussed previously by various authors in the open literature. Bissonnette then goes on to
show that the irradiance variance tends to vnity if alternatively, the wave amplitude has a normal distri-
buti on. However, he does not prove that other probability distributions (e.g. Rayleigh) are consistent
with a saturated irradiance variance. During the ensuing question period several people took issue with
the normal distribution for the amplitude. On intuitive grounds, one is led to conclude that the cartesian

comnponents of the complex field should be normally distributed in the saturation (or multiply scrttered)
regime. This implies that the amplitude is Rayleigh distributed (and ;hase is uniformly distributed be-

tween zero and 27). Indeed, Professcr Kerr indicated that a preliminary analysis of his long pathlength
scintillation experiments performed this sL.inmer tend to support a Rayleigh probability distribution for
the wave amplitude. However, this should not be taken as conclusive evidence as more data reduction
needs to be carried out. Also, D. Fried noted that strong scintillation experiments carried out a num-
ber of years ago in California tended to support a log-normal distribution for the wave amplitude. How-
ever, it was noted that a limited electronic bandwidth may have been used in these experiments leading
to biased results. Finally, I wish to point out that other authors have concluded that the wave amplitude
should be Rayleiin distributed in the asymptotic limit of the saturation regime (e. g. De Wolf, Furutsu
and Dyson).

During the round table discussion no major issues evolved, although a number of technical points were

discussed. For example, a rather lengthy discussion of an operational definition of the outerscale of
turbulence took place, with no definite conclusions being reached. Everyone agrees that physically
there must be an outer scale (e. g. the energy in the spectrum must be finite) but how does one account

for it in optical measurements in the most general way is still an open issue with some authors.

In summary, I feel that phase effects are very well understood, notwithstanding operational definitions
of the outer scale of turbulence. For example, one is able to compute near and far field beam patterns,
with and without tilt removal, for an arbitrary laser output field distribution. The physical-optic effects
leading to saturation phenomena appear to be well understood. Only the question of the wave amplitude
probabilfty distribution in the saturation regime remains. It is felt that this matter will be resolved

only after conclusive experiments are performed (e.g. those of J. R. Dunphy and J. R. Kerr).
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PROPAGATION OF HIGH POWER LASER BEAMS THROUGH

THE ATMOSPHERE; AN OVERVIEW

John N. Hayes
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, D. C., U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The major catelories of the thermal blooming phenomena encountered •n the propagation of high power laser beams in the
open atmosphere ae developed. The basi physical ideas behind each type of blooming phenomenon are discussed; experimental
data and theoretical formulation ar brinfly presented that show the present state of knowledge of these areas and to introduce
the readez to the more detailed subject treatment that will follow in this section of the conference report.

1. INTRODUCTION

High power laser beams propagating through the earth's atmosphere suffer all the effects that low power beams encounter, while, at
the same time, creating some of their own-the so-called thermal blooming phenomenoti. The new effect here is simple to describe. Ab-
sorption of laser radiation by the atmosphere alters the temperature of the ambient air and, in turn, its refractive index, The altered in-
dex thereupon changes the characteristics of the propagation of the laser beam. Generally, the temperature change is positive causing the
air to act like a thick, weak diverging lens and thereby enlarging the beam size in the focal plane-hence the name "thermal blooming."

Thermal blooming is a non-linear phenomenon; analytic treatments of the effect are therefore difficult to obtain. The greater 41
amount of the theoretical work on the problem has thus betn confined to numerical integration of the basic differential equations of
propagation, although some notable analytic successes do exist. On the observational side, we are better off. Laboratory experiments
using doped absorption cells and low power beams rust demonstrated the reality of the thermal blooming phenomenon (GORDON, J.P.,
et al., 1965; RIECKHOFF, K.L., 1966; CALLEN, W.R., et al., 1967; MCLEAN, E.A., et al., 1968) and have subsequently been done to
provide qualitv• ýve features and quantitative data. Although a number of propagation issues remain, in the last five to seven years the
basic problems of thermal blooming have been identified; the qualitative character of many aspects of blooming are clearly discernible
and, in many instances, quantitative results are available. Moreover theory and experiment are in suspiciously excellent agreement.

Thermal blooming manifests itself in a variety of ways. It has proved useful to categorize the phenomena in accordance with the
kind of laser beam under consideration. Hence, we shall speak of CW, pulsed, and multiple pulsed thermal blooming. In the paragraphs
to follow, each of these areas will be further developed. Phenomena that tend to complicate the problems will be briefly addressed. The
subsequent papers in these proceedings will treat some of these topics more specifically and in greater detail than can be done in a brief
resumE.

2. CW THERMAL BLOOMING

For simplicity, the atmosphere is taken to be homogeneous and isotropic in all characteristics except for a constant uniform wind.
A CW laser beam, focussed at range f, is turned on at a specified time while slewing through the air; the beam is assumed to be steady
after turn-on at very early times, the abrupt switching-on of the heat source in the air creates sound waves which propagate through and
out of the beam-these sound waves continuing as long as the beam fluctuates in tLme. The beam begins the blooming first and most
rapidly in the focal volume (we are not interested in the beam beyond focus); the beans spreading travels backward towards the laser
source; this "mqtion" continues until the combined wind and slewing have succeeded in sweeping the huated air out of the
beam (HAYES, J.N., 1971; 1972). At that time, a steady state has developed for the beam in the vicinity of the aperture; with the pas-
sage of time, the beam reaches the steady state condition at longer and longer ranges until the entire region between aperture and focal
plane becomes time independent (cf. WALLACE, J., JR. and CAMAC, M., 1970; AITKEN, A.H., et al., 1971). This will not occur, how-
ever, if wind and slewing combine algebraically to be zero somewhere along the beam; then the beam wil be steady for all ranges short of
the zero wind point, the so-called stagnation point, and time-dependent at longer ranges (HAYES, J.N., 1972). This kind uf thermal
blooming has come to be called 'stagnation zone blooming." (If slew rate and/or wind speed change with time, the stagnation point
moves, increasing the complexity of a description of the effect.) For beams slewed at a safficiently high angular rate, the relative motion
between the beam and the air can be Mach I at some point between pperture and focus; or the natural (relative) wind speed may be that'
large. The sound waves generated by the unheated air passing into the beam will then remain in the beam, accumulating, with time, den-
Pity changes which may listort the beam. In this case, the beam is said to suffer "tram-sonic blooming" (HOGGE, C.B., and BRAU, J.E.,
1974; HAYES, J.N., 1974).

Thus, the prime thermal blooming problems aseociated with steady CW lasers are: (1) transient CW thermal blooming, (2) steady
state CW thermal blooming (CWSS), (3) stagnation zone CW thermal blooming (CWSZ), and (4) transonic blooming. By altering the
basic simplifying initial premises, one can complicate the details of any one of these topics, but nothing fundamentally new is added.

Steady state CW blooming has received the most attention. Transient thermal blooming is of tertiary interest except as i check on
computer codes designed to handle time-dependent problems. Stagnat;on zone blooming is as important as CWSS and is being actively
studied at present, and the transonic case has proved to be on. exciting but short-lived topic.
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2.1. Steady State CW Thermal Blooming

Qualitative studies by a number of investigators, some previously cited, showed the reality of the CW steady state blooming effect.
Quantitative work followed a few yeas latei (cf. GEBHARDT, F.G. and SMITH, D.C., 1971; KLEIMAN, H. and O'NEILL, R.W., 197 1).
Simple ýonsiderations were immediatel', confirmed; for example, the time for the onset of the steady state is of the order of the wind
transit time d/v at the aperture (d - aperture diameter of beam, v - transverse component of wind); the deflection of the beam into the
wind, Lie., of light rays into regions of higher refractive index, was observed as expected, and also, for the same physical reason, the
pronounced elongation of the beam in the direction orthogonal to the wind vector. The more acLurate quantitative data proviciod a
test bed for the refined theoretical analyses that were taking place. Several theoretical groups in the US developed a variety of numerical
algorith•mis to solve the wave equation (BRADLEY, L. and HERRMANN, J., LL; WALLACE, J., AVCO-EVERETT; AITKEN, A.,
HAYES, J.N., ULRICH, P.B., NRL; HOGGE, C.B., and BIrITS, R.R., AFWL; BREAUX, H. and ALCARAZ, E., BRL; later, FLECK, J.,
JR., LLL; BROWN, W.P., JR., HUGHES; LYNCH, P.J. and BULLOCK, D., TRW; GEBHARDT, F,G., UTRC; and LUTOMIRSKI, R.,
PACIFIC-SIERRA). rhe different mt~thods were compared with one another and found to agree, and, finally, were shown to agree
with laboratory experiment (HAYES, J.N., et al., 197 1). Figure I shows a photograph of a croa-section of a steadl state CW bloomed
beam taken during a UTRC (United Technology Research Center, formerly UARL) experiment; alongside is an isoirradiance contour
plot, generated by the Lincoln Laboratory (LL) theory group, of a closely related case. The qualitative comparison is clearly excellent.
An extensive quantitative compirison between tha UTRC experimental results and theory, made by the NRL group, is shown in Figure
2. Plotted here is the peak irradiance of the bloomed beam to the peak irradiance of the attenuated but unc!storted beam against a
dimensionless parameter N, as defined by the UTRC group. The computer simulation of the laboratory experiment is clearly quite good.

The basic physical parameters that must be specified for a complete description of the CW steady state thermal blooming problem
are: (1) the beam shape at the aperture, along with a characteristic radial length a, and power P; (2) the aperture phase, including the
focal lengthy; (3) the beam wavelength A, or wave-number k = 2wX" 1; (4) the atmospheric absorption coefficient c(,1 ) and scattering
coefficient %(00); (5) the component v of natural wind speed transverse to the beam propagation axis; and (6) the slewing rate Q. If all
discussions are restricted to a fixed beam shape and phase distribution at aperture, there are eight physical numbers to be specified; if
range R at which observatiors are made is distinct from the focal length f, one more parameter is adjoined to the set. The propagation
equation (the paraxial approximation to the Kirchoff equation) may be cast, in several ways, into dimensionless form, wherein the above
physical parameters appear in several dimensionless parameter combinations. Current favorites are: (1) the distortion parameter ND =
•(aP/pCve)(8e/3t)(kf/a), (2) the Fresnel number Nr = ka2/f, (3) the slewing number Nw = flf/v, and (4) the absorption numberNa =
of (BRADLEY, L. and HERRMANN, J., 1974). If range R and focal length are not identical, replace f by R above and introduced
(5) the defocussing parameter NR = fiR. The distortion parameter ND is a measure of the energy deposited in a volume of air that has
crossed the aperture and is therefore proportional to sPlav.

A basic characteristic of CW steady state thermal blooming is schematically illustrated in Figure 3, which is a variant of Figure 2.
Here we have plotted absolute focal plane peak irradiance against the distortion parameter .,. Fixing all parameters except power, the
abscissa may be read as power. The lower curve is representative of a case with no slewing and the higher, of a non-zero slewing number.
The dashed line represents the plot in the presence of attenuation but no blooming, while the solid lines are the curves with blooming
present and have been generated theoretically and observed experimentally. A very important feature is noted by the small
vertical strokes. For all physical parameters held fixed except power, we see that peak focal plane irradiance achieves a maximum
value, called the optimum irradiance, lop, at a finite value of power, the so-called optimum power Pop (also called the critical power).
The corresponding value of ND is called the critical distortion parameter. Further increase of laser power creates so much blooming that
the peak flux drops. The value of Pop will depend upon all the remaining physical variables, which implies that the maximum deliverable
peak irradiance and the power levels to accomplish that depends upon the wavelength, absorption, wind speed, slewing and range. The
curves also schematically demonstrate the shift to higher values of lop and Pop with increased slewing rates; this shift occurs because the
higher wind speeds downrange diminish the focal volume contribution to the overall result.

Such curves have come to be called power optimization curves. Curve fits to computer generated data, and to experimental data,
have been generated at Lincoln Laboratory, Naval Research Laboratory, United Technology Research Center and elsewhere. There are
no unique functional forms and the choice of form may be affected by the degree of accuracy of curve fit that is sought. The virtue of
these "scaling laws," as the formula fits have come to be called, is that they enable one to make rapid estimates of thermal blooming
effects in application studies, and to determine the values ot lop and Pop.

The power optimization curves are unique to each beam shape and phase front selection. Nevertheless, all cases studied show the
same general characteristics. A family of optimization curves for defocussed beams is schematically illustrated in Figure 4, where we see
that the optimum power increases with increasing values of the defocussing parameter NR = f/R, while the optimum peak irradiance ap-
pears to decrease by about a factor of 2/3 to 1/2. The dashed curve represents the envelope of the optimum irradiance points.

The detailed structure of the power optimization curves may be modified purposefully by a judicious choice of the aperture phase
distribution in a preprogrammed or in an active manner. While it is true that CW steady state blooming contributions are approximately
.equally distributed along the beam, the cumulative phase changes acquired by various light rays along their paths may, in some approxi.
"mation, be ascribed to an equivalent phase distortion located at the exit aperture of the laser. To the extent that these phases can be
calculated in terms of the meteorological and laser parameters, a phase distortion can be deliberately induced in an element of the optical
train to compensate for this distortion and thereby partially compensate the blooming. Bradley and Herrmann (BRADLEY, L. and
HERRMANN, J., 1974) have shown the feasibility of the idea; Figure 5, taken from their work demonstrates, the dramatic reduction in
the blooming that can be achieved in a sing&e case, while Flpr•e 6) shows their alteration of the power optimization curves for truncated
Gaussian beams for two slewing numbers. It is seen that the critical distortion parameter is raised and the peak irradiance is increased.
Because the thermal effects of the focal volume are reduced by high slewing rates, their method works better for high slew numbers.
Coherent optical adaptive techniques (BRIDGES, W.B., et al., 1974) possess the potential to compensate actively both turbulence and
thermal blooming."

2.2. CW Stagnation Zone Blooming

CW stagnation ,one blooming is as frequent a phenomenon as the CW steady state case, but is considerably more complicated by
the introductior. of a new variable-time. The physics of CWSZ blooming is not different from that of CWSS blooming, but the numerical
work becomes more tedious and lengthy, requiring more "bookkeeping," computer storage space, and computations) time. Experiments
likewise increase ;n engineering complexity, particularly for the case of moving stagnation zones,
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Early work done on stagnation sone blooming (HAYES, J.N., 1972) set the geometric conditions for the existence and motions of
stagnatienzones, anti semiquantitative arguments showed that zone locations near the focal volume caused the most rapid and most
severe deterioration of the beam in the focal plane. A variety of secondary atmospheric phenomena such as laser induced convection,
or natural turbulence do not appear t0 have the necessary short time scales to ameliorate stagnation zone blooming. Within the past
year, propagation co.s 'iave been developed that can handle these problemn (FLECK, J.A., JR.r et al., 1975; ULRICH, P.B., 1974).
Laboiatory simulations performed at UTRC have provided as set of quantitative data against which the computer code predictions can
be compared (BERGER, P.J., et al., 1975). Berger has developed a tentative formulation of a stagnation zone scaling law (BERGER,
P.J., 1975).

The conditions under which stagnation zone blooming occurs are illustrated in Figure 7. The source is taken to be in motion, rela-
tive to the atmosphere, with speed v and the beam Is in angular motion with slew rate A. If 12 or Y varies with time, the location of the
stagnation point w-.;l move relative to the beam, as indicated in t. s figure by the dashed arrow. While the combined winds, V + 11Z, add
tc: !ro at one point only, there is a general volume in the beam in which the air is being continuously heated in spite of the beam/air
Mio*iaPS. This region is more easily perciived by depicting the total motion relative to the stagnation poir.t at Z$ - -fl/i, as in Figýre 8,
The shaded region of the figure depicts the stagnation zone at time t seconds after the beam has been switched on; for a beam focussed
at range f, the length of this region is approximately proportional to ao0l - Zs fMfAUt, where ao is the beam radius at aperture. The
absorbed energy, within the stagnation volume, is proportional to a.Pt/a6(l - Zs/f)2. Thus, the strength of the lens, after initial tran-
sients have decayed, Is rcughly propnrlional to aP/ao( I - ZS1f). This sri~ple picture, due to the UTRC group (BERGER, P.J., et al.,
1974), shows that the strength of the lens for a stationary stagnation zone, becomes constant after a sufficient passage of time and is
stronger closer to the focus. The effect of the "lever arm" must be adjoined to evaluate the amount of blooming as a function of
location.

Figure 9 is taken from a forthcoming paper of Berger, et al., and shows the decline in peak irradlance with time at a given observa-
tion plane due to blooming in the presence of a stangation zone. The laboratory simulation was achieved by rotating a horizontal ab-
sorption cell, through which a 10.61 laser beam passed, about a pivot point whose location could be selected as desired. The black
circles are the predictions made with the NRL 4-D code in a computer simulation of the experiment; it was necessary to include natural
convection in the theory to obtain agreement with the data. The agreement between theory and experiment is quite good both in the
magnitude of the effect and the time scales for the otiset of the quasi-steady state. The work of these authors confirms the qualitative
ideas about the strength of the effect and its dependlence on the important physical parameters and has provided a quantitative basis for

further study in this area of thermal blooming.

2.3. CW Transonic Thermal Blooming

If any portion of a laser beam moves, due to slewing or wind speeds, at a speed equal to that of sound, then the sound waves gen-
erated by the beam/air interaction will tend to remain stationary in the beam so that the resultant density and index changes increase
with time. Beam quality may thus be subsequently affected; the question Is the strength of the effect. Exact solutions of the nonlinear

hydrodynamic equations for a steady one-dimensional flow in the presence of a fixed one-dimensionai heat source have been derived
(HAYES, J.N., 19 74 ); the solution show that, at Mach I, very large density changes develop. These results, however, suffer from the
obvious geometrical (and related boundary condition) problems and their implications for the two-dimensional cases are suggestive but
unclear. Ilogge (HOGGE, C.B. and BRAU, J.E,, 1974) independently studied the time development of the density changes in the two

dimensional problem by numcrical methods and concluded that large density changes could develop, Subsequently, an exact solution of
the two-dimensional linearized hydrodynamic problem for an arbitrary moving heat source was derived, independently, by Ellinwood
and Mirels (ELLINWOOD, J.C., et al., 1975), Wallace and Pasciak (WALLACE, J., et al., 1975), and by the author (HAYES, J.N., 1974).
These solutions approach the steady state solution of Tslen and Bielock (TSIEN, H.S., et al., 1949) as t -• 0; at Mach I, tlds-density
change becomes infinite (violating the linearization hypothesis, of course). For a slewed beam, Mach! will occur at one point only;
Bradley (BRADLEY, L., 1974) showed that, wheoi calculating the focal plane phase changes, this singularity was integrable and that the
resultant phase distortions were too weak t) represent significint alteration of tie beam. However if the Mach I condition prevails
everywhere in the beam, Bradley concludes the effect may then be strong. This result has been confirmed subsequently by propagationcalculations by Wallace. Because strong density changes in the linearized hydrodynamic theories are suspect, Wallace (WALLACE, J.,

JR., 1975), and subsequently Ellinwood and Mirels (ELLINWOOD, J.C., et al., 1975) investigated the nonlinear effects and concluded
that nonlinearities greatly suppress the density changes, enhancing Bradley's argumuent. It appears now that transonic effects will not
cause serious perturbations on the quality of a high energy laser beam except under very special circumstances.

3.0. PULSED THERMAL BLOOMING

Short, high power, high energy, single pulse beams suffer a variety of thermal blooming different from the CW steady state kind.
Multiple pulse beams will undergo blooming of each kind, but a careful selection of parameters will allow for improved propagation.

3. 1. Single Pulse Blooming

The air may be regarded as stationary for short pulses of lengths of the order of tens of microseconds; therefore, the long-term
isobaric CW blooming effects discussed in section 2 will not take place. Instead, there are density changes associated with the generation
of strong sound waves; these are given by (LONGAKER, P.R. and LITVAK, M.K., 1969)

ap V, Z, 0) 1. t3 V,2 igr, z, t)

where l(r, z, t) is the local instantaneous beam irradiance. Axial symmetry is assumed here. The peak Irradlance distribution in any
plane downrange can be shown to be approximately (AITKEN, A.H., et al., 1973)

1(o, Z, 1) - 1(o, Z, O) (1 - ts/t3) C

L where te is a characteristic time proportional to the pulse power and depends upon the remaining atmospheric and laser narameters.
j •i Bea'm behavior as a funtlion of time is Illuatrated In Figure 10. According to the above expeeplott the on-axis iuradlanue vanishes at
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t - tc; this is not true in reality but the constant te is, indeed, an appropriate time scale characterizing the decay of the on-axis intensity.
Ulrich (ULRICH, P.B., 1971) has shown, with a wsv-.-optics pulse propagation code, that the above expression for on-axis intensity
represents the behavior of a Gaussian 'eaam with very good accuracy.

Two important characteristics of single pulse blooming to be emphasized are: (I) most of the blooming contributions arise from
the focal volume, unless the power is extremely high, and (2) the detailed characteristic of the blooming are very strongly shape depend-
ent through the presence of the factor V21. The second point is somewhat mitigated by the first since, in the focal region, all beams,
through diffraction, tend to look similar to one another. The importance of beam shape increases as power increases because the near-
field contributions to blooming increase.

For any conceivable application, when the on-axis intensity drops to zero, the pulse should be terminated thereafter; this leads,

from the condition I - t3I/t -O, to a relationship between pulse energy Ep and pulse length tp which is Ept2 - constant. Titus, every
pulsed laser, characterized by a point (Ep, t.) in an E-t plane, with values of((E, t) "above" the line Ept2 constant will be dominated
by thermal blooming in the focal plane.

However, not every laser corresponding to a point below the blooming line will be capable of delivering energy to the focal plane;
when the pulse lengths are made very short, air breakdown sets in to limit the fluence delivery (see the paper by Lencioni in these pro-
ceedings; for a comprehensive review of laser induced air breakdown, see Smith, D.C., and Meyerand, R.G., 1976 and also SMITH, D.C., i
1974). Assuming a unique breakdown threshold intensityilB, pulse energies and pulse lengths at thresho!d are related by L.,p a Itpra,
where af is beam radius in the focal volume. Thus, a pulse laser will need to have its chl.racteristic point (Ep, tp) in the E-t plaae lying
below the curve = constant and to the right of the curve Ep = lptpiraj in order to deliver fluence at the focal plane without hin-
derance from blooming and breakdown. These restrictions are illustrated in Figure 10. Finally, if a minimurn fluence delivery is the
objective of a high power single pulse laser, then the pulse energy Ep must exceed a minimum value Em whatever the pulse length. This
lower bound is also indicated in the figure. Thus the combination of pulse energy and pulse length of the desired pulsed high power
laser must lie within the unshaded triangle of Figure 10; if Em exceed the value of E where the breakdown and blooming lines intersect,
then no useful single pulse laser exists.

The borders of the triangle of Figure I I depend upon wavelength, foca. length, initial beam size and beam quality. The breakdown
border is vague because there is no unique breakdown threshold for a mixture of aerosol sizes and because transmission will also be a
function of pulse length. This latter ambiguity zrises because the transmission will be limited by the size of the air breakdown plasmas,
and for short pulses, this growth may remain small enough to permit some propagation through the beam. Work in this area is in progress.

Experimental confirmation of the theory for single pulse t3 blooming is discussed in a separate contribution to these proceedings
(see O'NEILL, R., JR. and KLEIMAN, H., 1975). We shall see that the verification is quite good.

In the event that t3 blooming is so weak that no significant beam distortion occurs, then the density changes accumulatid in the

beam from simple isobaric heating will cause blooming (HAYES, J.N., 197 1, and A. '" EN, A.H., et al., 1973). This kind of blooming
has received quantitative confirmation (CARMEN, R.L., et al., 1968, KENEMUTH, J.R., et al., 1971, and BUSER, R., et al., 1975).

3.2. Multiple Pulse Propagation

Multiple pulse high power beams are potentially affected by the t3 blooming of single pulse beams and the isobaric heating effect
experienced by CW beams. However, a new effect, called enhancement, occurs, which makes it possible, through a judicious choice of
parameters, to reduce or eliminate each kind of blooming.

A reduction in the strength of single pulse blooming and, concomitantly, of the density of self-induced air breakdown plasmas may
be achieved by defocussing the beam; the decrease influence levels is then to be compensated by repetitive pulsing. At high single pulse
energies and low repetition rates with a sufficiently strong wind, one expects to see repeated single pulse beams propagating independently
of one another. At high repetition rates and for all pulse energies, one would expect to see behavior similar to that of a CW beam. The
intermediate cases therefore become of interest. Wallace proposed, (WALLACE, J., JR., 1973) and was among the first to show
(WALLACE, J., JR., and LILLY, J., 1975) that, in the absence of single pulse blooming, intermediate repetition rates could be chosen
which would improve the average peak irradiance over that of the attenuated but undistorted beam-i.e., instead of blooming one could
achieve an enhancement. The reality of enhancement has been confirmed experimentally (BUSER, R., et al., 1974; also see the presenta-
tion of EDELBERG, S., these proceedings). One version of this result is depicted in the graph of Figure II, computed by Ulrich. The
abscissa is the pulse repetition frequ%."cy; its relation to the overlap nnmber is indicated on the graph. The ordinate is average peak
irradiance, normalized to unity at No = '. Each point of the curve represents the result of a computer calculation for a beam of the 4
same fixed average power as any other point; pulse energy therefore decreases as the repetition frequency increases, The dashed line
indicates the peak irradiance level of a CW high power beam under the same conditions, It is seen that as No increases the performance
of the MP device approacnes that of the CW and it is also true, but not indicated here, that the beams begin to look alike. At. zero over-
lap, the beam propagates without any blooming. For values of N0 :etween I and ;, the relative peak irradiance increases above unity --
hence the term enhancement. The optimum value of overlap number will depend upon the wind, aperture size, pulse energy, absorption
coefficient and range, among other things. The magnitude of the enhancement at optimum overlap number, for a wide variety of cases
studied, is small-i.e., the beam propagates mostly like a vacuum beam. The significant point is that there is no significant degradation
of the peak irradiance even though atmospheric heating is taking place.

These calculations were done assuming no single pulse blooming. When t3 effects cannot be ignored, beam quality is adversely
affected. The degree of defocussing chosen to avoid single pulse effects is generally determined by thi t3 blooming theory discussed
earlier; when these effects cannot be avoided, then corrections to the multiple pulse code computer results can be made with the same
theory.

The multiplt pulse compute- programs, developed at a number of US laboratories, have the assumption of no single pulse blooming

in common, with the exception of the Lawrence Livermore code (FLECK, J.A., JR., et al., 1975) which includes a quasi-self-consistent
single pulse blooming correction. As with CW computer codes, the MP programs come in a "steady state" version, and a full time-
dependent transient form. The latter is required for the study of multiple pulse stagnation zone blooming.
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In addition to the confirmation of the enhancement cited above, extensive multiple pulse propagation experiments are underway
at Lincoln Laboratory. Dr. Seymour Edelberg of Lincoln Laboratory discusses these Ail a special detailed discussion of multiple pulse
propagation in the next paper.

3. SPECIAL PROBLEMS

will be considerably more complicated. Some of these complications are not essential to the understanding of the thermal blooming
effect, although they may be very important. To mention a few topics we have in mind, these include the effect of beam shape, temporal
dependence of power and of beam shape, winds variable both in space and time, variable absorption and extinction coefficients, etc. These
special topics are very hard to categorize and therefore not amenable to systematic study. It is therefore more suitable to let the special-

t ized devices and atmospheric conditions determine when they should be addressed.

Other categories of special problems that are under active investigation but will only be touched upon here are: (1) aerosols,
(2) turbulence, (3) jitter and thermal blooming, (4) kinetic effects, (5) multiline propagation, and (6) adaptive aperture techniques.

3. 1. Aerosols

As in the case of low power propagation aerosol extinction must be taken into account in the total extinction coefficient; while
aerosols are not necessarily spherical, and refractive indices are not generally known, Mide scattering theory cana provide rough estimates
of the size of the scattering coefficients. However experimental work on aerosol distributions, compositions and types as well as real
attenuation measurements that separate out the molecular and aer03ol effects are needed.

Specific questions peculiar to high power propagation arise however. As mentioned, air breakdown occurs creating plasmas that
will tend to obstruct propagation. While breakdown thresholds are fairly well in hand, more propagation data are needed. For aerosols
that do not cause breakdown, there remains the matter of aerosol heating. Whether or not the aerosols evaporate, all aerosolb will heat,
some of the absorbed energy being stored internally, the remainder being conducted to the ambient air. For vaporizing aerosols, such
as liquid droplets ht~ particular, evaporation constitutes a large heat sink. Thus, not all the aerosol absorption leads to atmospheric heat-
ing. The part of the beam energy ultimately transmitted to the air, moreover, results in the formation of regions of hot air, with the
aerosol at the center, and temperatures decreasing, roughly, with the inverse of distance from the aerosol. This strong but localized
variation is therefore expected to lead to phase distortions of the near field beam that will manifest itself in irradiance fluctuations and
beam spreading in the far field patterns in a manner akin to the effects of turbulence. An important differences between the two phe-
nomena is that the average index variation along a light ray is not zero for aerosol heating as it is with turbulence. Several groups of
authors (CALEDONIA, G. and TEARE, D., 1974; AVILES, J.B., 1974; LENCIONI. D.E. and KLEIMAN, H., 1974; COOK, and BUTT'S,
1974) have shown in different and independent ways, that the average effective index change due to aerosol heating is mod-Jed correctly
by an equivalent molecular (i.e., uniform) absorption coefficient, the averaging effect being achieved by the beam itself on propagation
through many independent realizations of the random distribution of aerosols both in space and in sizes. These authors show that anI equilibrium temperatures is reached depending upon particle size and generally increasing with particle size. Caledonia and Teare, and
Aviles take into account evaporation and find in addition that particle temperature drops as evaporation reduces the particle radius.
Since equilibrium temperature and particle distribution (and hence the amount of heat not transferred to the air) all intensity dependent,
averaged aerosol absorption coefficients will in general be dependent upon location within the beam. This fact necessitates computer
program changes for computer determination of the effects of aerosol heating.

For the case of multiple pulse beams in the presence of liquid droplets, droplet vaporization and shattering has been seen to occur
(see, for example, KAFALAS, P. and HERRMANN, J., 1973 and also GLICKLER, S.L.. 197 1), causing significant improveme~nt in
transmission for successive pulses provided the initial pulse energy is sufficient to vaporize the droplets.

3.2. Turbulence

Because this topic has been addressed quite thoroughly for low power propagation in session 3 of this conference and Dr. W.P.In Brown will discuss in detail the case of high power beams in this session, the description here will be brief. Turbulent index fluctuations
cause phase variations in the near field of the beam that lead to intensity fluctuations at longer ranges. The beam is, on the average,
spread over a larger area in the focal plane than it would otherwise be. The average spread consists, roughly speaking, of two components:[ ~ A spread due to centroid wander (beam wander) which requires "long" time averages to define and a short term beam spreading ForC(W
high power beams, the turbulent spreading and the thermal blooming are, in principal, coupled because turbulence-induced wander induces
an added small velocity of wind across the beam and because the higher frequ~ency intensity fluctuations alter the character of the beam
irradiance patterns that must be used to compute the heating term in the propagation equation. Bradley of Lincoln Laboratory (BRAD-
LEY, L., 1973) has used a method calculamting the p.o)pagation of the beam with the nonlinear (7W equation through fixed phase screens
simulating the index fluctuations and averaging the results of many realization of phases; the heating integral is thus calculated in a quasi-
self-consistent manner. Brown (BROWN, W.P., JR., 1975) of Hughes Research Laboratory has introduced phase screens that movc. with
the win~d and has done time averaging. The methods compare favorably in their results and the reader is referred to the Brown's paper
in this conference report for details.

3.3. Jitter and Thermal Blooming

Pointing and tracking laser beams through the atmosphere require the use of real, rather than ideal, optics and servo mechanisms.
The result is that pointing will always be in error and efforts to correct the pointing create "jitter," Jitter will cause the focal spot to
move and introduce a short and lont ine average increase in spot size, each of which will also depend upon the amplitude of the jitter
signgl. For high power beams, this cnalso introduce slewing wnsinto the beam which will affect tihe character of the thermal bloom-

in.High frequency large amplitude jitter will be most likely to cause a jitter/thermal blooming interaction. At high slewing rates, since
the contribution to thermal blooming from the focal volume portions of the beam are reduced, any such jitter/blooming interactions are
expected to be reduced. Scaled laboratory experiments at UTRC (GEBHARDT, F., 1975) have fully confirmed this expectation and thmo
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effects of jitter and thermal blooming can be combined by root sum square of area spreads, using the appropriate (long or short) time
jitter averaging.

3.4. Kinetic Effects

Most propagation calculations assume that the energy absoxZed from the laser beam is instantly translated into kinetic energy of the
atmospheric molecules. Absorbed energy is, in reality, stored for a finite time in an excited state of the absorbing molecular species; if
these times are comparable to or longer than wind transit times across the beam, then these kinetic effects can become important. The
to-called "kinetic cooling effect" associated with the absorption of 10.6 p radiation by atmospheric CO2 is a case In point. (WOOD, A.O.,
CAMAC, M., and GERRY, E., 1971; also see BREIG, E.L., 1972) While the phenomenon has been shown to be considerably less Irnpor-
tant at sea level than originally thought, it can, (SICA, L., 1973) at altitude reduce the blooming or wind reverse the sign of the effect
causing self-focussing leading to improved propagation. However, if or where transonic effects are important, then absorptlon ordinarily
leading to heating (6p < a) at transonic speeds causes compression and positive density changes; when absorption normally lead- tokinetic cooling, the signs of the density changes are now reversed'

3.5. Multillne Propagation

Almost all high power lasers will amplify morm than one laser line simultaneously, giving 'ise to two or more beins emanating from
the laser aperture. These will not necessarily have the same amplitude and phase characteristics, and will most certainly not have the same
atmospheric ubsorption and extinction coefficient4, Each wave will satisfy its own propagation equation, but they are coupled through
the index of refraction which is determined by the heating due to all beams. It appears that for truly collinear beams whose wave-lengths
are close, each blooms along with the others. This has been demonstrated by Ulrich (ULRICH, P.B., et al., 1974) who first developed a
two lint; code, It follows that a line of high absorption coefficient and low power can seriously bloom a beam of lower abrorption and
higher power. Thus multiline codes that can propagate the different lines with independent phase and amplitude initial data will become
increasingly important for a quantitative charactet'zation of the propagation of realistic high power beams.

3.6. Adaptive Aperture Methods

For multiple pulse blooming wvhere self-blooming effects are minimal and for CW steady state thermal blooming with high slew rates,
the phase distortions than affect the far-field bzam pattern reside, in the absence or turbulence, in the near field. To the extent that these
phase aberrations can be modeled as being localized at the aperture itself, then deliberately induced phase distortions in the laser optics
can be created that undo these aberrations and thereby rectify the beam in the far-field. Such a program has proved to be successful In
principle; Lincoln Laboratory researchers (BRADLEY, L. and HERRMAN. J.. 1974) have shown that the CW power optimization curves
can be altered with the result of driving the optimum power upward and increasing the associated optimum pvak irradianve by factors of
two to three. Active phase adaptation methods for compensation of turbulent deformation of the beam have also been successful dem-
onstrated, (BRIDGES, W.B., et al., 1974) and some compensation of thermal blooming is probably possible as well. These methods may
yet prove to be dramatically successful in reducing or eliminating therma; blooming at some power levels, but it is probable that they will
reach a power level, appropriate to each atmospheric condition, beyond which improvement cannot be made because of physical limita-
tions to the amount and detail of miirror distortion that can be done and because of the fact that the thermal lensing effect at the higher
powers cannot be consigned to the near field.

In the case of mul*iple pulse beams, Bradley (BRADLEY, L.C., 1974) has shown that phase conmpensatiorn methods work even
better than forCW beams in correct .ng turbulence and thermal blooming distortions. Wallace (WALLACE, J. JR., 1975) has independently
demonstruted the dramatic improvement for the case of thermal blooming. These efforts are still in progress.

4. CONCLUSION

The basic features of the propagation of high energy laser beams through the atmosphere are well understood. The important prob-
lems appear to have been identified and, though most have remained intractable analytically, they have been or are being successfully
described using numerical methods. Theory has been confirmed by experiment in all cases where tests have been made. Difficult tech-
nical problems remain and many detailed quantitative experiments and calculations must still be done fo specialized propagation prob-
lems; the prospect for a resolution of these remaining kinds of problems withip the next yeor appears very bright.

It has not been possible to prepare a complete reference list and it is very likely that some of the many energetic researchers in the
field have been ignored; this is clearly true of my European colleagues. I beg the indulgence of those whose work may have been slighted.
A more thorough review (with cohmplete references) of the area of high power propagation will be appearing in the forthcoming article of

Walsh and Ulrich. (WALSH, J.L., znd ULRICH, P.B., 1976)
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Fig. 1 --CW Steady State Thermal Blooming, one point comparison between experiment and theory. The
left hand poition of the figure is a photograph showing the structure of a bloomed beam under the
laboratory r~onditions indicated on the figure, while the right hand figure is an isoirradiance contour plot
derived from theory. The comparison is not precise as can be seen by the difference in the corresponding
dimensionk ss parameters, but -,lose enough to show that quantitative prediction of CW steady state thermal
blooming is reliable. (This figure is by courtesy of Dr. Fred Gebhardt, United Technology Research
Laboratory and Dr. L.C. Bradley and Dr. J. Herrmann of -Lincoln Laboratory.)
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Fig. 2-Plotted here is the observed intensity divided by the unbloomed intensity as a function of the
dimensionless parameter N as defined by Gebhardt, et al. 1971; the crosses X, circle 0, and triangles A
represent data obtained by Gebhardt et al. of UTRC in a laboratory simulation of thermal blooming. The
solid circles are taken from the calculations of the NRL group (Hayes, et al., 1971) in a wave optics
computer simulation of the experiments. The solid-dashed curve represents a geometrical optics theory of
the experiment.
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Fig. 3-Schematic Representation of Power Optimization Curve. The ordinate here represents an absolute
quantity, the peak irradiance of the beam in the focal plane while the abscissa is the distortion number
defined in the text, and is proportional to power. The lower curve represents the no slewing case while the
upper curve is for p~ositive slwtng. Th'e optimum power points, indicated by verticid bars moves• to higher
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Fig. 4-Schematic Representation of Power Optimization Curves with Defocussing. Here Ipeak represents
peak irradiances in the plane Z with the beam focussed at plane f The curves show that optimum power
increases as defocussing increases; however, peak irradiances drops from the focussed beam values with their
envelope illustratad schematically by the dashed curve.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5-1so-irradlance contour plots in the focal plane of a truncated Gaussian beam (a) without correction,
(b) with correction. Contours are separated by 2 dB; the highest contour in (b) is 6 dB higher than the one
in (a). (Courtesy of Dr. L.C. Bradley and Dr. Jan Herrmann, Uncoln Laboratory; see Bradley and
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Fig. 6-Normalized peak irradiance lp = NDAo/A, where A0 is the diffraction limited focal area and A the
focal area of the bloomed beam, is a function of the distortion number ND. The circled points correspond
to the condition of the previous figure. The dashed curves, for slewing numbers 4 and 8, show the kinds of

improvements that deformable mirrors can make on the power optimization curves.
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Fig. 7-Stagnation Zone Geometry. The geometric arrangement of natural wind vector v and the wind
induced by slewing that gives rise to stagnation zones is shown above. The stagnation point is marked Zs
and the shaded region about it is the stagnation zone. The motion of the stgnation zone when n1 or v
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Fig. 8-Stagnation Zone Geomety from a different vantage point. By choosing a coordinate system fixed
with respect to the stagnatL;i point Zs, the beam is seen to revolve about the stagnation point. The

stagnation zone is the shaded region of overlap of the beam at two different times; as t 2 - t1 increases, the
length of the stagnation zone decreases leading to the quasi-steady state model of Berger, et al.

STAGNATION ZONE STUDY
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Fig. 9-Stagnation Zone Blooming, comparison of experiment and theory. The decay of peak irradiance in
i ~the observation plane is p~lotted against time,. T7he solid points represent ths) exeri-nental datat obtainzed in a
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Fig. 10-Focal plane irradiance levels as a function of time for single pulse t 3 blooming,
taken from (Aitken, et al., 1973)
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FIg. 1 1-(Ep, tp) diagram for single pulsed lasers. Practical single pulse lasers must have their representative
points (Ep, tp) for pulse energy and pulse length hie within the open triangle. If the threshold level lies
above point A. tse~trianale does not exiast.
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Fig. 12 -Normalized irradiance of a multiply pulsed laser beam versus repetition rate; the average power of
the laser is held fixed, and (P) = Epv. The corresponding CW limit is approached asymptotically (the
dashed line). (Courtesy of Dr. P.B. Ulrich, NRL.)
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE LIMITATT ONS ON THE TRANSMISSION OF HIGH ENERGY LASER

BEAMS THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE BY NONLINEAR EFFECTS*

S. Edelberg
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lincoln Laboratory
P. O. Box 73

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the important nonlinear effects which limit high energy laser propagation through
the atmosphere. The two most important effects are thermal blooming (or thermal defocussing) and air break-
down within the beam. A third, less important effect is Stimulated Raman Scattering. The possibility of
transmitting laser beams through fogs, clouds or haze by "boring holes" through these atmospheric media with
the laser beam is also reviewed.

The laser's waveform in this paper is a train of pulses. It is shown that the waveform design and
othor important parameters such as range to the focal plane, aperture and focal spot size, pulse intensity,
etc., can be chosen to avoid the thermal blooming of individual pulses and air breakdown. The limit on beam
propagation is thetn caused by thermal blooming due to the cumulative heating by the pulses in the train. An
added set of paramtters then controls this multipulse blooming including beam slew rate, cross-wind velocity,
and interpulse spacing. This paper summarizes the parametric tradeoffs required to satisfactorily control
thermal blooming and gives quantitative results for several parametric choices.

1. INTRODUCTION

The propagation of high energy laser beams in the atmosphere can be limited by linear effects such as
absorption and scattering, and by nonlinear effects. When the laser waveform is continuous wave (CW), only
one nonlinear effect must be considered, thermal blooming (or thermal defocusing). When the waveform is
pulsed, either a single short pulse or a train of pulses, then in addition to thermal blooming it is necessary
to take into account air breakdown and possibly Stimulated Raman Scattering. When this is done it becomes
possible to determine the set of laser parameters and atmospheric conditions which will permit laser beam
propagation to a focal plane.

It is also possible to use a nonlinear effect, the.evaporation of water droplets by the laser beam,
to "bore holes" through haze, fog, or clouds in order to improve propagation through these media. The laser
energy required to perform this task is, within factors of about two or three, the energy required to evap-
orate the water in the beam. However, thermal blooming in the "bored hole" may be large, under some con-
ditions.

2. SINGLE PULSE THERMAL 7LOOMING

When a single laser pulse of lenoth t is transmitted in the atmosphere, the laser heating of the air
within the beam will generate a transverse bensity gradient which will be time varying. The characteristic
time of this phenomenon is the hydrodynamic time, rH, which is the time required for a sound wave to cross
Lhe beam (tH is the ratio of the beam radius and the sound speed). When (rp/rH). -< 1 the air density changes
do not have time to develop completely and thermal blooming will be small. However the pulse length cannot

be made too small while maintaining a large pulse energy because the power density will then increase and
the atmospheric breakdown limit may be exceeded.

It was stated above that blooming will decrease as (T /TH) is decreased. The hydrodynamic time, however
is proportional to beam radius. Thus thermal blooming shoud increase as the beam radius is decreased, i.e.,
unlike the continuous wave (CW) case, beam blooming is much greater near the focus than near the laser trans-
mitter aperture. Furthermore there is another equally important reason for the blooming being near the focus.

It is that the contributions of different parts of the beam to the thermal blooming of the focal spot can be
qualitatively described by the transverse gradient of the index of refraction multiplied by the distance to
the focus which is acting as a lever arm. The change in the index of refraction is proportional to a-4 for
the short time limits of the hydrodynamic equations, where a is the beam radius. Thus the regions near the
focus will contribute more to focal spot blooming. It follows therefore that when a laser beam is pointed
from the ground at high elevation angles so that the regions near the focus are in volumes of the atmospherewhich have decreased absorption coefficients, then single pulse thermal blooming will be low.

The level ul` single pulse thermal blooming will depend on other parameters in addition to (Tp /TH).
This can be seen in Fig. 28-1 (Ulrich, P. B. and Wallace, J., 1973) where normalized intensity versus
normalized radius from the beam center (r/a) is shown. The range is the same for each of the two sets of
curves shown in the figure. Each set contains curves for five different pulse lengths, Tp. However, other
important parameters such as absorption coefficient and pulse energy are different. It can be seen that the
distortion from G&ussian of the transverse intensity due to blooming, is much greater for a given (rp/TH) in
the top set of curves in Fig. 28-1 than in the bottom set.

This can be stated in quantitative and general terms if the intent is to avoid single pulse blooming.
For thermal blooming in the short time hydrodynamic regime, i.e., in the t 3 approximation, the critical time
for the onset of blooming is (Lencioni, D. E., 1974):

This work is supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department of Defense.
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.rc* .7 ~~~1/2 a2  a 11/2-aft 2]1. 74c x2 10 (28-1)

1 .01. 2

where a. (ca) is the e" beam radius at the transmitter with A transverse gaussian energy distribution trun-
cated at *-2, at (cm) is the *-I beam radius at the focal plane, a (,a-1) is the atmospheric absorption coef-
ficient, R (cm) is the range to tha focal plane, and Up (J) Is the pulse energy.

It can be seen from Equation 28-1 that the dependence of .c on 01 is quite weak, but the dependence on
focal spot radius is very strong, an would be expected from the above discussion. For a given pulse intensity
in the focal plane, Ip (w/cm2), the mximm focal plane energy fluence before the onset of thermal blooming is
obtained from Equation 28-1:

- 9.88 xl0"3  (JCrn 1/3 [a.2---1 1/3 1 2/3 (28-2)

where

- --r-' (28-2a)
wr atI8t

-I T (28-2b)
p c

3. BRAiDOWN AND STIUIATED ROAM SCATTERING

The limitation on the transmission of laser energy through the atmosphere due to breaadown is discussed
in detail in this volume (Lancioni, D. E., 1975). When the intensity in the laser beam is greater than a
threshold, some of the large atmospheric aer~wol will generate breakdowns which will limit transmission.
This threshold is approximately 5 x 106 W/cum at a wavelength of 10.6 um and 4 x 107 W/cmz at a wavelength of
3.8 um. Very approximately this threshold varies as X-2 , where A is the wavelength.

For typical intensities and aerosol size distributions and at 10.6 pm, the maximum energy fluence that
can be transmitted through a bean in the presence of aerosol induced breakdown is:

5 1/2 a 1/2
C 3.6 x 1015 ( 91 ° 13/2 (28-3)

The form of Equation 28-3 is shown in Fig. 28-2 along with the breakdown thresholds at 10.6 pm, 3.8 pA, and
1.06 pm. The form of Equation 28-2, the maximum fluence, Cc, before the onset of thermal blooming is also
indicated in Fig. 28-2. In order to avoid single pulse thermal blooming it is necessary to remain below this
dashed curve, marked ec" In order to avoid loss of transmission due to aerosol-generated breakdown or to
transmit significant energy in the presence of this breakdown, it is necessary to keep to the left of the
solid curves marked cbd. At 10.6 pm, the shaded region indicates the "atmospheric window" where useful single
pulse bern propagation occurs. It can be seen that the "window" is enlarged as the wavelength is decreased

/I (since the thermal blooming curve, cc, need not vary significantly with decreasingn vaveltanth).

The breakdown thresholds shown in Fig. 28-2 are appropriate for typical aerosol-lade atmospheres at
ground level. If all aerosol were to be removed, then the "clean air" threshold is 3 x 109 W/c,2 at 10.6 pm.

The 10.6 pa thresholds noted above are the so-called long-pulse thresholds, appropriate for pulses
longer than about 50 - 100 naec. The short-pulse thresholds are eno1gy fluence limited rather than intensity
limited. The 10.6 us short-pulse threshold Is approximately 10 J/cm

The clean air threshold varies as X-2 so that for the long-pulse it is 2 x 1010 W/cm2 at 3.8 pm. At
the latter wavelength, Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) is a more dominant effect than clean air breakdown.
At sufficiently high intensities in the laser beam, some of the incident radiation will be scattered and
frequency-shifted relative to the frequency of the incident radiation. This type of scattering, called
Stimulated Raman Scattering, generates frequency-shifted components called the Stokes and anti-Stokes components
which lie on either side of the unshifted radiation. These components are scattered out of the main beas and
generate beam filamenting and breakup, leading to focal spot enlargement and distortion.

The intensity at which appreciable Raman conversion takes place is above the clean air breakdown thresh-
old for 10.6 pm. However for 3.8 Vm radiation, the threshold for conversion of approximately 2 x 109 W/ca 2 , as
shown In Fig. 28-2 is a factor of 10 below the clean air threshold. Hence Stimulated Reman Scattering is a

All intensities are defined as the power in the focal plane divided by the area containing 631 of the
power.
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more dominant effect than breakdown in clean air at 3.8 Vm. However in most practical applications aerosol
breakdown thresholds are of greatest importance.

4. NULTIPULSI THERMAL BLOOMING

The maultipulse waveform coneists of a finite train of short pulses. For this waveform, thermal bloom-
ing contains two component.: single pulse blooming (discussed above) and blooming caused by the cumulative
heating of previous pulses. Three types of multipulse waveforms shoild be noted from a blooming point of
view. In the first type, the interpulwe spacing as well as the pulse length are shorter than a hydrodynamic
time. The total train, containing many pulses, is less than a hydrodynamic time in length. It has been
found (Herrmann, J., 1973) that for this multipulse train, the blooming level is equal to that which would
oc, ur for a single pulse of length equal to the train length and containinb the same energy as that in ths
total train. Thus, in order to minimize blooming the train length should be much less than a hydrodynamic time.

In the second type of waveform, the interpulse spacing is somewhat larger than the hydrodynamic time.
In this wavefors the mitigating circumstances .vch as noted in the first type, above, are absent. Hydrodyn-
amice permits refractive index distortions to develop and remain within the laser beam on the time scale of
the train length and thermal blooming can be quite large. A simpla example of this waveform and the riculting
thermal blooming is seen in Fig. 28-3 (Herrmann, J., 1973). In this figure, the first pulse of energy, Ep'
heats the air in the beam, causing index of refraction changes which occur on a time scale, a H. The second
pulse then passes through this perturbed medium and is bloomed or defocussed (single pulse blooming is small).
The normalized irradiance, in the focal plane, of the second pulse is shown in Fig. 28-3. The blooming
caused by the large values of Ep are quite evident.

In the third type of multipulss waveform, the interpulse spacing is large enough for the cross wind
(wind component perpendicular to the laser beam axis) to "clean out" the heated air between pulves. That is,
a pulse is transmitted along the beam axis to the focal plane, heating the air as it moves along and gener-
ating refractive index changes. The pulses which follow will then be bloomed unless the heated air is
removed and new, cool air enters the beam. A measure of "removal efficiency" is the pulse overlap number, NO:

2a Vo

N - (28-4)0 V

where V is the pulse repetition rate (sec-) and V is the cross wind velocity (cm/sec). Equation 28-4 indi-
cates that for an c-arlap number of unity, the cross wind will permit the presence of approximately one pulse
in the Leam at a given time. If the repetition rate or the aperture diameter becomes very large, or the
cross wind velocity becomes very stall, then No becomes very large thereby increasing thermal blooming.

There are other important numbars which c.ntrol wltipulse therwil blooming. The first is the energy
distortion number, R*:

a E Rk k
E -- 2 (28-5)

a
0

where • is the quality of the laser beam, i.e., the beamwidth in unitr of diffraction limited width. E is a
measure of tnd enevgy per pulse absorbed in the beam. The Fresnel number, NF, is a measure of the degree of
beam focus:

2
akIi _ (28-6)

P , the power diutcrtzon .usuwpr, ts a measure of the absorbed average power in the beam:

* 1 *
P = 2 No (28-7)

The distortion numbers have been used (Lencioni, D. E., 1974) to obtain a normalized set of thermal
blooming curves based on the output of a series of computer runs which include the effects of diffraction
(Bradley, L. C. and Nerrmann, J., 1973). The normalized curves which are shown in Fig. 28-4, can be used
to compute the thermal defocussiiig of a stationary (no-beam slewing) laser bum in the focal plane. In this
figure, the ordinate is proportional to Ao/AB, where Ao is the unbloomed focal spot area containing 632 of the
powar and AB is the bloonxid spot area containing 63% of the power.

Four normalized blooming curves are presented, each representing a different set of parameters (E*, NF,
a R). The straight line is the unbloomed case. The abscissia, P*, for a given curve, represents No, the over-
lap number. It is seen that when No increases above unity thermal blooming begins. Each curve reaches a
peak P* Ao/AB where delivered average intensity to the focal plane is a maximum, Tmx' and then decreases.
This maximum delivered intensity is:

max 2 t (28-8)2 m m

Trai
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The pulse repetition rate, representing i
Ima: Vi

3 11 6.24 x 10 (-) 
(2-)"a ' V2a .82 +- - a 1 (28-9)

0

Squation 28-9 includes the affects of laser be m sevling where w is the been slew rate (rod/sec). Also at
msaximum average Intensityl

i~ V ( 28-10)

When E is very large, from Equation 28-9:

a 2 so

implyJng a single pulse overlap, and when I is very smell, the pulse overlap is large:

[1.6k .+ '] (28-12)

This case approaches a continuous wave (CW) waveform.

The beam spot radius in Equation 28-8, at, in controlled by diffraction:

a 2 (28-13)

or by turbulence:

t at • -~ 1 /5 . 8 /5 2 ( )3 /5 2 - 4
aT 3 X-(p(28-14)

where Is the strength of turbulence ( )or by single pulse blooming and breakdown. bf Ip is below

the breakdown limit, then the single pulse bloming-lalttd spspot isso, ate, is controlled by Equation 28-1
and:

Ep Ip (e (28-15)

The pulse length Tp is made equal to T c and:

S . 1. \/8 r - . R 211/8

; t-3.68 (" (eG (28-16)

The appropriate at to be chosen is the largest of the above three radii, atD, or atT, or atB.

Returning to Equations 28-9, 28-11, and 28-12, it is seen that beam slewing does not control Tm very
strongly when I* is very large. This is so because there are very few pulse overlaps for this case, and
for a strongly focussed case (NY > > 1) especially, th4es overlaps occur near the aperture (where the beam
diameter is greatest). However when a beam is slowed the resulting effective transverse wind velocity (WR)
is greatest near the focus and is very small near the aperture. Thus the overlap number cannot be greatly
affected. However when I* is small and there are many overlaps, beam slaving can significantly affect T

Very frequently, operation does not occur at maximum intensity. Equation 28-8 then applies without the
subscripts (a, max). In such cases, it is appropriate to set a mauxim limit on the level of thermal bloominS.
In this paper, exaiples of such cases are given for three different wavelengths: 10.6 on, 3.8 PE, and 1.06 Pm.
The same level of maxsim thermal blooming is chosen for the three examples:

-A - 0.43 (28-17a)

As

representing a elooming loss of 3.7 db. This level was obtained by choosing the curve in Pig. 28-4 with the
following set of parsmeters:

K 20 J 1I

NY . 7 (28-17b) '1
Il - 0.2

it
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and the followivg value of P*1
*4 1S2x10 3 (28-170)

cm

which implies a choice of the overlap numbers

N, -2 (28-17d)

Also the beas slwe velocity is zero. The aperture size lb rhosen to bet

2 a - 15.4 cm (28-17e)

so that with the above choice of Frasnul Number, NF, and for a diffraction limited beam, i.e., at is not
limited by turbulence or single pulse blooming and • is unity, then:

2 at - 3.1 cm (28-17f) i
Then, for each wavelength X the range R is obtained from Equation 28-6 or Equation 28-13. A low cross wind
velocity is chosen:

V - Ilu/sec (28-17g)

Then, from Equation 28-4, the pulse repetition rate im:

V -13 puss(28-17h) 4
Nic

The energy per pulse, Ep, is obtained for each wavelength from EC, The laser transmitter average power is:

P ET E p V (28-18)

An noted after Equation 28-17f, the range is available. The absorption coefficient is then computed from
Equation 28-17b. The diameter of the thermally bloomed spot 2 aB in the focal plane is obtained from Equations
28-17a and 28-17f:

2 4B- 4.8 cm (28-19)

from which the average intensity in the focal plane, Y, is obtained (see Equation 28-8).

Calculations have been made for the three wavelengths noted above, using the approach just described
which yield range to the focal plane (R), pulse energy (E.), average transmitter power (PT), absorption coef-
ficient (a), and average focal plane intensity (Y). These results are summarized in Table 28-I.

Table 28-I: Delivered Average Intensity in the Presence of Thermal
Blooming

R E P ti

-6-

10.6 0.5 1,000 13 4 x 10 600

3.8 1.4 360 4.7 1.4 x 106 214

1.06 5 100 1.3 4 x 10"7 60

In order to avoid single pulse blooming, the pulse length, Tp, should be less than or equal to Ic' in
Equation 28-1. It can be seen from this equation that: (82

C (28-20)
ii

p
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Thus for each of the three wavelengthse

USX m 12 peee (28-20a)

in order to avoid single pulse blooming. However, as ,vtid 4n Section 3, care must be taken to avoid break-
down by retaining in the shaded region of Fig. 28-2. Me pulse length can be decreased, while maintaining
constant pulse energy, 1p, until the breakdown threshol'j is reached. Either the long pulse threshold or the
short pulse threshold (Section 3) is chosen, which ever is moer appropriate. When these thresholds are used
at the three wavelengths then the maximum pulse lengths (singlo pulse blooming) and minimum pulse lengths
(breakdown) are those given in Table 28-11.

Table 28-Il: Range of Pulse Lengths

SL~m)manx (0660) 'mia Po

10.6 12 9

3.8 12 0.4

1,06 12 0.009 1

When a laser bean with circular symmetry propagates in the presence of a cross wind and thermal blooming
occurs, the bean shape is distorted sna a portion of it becomes crescent or kidney-shaped. The beam i also
deflected into the wind so that the focal spot is not aligned with the beam axis. This can be seen in the set
of contour plots which are shown in Fig. 28-5, appropriate to the 10.6 pm case desuribed above. In each
figure of Fig. 28-5, the average intensity distribution in the focal plane (obtained by computer calculations)
is represented by a set of constant average intensity isophote or contour lines.

Pig. 28-5a, the case of no atmospheric absorption and therefore no thermal blooming, is shown first for
comparison purposes. Within the limitation set by the mash mine of the computer program, the circular symmetry
of the beam is evident. Each contour line is labelled with a number which equals logl0 (I/rpv). Fig. 28-5b
represents the thermal blooming case when the beam slew velocity, w, is zero, i.e., the 10.6 Um case is dia-
cussed In detail above. In this figure the cross wind direction is from left to right. A amparison with

Fig. 28-5a indicates that the focal spot has moved towards the left, into the wind, and that the spot has
enlarged with the formation of a crescent.

The beam is then slowed with increasing velocity, in such a direction that the effective wind across the
beam generated by slewing is in the same direction (left to right) as the natural wind in the atmosphere.
This avoids stagnation zones (Hayes, J., 1975). The trends can be seen by comparing Fig. 28-5b through
Fig. 28-S8 where the bean slew velocity, w, is increased from 0 to 20 mrad/sec. It can be seen that blooming
decreases as ut increases, until at 20 mrad/sec, blooming has almost disappeared. Thus even for a relativ'ely
small overlap number, No, of 2 (which was used in these calculations), bean sleving decreases thermal
blooming.

The thermal blooming results for stationary and slewed beams at the three wavelengths chosen in this
paper are summarized in Table 28-I1. The change in the position of the focal spot (into the wind) due to
thermal blooming is represented by:

X- x Y (x.Y) didy (28-21)

Y I (x,y) dx dy

where x is the abscissa and y is the ordinate in Fig. 28-5, and Y (x~y) is the average intensity distribution
in the focal plane. ", whose unit is cm, represents the "center of mass" of the focal plane distribution.

Table 28-11I: Thermal Blooming Pesults for Stationary and Slewed Beams

X OJ AO/IB Y (w/lm) x (-U)

d rd mra.d 0 mrad ; mr.ad read
osc sac Dsc sc sac sc c sac

10.6 0.43 0.75 0.92 600 1040 1270 1.73 0.98 0.60

3.8 0.43 0.91 0.98 214 450 484 1.73 0.63 0.29

1.06 0.43 0.98 0.99 60 137 138 1.73 0.22 0.09
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5. FOG HOLE BORING

Fog@ consist of air saturated or supersaturated with water vapor and containing a suspension of water
droplets. The number density of drops varies between about 10/cm3 in a light fog to about 1000/cm3 in a
heavy fog. The radii vary from beloe 1 pm to about 25 pm, with the peak of the distribution of radii bLing
in the range of a few micrometers. A heavy fog may contain a liquid water content of about 500 mg/m 3 . For
such a heavy fog the a-folding transmission distance is only about 13 m at a wavelength of 10.6 um, while for
a light fog of density equal to 4 mg/mi, the distance is 2.4 km.

In order to efficiently bore a path through a fog it is necessary to vaporize water droplets and there-
fore to maximuse the energy absorbed by the drop. In Fig. 28-6, it is seen that at a wavelength of 10.6 Um
(the ordinate is crossection per unit droplet volume) absorption dominates scatter for droplet radii < 8 Pm,
the peak region in the fog droplet radius distribution. It can be seen from Fig. 28-7, however, that at
3.5 Pm and at 0.6 pm (where absorption is too small to plot on the scale of the figure) scattering clearly
dominates over absorption. The 10.6 pm wavelength is therefore optimum for fog hole boring.

At a wavelength of 10.6 um, the absorption coefficient of water is approximately 103 cm-1, so that the
a-folding distance for absorption is 10 pm. Therefore when water droplets with radii greater than approx-
imately 20 pm are irradiated surface heating will dominate. However for drops smaller than about 10 pm,
volume heating will dominate.

Experiments (Kafalas, P. and Herrmann, J., 1973) have shown that when a pulse whose wavelength is
10.6 pm irradiates water droplets in the radius range 5 - 25 um, explosive vaporization occurs. A Mach 1
spherical shock wave is generated which quickly dissipates. This wave is followed by a sphere of hot vapor
increasing in size more slowly. This hot vapor sphare will have an index of refraction which is different
from that of the cooler ambient air. The ensemble of these vapor sphere& will cause laser bear spreading. 1
A quantitative analysis of this spreading or defocussing has not been nade as yet. However, a quantitative
analysis of the energy required for beam transmission has been made (Glickler, S. L., 1971) and is used
below. This analysis has been verified experimentally in the laboratory (Lowder, J E., Kleiman, H., andO'Neil, R. W., 1974).

In the presence of fog hole boring, the energy transmitted through a fog is:

Et E + () ln { e-TO + [l - - TO] • (cEo0 /A)1  (28-22)

where Et is the transmitted energy, E. is the incident energy, and A is the area of the collimated beam. The
constants C1 and r0 are dependent on the properties of the fog;

3 Q oc 1 .- a _ (28-22.a)
41 Aph va 0'

vo e

fo " C h 6 6L (28-22b)

30
where 6 is the water droplet mass density per unit volume of gas (&/m3), L is the beam length (Km), Q• and Q
are the absorption and extinction efficiencies respectively at the mean droplet radius Wo of the original fog
disteibution, p is the densitj of water and hv is the energy required foi vaporization, i.e., 2600 J/g which
includes the energy required to heat the water from 200C to 1000°C.

The transmission properties of the bored hole are shown in Fig. 28-8, where the ordinate is the fraction

of intensity transmitted and the abscissa is either input energy density or time to hole-bore for two dif-
ferent input intensities. Three curves are given, each for a different value of 6 L with an assumed constant
drop radius of 3 pm. In Fig. 28-8 is also shown the energy density (E4 L) or fluence obtained by assuming
that all of the absorbed laser power completely vaporizes the droplets:

6- Lh- Q (28-23c)

It can be seen from this figure Last within a factor which is not much greater than two or three, approximately
all of the input laser energy is useful in boring a hole in a fog, resulting in very good transmission prop-
erties. For example, for a (6 L) of 0.0 (g/m 3 

- Ks)

00 1 2 (28-23d)
Cm

2
and the fluence required for 100% transmission is approximately 33 3/cm

A cross wind continually brings new droplets into the beam which must be vaporized during the pulse
time, T . If the radius of the collimated beam is ab so that A, the beam area is n a:2 , then to first order
the reqgired increase in hole boring energy due to the cross wind of velocity V is

2V T
A E - 1 + a (28-24)

w Ilab
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If, for example, the cross wind velocity is 10 m/sec, the pulse length is 15 msec, and the beam radius is
* 5 cm, then to first order an increase of a factor of three is required in hole boring energy in order to

overcome the influx of new droplets brought into the beam by the wind.
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NUMERICAL METHODS IN HIGH POWER LASER PROPAGATION

Peter B. Ulrich
Optical Sciences Division

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C 20375

U.S.A.

Numerical solution to tdo complex nonlinear problenu of the interaction of high ueery laen with the atmosphere hae
played an important role in the understanding and development of this important and interesting field. This paper sunmnartsas the
relevant partial differential equations that apply, the IrInds of numerical algorithms employed in their solution and repwesentatve
results of a variety of cases of interest. Comparison with experiment is made wherever posible. Other effects which impact the
thermal Wooming phenomena ar also addressed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The last week of October 1975 Is of special significance in the history of the development of numerical techniques in high
power laser propagation. For it was ten years ago, almost to the day, that a numerical algorithm of the type to be discussed in this
paper was successfully applied to a problem in nonlinear optics. The paper (KELLY, P.L., 1965) entitled "Self Focusing of Optical
Beams," wa s mitted to the Physical Review Letters on October 21, 1965. The author, Paul Kelley of MIT Lincoln Laboratory, nu-
merically integrated the scalar wave equation for the electric field in a medium with a susceptibility which depended on the square of
the field.

Since the late 60's, when the successful operation of high power lasers was first realized, the use of numerical analycis in nonlinear
optics has increased in scope and sophistication. It is the purpose of this paper to survey the developments in this interesting and com-
plex field.

Section I is a brief outline of the physics of the interaction of intense light with an absorbing fluid (liquid or gas) included here
both to make the paper self-contained and as background for the discussions of specific applications of the computer codes to problems
of interest in atmospheric propagation. In section III a discussion is given of the application of numerical methods to the problems at
hand. An important element in the development of accurate and efficient algorithms was the implementation of coordinate system
changes and phase changes of the dependent variable designed to better follow the scale and focal properties of the distorting beam.
This topic'is treated in section IV. Seven general space-time regimes of high power laser propagation are Identified in section V and
representative results are presented for each together with comparison with experiments where approp.iate. Although the main thrustof the development of these computer codes has been a study of the nonlinear interaction of beam and absorber, other effects have been
incorporated in order to make the simulation as close to reality as possible. These phenomena, which include turbulence, aerosol scat-
tering (and heating--a nonlinear process), mirror deformation (truncation, obscuration, jitter) multiwavelength laser effects and the

v! interaction of all these, are the subjects of section VI.

U. LIGHT ABSORPTION IN A GAS OR LIQUID

A. Scalar Wave Equation for the Laser Beam

This subject has been developed by parallel efforts at a number of laboratories. Discussion of the physics of the interaction of high
power beams with gses can be found in the following papers and references: (WALLACE, J. and CAMAC, M., 1970), (GEBHARDT,
F.G. and SMITH, D.C., 197 1), (LIVINGSTON, P.M., 197 1), (AITKEN, A.H., HAYES, J.N., and ULRICH, P.B., 197 1), (HERRMANN, J.,
and BRADLEY, L.C., 197 1), (RANGNEKAR, S.S., 197 1), (GEBHARDT, F.G. and SMITH, D.C., 1972), (HAYES, J.N., ULRICH, P.R.,
and AITKEN, A.H., 19"72), (HAYES, J.N., 197/2), (AVIZONIS, P.V., HOGGE, C.B., BUTTS, R.R., and KENEMUTH, J.R., 1972),
(AITKEN, A.H., HAYES, J.N., and ULRICH, P.B., 1973), (BISSONNETTE, L.R., 1973), (FRIED, D.L., 1974), (BREAUX, H., 1974).

The analysis begins with Maxwell's equations for the propagation of harmonically varying electric field, E

V2 E + k2 eE = 0 (1)

where k - w/c, e is the dielectric constant and the depolarization of the field due to giadients of e in distances on the order of a
wavelength is ignored. Thus a single linearly polarized amplitude will be studied. Further, the rapidly varying optical phase,
e..p (Qk vfl-i) is removed where eo is the undisturbed dielectric constant. The equation for the remaining slowly-varying-in-range
component, ip, is

2tkao/az + V2.p + k2 (n2 - I)V = 0, (2)

where the "paraxial approximation," k a/8 21 » 1a2, p/az2I

has been made, where 72 B a2/&* 2 + 32/ay 2 and where n 2 -e and eo = 1. In the absence of absorption n 2  1 throughout the
path of the light beam and the solution to Eq. (2) is the familiar Freanel integral

jp(x,y,z) =(-ikI2wr)ffdxodyo o(xo, yo, 0) exp Aik[(x -xo)
2 + (y -y0)2]/2Z} . (3)

~~f-
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3. Absorbing Medium Equations

In the presence of absorption the equations describing the medium being heated by the laser beam are added to Eq. (2). These
are:

conservation of mac, bat + (v I V)p + p(V • v) - 0 (4)

conservation of momentum, p[av/at + (V V)vI + Vp - 0 (5)

conservation of cnergy, aplat + (V. V)p - ypC(v v) ('Y- I)al (6)

where p, p, v are the density, pressure and velocity of the fluid,7 - ratio of specific heats, clcv, a is the absorption coefficient per unit
length, and I(x, y, x) is the laser beam irradlance, power per unit area. Although there are some situations where linearization of these
equations is not appropriate due to laroe temperature changes in the medium (this can occur in absorbing cell experiments in the labors-
tory (ULRICH, P.D., HAYES, J.N., AITKEN, A.H., 1972)), or due to fluid motion relative to the beam at about the speed of sound
(HAYES, J.N., 1974), most cases of interest in atmospheric propagation are quite accurately treated by linearized hydrodynamics.
Recently, this hypothesis has been conflnned by solving Eq. (2) and the full nonlinear set EqL (4-6) in the case of short laser pulses.
(FLECK, J.A., JR., MORRIS, J.R. and FELT, Mi., 1975). This paper will be confined to a discussion of fluid disturbances which obey
the linearized version of Eqs. (4-6). These are:

conservation of man, (linearized)

apl/at + PoV • V1 + (vO • V)pI 0 (7)

conservation of momentum, (linearized)

ft poavl lat + (vo V)val + Vpj -0 (8)

conservation of energy, (linearized)

apt/at + (vo V)p -- Ipo(v -V0 (7- 1)*I. (9)

Where p - p0 + pI, etc., P0. vO, P0 am assumed uniform and constant, and squares of first order quantities are Ignored. Depending on
the space-time regime, the set of EqL (7-9) is solved directly by an appropriate numerical algorithm or the equations are solved for the
density change up to a quadrature.

C. Equation Coupling Beam and Absorber

At optical frequencies and for a gas or transparent liquid the relation between index of refraction and medium density is given by

the Lorentz-Lorenz equation (JACKSON, J.D., 1962),

(M2 - l)/(n2 + 2) = Np (10)

where N, the molecular refractivity, is independent of wavelength to a good approximation in the visible and near IR and has the value
.154 cm 3/gram. (WOLFE, W.L., 1965).

Thus the solution to the problem of laser propagation in the atmosphere is obtained by simultaneous solution of Eqs. (2), (7- 10).
The next section discusses methods for designing stable algorithms to achieve accurate solutions efficiently.

Ill. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

Equation (2) can be rewritten in the form

ao/bz F(,) (11)

where F represents a functional which includes, in general, the operations of transverse differentation and integration of V and perhaps
also explicit dependence onx, y, and z. In addition, one needs initial conditions at z = 0

O(x. y, 0) " 00(x. y) (12)

and boundary conditions for z > 0

- ) 0. Viv(,m, t-, 2) 0 . (13)

Equations (11-13) represent a well-posed problem and so a unique solution can be found in principle at some plane z > 0. (COURANT,
R., 1962).

A selection of references which deal with algorithms employed to solve partial differential equations and which various investigators
have found useful in the thermal blooming problem is given hare: (FORSYTHE, G.E. and WASOW, W.R., 1%7), (RICHTMYER, R.D.
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"and MORTON, K.W., 1967), (GODUNOV, S.K. and RYABENKI, V.S., 1964), (ORTEGA, J.M., 1972), (DOUGLAS, J., JR., and
DUPONT, T., 1971), (GREVILLE, T.N.E., 1969), (VARGA, R.S., 1961).

The numerical techniques which will be discumed, whether integral or differential will be based on a "marching" technique of the
general form

N
ain - -I + G Pn . At (14)

? .' I

where o, - O(x, y, nAz). If0o -0 the algorithm Is termed explicit and the solution is obtained simply by evaluating the expression on
the right-hand side of Eq. (14). Otherwise the algorithm Is termed Implicit. Explicit algorithms, while generally faster per range step,
are usually limited by stability criteria to a maximum At and therefore require many steps to reach the solution plane. Implicit algo-
rithms are generally stable for all choices of As and only consideration of accuracy dictates the size of each step. The implicit algorithmttends to take longer to calculate than the explicit algorithm since a matrix inversion is required to solve a set of simultaneous differenre
equations.

Another approach which Is widely used is to Fourier transform Eq. (II) in the transverse variables, x and y. (BREAUX, HJ.,
1974), (WALLACE, J., JR., and LILLY, J.Q., 1974). By suitable coordinate system and dependent variable transformations, which will
be exhibited below, the ordinary differential equation that is obtained in transform space can be solved exactly to get the transformed
amplitude at the new range step. The use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm (see e.g., COCHRAN, W.T., et as, 1967) makes
this method efficient enough to compete with the other methods.

Yet another method for dealing with Eq. (11) numerically is to write its formal solution as

-XY, ) 1 dxodyoG.y z;xo, yo,O)(xo, yo) (15)

where G is the Green's function for the problem. (LYNCH, P.J., and BULLOCK, D.L., 1974).

In practice, an approximation to G is required and one is led thereby to a restriction on the size of the range difference. Thus,
Eq. (15) is applied sequentially for a number of steps to the solution plane and, therefore, has many of the features of the direct differ-
ential approach. A variant of this integral solution approach (LUTOMIRSKI, R., 1974) is to solve Eq. (IS) at the solution plane using
the free space Green's function. The resultant amplitude is then used to alter the Green's function and the integration is repeated. This
process is reiterated until the amplitude at some step changes negligibly from the amplitude at the previous step.

Examples of these techniques applied specifically to Eq. (2) will now be given.

I. Explicit Algorithm:

This is the algorithm mentioned in the introduction which was used by Kelley. As pointed out by Harmuth (HARMUTH, H.F.,
1957) in his study of the Schr6dinger equation by numerical means, equations of the type of which Eq. (2) is a sample are staeele when a
symmetric difference is used to represent the x-derivative. Using the notation

o ,o(kAx, RAy, mAr) (16)

and defining the central difference operator

(similarly for 6y) one hits
~g~ = I~~I 2 +6 ) fr ,Q]A

(Az/ik)(6+ + + (17)

where

f a 02(n2(1012) - i1. 118)

A schematic diagram of the flow of the algorithm is given in Fig. 1, where the dots indicate computational nodes from which data
are taken to contribute to the solution at the node (k,f, m+l) indicated by the open circle. The y- or I-dimension has been suppressed.

2. Implicit Algorithm:

An example of a popular algorithm which is successfully applied to heat conduction problems is the following (CRANK, J. and
NICOLSON, P., 1947):

Ik". + *z2k(, '2+f- (19)

Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of this algorithm. The method is stable for all choices of Au/(Ax) 2 and Au/(Ay) 2 . Solu-
tions are achieved only after lengthy matrix inversion to completely specify op at the pline z - (m + I)Az. This method has not been
actually employed in thermal blooming problems due to the existence of a much more efficient stable algorithm which is discussed next.
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3. Combined implieit anid Exlicit:

A novel two step procedure which alternates the nature of the algorithm fkm explicit to implicit for the x-direction and vice-versa
for the y-direction provides an efficent stable algorithm (PHACEMAN, DW. and RACHFORD, H.H., 1955), (DOUGLAS, J., 1955),
(DOUGLAS, J. and RACHFORD, H.H., 1956).

At the first step the algorithm is explicit inx, implicit Iny:

R + (', + 6y2$t1] + (20)

At the next stop the algorithm Is implicit in x, explicit iny:

o -t _p+ + (Al/2,k)[8,2 2 + s2~]+f~ '~ .(1
The method Is unconditionally stable for the. two-step process as a whole and at each sub-step the solution requires only the inversion of
a tr-diagonal matrix which is rapidly accomplished by Gaussian elimination (FORSYTHE, G.E. and WASOW, W.R., 1967). Figure 3
shows a schematic representation of the algorithm. This method is called the Alternating Direction Implicit, or ADI, method and It has
proved extremely useful for studyfng nonlinear propagation problems.

4. Fast-Fourier Transform Solutions:

As will be shown in the next section, It is possible to transform the amplitude of the laser beam at each step so that the nonlinear
term does not appear in the partial differential Eq. (2) but is Incorporated, instead, in the phase of a new dependent variable •i, which
satisfies the equation

2ika*/az + Vjk= 0 (22)

Le., free space propagation. A finite Fourier transform is performed on Eq. (22) by writing

N,, NY

0 (x,y,Z) = . Cn(z))exp [ip,,x + 1qnyJ . (23)

I Then-

2 2.-
2•2kCmnl• =( Pm + 9qn)n" (24)

Assume Cma is known at z. Its values at z + Az are given by

CMn(Z + ==-- C z [ p +qx)2k]. (25)

The amplitude 0(x, y, z + Az) is obtained by inverse Fourier tranisformation of the Cmg. (BREAUX, H.J., 1974), (WALLACE, J.
and LILLY, J.Q., 1974). The true field is then reconstructed by reintroduction of the nonlinear phase as will be discussed in the next
section.

Note that the propagation of the fields is exact for all frequencies up to the Nyquist sampling frequency, I/Ax or I/Ay where Ax,
4y, are the mesh spacings. This means that laser intensity distributions with rapid transverse variation (e.g., truncated or obscured
beams) can be weli treated by the FFT algorithm without apodization (FLECK, J.A., MORRIS, J.R. and FEIT, MJ., 1975). As an ex-
ample of the accuracy with which a complicated diffraction pattern can be calculated, Fig. 4 shows a comparison between experiment
and calculated patterns for a rectangular aperture. (CORDRAY, D.M., 1975.) The location of the zeros and maxima are accurately cal-
culated. The values of the maxima are given in the table and compared with the theoretical values. When one considers that these
maxima are in some cases almost two orders of magnitude below the central peak intensity, the agreement is seen to be extremely good.

A large contributing factor to the accuracy of the calculation of the rectangular aperture problem is the use of a square mesh ori-
ented parallel to the aperture. The patterns calculated with circular or other shapud apertures are not quite as accurately done. Figure 5
shows the comparison for a uniformly illiminatad circular aperture (CORDRAY, D.M., 1975). Some of the structure seen In the com-
puter result is due to the interpolations inherent in the contour plotting routine.

S. Inteera Methods:

The formal solution of Eq. (2) is given in Eq. (15). In order to exploit this solution an approximation is made to represent the
Green's function as

Q8(x,y,z;x.i,yj,zj) UGo(x,ylz~x~,z)xl4 dz, f xg, Wz), Y80), Z' (26)

where x, and y, are transverse variables which follow the focusing or defocusing of the beam and Go is the free space propagator. In
order to neglect an amplitde correction which must also be applied to GO, in general, a restriction is placed ,,n the step size. Thus an
iterative procedure for the complete solution is required a was the case for the differential approach.

i m I=
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IV. IMPROVEMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY a

otre arn a number of ways in which the accuracy and speed of the computation can be improved by judicious choice of coordinate
system and by appropriate changes in the dependent variable. These changes can be applied a pfltri to the basic equations. These are

• called nonsadptive coordinate systems. In the most sophisticated approach, transformations are applied as the problem is iterated to-

wards a solution, automatically adjusting the coordinate system to the changes in the beam phase fronts. Such alterations are known as
adaptive coordinate and phase changes.

Nonadaptive Coordinate Systems

An example of a collection of nonadaptive changes to the basic equations which has proven useful in thermal blooming calculations
Will be given here, (ULRICH, P.B., 197 1.) Slightly different coordinate systems have been employed by other workers, (HERRMANN,
J., and BRADLEY, L.C., 1971), (BREAUX, H.J., 1974), (HOGGE, C.B., 1971) but all systems are essentially equivalent in their ability
to enhance the efficiency (speed plus accuracy) of the computation. ,1

The idea here is to utilize a coordinate system in which a fundamental solution to Eq. (2) with n2 -1 (no blooming) is (1) pure
real and (2) constant in range, z. The fundamental mode selected as the TE, gaussian beam with geometrical focus at z -f (KOGELNIK,
H., and L, T,, 1966). At z - 0 this mode has the form

,OOx~y ~sl/V )xp 1_(12 +y2 )/2g2 
-I~

2 + 2 /f

where a is a transverse scale length which is a measure of the initial size of the beam. With this mode at the initial plane, the solution for
range is given by performing the integrations in Eq. (3) and is,

)Dexp 2 d inDI/ 2/dr + I tanl(t'/(l -;/I) (x2 +y 2 ) (28)

where t - :/ka2 , = f/ka2, DG•) - t2 + (I - ./h 2. The presence of the quadratic terms in the imaginary part of the exponential gives
rise to high frequency oscillations in the amplitude for x > a, y > a. These can exceed the sampling frequency of the computational 11
mesh. Thus, a phase change is made to remove these terms. Additionally, the amplitude is seen to grow in range as z - f due to the
presence of the term (ra2D)" 1/2. Thus, it is desirable to remove this factor as well. As the beam focuses and becomes smaller the
mathematical mesh should shrink at the same rate to accurately model the transverse distribution. These considerations lead to the fol-
lowing set of transformations;

(1) Removal of the quadratic phase and amplitude, leaving a pure real Gaussian amplitude in vacuum.

(2) Scaling of the transverse coordinates with beam size, 3F x/a -W y N, yay/De.

(3) Alteration of step size Az to automatically take smaller steps in the region of high beam intensity, dZ/dr lID. Equation (2)
then takes the form

2Ia 01aZ + 1 + (2-y2 -;2) -+ Dk 2a2(n2 - I)* = 0. (29)

Note that, forn 2 = 1, 4•-exp [-Q2 +3y2)/2] and 3/0/aiZ 0as desired. The presence of the last term on the left-hand side of Eq. (29)
gives rise to contributions to the imaginary part of .. As the blooming becomes severe these contributions become difficult to compute.
The surfaces of constant phase of the distorted amplitude become quite different from the coordinate surfaces. The beam grows in one
direction and compresses in another- leading to conflicting sampling requirements in x and y. For these cases, a method for adapting
the tilt and radius of curvature of the coordinate surface independently in the two transverse directions to match, on the average, the
cormwsponding quantities for the distorted wave front is needed to efficiently calculate the propagation in the presence of strong thermal
blooming. A technique for doing this is discussee next,

,-1]
Removal of the Nonlinear Phae I

By removal of the nonlinear contribution to the phase at each step it is possible to derive an equatiun which looks like the free-space
propagation equation. (HERRMANN, J., and BRADLEY, L.C., 1971.)

The alterations are made to Eq. (29).

Define g(, ,Z) = y2 + 12 - 2 - k 2a2 D(Z)(n 2 - 1)

and let

where Zo is a constant to be specified.

Let

!r y, zg(t, ,Z') dZ' .
Zo0

A ~ ~ -AA
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Then Eq. (29) becomes

2iMO1/8Z + I(Z)f = 0 (31)

where the operator H Is defined to be

H1(Z)*

The specification of H(s) for numerical work is now required. H(z) Is chosen to operate midway between the .'omputational planes at
x and x + As. In addition the lower limit, zo, in r is chosen to be at z + Az/2 as well. Thus H(z) becomes H(z) = so that Eq. (3 1) is
now much simplified and looks like a free space propagation equation

2•18/aZ + VI- 0 0. (32)

The operations taken to propagate one step in range are (1) removal of nonlinear phase at z by Eq. (30), (2) propagation of the new
amplitude by Eq. (32), and (3) replacement of phase at the now plane x 4 Az by the inverse to Eq. (30).

The solutlun to Eq. (32) Is obtained by a variety of means, explicit, (ULRICH, P.B., HAYES, J.N., HANCOCK, J.H., and ULRICH,
J.T., 1974), implicit with central differences (ULRICH, P.B., 1974) or with a Galerkin method and splines (HERRMANN, J, and
BRADLEY, L.C., 1971), (ULRICH, P.B., 1974), or the fast Fourier Transform. (BREAUX, H.J., 1974), (WALLACE, J. and LILLY,
J.Q., 1974.)

Adaptive Coordinate Systems

The nonadaptive changes-leading to Eq. (29) can be generalized to allow their application without a priori knowledge of the phiase
front tilt and curvature as a function of range. (BRADLEY, L.C. and HERRMANN, J. 3974.) At eaji range step tlse amplitude x is
altered by removing the average tilt, curvature and scale of the phase front. At some plane : the phase of the wave amplitude me'sured

with respect to the equiphase surface of the local coordinate system is

-.-. ip(x,y) = opo + Vo. dr

where'r lies in the coordinate equiphase surface. Now, a tilt and refocusing is performed on the amplitude to minimize this phase
gradient.

Before the correction the amplitude is of the form

r= A oxp (-lip).

Correction is applied to give

= A exp( -_ip + CxX2 
+ ayy 2 + ICX + 3yy) A exp (-hip') (33)

wheom ax, ay, Ox, y, are determined by minimizing Vip' on the average over the computational plasie. The minimizatior is weighted by
the beam intensity so that the curvative and tilt at the position of the beam contribute most strongly. The condition

ff dx dy j•1 2(Vip') 2 = minimum (34)

is satisfied by taking partial derivatives with respect to the ca's and P's to get four equations for the four unknowns. These are then usedin Eq. (33) to reduce the linear and quadratic phase. In addition coordinate changes in scale and a shift of the center of the coordinate

system are also applied to preserve the form invariance of the basic partial differential equation. This permits the algorithm to remain
unchanged throughout the calculation. Equation (29) is now generalized to

2 2-0cc + _ _L +[L+y - x(X1 -yo)2 f('•)l •a(• l•=0 (•
21az- Dx aX'2 Dy ay y y020c+Vx)y a12-Ikc 0 (5

where Dx, Dy are now calculated from ax, a•X at each step as are 7x, ty, fx, fy. This algorithm, while requiring more calculation per
step, actually is not much more expeisive of computer time for a given problem than the nonadaptive system. This is because a coarser
sampling both in the transverse plane and in range is allowed since the coordinate surfaces better follow the phase surfaces of the distort-
ing beam.

V. APPUCATION TO THERMAL BLOOMING PROBLEMS

Because of the wide range of time scales representing the variety of phenomena in Thermal 'looming, no one all-inclusive algorithm
v IlI solve the simultaneous set of Eqs. (2) and ('7) to (10). Instead, the problems are categorized by their time scales and separately
solved. This section is devoted to a discussion of seven such thermal blooming time regimes, Let cs be the speed of sound, vw be the
wind-plus slew velocity, vw = vo + nZ, vB be the buoyant velocity, d be a characteristic beam diameter. Let r" be the pulse length. Then
the time regimes are:
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Dimensions

(i) Short pulse: t < d/cs r,z,t

j (2) Loný•u•.se, d/c, < t << d/vw r, z,t

(3) Transient: r d/vw (includes 8 7B dlv,) x,y,z,t

(4) CW: r >> d/v, x,y,z

(5) Multipulse Transient - a series of short pulses - t << dcs- studied in time ' d/pw x,y, z, t

(6) Multipulse Steady State - a series of short pulses - t << d/c, - studied at time >> d/vw X,y, zI (7) Sonic flow problems, vw C, x, y, z, t

Short Pulse Regime (ULRICH, P.B., 1971), (ULRICH, P.B. and WALLACE, J. JR., 1973)

In the short pulse regime, if the initial distribution is symmetric it will remain so since external nonsymmetrical influences such as
forced coneection (wind) or gravity are too slow to alter the symmetry. The problem is then soluble in cylindrical coordinates and is
reduced, thereby, to three dimensions, r, z, t. The set o" Eqs. (7) to (9) can bo solved numerically as written or a single equation in-
volving only the density can be derived

(a2Iat2 - C2sV2)(aplat) = (,y - 1)&.V2 1• (36)

Both approaches have been employed.

This regime is amenable to analytic study as well 'AITKEN, A.H., HAYES, J.N., and ULRICH, P.B., 1973) in both geometical op-
tics (HAYES, J.N., 1972) and wave optics (ULRICH, P.B., 1972). Comparison of analytic and computer results is made in Fig. 6. The
ag-eement is reen to be excellent and one can rely confidentially on the analytic theories for calculating in this time regime. It is always
important whenever possible to check computer code results against experiments and this has been accomplished for this time regime
(O'NEIL, R.W., KLEIMAN, H., and LOWDER, J.E., 1974). Figure 7 shows the experimental results for the drop in peak power through
a slit aperture as a function of time. Plotted as a solid line is the theoretical prediction.

Long Pulse Regime

The computer code which calculates the short pulse regime works here as well since characteristic times are still less than wind
transit times and the problem remains symm.tric. Thus, Fig. 6 applies in this case as well. Analytic theory is reliable in this time regime
only if the distortion of the pulse in the times up to the sound transit time is so small that the bean is still described by its initial distri-
bution. Experimental confirmation of the theory in the long pulse regime has been wade as well. (KENEMUTH, J.R., HOGGE, C.B.,
and AVIZONIS, P.V., 1970), (HAYES, J.N., 1972), (BUSER, R.G. and ROHDE, R.S., 1975). It is just for those cases where appreciable
distortion occurs during the whole time regime up to when asymmetries set in that •he self consistent computer code is needed. In addi-
tion, the analytic results have been carried out for simple beam shapes (e.g., infinite gaussians). More complicated (realistic) shapes are
best studied with the computer codes.

Transient Regime

When the externally derived conveL Lion distorts the symmetry of the beam and in addition the beam is evolving in time a full four-
dimensional computer code must be employed. These conditions occur when a CW beam is propagated and before the steady state has
set in. It occurs also when the CW beam is time varying at the source and, hence, is not truly CW. An important phenomenon which
falls into this category is propagation through a region of still air caused by wind shear or by the cancellation of net relative air motion
by slewing. These "stagnation zones" can have . profound effect on beam quality.

The four dimensional algorithm uses the hydrodynamic Eqs. (7-9) in the isobaric approximation for which the density changes
satisfy

SaPI /at + (v0 + Slz) • Vipi = -y(- l)aI(r, z, t)/c, (37)

where 12 is the slewing rate of the laser beam. The solution tc Eq. (37) is

p(rZ, = - /(r--(vo+Qz)(; 1'),z,t')dt'. (38)

Four dimensional codes have been written which solve Eq. (37) directly by an appropriate algorithm (FLECK, J.A., JR., MORRIS, J.R.,
and FELT, M.J., 1975) and which solve Eq. (38) by numerical integration (ULRICH, P.B. and ULRICH, J.T., 1975).

These codes have been experimentally confirmed in a laboratory absorbing cell. The results are shown in Fig. 8. (BROWN, R.T.,
BERGER, P.J., GEBHARDT, F.G., and SMITH, D.C., 1974), (BERGER, P.J., GEBHARDT, F.G., and SMITH, D.C., 1974), (BERGER,
P.J. GEBHARDT, F.G., ULRICH, J.T., and ULRICH, P.B., 1975.) The cell was pivoted to create a stagnation zone at various points
along the beam path. Beam size and power were such that natural convection occurred on a time scale like the characteristic intensity
drop-off timL. Thus, in order to confirm the computer code, inclusion of an intensity dependent buoyancy velocity was made necessary.
(ULRICH, P.B. and ULRICH, J.T., 1975.) Instead of Eq. (38) the following equations for the density changes and induced velocity
were solved,
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(Xy, ) A(x -z -t'), Y - V(t -t'), z, t') dt' (39)

CPI 0y-O

s(X, y, t) I+• -- t'i(x -lz(t- '),y - v(t- t'),z, t')dt'. (40)
Poe"

This additional complexity markedly increases the running time of an already lengthy code. Happily, the characteristic times for
buoyancy effects in the atmosphere are usually much longer t&an all other characteristic times and this additional complexity can usually
be dispensed with.

CW Regime

In the limit that the time elapsed since the initlation of the beam greatly exceeds the transit time of the.wind across any portion of
the beam a steady state condition is reached. Cool air is constantly added to replace the heated air which is driven from the beam region
by the wind. Equation (38) is then converted into a relationship independent of time. Let t -. •, define x' x -(v0 + az)(t - t'). Then
Eq. (38) becomes

(7 - l0*
= -'v z ( I(x',y,z)dx'. (41)

Which states that the density change of an air parcel is proportional to the integral of the energy absorbed all along the path it followed
through the beam.

This density change is normally calculated by some simple numerical integration procedure. The CW code results have also been
compared with laboratory experiments and the results are shown in Fig. 9 (ULRICH, P.B., HAYES, J.N., and AITKEN, A.H., 1972).

Multipulse Transient Regime

If one assumes that the laser irradiance which appears in Eq. (38) is made up of a series of pulses: short that the blooming during
the pulse is negligible, then on the time scale of wind transit times the irradiance can be written as,

N
I(x,y,z,t) = n - E(x,y,z)6(t-tn) (42)

where E. is the energy of the nth pulse in the train. (WALLACE, 7., JR., and LILLY, J.Q., 1974.) Although En does not depend ex-
plicitly on t due to the assumption of short pulses, the energy distribution changes from pulse to pulse due to the energy deposited by
previous pulses. If Eq. (42) is substituted in Eq. (38) one has

pl~~r~~z, tN - I).•N-
p (r, z, tN) En(r-(vo+flz)(tN-tn),z). (43)

~*1 4 n-1

Thus the density change at any point is given by the sum of changes due to earlier pulses which have arrived at that point at time t = tN.

Multiple pulse propagation has some novel features. If the time between pulses is su;h that approximately one-half of each beam
passes through heated air while the other half passes through cool air on the up-wind side then an enhancement of peak irradiance over
the vacuum value is seen. This is due to refraction up-wind by the down-wind half of the beam which adds to the undistorted up-wind
portion of the beam. This phenomenon, first predicted by J. Wallace, Jr., has been confirmed by computer runs, see Fig, 10, and also
by experiment{•USER, R., ROHDE, R., GEBHARDT, F.G., BERGER, P.J., and SMITH, D.C., 1975).

It is not always p:ssible to choose parameters such that there is no self-blooming during the individual pulses. Correction for self-
blooming can be incorporated in the multiple pulse code in an approximate way which has been conftrmed by more detailed calcvlations
(FLECK, J.A., JR., MORRIS, J.R., and FELT, M.J., 1975).

Multiple Pulse Steady State

After the pulse train has been on for a time longer than the wind transit time, a steady state evolves for the same reasons as given in
the discussion of CW propagation above. In this case, En in Eq. (43) becomes independent of the subscript n except through its argument.

pI(rz) - 1 -l E(r - (vo + 11z)nAt, z). (44)

Thus, the densit, change in this case is given by the wind-translated density changes due to a series of identically distorted beams. This
steady state is rapidly calculated since the actual propagation from z to z + Az need only be done once for the wind-shifted sum to be
performed. Run times are about the same as CW code rur times. Comparison with transient multiple pulse code runs in the limit
of many more pulses than the number per wind transit time confirm that Eq. (44) correctly calculates the asymptotic state of the
time dependent problem.
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Sonic Flow Problems

The sonic point where v e c, is a singular point for the linearized hydrodynamic equations, but due to the motion of a weak
shock up-wind from the source, the sound speed in the heated medium is raised above that of the undisturbed medium and soMach I conditions are not reached. (HAYES, J.N., 1974.) The steudy state density calculations can nonetheless be obtained by

applying the linearized hydrodynamic equation with the correct upstream sound speed. This suggests that one may obtain informa-
tion about propagation under transonic conditions by solving the linearized hydrodynamic equation s along the entire propagation
path (BRADLEY, L.C., 1974). The amount of blooming seen due to transonic regions is a function of where the sonic point occurs
along the path but is insignificant except possibly for sonic translation, where the whole beam path moves with v c,. (WALLACE,
J. and PASCIAK, J., 1975), (FLECK, J A., JR., MORRIS, J.R., and FEIT, M.J., 1975.)

VI. OTHER PROPAGATION PHENOMENA

A number of other effects have been incorporated in the thermal blooming codes. Some are line.rz, others nonlinear. AD have the
potential for altering the thermal blooming because all affect the beam intensity upon which blooming depends so strongly.

Turbulence

A phase shift of the form

Znl+A2

"TURH(X,y) = k [ 6n(x,y,z)dz (45)

is added to the phase shift created by the laser heating of the atmosphere. rTURB(X, y) is calculated by a Monte Carlo technique which
simulates the statistical nature of 6n in a turbulent atmosphere. (BRADLEY, L.C., HERRMANN, J., 1974), (BRADLEY, L.C., 1975),
(BROWN, W.P., JR., 1975), (FLECK, J.A., MORRIS, J.R., and FELT, M.J., 1975.) Theie phase functions can be either stationary or
made to move with the wind. The results have been determined to be independent, on the average, of the motion of the phase functions

(BROWN, W.P., JR., 1974).

Aerosols

Simple aerosol scattering can be treated as a loss mechanism to be added to the absorption coefficient c 'the laser beam. For high
power propagation, however, the aerosol will be heated and conduct heat to the atmosphere as well as vaporizv, especially in the case of
hydrosols. The rate of conduction and evaporation is a function of the size of the particle so that aerosol distribution information is re-
quired for an accurate representation of these phenomena. The computer codes can most easily take into account the effects of the
heating of aerosols by means of an intensity-dependent absorption coefficient. Since the absorption coefficient wijd now be a function
of the transverse coordinates the form of the partial differential equation will be altered and new algorithms will have to be employed
for its solution. This work is presently under active study.

Multiwavelength Effects

. Chemical lasers typically emit on a number of lines of different wavelength. The power in each line is generally different and the
atmospheric absorption at each wavelength can be very different. Ideally, one needs a computer code capable of calculating the propa-
gation of each line and coupling the beams via their mutual heating of the intervLning atmosphere. Such a computer code has been
created (BILOW, H., 1975), but it is costly to run. First results are not forthcoming at this writing. Other attempts have been made to
model multiwavclength propagation. One is to average over many lines of nearly equal absorption (ULRICH, P.B., HANCOCK, J.H.,
1974). Another uses an integral technique which alters each amplitu'e by a phase shift proportional to the sum of the contribu-
tions of each line (BULLOCK, D.L., 1974). When the initial distribution of each line is identical only one line need be propagated. The
heating is derived from a sum of intensities derived from this line and made proportional to the power of each line reduced by the appro-
priate absorption coefficient. (HOGGE, C.B., 1975.)

Mirror Induced Degradations

These alterations of the beam are both static and time deper.dent.

Static Effects

Mirror heating, poor machining and spillover of the beam lead to nondiffraction limited propagation. These effects are often
crudely accounted for by a change in wavelength which enlarges the computed focal spot. Wavelength appears in the nonlinear portion
of the propagation equation, however, so that this technique alters the physics of the thermal blooming as well. (PHILLIPS, E.A.,
1975.) A more satisfying way to account fnr nondiffraction limited behavior is to actually impart the beam with random phase at the
input plane. The choice of scale and conre sion of the phase changes is determined by the desired intensity drop at focus through the
Strehl relation (HOGGE, C.B., and BURLAKOFF, M., 1973).

The effect of mirror spillover can b" odeled by sharply truncating the beam at the desired transverse mesh node. This result gives
excellent results in the focal plane (see section Il1, above, and Figs. 4 and 5). However, as the plane of observation moves back towards
the aperture the agreement is less good. A measure of this agreement is the ability of the computer codes to calculate the on-axis inten-
sity. Figure 11 indicates how the code coverges to the correct answer near the focus in spite of its Inability to calculate well at all nearer
the input plane. This must have repercussions on the ability of the codes to calculate thermal blooming with truncated beams since the

he.Ug knt b~ij OlP~l tedwj~ h ~ n ~ In ~ls u~ eiqvd,.
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Dynamic Effects

An effect which is currently under study is the phenomenon of mirror jitter. The motion of the mirror, while absolutely small, can
impart sizable beam motions at long ranges which could effect thermal blooming since the air particles are heated less than full time as
the beam moves about.

Medium inhomogeneities in the laser cavity or the evolution of a cascade of lasing lines in a chemical laser impart a complicated
time dependence to the output of the laser. The effects of these phenomena have not been studied theoretically. The full four-
dimensional computer code will be used for these studies.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a review of the numerical approaches taken to solve a variety of nonlinear problems in atmospheric propa-
gation. The field is a young one but has enjoyed a rapid maturity. Very sophisticated techniques have been brought to bear on these
complex problems and many successes have been realized. The techniques developed in the numerical solution of the thermal blooming
problem will no doubt have application in other areas of nonlinear optics. Furthermore, extension can be made to other problems such
as sound propagation and electromagnetic propagation at other wavelengths.
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m+l

• mn-I

k-2 k-I k k+1 k+2
Fig. I-A schematic representation of the computational mesh. The intersections are called nodes and are
represented by a triple of ntumbera (k, I, m). The y. or 2-dimension is not shown in the figure for ease of
presentation. This fifure shows an explicit algorithm (cf. Eq. (17)) which has data at nodes on z-planes at
m and m.1 rcattributing to the solution at the plane m + 1. The contribution from nodes adjacent to
(k, i, m) is due to the ane of a central-difference approximation to the second derivative mx. The y-dimension
counterpart is siiar.

Mn+I
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ii

k-2 k-I k k+1 k+2
Fig. 2-Similar to Fig. I except that this represents schematically the Crank-Nicolson stable implicit method (cf.
Eq. (19)). It requires knowledge of the dependent variable at the plane to which the solution is proceeding. Thus,
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Fig. 3-Schematic of the alternating direction implicit method (ADI). The coordinate directions, x and y,
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Fig. 6-Plot of pulse fluen,-e vs t, where t, is the time for the central intensity •tf the beam to drop to zero due to

thermal blooming. The solid black lines are an analytic calculation for CO2 laser, tde dadhed lines ue an analytic calcu-
lation for a DF laser. The circle and triangles are the corresponding cases calculated by full nonlinear computer codes.
Both short pulse regime (t, < tj,Esatt•2 ) and long time regime (r, > tHi,E.atjO) are shown.
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Fig. 7-The drop in power through a salt aperture due to blooming. The aperture was located over the peak of the
"focal distribution. The theoretical prediction for this case has been plotted for I < O.5iH.
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STAGNATION ZONE STUDY
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Fi. 8-Comparison of thaory and experiment for CW propagation with a stagnation zone at position Zs, between aperture
and focal plane. The irradiance relative to the initial value is plotted vs; time for three different combinations of dew rate
and Zs. The convection was included in the code work to achieve closer agreement with the experiment.
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Fig. 9-Comparison of theory and experiment for a CW beam propagating in a steady wind. The irradlance relative to the vacuum

value is plotted vs a distortion number which is proportional to beam power. The open circles, triangles and croes are three

different experiments. The black circles are the computer results. The soli line isa geometrical optics calculation.
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Fig. 10-Plot of average peak intensity relative to vacuum vs the repetition rite of a nmultiple pulse laser. At low PRF the beamis are decouped
and vacuum pLopagation obtains. At higjh PRF the value approaches the CW result. At intermediate values the phenomenon of enhsancement Is

seen as discussed in the text.
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Fig. I1-Norm"lized on-axis intensity vs range for a truncated Gaussian beam. The solid line is the exact Fresnel Integral result. The circles are values

computed with an AD[ algorithm using a Galerkin method with linear splines for the transverse discretization. Agreement is seen to Srow poorer as

one move back towards the ltr aperture from the focal plane.
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THE LIMITATIONS IMPOSED BY ATMOSPHERIC BREAKDOWN ON THE

PROPAGATION OF HIGH POWER LASER BEAMS*

D. E. Lencioni
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lincoln Laboratory
P. 0. Box 73

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of a series of experiments on laser induced air breakdwon at 10.6
and 1.06 pm. Threshold intensities for breakdown were determined for clean air, aerosols, and single par-
icles. The clean air threshold was found to be in good agreement with microwave breakdown theory. The
presence of aerosol particles was found to lower the threshold by an amount which depended mainly on par-
ticle size and laser pulse length. Only a slight material dependence was found with the one exception of
water particles which had the least effect on threshold. The particle induced thresholds were found to
scale as X-2 for 100 nsec pulse lengths. The dynamics of the particle initiated thresholds were studied.
For intensities slightly above threshold the plasma grew within the beam as an axisysmetric volume surround-
ing the particle. At higher intensities the plasma formed as a highly absorbing thin disk which grew
radially and propagated back towards the laser.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been established experimentally (Lencioni, D. E., et. al., 1971; Marquet, L. C., at. al.,
1972; Lencioni, D. E., 1973; Lowder, J. E., and Kleiman, H., 1973; Schlter, R. E., et. al., 1973; Lencioni
D. I., and Lowder, J. E., 1974; Lencioni, D. E., 1974; Smith, D. C., and Brown, R. T., 1975; Boni, A. A.,
and Meskan, D. A., 1975) that the threshold for laser induced breakdown in air can be lowered substantially
by the presence of microscopic dust particles. This fact has been used (Lencioni, D. E., 1973; Canavan, G. H.
and Nielsen, P. E., 1973; Bunkin, F. V., and Savranskii, V. V., 1974) to explain discrepancies between
theoretical predictions (Canavan, G. H., et. al., 1972; Kroll, N., and Watson, W. A., 1972) and early ex-
perimental results, (Smith, D. C., 1971) such as the observation that the threshold continues
to decrease with increasing laser spot size even when electron diffusion is negligible. This paper describes
the experimental work done at Lincoln Laboratory over the past several years which was directed towards

understanding atmospheric breakdown and in particular, the effects of dust particles on the breakdown
process.

2. AEROSOL AND CLEAN AIR EXPERIMENTS

An example of the phenomenon to be discussed is shown in Fig. 1. This is an open shutter photograph
of breakdown in air containing a large concentration of carbon dust. The laser beam is incident from the
left and brought to a focus Just above the lens mot'n. As can be seen, several discrete breakdowns have
occurred in the region of focus. Note also that particles within the beam have been heated to incandescence
but did not trigger breakdowns. At higher intensities than in the case shown here, a string of discrete
breakdowns is formed from near the focus and extends back towards the laser. These breakdowns are initiated
by particles at intensities well below the clean air breakdown threshold. The same effects can occur under
normal laboratory dust conditions especially for large beam sizes.

Detailed measurements were m&de of the breakdown threshold as a function focal spot size (Lencioni,
D. E., 1973) in a chamber which provided a variable atmosphere from dusty to highly filtered clean air. The
density and size distributions of aerosol particles were monitored with a light scattering particle counter
(Royco Model 225) and a 256-channel pulse height analyzer (Northern Model NS-633). Particle diameters in
the range 1 - 12 um could be measured in this way.

Different focal spot sizes were obtained by using different focal length optics. Prior to each
threshold measurement the beam profile was measured at focus. The laser power was monitored on each spot.
The thresholds quoted here correspond to the peak intensity at focus for which breakdown occurred on 50% of

the shots. The pulse lengths are the full width at half maximum. For highly filtered clean air (essentially
no particles larger than 0.1 lrm) the threshold was found to approach an asymptotic value at large spot sizes.
The data for 10.6 lim, 125 nsec laser pulses are shown by the squares in Fig. 2. The solid curve in the
figure is from the microwave breakdown theory of Kroll & Watson. The data agree quite well with the theory
and show the effect of electron diffusion at small spot sizes.

When dust particles were present in the chamber, the threshold continued to decrease with increasing
spot size to values well below the theoretical minimum for clean air. These data are also shown in Fig. 2.
It was found that the threshold for any given spot ,I.-.e or aerosol condition was determined by the size of
the largest particle present in the focal volume. The largest particle for each condition was determined
from the measured particle distribution and focal volume. Three such measurements are indicated in Fig. 2.

The decrease in threshold with increasing spot size can be acc.g•nted for (Lencioni, P. E., 1973;
Canavan, G. H., and Nielsen, P. E., 19 73. Lencioni, 7). E., 1974) from the fact toat statistically the size
of the largest partAT11 i, the focal volume is increaLed by either increasing the focal volume or dust

This work is supported by the Advanced Reaearch Projects Agency of the Department of Defense.
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concantration. This hypozhesis was verified by single particle experiments, which will be described below,
in which one particle of known size was placed in the focal volume of the beam. It was found that, for a
given particle size, the threshold was independent of spot size and depended only on particle size.

Thresholds were obtained for a variety of dust particle materials and sizes. These data are sum-
marized in Fig. 3 for 10.6 pm - 125 nsec laser pulses. It can be s~en that particles with diameters less
than = .5 pm did not significantly lower the threshold bplow the clean air value (3 x 109 W/cm2 ). Also,
with the exception of H2 0 particles, there is only a slight material dependence if any. Note that these
data include materials which are optically thin at 10.6 pm (NaCI, Ge).

Similar measurements were made with 1.06 um, 100 nsec laser pulses (Lencioni, D. E., 1974). The

threshold in clean air was found to scale very closely as 2 with an asympotic value at large spots
t3 x 10 1 1W/cm2 . This indicates that cascade ionization is a dominant breakdown mechanism, even at 1.06 pm.
The thresholds for particle initiated breakdowns were measured as in the 10.6 pm case. Here also it was
found that the threshold lowering was greater for larger size particles. These data are shown in Fig. 4
for a carbon aerosol. The data points show the threshold for three particle sizes. The dashed curve
shows 102 times the corresponding 10.6 Vm results. A comparison of the 1.06 and 10.6 pm data give an
approximate X-2 scaling for particle initiated breakdowns for pulse l .ths 100 - 125 neec.

The thresholds for particle initiated breakdowns were also found uo depend on laser pulse length
(Lowder, J. E., Kleiman, H., 1973; Lencioni, D. E., 1972; Schlier, R. E., et. al., 1973). Data taken with
10.6 pm lasers having different pulse lengths are summarized in Fig. 5. Th~s figure shr-i the threshold
for 10.6 pm laser beams in air as a function of pulse length and particle size. The curves are an empirical
correlation of the data according to particle size. As was mentioned above the thresholds are fairly in-
sensitive to particle material with the exception of distilled H2 0 for which the correlation shown in this
figure would not apply. The solid circles are for glass fibers, (Lencioni, D. E., 1973; Lowder, J. E., and
Kleiman, H., 1973) which behave as very large particles. As can be seen, for long pulse lengths and large
particles the threshold can be reduced to = 10-3, the clean air value.

It is not clear whether a aimilaE correlation can be made for the 1.06 pm data. The measurements

at 100 nsec do scale approximately as X-J; however, the wavelength scaling at longer pulse lengths has not
yet been determined.

3. SINGLE PARTICLE EXPERIMENTIS

The details of the laser particle interaction were investigated (Lencioni, D. E., Pettingill, L. C.,
1972) using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 6. The beam from a 5J per pulse Feberton CO2 laser was
focused with spherical mirrors. Three focal spot sizes were used with e-1 diameters: 4, 1 and 0.55 mm. A
50 pm carbon particle was dropped into the focal volume from an activated dispenser through a hypodermic
needle. When the particle was at a preselected position in the beam, HeNe laser light was scattered through
the microscope system into a photomultiplier tube and initiated the experimental triggering sequence. The
position of the particle was observed from a back lighted micrograph obtained by firing the nanolighý:. With
this technique particles could be positioned consistently to within ± 25 pm.

Ai: image converter camera, with exposure times down to 10 nsec, was used to obtain time resolved
information on the growth of the breakdown in the beam. The transmitted beam was re-imaged and magnIfied
at a pair of photon drag detectors to obtain the radial and temporal dependence of the transmitted beam.

Figure 7 shows a back lighted micrograph of a 50 pm carbon particle taken 6 psec after being hit by
the laser beam incidert from the left. This shows what happens to s particle at below threshold intensity.
The laser beam heats one side of the particle to incandescence. The resulting vaporization causes the
particle to jet (Lencioni, D. E., and Lowder, .. E., 1974). From the measured velocity it was determined
that the particle motion during the pulse was 1 Um which had negligible effect on the threshold measure-
ments. The breakdown threshold was determined at three spot sizes for a given size particle in the beam.
The results are shown in Fig. 8 for 50 Pm carbon particles and 10.6 pm, 150 nsec laser pulses. As can be
seen the threshold is independent of spot size.

The breakdown was observed to start at the position of the particle and grow to fill the beam at a
finite rate. Figure 9 shows a series of image converter frames which illuatrate the growth of a breakdownat near threshold intensity. The two intensities listed at the top of the figure denote the average and

peak intensities during the frame sequence. The dashed white lines mark the e-l diameter of the beam which
was 1 mm. The laser is i'.cident from the left. The four frames were taken on separate shots at the indi-
cated exposure times relative to the start of the pulse. The breakdown initiates at near the peak laser
intensity and grows radially and axially as a volume absorbing plasma. Measurements of the transmitted
intensity indicated an absorption depth of = .5 mm.

At higher laser intensities the character of the breakdown growth changed abruptly. This is shown
in Fig. 10 whe:'e the intensity was a factor of - 5 above threshold. In these frames the white dot indicates
the position of the particle. Note that at this higher intensity the breakdown develops as a thin absorbing
disk which propagates back towards the laser and grows radially. This is a characteristic of the laser
supported detonation (LSD) wave described by Raizer (Raizer, Y. P., 1965). The measurements of transmission
for this case showed that no radiation was transmitted through the thin plasma disk.

The radial and axial velocities obtained from data of this type are shown in Fig. 11 as a function
of intensity. At lower intensities the velocities increase rapidly with intensity. At higher intensities
the axial velocity varies roughly as 1 / 3 in agreement with planar LSD wave theory.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The primary conclusions to be drawn from this work are:

I. Laser induced breakdown thresholds in clean air are in good agreement with microwave
breakdown theory for wavelengths down to -! 1 pm.

2. Dust particles within the beam can lower the threshold substantially below the clean air
value.

3. The threshold lowering is fairly insensitive to the particle materials studied with.the
exception of distilled H20 which has the least effect.

4. The threshold decreases with increasing particle size.
5. For 10.6 un the threshcld decreases with increasing pulse length for lar e particlen.
6. For pulse lengths a 100 nsec the particle induced threshold scales as XT The scaling

for longer pulse lengths has not been established.
7. At near threshold intensities the plasma grows within the beam as an axisymmetric volume

surrounding the particle and at higher intensities it grows as a radially expanding LSD

wave.

The implications of these results for atmospheric propagation of high power laser beams are two-
fold. First, normal atmospheric dust conditons can reduce the threshold to well below the clean air limit.
The exact reduction will depend primarily on the distributim.. of particle sizes within the beam and the
laser pulse length. Secondly, the finite radial growth rate of the particle initiated breakdowns allows
the propagation of energy up to some cutoff time. It is easy to show that the beam attenuation is dominated
by breakdowns within the depth of focus. The cutoff time is then

€- [L N(I)irvw (M)]-l 2  (30-1)

where L is the depth of focus, n is the density of particles which ignite breakdown& at intensity I and vr
is the radial growth rate at intensity I. As an example consider the propagation of a iO.6 pm beam with a
10 m depth of focus-at intensity 108 W/cm2 . From Figs. 5 and 11 particles larger than 6 um will ignite
breakdowns at this intensity which grow at 4 x 105 cm/sec. If the distribution of aerosol particles is
taken to be dn/dD - 10-11D (cm) then - 360 nsec. For pulse lengths much shorter than this there
will be little effect on the transmitted energy because the breakdowns have not had time to grow.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper thermal blooming of focused single and multiyile pulse lasers is considered. Experimental
procedures are described to characterize the reduction in far field irradiance observed for pulses whose
duration is comparable to and shorter than T , an acoustic transit time across a focal radius. Experimental
measurements of short pulse blooming (t < T are compared with a scalar wave theoretical computer model
embodying the medium hydrodynamics. Agreement with the short pulse theory is generally good. An experiment
was designed to test the quantitative predictive capability of a steady state multiple pulse computer code.
Blooming of a multiple pulse beam was measured as a function of absorbed energy and spatial overlap of suc-
cessive pulses. With no adjustable parameters agreement between the actual measurements and those predicted
by theory is very good.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider laboratory scale propagation of high peak power pulsed lasers through an
absorptive atmosphere. Thermal blooming - the reduction of irradiance in the far field resulting from the
refractive effects in the laser heated medium - is the limiting mechanism being addressed. As indicated in
the preceding paper, breakdown is the other primary limitation to pulse propagation.

Experimental procedure. are described to characterize the far field irradiance or energy density dis-
tribution of pulsed lasers with and without an intervening absorptive atmosphere. Experimental data are
compared with appropriate theoretical models to demonstrate present understanding of pulse blooming. Three
series of expjriments will be described. Summaries of the first two with appropriate references have been
published (Kleiman, H., and O'Neil, R. W., 1973; O'Neil, R. W., Kleiman, H., and Lowder, J. E., 1974); only
material illustrative of the development of our understanding of efficient pulse propagation and its measure-
ment will be presented from these sources.

The first experiment, performed at 1.06 um, explored thermal blooming of pulses whose duration spanned
the time required to reach pressure equilibrium across the laser besm. A many times diffraction limited Nd-
glass laser beam vas used to obtain data to compare with geometric eikonal models for propagation. In the
limits before pressure equilibrium is established along the propagation path (short pulse regime) and after
pressure equilibration is substantially complete (long pulse regime) the primary parametric dependencies were
verified. To test our theoretical understanding of short pulse blooming a high energy 10.6 P'm laser was
propagated in a geometry designed to produce significant blooming in times short compared a hydrodynamic
time TH, the acoustic transit time across the smallest beam dimension. When the observed behavior was com-
pared with theoretical predictions of a computer model embodying the hydrodynamics of the medium, the agree-
ment was quite good.

In the most recent experimental study we considered a train of identical short 10.6 um pulses propagating
through aut absorbing medium in a controllable crosswind. The experimental geometry was designed using the
short pulse theory to eliminate significant single pulse blooming. Multiple pulse blooming results when
successive pulses overlap spatially. In the steady state limit the measured blooming was in excellent agree-
ment with quantitative predictions of a multiple pulse computer code constructed for this regime of multiple
pulse propagation.

2. TEMPORAL REGIMES OF PULSED BLOOMING

Early in the 1970's large scale CO2/N2 electric discharge lasers (EDL) operating at 10.6 pM demonstrated
high pulse energies (> 11(3) and good beaa. quality (Daugherty, J. D., Pugh, E. R., and Douglas-Hamilton, D. H.,
1972; Fenstermacher, C. A., Nutter, M. J., Leland, W. T., and Boyer, K., 1972). Prior to that time, the
lasers with highest available pulse energy were the large solid state oscillator amplifier chains operating
at 1.06 I'm (Young, C. G., Kantorski, J. W., and Dixon, E. 0., 1966). The first blooming experiments designed
to examine pulse phenomenology were performed at 1.06 pim with such a system. A temporarily smooth variable
pulse length (3-100 I'sec), variable pulse energy (20-100 J), many tines diffraction limited (-50X) laser was
focused through one meter absorption cell containing 6 atmospheres of gaseous ammonia, a convenient absorber
Pt 1.06 pim. Thermal blooming was observed over a range of pulse lengths that spanned pressure equilibration
time across the laser beam. For times larger, than TH, geometric (sikonal) models for blooming predict a
growth of the focal spot that depends linearly on the absorbed energy as indicated in Equation 1. When the

pulse ~~ legh < THj the growth is reduced by (tp/ru,)2 as indicated in Equation 2.

AS (n )cfPtZ2

-t >n - (31-1)

S0 3npcPcTa 2 S2  H
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as_ 2 (n D~C (Apt3

So 15irpcpTa S
0 p

Here AS is the growth in focal radius, S , n is the index of refraction of the blooming medium, 0, the linear
absorption coefficient (cm'), P, the later power at time t, Z, the propagation distance, p, the medium
density, c , the specific heat at mean temperature T, a, the aperture radius, and C, the sound velocity.
Figure I it a plot of the peak on axis irradiance as a function of normalized pulse time for four constant
energy pulses having four different pulse times, 0.3, 1, 2, and 10 TH. The basic prediction for long pulses
(tpSTH) is verified in that the final irradiance is the smes for the same absorbed energy. As the pulse
time approaches TH the magnitude of the integrated on-axis energy deposited at the end of the pulse increases.
At tp < TH the final irradiance is significantly higher which is consistent with the (Lp/TH) 2 dependency
expressed in Equation 2. This abrupt transition results from the inertia of the medium that causes a time
lag in the development of the pressure equilibrated index of retraction.

To measure the thermal blooming of a focused pulse simultaneous measurements should be made of the
bloomed and unbloomed irra~iance distributions. In the microsecond and shorter time regimes discrete de-
tectors feeding parallel input data channols are usually required for adequate temporal resolution. If the
focal distribution falls smoothly and monotonically from a central peak, is spatially invariant shot-to-shot
and the redistribution in focal irradiance is symmetric, spatial resolution requirements on the detector
array can be relaxed.

Since these conditions applied in this experiment, a carefully registered 10 element photodiode array
with five elements in a-l focal diameter was adequate for the desired measurements. Location of the array
along the x or y axs was facilitated using photography. Bloomed and unbloomed distributions at each
energy and pulse time could be obtained on separate firings, th, unbloomed distribution being obtained with
non-absorbing gas in the cell. Data in Figure 1 is a synthesis of a set of peak on axis irradiance measure-
ments.

3. BEAM DIAGNOSTICS FOR 10.6 us BLOOMING EXPERIMENTS

Performing an experiment at 1.06 Vm was relatively straightforward. Unfortunately, very little of the
well developed high irradiance diagnostic technology or equipment could be used at the longer CO2 wavelengths.
A 10 pm laser diagnostic approach was developed using coarse transmission gratings for high irradiance beam
splitters and attenuators (O'Neil, R. W., Kleiman, H., Harquet, L. C., Kilcline. C. W., and Northam, D., 1974).
Figure 2 is a typical diagnostic configuration now commonly used with high energy pulsed 10.6 Um lasers. In
this illustration a high geometric transmittance (TG - 90 percent) linear grating is used to sample a high
energy pulse. The peak irradiance of the primary beam (zero order) is attentuated to 81 percent ([T,1 2 ) of
the unsampled incident beau, but is otherwise unperturbed. Energy, power, and focal distribution diagnostics
are performed in several of the numerous low irradiance diffraction orders. With proper sampling, many of
the monochromatic paraxial orders have a spatial distribution directly comparable to that of the unsampled
beam.

Using this basic diagnostic approach, it was found that a large scale (lWJ) EDL's were capable of near
diffraction limited performance when they were operated with high out-coupled unstable resonator cavities.
In contrast to the many times (G50X) diffraction limited glass laser mentioned above, with its smooth Gaus-sian distributed focal distribution, the near diffraction limited EDL focal distribution is noticeably
structured, typically non-symmetric and has significant energy in the side lobes of the diffraction pattern.
To avoid laser breakdown in the laboratory air, a highly probable occurance at 10.6 Um when the power is
above 107 U/cm2 and the pulse length is > 1 usec, long propagation paths (typically > 25m) are necessary to
bring these lasers to focus. In early technology lasers, little concern was given to stable platforms.
Consequently, the location of the focal distribution tended to move several millimeters between shots and
the focal distribution could change measurably during a set of measurements. To take these unavoidable
background factors into account, a single shot measurament approach was adopted that virtually eliminates
beam jitter in one direction and reduces it to ± a half resolution element in the other. A series of slit
apertures are placed in a number of grating orders so that they are effectively contiguous across an appro-
priately normalized composite focal distribution. At small sacrifice of useful spatial information this
technique virtually eliminates beam jitter effects and the parallel input provides a complete beam measure-
ment for each laser firing.

Figure 3 is a schematic representation of this approach applied to a low resolution measurement of
E(x), the one-dimensional energy distribution in the unbloomed focal spot of 1 !( EDL developed by AVCO
Everett Research Laboratory, Everett, Massachusetts, USA, (AERL). Linear apertures (2 x 0.2 cm) were
placed in the negative grating orders using a visible laser alignment technique. Placement uncertainty was
< ± 0.05 cm. Total energy in the scan format in each order was measured in the symmetric positive orders
with 2 ca square aperture pulse calorimeters. After corrections are applied for grating geometry effects
the fractiona:of the total energy in each order passing through its respective scanning aperture are discrete
points of the one dimensional energy distribution. Figure 4 is a plot of the normalized fractional energies
measured on 5 consecutive firings of the AERL laser. The solid curves are calculated slit scans of a dif-
fraction limited focal spot (0-1) and one whose linear dimension has been scaled upward a factor of 2 (O-2).
Generally, the beam quality is better than 1.5 using this criterion.

4. COMPARISON OF THEORY AID EXPERIMENT: SHORT PULSE BLOOMING (t < TH)

Several investigators have developed theoretical models for short pulse blooming (Hayes, J. N., 1972;

Maher, W. E., 1972; Aitken, A. H,, Hayes, J. N., and Ulrich, P. B., 1973; and Bradley, L. C., and Herrmann,
J., 1973). To determine the predictive capability of the computer model developed by Bradley and Herrmann
of Lincoln Laboratory, an experiment was designed to measure blooming for tn 4 T. The measurement tech-
niques described above were used with the Lincoln Laboratory 500 J EDL as illustrated in Figure 5. An un-
bloomed focal distribution is obtained using a linear sampling grating that separates the diagnostic side
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orders from the main beam before any blooming occurs. Here an energy distribution measurement is adequate

in the absence of blooming. Measurement of the bloomed beam cannot be made directly because the power den-
sity is too high. The bloomed focal distribution was imaged through a non-absorbing rptical path and sampled
with a second grating located appropriately in the re-imaging path. Measurement of the instantaneous power
distribution was accomplished with parallel slit scan geometry similar to that described above (5 x 0.1 cm
apertures). Time resolved measurements were made with photon drag detectors modified for 5 cm aperture
operation.

Figure 6 illustrates a typical measurement of the peak power density of a bloomed pulse as a function
of time. The theoretically predicted power density measurements are plotted as a solid line for t < 0.5 Ti"
Included in the error bars are the effects of alignment uncertainty. It can be seen that the theoretical
model embodying the short pulse hydrodynamics describes the observed phenomena quite well. In this experi-
ment designed to produce a large amount of blooming it can be seen that the far field irradiance falls very
rapidly once it begins. This is a general characteristic of short pulse blooming. Exactly when the blooming
begins is primarily a function of beam geometry as it relates to the hydrodynvunic time. To achieve short
pulse blooming on a laboratory scale, the focal spot diameter was as small as possible (. 9.3 cm) and the
peak focal irradiance was increased to very Dear the clean air breakdown limit (_ 10 W/cm ). (Propagation
at irradiance levels greater than - 107 W/cmZ was made possible by removiug all particulates > 0.3 VIm from
the gaseous medium.) When the beneficial effects of medium inertia are used to advantage, i.e., a beam

geometry is chosen to maximize TH, single energetic pulses can be propagated with very little irradiance
loss.

5. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT WITH THEORY: MULTIPLE PULSE BLOOMING

Given the theoretical understanding of single pulse blooming a next logical step is to examine the
propagation of a train of non-blooming pulses. Several investigators have developed theoretical models for
multiple pulse (Wallace, J., and Lilly, J. Q., 1974; Bradley, L. C. and Herrmann, J., 1974; Ulrich, P. B.,
1974). Wallace and Lilly have described a computer model that treats each pulse individually and should be
generally valid for long and short pulses. For reasons of economy, other investigators have developed similar
but more restricted codes that yield substantially the same results in the steady state limit. In this sec-
tion an experiment is described that was designed to test the limits and accuracy of the steady state code

of Bradley and Herrmann of Lincoln Laboratory.

The steady state multiple pulse code considers a train of identical laser pulses propagating through
an atmosphere with specified absorption properties. The redistribution of irradiance in the nth pulse in any
plane along the path is calculated by propagating a non-blooming pulse through the index of refraction dis-
tribution left behind by the preceed'nC pulpes that overlap its path. Steady state is defined when indepen-
dent calculations of the phase disturbance and beam irradiance along the beam become self-consistent. The
maximum value of the phase distortion is proportional to

47(0 - l)OEZ 2eav

2p 2 N N (31-3)pcpTax)2 Vx p 0

Here E is the pulse energy, X, is the wavelength, ax, is ti'e dimension of the beam aperture in the wind
direction, V, is the laser repetition rate, Vx, is the transverse beam velocity, and other symbols are de-
fined as in Equations 1 and 2. No is called the overlap number since No - 5 indicates five laser pulses
occur within one flow time across the laser aperture. Np is a measure of the strength of medium distortion
caused by a single pulse. The experiment has been designed to vary a, E and No, independently at constant
Z. Each of these parameters have been varied in the computer code to define an experimental parameter
space. 'Short pulse calculations were performed to insure that peak energy losses due to single pulse bloom-
ing were less than 5 percent. Because each pulse does not bloom during its own pulse time, time resolved
measurements are not needed and the blooming can be characterized by an energy distribution measurement.
Each pulse in the train is measured since the number of pulses required to reach steady state is not ex-
plicit in the code calculations. In practice steady state is reached 2 to 3 pulses after the nominal over-
lap number. The following conditions were established in the experiment:

1. Negligible single pulse blooming

2. Uniform crosswind
3. Maximum peak irradiance Io(z) < lO7 W/cm2 , a > o.
4. Negligible convection or conduction
5. Broadband absorption
6. Negligible cell effects (acoustics, turbulence)
7. Low Fresnel Number, (N! (iO)
8. Characterization of blooming by energy redistribution in a focal plane

beyond absorption cpll.

The last item requires some explanation. To avoid prohibitike single pulse blooming with a luboratory scale
laser it was necessary to remove the depth of focus from the absorbing medium. Measurements were made in the
focal plane and compared to calculations of the exact experimental conditions.

Figure 7 is a schematic of the multipulse thermal blooming experiment. The 10.6 )Am multiple pulse
laser used in the experiments is a 1.6 liter EDL developed by AERL. For these experiments the laser was
adjusted to have a pulse length of - 5 Psec (to prevent single pulse blooming), providing a pulse energy of15 - 0 J in a nominal 2 x 4 cm aperture. A sum•ary of ita characteristics is presented in Table I.
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TABLE I

MEASURED PARAMETERS: AERL MULTIPLE PULSE EDL

t. •nergy/Pulse, B r 7 J

2. Pulse to Pulse J± 0 percent

Energy Variation A E
p

3. Laser Repition Rate, V 1 - 200 Hz
Variation in V - 1 percent

4. Pulse Length, t 6 Usec

5. Beam Quality, 8 e1.2

6. Pulse to Pulse 410 percent
Variation in 8

7. Aperture D x D 1.65 x 3.4 cm
x y

8. Pointing Stability

1) Translation 4± 3mm

2) Angular ~ 150 prad

Pulse repetition retes were adjuotable from 1 to > 200 pulses per second. The laser aperture was generated

by a novel off-axis unstable resonator developed by AERL to provide a good quality, reasonably uniform out-

put irradiance distribution without the central obscuration of the more familiar on-axiE unstable resonator
(Phillips, E. A., and Reilly, J. P., 1974). The beam leaving the laser was immediately passed through a

2:1 focusing beam expander to bring a converging beam to the entrance of the cell comparable in size to that

leaving the laser. Beam scrapers were placed after the beam expander to define a rectangular beam with

well-defined truncation. At the relatively low average power level of this laser, a salt beam-splitter

could be used to sample the laser beam before it enters the absorption cell. The absorption medium is con-

fined in an evacuable 458 cm long cell 50 cm in diameter closed b, 25 cm aperture fast acting mechanicel
shutters (FAV). Ti beam focuses 638 cm after entering the cell a second section filled with particulate

free nitrogen - a non-absorbing gas at 10.6 microns. This featu.e p.events single pulse blooming in the

depth of focus and reduces the probability of dirty air breakdown to a negligible level when peak irradiance

lev'ls exceed 107 W/cm2 . Well mixed nitrogen and < 2 percent propane are used in the absorbing section as

a convenient nonsaturable absorbing medium. Mixed in nitrogen commercially obtained propane has a 10.6

micion absorption of about 10-4 cm- 1 torr 1 l. The exact cell transmittance is measured directly during the

experiment.

To examine the propagation characteristics of a train of focused, partially overlapping, laser pulses

as a functien of overlap, a uniform reproducible wind or oeam motion across the cell, was required. To
maintain precise control over the effective wind velocity, the laser beam was moved through a stationary gas
by translating a precision corner reflector at constant velocity. As is illustrated schematically in Figure 8,
the incident beam and corner reflector position are appropriate to the first in a train of short ('ý, 5 11sec)
pulses. During an interpulse time (10-25 ma) the reflector moving at velocity Vx , has moved to a new pof -
tion where the next pulse in the train is depicted by dashed lines. The overlapping volume is illustrated
by the cross-hatched region. If there is no spatial overlap of consecutive pulses there is no blooming.
The extent of blooming increases with No, the number of pulses overlapping at the cell entrance. Typical
No's in the experiment ranged between 1 and 10. To prevent convection from influencing the measurements
No /v was. < 0.2 sec. Typical v's varied between 20 and 100 Hz, and beam velocities were adjustable from 5
to 75 cm/sec.

To measure the focal distribution of each pulse in the moving multiple pulse beam, the basic re-imaging
described above was used in a moving mirror imaging system designed to remove the effect of beam motion in
the measurement plane. The unit magnification image position of a moving focal point is spatially invariant
if the imaging mirror moves in the direction of travel at exactly half the beam velocity. Since a moving
corner reflector translates a beam twice its own velocity, spatial invariance of the bloomed focal distribu-
tion is achieved by driving both corner reflector and imaging mirror at exactly the same velocity. Beam
motion due to the optical train external to the laser was less than ± 0.1 cm (t 80 prad) at the detector
plane.

Bloomed beam diagnostics were perforw.. in the diffraction orders of a 90 percent linear grating.
Five diagnostic orders are used to measure the energy transmitted through the cell, gross energy redistribu-
tion and beam motion via burn patterns, power as a function of time, and the x and y one-dimensional energy
distribution in the bloomed focal spot. The latter measurement is made with a multipulse pyro-electric
calorimeter array with 64, 0.1 x 1.5 cm elements. Figure 9 is a schematic of the unbloomed focal distribu-
tion super-imposed on the array geometry. The array is capable of 1 KHz operation. A 32 element array of
identical design measures the unbloomed focal distribution of each pulse using the reflection from the salt
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wedge. Input energy and burn patterns are also measured in the input beam to provide cell transmittance
and beam motion data. In separate array measurements the irradiance distribution was measured at the cell
entrance. All data were available for real time observation and were tape recorded for computer processing.

To compare experimental data with computer code calculations the beam geometry and input aperture dis-
tribution must be properly represented in the calculations. In Figure 10 the dotted line is the one-dimen-
sional array scan of the input beam distribution at the cell entrance, in the wind direction. Generally,
this distribution was reproducible pulse-to-pulse and run-to-run. The solid line is a truncated Gaussian
distribution fitted to the measured beam half width. Truncation in X and Y was determined from the measured
zero's of the unbloomed far field diffraction pattern (xo, yo). The otted line in Figure 11 is a plot of
E(x) measured at focus by the 64 element array [E(x) - Z En (X)w..L8 E(x,y)dy]. The solid curve is
the code prediction using the Gaussian approximation assuming diffraction limited propagation. Use of a
more detailed amplitude distribution produced results not measurably different from the approximate distri-
bution used for theory - experiment comparisons. In Figures 12a and 12b, the calculated (solid) and measured
(dotted) one-dimensional energy distributions, have been plotted for a single pulse after steady state for
No - (a) 2.41 and (b) 4.88 when Np - 45. Typically, the differences between theory and experiment are com-
parable to experimental uncertainty in a single measurement.

To address a comprehensive comparison of experiment with theory, measurements were made of the energy
redistribution over a range of absorption coefficients corresponding to cell tranamittances of 83 to 47 per-
cent, pulse energies of 6 to 7 joules, and overlap conditions of No - 2.35, 4.75, and 9.5 pulses per aperture-
clearing-time. Complete bloomed and unbloomed focal distributions were measured for each pulse. To charac-
terize the blooming with a single number the peal- energy on a single lx15 mm array element was chosen. To
reduce experimental scatter resulting from variations in pulse energy and/or beam quality the peak focal
energy measured in the bloomed pulse wao normalized to the peak measured in the unbloomed beam. Overall
system response was determined from empty cell conditions. To define blooming for a given condition,
typically 3 pulses in each train were measured after steady state and averaged. At least two experiments
under the same conditions were always performed. Using this procedure successive measurements differed by
less than 5 percen t.

During the data reduction process a sou-ce of beam motion originating at the laser was identified
that modified the nominal overlap number during the measurement period. This motion superimposed a small
(~ 3 cm/sec) velocity perturbation on the otherwise constant velocity crosswind during the measurement
time. If we take this beam ji-ter effect into account in presenting data, the theoretical predictions
appear bands indicative of a range in overlap numbers. In Figure 13 the peak energy normalized to un- *

bloomed conditions, Fpk/Fo has been plotted as a function of Np. Experimental points are plotted with
maximum absolute error bars on the measured quantities. Although beam jitter effects are significant at
high overlap numbers in this small scale experiment, the blooming measured is generally in good quantitative
agreement with the theoretical predictions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In the three experiments described above a logical progression is illustrated in the understanding
of thermal blooming limitations on pulsed laser piopagation. As pulsed laser devices were developed aT'ro-
printe propagation models were constructed. Experiments were designed to test these models on a laboratory
scale. In the earliest glass laser experiments gross parametric dependencies were verified: 4.n the most
recent multiple pulse experiments the quantitative predictive accuracy of a well developed computer code was A
determined. This paper demonstrates good understanding of pulsed thermal blomlng phenomenology in several
key areas.
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS
ON SESSION IV

EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE PULSE PROPAGATION

Dr. Peter Ulrich: Your experiments have confirmed the theory and computer calculations for single
pulse blooming and multiple pulse blooming separately. Have you seen single pulse bloonting
in your multiple pulse trains and do you plan to design experiments in the future which combine
these effects?

Dr. Richard O'Neils In the experiment discussed here, a condition was examined in which a single
pulse was decreased in measured energy density by -• 20 percent. In this regime the blooming
was effectively saturated. We plan no experiments to address specifically this condition since
single pulse blooming occurs so rapidly once it begins to be significant that such a condition is
judged to be a nonpractical option. If evidence is found that single pulse blooming aggravates the
multiple pulsit propagation this judgement would have to be re-examined.

Dr. H. T. Yura: Please comment on the threshold sensitivity of rain, clouds and fog in relation to that
of distilled water?

Dr. R. W. O'Neil: Fog. rain, and clouds would tend to be contaminated with atmospheric dust and/or
chemicals. I expect the behavior to be comparable to other atmospheric aerosols.

Ii

!1
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Summary of Ses sion IV

NON-LINEAR PROPAGATION

Dr. J. N. Hayes, Chairman

The fourth session of this conference, devoted to the propagation of high energy laser beams through
the atmosphere. was the first of its kind for an AGARD Meeting. Because most of the attendees were
unfamidliar with this area of propagation research, the first presentation, by Dr. John N. Hayes. wasn
asurvey paper designed to acquaint the audience with the types of high powur propagation problems,

with emphasis on the so called thermal blooming phenomenon. The various aspects of thermal bloom-
ing for continuous wave, single pulse and multiple pulse blooming were described, while air breakdown
as an impediment to pulsed propagation was introluced. Experiment and theory were shown to be in
good agreement with no free parameters to vary. The discussion concluded with a description of the
effect of atmospheric phenomena, such as turbulence and the presence of aerosols on beam propaga-
tion, and observations on the current status of research in these areas.

A more detailed development of multiple pulse propagation was the subject of the second presentation.
made by Dr. Seymour Edelberg, of this session. Empirical development, through the use of computer
solutions of the basic theoretical equation, of "scaling laws" todescribe the propagation of multiple
pulse beams in terms of a set of fundamental dimensionless parameters was given along with illustra-
tive examples. The so-called scaling law was developed for a fixed waveform and the component single
pulses were chosen to avoid air breakdown. The potential for boring a hole through a fog with a high
power multiple pulse beam was also analysed; energy requirements for droplet evaporation were deduced
and experimental observations described.

Dr. Peter Ulrich's paper was devoted to a survey and analysis of the many varities of numerical methods
that have been developed to calculate the properties of high power beams as they propagate through ab-
sorbing media. The advantages and disadvantages of the different methods were discussed and compari-
sons made. In addition to the analysis of differing algorithms, Dr. Ulrich classified the kinds of codes
required according to the physical propagation problem to be solved. Methods for improving any algori-
thmn by the introduction of the so-called "adaptive coordinates systems" were presented. Comparisons
between analytical results, and computational results and observational data showed that our understand-
ing of the many thermal blooming phenomena is quite good.

Air breakdown studies were discussed in a paper by D. Lencioni and presented by R. O'Neil; the dis-

cussion was devoted to a survey of results on the threshold levels for air breakdown in 10, 6ýi and 1.O061
laser beams. It was shown that the breakdown threshold data for aerosol free air follows the theory of

lowers the threshold. The threshold levels were shown to be generally material indopendent (with the
exception of pure HZO droplets), but that they are affected by pulse length and by aerosol size. Experi-
mental arrangements by which the data were obtained were described and time lapsed photographs of the 4
growth and evolution of the breakdown plasma were shown. Evidence that aerosol induced breakdown
plasma were shown. Evidence that aei ol induced break down thresholds are nroportiorial to X-1 was

shwand data taken at other laboratories and at differing wavelengths confir this result.

The final paper of this session, presented by Mr. Richard O'Neil. discussed in detail the early and re-
cent work performed at Lincoln Laboratory on single pulse and multiple pulse propagation. The experi-
mental arranagements covering both the laser apparatus and beam diagnostics were discussed; the ex-
perimental results -were compared with a computer simulation (with no free parameters) of the tests.
Both the single and multiple pulse theory and experiments were demonstrated to be in excellent agree-
ment. It should be noted that the single pulse propagation experiment was designed to avoid air break-
down while the multiple pulse case avoided breakdown and single pulse blooming as well.

The papers presented in these proceedings and at the conference demonstrated that a good quantitative
understanding of the important impedances offered by the atmopshere to high power propagation is avail-
able. In contrast to propagation in the real atmosphere, the theories and experiments were clearly over-
simplified, but work on the more complex phenomena of turbulence, aerosols, beam jitter, multiple
wavelengcth propagation and high power adaptive apertures has been underway, is continuing and promises
to show conclusive results in the near future. It is to be hoped that at the next AGARD conference on op-

tical propagation through the atmosphere, papers in these areas will be presented.

4
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SUMMARY

The presence of the atmosphere degrades the imaging performance of large telescopes.
Optical phase distortion imposed by atmospheric turbulence causes a loss in resolution
capability of from 10 to 30 times a system's theoretical performance. Over the past
several years, a number of approaches to overcoming image degradation have been proposed.
We have developed an approach called Compensated Imaging. Compensated Imaging is an
approach which allows the retrieval of low contrast information by active adaptation
of the telescope system to atmospheric conditions. This is accomplished through the
use of real time wavefront sensing coupled with fast response deformable optics. In
practice, the wavefront entering the telescope is measured to determine its wavefront
deformation (optical path length differences across the aperture) and a mirror is then
deformed to the conjugate of the deformations, producing a near diffraction limited
image on a sensor. Analysis of the wavefront ccrrection capabilities has been completed
and two approaches to wavefront sensing are being investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION

The prime limiting factor to resolution capabilities of large aperture telescopes
is the presence of the atmosphere. Spatial and temporal variations in the index of
refraction of the atmosphere introduce distortions in the light from a source as it
travels to the telescope. Phase distortions are the dominant effect and result in a
reduction of resolution many times a systems theoretical limit. As an example, the
operational seeing limit of 60 inch diameter telescopes are typically in the range of
1 to 2 arc seconds as opposed to a theoretical limit of 0.1 arc seconds. At these
operational resolutions many astronomical objects are unresolved.

Over the past several years significant effort has been applied to developingimaging approaches which overcome or circumvent the distorting effects of atmospheric

turbulence. Before we discuss these approaches, however, some fundamental understanding
of the structure of atmospheric turbulence as applied to optical propagation is required.

The turbulent structure of the atmosphere fluctuates in a statistically defined
but random manner. A single atmospheric turbulence descriptor is needed in the study
of optical propagation througf ýhe atmosphere; the three dimensional refractive index
spatial power spectrum *n(K). 8 This function expresses the strength and spatial 4
distribution of the turbulent refractive index fluctuations and has the form

(K) - 0.033C2(K2+KL-)-11/6exPp[-K/Km)21 (1)

where C2 - refractive index structure parameter,n

L - outer scale
o
Km - inner scale wavenumber, 5.92/t,

and i - inner scale.
0 -

In reality, C2 L and Km are functions of position z along the path, so that

n'
-() - On(Kz) C• may be considered to represent turbulence strength, whereas

L-1 and Km defined the range of applicability of the Kolmogorov spectrum0

-() 0.033C2-11/39 L-l<CKCOKmM (2)

The empirical model for On(K) in Eq. (1) has been based solely on ground level
measurements of the temperature structure function. In fact, for visible and infrared
wavelengths, temperature turbulence almost totally governs refractive index fluctuations.
Next in order of importance would be humidity fluctuations which are about 10% or less
of the total, unless you are propagating near the surface of the water. 05 Of no direct
consequence is wind velocity turbulence, since temperature, humidity and pressure are
all that appear in the refractive-index equation.

'1
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Implicit in Eq. '1) are the assumptions of isotropy and local homogeneity.
Smooth variations in C•, L0 and Km are allowe,, (the behavior of C&(z) in the earth's
boundary layer is treated by Wyngaard et. al. ) ). The height dependence of L0 and KM

are not so well known. Typically Lo(z) is taken as s, /z or *z; and to is generally
assumed to be a constant somewhere between 1 mm and 1 cm. Fortunately, accurate
values of Km and LO are usually not needed. In realistic optics calculations, measure-
ment apertures usually dominate the effect of inner and outer scales. Most measure-
ments involye a large aperture of diameter D-l to 2 m and a small subaperture of
diameter d ; 1 cm.

When we come to describing phase statistics, ,we rely heavily on the Rytov method
of smooth perturbations, which is a perturbation solution for the wave equation.("• .

single statistical desoriptor, the spatial phase structure function, is fundamental
to most of the propagation calculations which are affected by phase rather than
amplitude variations. The phase structure function D# is defined in terms of phase at
a point *(a) as

D ((r) ((It )-#(It 2 W (3)

where r-IRI-x 21 indicates an assumption of isotropy as well as homogeneity. Tatarskii(1"
has solved the wave equation via the Rytov procedure Knd provided a relation between
the statistics of refractive-index and the desired statistics of phase for a plane wave:

I r>>rxL
L

D,(r) -nO (I-J 0 (Kr))K n(K,z)dzdK (4)

0 0 r.>/>L

I where k - 2n/A is the wavenumber,
S- wavelength,

and L - path length.

Fried(•) has solved Eq. (4) to give us

IID (r) -6.88(r/r0)$/3 (5)

L * r>>/AL

where r35/- 0.423k 2  C2(z)dz (6)

0
Fried's coherence length, r 0 , is the single most dominant parameter used to describe
phase degradation in optical propagation.

The effect of r 0 on imaging can easily be demonstrated. Fig. 1 is a simulation
showing the short exposure image of a point source for a 60 inch telescope as a function
of different values of ro. The bar at the top of each frame represents 1 arc sec.
As r0 decreases (turbulence becomes stronger) the point spread function becomes wider.
A Strehl ratio (SR) is also given for each image, quantifying the degradation.

Astronomers have attempted to use the random nature of atmospheric turbulence to
overcome poor seeing. The classical approach to obtaining high resolution images ustng
ground based telescopes is to take a multitude of short exposure images and hope to
obtain a few frames of data when seeing is best. As Fried points out in a companion
paper ()the probability of obtaining a high resolution image using this approach is
extremely low. His results show that the probability of obtaining a good short
exposure image is

Prob % 5.6 exp[-0.1557(D/ro) 2 ], (for D/r 0 •3.5), (7)

where D is the aperture diameter. A good image is defined as one for which the rms
wavefront distortion over the aperture is one radian or less. Using this relationship
the probability of getting a good image is about 2.5x10- 3 when D/r 0-7, it is only

lxlO- 6 when D/ro-10 and 3.5xlO- 1 5when D/ro-15. The message then becomes that if we
are to avoid unreasonably long waiting times the telescope aperture must be matched to
the atmospheric conditions. For example, in the case above for a probability of
2.5x10- 3 , (taking a typical value of ro-10 cm) the telescope diameter can be no larger
than 70 cm.

Even is one were willing to pay the penalty of waiting the prescribed time and
use of modest size apertures, this random technique is severely limited to high
brightness objects. The exposure times must be shorter than the atmospheric time
constant (approximatly 1 to 10 millisec). For low brightness objects the exposure
time must be increased in order to produce a recordable image. Since the atmosphere
is behaving in a random manner, severe bluring occurs at times longer than a time
constant. For astronomical applications where exposure times of many seconds or
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minutes may be required, atmospheric averaging always limits resolution even for the
smallest aperture telescopes.

A number of approaches to overcoming the limitations of the atmosphere have been
described in the literature.(1,6,9) Most have involved the use of interferometricdetection where the output is unfortunately only the autocorrelation function rather
than a standard image. While these approaches have shown excellent results for pointsources they are reverely limited for extended objects. We have developed an approach .called Compensated Imaging which will overcome the atmospheric limitations and the

drawbacks associated with interferometric detection.

2. COMPENSATED IMAGING

Compensated Imaging is an approach which allows the retrieval of low contrast
information by active adaptation of the telescope system to atmospheric conditions.
This is accomplished through the use of real time wavefront sensing coupled with
rapid response deformable optics. In practice, the wavefront entering the te)escope
is measured to determine its wavefront deformation (optical path length differences
across the aperture) and a mirror is then deformed to the conjugate of the deformations,
producing a near diffraction limited image on a sensor.

2.1 General Description.

The basic elements of the system are shown in Fig. 2. The light entering the
telescope is first collimated and reflected off a deformable optic and then reimagtd
onto a wavefront sensor. The optical path length changes are sensed by the detector
system and computations performed to zeconstruct the wovefront distortions. Signals
are fed to a deformable mirror in order to produce the conjugate deformations. Since
tie deformable optic is the first element in the system the wavefront sensor measures
errors in the deformable mirror as well as the entering wavefront aid the system
operates in a closed loop fashion. Part of the beam is sp'it oZf _nd sert to an imaging
sensor. Wavefront sensing and correction are accomplished within an atmospheric time 4
constant. The changes in the wavefront are corrected as they cccur, allowing longe--posure, high resolution images to be obtained.

The basic concept of w-vefront correction is illustrated in Fig. 3. A wavefront

(a) distorted by atmospheric turbulence enters an aperture of diameter D. The wavefront
may have a gross tilt (as indicated by the dasued line) as well as fine scale deforoations.
The aperture may then be divided into subapertures of diameter d. If a piston like
correction is made for each subaperture in order to normalize the wavefront to some
mean level (as indicated by the solid line), a correction results as shown in (b). The
wavefront still contains significant errors due to the fazt that each subaperture may
be tilted with respect Lu Lhe aperture plane. If x and y tilt corrections are made for
each subape ture, a final compensated wavefront is produced as shown in (c). This
example refers to separate piston and tilt corrections, In rctlity by using a continuous
deformable mirror the two corrections are achieved s0multaneously. The concept of
piston and tilt however lends itself to anialysis as indicated in later discussions.

Certain advantagoz can be accrued in teems of dynamic range recairements if the
gross tilt of the overall wavefront is removed first before piston and tilt correction
are attempted. The gross tilt can represent several radians of phase difference from
edge to edge but it changes relatively slowly. Removal of the gross tilt can therefore
ease the dynamic range requirement of the deform.:,ble mirror.

2.1.1 Analysis of Piston and Tilt Reqirements.

The requirements for subaperlure size and piston and tilt correction range ca,
bo determined from a consideration of the spatial a,.a temporal 3tatistics of P

propagatea wavefront,
)

Based on the previously presented atmospheric analysis we can obtain the temporal
phase statistics from the spatial by making the assumption of frozen flow, or Taylor's
hypothesis, which says that in a differential section ot the atmosphere transverse to
the path

ý(k,t-.T) = *(•-V,t) (8)

where * is the transverse wind velocity.

j !The most important statistical quantity which describes spatial and temporal
behavior simultaneously is the phase-difference power spectrum W6 1(r,f). The phase-
difie-ence spectrum -' the temporal Fourieir transform of the spat otemporal phase
structure function D•(!,r), where Dso is defined as

D (((,t) - ¢(R+r 4')) ((,t+0)- ¢(R÷-,t+r))). (9)

After expanding Eq. (9) into four terms, using the definition of D ••Ad tie assumption

of fro2'en flow we have

D6 (r,T) = -Dt (VT) iD (1Dt(•+T + JD¢?-V T). (10)
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After the temporal Fourier transform ia done, we have

L_

W¢(r,f) 0.1305 f-8 /
3 k2  dz CLZ) (1rf

S~0

where we have assumed f<<v/v•'-L and t parallel to 9.

Although D¢ and W6f are sufficient in themselves to describe the spatio-temporal
aspects of a plane wave propagated in turbulence, they are not normally used to describe
system performance as they stand. Invariably they undergo some spatial integration
since the receiver or imag:ng opt!cs are of finite extent. The particular case of
interest to us is the calculation of power spectral densities which describe the
motion of elements in a predetection compens.tion systetw. We arp treating a segmented
system, where the aperture plane is subdivided into an array of circular segments, each
adjustable to match the mean and slope of the wavefront. This model is a close
approximation to tbe much more difficult problen of a deformable, continuous mirror.

The goneral form(7) for the power spectra of the mean phase and tilt on
individual segments is

F(f) = - 6 0 wc,f)T(t•dr, (12)

where T(t) is a generalized.transfer function, dependent on segment diamater d a-d
segment location P, within the telescope of diameter D. We have considered the option
of removing overall tilt vnd have found this removal reducej drive distancessignificantly, although it does not affect overall bandwidth requirements. In addition,
T(t) takes on different forms depending on whether we are considering mean phase
("piston") or tilt;and the behavior of tilt is a function of the orientation of the tilt

[J oscillation axis with respect to rl.

A detailed description of the transfer function and the individual power spectra
obtained from T(r)is not appropr•ate here. Rathev we shall review the salient results.
To establish the size of a piston, or piston with tilt capability, to be used, we
evaluated the rms values of residual phase error as a function of piston size:

a 4S (d) = 1.037(d!ro)5/6 (piston only)

(13)
a f(d) = 0.376(d/ro)5/6 (piston with tilt)

(Actually a is also a function of position within the segment itself, and the values
in Eq. (13) represent properly weighted averages over that position variable.) For
exemple, if we have a system complete with piston and tilt correctors, then for a goal
of ao€.2w/10, the segment diameter is d<l.85rO.

Equation (13) may also be used to evaluate expected excursion distances over the
whole aperture, if we let d-D. The piston condition now becomes the case of overall
tilt left in, whereas piston/tilt now refers to overall tilt removed, For example,
if we take the average ro - 0.11 m r9ported by Fried and Mevers( 2 ) and a telescope

• of diameter D - 1.6 m, then aýtD) = i.54(2ff)rad for overall tilt left in, and ao(D)=
0.557(2n)rad for overall tilt rcuoved.

A similar equation is found for tilt of a segment, in that

a (d) = 0.429(d/ro) 5 / 6 (X/d), d&>0 . (14)

For example, if e/r0 = 1.85, we find %ad/X 0.716 The quantity a~d/A is the
displacement of one edge of a segment with respect to the other side in terms of
number of wavelengths.

Equation (14) also applies to the overall tilt corrector, if we simply replace
d with D. If we again use r0 = 0.11 m and D = 1.6 m, we find oa(D)D/x = 4.00.
Obviously, the amount if overall tilt greatly exceeds both local tilt (which was 0.716
waves) and piston for ojerall tilt removed (which was 0.557 waves).

A system designer should consult the exact forms of the power spectra before
deciding upon what type servo should be employed. However, we can make soma general
stateme ts as to what bandwidths will be needed. For piston drives, the cutoff
frequen y is typically v/(ird), where v represents the highest value of transverse
velocity withirn regions of significant turbulence. For tilt on a segment, the cutoff
is roughly v/d; whereas overall tilt must respond up to v/D

2.1.2 Simulation Results.

A pictorial represertation of the effect of piston and tilt correction as a
function of the number of •ubapertures is shown in a computer simulation furnished
by B. McGlamery of the Visibility Laboratory of Scripps Institute.
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Fig. 4 is a computer generated phase map re'-ssenting a 60 inch square aperture.
The phase change is equal to 2w radians as reprentco ' L1y the change from light to dark
in the phase map. The effect of this ph.,', tp or o •eimge of a point source is shown
in Fig. 5. The bar represents one arc sec. S • phase over the entire
aperture ha3 been removed in Fig. 5 (as well as 6 .'e.nd 7), the zero value of
phase now corresponds to the interface between blauO nd '•a•. in the phase map. Two
series of simulations were performed. The first serlea :"presents piston correction
"only, as a function of the numbet of segments (Fig. 6). The aperture was divided into
4, 9, 16, 25 and 49 segments and piston corrections made and images generated. In the
second series of simulations (Fig. 7) the aperture was divided as before but both
piston and tilt corrections made. It is immediately apparent that the piston and tilt
correction provides a sharper image with less segments than piston only. By the time
49 segments are rea-hed the image degradation is almost totally corrected as seen by
the uniformity of the phase map and the sharpness of the image.

2.2 Wavefront Sensing and Correction Techniques.

Conceptually, Compensated Imaging is an approach which can completely overcome the
degrading effects of atmospheric turbulence. In practice, however, the degree of
success depends entirely on the ability to sense optical path length differences in
the wavefront and compute and execute conjugate deformations in an adaptive optic.

12.2.1 Deformable Optics.

Over the past several years a high degree of success has been achieved inimplementing deformable mirrors. The standard approach has been to use piezoelectric
drivers attached to the -ear surface of a solid mirror. Fig. 8 shows a diagram of a
typical configuration. As voltage differences are applied between the addressing
electrodes and the common electrode, the piezoelectric ceramic expands causing
deformations in the mirror surface. Fig, 9 is a mirror based on this configuration
which was built by Itek Corp. The mirror has a 2 inch active surface with 21 addressing
electrodes.

The response of this 21 electrode mirror to various voltages and voltage
combinations across the mirror is shown in Fig. 10, through the use of interferograms.
Fig. lOa is a steady state condition with no voltage applied. Wig. lOb, c,ý and d show
the results of applying various voltage combin-tions across the mir or.

Mirrors have been demonstrated with bandwidth capabilities in the range of
hundreds of Hertz and surface deformation capabilities of + several waves. These
capabilities are more than adequate for use in a Compensated Imaging System for
astronomical observations.

2.2.2 Wavefront Sensing.

'The most critical aspect of Compensated Imaging is the ability to sense the
wavefront deformations. This is particularly true when using objects of low
brightness where limited photons are available. The requirements for a wavefront
sensor are: high optical efficiency, response times faster than the atmospheric
time constant (on the order of 10 millisec) and sensitivity to wavefront changes of
finer than 1/10 wavelength. Of all of the approaches investigated, there are two
techniques which appear to possess-the necessary capabilities: Interferometric
detection and Hartmann sensing.

2.2.2.1 Interferometric Detection

The wavefront sensing techniques which has been investigated the furthest is
the white light shearing interferometer. As illustrated in Fig. 11, the incoming
wavefront is focused on a phase grating such that the light is diffracted into the
+ 1st order, a lens, then recollimates the light and causes the two orders to overlap.
A fringe pattern is generated within the area of o, erlap of these sheared wavefronts.
An array of detectors is placed within the overlap region and the changes in fringe
pattern detected as they occur. In practice two shears are detected separately
(x and y) in order to reconstruct the two dimensional deformations occuring across the
wavefront.

The radial phase gratings in the identicai x and y'channels are of low spatial
frequency and form two overlapping first-order sidebands. Only the first-order side-
bands are present due to the use of a grating which has a sinusoidal amplitude
transmission with a zero bias level; this ensures high fringe modulation.

The shear distance is proportional to the angular separation of the first-order
sidebands v.hich is controlled by the grating frequency. Using a radial grating, the
shear is continuously adjustable by' moving the center of rotation relative to the
optical axis. The interferometer is inherently achromatic due to the use of symmetrical
diffraction orders.

The lateral shear interference pattern produced by the overlapping sidebands falls
on the detector array which is place( at an image plane of the wavefront corrector.
Each detector element corresponds to a sub-aperture of the incoming wavefront over which
the wavefront tilt is measured. Rotation of the grating produces intensity modulation
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of each element of the interference pattern. The phase of the alternating current
signal picked up by each element of the x or y detector array is then proportional
to the average tilt of the wavefront (i.e. optical path difference divided by shear
distance) in the x or y direction over the corresponding subaperture of the incoming
wavefront, using a fixed phase reference obtained directly from the grating. The ee,
output tilt measurements are generated simultaneously over the whole aperture, eachW
detector element having its own hard wired output. The optical path lergth changes are
then fed to the deformable mirror for correction of the wavefront.

2.2.2.2 Hartmann Sensing.

The Hartmann sensing approach is analogous to the standard Hartmann test.
Fig. 12 illustrates the approach. The incoming wavefront is divided into a series of
subapertures by an array of lenslets. Each lenslet focuses the light onto the surface
of a centroid detector. Each subaperture is small enough that the portion of the
wavefront it senses appears to be undistorted except that its angle of arrival (tilt)
with respect to the subaperture is changing as a function of time. By sensing the
direction and magnitude of change, by using some form of centroid tracker for each
subaperture, the wavefront deformations for the whole aperture can be recoastructed.

High aensitivity can be achieved in this approach by using photon counting
detectors. Each detector outputs x and y coordinates. The output of each detector
is fed to a computer which then reconstructs the entire wavefront and sends commands
to the deformable mirror.

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For a Compensated Imaging System the degree of complexity is dependent on the J
structure of atmospheric turbulence. The number of detectors in the wavefront sensor
must be sufficient to adequately sample the deformations and the number of corrector
elements must likewise be sufficient to provide adequate spatial correction. The I
dynamic range of the corrector and the required frequency response is also tied to
the statistics of turbulence. The importance of understanding atmospheric effects
is obvious. Significant emphasis has already been placed on experimental and
theoretical investigations of the structure of turbulence and the statistics of optical
phase fluctuations. In summary, the atmospheric constraints for astronomical
applications are •iirror excursion capabilities of 3-4 wavelengths rms with a bandwidth
of approximately 100 Hz (for an r 0 1 10 cm).

H• Efforts are now progressing to thoroughly analyze and experimentally verify the
operation of interferometric and Hartmann sensing techniques. Emphasis is being placed
on defining the S/N limitations and sensitivities of these techniques in order to
define the optimum approach.

SThe advantages of an adaptive system for removing the degrading effects of
atmospheric turbulence are obvious. Efforts have progressed to define the requirements
of such a system and to determine the optimum configuration. Mirror technology is
adequate to support the development of a large aperture compensated imaging system
and wavefront sensing approaches are being thoroughly investigated. It remains now
to implement and operate a full scale system. This occurrence will surely be a major
breakthrough in astronomical imaging.

L/:
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SUAMARY "

The measurement of the slant visual-range by means of lidars involves two main

problems: the extraction of the atmospheric extinction-coefficient from the lidar signa-
ture and the calculation of the slant visual-range from the extinction coefficient. The
authors tried to solve these problems in the particular situation of a landing in low

visibility conditions. An equation was obtained which allows the computation of the vi-

sual range from the extinction coefficient in every hour of the day both for extended
and point sources. In order to compare the different methods for the extraction of the

extinction coefficient from the lidar signatures some atmospheric situations were simu-
lated on a computer and the lidar equation was calculAted. The simulated signatures
were than processed by different methods and the result were collated. At the end of the
paper a new procedure for the processing of lidar signatures is introduced.

I • INTRODUCTION

A carefull measurement of slant visibility becomes every day more important

for safe and regular aircraft landing operations. Lidara are particularly suitable
for slanv visibility measurements since from their signatures information on each point
of the atmosphere may be obtained. The problem of slant-visibility measurements by

means of lidars can be divided in two Bttps:
1) The extraction of the atmospheric extinction-coefficient a from the lidar signature.
2) The calculation of the actual slant visual-range from a and other atmospheric data.

Step 1 involves only physical problems while step 2 involves also physiological pro-
blems.

Up to now attention was preferably given to the a extraction and the visibility

was than computed by means of simple and not always valid equations. Different methods

were suggested for c extraction from lidar signatures, unfortunately they sometimes give

different results when they are applied to the same lidar signature (Herrmann H. et al.
1974). The authors considered therefore advisable from one side to investigate for a
more actual relation between a and the visual range, on the other side to simulate dif-

ferent atmospheric situations and to verify on such models the validity of the different

methods of a extraction.

2. VISIBILITY IN LANDING OPERATIONS

In our opinion a general equation connecting o and the actual visual---r_-u
is very difficult to obtain but the problem can be solved in the restricted situation
of a landing in low visibility conditions.

When the visibility is low, the ILS is used. This device gives an electroma-

gnetic glide-path which is instrumentally followed by the plane. Nevertheless there is

always a point of the glide path below which the inaccuracy of the ILS is too high and

the landing has to be carried on by means of visual references which indicate to the

pilot the position and direction of the runway. For a safe and regular landing the pi-

lot has to see the visual references before the plane will reach the critical point of

the landing class. Since the distance between the references and the critical point is
- i ------- ----- ~M~aa~aAii
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in the range of hundreds of metres the radiation attenuation is completely due to the
ssc-ttering by fog. A high luminance light is visible in a fog bank at a distance higher
.thL' any other reflecting or luminous target (Olivier J., 1955); the pilo.t references
will be than the airport lights (Fig.1) and not the runway or any signal painted on it.
A safe landing does not require the vision of all the airport lights, but the first
light-bar of the approach path, at least, has to be clearly seen from the critical point.
In practice it is necessary to measure the visual range of the bar in all the direc-
tions between BC and the horizontal one (Fig.2) in order to determine the point of the
glide path from which the light bar becomes visible.

Since the target is an high-luminance light and the fog bank has a relevant
"luminance in the observation direction, also at night because of the airport lights,
the presence of the land background can be neglected in every hour of the day. The pro-
blem is than reduced to the determination of the luminance contrast between the target
and the fog background, who e luminance may be assumed to be equal to that of the sky
at the horizon in the same di ection (Konovalov Yu.G. and Ratsimor M.Ya, 1972). The
luminance contrast has to be compared with the threshold e below which the eye does not
discern the target from the background:

Lt - LH€ =, - (1)

where L is the threshold luminance and LH the background luminance * Both point and
extended sources have to be taken into account because of the physical size of high-
-luminance lights and the relatively small visual-ranges involved. In this situation
neither Kosmieder's nor Allard's equation (Middleton W.E.K.,1955) can be assumed since i4
the first one takes into account a black object and the second one a point source and
a black background. The equation:

I exp(-cV) S(2)

was obtained (Gazzi Ibl. et al.,1975) where I is the light intensity, a the extinction
coefficient in the observation direction, V the light visual range, LH the sky luminance
on the horizon in the observation directiGn and w the solid angle under which the ob-
server sees the light at a distance V. Equation (2) is valid by day and by night and
takes into account both point and extended sources because it contains the Riccb's law
(Riccb A., 1877).

(When the source is a point one and there is no air-light (LH -0) equation

(2) becomes the Allard's equation:

I exp(-cV') Et (3)

V2 t

where Rt = mLt is the threshold illumination of the pupil.

When the source is an extended one m and I can be expressed as a function
of the areaA and of the luminance L of the source:

v• ~(4)

I - LA

equation (2) becomes tha well known equation (O.ivier J., 1955)

LHSexp (-ov) = • 5

which gives the visual range of an extended light-source.

SThe -luminance contrast-threshold may be obtained from the experimental graphs of Fig.3
(Blakwell H.R., 1946) where it is plotted as a function of the source angular diame-
ter and the background luminance.

ii
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In the previous equations the light parameters, I, A and L may be assumed kno-
wn and LH can be independently measured by means of a photometer but the two remaining
parameters, a and e, are functions of V. In fact a is the average value of the diffusion

• coefficient over the range O-V in the observation directions

o - vJ o(r) dr (6)

and c is an experimental function of m and therefore through equation (5) of V. In this
situation a trial-and-error procedure has to be adopted for the computation of V. An ap-
proximated analytical expression of the erperimental graphs of Fig.3 is necessary for a
practical trial-and-error procedure and this is one of our main goals at this moment.

3. SIMULATED LIDAR SIGNATURES POR THE ANALYSIS OF a EXTRACTION METHODS

Four models of atmosphere were considered as it is shown on Fig.4 wher3 a is
plotted as a function of the height h. The first three graphs were obtained with the
same assumptions: Ozly Rayleigh scattering was present over h - 4.5 km and the visibi-
lity at ground was measured by a nephelometer which uses the Kosmieder equation. The
following visibilities 40,20,10,7.5,5.1 Km werr, considered. The first graph shows a nor-
mal atmosphere and the second one a temperature inversion level at, h = 700 m. Below
the iznversion the following equation for a has been used (Werner Ch.,1972):

o(U1) 1 - U2 0.341= (7)
;(U21 1 -U1

where U is the relative umidity which was assumed to be 40% and 80% respectively. at
ground level and at the inversione level. The third graph simulates a cloud between
h - 500 m and h - 800 m with visibilities of 500 m and 100 m inside the cloud. The lastgraph represents a fog bank which reaches a height of 500 m with visibilities of 1000,

500, and 200 m inside the bank.

i 1hen the a graphs where obtained the backscattering coefficient p was calcu-
"lated by means the relation:

15 43or (8)
1 4

and an hipotetical ruby lidar was supposed to fire at elevation angles of 900, 600, 450,
ij 300, 150. The lidar equation:

P0?) - -~L2f~ c(h) drij= h2 () (9)

where R is the range from the lidar, was calculated every 25 m up to 1000 m. The Ramar-

Lidar equation for N2 :

22

k"R(h e xp -oo(h) dr -R aR(h) drj (10)
2RR 1 R2

ficient is oR.*

Twe extinction coefficient was finally computed by different methods from the
simulated lidar signatures (9) and (10). Foiu methods were applied:
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- The " slope method'4ollin R.T. et alii, 1970)
- The " Raman slope-method" (Herrmann H. et aliip 1974)
- The integral solution of the lidar equation (Viezee W. at alii, 1973)

- The " aeroool-Ramaf ratio me-6hodw (Herrrms et alii, 1974)
and the following quantities were respectively computed:

A l en B(R)
0 a-- (12)

2
for the slope method, with B (R) - P:R)R ,

A en BUR(R)
c (13)

2
for the Ra=w-slope method, with BUR(R) - PR(R)R

- exp a8(R) b bf exP s(r)d (14)
c0

for the integral solution, with S(R) - 10 logLBu(R)/Bu(Ro)J Re a fixed value of R ow

- O(R ) and a - 0.1iý and b - 1.3 or a - 0.23 and b 2.0 depending from which of the

(8) was assumed, and

for the aerosol-Ravan ratio.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE DATA E•RTACTED FROM THE SIMULATED SIGNATURES

The results of the sinvulation procedures were both printed and plotted; for

the plotter the function Ac:

ev - oOAo - 100 (16)

where a is the calculated value of a and a the initial one, was used in order to point
out the difference between the different me'hods (Fig.5 to 13).

The following results were obtained:

In normal atmosphere and high visibility at the ground both the integral solution and the

aerosol-Raman ratio method give good results, while the slope method and the Raman slope-

-method give values of a higher than the assigned ones. In order to better understand

this fact equation (12) may be rewritten as follows%

r (R + AR ) lt - o R A

a - I~ i~~-j(17)
2AR

When a is large, the linear term in equation (17) Crows much more rapidly than the lo-

garitmic one which can be omitted; the same happens in the slope-Raman equation. Both

slope methods become valid where a is large, thic means at low visibility-levels. Under

the same conditions the integral method tends tO fail giving solutions which tend to

diverge. This divergence is uot due to limitations of the mathematical solution but to

a eistematic error introduced in the compvtation of the integral; in fact when the sam-

pling interval was reduced to 12.5 m and than to 6.25 m the error reduced to about 1/2

and 1/4 respectively. In actual measurements however the sampling interval can not be

arbitrary reduced because of the bandwidth of the sampling unit.

Similar considerations can be done for the temperature-inversion results. In
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this situation the slope method gives negative solutions for large elevation angles since
the logaritmic term is larger than - o(R).AR. The slope mcthod can not be applied in
these situations while it tends to give more reasonable results when the visibility and

the elevation decrease.

The cloud and the fog bank seem to be more complex situations. The integral
solution seems to give bad results in the presence of a sharp discontinuity; the error
becomes smaller but still significant also when the sampling interval is strongly re-
duced. The two slope methods presents the same behaviour as in the previous models.

A method which always gives good results is the aerosol-Raman ratio method.
This fact is analytically evident since equation (15) becomes an identity when the ana-
lytical exp~ressions (9) and (10) are substituted to P(R) and PR(R) under the assumption
cf o(6943 A) - o (8280 X). It can be underlined, however, that this is the only method
which can in a firbt approximation (Herrmann H. et alii, 1974) take into account the mul-

* tiple scattering. The aerosol-Raman ratio method seems to be the best for a measurements
bat it is a quite complicated one in practice because of the low level of Raman signals.

•I 5. AAN APPROXIMATED METHOD FOR TIHE CALCULATION OF THE SLANT VISIBILITY

In adiition to what has been pointed out up to now some words may be spent
on a new method for the cealculatlon of the slant visibility from lidar signatures. Vlhen
a lidar is fired into the atmosphere the light is backscattered into the receiver from
every point of the propagation path. Since the received light decreases with the range
there is always a range Rm beyond which the signal can not be distinguished from the
noise:

P(Rm) - A (1 8 )

"where A is the average noise power. From the lidar equation and equation (18) one can
obtain: .

2 K 2( (.: = P, j(Rm) (IR

With the assumption of constant, which Is the same approximation done in the " slope
method" , equation (19) can be written: I

2  2(
R M 0 (R ) 20

where:

C = p(R ) (21)

and finally:

1 C
0 -en i-i(22)

m R-
m

In order to make a rapid first-approximation test of the method the visibility was than

computed through the Kashmieder equation:

7.814 R
VN m (C3)

•. R m

In Fig.14 V1N versus Rm is plotted with K correspondirng to the system constant of the
lidar D•P•R V. In the first graph a A was considered constant and equal to the Rayleigh
backscattered signal at a heigh of 1000m, in the uecnnd one an average value of

5.106 m was considered. The spreading of the eirves is small in both cases and the

method should give good results at least for low visibility levels.

We cairried out a first experim3nt on September 23rd, 1975 with the lidar firing
at an elevation angle of 300 (Fig. 15 ). The corresponding data of an integrating nephelo-

_.



meter, an infrared radiometer and a soder are shown on Fig. 16 . It can be noticed that

the obtaiued values of visibility are very close to those given at ground level by the
integrating nophelometer.

Since Rm is the only data which has to be extracted from the lidar signature
the knowledge of The near field siLrnal is not necessary. This is an interekting advarn-
toe of this method which can be ermployed also for the processing of the data of non-
-monostatic lidars where the near field signal is aosent because of the non overlappine
between tha laser beam and the telescops field of view.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An equation was introduced for the calculation of th,- actual visual range in
low-visibility landing operations. This equation roquires the knowledgo of the atmosphe-
re extinction coefficient which zusy be deduced from r1dar signatures..t i

The processing by different methods of simulated lidar-sigaturee has shown
that: the " slope methodl•. ard the "1 Raman, slope method" w~ay be emplloyed when the v; si-

bility is low while the " integral solution r:mutliod" may be enploý-ed vzben the visibility
is not too low. The " aerosol-riaman-ratio "iethod" gives always oood results. Vnortuna--
tely this method requires the &nalysis of low-level Raman-Lignals and therefore is not
a very practical one but may be a good one for test procedures. The method introduced
in the last section is an approximated but ver.- simple one and secins to be very usefull
especially from the point of view of ouasurement automtization.

Two min problems were not solved and arc our main goal for thc future. The
first one is the analytical approximation of the curves of Fig. 3 and the second one is
the influence of multiple scattering on the lidar signal.
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Fig. 5 Processing of normal-atmosphere data by means of the slope method. Visibility
at ground: 40 km (top) and 1 km (bottom).
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Visi0liy at ground:4 km (top) and 1 km (bottom)
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Fig. 10 Processing of for-bank data by means of the slope method. Visibility in the
bank: 5 km (top) and I km (bottom).
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Fig. 11 Processing of fog-bank data by means of the integral-solution method. Visibility
in the oank: 5 km (top) and 1 km (bottom).
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Fig. 13 Processing of cloud data by means of the slope-Raman method. Visibility at
ground: 40 km (top) and 1 km (bottom).
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Fig. 15 Four lidar signatures from the experiments done on September 23rd, 1975. V VNI
is the visibility indicated by tVie local nephelometer.
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Fig. 16 M~easurements given on September 23rd, 19)75 byi a local nephelc.meter (top),
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE AND

COMPENSATED IMAOINCJ SYSTEMS

B. L. McGlamery

ScrippsLstitui: o Oeaoraphy
University of California

San Diego, California 9Z093

SUMMARY

The earth's turbulent atmosphere severely limits the resolution of conventional ground based
telescopes. Methods of reducing this limitation for ground based telescopes include post detection
processing in which the blurred recorded image is processed to extract information not discernable
to the human visual system, and pre detection compensation in which the wavefront deformations are

computer simulations of both of theme methods. The simulations demnonqstrate that the post detection
processing method produces only moderate improvement in resolution due to signal to noise limitations
while the pre detection method gives very significant improvements. As a part of the simulations,
techniques of generating instantaneous realizations of w!Lvefronts deformed by atmospheric turbulence
and their corresponding point spread functions are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The random spatial and temporal variationmw of index of refraction of the earth's atmosphere
severely limits the resolution of large diameter ground based telescopes. For example the diffraction
limit of a perfect 1. 5 meter lens in the absence of the atmosphere is on the order of . I arc seconds
(radius of the Airy disk) at )L 550 nanomneters. With the earth's atmosphere present star images
very seldom reach this limit. Instead star images on the order of one arc second are typically observed.
Removal of this resolution-limiting degradation is a subject of great interest to the various disciplines
concerned with photographing celestial objects. Ideally one would eliminate the atmosphere by placing
the telescope above the earth's turbulent atmosphere. While this approach is being actively pursued
with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Large Space Telescope the need for ground
based telescopes will continue for a variety of reasons, and the need to remove the degrading effects
of the atmosphere will continue.

Several approaches exist. One approach is post detection processing in which the image is
recorded in degraded form, then scanned, digitized, and pr~ocessed in a digital computer to enhance
information extraction from the image. This approach has been under investigation for many years

but. as will be demonstrated here, is of limited value because the signal to noise ratio in the degraded

image does not permit a significant improvement in resolution.

Amore promising approach currently under development in several laboratories is pre detection
compensation using an active optical system which, in real time, senses the wavefront deformations
introduced by the atmosphere, and corrects these deformations by means of a deformable mirror so
that the recorded image in largely free from degradation.4

In both post and pre detection compensation the ultimate goal is to increase the amount of
information which can be extracted from an object. In some cases it is difficult to formulate an
image quality parameter which can measure the increase in image information extraction based on theF] optical system alone. This is because the improvement iiý image quality depends on the nature of the
object itself and on the kind of information that is to be extracted from the image.

An approach to the problem of analyziag compensated imaging systems performance is by
computer simulation of the final image that would be formed by the sy-item. Assessment of image
quality improvement can then be made on the basis of analyzing this image in terms of the particular
kind of information that is desired from it. In addition the simulation approach io useful for verifying
results of analysis and for optimizing system design in those cases where tractable analytical models
cannot be formulated.

This paper will present the procedures used in simulating both pre and post Compensated images

recorded through the turbulent atmosphere and will show examples of these procedures.

This work was sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Air Force Systems

Command, Rome Air Development Center.
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2. WAVEFRONT MODICUN

Simulation of the wavefront entering the optical system to a key element of the overall simulation
approach. Given the wavefront or wavefronts, the response to the wavefront by the optical system can
then be computed.

Consider a point source at a great distance from the earth so that a wave entering the atmosphere
can be considered to be a plane wave. After traversing through the atmosphere the wa-e will no longer
be plane but will have an amplitude and phase distribution across the lens. In this paper we will consider
only phase distributiun since the phase variations across the wavefront are the dominant imege degading
component.

2.1 Generation of Wavefronts.

One way of describing the phase statistically is by means of its power spectrum. For atmospheric
turbulence a spatial power spectrum, 9. commonly used is the Folmogorov spectrum which has the form
of

O(f ) f-41/3 (I)

where

f a spatial frequency, cycles/meter.

C = is a constant dependent upon turbulence strength and wavelength.

The method of generiiting an instantaneous phase map using the above power spectrum is based on the
following assumptions:

1) The modulus of the Fourier transform of th .phase map is a random variable. At any given
frequency the modulus is a Rayleith rAndom variable with zero mean over an ensemble average
and with s variance, over an 3nsemble average, equal to the value of the Kolmogorov power
spectrum.

Z) The phases of t0e Fourier transfrm of the phase map are independent with frequency, uniformly
randomly distributed in the -w to "• interval.

Based on these assumptions the following procedure is used to generate the phase map.

1. A complex array of Gsuosian random nunbers is generated. The array represents the spatial
frequency domain for the [hase map.

11/62. The array is multiplied by the squarr root of the power spectrum, f (since we are at this
point working with ampl! tu•'"s rather than power),

3. This array in subjected to a discrete Fourier transform.
r

4. The resulting complex array is separated into its real and imaginary components. Each o" these
arrays re•resent aa iadcpendeut instantaneous phase map realla.tion,

The left-hand pictures in Fig tre I shown the restilt of the abuve process for *.ree separat-. realizations.SNote the clc..id like appearance oA t-e ph,,\se maps.

Another statistical parameter assor_'KA-d with the phase map is it. structure funclon, defined as

92
D (r)= < [ý(r )-p(r .r)I >. 2

The structure function is the ensemble variance of the phase difference between two points on the wave-
front separated by the vector r. In a medium with uniformly varying refractivt. index structure constant,
C? the Kolmogorov spectrum can be shown to have a phase structure function of (Tatarski,V.I. ,1961)

D (r) a2.AkZr5/3 H C2 (a) da (radiansZ). (3)

The conditions of validity of this equation are r Arxii and•'l/H >> 10 where o is the inner scale
of the turbulence.

The structure function can be written as
5/3

r . . .. . • .. .
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The parameter r 0 is a length frequently used to characterize the stringth of atmospheric turbulence
with wee pact to the performance of optical systems. A median value of ro for night time seeing has
been computed to be on the order of I 1 meters (Fried, D. L., 1974).*

The structure function D. (r) and the covariance function C(r) of a phase map can easily be
shown to be related by

D(r) = 2 [C(0o) - C (r)] (5)

where the covariance is defined as

C (r) *Cr•(r') ,p(r'+r)>. (6)

The covariance function is also the Fourier transform of the power spectrum of the phase map. Thus
by applying the discrete Fourier transform to the phase power spectrum, the phase structure function
can be comptited by use of Eq. (5). The results of doing this, using the f- 1 113 power spectrum is
shown in Figure 2 as a junction of r/L where L is the interval used in the spatial domain of the Fourier
transform. Here it can be seen that the calculated structure function deviates significantly from the
theuretical slope of 5/3 for large r/L. This is due to the fact that the Kolmogorov spectrum assumes
an infinite outer scale while the method of generating the phase maps imposes an artificial outer scale
of L, since no frequencies lower than I/L exist in the Fourier transform.

The outer scale of L imposed by the discrete Fourier transform method can be shown to cause
errors mainly in the average and tilt components of phase across the phase map. This is illustrated
in Figure 3 which shows phase variance as a function of distance from the center of a circular pupil
with the piston (average) and piston and tilt components of phase subtracted. Compared in this figure
are the results of a computer simulation in which the diameter D of the 1 upil was L/4, and analytic
results based on the Kolmogorov spectrum with piston and tilt removed. With both piston and tilt
components removed from the initial wavefronts the results are very nearly equal apart from a scaling
error of approximately 151%. The piston component of phase is of no "-terest and the tilt component
for short time exposures affects only position of the image formed b% ne telescope. Thus, while the
phase simulation technique does presently exhibit limitations, it is e..tirely adequate for the simulation
of short time exposure images. In addition, this limitation is only temporary as there are several
methods 'mnder development by which the lower spatial frequencies can be added to the phase map to
restore the proper shape to the structure function.

2. 2 Generation of Point Spread Functions.

The point spread function is the irradiance distribution in the image plane of the telescope using
a point source at infinity as an object. It is useful in simulating the image of an extended object in that
if the object is incoherently illuminated and the point spread function is invariant over the angular field
of view of the object, then the image can be simulated by convolving the point spread function with the
radiance distribution of the object.

Let the (u,v) be the pupil plane coordinates and (x, y) the image plane coordinates. Given the
instantaneous phase map at a wavelength of X, 0(uv,X). we can compute the path length difference map,
A(u. v), from

I(u,v) = .(u, v) (7)

The coherent point spread function, s(x, y,X) at any wavelength can then be computed from

Si ZI lu( .v)
it s(x'y.A) = F p(u.v)e } . (8)

where F is the Fourier transform operation and p(u,v) is the pupil function of the telescope. This step
is based on the fact that under appropriate conditions (i. e. small angle conditions) there is a Fourier
transform relationship for coherent light between the pupil plane and the image plane except for a
quadratic phase factor (Goodman, J. L. . 1968). The quadratic pnase factor is of no concern here
since it is lost when the- intensity point spread function S(x,y), is computed from

2

The point spread function for all wavelengths is then given by

S(x,y) = k 2 L F().S(x. y,A), (10)

* Dr. Darryl P. Greenwood, Rome Air Development Center, private communication.
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where F0,) in a weighting function which is a product of the spectral distribution of the source power,
the atmospheric transmittance and the image oensor sensitivity, and k 2 is a normalizing factor which
makes the average value of S(?, y) unity over the array. hn additional factor not shown in Eq. (10) which
must be considered in simulating the polychromatic point spread function is that the angular scale
associated with S(x, y,A), as computed from Eqs. (8) and (9) using a discrete Fourier transform, changes
withX. Thus in Eq. (10) the S(x.yd) arrays must be spatially magnified proportional to)k before the
summation is performed.

Point spread functions for monochromatic light for three phase maps are shown in Figure 1. The
generation of a polychromatic point spread function is demonstratwd in Figure 4.

3. SIMULATION OF DEGRADED IMAGES

As mentioned in Section 2. 2 the degraded image which would be present in the image plane can be
simulated by convolving the intensity point spread function with the radiance map of the undegraded object,
subject to the conditions that the point spread function is invariant over the object and that the object is
illuminated by Incoherent light. Whether the first condition is satisfied depends on the relative size of the
object and the isoplanatic region, the latter being a non rigorous term for the region over which the
point spread function is nearly constant. The size of the isoplanatic region depends both on the vertical
distribution of the turbulence and the entrarce pupil diameter. For lurublence at the entrance pupil the
isoplanatic region is unlimited. For turbulence at high altitudes ( > ten kilometers) and a 1.5 meter
entrance pupil diameter the isoplanatic region is on the order of ten arc seconds or less. The second
condition of incoherent illumination is satisfied for sun illuminated objects.

The convolution process it mathematically described by Eq. (11) t.here H(x,y) is the image plane
i. radiance in the absence of turbulence and diffraction and HD(x, y) is the degraded image.

H Y) Z JJH(x, y) S(x-x', y-y') dx' dy' (11)

In practice the convolution process is more easily done in the Fourier transform domain:

HD(x. y)a F IF[H(x.y)] . F [S(x.y)]t (12)

where F and F are the Fourier transform and inverse transform operatorc.

In addition to the turbulence and telescope, the sensor also degrades the image. Ideally the
sensor imposes only quantum noise on the recorded image. In practice the sensor sometimes additionally
blurs the image and adds noise not directly related to the light field. However, by suitable selection of

the sensor these effects can be minimized. Here we assume that the sensor is ideal so that the re-
corded image, HR(xy), can be expressed as

H (x, y) It HD(x. y) + N(x, y)

where N(x.y) describes a noise array. For the ideal sensor N(x,y) is a sample from a Poisson noise

distribution which at any given (x, y) coordinate has a mean and variance proportional to HD(x, y).

Figure 5 illustrates the simulation of the degraded image. The object chosen for the simulation
is a section of the moons surface photographed from the Apollo 17 command module. The bar represents
the distance subtended by a one arc second angle from the earth. Also shown is the appearr.ea -f the
image due to diffraction of the telescope alone, the polychromatic point spread function (which include..
telescope pupil effect@) and the convolution of the undegraded image and the point spread function, which I

results in the degraded image. Finally the recorded image with sensor noise is shown. The noise has
Poisson characteristics based on the mean number of photoelectrons pbr resolution element for: soltr
irradiance, a spectral atmospheric transmittance corresponding to one air mass, a telescope trans-
mittance of . 75, a sensor sensitivity corresponding to an SZ0 photocathode. an exposure time of 1/1000
second, and a 1. 5 meter diameter telescope. In the picture the noise is easily not discernable. However
the noise is present and will manifest itself when image restoration techniques are applied.

4. POST DETECTION PROCESSING

Post detection processing refers to processing done on an image after it has been recorded.
The basic steps when digital computer processing is used consists of digitizing the image, applying
the appropriate processing algorithms, and displaying the final result or data in some suitable form.
Many possible approaches can be taken (Harris, Sr., J. L. 1964, 1966) but the owe to be used here is
the deconvolution approach in which the goal of the processing is to make the final image visually look
like the object (McGlamery, B. L., 1967). Simply stated, given the degraded image and the point .
spread function, determine the undegraded image. This approach assumes that the instantaneous point
spread function is known. While in practice it may be difficult to know the instantaneous point spread
function, we will assume that it is known. The limitation to this approach, and in fact all approaches,
is the quantum noise in the recorded image. This noise limits the extent to which the image can be
deconvolved.
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As an example, the degraded i-nage of Figur. r h.ts been aubjected to a least squares pi "-ing
algorithm (Helstrom. C. W., 1967: modified to accou.it fet lack of knowledge of the spatial pow* pectrum
of the undegraded image. The processed image, Hp(XV), tIs uAta l.- frop

H (x~) a FF[H (x,y)]

p 2~

F F[5(x.y 1+
IF[ s(X. Y)3J I

where (2 is the spatial noise power spectrum and 0 is a function which approximates the power spectrum
of the undegraded image. Figure 6 shows the result of the processing. The processed image is improved
over the degraded image but falls far short of the diffraction limited image. Also shown are the degraded
and processed images for exposure times of 1/100 and 1/10 seconds. In each case the atmosphere is
assumed to be frozen. In actuality the turbul,.nce changes rapidly so that the 1/100 and 1/10 second ex-
posuris would contain time averaging of 0, image. Time averaginq increases the degradation of the
image. Thus the increase in image 8igna; t:) noise ratio is offset by the increase in image degradation.

This illustrates a fundamental limitation w. post detection processing as applied to turbulence degraded,sun illuminated objects.

5. PRE DETECT.ION COMPENSATION SYSTEMS

An alternate approach to the problem of eliminating turbulent effects is to correct the wavefront
prior to recording the image. This technique was suggested over twenty years ago (Babcock, H.W. ,1953)
but has received serious attention only recently. Theoretical analyses (Dyson, F. J. , 1975) and computer
simulations demonstrating concepts (Muller, R.A., and Buffington, A. , 1974) have been published. The
contribution of this paper is to present simulations based on typical imagery and actual flux levels that
will be encountered with sun illuminated objects.

5.1 System Description.
Figure 7 shows the essential components of a pre detection compensation system. Light from

the telescope objective is recollimated and reflected cff a deformable corrector mirror. Part of this
light is reflected into a wavefront sensor which detects the wavefront deformalons introduced by the
atmosphere. The output from the wavefront sensor is processed by a data processor which determines
the necessary signals to be fed to the deformable mirror to cancel out the wavefront deformations.
Thus the system is a closed loop servo system. The remaining flux is directed to the image sensor to
form the final image.

The wavefront sensor can be implemented in a variety of ways. Most approaches measure the
slope of the wavefront over an array of sample points. The data processor then converts the slopes in-
to the required phase corrections. The shearing interferometer and the quadrant detector appear to be
two of the more presell ing wavefronm sensors. The shearing interf erometer (Wyant, J. C. , 1974) has

two channels, oe for u and the other for v, in which the wavefront is sheared and allowed to interfere
with itself. An array of detectors measures the intensity of the interference field. The phase of the
sheared wave is temporally modulated so that an alternating signal is obtained from each detector. The
phase of this signal is proportional to the slope of the wavefront over the shear distance. The phase at
each detector in both channels is measured, thus providing the necessary input to the data processor.
The quadrant detector approach uses an array of small sub apertures at an image of the pupil plane (or
at some point iutside the telescope). Each sub aperture has a lens which images onto a quadrant de-
tector. The image is essentially a sub aperture-diffraction limited image of the object, shifted by the
slope of the wavefront across the sub aperture. The quadrant detector outputs allow this shift to be
measured in both u and v directions, thereby providing an estimate of the wavefront slope at that point.

The data processor can take several forms. Foj" the purpose of the simulations here, it will
consist of a device which makes a simple least squares estimate of the wavefront path length differences
based on the slope measurements.

The wavefront corrector can be a segmented mirror or a deformable mirror. In the case of a
segmented mirror each segment can be moved in a piston mrneon, thus requiring one actuator per seg-
ment, or can be moved in piston and tilt, thus requiring 3 actuatord per segment. In a deformable
mirror the mirror is continuous but is actuated by piston type actuators. The continuous mirror pro-
video an interpolation function which smooths out the inputs to the actuators. Thi shape of this interpolat-

ing function, called the mirror function, can be adjusted by design of the mirror, the actuator shape and
s pacing.

The effect of compensating a wavefront using a segmented mirror with piston drive is illustrated
in Figure 8. In this simulation it was assumed that the average phiose over each piston element was
known exactly and was subtracted from the original wavefront. The residual errors in the compensated
wavefront are then due to the variations of the original wavefront about the mean alue within each piston.
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5.2 Number of Elements.

A critical parameter in a compensated imaging system is the number of sample pnints and

actuators required on the wayefront sensor and corrector. From the standpoint of being Able to
measure and correct the deformations of the wavefront with uiufficient resolution, a large number ofI elements is desirable. To determine the number of elements required for good compensation, a
computer simulation experiment %as performed in which the Strehl rai•o of the compensated po'nt
spread function was computed as a function of the number of degrees of freedom, which is the number
of actuators required on the mirror. The Strehl ratio is the ratio of the peak value of the compensated
point spread function to the peak value of the diffraction limited point spread function. A value of unity
would correspond to perfect compensation. A value well below . is usually encountered in uncompensated
point spread functions. The experiment was performed for three levels of turbulence corresponding to
r values of . 043, . 086, and .172 meters. For the segmented mirror with piston correction the average
pgase over each segment was subtracted from the original wavefront. For the segmented mirror with
piston and tilt correction a least squares fit of a plane was made to the phase within each segment and
this plane was subtracted from the original wavefront over each segment. For the deformable mirror
the average phise over a square equal to the actuator spacing was used as the correcting phase for the
actuator, and the correction proc.ss was iterated four times to converge on the required correction,
In all cases 8 different wavefront realizations were used to obtain a statistically significant result.

The results of the simulation are shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11 for piston, piston and tilt, and
deformable mirror corrections respectively. Assuming that a Strehl ratio of . 7 is desired for good
imagery and taking the value of r. of . 086 meters as being close to typical, the required number of
degrees of freedom are:

Piston - 900 degrees of freedom
Piston and Tilt 9 300 degrees of freedom

Deformable Mirror - 200 degrees of freedom

These results show that a deformable mirror with a Gaussian mirror function requires the fewest
number of elements for a given level of performance and that the numbek of elements required is on
the order of several hundred.

The curves just described are related to the ability of the system to spatially resolve the wave-
front deformations. They do not include measurement error of the wavefront sensor due to quantum
noise. The output of a single detector in the wavefront sensor contains a signal proportional to wave-
front slope and noise due to the shot effect of the photoelectrons. As the number of elements 1mxcreases,
the flux available for a single detector decreases. The signal to noise ratio at each detect'or then de-
creases as the number of elements increases. Thus these are two opposing trends: increasing the
number of elements improves the ability to resolve the wavefront deformations but at the same time
increases wavefront measurement error. Analysis has shown that for a given set of tarqet and system
conditions there is an optimum number of elements for which the error in the compensated wavefront
is a minimum. The number of elements is in the range of 200 to 400 for typical sun illuminated objects.

5.3 Simulation.

In order to-demonstrate its effectiveness, a pre detection compensated imaging system has been
computor simulated. The simulatio.i used a shearing interferometer as wavefront sensor and a deformable
mirror with a (1-36r?) mirror function. The simulatior consisted of the following steps:

1. Shifting and differencing the wavefront in u and v and sampling the result to obtain an

u and v array of shear values.

2. Computing the actuator drives from tht shear values by use of an iterative relaxation
algorithm which computes phase values from the shear values.

3. Convolving the actuator drives with the mirror function to give the mirror correction.

4. Subtracting the mirror correction from the original wavefront to give the corrected
wavefront.

5. Using the corrected wekvefront as an input to step I and repeating the steps I through
4 for 4 iterations. This procedure is necessary to get the system initially converged.

6. Adding noise to the converged wavefront slopes by an amount obtained from a signal to
noise equation. The noise is a function of the number of photoelectrons generated at
the detector in a measurement period and the mutual coherence function associated with
the object. The noisy shear values were then used as the input to step 2 and steps Z, 3
and 4 were repeated.

7. The corrected wavefront from step 4 was then used to compute the compensated point
spread function.

8. The compensated point spread function was convolved with the undegraded image.
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9. Poisson shot noise was added to the final image in proportion to the amount of flux

directed towards the sensor by the beam divider.

Parameters used in the simulation are as follows. Object: sun illuminated Lunar surface with the
photometric parameters adjusted to give an albedo (reflectance) of approximately 10% on the planes
and 3076 on the crater edges; atmospheric transmrittance associated with one air mass; telescope
transmittance of. 75, optical efficiency of wavefront sensor of 50% (25% into each channel); quantum
efficiency of detectors of 10%; and a 50/50 beam divider.

The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 12 for exposure times of 1/1000, 1/100, and
1/10 of a second. assuming a Zrozen atmouphere. As in the case of post detection processing, caution
must be used in interpreting the results for 1/100 and 1/10 second since the atmosphere may change in
this time period. Comparison to the post detection processing results in Figure 6 demonstrates that
pre detection compensation produces a much better image for the equivalent exposure time.

The problem d isoplanatism has not been discussed with respect to pre detection compensation.
The isoplanatic region for pre detection compensation may be much smaller than for post detection
compensation. The manner in which the limited isoplanatic region can b3 extended is unresolved at
the present and is a subject for consideration in the design of a pre compensated system.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Computer simulation is a useful technique for analysis of turbulence degraded wavefronts and
their effect on the images formed by optical systems. The simulations shown here demonstrate the
potential advantage of pre compensating the wavefront prior to recording the image as opposed to post
detection correction of the image itself. Since the same amount of flu. is available in both cases, the
result implies that useful information is irretrievably lost in the rcording process. Presumably this
lost information is associated with the electromagnetic phase of the atmosphere which is not captured
in the recorded image.
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Figure 1. Computer simulated phase maps and their point spread functions. Top row: three instan-
taneous realizations of the phase map at an entrance pupil due to turbulence with f-1 1 / 3 power spectrum.
Background brightness outside aperture represents zero phase, lighter represents positive phase,
darker represents negative phase. Bottom row: point spread functions associated with the phase maps.
S rength parameter, ro= .1 meters, at X =550 nanometers. Pupil diameter = 1. 5 meters. Bar indicates
one arc second. Strehl ratios = .018, . 032, ,024. 128 x 128 array.
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* I PHASE STRUCTURE FUNCTION COMPUTED BY FFT METHOD
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Figure 4. Computer simulation of a polychromatic point spread function using the phase map of Figure
la. r= .1 meter at 550 nanometers. Bar indicates one arc second. 128 x 128 array.

a) Monochromatic point spread function, X = 400 nr
b) Monochromatic point spread function, X = 500 nm
c) Monochromatic point spread function, X = 600 nm
d) Monochromatic point spread function, X = 700 nm

e) The polychromatic point spread function formed from a spectrally weighted sum of seven
monochromatic point spread functions in the range of 400 to 700 nanometers.
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Figure 6. Post detection processed images, using modified least squares filter and full knowledge ofI point spread function. Frozen atmosphere assumed.
a) 1/1000 second exposure image processed.
b) 1/100 second exposure image processed.
c) 1/10 second exposure image processed.
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Solar Irradiance

Telescope Fieid
Objective Leiis Corrector Mirror

Object Lens
Atmosphere

Sensor Processor Driver

Ream Divider

Image Sensor

Figure 7. Components of a pre detection compensated imaging system.

Figure 8. Example of wavefront compensation using a segmented mirror.
a) Phase map.

b) Phase map represented by piston displacements.
c) Residual wavefront, difference between a) and b).
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Filure 10. Strehl ratio versus degrees of freedom for a segmented mirror with piston and tilt
correction.
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Figure 1Z. Pre detection compensated images. Number of elements in 1. 5 meter diameter clear aperture
304. r 0 =.1 meter. Shearing interferorneter used for wavefront sensor, deformable mirror with radial

mirror function used for corrector. Frozen atmosphere assumed. 256x256 array.

a) 1/1000 second exposure.
b) 1/100 second exposure. 1
b) 1/10 second exposure.
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HOW MANY PICTURES DO YOU HAVE TO TAKE TO GET A GOQD ONE?*

David L. Fried
Optical Science Consultants

P.O. Box 388, Yorba Linda, CA 92686

SUMMARY

In short exposure imaging through turbulence, there is some probability that the image will be
nearly diffraction-limited because the instantaneous wavefront distortion over the aperture was negli-
gible. A number of years ago in a paper of almost the same title as this one, Hufnagel [1966) argued
heuristically that the probability of getting a good image would decrease exponentially with aperture area.
This paper undertakes a rigorous quantitative anaiysis of the probability.

We find that the probability of obtaining a good short-exposure image is

Prob am 5,6 exp [-0.1557 (Dfr 0 )4) , (for D/r 0 z 3.5)

where D is the aperture diameter and r0 is the coherence length of the distorted wavefront, as de-
fined by Fried [ 1967). A good image is one for which the squared wavefront distortion over the aper-
ture is one radiana or lesq.

The analysis is based on the decomposition of the distorted wavefront over the aperture, in an
orthonormal series with randomly independent coefficients. The orthonormal functions used are the
eigenfunctiono of a Karhunen-Lobve integral equation. The integral equation is solved using a separa-
tion of variables into radial and azimuthal dependence. The azimuthal dependence was solved analytical-
ly and the radial numerically. The fiiet 569 radial eigenfunctions and eigenvalues were obtained.

The probability of obtaining a good short-exposure image corresponds to a hyperspace integral
in which the spatial dimensions are the independent random coefficients in the orthonormal series expan-
sion. It is equal to the probability that a randomly chosen point in the hyperspace will lie within a hyper-
sphere of unit radius, the points in the hyperspace being randomly chosen in accordance with the product
of independent gausslan probability distributions - one distribution for each dimension. The variance

of these distributions are directly proportional to the eigenvalues of the Karhunen-Lo~ve equation. This
hyperspace integral (involving up to several hundred dimensions) haw• 6een evaluated using Monte Carlo

* techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric turbulence distorts a wave passing through it so that an image of an object seen
through such turbulence may be degraded significantly below the diffraction limit of the imaging system's
aperture. The length, io , which is determined by the strength of turbulence over the propagation

path, the path length, and the wavelength sets the achievable resolution. Whereas the diffraction-limited
revolution might be considered to be X/D , the turbulence-limite.d resolution is equal to X/ro . No
matter how large the aperture in, the avrg resol'ution achieved on imagia•g through turbulence will not

exceed the X/ro limit. This characterizes what in often referred to an the long-exposure image reso-
'I lution. [For very short exposures, somewhat better average resoluticn, X/(3.4 r.) , is possible.)

This turbulence limit is a limit on the average performance. It is significant to note that at each
instant of time a randomly distorted wavefront is received by the imaging system aperture, and the ran-
domly distorted and spread image is formed. The average resolution, ),/ro , refers to the average
effect of this distortion and spreading. At some instant of time, the instantaneous distortion of the wave-
front may be very severe, i.e. , there will be a great deal of "corrugation" of the wavefront. At other
moments, the wavefront distortion may be relatively slight. There is a finite probability that at some
particular instant of time, the wavefront distortion will be almost negligible. A short-exposure image
formed at that time will appear tu be almost diffraction-limited. The question we address in this paper
is what is the probability that at a particular instant of time the wavefront distortion over the imaging
system aperture will, in fact. be almost negligible. The inverse of this probability is the average num-
ber of short-exposure pictures we have to take to get a good one.

A number of years ago, this question was briefly addressed by R. E. Hufnagel [1966). He util-
ized rather heuristic arguments, considering speckle in the focal plane, the average spread, image size,
and the Rayleigh distribution of speckle, and based on these considerations argued that the probability of
getting a good image ought to vary as an exponential function of the aperture diameter. Because the argu-
ments were heuristic, he was not able to provide meaningful constants for this relationship. We shall
show in this paper that the probability of getting a good image, i.e., the probability that at some instant
the wavefront distortion over the imaging system aperture is essentially negligible, is an exponential
function of aperture diameter over r. , for aperture diameters larger than about 3. 5 r0 . [Here r,
is the turbulence-limited coherence diameter, as defined by Fried (1967).] We shall show that the prob-Sability of getting a good image is adequately represented by the expression

Acknowledgment: This work sponsored by the Air Force Systems Command's Rome Air Development

Center, Griffiss AFB, NY.
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Prob o 5.6 exp -0.1557 (D/bP])

In the next section, we shall outline our approach to a rigorous analysis of this prob, am. The
sections after that will then presint the various phases of the analysis and numerical computations.

2. ANALYTIC APPROACH

The basis of our treatment of the problem of calculating the probability of getting a good short-
exposure image is through a decomposition of the random waverront into an orthonormal series of Inde-
pendent components. By developing the statistics of this series representation, we are then able to cal-
culate the probability that a particular sample of the wavefront distortion will correspond to essentially
no significant distortion. This Is because of the fact that a sample in which the wavefront distortion is
essentially negligible has a series representation in which the coefficients are all very small. It is thus
simply a matter of calculating the probability that all of the coefficients of the orthonormal series at
some instant of time will be very small.

To carry out the detailed analysis required, we start with a functional representation of a sample
of a randomly distorted wavefront over the imaging system aperture. Because wavefront tilt, as distin-
guished from the higher order forms of wavefront distortion, i. e., from wavefront corrugation, does
not degrade the resolution of the image of a point sour'ce (in a short-exposure), but merely shifo. it, we
calculate the average wavefront tilt of this random sample and subtract it from the random wavefront
distortion. The difference is the effective wavefront distortion, whose statistics we are concerned with.

Having established the functional representation for the effective wavefront eistortion, we then
wish to decompose this tilt-free randomly distorted wavefront sample over the aperture in terms of some
orthonormal series. There are many possible orthonormal series which can be defined for uniform
weighting over the aperture. The expression for the decomposition of the tilt-free wavefront distortion
is essentially the same no matter which series we use. The basic expression that calculates the coeffi-
cients for the series representation of the tilt-free wavefront is a weighted integral of the random tilt-
free wavefront distortion function. As a consequence of the fact that the tilt-free wavefront distortion is
a gaussian random function, the coefficients of the series are gaussian random variables, since the inte-
gral expression is a linear function of the distortion function.

We select which of the infinity of possible orthonormal series is to be used in this decomposition
by imposing the requirement that the random coefficients should be statistically independent of eachSother. Through appropriate manipulations, we are able to show that this requirement given rise to a

definition of the functions in the orthonormal series in terms of the Karhunen-Lo~ve integral equation.
The kernel of the integral equation is expressible as a function of the statistics of wavefront distortion.
The Karhunen-Lo~ve integral equation is homogeneous and gives rise to a set of eigenvalues, one for
each of the eigenfunction solutions. The eigenfunctions are the functions that make up the orthonormal
set. The eigenvalues, are proportional to the mean squnre value of the random coefficients in the ortho-
normal series decomposition of the tilt-free random wavefront distortion,

The evaluation of the eigenvalues, and thus of the mean square random coefficients, is the key to
the evaluation of the probability of getting a good short-exposure image. The random coefficients, as we
noted before, are gaussian random variables. Their mean values are zero, and thus their mean square
values, which are calculated from the eigenvalues, are their variaices -- which completely define thedistribution of expected values of these random coefficients.

The significant point will be established that the mean square wavefront distortion averaged over
the aperture for a particular sample of the random)l distorted wavefront is directly proportional to the
sum of the squares of the random coefficients for that wavefront sample. Thus, the probability of get-
ting a good short-exposure image is reduced to the calculation of the probability that all of the random
coefficients will at some instant have small enough magnitude. We take as our criteria for small enough
wavefront distortion the requirement that the tilt-free wavefront distortion squared, averaged over the
aperture, will be less than or equal to one radian squared. This leads directly to a constraint on the
uum of the squares of the random coefficients. Since we know the probability distribution for all of the
random coefficients, it is a straightorward matter to then calcu!•ate the probability that their values
squared and summed will be appropriately bcunded.

In the following work, we rely on analytic techniques to develop the Karhunen-Loýve integral
equation and the basic expression defining its kernel, and similarly rely on analytic techniques for the
formulation of the probability integral we wish to evaluate. The solutions of the Karhunen-Lohve inte-
gral equation to obtain the eigenvalues (and the eigenfunctions) and the evaluation of the probability in-
tegral are of necessity ca:sried out numerically. In the next section, we start the analysis treating the
formulation leading up to the -nxpression of the Karhunen-Loýve equation.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE KARHUNEN LO-VE EQUATION

We shall let O(r) denote the random phase at a point I associated with the random wavefront
distortion at the aperture of the imaging systenm. Here r is a two-dimensional variable denoting posi-
tion in the plane of the imaging system aperture. We use the function W(r, D) where
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{1 if J a D

W( ,D) z (1)

0 if > D

to define a circular aperture centered at the origin and having a diameter D , Drawing on our pre-
viously published results, Fried [ 1965], we can write for the corresponding average phase over the
aperture, ,

IT n( ) Dl)-4 S d' W(. D)Or) , (2)

and for the average tilt over the aperture is C

-C "r D•)%" f d-' r W', D) Orr (3)'

The effective wavefront distortion as far as the quailly of the image is concerned is the random wave--4-

front distortion O(r) , less the average phase and a linear function, ' • r , corresponding to theaverage tilt. This effective wavefront distortion, fs('riD) is given by

,V(r•;D) = Orr•) -"-"" (4)

(We note that since $" and "C are functions of D , it is aippropriate tq show ; as having a
D-dependence.)

The statistics of the random wavefi-ont distortion Oirr) is adequately described for our purposes
in terms of the phase structure function, . where

K (-r - ";1) 00I -) - 004,)11 > (5)

For our calculations, all relevant theory concerning propagation through turbulence is adequately rep-

resented by taking note of the five-thirds power dependence established by Tatarski [1961] for the
phase structure function. This is conveniently represented by the expression given by Fried [1967]

.- ) = 6.88 (17 - 7i/r,)3/3 (6)
The mean square difference of random phase is seen to vary as the five-thirds power of the separations
of the points at which the phase is measured. The quantity r. , which as we noted earlier, is deter-

mined by propagation conditions, is given by the expression

ro= {0. 423 ka do C1,2s/)/3 (7)

where q2 is the refractive-index structure constant (a measure of the optical streugth of turbulence
along the propagation path), L is the total propagation path length, and s runs from zero at the (point)
source to L at the aperture plane, where r, is measured. r, determines the actual "magnitude" of
the wavefront distortion.

W'hat we are ultimately going to be concerned with is the covariance function for the effective
wavefront distortion, t('•;D) . This covariance function is given by the expression

C,(J- - 7',);D) = (p*(-r;D) c(_r;D)) M 0

It can be ev&,uated in terr.nis of the structure function, .b , by making use of Eq. 's (2), (3), (4), and (5).
We shall return later to the evaluation of the evaluation of the covarianre function, C1,

We consider an orthonormal series (f. ('r;D)] , where f. is the nth-term in the orthonormal
""ies. Because the terms are orthonormal with uniform weighting over the aperture area, it follows

Lhat
I~ if n n-

f d- W(r, D) f*rr;D) f..(r;D) = ()
0 if ný n'

Sin.,ie the orthonormal series is by definition complet we can represent the effective wavefront distor-

tion cp in terms of a series based on cfp Thus eve write

Inasmuch as the effective wavefront distortion t is a random function, we expect the coefficients of the J1
series % to be random variables. If we multiply both sides of Eq. (10) by fs*Cr', D) and integrate over
the aperture, then making use of Eq. (9), we obtain the result
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-S dW(;• D) f.*(, D) c(;D)

This in the standard expression for the coefficients in any type of orthonormal series decomposition.

We note that since the coefficient 0. is a linear function of the effective wavefront distortion, .4
, q(_r; D) , and since th, Ifective wavefront distortion is a gaussian random function, it follows that 0,
is a gaussian rpndom variable. (Note: Propagation theory, cf. Tatarski [1961], tells us that the wave-
front distortion 0 is a gaussian rsndom function. From Eq. Ia (2) and (3), it follows that F and -
which are linear functions of 0 , are gaussian random jariables. Since the linear combination of gaus-
sian random functions and gaussian random variables gives rise to a gaussian random function, it fol-
lows from Eq. (4) that p -s a gaussian random function.)

At this point, we are ready to introduce the requirement that the random variables 0. be statis-
tically independent. We write this as

%2 (D) if nlr =n

To (12) provede s the qasis o d ang with the equasion

wod here wedef is e the varanceatoiated with theordandomih h vqariabeoWnhwB safnto

dr =(- "ti"w', D) cp*r- ';nD) V Cr; D) f, (-r';D)) (13)
By the simple procedure of interchanging the order of integration and ensemble averaging, and making

use of Eq. (8), we can recast Eq. (13) in the form

a er I W d Cr W(, D) Cp (I'r - -'l ;D) f, C'r D) (14)

St'rting from Eq. (13), and making use of Eq. (10) to allow replacement of c*(r*;D) , we obtain

S= ( f d- W(r'r;D) 9p('r;D) 0 , f (f;D) f.( ';D)) (15)

By the expedient of intercnanging the order of summation and integration, and then making use of the
orthonormal property expressed in Eq. (9) to allow the integral to be evaluated, and then of the inde-
pendence property indicated by Eq. (12) an as to alow the n'-summation to be periormed, we can cast
Eq. (15) in the form

(c(7;D) * f d-r W(-', D) f. *Cr';D) f,('C';D))

- (p(';D) 0,*) (16)

Now if we again make use of Eq. (10) to replace c by its series representation, and then inter-
change the order of summation an- ensemble averaging, and finally make use of Eq. (12) to facilitate

performance of the n'-summatlon, we obtain

f ., fC(r;D) e

B i (D) f.(_'r;D) (17)

Equating the right-hand-side of Eq. 's (14) and (17), we obtain the Karhunen-Lo,'ve homogeneous integral
equation

,d' W(r', D) C,(l'r - 71 ;D) frl(';D) = BO(D) f5 ('7:D) . (18)

Our problem at this point is to solve the integral equation for the eigen functions f. (r;D) , and the cor-
responding eigenvalues Bs(D)
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4. REDUCTION AND SOLUTION OF THE KARHUNEN-LOEVE INTEGRAL EQUATION

The kernel of the Karhunen-Lobve integral equation, Eq. (18), can be written in the form

Cq-- D) -. -a

(0*(-)) <0*(r)w)(r'F" FF
(-().r' - (0 (P) I *L r) + (9Ta. r

m r, ) + (a r• r• ) (19)

If we make the change of variables

i •D (20a)
x' = -'/D (Z0b)

we find that the D and rt-dependence of the kernel can be extracted, and we can write

, -(I' "r'I;D) (D/ro)s.G c(lI - 'j) (21)

If we further write

:'; ~~~f. GD) =.) ,(Z

2,(D) =D2 (D/ro)s/s IS~a (23){ if I-I i
W(;D) =!M) = O (Z4) 4

then we can recast Eq. (18) in the form

f•'• d •) •(1• - I') (3 ') = • (() (25)

The key to this extraction of the D and ro-dependence from the Karhunen-LoZve integral
equation is our ability to extract a (D/ro)5/3 dependence from C , as expressed in Eq. (21). After
considerable algebraic manipulations, starting from Eq. (1.), an% making use of Eq. (6), as appropriate,

we find that we can write CP in the form

C,,(I-r -r'I;D) = (D/ro)sA• {-1(t(i/D) - (rr/D) ) +13, (r/D) + @1 (rA/D) - as

+ (r'/D) cog 9" al (r/D) + (r/D) cos e' 6(r'/D) - (r/D)(rA/D)

x cos e04, , (26)

where

06 (x) 3.44 x" (27a)
J/a 2rr

1l, W 3.44 (1rr" , dx x' fdeo (x:+x 2'- 2xx' cog oe)6 /8  (27b)
0 0

11/2
al. .-8 dx" x' i, (x') (Z7c)

0

C (x) = 3.44 1x-- f)'a dx' X12 fde' coS e9lx2 +x'- 2 xxI cog 91)E/ (27d:
0

1-/2
(x) 64 .r dx' x* 2 q6 (x") 1(27e)

o

This constitutes the basis for writing Cq in the form shown on the right-hand-side of Eq. (21).

Gathering all these results together, we would write 6: for use in Eq. (25) in the form

- 'I) 1o(I0 -x + 1W + 1 (xW) -02 + x' cog 9 3 Wx)

+ x cos (" @4 x') - xxA Cos q"4 .,(28)

The quantity e" appearing in Eq. Is (Z6) and (28) represents the angle between the vectors TO and r"
and also between the vectors - and x" :1



Eq. (25) is nt•vr essentially ready for us to start work on developing its solutions. Examination
of the kernel and cognizance of the awkward po /ere involved (i. a., the 5/3-power and the 5/6-power)
makes it clear that an analytic solution is not likely, and that numerical techniques will be necessary.
The fact that the integral equation involves a two-dimensional integral makes the task an exceedingly dif- j

Sficult one for a digital computer. However, it is not strictly n~eessary to work with the two-dimensional
integral equation, and in fact, we can cast our job in terms of obtairMing a solution to a one-dimensional
integral equation. To do this, we make use of the fact that working in (x, $)-polar coordinates where

N x(x,) , (29)

we can show that a separation of variables is possible according to which •ji•) can be expressed as
a product of P function of x and a function of e Moreover, we can show that the function of e is an
exponential. We write

(XL. Wenp (i qe) (30)

We shall see that it is a member of an orthonormal set defined by a Karhunen-Loýve one-dimensional
integral equation, where %,(x) is a radial function to be determined.

Where previously n was an ordinal number arranging the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, we
now replace it with the ordinal number pair (p,q)

n w (pq) , (31)

where q is the ordinal number for the azimuthal dependence. There is a different set of radial func-
tions for each azimuthal dependence - hence the q associated with 9t,(x) . p is the ordinal number
for the various radial functions in a given set associated with a particular q

To show that Eq. (30) is valid, it is merely necessary to substitute it into the left-hand-side of
Eq. (25) and show that the results can be cast in a form which is consistent with the eight-hand-side of
Eq. (25), as interpreted in terms of Eq. (30), i.e., we show consistency in our assumption. (Becausethe functions .•(x) and exp (iqe) define complete sets, this is a necessary and sufficient proof.) To
roceed, we define the modified kernel

Zn•
it (x, x') = x" do' cr(x, x', 9') exp (I q e0 (32)It 0

and the alternate notation for the eigenvalue

I a (33)
Now, substituting Eq. (30) into the left-hand-side of Eq. (25), we get

212
ex dsrx" (") T(111 - "•"1) • ('") = dx' x" I do'g(x, o'<* - 9) • ,(x•) • xp (iq ).

0 0

1/2= exp (i q ) J dx ' it (X,x )9t, q(X I 4

0

J eb, a Pt q (x) exp (i q ) •(34)

We note that in the last form presented in Eq. (34), the result interpreted in terms of Eq. (30)
is consistent with the right-hand-side of Eq. (25). This proves the validity of the separation of variables
expressed by Eq. (30). In developing the final result in Eq. (34), we have made use of the fact that the
final dxW-integral is simply a function of x

The function, ;' , which is the radial dependence of & as indicated in Eq. (30), is defined by
the requirement that it satisfy the one-dimensional homogeneous integral equation

fdx" Il4 (X, y_*)!q (XI) = •,2" N (X) (35)
0

The key point here is, of course, our freedom to choose J to satisfy this equation and use the functions
so defined in Eq. (30).

We note that the kernel of this one-dimensional homogeneous integral equation can be written in
terms of the functions defilned in Eq. 'a (27a. i). If we substitute Eq. (28) into Eq. (32) and perform what
simplifications are possible, we ob3in

ft.(x, x') =-x' do*Q@ ([x`i x*'l - Zxx'cos 2T]/t,'- x'[Q,(x)'Q,,(x')-Q,] , (36a)
0
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ZnT
ftit (x,x* = -x ' do' a 1x + x'a - 2xx'cos 0"/) exp (i$. )+ rx'[x' Q3 (x)

0

+ 03 (X') - xa@ " (36b)

R(x,x') =-x" So ([.+x'2 - Zxx'cos o']12) exp (iqe), q, -2,:k3,:k4 ..... (36c)

Our problem now is the solutior of the one-dimensional homogeneous integral equation presented by
Eq. (35), with the kernel defined by Eq. I. (36a,b, or c).

For our numerical analysis, we have carried out this solution for the first 42 values of q , i. e. ,
q = 0 to q = 41 , using a 20-point radial space in the interval 0 to .Sorting the eigenvalues in

accordance with their magnitude, we find that we have obtained at least the first 569 of the eigenvalues.
(Though more than 569 eigenvalues were actually calculated, we have no assurance that the p = ,
q = : 42 eigenvalue which we did not obtain does not rank above the 5 7 0 th of the elgenvalues that we did

obtain. We are, however, sure that it is smaller than the 5 6 9 th eigenvalue which is for p = I , q = 41.
Hence our termination of the list at that point. ) As a check on the accuracy of our calculations and the
completeness of our list, we hare been able to separately show, making use of earlier work, Fried
[1965], quite distinct from this Karhunen-Lobve decomposition, that the infinite sum of eigenvalues
must have the value of

= 0. 1056 (37a)

S~ We note that

• ~569Wn ta =0.1047 =.9915. • , (37b)

which gives us fairly strong assurance that our list is essentially complete and our computations reason-
ably accurate. In Table 1, we list these eigenvalues and their cumulative sum for the first 100 eigen-
values. We note that because the integral equation and kernel are symmetric between q and -q , it
is not necessary for us to solve with negative values of q . The eigenvalues obtained for all values of
q other than q = 0 are doubly degenerate since they correspond to both +q and -q . Accordingly, in
Table 1 we have counted twice those eigenvalues for which q is not equal to zero, though they are listed
only once, ard the cumulative sum as shown corresponds to the double addition of those eigenvalues.

TABLE 1

Eigenvalue Listing, 2 = 2

Eigenvalues are ranked by magnitude, with ordinal number n asaigned according to rank. Where the
eigenvalue is degenerate, (i. e. , q • 0), two values of n are assigned. This is indicated in the (p, q)-
numbering by listing both a positive and a negative value for q The p-values shown for each eigenvalue

represent an ordinal ranking by magnitude for each value of the azimuthal unumber, q . The eigenvalues
are listed along with the cumulative sum of the eigenvalues. Whenever the eigenvalue is de 6enerate, the
corresponding cumulative sum represents the addition of the eigenvalue twice.

n Eigenvalue Cumulative Sum p q n Eigenvalue Cumulative Sum p q

1, 2 .018765000 .037F30000 1 2,-2 51, 52 .000091963 .099660738 1, I1,-lI
3 .018733000 .056:!63000 1 0 53, 54 .000089079 .099838896 4 3, -3
4, 5 .005215500 .066694000 1 3,-3 55, 56 .000085452 .100009800 2 8, -8
6, 7 .005180000 .077054000 1 1.-I 57, 58 .000084808 .100179416 4 1, -1
8, 9 .002153400 .081360800 1 4,-4 59, 60 .000069736 .100318888 3 6, -6

10, 11 .001645600 .084652000 2 2,-2 61, 62 .000069646 .100458180 1 12,-12
12 .001632200 .086284200 2 0 63, 64 .000063398 .100584976 2 9, -9
13, 14 .001084800 .088453800 1 5,-5 65, 66 .000062420 .100709816 4 4, -4
15, 16 .000773650 .09001100 2 3,-3 67, 68 .000058784 .100327384 5 2, -2
17, 18 .000757140 .091515380 2 1,-1 69 .000057899 .100885283 5 0
19, 20 .000617730 .092750840 1 6,-6 70, 71 .000053855 .)00992993 1 13,-13
21, 22 .000428150 .093607140 2 4,-4 72, 73 .000051459 .101095911 3 7, -7
23, 24 .000382540 .094372220 1 7,-7 74, 75 .000048271 .101192453 2 10,-10
25, 26 .000382130 .095136480 3 2,-2 76, 77 .000045524 .101283501 4 5, -5
27 .000373790 .095510270 3 0 78, 79 .000042494 .101368489 5 3, -3
28, 29 .000262110 .096034490 2 5,-5 80, 81 .000042428 .101453345 1 14,-14
30, 31 .000251910 .096538310 1 8,-8 82, 83 .000041356 .101536057 5 1, -1
32, 33 .000224370 .096987050 3 3,-3 84, 85 .000039058 .101614173 3 8, -8
34, 35 .000215100 .097417250 3 1,-1 86, 87 .000037553 .101689279 2 11,-1i

i (Continued o next page)
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short-exposure image

Prob (Good Short-Exposure Image) Prob ( S. Is1 rad' ) (45)

can be written in terms of the gaussian distributions for each of the variables

Prob (Good Short-Exposure Image) = dS9 (Zwa3 ')'" exp (-j So/,.n) , (46)
I.ta t',.•

where the limits correspont to a hypershpere in the multidimensional S%-space, the sphere being of unit
radius.

This calculation, though it bears some resemblance to the ordinary Chi-squared integral, be-cause of the dependence of a' on n , can not be performed in closed form. We have therefore made
use of MonteCarlo techniques for evaluation of this probability. The results obtained are shown in
Table 2.

TABLE 2

Probability of Obtaining a Good Short-Exposure Iniage

D/ro Probability

2 0.986 + 0. 006

3 0. 765 1 0. 005

4 0. 334 t 0. 014

5 (9.38 -0. 33) x 10-4

6 (1.915 k 0. 084) x IO"r

7 (2.87 *0.57) X 10"I

10 (U.07 * 0. 48) x 10-"

15 (3.40 * 0.59) X 10-"5

In Fig. 1, we have plotted this probability in a form which makes manifest an exponential dependence on
(D/r,)P . As can be seen, the results are very strongly suggestive of this type of dependence, and we
have fitted the equation

Prob f 5. 6 exp C-0.1557 (D/r 0 )') , (if D/r 0 a 3.5) (47)

to this data. It is quite obvious that the probability is a strong function of D/ro , and that if we intend
to have a re'isonable probability of obtaining a good short-exposure image, we must be careful not to
push the aperture diameter beyond some reasonable multiple of r0 . Exactly how large this multiple
can be depends on how many short-exposure images we are willing to take or how long we are willing to
wait before we get a good image.

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results presented in Table 2 and Fig. 1 are fairly self-explanatory. They are certainly in
good agreement with Hufnagel's a 1966] conjecture that the probability ought to be a negative exponential
function of aperture area. The quantitative results tell us that if we want a probability of the order of
I x 10'3 of obtaining a good short-exposure image, the aperture diameter should not be significantly
larger than 7 r. or 8 ro . If we are willing to accept a probability of 1 X l0"° , only a minor increase
in diameter up to 10 r0 is allowed. Working with diameters any larger than this leads to what are al-
most certainly unacceptable probabilities.

It is particularly interesting to note the operationally high probabilities that apply for diameters
of about 7 r 0 or a bit less. This suggests that for many imagery purposes significantly better than I
ordinary turbulence-limited resolution can be achieved if we carefully choose our aperture diameter and

take several hundred short-exposures and select from these the best. This, of course, calls for not
merely an adjustable aperture on our imaging system, but some method of measuring r. so that we know
what aperture diameter to use.

It is appropriate to note that the probability we have calculated applies independently to separate
isoplanatic patches on the image. This means that in any one image, rather than its being entirely good
or entirely poor resolution, there will be distributed over the image field-of-view a set of rather small
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 11
n Eigenvalue Cumulative Sum p q n Eigenvalue Cumulative Sum p q

5, ~sss
isL ta".

36, 37 .000173860 .097764970 1 9,-9 88, 89 .000034265 .101757809 4 6, -6
38, 39 .000172040 .098109050 2 6,-6 90, 91 .000033936 .101825681 1 15,-15
40, 41 .000143750 .098396550 3 4,-4 92, 93 .000031680 .101889041 5 4, -4
42, 43 .000133880 .098664310 4 2,-2 94 .000030739 .101919780 6 0
44 .000129880 .098794190 4 0 95, 96 .000030339 .101980458 3 9, -9
45, 46 .000124560 .099043310 1 10,-10 97, 98 .000029757 .102039972 2 12,-12
47, 48 .000118870 .099281050 2 7, -7 99,100 .000029734 .102099440 6 2, -2
49, 50 .000097881 .099476812 3 5, -5

With the eigenvalues thus tabulated, we are ready to turn our attention to the formulation and
evaluation of the probabilistic integral determining the probability that at any instant the random wave-
front distortion will yield a good short-exposure image.

5. PROBABILITY FORMULATION AND EVALUATION

The square of the effective wavefront distortion, c('•;D) averaged over the aperture can be
written ar

as Q(V S W(7 ,D) I, (;D) 1 (38)

If we use Eq. (10) to replace tp in Eq. (38), and then interchange the order of summation and integration,
we get

6A = (*f09)4 C, Wrrr D7)(, .f. ,) (39)

' j Making use of the orthonormality condition expressed in Eq. (9), Eq. (39) can be reduced to the form

(40)

where S. is defined in terms of 0, as

s. = C Q TT D'p}-l 0. * oi ]Lf (41)

Since 0, is a gaussian random variable, so is S, Moreover, since has a zero mean
value, so does S . Its variance is

a a s• (42)

Substituting Eq. (41) into Eq. (42), and making use of Eq. (12), we obtain

0.2 (=QtD")-" (0.* 0,)Q TyDR) B.2(D) (43)

Now if we make use of Eq. (23), we can cast Eq. (43) in the form

4 (D/re)UM 18 (44)

At this point, we see that the aperture averaged, squared wavefront distortion, &a , as given
in Eq. (40), is equal to the sum of the square of a set of gaussian random variables, S. , each with
mean value zero, and with a variance, o.,' given by Eq. (44). The value of a is given in terms of
the eigenvalues we have just solved for and which are listed in Table 1. The dependence of the aperture-
averaged wavefront distortion squared on aperture diameter, D , and on the wavefront distortion co-herence length, r, , is contained in the (D/re)" dependence shown in Eq. (44).

Our problem now is to figure out the probability that the random variables, S, , squared and
summed, as in the right-hand-side of Eq. (40), will have a value less than some amount. We define
a good image as one that is formed when the wavefront distortion over the aperture is less than one
radian rms, i. e. , when Aa is less then one radian-squared. The probability of obtaining such a good
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short-exposure image

Prob (Good Short-Exposure Image) Prob ( S. Is l tid 5 ) (45)

can be written in terms of the gaussian distributions for each of the variables

Prob (Good Short-Exposure Image) = j dS, (2Tr;)4I' (2 (-v c$I/) e (46)

where the limits correspont to a hypershpere in the multldlmensionaj S%-space, the sphere being of unit
radius.

This calculation, though it bears some resemblance to the ordinary Chi-squared integral, be-
cause of the dependence of c8 on n , can not be performed in closed form. We have therefore made
use of MonteCarlo techniques for evaluation of this probability. The results obtained are shown in
Table 2.

TABLE 2

Probability of Obtaining a Good Short-Exposure Image

D/ ro Probability

2 0.986 * 0. 006

3 0. 765 . O. 005

4 O. 334 * 0. 014

5 (9.38 * 0. 33) X I0"

6 (1.915 : 0.084) x I0"•

7 (2. 87 0. 57) X I0a

10 (1.07 0. 48) x I0"a

15 (3.40 0.59) x 1"S

In Fig. 1, we have plotted this probability in a form which makes manifest an exponential dopendence on
(D/r,? . As can be seen, the results are very strongly suggestive of this type of dependence, and we
have fitted the equation

Prob 5.6 exp [-0.1557 (D/r0)
m  

, (if D/ro a 3.5) (47)

to this data. It is quite obvious that the probability is a strong function of D/ro , and that if we intend
to have a reasonable probability of obtaining a good short-exposure image, we must be careful not to
push the aperture diameter beyond some reasonable multiple of re . Exactly how large this multiple
can be depends on how many short-exposure images we are willing to take or how long we are willing to
wait before we get a good image.

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results presented in Table 2 and Fig. I are fairly self-explanatory. They are certainly in
good agreement wtih Hufnagel's [ 19663 ronjecture that the probability ought to be a negative exponential
function of aperture area. The quantitative results tell us that if we want a probability of the order of
1 x l0' of obtaining a good short-exposure image, the aperture diameter should not be significantly
larger than 7 r0 or 8 r. . If we are willing to accept a probability of I X l0"s , only a minor increase
in diameter up to 10 r, is allowed. Working with diameters any larger than this leads to what are al-
most certainly unacceptable probabilities.

It is particularly interesting to note the operationally high probabilities that apply for diameters
of about 7 ro or a bit less. This suggests that for many imagery purposes significantly better than
ordinary turbulence-limited resolution can be achieved if we carefully choose our aperture diameter and
take several hundred short-exposures and select from these the best. This, of course, calls for not
merely an adjustable aperture on our imaging system, but some method of measuring r, so that we know
what aperture diameter to use.

It is appropriate to note that the probability we have calculated applies independently to separate
isoplanatic patches on the image. This means that in any one image, rather than its being entirely goo.
or entirely poor resolution, there will be distributed over the image field-of-view a set of rather small
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regions, isoplanatic patches, in which the resolution is good. The rest of the image area will have
much poorer resolution. To image a Large object and determine all of the fine details of that object,
it would be necessary to piece together the image from a set of short -exposuresa, selecting the high reso-
lution regions in each of the images, to put together one high resolution image.

As a word of caution, it is appropriate to recollect here that we have assumed that the statistics
of turbulence and the value of ro remain constant over the period of the 'experiment. " What we have
calculated is the probability that a sample drawn from the ensemble of wavef rant distortions will be a

t sample with almost no distortion. Our ensemble in restricted to samples from the same value of r,
I. e.,. there Is no change in the strength of turbulence over the propagation path. There is, however, a
larger ensemble associated with different values of r, . r, changes with changing turbulence condi-
tions, and this larger ensemble includes cases for which r. may sometimes, though infrequently, be
significantly larger than the typical value. Average probabilities over this grand ensemble might be ex-
pected to yield significantly higher probabilities of a good short-exposure imsge for large aperture dia-
meters. However, obtaining an average over this grand ensemble corresponds in the physical world to
waiting over periods of hours, perhaps days, for the variety of turbulence conditions that can exist over
the propagation path. This may not be practical. The ensemble average for which we have evaluated
the probability of obtaining a good short-exposure image in this paper corresponds to taking a set of
images in rapid succession ovtgr a short period of time during which we do not expect or require the
nature of the turbulence in the propagation path to change. We believe this case corresponds to a variety
of nominal practical limitations. Our results show that in this type of situation, a judicious choice of
aperture diameter and careful selection of the images to be utilized can yield results which have signi-
ficantly better image resolution than the typical atmospheric turbulence limit.
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Figure 1. Probability of Obtaining a Good Short-Exposure Image.

The probability is plotted on a logarithmic scale against
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REM4OTE PROBING OF WINDS AND REFRACTIVE TURBULENCE USING OPTICAL TECHNIQUES

S. F. Clifford
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Environmental Research Laboratories
Wave Propagation Laboratory

Boulder, Colorado 80302

SURY

At the Wave Propagation Laboratory (WPL) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), we have considerable experience in the development of techniques of measuring wind and refractive
turbulence C2 using both active and passive optical sources. From the initial development of our
path-averafe laser wind sensor, we have further developed systems for measuring horizontal profiles of
wind and C . Recently, we have constructed a passive wind sensor that requires no active light
source; IR responds to fluctuations of light reflected from a target to determine the path-averaged
crosswind. Finally, we have made recent progress in the application of the horizontal-path techniques
to the problems of remotely sensing wind and C' rrofiles aloft from observations of stellar scintillations.
In this paper, we analyze the principles of operation of these devices and compare their performance
with more conventional meteorological instruments.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, many authors (LAWRENCE, R. S. et al., 1972; LEE, R. W., 1974; WANG, T-i,
et al., 1974; SHEN, L., 1970; ISHIMARU, A., 1972; MANDICS, P.A., et al., 1973; HARP, J. C., 1971;
4ANDICS, P. A., 1971; and LJELAAS A. G. and G. R. OCHS, 1974) hawe considered the possibility of
remote probing of winds over optical, microwave, and acoustic paths. At the Wave Propagation Laboratoryof NOAA, we have demonstrated (LAWRENCE, R. S. at al., 1972) the feasibility of using a line-of ight

laser link to measure the path averaged crosswind. From the initial development of our path-average
laser wind sensor, we have further developed techniques for measuring horizontal profiles of crosswind
and refractive turbulence (WANG, T-i, et al., 1974). More recently, we have constructed a passive

Swind sensor that measures wind without the need of a light source (CLIFFORD, S. F. et al, 1974). This
system rosponds to the fluctuations of light from a naturally occurring scene such as the horizon or a
hillside.

We at NOAA (OCHS, G. R., et al., 1974) and others (VERNIN, J. and F. RODDIER, 1973) have
measured winds aloft from observations of stellar scintillations and we are currently testing a device
to measure vertical profiles of refractive turbulence. The vertical distribution of refractive
turbulence is important to know since it is refractive turbulence that limits our ability to resolve
objects in orbit and produces enhanced error rates in optical communication systems. We will review
progress in each of the above areas with emphasis on techniques to remotely sense meteorologicalinformation relevant to the design of optical systems.

2. THEORY OF OPERATION

Each of the techniques mentioned is an outgrowth of our path-average laser system and,
because of this fact, they have quite similar principles of operation. Figure 1 shows the general
configuration of our laser sensor. A laser beam, diverged to approximate a point light source,
illuminates two detectors. The temperature irregularities along the optical path produce irradianca
fluctuations at each of the detectors. As the wind advects these irregularities across the laser
beam, the irradiance fluctuations that they produce propagate from one detector to the other in a time
of the order of p/v, wher3 p is the sensor spacing and v. is the transverse wind speed. If we
time-lag correlate the signals observed by the two detectors, we obtain the normalized covariance
function shown in Figure 2. The wind speed information is contained in both the time lag to the peak
of the covariance function and the slope tt zero time lag. We compute the slope at zero time lag to
determine the wind speed rather than the peak delay because the former is a linear function of windspeed
and the latter is noh-linear (LAWRENCE, R. S., et al., 1974). Also, the slope technique is much less
sensitive to random temporal fluctuations in the spatial scintillation pattern than the peak delay
technique (LAWRENtE, R. S., et al., 1974).

Figure 3 shows a typical sample oS a laser wind sensor record compared with the more con-
ventional anemometer measurements. The top record is the reading of the optically derived wind speed
transverse to a 300 m laser beam. The lower record is the average wind speed measured by six propellor
anemometers spaced uniformly along the optical path. The agreement between the two curves is excellent
showing that the laser wind sensor can be efsfectively employed to measure winds wherever a spatially-
averaged value is desirable, as in determining crosswinds along airport runways, measuring the flow of
pollutants down a valley, or by using a triangular array of such sensors to measure a spatia'ly averaged
divergence of the wind field.

3. THE PASSIVE WIND SENSOR

In certain applications wherv a two-ended system is impossible or impractical; as when one
end of the optical path is inaccessiblt, the laser wind sensor cannot operate. To overcome this
limitation we have developed a modification of our optical wind sensor (CLIFFORD, S. F., et al., 1974)
that measures the path-averaged crosswiid by observing the fluctuations in irradiance of a naturally
illuminated scene such as a sunlit hillride, a forest, or a variety of other natural targets. Figure 4
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illustrates the geometry of the. passive wind sensor. Two detectors having a two-dimensional sensitivity
spectrum H' are separated by a distance p and observe the fluctuations in irra4iance from ambient
light reflected off the target. As before, we compute the time-lagged covartance of the two detectors
and determine the wind from the slope at zero delay. This technique is more complicated than the laser
system because we now must specify the spectral density of the scene Q2 to determine the weighting
function for the measured wind. For example, Figure 5 illustrates the wind weighting function for the
case of a trailer observed by two detectors arranged in the configuration shown in the lower loft
corner. The detectors are narrowband spatial filters of wavelength 2.$AT, where X is the mean
frequency of the reflected light and L is the distance to the target. The tendency of the passive
s-insor to emphasize the winds near the receiver is characteristic of the device and applies to nearly
all scene spectra. In the upper right corner of Figure S, we show the behavior of the passive sensor
compared with the average of 10 anemometers spaced uniformly along the optical path. The agreement is
quite satisfactory. Finally, Figure 6 shows a similar comparison for the same target. We have plotted
the reading of the passive wind sensor and the average of the five anemometers closest to the receiver.
The optical system gain (upper trace) was increased to displace the curves for convenient comparison.
The agreement in detail is quite remarkable.

4. WIND AND REFRACTIVE TURDULENCB PROFILING

In some applications, it may be desirable to obtain profiles of wind and refractive-turbulence
intensity C'. We accomplish this by crossing two laser beams (see Figure 7) so that their common
volume is lcated at the path position that we wish tQ probe. (The two beams ast be offset in the
horizontal direction to measure wind.) If we again calculate the time-lagged covariance function of
two horizontally separated sensors each looking independently at one of the beams (we accomplished this
by polarization coding of the two beams--the upper detectors in Figure 7 would see only the horizontally
polarized light from the lower laser and the lower detectors only the vertically polarized light from
the upper laser), the resultant signal will depend only on the effects of the turbulence within the
common volume of the two beams.

In Figure 8, we have plotted the theoretical path-weighting function for C2 (solid curve)
along with experimental data points (crosses) obtained with fine wire temperature pr~bes. We calculate
C2  from C, the temperature structure parameter, by using the equation (LAWRENCE, R. S., et al.,
1970) I

C2 [(79p/T')lO"] i4 (1)

where p is the background pressure in millibars and T is the temperature in Xelvin. The fine wire
probes measure the small fluctuations in temperature at two different points. Te probe responses are
then subtracted, squared, ..nd averaged to obtain C2, i.e.,

C• a <[T(x)-T(x+r))2-/r2/ (2)

where r is the separation of the two temperature sensors and the angle brackets indicate an ensemble
average. (C2 may be considered the mean square difference in temperature of two thermometers separated
a unit distaice.) The data points in Figure 8 are determined by having a computer take the five
measured values of C2 and multiply them by appropriate weights to maximize the correlation between
the optical covariancg measurement (a function of C1 (z)) and this weighted sum of C2 values. So, the
resulting curve depicts the relative importance of Nefractive turbulence at each path position for
producing our optical measurement. We say increase our path resolution, i.e., narrow the weighting
function, by simultaneously increasing the vertical separation of the transmitters and receivers. We
chahge path positions by independently increasing or decreasing the transmitter's or receiver's vertical
separation. We obtained the midpath crussover and the resolution shown in Figure 8 by separating the
transmitters and receivers by 1.8 Fresnel zones ME, where X is the wavelength of the radiation and
L is the optical pathlength.

Similarily, we may measure tran.verse windspeed in the common volume of the two beams (provided
they are offset slightly in the horizontal direction) by measuring the slope of the time lag covariance
function at zero delay. Figure 9 illustrates the type of weighting function expected (solid line) and
the experimental points derived from the measurements of five anemometers. We obtained the crossover at
midpath and the ath resolution shown by vertically separating the transmitters and receivers by 1.8
Fresnel zones AL and using a horizontal beam offset of 0.3 Fresnel zones. Again, if we increase the
vertical separation the peak will narrow. For further discussion and a more complete description ofthe systems advantages and limitations see WANG et al. 1974.

5. MEASUREMENTS OF WINDS AND C2 ALOFT
n

There are extremely interesting applications of the above-mentioned techniques for measuring
winds and Ca aloft from observations of stellar scintillations. Vertical profiles of wind, remotely
sensed at, gay, 10 levels, provide invaluable data for weather forecasting. Remotely sensed profiles
of Ca provide the necessary information to determine the performance dekrading effects of atmospheric
turbllence on such optical systems as telescopes and optical commanication links. In a recent report
(OCHS, G. R., et al., 1974), we analyzed several techniques for remotely measuring wind and C2 aloft.

Figure 10 is a photograph of an instrument that we designed to measure horizontal winds

aloft. The system consists of four photomultipliers arranged orthogonally in pairs as shown in
Figure 11. One pair (1-2) measures the slope of the tine-lag covariance function at zero delay while
a servo system rotates the mount so that this quantity is maintained at zero. When this pair of
detectors registers zero wind speed parallel to their separation, the other two detectors (3-4) are
oriented parallel to the horizontal wind. We then compute the wind speed by measuring the delay to the
peak of the covariance function of the observed stellar scintillations and dividing this number into
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the detector separation. From the mount orientation and the delay to the peak, we can then determine
the wind speed and direction.

Figure 12 shows the optically measured wind velocities compared with those determined by a
rawinsonde launched SS km away during 3 days in March 1972. From the geometry of our system, and the
use of S-cm apertures separated a distance of 6.5 cm, we expected the wind reading to be largely
determined by winds near the tropopav.e. We then, somewhat arbitrarily, compared our velocity measure-
ments with the average of the rawinsonde data above the tropopause. In Figure 12 there is good agreement
in direction and poorer agreement in wind speed, but the overall correlation between the two sets of
data is quite good considering the more than S0 km separation between the ortical instrument and the
rawinsonde launching site.

To measuri profiles of wind or C2 , we must have much better height resolution than that
afforded by the simple two circular aperture system. We have undertaken a theoretical study of our
ability to measure profiles using narrow band spatial filtering of stellar scintillation (OCHS, G. R.
et al., 1974). From the diffraction theory of the production of scintillation, we expect that at each
height range one eddy size of refractive turbulence, the one that is a Fresnel zone for the rest of the
optical path to the ground, will be the most important contributor to scintillation from that given
height. If we adjust our spatial filter to select only that wavelength disturbance in the received
scintillation pattern, then we should be observing scintillation produced by refractive turbulence
primarily at that height. Of course, spatial filters have side lobes and the theory shows that other
heights will contribute to the observation at a given spatial wavelength, but we would expect the
weighting function to have some sort of empnasis in the desired height range. We are trying to discover
how well we can determine a height profile of wind and C2, i.e, how many levels and with what height
averaging, by constructing a weighted sum of measurementd of many different spatial wavelength detectors.
By adding and subtracting these data, we can synthesize an optimum weighting function. Preliminary
evidence indicates that we are able to obtain C2 profiles averaged over six height ranges using observations
of a single star. The height averagin& intervay ranges from about 2 km for the lowest altitude to S km
for the highest altitude data.

The technique of looking at a single star can be modified in the same way as we did for our
horizontal path work. For example, we could look at binary stars (ROCCA, A., et al., 1974), or two
points on the limb of the sun or moon and obtain weighting functions quite analogous to our laser
technique (OCHS, G. R. et al., 1974). Many modifications of the horizontal techniques have potential
for vertical profile work.

6. DISCUSSION

We have discussed recent progress at NOAA in the remote sensing of winds and refractive
turbulence using optical techniques. Thc ability to remotely sense these quantities has impact on such
variad fields as weather forecasting, astronomical and satellite imaging with telescopes, ballistics
and optical communication systems. Remote sensing, as opposed to in-situ measurements, provides the
only hope of acquiring sufficient quality and quantity of data to understand fully and to compensate
for the performance degrading effects of atmospheric turbulence on optical systems.
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Fig. 1. The general arrangement used to measure the average component of the wind across a laser
beam, parallel to the spacing of two detectors.
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Fig. 2. A schematic of the normalized covariance function, showing the delay to the peak and the
slope at zero time lag.
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Fig. 3. A 24 hr comparison between the optically measured wind Vo and the mean of six propellor-
type anemometers spaceC evenly along the 300 in test path.
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the operation of our passive optical wind sensor showing the covariance function
output of the two detectors observing a random scene.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the passive wind sensor reading with the average of 10 anemometers spaced
uniformly along a 500 m test path. Also shown are the detector configuration and the path
weighting function.
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Fig. 6. Comparisons of the transverse 4ind speed measured by the passive optical system with the
average of wind speeds measured by five anemometers equally spaced on the half of the 500 m
path nearest the instrument.
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Fig. 7. Diagram of our wind profiling instrument showing two vertically separated lasers and two sets
of sensor pairs separated vertically and offset slightly in the horizontal direction.
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Fig. 8. Theoretical weighting function for C2 (solid curve) with five experimental weights (crosses)g determined by high-speed temperature sensors.
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Fig. 9. Theoretical weighting function for transverse wind (solid curve) with crosses and circles

representing experimental weights determined from propellor-type anemometer measurements of
crosswind.
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Fig. 11. Block diagr-am of high-altitude wind measurement system.
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SUIMMARY

S-.•":s of the visible spectrum properties of the atmosphere which govern the apparent
contrast i t :,bi..cts have been made by the author and his colleagues from aircraft,
spacecra _ giound stations in various parts of the world throughout the past thirty years.
Samples r•. :hese data are presented in this paper. The techniques of measurement that were used
al-e described. Examples are given to illustrate how the data can be used to predict the limiting
ramb. of detection, recognition, classification, and identification of any specific object by
airborne, spaceborne, and ground based observers or imaging devices.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thirty-five years ago I became responsible for finding the maximum distances at which specific
objects could be sighted and recognized from aircraft. I knew from previous flight experience that
the lorei atmosphere is usually non-uniform, both horizontally and vertically. I believed that re-
liable meaE orement of the optical nature of the atmosphere was a necessary prelude to mathematical
modeling. Thirty-five years ago this month I began a continuing series of flights with hand held
photometers. Soon I evolved mathematical models based upon the data I obtained. Those here today
to whom the terms sky-ground ratio and optical equilibrium in the path of sight are familiar are using
models which had their origin in my writings in that early period. Today I shall talk only about the
capability of looking through long paths of sight at objects on the ground, as illustrated by Figure 1.
The object is lighted by the sun (or moon) as well as by the sky and is observed by someone who is either
on the ground or is airborne. The object is viewed against some background which appears to be
immediately adjacent to the edges of the object.

2. GENERAL INFORMATION

Figure 1 also contains a stylized representation of various components which form the total
system. Both the object and its background are illuminated by some source of light, which can be the sun,
moon, and sky or it can be a man-made lighting device such as a flare, a searchlight, or a laser.
Information about the object is encoded on the light through the process of reflection. Decoding is
accomplished by forming an image of the object. Decision and action occur after image information enters
man through his visual channel and is processed by his brain. All image-forming light must traverse a
path of lighted atmosphere before reaching the observer. Some of it is lost in this transit and the
remainder is diluted by non-image forming ambient light that is scattered toward the observer all along
the path of sight. At some limiting range the image-forming light becomes too small a portion of the

total to activate the human visual system sufficiently to enable the required degree of object dis-
criminatitn to be achieved. Every limiting range depends upon the object and its background as well asupon many physical factors, which always include the lighting, the optical state of the atmosphere and,

of course, sensor system properties. Visual aids, such as telescopes, electro-optical devices, or
photographic systems may also be part of the image transmitting chain; their transfer characteristics
must, therefore, be properly allowed for.

Once within the human system, the image information goes through an intricate signal processing
network before it is displayed within the brain. There its information content is combined with a priori
knowledge and c'ompared with stored memory in the process of perception, decision, and action by man.

Complex though the total system may be, enough is known about every part of it to enable

predictions to be made in advance about its limiting capabilities for virtually any real-world visual
task.

In a previous NATO Seminar on "Detection, Recognition and Identification of Line of Sight
Targets," that was held at The Hague six years ago I gave a paper entitled, "Prediction of Visual
Recognition Range," which treated that part of the problem which concerns the eye, the brain, the role
of a priori knowledge, the function of memory, and the way these factors combine to produce decision
and action. It illustrates a technique that was evolved ii my laboratory for reliably predicting the
limiting range at which the human visual system can make a correct decision and initiate an action. My
paper is contained in the Proceedings of that NATO Seminar. I feel free, therefore, to con:entrate my
remarks here today on atmospheric effects which reduce the apparent contrast of distant jbjects. The
inflight measurements I began 35 years ago have continued with almost no interruptir, ,s up to the present.
For nearly twenty years most of this work has been performed under research contoActs with the Air Force
Cambridge Research Laboratory of the United States Air Force but some of it '•s done for NASA in support
of the Gemini and Apollo Programs. In fact, I am very glad tl'_ . 0altitudes visited by our photo-
meters have included orbital ones. Dr. Robert Fenn, who marttors our work for the U.S. Air Force, is
here today. He gave the second speech on the program of t.4is meeting.
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The present series of inflight optical measurements for the AICRL makes use of a C-130 aircraft
that has long been dedicated to this work. Before describing the C-130 program, let sm show some in-
teresting measurements that were made during the 1940's and 1950's.

The best date secured during the 1940's were obtained with an airborne photographic spectro-
radiometer, called the spectrogeograph. Figure 2 shows that instrument installed in the camera pit
(radio room) of a B-17 aircraft. In addition to recording spectra from objects on the ground it could

map the spectral radiance of the sky above the aircraft through a periscope which may be seen• • protruding through the open upper hatch.

•i Figure 3 shows an interior view of the spectrogeograph and a schematic of its optical system.

It could measure spectral radiance throughout any octave betwsen 430 and 900 nanometers with a spectral
resolution of 7 nanometers and a spatial resolution of 3.2x10 steradians.

Figure 4 is a typical picture from the identification camera of the spectrogeograph showing the
position of the slit at the moment the spectrogram was made. The spectra of the white and black ground
panels show prominently in the spectrogram, as does the dark shadow of the parked aircraft.

One early result from the spectrogeograph was a comparison between the reflectance spectrum of
a single leaf with that of the tree from which it came. This is shown in Figure 5.

The spectrogeograph could be used both airborne and at ground level to explore atmospheric
effects. Figure 6 compares reflectance spectra over shallow ocean bottoms measured at an altitude of
1310 meters with corresponding spectra as measured from a glass-bottomed boat. 7be differences between
the sets of spectra are due to the effect of 1310 meters of atmosphere as well as to r:: tion of the
sky by the surface of the sea.

Spectra of ground panels, like those in Figure 4, obtained at various altitudes aided and
confirmed the early theorecical developments. I shall skip over the extensive experiments we made
during the late 1940's, the 1950's, and the 1960's, partly because they are described in literature
references, except to note that optical conditions at altitudes beyond 50,000 feet were measured from
a Navy F2H twin jet fighter carrying instruments we designed, and that our instruments flew in orbit
on Gemini 5 and 7 with coordinated C-130 documentation of the lower atmosphere.

Since 1970 there has been a steadily increasing flow of high quality atmospheric optical data
measured from the C-130 aircraft in 7urope and America. Most of these data banks are more completely
presented than their predecessors, but thus far only in the form of unclassified contract reports.
Even so, not all of the usable new flight data are in printed form ready for general use. In our
experience, many applications of the in-flight optical data are for such specific locations, seasons,
times of day, and weather conditions that special readouts from our data banks stored on magnetic tape
seem to be the only satisfactory procedure. In fact, computer interpolations between measured data are

F.often necessary.

It is impossible in the time available for presenting this paper to undertake an in-depth
treatment of our present theoretical structure or the airborne instrumentation, but the quoted references
will fill that gap. In the remainder of this talk I will describe our customary data-taking procedure,
including the flight patterns we are using and the kinds of measurements tm make. I will then describe
our data reduction philosophy and practice by means of flow charts, and finally discuss the data outputs
we achieve and illustrate them with a sample.

The C-130 has made two sets of experiments in Germany; the first, in 1972, used a flight track
between the towns of Mengen and Mindelheim which lie a short distance west of Munich, as shown in
Figure 11. Ten flights were completed on that flight track. In 1974 the C-130 operated on a track
centered on Oldenburg not far from the Netherlands border in northern Germany as shown in Figure 12.
Eighteen flights were completed on that track. The C-130 has also obtained data on tracks located in
northern Spain, in the western Mediterranean and in northern Morocco, as shown in Figure 13.

In the United States, our bank of C-130 data includes flights over southern California, central
New Mexico, southern Illinois, southern New Hampshire, northern Michigan and western Washington as well
as data taken over the ocean off California and off western Florida. Figure 14 is a tabular sumary of
available recent data of high quality.

At this meeting are single copies of two of the reports that summarize some of our data banks
in graphical and tabular form. They describe diagrams like Figure 15 which shows the computer data
processing sequences. More important perhaps are the scientific flow charts like that illustrated
by Figure 16, which illustrates that the design of the experiment is such that most of the end-product;
results can be calculated from more than one set of data input channels; that is to say, two or more
different kinds of experiments are made simultaneously throughout the flights and the given end-product
atmospheric property can be calculated from these independently measured inputs. If they agree, the
credibility of the data is enhanced. This experimental design did not occur by accident, but was
achieved as a result of a great deal of theoretical and experimental work over the years. We consider
it to be a cornerstone of our program. 4

Time will not permit me to show more than a sample of data. Figure 17 is a semi-logarLthmic
plot showing altitude on its vertical scale and total volume scattering coefficient, in reciprocal meters
on its horizontal scale. Clear air, evidenced by small scattering coefficient, is at the left and hazy
air, having a larger scattering coefficient, is on the right. The results from six flights on different

days over the Mengen track near Munich are shown. At ground l.vel the scattering coefficients cluster
close together, and at altitudes between two and five kilometers they are tightly clustered to about the
sate extent. Between the ground and two kilometers, however, major discimilaritieswere found. Consider
the data represented by the triangular points. Note how scattering coefficient increases with altitude
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beginning at ground level. There is a layer of haze more than a kilometer thick in which the scattering
coefficient is nearly twice that at ground level.* Above the haze layer the air becomes clearer until
above two kilometers the points approximate a straight line that denotes a'a exponential atmosphere. The
data represented by the crosses represent a very different atmospheric structure. In the first 1.25
kilometers above the ground the air becomes clearer. almost exponentially. From 1.25 to 1.90 kilometers

t is a weak has* layer within which the scattering coefficient becomes smaller exponentially with altitude.
Between 2.2 and 4.6 kilometers is very clear air in which the scattering coefficient did not change with
altitude. Above that is a very weak haze layer.

Optical circumstances of the type illustrated by Figure 17 are commonplace. The bottom of the
clear atmosphere usually contains a convectively mixed layer having many optical complexities. It
often terminates at a temperature inversion that cape the convective process. Above- are exponential
layers of clearer air that are often separated by weak haze layers. Optical correlations with air
temperature structure are poor, but correlation with dew point temperature (or the partial pressure of
water vapor) can be excellent, as shown by Figure 18 (DUNTLEY, S.Q., 1957), which represents B-29

data from 1956.

Duntley, S.Q., 1957: Image Transmission by the Troposphere. J. Opt. Soc. An. 47, 499-506,
Fig. 10, p. 506.
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Available Data Bank of Daytime Data

No.
Complete

Latitude Season Terrain Field Trip Geographical Location Flights

53& N May, Jun Green pasture HAVEN VIEW II Northern Germany 18

48° N May, Jun Green pasture HAVEN VIEW I Southern Germany 10

46.9P N Jul Bruwn prairie SEEKVAL Western Washington 10
45.50 N Mar. Snow, ice SNOWBIRD Northern Michigan 4

43.3P N Apr Rolling hills, wooded SENTRY Now Hampshire 8
41.50 N Apr, May Dry range HAVEN VIEW I Northern Spain 2

38.50 N Apr Oce. HAVEN VIEW I Western Mediterranean 4

38.5P N Aug Cultivated farm METRO Southern Illinois 14

28.50 N Jan Cultivated farm GATEWAY Southern Illinois 6

35.00 N Jan Desert LOCAL III Southern California 3

33.56 N May High desert HAVEN VIEW I Eastern Morocco 3

33.3P N Oct. Nov High desert ATOM Central New Mexico 7

33.2Y N Mar. Low desert LOCAL I Southern California 2

33.2f N Oct Low desert LOCAL II Southern California 1

33Y2° N Jan, Feb Low desert LOCAL III Southern California 2

32.7' N Mar., Apr Ocean LOCAL I Southern California 2

Oct Ocean LOCAL II Southern California 1

- Feb Ocean L -"AL III Southern California 1

29.9P N Jan, Feb Ocean SEMINOLE Western Florida 9

Figure 14

.............
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used with the contrast definition C ( - 1.2) / (L1 + 12). V is the maximum distance at what during daylight

conditions a large "black", i.e. non-radiating object can be observed by the human eye against the horizon under

simplifying, but usually applicable conditions. The correspning contrast threshold is Kmin 0.02 2 C . It Is

equivalent to an atmompheric transmission of ir - 0.02 along V. For human twilight and night vision higher, empiri-

cally determined values of Kmin have to be used.

For X b 3 pm the 3 to 5 pm and 8 to 14 pm atmospheric window regions offer the possibility of thermal vision.

An unique theory of passive vision for 0.35 pm 4 ) C. 14 pm, from what Koschmieder's theory follows as a special

case, was presented recently (Hahn, D.H.,1975). Active, especially gated viewing could be incorporated after-

wards based an an analysis of the performance of gated viewing systems, presented earlier (Buch~emann, W. and

D.H.Huhn, 1973). The following is devoted to a short review Including the active aspects, and the results of

recent detail analysis and applications of the theory to thermal vision, as mentioned above.

2. MAIN FEATURES OF AN UNIQUE THEORY OF ATMOSPHERIC VISION

2.1 VIsion Signal

Observation is equivalent to discriminating the apparent radiance difference, including the special case of a lumi-

nance difference, AL =L - L2, between the object of observation and its surrounding or between different reso-
lution orea at an object In the cases of recognition and identification. The observed ensemble of L. will be called

scene in the following. The observation has to be performed at a certain distance R from the scene within a certain

time At corresponding to a bandwidth of Af w I/At. At the detector or amplifier output it results in a mean vision

signal S related to AL, and the corresponding noise N. The physical limitation is given by the signal-to-noise ratiof /N :> p with p being a threshold value dependent on the signal processing and final detection method used with

the system. In the following p = I will be used as a significant order of magnitude. For the evaluation of a special

imaging system the appropriate value p has to be determined, maybe based an other figures of merit, e.g. the con- 4
trost at a display including an additional time integration due to human vision as final perception process behind the

display. So even values p < 1 are possible.
T A

If L iiT the mean Initial radiance of a resolution area in the scene at R, 1 the atmospheric tranmission, and LA

the atmospheric path radiance along R, the apparent radiance L. at the observation site can be described by

Lh I Li,p pathi'

T A
:I

r Li + L for ,p =' t" or pure passive vision. (3)

p is standing for passive, a for active contributions. From thes equations it results the apparent radiance difference:

T T
AL r ALP +ra A Lo (4)

r=AL % AL with r s 1, (5)

for r P = r'a or pure passive vision.

Certainly all magnitudes have to be weighted for source, atmospheric, target, background and device spectral

characteristics, if necessary regarding the spectral band used. The index I no longer Is used in this context, e.g.

Equ.(4) and (5). Contributions from other scene *lements onto the two elements under consideration, i.e. the as-

pect of optical transfer function 011, is not incoiported Into this theoretical attempt therefore up to now. The

some Is tre concerning the effects of atmospheric turbulence on Imaging resulting In an atmospheric OTF. For slant

path vision models amnecessay to caulate r gid L. A
......... . . . .... ... ..



TWith passive vision the initial radiances of the scene elements, Li, are either due to ambient Irradiation and coded

by different reflectivitles, or to self-emitted radiation coded by temperature and/or emissivity. X > 3 1m, often

used in this context, defines the corresponding wavelength regions roughly. With active vision L is due to the

irradiation of the scene by the additional source. It Is dependent on its radiant intensity, the relevant atmospheric

tr ision r,, and the reflectivities in the scene. Reflection coding is the dominant process establishing the image

beside of the possible change of scene temperatures by high power laser irradiation.

The path radiance L Is due to atmospheric scattering and atmospheric emission being the dominant effects with

passive vision for X < 3 jan and X ) 3 pm resp. Contributing to the apparent radiance, Equ.(1) to (3), as an addi-

tive term LA is not affecting the mean vision signal AL directly. But it is the reason for on increase of the notse

N of S resulting in a decreasing observability using signal-photon noise limited systems. In addition to this it is

the reason for a decrease of the contrast K or C being essential for purely contrast limited systems like the human

eye under daylight conditions. Dtfferent imaging methods result in different expressions for the path radiance LA

and will be summarized shortly in the following.

In the visual band, and in the following atmospheric window regions up to about 3 pm LA can be presented as

LA LH (0 - exp-aR) = (L'A/1)( 1 - exp-aR), (6)

where T = exp-R = atmospheric transmission with a extinction coefficient, R distance, LH = horizon radiance
and L'A differential path radiance Wm2sr /m] or luminance, often called path function offering the treat-

ment of slant path vision.

Concerning thermal vision, usually dominant for X ;b 3 pm, the assumption of small thermal signals, i.e. of similar

temperatures of the scene elements and the atmosphere (To) results in a comparable presentation:

SLA
L = cL = LO(1 - T), (7)

TT T T T
with L- 2L= AL .*L10 L 2 L0) = black-body radiance for ambient temperature T0 , (C Ps - = emissivity.

The transmission "•, if not monochromatic radiation is considered, usually cannot be presented as an exponential

for ir-bands. Again it is possible to think of L0 as thermal horizon radiance because r -1 0 if R-co in a plane

atmosphere already assumed with Equ.(6). For the apparent radiance L, Equ.(3), with Equ.(7) it holds the appro-
ximation L, O L0 (T0 ) too, if not AL has to be calculated.

In general, both Equ.(6) and (7) have to be applied, especially around 3 pm. Beside of their range gating capabi-

lity the interesting feature of gated viewing systems is the reduction of the path radiance LA. The passive contri-

butions in Equ.(1) to (3) are reduced by the duty cycle of the gated imaging device and the spectral filtering

possible with small band sources like losers. LA is mostly due to radiation scattered baouwards out of the transmitter
a

cone into the receiver cone in the effective gated area AReff : AR dependent on the tranaporen 'y and the position

of the object within the gated range AR defined by the source pulse duration and the detector gating time. AR is

lying around R that is defined by the delay between b, lodiation reflected at other scene elements, but mostly

in the neighborhood of the resolution elements unJsr mtion, and scattered forward into the receiver cone

within the time limitations of gating, results in a highs. .... contribution to La, affecting the actual OTF of the

system. Detail analysis showed (BUchtemann, W. and D.H.Hahn, 1973) that with usual gated viewing systerms not

the remaining path radiance LA + LA is limiting Its performance but the signal induced photon noise, i.e. the lackp a
of photons with decreasing atmospheric transmission and source intensity.

2.2 General Vision Formula

To derive in a general vision formula the ultimate noise limitation, i.e. photon noise, has to be considere" together

with other noise sources. Using the relevant device figures, the geometrical parameter

T D 22
g F ~ D0 &, (8)
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and the photon parameter

tmq)\,WAf hc, (9)

the average photon nwmbvor 4Q corresponding to AL, and Its noaie a can be calculated. The following notation

was used with Equ.(8) and ft FT resolution am in the scene, - solid angle substended by the collecting

optics a seen from the scene, t - transmission of the device; eD , resolution angle of the device, D , diameter

of the collecting opticss t - quantum efficiency, X)eff effective wavelength, Af a bandwidth I 1/At, h -

Planck's co•ntant, c a speed of radiation.

The relevant noise Is due to three effects: (i)Signal induced photon noise: O + QA, (2) photon noise of addi-

tional radiation QD that does not carry useful image information, like thermal emission In the device: 5T,

and (3) pure detector noise: V Q. The latter is represented for convenience by the hypothetical photon number
QN,•

aN, which wuuld result in the some photon noise but which actually is not entering the detector. If the same

bandwidth Af is governing this noise component, it can be represented by

QN .2 NEPff (10)
OR'

The signal-to-noise ratio AQ/o 6 establishes the general vision formula:

0 Qx

aA Q + Q 2 + 20F

r AQ T(Iij

r(OT + QT)+ 2 (QA + QD + QN)

V+ 2
AQ is the moen quantum number related to AL of Equ.(4) and (5), arA is the noise present including photon noise

T + T A
(Q1 + Q2 )1 and detector noise (QN), Q1 + Q 2 )consists of the apparent vision signal (r(QI + Qi) + 2 0A)and

the photon flux (QD)not carrying useful vision information, that can be made very small with properly designed 4

imaging devices. It is representing the background noise limitation in the meaning of a BLIP-condition. With the

notation used in Equ.(10) this noise should not be incorporated in NEPeff' BLIP-values would be represented by

QD + ON. QD = 0 with QN < 0I + Q2 crrespo ds to no background and no essential detector noise limita-

tions. The device is working under signal limited photon noise (SLIP)-conditions in this coae. p -1 is an order

of magnitude only as mentioned already earlier.

S..3. DISCUSSION

In the context of this discusion the thermal Imagers defined in Table 1 will be considered as examples 'for passive

thermal vision systems. There other relevant figures for TO 300 K and AT 1 K are nomplled too.

3.1 Detector/Device Noise Limited Systems

(Q + T 2 (13)

: 2Q 0 for small theml signals,

defines systems limited by detector (QN) device radiation (QD noise. Unequ.(13) holds for the Imagers

described in Table 1. The NEP'f- values given there contoins QN and Q c ontributions corresponding nearly to
a 2,# - BLIP condition.
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wavelength band AX 3 to 5 8 to 13

off. wavelength Xfused 4 10.5 PMn

collecting optics diam. D10 cm

resolution angle 90  1 po

device transmission 0.8

quantum efficiency 17 0.8

*bandwidth Af 100 KHz

NEP 6x 10 4x1010  W*'f -9 2geoon. paramieter g 8x 10 m sr

photon parameter y 1.6x 101  4.2 x10 W

bl.-body radiance + 1.46 50 m2W-

diff.bl.-body rod. + 5.8x 10 75x1 WnI

diff.bi.-body contrast C + 2 x iof o.8x 10 K

noise number QN + CP9.2 x 10~ 2.8x 101

initial photon number Q + 1.9x 106 1.7x 108

Initial duff. " AQT + 7.4x 1 2.5x 10 K1

device lim.min.transm. T i + 0.18 0.09K-

photon " " + ad0.03 liiig0.007 K-

hitmi mi

passtive vision of smal.l thermal -signals around ambient temperature. *
The figures marked wih+ are calculated frT0 - 300 K. With this example rectangular bands

A). are assumed, the center wavelength Is used as XIeff* The bandwidth Af determines the photon

counting period (Equ. (9)), and the NEP~tvalues presented (Equ. (9) and (10)). With detail analysis

of a special device the actual scanning method has to be taken Into account. The latter may

result In different Af - values characterizing the photon collecting period and the detector noise.

The genieral vision formula Equ. (12) with condition (13) reduce& to

Tmn(R ) = ) -2NEP~ffh/g ALT  (14)

=0.18K
1 and 0.09 K 1 resp. (see Table 1).

The maximum range R, Implicitly given by Equ.(14), under these conditions concerning the atmosphere is only

dependent on transmission, but not on path radiance. The contrast C Is no essential assessment figure. The critical
scenefigue Al often Is called "thermal contrast" In contradiction to the "relative thermal contrast" C and Krep

Tenumerical results presented beneath Equ.(14) for the thermal Imagers defined In Table 1 far the 3 to 5 pm and

8 to 13 pni band are calculated for small thermal signals (see Chapter 2.1) with AT - I1K. For ATOa .1 K It

would folwrna1.8 or 0.9 rasp., indicating that with the 3 to 5 Amn Imager AT a 0.1 K cannot be do-

tscted with the given values a and y. r I would result In 0.18 K as a limiting temperature difference In
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ageement with typical values realized by commercial Imgers of this type.

3.2 Signal-Photon Nolse Limited Systems

The corresponding SLIP-condition is given by

2 (QN + QD) .0c r (QT•+ QT) + 2 QA, (14)

S2Q0 0for small thermal signals.

Cooled apertures and spectral filtering should allow a reduction of QD by factos around 1U2 opproaching the can-

dition (14), se Table 1, and therefore resulting in almost optimized Imaging devices even in the thermal range.

In the visual range and the very near ir they can be realized usually. The general vision formula, Equ.(12),

with condition (14) and Introducing the contrast C = (- " Q2 )/(Q 1 + Q2 ) reduces to
•'• • • I,(15)

indicating that the contrast C can be used as a meaningful assessment figure in this case, equivalent to the fact

that concerning the atmosphere transmission and path radiance are limiting the observation. r in general cannot

be separated as in Equ.(13) resulting in a 1rmin (Rmax) - relation.

Koschmieder's theory for human daylight vision follows with Cm Kin/2 = 0.01. For twilight and night vision

higher Cmin - values dependent on the actual adaption luminance have to be used.

With small thermal signals around ambient temperature (see Equ.(7)) it would follow for thermal SLIP-systems

r AQT m 1 (16)2 Q = C0 > min ••T

0 rAQ

or

(Rmax) T (17)

1min AQT A LT

= 0.03 K"1 and 0.007 K 1 rep.

for the Imagers defined in Table 1 but optimized according to condition (14). Formally this situation is comparable

to the observation of a grey object against the horizon using the contrast C instead of K as by Kaschmieder.

With r. 0.3 and 0.07 resp. for AT = 0.1 K under SLIP-conditions the Imagers defined In Table 1 would be

ready to observe it but only at the 8 to 13 um band with a spatial resolution of 0.1 mard equivalent to g 8x 10
2

3.3 Optimized Atmospheric Spectral Bands

In addition to the optimization based on the reduction of Q and QD, i.e. approaching SLIP-conditions for the

device, an optimization is possible to some extent regarding the atmospheric spectral bond used with the observa-

tion. This has to be equivalent to a decrease of the signal-photon noise itself represented by T(Q1 + Q A2) +2Q

Time gating as example is resulting in this type of optimization by reducing the atmospheric path radiance with

another method.

11 LAA limitation of the spectral bond to regions of high atmospheric transmission is reducing the path radiance L , as

shown by Equ.(6), but usually even the vision signal AQ corresponding to AL - r ALT. For small thermal signals

around ambient temperature Equ.(14) and (17) can be used to di=cuss this effect qualitatively. They show that

systems with diffrmt noise limitations are Influenced in a different way. With detector-noise (QN) limited system
T

the reduction of AQ would have to be bullanced by the increase of r", so that basically a linear relation has toHI
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hold between i(AX) and r(b A)) around a with the reduction factor b < 1, so that

b r(bAX)>,r(AX), (1) .)

corresponding to an increase of Rm. Usually this condition cannot be fulfilled. Therefore with detector-noisemax
limited systems Rmax is increasing with b > 1, i.e. with a broadening of the spectral band, equivalent to the

fact that they am not limited by atmospheric path radiance but only by atmospheric transmission.

With SLIP-devices only a square-mot relation has to be fulfilled basicallyl

V•'r (b AX) > r (AX) (9

results in a higher Rm. Numerical calculations based on spectral atmospheric transmisianhas to be used to de-
max'

termine the actual factor in Equ.(19) because this relation is only a zero order approximation. The same is neces-

sary If the system is limited by device radiation Q It can be reduced too with b < 1 so that factors between

b and VS are effective in this practical case.

4. CHARACTERISTIC LENGTHS

In the visible region the Visual Range V with r(V) 0.02 corresponds to the observabllity of a special scene

(black, i.e. non-radiating object against the horizon during day) using the human eye as observation device, see

Chapter 1. Beside of this interpretation following from Koschmieder's theory and the assumptions used with it this

magnitude is a purely atmospheric figure. Often instead of V, weighted for photopic vision and therefore depen-

dent an the spectral distribution of the source, the Meteorological Range (Normsichtweite) VN with r(0.ý5 ,um, VN)

, 0.02 and VN • V is used. At other wavelengths or wavelength bands, i.e. usually connected with the analysis

of optoelectronic imaging devices, it does not exist an exceptional imaging device comparable to the human eye.

Sc often the above mentioned definition of VN is applied extrapolated to other wavelengths or wavelength bands

as proposed by G.Ruppersberg, DFVLR, and others resulting in a purely atmospheric figure:

7" (X, AX), V, A)= 0.02. (20)

V A, can be called Atmospheric Range. Its direct measurement would imply a variation of i range used with
a tr~ansmissometer, therefore being not applicable in general. If the exponential extinction low, resulting as

wellknown in V - 3.912/0, does not hold, atmospheric spectral transmission models like LOWTRAN have to be used

to calculate the Atmopheric Range V from transmission measurements at shorter ranges using the same or

other wavelength bands, or from meteorological quantities only. To derive in standard meuremept methods of

thermal Atmospheric Ranges, that can be used for synaptic analysis too, definitions of wavelength bands and source

temperatures for this purpose aor necessary.

To compare different imaging devices or principles a standard scene has to be assumed. For X 1 3 $&m the above

mentioned black, i.e. non-radiating object against the horizon can be accepted. For X > 3 /m a standard thermal
scene has to be defined. (TO, T0 + AT) with To = ambient temperature and AT -1K seerm to be meaningful. For

each device it would result a Standard Maximum Range VS, implicitly presented above for the imagers defined in

Table 1 as Trmin (Rmax) for AT = 1 K, Equ.(14) and (17). Regarding human daylight vision VS(eye) = V VN
per defi.iin. For other devicsv (' V wth r' calculated for the standard scene.

per ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V deiiin For~ln ote dvce 5m AX~ mini

For a special scene it follows an Actual Maximum Range Ra with usually Rmax # VS. Rmax .• for )43

because the standard scene, as described above, corresponds to maximum i,iitial negative contrast C -1 : C.

A realistic thermal scene, as proposed above ,with AT , 1 K, allows for R max VS.
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DECREASE OF CONTRAST IN THE ATMOSPHERE: STATISTICAL PRESENTATION OF THE
RESULTS OF DAYTIME AND NIGHT-TIME MEASUREMENTS.

J.VAN SCHIE
Physics Laboratory T!O. P.O.Box 2864
The Hague. The Netherlands.

J.ROGGE
Royal Military Academy, Kasteelplein 10
Breda. The Netherlands.

Summary. An outline is given o! the model in which the decrease of contrast in the atmosphere
in the visible region is described with two parameters: the extinction coefficient at and the
luminance of the asmosphere b ; also the distance s½ over which the initial contrast is halved,
is introduced.
The results of a number of measurements of these parameters, both at day and at night, that
were carried out during the last few years or. different locations, are presented in the form
of several histograms. In the short discussion some comments concerning the results of the
various measurements are given.

A. Introduction.

The use of vision equipment is strongly influenced by the atmosphere between the target and the
Observer: absorption, scattering and turbulence are the most important effects.
When considering the use of image intensifiers, with a spectral sensitivity mainly in the visible
part of the spectrum, the decrease of contrast in the atmosphere, caused by scattering, is
important, because

* there is no optical or electronic way to enhance the contrasts in the display,of the device.
* the contrasts in military scenes usually are small. Therefore any decrease of

that contrast quickly makes the targets undetectable.
There exists the well-known Koschmieder model (MIDDLETON,W.E. 1952; HSHN,D.H. l9g'5) with which
the contrast-alteration in the atmosphere can be described. We will use this model for a horizon-
tal viewing direction at ground level.

B. Description of the model.

The luminance B(o) of a diffuse reflecting flat object perpendicular to the line of sight with
reflectance r is given by

B(o) = rE (W)
1?

where E is the illuminance on that object. If one looks at this object from a distanc" s, the
luminance seems to be changed, due to two effects:

a. on a part ds of the line of sight, some of the light, coming from the object, is
scattered out of the viewing direction, so the apparent luminance decreases:

dB a- c B ds (2)

b. light, coming from other sources (sun, moon, etc) is scattered into the viewing
direction, so the apparent luminance increases:

dB = g ds (3)

A combination of equations (2) and (3) yields:

dB =- B ds + g ds (4)

and the solution is found by integrating from 0 until s, assuming constant m and g:

B(s) : B(o) e -as + (l - e ) (5)

When ci and g vary in the same way along the viewing direction until infinity (including the case
that both are constant) they can be written (MIDDLETON,W.E. 1952):

a(s) = 0 1(s)
0

g(s) = g As)

This situation can occur when the density of scattering elements is not constant along the line of
siglit and the other conditions, including the particle seize distribution, remain constant. In that
case g/c is constant and equal to the apparent luminance of the horizon Bh h

B(s) 2 B(o)e-a°x + Bh (l-e-lOX) (6)

when x f f 1 (s) da.
0Defining an average scattering coefficient a = a x/s gives, instead of (6):

B(s) B(o) e-cs + Bh(1 - e-is) (7)

i 'h
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In case of an inhomogrneous cloud cover,the situation is more complex: g varies along the viewing
direction and g/i is no longer constant. In that case the quantity B = g/i is sometimes
introduced, assuming that over the measuring path the quantities nand g are constant, but not
necessarily until the horizon (VAN SCHIE,J. 1969).1±.
With (1) we can introduce the apparent reflectance r(s) of an object at a distance s from the ob-

server.
i ~~r(.s) = r(o)e-c + b (1 - e-) 8

a

where b , the reduced luminance of the atmosphere (the "reflectance" of the horizon) follows from

SB = a W9
a IT

and this quantity is an important parameter in the contrast-lass model that is described here-
therefore we will give some attention to the calculation of b
Combining equations (5) and (9) gives

ba g/a (10)

1E

where, with (1), E is the luminance of a vertical, diffuse reflecting, white plate (r 1)

a Bwhite

white plnte
luminance Bwhite

observer

Suppose now that the scattering atmosphere around the observer is illuminated by a sphere of uniform
luminance B:

9 ground

aad that a thin layer of -%cattering particles is situated aboie the ground.
If the reflectance R of the ground is equa- to 1 (or, which is the same, the presence of the ground
is ignored)

...... .....
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B

scatterin
p articles

then each scattering particle is illuminated by a sphere with homogeneous luminance B. If we neglect
absorption, the luminance of all particles (and therefore of the layer) will be the same as the
luminance B of the sphere; so g/a = B.
As the vertical white plate will have this luminance too, the reduced luminance of the atmosphere
ba equals 1 in this case.

If, next, we suppose a black ground (reflectance R = o), the vertical white plate only receives half
the amount of light as in the previous case and thus has a luminance JB. Also the light scattered
in the layer reduces with a factor 2, so g/a = B and therefore again the reduced luminance of the
atmosphere b equals 1.a

More general: if the ground has a reflectance F, resulting in a luminance of the ground equal to
B , than g/u, that is the luminance of the layer of scattering particles, consists of two parts:

a contribution jB from the upper hemispher and L contribution jBg from the ground; thus
g/a z j (B + Bg). The same applies for the vertical white plate: B white = (B t Bg) and therefore
b = 1.

a

It is clear that the above standing discussion is only correct when the layer of scattering
particles is so thin that all scattering elements are illuminated in the same way; in other words:
the transmission T through the layer equals 1 in all directions, except in the direction of the
horizon, where T 0. Under this condition the apparent luminance of the sky, looking in horizon-
tal direction, is j (B + Bg) and of the rest of the sky is B. In a polar diagram:

B

B~e)

O.5(B+Bg)

In the calculation of the luminance of the vertical white plate and of g/a Ft the place of the
observer, the decrea'e of the apparent luminance of sky to the horizon has not been taken into
account.

If the observer looks co the sky around him, or measures the luminance of the sky, he finds with
equation (5):

B (B)= Be -as + (I - e -as)
measureda

where B is the luminance of the sphere around the observer, a is the scattering coefficient in

the layer of scattering particles and s = s(6) is the thickness of the layer in the viewing
direction:

S. B(e)

8 measured

layer ~.> Sx4x'. .I

* ~ . ~ ~ ~ kt~a SaM amn ... a.........
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and, as s : h/cos 8 (except for e iT/2):
ah/cos<t/cos 6B (0) Be -+a/oo 6 + • (B + Sg_ •l - ) (12)

where it is assumed that g/cz is independent of the vla-ing a• ' ';A..L Vt-pr, 0 iS almost 7tr 2.
For smaller values of 0 the transmission through the layer T . i 'ar. ai value of g/ca
is of no importance.
Thus for horizontal observation (6 = the smission T of light K tg h layer is zero,

j therefore B (horizon) = I (B + Bg); near the horizon the exact form of B (6) depends on the
thickness of the layer and the scattering coefficient; and further above the horizon
B B (because T = 1); see the polar diagram above.
measured

As has been shown in the for~going model, for an observer looking in a horizontal direction,
the reduced luminance of the horizon b equals one, independent of the luminance of the ground.I aThe situation is different when there are bright parts in the sky, either in front of the ob-
server or behind him.

For example, when the sky is brighter in front of the observer, according to (10) b becmesa
greater than one (the luminance of the white plate remains unchanged, whereas the amount of

light scattered towards the observer, increase,.).
When the sky is brighter behind the observer, the luminance of the white plate increases,

whereas (dependant on the scattering function) the amount of light towards the observer
(mostly back-scatter) increases a little. In most cases therefore under this circumstances b a
iill be smaller than one.

Using some simple formules, all statements given in the foregoing text, can be illustrated
mathematically.

Referring to fig 1 and equation -I) the amount of light that is scattered per unit of length
towards the observer, can be expressed as (BAL,A.J.B.C. 1974):

g = 8(a [E.c'1 GB 3 dwt (13)

:.nd the luminance of the white plate asI:1
Bwhite it _ d

To these formules the following explanation can be given: from the radiation B B 6ý,)
that arrives in P, an amount aBt will be scattered in all directions; a fraction

•; 8 [_E.C]: (cos Y) of this will be scattered in the direction towards the observer,

determined by the angle y. The volume scattering function 0 (cos y) must obey the relation

, ffs (cos y) dw 1 (15)
Remembering that dwt * sin 6 dO d# and cos y = sin 8 cos * we get

IT 2wT
f f 0(cos y) B' (6, 4) sin # dO0

" 0:0a = it Tr (16)

=f B (-,4)cos 4 sin 8 dO d4

Making the same assumption on the thickness of the layer of scattering particles as in the
previous discussion, Bt (6, 4) is (except for 6 = ji) the luminance of the sky. The apparentluminance of the horizon (8 = ½w) is g/a, the numerator of equation (16).

Now ba can be calculated if some assumptions are made concerning the volume scattering function

0 (cos y) and the distribution of the luminance around the scattering element. Let is us write
first

B• (6,4) = B + f (6) (17)
0

i it
then

Bo0  f f f(O) 8(cos y) sin 6 dO d0

b = Oro 4=0 (18)
B 2B + ff(6) sin O dD

6=0

In the foregoing discussion on b it was assumed that B (6,0) = B, so f(6) = 0; f(6) was added in
athis case to introduce more flexibility. r-om (18) it follows that for f (8) = 0, independantof the volume scattering function, ba = 1, as was argued earlier.

Now let us assume that the ground has a luminance B and that f(O) = B cos 6, so BR = Bo+B cos 6.
Therefore: g 1 o

B (0, 4) = B + B cos 6 0 a -<
o 1 2

g 2i-<c
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This gives for the luminance of the white plate (the denominator of (18):
Bwhte (Bo + B + L B (19)
wht 0 3W I

and the earlier discussed situation (BI = 0) gives indeed A Wht (B + B ).

The numerator of (18) cannot be calculated before an assumption has been tade concerning 8 (cos y).
It is reasonable to assume that the volume scattering function Is an even function of y, so we
write.

8 cos y) = k cOon y kn sina eycon E (20)

nzo

From (15):

E k•1 for even values ofn

Equation (18) then gives (n even)

j (Bo+B ) + 2w B1  k n (2n+l)n!!

b a (21)
2

(B +B ) + - B .1
and the apparent luminance of the sky is given in the following polar diagrams:

0 +B1 Cos6e

I y kI
0 (2n+i)!!

Conclusion:a For B, = 01(hu in agreement with what wea) For B1 =0 (thus B• B for 0 < 6 and BC BE fo < e < 7r) is b 1 nareetwt htw

found earlier. The apparent luminance of the horizon is j (B +B ), the numerator of (21).

b) For B1 * 0 the exact value of b depends on the volume scattering function. Let us take as an
example • :i

8 (cos y) k (cos y + cos y + 0.35)in which k = Vow1, according to (15). i
In fig 2 this scattering furction is shown, together with the scattering functiGns belonging to

clear air and industrial haze (MIDDLETONW.E. 1952);then

b (B +B ) + 0.3 Bl
ba =½(Bo+B) + 0.2 B1 •

0To i 1
so we conclude that when the luminance around the observer is rotationally symmetric, in most
cases b a 1.

We finally consider the case that the distribution of B also :.s a functi-n of * (fig 1). Suppose

B1 B2 (B) for 0 < 0 <

2 < 6 <

The luminance of the white plate becomes: wT

Bwhite (o+B +2 . + f B 2 cos #

2 •

So both the numerator and denominator of (16) cannot be calculated before an assumption concerning
B2 ($) has been made; as an example we introduce

*12

- I - ~ t.A
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B2 ($) =B 2 for 1 < < 02

-0 for -< <0< and "2< <T 2

It makes a difference whether the lighter parts of the sky are in front of the observer (€1 and ý2

are gteater than -2E) in which case Bwhite is the same as in (19) or, behind the observer (@1 and 02

are between - ir/2 and wT/2) in which case.

+B +2 +B 2 (snp
Bwhite = (BoBg)÷-B +- (sin - sin0€)

white~~ 0g 3,irr

So we can distinguish two situations:

a) the sky is brighter (between ýI and 02) in front of the observer; then (n even)

02

-+)B )+ (n-l): BE B E k n., f cosn OdOo g 1 ,r (2n+[)!! 2 n CA -+1.

(Bo+Bg) + L B0

Therefore it is reasonable to expect in this situation b > 1
a

b) the sky is brighttsr behind the o'zservver; then (n even)

,,
(n-0)! (n-1) n." n'(Bo+Bg) + 27r B1 E kn (2n)(- ' B2 E k 01 1 f cos0 d

ba2 B2a (Bo+B ) + - B + !- (sin sin
0 g 37! 1 (si *2 sn 1

When forward scattering is dominant, the extra term in the numerator can be neglected with respect to
the extra term in the denominator and therefore we expect here b < 1.

Now let us return to our model, describing the decrease of contrast in the atmosphere.

The contrast between an object with reflectance r (o) and its surroundings w6th reflectance r (o)o ,

C(s),r (s) -r 5 (s) C(o) (22)

r 0 (s) + r(s) be as

li4-( -1)

where F : {r (o) + rS(s)}

Remark: more and more the contrast defined in this way is called the modulation of the luminance.

The distance at which the apparent contrast between the object and its neighbourhood equals C(o)/n is

S In (1 + (n-l)Lq} (23)i/n=3 b

where R= the meteorogical range (ea• = 0.05). th

The significance of equation (23) can be illustrated by defining the "viewing distance" V as the
distance over which the contrast C(o) is reduced to the threshold contrast C z 2.5%; then

R C(o)V - _' in {l + -1) L }

Cth a '

In a paper by EKLOF,T.H. (1969), results are given of experiments in which the detection range
(detecticn: the object can be discerned as a discrete object separated from its background) and the
recognition range (recognition: the object can be seen as belonging to a certain class of objects
as differentiated from another class of objects) of large objects (target diameter 30 m) were
determined under various meteorological and brightness conditions; some of the results for C(o)
10% are given in the next table:

R = 33--40 km full daylight overcast sky twilight

detection range (km) 11 10 8.3

recognition range (kin) 9,2 8.3 6.5

These data can be compared with equation (24) which gives V = 7-8.5 km for b =1 and F=0.3. In
aapplying this equation (24) to real military situations it must be remembered that ba usually equals

not one; with C(o) = 20% (EKLOF,T.H. 1969 and ROGGE,J. 1971) fig 3 gives the viewing distance
as a function of the meteorological range with b as a parameter.

a
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As a measure of the decrease of contrast in the asmosphere we will use the distance sa over which
the initial contrast is halved. Starting again with C(o)=20% gives C(s=s )-10% after 1which the
viewing device (e.g. image intensifier) reduces this contrast further unjil for the final contrast
in the display C < Cth detection is no longer possible.

Conclusion: we feeel s is a useful measure of the decrease of contrast in the atmosphere. It depends

both on the extinction coefficient a and the distribution of light sources around the observer,
illustrated in b . 1The purpose of our measurements was to get statistical information on a, b and
s both by day and by night. a

C. DeEcription of the measurements

The parameters a and b can be determined by placing black and white targets with reflectance rb(o)
and rw(o) at several distances from the measuring point where the apparent reflectances
rb(s) and rw(s) have to be measured. From the foregoing theory the following equations can be

written down:

rw(S) rw(o) e-as t b (1-e-)aA
w w a

rb(s) rb(o) e-as + ba (1-e-)

rw(s) - rb(s) {rw(O- (O)}e (25)

a -r(O) rw(o) - rb(o)
rw(s) = rb(s) a r b() + aba h rb(o) (25)

Equation (25) is a straight line in a single logarithmic graph and equation (26) is a straight line
in a lineair graph rw(s) vs rb(s). Substituting rw(s) = rb(s) in the last equation gives rw~rb~ba,
so from the graphs, illustrated in fig 4, in which the measured values of rw(s) and rb(s) are
plotted, a and b can be calculated easily.

v a
The measurement of the i arent reflectance has been done in two ways:

a with a telephotometer (photoelectric)
a with photographic equipment.

The calibration of the telephotometer has been performed with a built-in light source and the cali-
bration of the photographic method with a number of grey plates of different reflectances that are
placed directly in front of the camera and recorded on each picture.

During the last few years we measured at different sites:
Cl. daytime measurements at Woensdrecht
C2. daytime measurements at the Hague
C3. night-time measurements at Meppen
C4. night-time measurements at Woensdrecht.

The location of these sites is indicated in fig 5.

Cl. Daytime measurements (ROGGE,J and DIRKSEN,H.J. 1972)
carried out at Woensdrecht from September 1970 until July 1971 on one day every week, 4 times
a day (11.00, 12.00, 13.00 and 14.00 o'clock MET).

Number of black and white targets : 11
measuring range : 2 km
measuring direction: West -, East
measuring method : photographicThe r6sults of the total measuring period are given in fig 6.

"2. Daytime measurements (VAN MEETEREN,A.A. and VAN SCHIE,J)
carried out at the Hague from March 1971 until September 1974, every day, maximum 8 times a day
(every two hours on the even hours).

Number of targets : 2
measuring range :610 m
measuring direction : 420 East of true North
measuring method : photoelectric

During these measurements simultaneously the value of other parameters has been recorded.
Contrary to the other measurements, where the height of the measuring path is about 1.50 m.,
in this experiment the sensor and the target were placed on the roof of the laboratory and a
tower respectively (height * 15 m).The results of the total measuring period are given in fig 6 and the results for the different
seasons in fig 7.

I.. . .... . . . ..s .. .. •.. .....•. .. . .. ....
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C3. Night-time measurements (VAN SCHIE,J. 1969) carried out at Meppen from October 1967 until
October 1968, every week three nights, 2 or 3 times a night.

Number of targets 3 (at 100, 300 and 600 m).
measuri-,.g range 600 M
measuring direction West l East
measuring method photoelectric

The results of the total measuring period are given in fig 6.

C4. Night-time measurements (ROGGE,J. 1974) carried out at Woensdrecht during 1973, one night every
week, 10 times a night (20.00, 21.00, 05.00 o'clock MET).

Number of targets :11
measuring range 1000 m
measuring direction West - East
measuring method photographic, both using fast film and with the

aid of an image intensifier.
The results of the total measuring period are given in fig 6 and the results of the measurements
in the different seasons (using fast film) are given in fig 8.

D. Discussion of the results

a. Night-time measurements.
In Woensdrecht the luminance of the sky is not the same in different directions (fig 9), in the di-
rection backwards relative to the measuring range, the sky is brighter, due to the lights of small
towns and this results in b being mostly smaller then 1. In Meppen are no cities in the direct
neighbourhood of the measurtng site and in that circumstances b varies around 1, the actual value

a
depending on the place of the mcon.
As a smaller ha results in less contrast-loss it can be expeczed that the measurements in Woensdrecht
give a larger value of sa.
To inves igate the consequince on the decrease of contrast of the use of a yellow filter in combina-
tion with an image intensifier, a filter with a cut-off wavelength X = 0.5 Jm has been used.
In fig 10 a comparison is given between the results of the measurements using the image intensifier
in front of the camera, with and without the filter. it can be seen that the use of the filter
gives no improvement as far as the contrast-loss in the atmosphere is concerned.

b. Daytime measurements.
In Woensdrecht during the day (contrary to the night-time) b varies around 1 (measuring path West-East);awhilst in the Hague b mostly is smaller than one (measuring path 420 East of true North).
The difference in R can be attributed to the difference in location, length of the measuring period,
height of the measuring path and the year of the measurements.
We assume that the differences in s, can be explained by a combination of these factors.

c. With regard to a comparison between the three day-time measurements and the two night-time measurements,
t: it is not possible to draw ferm conclusions from our measurements because of the above mentioned

factors. As these difficulties are not encountered in the project OPAQUE, it is hoped that after

d.that project on better understanding can be obtained,. topei uiac seult h

d. Under the conditions, described in section B, the reduced atmospheric luminance ba is equal to the
reduced luminance of the horizon bh. In fig 11 both quantities are compared; for night-time from
measurements at Meppen, for day-time from measurements at Woensdrecht and the Hague, the last
sub-divided for unclouded and clouded sky.
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SUMMHARY

A temperature difference between the sea and the air above it, sets up a stable vertical air tem-
perature gradient in the first few metres above the sea surface. This temperature inhomogeneity causes a
similar refractive index gradient. Rays of light passing through this optical inhomogeneous medium are bent,

and imaging of objects through this medium may be subject to strong distortion Such image distortion
has been investigated, theoretically and experimentally. The main experimental results were obtained by
taking pictures of a suitable test object with a photographic cemera and a telephoto lens at 6.2 km range
just above the sea surface. A large number of pictures were taken during varying conditions. From these
pictures typical forms and magnitudes of the distortion were found. A mathematical model tracing rays of
light through a vertically varying optical medium was used to predict image distortions. The theoretical
results have been compared with the experimental results, and good similarity has been found. Comparison
between calculated and experimental image distortions is suggested as a method to find the air temperature
profile just above the sea surface.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sea-faring men have often noticed that under certain meteorological conditions islands and ships
appear to float in the air. This well-known phenomenon is due to the curvature of rays of light because of
vertical gradients in the refractive index of the air near the sea. These gradients are caused by tempera-
ture gradients in the atmosphere a'oove the sea. A rarer and more extreme example of the same effect is the
genuine fate morgana. This can give the illusion of seeing for example non-existing towns with walls,
towers and spires (MINNAERT, M.,1959). An example of the first mentioned phenomenon is given in Figure 1.1.
A ship is photographed at short range (Figure 1.1, upper). During certain atmospheric conditions the ship
may be strongly distorted when imaged at long ranges. The two lower parts of Figure 1.1 depict the ship
photographed with a telephoto lens at 5 Ion and 8 km range, respectively.

Such distortion is most often observed within an angle of ±2-3 mrad in elevation about the tan-
gential plane of the earth. It is only observed at ranges exceeding 3-4 kn between observer and target,
when both are located less than 5-10 meters above the sea surface.

In this paper measuring results are presented primarily in the form of photographs showing how an
object may be distorted in different ways duAe to ray bending. The main purpose of the measurements has been
to investigate to what extent ray bending may reduce the range and efficiency of optical and electro-
optical instruments with high resolution or rmall field of view when used across an expanse of water. We
also discuss how imaging of a suitable obj.!ct muy be used for determining a vertical temperature profile
in the atmosphere above the sea. The described method may be well suited for studying the heat balance near
the sea/air interface.

The frequency of the ray bending phenomenon can not be determined from the relatively small number
of measurements made. However, both the sign and the absolute value of the terperature difference between
sea and air determines the shape and size of the distortion. In this paper, .;,arefore, we have included
data from the Norwegian Meteorological Institute, showing the frequency distribution of the mentioned tem-
perature difference from sone selected places along the Norwegian coast.

Different authors have measured the vertical temperature distribution by direct (ROLL, H.V., 1952
and FLEAGLE, R.G., 1956) and indirect methods (BROCKS, K., 1954). Brooks has shown that averaged tempera-
ture profiles may be very accurately determined by measuring the effect of ray bending. He has performed
such measurements with the aid of a theodolite (BROCKS, K., 1955). The measured temperature profiles have
mainly býen used to derive a botter understanding of the heat exchange between air and sea. Very few seem
to have explored thoroughly how objects are distorted and their images lowered in quality due to ray bend-
ing when observed over long ranges.

In the next cection the two main types of ray bending which can occur are described. A description
of the photographic equipment used follows in section 3. A presentation of the measuring rte1,1 is then
given. A mathematical model of the phenomenon is presented and discussed in section 5, and the mode..
results are compared with the measuring results.

2. DESCRIPTION OF PHENOMENON WITH EXAMPLES

Bending of rays of light above the sea is caused by a variation in the air refractive index with
height. One differentiates between randomly oriented rapid fluctuations in the refractive index caused by
turbulence, and vertical refractive index gradients which are stable during long periods. This paper is

Smainly concerned with the long duration stable gradients. The influence by turbulence will be briefly

treated in section 4.
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For optical frequencies the refractive index n is implicitly given by the following approximativei~eq.'ttion

N - (n-l)*10- 6  . 7 P+ 0.584 (2.1)T TA2

where N is called the refractive modulus, P is the atmospheric pressure in mbar, T is the temperature in
Kelvin and A the wavelength in um. The refractive index above the sea will often vary in the vertical
direction, while being relatively constant in the horizontal direction. For optical frequencies this is

caused by a vertical temperature gradient above the sea. n is influenced relatively little by pressure and
water vapour content at optical frequency (OWENS, J.C., 196T). An approximate expression for a variation
in the refractive index, An, is given by

AN - 10 An w -AT (2.2)

This expression is derived if P 1 1000 mber, A - 0.55 pm and T u 281 K are inserted into Equation
(2.1).

Below, the imaging of three different types of temperature profiles near the sea will be descrit t

qualitatively. It is assumed that the temperature, and consequently also n, only depends on height, and
also that the height dependence is invariant from one place to another.

In the first case the temperature (and refractive index) is constant with height (Figure 2.1d). All
rays of light will in this case follow straight lines (Figure 2.1e), and the image of an object will not be
distorted (Figure 2.1f). This image will serve as a reference, and will be compared with the imaging obtained
when the air temperature increases or decreases with height.

In the next case the air temperature increases with height, as shown in Figure 2.1a. The temperature
increase is strongest near the sea surface. As the refractive index decreases with height, all rays are
bent towards the sea. The bending is stronger the nearer one comes to the sea surface (Figure 2.1b). The
object will seem to be displaced upwards (Figure 2.1c). At the same time the object appears to be compressed.
The compression is stronger near the sea surface.

In the last example the air temperature decreases with height. The gradient is again strongest near
the sea surface. Temperature and refractive index may vary as shown in Figure 2.1g. The rays are curved, in
a direction away from the sea (Figure 2.1h). The curvature is stronger for rays near the sea. It will be
noticed that for long ranges, some rays may cross each other. This means that the same object may be seen
in two different directions. The object will be displaced downwards at the sace time as it is elongated
-ertically (Figure 2.1i). The lower part of the image is a mirage of part of the object. The lower part of
the object has disappeared below a virtual horizon. The observed reflection does not occur in the sea sur-
face, but in the atmosphere near to the sea surface. A more detailed discussion of the magnitude of the
compression, elongation and reflection is given in section 5.

In these three cases we have assumed different temperature profileR above the sea surface, and
discussed how the corresponding refractive index variations distort an object. There will be a close con-
nection between the particular temperature profile and the temperature difference At(h) - Tair(h) - Teca,
when the air temperature is measured at an appropriate height h. The temperature near the sea surface
usually decreases monotonically as a function of the height when AT(h) < 0, and increases monotonically

when AT(h) > 0. This relationship becomes more probable the larger the absolute value of the temperature
difference is.

3. INSTRMENTATION

A Nikon F camera body and a Questar telephoto lens have been used for the investigation. The objec-
tive lens has an effective aperture diameter of 83.5 mm, the focal length is 4900 mm and the f-number is
59. The film size is 24 x 36 mm, giving a field of view of 4.9 mrad x 7.4 mrad. The diffraction limited
resolutit.n of this type of system, according to the Rayleigh criterion is given by the angle

e • 1.22 A (.1S~(3.1)

where A is the wavelength of light and D the aperture diameter of the objective lens. With D - 0.55 um and
D - 83.5 mm one obtains a = 8 irad, which means that points 0.8 mm apart may be resolved at 100 m range.
In practice, it is possible to resolve on the developed prints black/white line pairs which span an angle
of 8-10 Prod. It may therefore be concluded that the complete system including the photographic process,
is near diffraction limited (STOKBT, P.A., 1973).

The camera with telescope is mounted on a platform which is bolted to a heavy iron n-profil base
(Figure 3.1). To obtain the mentioned resolution a movable mirror in the camera body has to be made fast
during exposure. The iron profile has three supports, of which one is variable in height. A horizontal
spirit level is mounted on the platform. This is calibrated against a theodolite, so that the camera's
optical axis may be oriented parallel to the tangential plane of the earth.

Different film types have been used for the measurements, in the majority of cases Ilford FP4
(200 ASA). For specially short exposures Kodak TRI-X (700 ASA) or Kodak 2475 (3000 ASA) was used.
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4. MEASURING RESULTS

Moat of the measurements have been made across the Oslo fjord at Horten, a distance of 6.2 km. The1~1 measuring object in most cases consisted of a vertical measuring rod, two letters and a house. In Figure 4.1
they have been photographed at 6.2 km range. In the vertical direction, the whole picture format has been

reproduced in the figure, i e the vertical angular extent of the picture is 4.9 sirad. The resolution in
this picture is about twice the diffraction limited resolution of the instrument and is the best obtained
during measurements at 6.2 km range.

The first series of photographs (Figure 14.2) displays some results from five different expeditions.
Figures 4.2c and 4.2d were taken on the same expedition, at an interval of a quarter of an hour. The camera
was in all cases mounted 1.0 meters ± 0.1 meter above sea level. (The tidal difference is small in thu.
Oslo fjord.) The optical axis of the camera is parallel to the earth's tangential plane at the observation
site. A plane parallel to the tangential plane, and containing the optical axis, intersects the film plane

in a horizontal line in the centre of the photograph. This line, which corresponds to zero elevation angle,
is marked at the edge of every picture. Figures 4.2a - 4.2f are arranged according to decreasing elevation
angle to the apparent air/sea interface. The measured temperature difference between the air 4 meters rnbove
sea and the sea temperature, AT(14 mi) - Tair(M m) - Teea, is shown on each photograph. The air temperature

was measured over land at the cetera site. The measured value of AT(4 m) may therefore doýviate from the
average AT(4 m) along the entire range.

It can be seen that when the pictures are arranged sequentially in this way, the measured tempera-
ture difference also decreases from Figure 4.2a to 4.2f. This indicates that the temperature difference
between air at a certain level and sea also determines the air temperature profile below that level. The
qualitative exploration given in section 2 on ray bending agrees well with these observations.

A strong correlation is observed between displacement upwards and compression of the object, an
well as between displacement downwards and elongation. Compression and elongation is greater for the parts
of the object nearer the sea. Consequently the temperature and refractive index change are greater near the
sea surface.

.in Figure 4.2c, 14.2d, 4.2e and 4.2f parts of the object are inverted and reflected in a horizontal
Fplane. This plane intersects the vertical object plane in a line which we call the reflection line. The

apparent vertiftal angle between this r~flection line and the air/sea intersection line changes from picture
to picture. In Figure 4 .2c and 4.2d displacement and reflection allow the entire letters to be seen. Large
portions of the lettors have disappeared in Figures 4.2e and 4.2f. In the angular span between the reflec-
tion line and the sea, only a mirage of parts of the object can be seen. This may cause strong shape dis-
tortions in the imaging of an object, for example as seen in Figure 4.2e. Due to the ray bending the image
of the letters V and S looks like a rectangle and an ellipse respectively. It should be pointed out that
the image distortion due to ray bending, unlike most other types of image impairments, may give a sharp,
good-quality image. The shape of the observed object can, however, be quite wrong.

When the sea temperature is the higher, and the difference between sea and air temperature in-
creases, an increasing part of the object seams to disappear in the sea. The reason for this is that rays
that almost strike the sea are so strongly deflected that they hit the object at great height. (The rays
of light do not, of course, strike the object - they come from the object. We feel however that the argu-
mentation is somewhat simpler to follow if one regards the rays as originating in the camera and 'hitting
the objerot.)

The largest difference in displacement is found by comparing Figures 14 .2a and 14.2f, the difference
being about 1.5 mrad. The angle between the apparent sea/air interface and the reflection line equals the
extension of the inverted object. This angle is largest (o-5 mrad) in Figure 14 .2e.

In the second image series (Figure 14.3) all the pictures were taken during a short time interval

with approximately constant temperature conditions. They were taken with the camera at different heights.
The height is shown on each picture, and varies from 1.9 m to 0.4 m. The range between object and camera
was 14.7 km. The height of the object was 1.3 m, its lower edge being 0.6 m above sea level. The sea tempera-
ture was measured and found to be O.1 0 C lower than the air temperature However, the pictures indicate that
the average air temperature decreased with increasing height.

In this series the optical axis is not known. The object displacement can not therefore be calcu-
lated. The figure illustrates the importance of the observation height for the resulting image. As the

c, amera is moved down from the upper height of 1.9 meters, the lower part of the let-ters becomes elongated.
Further downward movement of the camera causes the lower part of the object to disappear and the remaining
part to be elongated. At a camera height of 0.5 m the letters V and S are seen as a square and a circle,

Only in a few cases have we investigated how quickly the image quality can change. In one single

case the image of the letters changed considerably during a period of 15 minutes. This means that also the
average temperature profile may vary considerably during relatively short tine intervals.

As mentioned in section 2, the atmospheric turbulence will cause rapid fluctuating inhomogeneities
in the refractive index. The image distortion due to turbulence varies greatly with differing meteorologicalI' conditions. Figure 14.1 shows how sharp an image may be when the influence of turbulence and ray bending is
small. The series of photographs in Figure 14.4 were taken in rapid succession during conditions of strong
turbulence. During a short exposure time (1/500 a) the atmosphere will be "frozen", and a snapshot will be
obtained of the influence of turbulence. The shape of the object nay be distorted, but the image be rela-
tively sharp. At longer exposures (0.5 a) temporal fluctuations will be averaged. The shape of the object

will be reproduced better, but the image will be indistinct.
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17 . DISCUSSI.OR

Based on each of the pictures in Figure 4.2 a curve has been drawn depicting the relationship of
apparent angle versus real angle to different points on the object. These curves are presented in Figure 5.1.
The sketch at the bottae nf the figure illustrates what is meant by apparent and real angle. The apparent
angle is found by measuring directly from the picture. The real angle is the angle at which the object would
be seen under conditions where the rays of light would follow straigth lines. The curves will be called
displacement curves, since they depict how much the different points on thin object have been displaced due
to ray bending. The absolute accuracy of the curves is about 0.1 mrad, but the relative error between points
on one curve is less.

The lower terminal of each curve indicates that for small apparent angles the ray meets the sea.
A straight line through origo and at 45 degrees to the coordinate axes represents the "displacement curve"
obtained when the refractive index is completely homogeneous. For curves above and below this reference
line the displacement is respectively upwards and downwards in the field of view. If the curve is parallel
to the reference, the displacement is constant over the whole picture. Deviations from such a parallel re-
sults in compression if the curve bends upwards, and elongation if the curve bends downwards. Some of the

* curveu reach a minimum value for the real angle at a certain apparent angle. For lower apparent angles the
real angle increases. Thus, in a given angular range there are two apparent angles for each real angle.

* This indicates reflection. By studying the displacement curves one may readily came to the some conclusions
concerning displacement, elongation/compression and reflection as discussed in section 4.

Theoretical calculations heve also been made in order to find the form of such displacement curves
for a number of given vertical refractive index profiles. By means of numerical solution of the differential
equations for a number of rays of light in a given refractive index field a theoretical displacement curve
can be derived (HEIER, H.). For each refractive index profile one displacement curve is obtained. In prin-
ciple there is also only one profile for each displacement curve. It is therefore possible to find the
average temperature profile during the conditions when a cýistortion is measured, by selecting the theoreti-
cal displacement curve which most closely matches the experimental displacement curve. In practice, however,
the accuracy with which a 1-ofile can be determined depends on the accuracy of the experimental curve and
the suitability of the refractive index model.

In order to obtain the best possible basis for choosing refractive index profiles for the calcu-
lations a search was made in the literature for measured temperature profiles over the sea. A number ofsuch measurements were found (ROLL, H.V., 1952, FLEAGLE, R.G., 1956, BRUCH, H., 194O and WUST, G.. 1937).

The meesured profiles vary strongly for different cases. Sometimes the temperature was found to be a
linear function of height, but most often an almost logarithmic dependence of the height on temperature
had been found. ki

A simple expressi .1 for the refractive index, which covers both the linear and logarithmic case is:

n(h) = no + Kp'AT(4 m)h (5.1)

Here 4T(4 m) is, as usual, the difference between the air temperature 4 meters above sea level
Sand the sea temperature. The constant K is given by the equation (2.2) and a requirement that the refrac-

tive it.dices at 0 m and 4 m are to be t9e same for all values of p. p determines the shape of the profile
between 0 m and 4 m. The linear profile corresponds to p a 1, while the dependence is nearly logarithmic
when p is large.

The minimum apparent angle et(min) indicates where in the image field the interface between sea and
air is located. This angle may be found from the following approximate equations:

0t(i)--(2 7+7-h (5.2)

where n is the refractive index for h v 0, An is the difference in refractive index between camera height
hc and the sea, and R is the radius of the earth.

Displacement curves have been calculated for two sets of refractive index profiles. An observation
height of 1 m has been assumed, and a distance to the object ýf 6.2 km. For one of the sets of curves the
coefficient p is in all cases eqal to 3 (such that n-no 0  hl/3), while the temperature difference is'9I varied. The displacement curves (Figure 5.2, left-hand ,iide) are located above the 450 reference curve
iwhen the air tempevature is highest, and below when the sea is warmest. The displacement of the object
increases with decreasing apparent angle and increasing value of the temperature difference. The curves
show that wh-n n-no 0  h11 3 a part of the object will always be reflected if the sea is warmer than the air.
In the second set of refractive index profiles the value of the temperature difference is in all cases equal

0to I C, while the coefficient p is varied. The displacement curves (Figure 5.2, right-hand side) show that
the whole object is displaced but not distorted when p - 1, i u when n-n a h. When p > 1 the displacement
increases with decreasing apparent angle. Compression or especially elongation of the object will occur
over a lIrge angle. With increasing values of p, an increasing part of the object will be reflected.

Comparing Figure 5.1 and 5.2, it can be seen that the refractive index must have varied approxi-
mately linearly with height under the conditions when Figure 4.2f was taken. For the conditions which gaveFigures 4.2c, 4.2d and 4.2e the refractive index 4uzt have varied more strongly with height for small

elevations. In order to obtain perfect curve fitting, it is necessary to utilize a more general form for
the refractive index than used earlier.

The matching technique mentioned here may serve as a basis for a long duration investigation of the

mean temperatur, profile. As a suitable measuring object a 10 - 20 m long rod could be set up with one end
in the sea. The -od should be in a plane perpendicular to the direction to the observer, but be inclined 450
to the horizontal. It should be painted white and have electric light bulbs or tubes along the entire length.

i A camera with a telephoto lens should be sited some kilometers away from the taxget. The optical axis of
•a the site. Autmatic devices should enable the film
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to be exposed and advanced as often as desired. The picture of the rod will then directly describe the

displacement curve, which we earlier had to calculate. One may then assume a general form of n(h) and thus
also of T(h). By means of suitable optimization one may find the coefficients in the general expression so
that theoretical and measured displacement curves become fairly equal. It seems to us that a good approxi-
mation to the refractive index often may be derived by using the form

I
n(h) - no + k(h+f)r (5.3)

where a and p are coefficients describing the shape of the profile. k depends on the temperature diffe-
rence between sea and air.

As we have seen in Figures 1.1, 4.2 and 4.3, it is especially distortion through elongation and
reflection which makes identification of objects difficult. We have seen chat elongation and reflection
occur when the sea temperature is higher than the air temperature. It is therefore desirable to know the
distribution of AT in the region of the sea in which one is interested. The Norwegian Meteorological Insti-
tute has kindly provided such distributions from their measuring data for selected places along the
Norwegian coast. They are presented in Figure 5.3 as cumulative distributions of the temperature difference
Tair(h) - Tsea for three stations along the coast and one station in the North Sea. The air temperature has
been measured in different heights h at the different stations. The results include measuring data for
periods of at least 10 years and are presented separately for the summer and winter half year The measured
temperature difference when the pictures in Figures 4.2e and 4.2f were taken was -0.50C and -0.70C respec-
tively. In these cases there is a significant image distortion. Assuming that the distortion always is
signficant when the temperature difference is at least -10 C, the curves in Figure 5.3 show that the proba-
bility for distortion at all the measuring stations during winter is at least 50%.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the type and degree of image distortion observed above the sea. The distortion
is caused by stable, vertical refractive index gradients near the sea bending the rays of light. The re-
frkctive index gradients are caused by temperature gradients. An important difference between this type of
distortion and most other types is that the picture may be sharp, but the shape of the object entirely
wrong.

Measuring results are presented in the form of pictures showing how an object is displaced and
distorted by different amounts of ray bending. One has found that the sign of the difference between the
sea and air temperature determines the type of image distortion observed. When the sea temperature is the
higher, the object is elongated and reflected. This distortion is far more serious than the compressionof the object which is observed if the air is warmer then the sea. The probability of a temperature profile

causing a strong distortion through elongation and reflection is found to be at least 50% during winter
at most places along the Norwegian coast.

The displacement and distortion of an object is usually observed within a narrow angular range of

±2-3 mrad in elevation about the earth's tangential plane. The object as well as the observer have to be
near the sea surface, and the distance between them at least a few kilometers. The effect of ray bending
above the sea may limit the usefulness of optical and electro-optical instruments with small field of view
and good resolution. The least serious effect of ray bending is a pure displacement of the object. The
displacement may vary more than 1 mrad. The measurements performed show that image distortion increases
when the observation height decreases. Optical instruments in ships should therefore be used from the
highest possible position.

If it is assumed that the refractive index above the sea is only a function of height, there will
exist an unambiguous relation between a recorded distorted image and the refractive index gradient causing
the distortion. As a refractive index cnange is proportional to a uemperature change, there will be only
one temperature profile corresponding to a given picture. In this paper we have suggested a simple measuring
method making it possible to find the average temperature profile above the sea. The method may prove valu-
able for studies of the heat exchange between sea and air.
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Figure 1.1 Image distortion due to ray bending.
A ship is photographed at short range (upper). The same ship is photographed with a telephoto
lens from a site 5 meters above sea level at a 5 kn and 8 km range. The sea temperature was
30C higher than the air temperature.
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SFigure 2.1 Imaging of object for three different temzperature profiles.
When the air temperature is homogeneous (d), the rays of light are straight lines (a) and the
image of an object is not distorted (f). When the air temperature increases witn increasing
height (a), the rays of light are bent towards the sea (bThe object is compressed and die-

il (g). the rays of light axe bent away from the sea (h), and the object is displace•i downwards

•' in the field of view (i). The object is stretched and parts of it is reflected, while other

parts disappear.
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LFigure 3.1 The camlera.

I *-. -*Figure 14.1 The me~asur'ing object taken et 6.2 km range.
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Figure 4.2 Results from five different expeditions.
The pictures in e and d are taken on the same day, at an interval of fifteen minutes. The

camera height is 1 meter above sea level and the distance to the object is 6.2 kin. The mea-surld temperature difference A't(4 m) between the air temperature at s meters .eight on ,amera

site and the sea temperature is noted on the pictures. v is the measured wind speed. The expo-
sure times range from 1/14 s to 1 s.
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Figure U.3 Results of measurements from varying camera heights he, during a period with steb)e condi-
tions.
The distance from camera to object was h.7 km. The temperature difference between air and sea
was +0.10C. The wind speed was Aess thar. 1 a/s. The exposure times range from 1/4 s to 1 s.
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Figure )4.4 Influence of the exposure time on the imaging during conditions with strong turbulence.
The range to the object was 6.2 km, the camera was situated 5 m above sea level, the sea/air
tsmperature difference was +5,l40C and the wind speeC was 5.5 m/s.
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Figure 5.1 Displacement curves calculated froms the pictures in Figure 14.2.
The displacement curves indicate the connection between apparent angle and real angle f'orA
diffierent object points, The lower sketch def'ines the terms "apparent angle" and "real angle".A
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Figure 5.2 Theoretical displacement curves, calculated. from refractive index profiles given by equation

The temperature difference AT(4 m) and the constant p is noted on the figures.
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SKROVA, LOFOTEN h =13m FRE
FERDER, OSLOFJ. h = 8m ONA
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NORDSJOEN h 4m

1- RESCE VESSEL,
NORTH SEA

-1o -s 0 5 10
TXir (h) - Tseo(VC)

Figure 5.3 Cumulative distribution of the temperature difference AT(h) between the air at a height h
above sea level and the sea, from four meteorological stations.
The temperatures are read every day at 1.00 pm (every 3 hours for the rescue vessel). The
measurements are taken during the following time intervals; Skrova 1957-69, Ona and Farder
1951-66, rescue vessel 1959-69. (Data from the Norwegian Meteorological Institute.)
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SUMMARY

The paper begins with a brief review of the types of night vision systems which have emerged from
the decades following the second world war. The fundamental limits of all such devices (including the
human eye) are set by photon noise.

The ways in which the earth's atmosphere affect the image quality of night vision devices are nextdiscussed and of particular interest here is the effect on apparent contrast.

The second part of the paper considers the atmospheric problems associated with the use of supple-
mentary illumination. Continuously emitting searchlights are briefly considered but the paper concentrates
on the techniques associated with pulsed illuminators. A summary is given of a basic mathematical model
of such a system.

The paper concludes with a short list of some of the morr: urgent problems which remain.

1. INTRODUCTION

Throughout the decades since the second world war there has been a steadily increasing amount of
scientific effort devoted to the development of night vision sensors. Most of the stimulus for this aork
has arisen out of the war and the future needs of military systems, altho sh there are many peaceful
applications as well. The principal military interest in night vision is the detection, recognition and
identification of enemy vehicles and personnel under conditions of poor illumination but a broader aim is
to be able to conduct all night-time operations with near-daylight efficiency. Many types of equipmentI have been developed for these purposes but they can be roughly classified under four main headings.

i Firstly, there are the purely optical devices such as night telescopes and binoculars. As is well
known these do not increase the apparent luminance of the scene (no ordinary optical system can ever do
that) but, by pro-viding angular magnification they contrive to offset the reduced resolution of the human
eye at low light levels. An essential feature of design is that the exit pupil of the system should be
at least as large as the dark-adapted pupil of the eye.

The second category of night vision devices, the image intensifier, takes us into the field of
elec~ro-optics. The basic intensifier consists essentially of an evacuated cylinder containing a photo-
cathode at one end and an electro-luminescent phosphor at the other. Photoelectrons emitted by the
photocathode are accelerated by an applied electric field and focused to form an image on the phosphor.
Owing to the increased energy of the accelerated electrons, more photons are emitted by the phosphor image

than were originally incident on the photocathode and so a light amplification is effected. The luminous
gain of such a device is typically about 50. By cascading several such intensifiers it is possible to
achieve considerably higher gains. For example, a three-xtage system may have a gain of about 30,000.

Television equipments form the third category of this brief survey. Most low light television (LLTV)
systems use an image intensifier of the type we have just described, as a first stage of light amplific-
ation. This is then coupled to one of the many forms of TV pick-up tube such as the SEC vidicon, the SIT
vidicon and the image isocon. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the relative merits of these
various types. Suffice it to say that they all contain additional stages of gain in addition to a storage
mechanism. Three obvious advantages of LLTV over the first two categories of night vision sensor are:

(a) that the display can be remote from the optical sensor

(b) that the size of the display can be chosen independently of the rest of the system

(c) that the human eye can be used in its normal light-adapted state to view a bright display.

A fourth category of sensor is perhaps not properly included with the rest since its operation depencb
mainly on radiation emitted by the elements of the scene by virtue of their temperatures, rather than by
reflected incident light. This group includes of course, the various types of infra-red sensors and has
only been included for the sake of completeness.

2. FUNDAMENTAL LIMITS

It is natural first to examine the performance of the human eye since, were it not for limitations of
this, we would probably not consider other types of senior at all. At the highest light levels which
occur naturally (say a scene illumination df 105 lux, corresponding to direot sunlight) the human eye
provides its possessor with a full-colour, high-definition impression of some 5 steradians or so of the
external world. This statement is a broad generalisation. In fact the perception of colour and fine
detail falls off considerably towards the periphery of the field of view but this is largely offse-t by the

* rapidity with which the eye can be directed toward the point of interest. As the light level falls, a
* complicated system of psychological and physiological controls ensures that the system maintains most of.~~~ ~ ~ .en..su..re..s
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its efficiency over a considerable range of scene illuminations. However, around the twilight levels (of
the order of I lux) it becomes noticeable that both resolving power and colour perception begin to decrease,
and this tendency continues as the light level falls still further.

The lowest naturally occurring level under the open sky is about 10-4 lux (corresponding to anA overcast, moonless night) but there are situations of military importance where it can be even lower, for
example in a dense forest. Under these conditions, the human eye seems to lose all of its sense of colour
and very nearly all of its resolution of fine detail. Furthermore, the mere detection of light, to which
the observer is reduced under these circumstances, is now performed by the periphery of t ie retina, rather
than the centre (the technique of averted vision).

In a classic paper Albert Rose analysed the performance of an 'ideal picture pick-up device', namely
one that is limited only by random fluctuations in the primary process of conversion of photons to
electrons (Rose A 1948). His basic result, converted into modern units is:

*2 - 2.3 x 10-. k2 k .........................................................

where B = scene luminance in im/m2 /sr

C = Contrast between target and background defined as (TI - B1 )/(T 1 + B,) where TI and B1
are the target and background luminances.

S= target subtense in milliradians

k = threshold S/N ratio

D = objective lens diameter in rm

t = integration time of device

E = quantum yield

Rose goes on to compare this result with actual data on the performance of the eye and shows that,
within certain limits of the variables,the eye may be matched to an ideal device with a quantum yield of
0.05 at low light levels and 0.005 at high light levels. It is known that the system of control of the
eye includes this vari.ation of quantum yield (e). Other factors in the control system are dilation of the
pupil (D), variation of integration time (t), integrating the signal over larger areas on the retina by
effectively paralleling the outputs from several elementary receptors, lowering of sensitivity thresholds
etc.

The fundamental limit examined by Rose is a limit which applies to all night vision devices, since
randomness is a characteristic of any primary photo-process i.e. one in which incident photons cause the
release of photo-electrons which become the 'signal'. This source of noise remains after all others have
been eliminated. Apart from light level, its magnitude will depend on

(a) the elementary image area over which integration may be considered to occur (this obviously
relates to resolving power)

(b) the integration time of the system, usually, but not always, that of the human eye.

3. ATMOSPHERIC LIMITATIONS

So far we have only considered the limits imposed on a night vision system arising from the quantities
of light available. There is another, and in some cases more serious, limitation. In the basic military
task of detecting the presence of an enemy, we are frequently concerned with ranges of the order of several
kilometres. In modern war, the early detection and recognition of an enemy vehicle at the greatest possible
range, may make all the difference between the success and failure of a given mission. At such ranges
however, the earth's ati.kosphere will play a major role in determining the quality of the image presented to
"an observer.

As a broad generalisation, we can say that the presence of the atmosphere will influence image quality
in three disinct ways:

(a) Light reflected by the target and its background and travelling towards the electro-optical
sensor will be absorbed by molecules of the atmospheric gases, scattered out of the direct path
both by molecules and by suspended particles (chiefly water droplets) and finally, refracted by
density gradients arising mainly from temperature inhomogeneities. The net result will be a loss
of light which would otherwise have contributed to the optical image. We will group together the
above effects under the general heading of attenugition.

(b) The detection of a target against its background amounts fundamentally to detecting a radiance
(or luminance) difference between the two. If this difference is zeror detection is clearly
impossible by any of the devices we are considering here. (This statement is, of courie, a gross
simplification. In a real situation we must consider the spectral distribution of the light from
target and background and its relation to the spectral responsivity of the primary photocathode
of the sensor. A true luminance difference of zero may still give rise to a finite difference of
signal current in a sensor which has a different spectral responsivity from that of the eye).

The ease with which the difference is detected is a function of the radiance levels themselves,
a given difference being less significant at higher levels. This is usually expressed by
referring to the contrast between target and background. The definition used throughout this paper
has already been given in connection with the result of Rose above.
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so increase the apparent radiances of both target and baacground. Clearly this will decrease
the apparent contrast and so make the detection task more difficult. The effect of attenuation
in (a) above also worsens this contrast reduction since it reduces the useful light as a
proportion of the scattered light. A well-known simple result for uniform atmospheres, which
includes effects (a) and (b) is:

NR -N0 OR + E( OR).................... *............... .. ...... ..............
NR - 'RO e9 + Ni H (I

where NR - apparent radiance of object at range R

aN - instrinsic radiance of object

NH n radiance of horizon sl9y

R = range

a - atmospheric extinction coefficient

(c) The third atmospheric effect on image quality is a dynamic one, namely the optical aberrations
arising from refractive index fluctuations over the optical path. The result of these fluctuations
is a random variation of the geometry of image details, resulting in a loss of resolution and
contrast. The effects (usually referred to as shimmer and scintillation) are extremely difficult
to quantify and will not be considered further in this paper. The reader is referred to
(Lawrence R.S. and Strohbehn J.W. 1970) (for example) for a sumal ry of theoretical work in this
field.

In the case of television sensor systems there are various techniques available which go some way
towards compensating for the contrast losses caused by atmc.+pheric scattering and attenuation. These
techniques make use of non-linear (or even discontinuous) transfer characteristics during the stages of
electronic signal amplification and in some cases, can be applied to selected portions of the picture only
(Clark W.J.R., 1975).

Simple contrast expansion can be achieved by over or under-compensating at the Igayma correction'
stage. If the original optical image contains the whole tone range from black to white this technique
is only of limited application.

A more effective method is the 'Auto-black' technique in which the least bright part of the scene
(regardless of its actual brightness) is reproduced as black in the display, whilst the brightest part ofthe scene is reproduced as peak white. The contrast expansion is therefore greatest when the total scenecontrast is least.

Other more sophisticated methods are described in the paper by W.J.R. Clark.

4* SYSTEMS USING SUPPLEMENTARY ILLUMINATION

The fundamental photon limit which applies to all night vision devices at a sufficently low light
level, can b, avoided by supplying more photons artificially i.e. by the use of a searchlight. Whether
this searchlight supplies radiation within the visible spectrum or not, in military terms it constitutes
an 'active' system. This has certain tactical implications which wll not be discussed here. The rest
of this paper will be devoted to examining the ways in which such bapplementary illumination can be used
to help us towards solutions of the low light problem in a scattering atmosphere.

In most applications it is desirable that any artificial light source which is employed be situated
close to the imaging sensor so that the whole equipment (illuminator + sensor) can be conveniently controlled
by a single operator. In considering ranges of several kilometres ittll b6 clear that we must concentrate
on illuminating only a small area of the scene in order to conserve efficiency. Thus the illuminating beam
will, in general, be of narrow angle and fairly well defined. The field of view of the sensor could be
similarly restricted but as it may be required to operate without an illuminator at high light lenels, a
wide field of view may be more appropriate. This choice will depend on the particular operational require-
ment.

An atmospheric problem arises immediately we attempt to use a searchlight in this manner, namely
backscatter from the atmospheric aerosol in the path of the beam. Close proximity of source and sensor
implies that a great deal of the beam will lie across the line of sight of the sensor and backscatter from
this region will reduce the target contrast against its background. For reasons which will be self-evident,
backscatter will increase as atmospheric attenuation increases so that we would expect the whole situation
to become rapidly worse as the atmospheric extinction coefficient increases.

It would appear that there are two basic techniqucs for combating this problem and we will now examineeach of these in turn.

Figure 1 shows the relation between backscattered radiance and range, for three different atmosphericconditions. The ordinates are the agarenn radiances of a I metre thick lamina of atmosphere when
irradiated by a source of radiant intensity I W/sr at the stated ranges. This diagram has been included toi emphasize the sensitivity of baoksoatter to range. A useful rough rule is readily apparent from the figure,
namely that an order of magnitude decrease in range results in two orders of magnitude increase in back-scattered radiance. A

Thus by for the most dominant part of the radiance comes from snort ranges. It will be clear that, by
laterally separating source and sensor, we can make use of the geometry of the situation to ensure that the
parts of the atmosphere close to the sensor are not illuminated by the beam and do not contribute to theI !
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total baokocatter. This technique is sometimes referred to am 'spatial gating'. It is very limited in
its application since, if source and sensor are to be regarded as a single unit, equipumnt mime will
restrict the available separation distance.

It can be shown that the apparent 44adiance due to backscatter in this situation is given approximatelyby the expression:

N -s s Laine(e - •) d ......................... ......... ..................

where J - source intensity in W/sr

a - extinction coefficient

0 = relative scattering function for the case of !:=k!9catter

SS = source-sensor separation

8 = convergence angle between illuminator beam and optical axis of sensor

- half illuminator beam angle

The second technique for eliminating much of the close backsoatter is usally called 'time gating'.
By providinq the additional illumination in the form of short pulses and using some form of time gating in
the sensor equipment, it is possible to differentiate on a time basis between radiation scattered or
reflected from different ranges. In particular, by arranging that light reflected from the object of
interest reaches the sensor during the open poriod of the gate, the effect of backscattered light from
other ranges can be largely eliminated (Adlington R.R., 1975).

Figure 2 is a simple diagram which helps to clarify the basic principle and is useful for determining
the limits of certain integrals which occur in the analysis. The diesam is largely self-explanatory,
but the reader should note one or two points. The gradient of all sloping lines is equal to ± ca, where c
is the velocity of light. A little consideration will show that only objects and atmospheric particles
within the space-time limits shown shaded will scatter light which will be perceived by the sensor since,
for all other ranges, the time of arrival of light at the sensor will occur during the closed period of
the gate. Clearly, by narrowing both the illuminator pulse and the gating pulse we can reduce this range
of backnocatter and so improve the object to background contrast.

An analysis which considers primary scattering only leads to the following results (Youngs R.G.D.,
1975).

The light reflected by the target itself will give it an apparent radiance given bys

N = PR+ p(t).dt. ..........................................

0

where PRF pulse repetition frequency

p - target reflectance

w solid angle of illuminator beam

b -atmospheric scattering coefficient

L target range

T time for a complete illuminator cycl4-/-I-

The functions g(t) and p(t) represent the form of the gating and illuminator pulses respectively.

A useful simplification of this result can be obtained by assuming a rectangular gate profile of
len th equal to the output pulse. In this case g(t + 2L/c) = I for the range of the integral for which
p(Itj 0 and since the mean illuminator power W . P- fT p(t).dt we have

0

-2bL
N L2 ... . . . . . . . .. .. .. .eee ..e ........... • e. e + 0 . . . . . I e....... e.... *.s

Note that this expression does not include light which is backecattered from the atmosphere lying in
front of the target. This light will be included in the target radiance as perceived by the system. To
calculate the contrast of the target against its background we must now state the equations for backscatter.
In this context the term 'background' will generally be used to mean 'atmospheric background'., that is
the background radiance will It considered to arise from light scattered from hams particles etc. The
problem of a solid background such as rook or vegetation can be treated as for the target.

(Youngs H.G.D. 1975) derives the following expression for the effective perceived radiance of a

"particular space-time region of the scattering atmosphere:

1 2 dftA r ..... e ....... #oe.. *.....s ....... ...... ebr

t rA r
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The limits of the integrals have been left in a general foim am theme have to be chosen aocording to

the particular came which is to be calculated. Note that the time limits are within one cycle. It will
be clear that it is nnw necessary to integrate over range as well as time mince the scattering atmosphere
extends in depth.

By making the oimplifying assumption that the gate profile is rectangular we can separate the
integrals and writes

I~B [2(x L _ ("13)N2 d ~ )- - t .............................................. SL J
2 4w tA "AB

where 22 is the usual notation for an exponential integral of order 2, and xA - 2brA, xB - 2 brB.

By using appropriate time and space limits in this expression we can calculate:

(a) the entire atmospheric backscattered radiance which is perceived by the sensor as 'background'

(b) the backsaattered radiance which contributes to the apparent radiance of the target and hence

S(o) the target to background contrast

This theoretical treatment has been used to compute the way in which the apparent contrast of an
object varies with its position in the 'range gate' (the shaded region in Pigure 2). In general the
position of maximum postive contrast is found, as might be anticipated, somewhere near the centre of the
range gate, but Tor high values of scattering coefficient this position shifts towards shorter ranges.

One interesting and, by now, well known result of this technique occurs when the target is wholly in
front of the shaded space time region so that it will appear to have zero radiance. The background will
consist of the complete backecatter from the shaded region so that the object will appear as a dark
silhouette of contrast -1. If the range now increases, the object will disappear momentarily from view as
it enters the tip of the shaded region since its contras4 will pass through zere. Behind the range gate
the object will, of course, be invisible. I

If the time delay between the illuminator pulse and gate is increased so that the range gate follows
a receding object, it can be shown that the apparent contrast will slowly increase to a maximum at infinite
range. The value of this maximum will depend upon object reflectance, scattering coefficient and the
gating condition.

Contrast under natural illumination alone almost invariably decreases with increasing range and
scattering coefficient. Thus there will always be some range at which the pulsed ill.minator system can
improve contrast. Unfortunately, contrast is only one of the parameters which determine the usefulness
of the displayed image of an electro-optical sensor. As range and/or atmospheric attenuation increase,
the absolute values of the effective radiances decrease drastically as can be seen from equations 4 and 6.
Thus the actual signal levels obtainable from the sensor will also decrease and the problem will event-
ually revert back to the question of photor noise.

S5. OUTSTAND;fiG POBLEMS

Although the techniques mentioned have already achieved some success in overcoming the difficulties
of night vision imposed by the properties of the atmosphere, many problems remain. Indeed, in some cases

now problems have arisen out of the techniques themselves.

In the case of pulsed illuminators, it will be appreciated that in many cases high-power lasers are
employed for this work. But this brings with it the dangerous possibility of severe eye damage for any
person irradiated by such a beam at short range. Whether this is acceptable in war is perhaps debatable
but it constitutes a serious drawback perhaps for peaceful application or in a 'cold war' situation.

The spectral content of an artificial illuminator would normally be chosen to match the response of
the photocathode of the sensor, although it must be remembered that scene parameters also have an
influence on this choice. For example, the refleotivities of many man-made objects are similar to that of
natural vegetation over most of the visible spectrum but in the near infra-red the reflectivity of
vegetation rises considerably and provides a good contrast with man-made objects. Unfortunately, beyond
l4 there are at present no suitable photocathodes of high sensitvity. Considirable interest is being shown
in new photocathode materials based on gallium arsenide. These are likely to have improved infra-red
responses which would 6 -hile more efficient use to be made of natual night radiation, in addition to the
possibility of a Nd-YAG laser (i.06p) as an illuminator.
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USING LIDAR FOR MEASURING VISIBILITY

- :Dr. James F. Ruger
ELTRO GMBH
6900 Heidslb.xig / BRD

SUMMARY

The porformanca o. a slant visibility equipment and the data processing techniques used
are described herein. Special attention is given to the correlation data which compares
the accuracy of the slant visibility system to that of a recognised transmissiometer.

Approximately 800 slant visibility readings were compared with the transmissiometer-
visibility data at threo different airports in order to obtain the correlation function.

The results show that the slant visibility readings although consistantly higher than
the tranamissiometer-visibility readings the factor is always approximately two. There-
fore the correlation factor is a constant and the visibility data plots of the two
systems lie exactly parallel one another. Considering this parallel shift it can
readily be said that the two systems show very good agreement in visibility data.

The use of the LIDAR technique in a SVR (Slant Visual Range) system which would
supplement the RVR (Runway Visual Range) systems at airports may very well become a near
future applIcation especially when reliable eye-safe lasers are available at a
reasonable price.

1. • INTRODUCTION

The visibility at various heights as well as alont slant path is of special
interest for meteorologists and flight-safety personel. ý- r aircraft landing operations
the visibility along the "Landing Glide Path" is of special importance.

Resear,;h and development in the pulse-laser field has shown that a laser-radar method
called lidar probes the atmosphere such that the back scatter signal is Giaracteriaed
by the aerosol particles along the laser beam path and is referred to as the lidar
signature.

If the atmosphere along the beam path is assumed to be homogeneous - or at least con-
sisting of homogeneous intervals - the backscatter coefficient remains constant within
these intervals and the descending curve of the lidar signature is caused by the pro-
duct of extinction and reciprocal squared distance. Since the visibility is inversely
proportional to the extinction coefficient, the former can be obtained via a careful
analysis of the lidar signature.

The lidar principle has a significant feature in that it is a single ended system and
can be aimed in any slant direction. Thus the system is often referred to a• a "Slant
Visibility Measurement System".

The purpose of our investigation was to find an automatic processing and display method
which had a high data evaluation accuracy for determining the visibility In a homo-
geneous atmosphere which could be expanded for evaluation of an inhomogeneous
atmosphere. Such a system was analysed and built as an experimental model.

Although this model utilizes a ruby laser and can possibly be a hazard to the eye /7/
further developments in the field of eye-safe-lasers /5/ show that an &rbium glass
laser having the same power and pulse width of our ruby laser is completely eye safe.

2. Theoretical Pr'incipals

The theory of visibility measurement using lidar has been dealt with by various
authors /1/, /2/, /4/. As a matter of information the most important equationsare
listed below:

The common lidai e-uation is given asn

R
Pt " A1 a BI(k) - 2 f o(R) - dR11r (R) e 0 1

,,8wM 2 0

P (R) - received power (watt)
r

P t - transmitted power
.' ]KI • constant incorporating optical parameters, light velocity, pulse width etc.
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B' (R) - volume backscatter coefficient at a distance R (m
R w one way penetration of the atmosphere
a(R) - extinction coefficient at the distance R(m"1)

If a homogeneous aerosol distribution is considered then the extinction coefficient is
independent ot distance such that

B'(R) - constant - K2  (2)

and c(R) is inversely proportional to the meteorological visibility in accordance to the
equation

3| 92 (3)

t ~ vm - mtereological visibility i

if equation (c) and (3) are substituted into equation (1) the following results:

S- 8_2 4 - R (4)
-(R

In order to solve equation (4) tor Vm the logarithm of both sides is taken:

• 2] FPt'Kl*K2" 7.824•R(5

ln l(R).R2] _ ln l 2 " 24- (5)

and equation (5) is differentiated in respect to r yielding

d ) -(6dr v

As can be seen in equation (6) the lisibility solution is independent of system para-

meters and transmitter power providing that the lidar signature is large enough to beanalysed.

As mentioned previously a homogeneous atmosphere had been assumed so that the visibility
along the measurement path is constant. This means that the left side of equation (6) I
depicts a line of constant slope. Therefore AR can be substituted for fr in the above
equation an 4 solving for Vm yields:

Vm - 7,824 R (7)

If the term in the brackets of the deniominator oi equation (7) is plotted as a function
of the penetration R then a straight line of negative slope is obtained. The product
of this slope value with -7.824 gives the visibility.

This theoretical approach is valid for a homogeneous atmosphere. |lowever, the degree of
inhomogeneity which is to be encountered along landing glide paths can be averaged by
applying a least-means-square-fit to the term in brackets in equation (7) thus obtaining
an average visibility value. This al-proach can be api-lied with success for landing Alide
paths since the approach angle is only in the order of 3 to 5 degrees.

3. Slant Visibility Equipment

The slant visibility equipment (see Vig. 1) consists of two main units ,

a) transmitter/receiver
b) processing electronics with program logic

The transmitter/receiver unit houses the laser, the receiver optics, photomultiplier
with spectral filter and preamp. (see Fig. 2).

The processing electronics/program logic unit (see Fig. 3) encorporates the log ampliiier,

A/D convertor, memory, clock pulse generator, program logic, tape pulicher with interface.

3 .1 Transmitter/Receiver A
,he ruby laser with Galilei telescope has a divergence of 0.5 mrad and a pulse j

repitition of 6 per minute. A Cassegrain objective system having an F.O.V. Qf 0.9 rirad
comirises the receiver optics. by means of a lens of focal length being 100 mr• t e light
rays are directed to the cathode of the photomultiplier. A spectral filter of 9 h band-
width restricts the detector to light within the ruby wavelength.
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3.2 Ptocessiny Llectroniri.

A block diagram of the processing electronics 1,si cz am logic is shown in Fig.3.
Since laser beam propagates with the velocity oi "A4h, the time inverval between the
A-trigger and each instant time of the backscatte. sici al is directly proportional to
the renetration distance. Therefore the 10W nm .;|t,jrvalz, used for A/D conversion
correspond to 15 meter penetration steps. The backscatter signal for a penetration depth
maximum of 2055 meters is stored. The memory has a capacity for storing 8 lidar
signatures before it is automatically read out with the tave puncher.

In order to calculate the visibility from the backscatter signals ths tape is fed into
a computer having a prestored, program. In addition to calculating the visibility the
function

In P *R versus R~

is automatically plotted at the terplinal. If the slope is continuous and approximates

a rtraight line it is certain that the atmosphere was homogeneous.

Deviations from a straight line are caused by inhomogeneous aerosol distributions.

In order to obtain the average visibility in the latter case a least-means-square-fit
/3/ is applied as in equation (8).

* n n n
n *~iyi - i xi
1ii- i1- i-l (8)

n 2 2n *"7Xi -

6 - matched slope
xi - instantaneous penetration distance
yi - corresponding instantaneous value for In Pr(R) .2

n - number of values used

After the computer calculatea equation (8) it goes on to equation (9)

Vm 7.824

to determine visibility.

4. Results and Analysis

Fig. 4 shows a typical plot of the function Log P (R).R versus R as obtained at
the computer terminal. The y-axis which gives the amplitfide of the function starts at
an origin value of 13 and continues in increments of .05. The x-axis is scaled in meters.
The y-axis was expanded in order to make amplitude deviations from that of a straight
line more noticable. In order to determine the average slope of the curve as in Fig. 4
the computer applies a least-means-square-fit as in equation (8) and calculates the
visibility in accordance with equation (9).

Visibility comparison measurements were conducted at three different airports using the
Lltro transmissometer type Th4 150 D for comparison. Fij. 5 shows the compacison of this
data as plotted at the computer terminal. The visibility data obtained via lidar is
plotted along the y-axis as a function of the transmissometer-visibility data of the
x-axis.

A straight line is drawn from the origin having identical visibility values for both
systems. Should all measured data lie on this line then the correlation of the two
systems would be perfect. As can be seen most of the lidar data results in higher visi-
bility values.

Fig. 5 only gives an indication of min and max vaý,.es obtained with the lidar system for
a particular transmissonmeter value since only one point for a particular value is
plott.. 1 regardless how many comparisons show this value.

For this reason an average is taken of all the lidar results pertaining to a specific
transmissometer value and this is plotted in Fig. 6. As can be seen the lidar values lie
a factor 2 higner than the corresponding tranamissometer-visibility values and that this
correlation factor of 2 remains constant independent of visibility. In consideration of
this aspect it can surely be said that the correlation is rather good.
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The curve shows the visibility values obtained from the

Lidar system and compared to those obtained from the
Transmissometer system for a penetration of 150 to 450 meters.

y-coordinate: Lidar Visibility Values
x-coordinate: Transmissometer Visibility Values
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE ATMOSPHERE BETWEEN HELICOPTERS AND GROUND-

TARGETS ON THE DOWNWARD AND UPWARD VISIBILITY

H.-E. Hoffmann
DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FOR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT E. V.

DFVLR - Institut ftir Physik der Atmosphlre
8031 Oberpfaffenhofen / Germany

SUMMARY

During some preliminary tests about the visibility aiy- o-ground and ground-to-air
in autumn 1974, the maximum detection range and the maximum recognition range were deter-
mined. A tank Leopard, a 1,5 t military truck and a special test board were observed from
air to gr,'und. The aircraft were a Bell UH ID helicopter and a Dornier Do 27. The experi-
ments tool. place only at standard visibilities between 36 and 57 km. - The maximum detection
range ground-to-air was between 6 and 12 km larger than the maximum detection range air-
to-ground. For the maximum detection range ground-to-air values between 9 and 16 km were
reached and for the maximum detection range air-to-ground they were between 2 and 4 km. The
maximum recognition range air-to-ground was up to 2 km smaller than the maximum detection
range. The maximum detection range for observations of a special test board - which in
about corresponded with Nato test boards - was smaller than that for observations of the
1,5 t military truck. The maximum recognition ranges, however, determined at observations
of the test board and of the 1,5 t military truck did not differentiate significantly from
each other.

S1. INTRODUCTION

During a rather big program of experiments in autumn 1974 in Northern Germany some
preliminary tests were conducted in order to answer the question:

Who can see whom first, the observer in the helicopter the tank or the observer in
the tank the helicopter?

As the time available for these preliminary tests was very short, the experiment
took place under mainly idealized conditions for observations air-to-ground and ground-to-
air in order to get some concrete answers. Idealized means that aircraft and ground vehicle
did not conduct in a military-tactically correct manner and that the meteorological condi-
tions for experiments were favorable. In detail this means:

(a) The observer was familiar with the direction and time of the approaching
aircraft

(b) Altitude and direction of the aircraft remained constant during an approach

(c) The altitude of the approaching aircraft was between 200 and 300 m

(d) The helicopter (a Bell UH ID) resp. the airplane (a Dornier Do 27) approached
from distances between 15 and 40 km

(e) The helicopter resp. the airplane approached in front of sky background

(f) The tank (a Leopard) resp. the 1,5 t military truck were standing on a meadow
without any camouflage

(g) The observers in the helicopter resp. in the airplane were familiar with the
position of the ground targets and this remained unchanged during the whole
test series subsequently discussed

(h) The tests were only conducted at daylight brightness

1*
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(i) For the horizontal standard visibility values between 36 and 57 km were ob-
tained

It never rained during the tests and the air temperature was between +5 and +200
Celsius.

In order to find an answer to the above mentioned question, who can see whom first
resp. how is the difference between the visibility ground-to-air and the visiblity air-to-
ground, the maximum detection range and the maximum recognition range were used. The maxi-
mum detecticn range is the distance in which the observer in the approaching helicopter is
just able to perceive the ground object resp. in which the ground observer is just able
to perceive the approaching aircraft. In a distance corresponding to the maximaum detection
range, an observer can only determine that something is located there. He cannot yet speci-
fy the observed object i.e. he cannot yet recognize or identify it. In a distance, however,
which at least equals the maximum recognition range, details about the observed object can
be differentiated.

To contrast the maximum detection ranges air-to-ground with ground-to-air, obser-
vation results of only one approach or one test period were compared with each other This
guaranteed that the observation results used for comparing were determined at almost the
same test conditions.

Due to little changes of the horizontal standard visiLility (about 20 km) during
each test period, quite unexpected no information from the below shown test results have
been got, how the maximum detection range and the maximum recognition range air-to-ground

oi course valid for the differences between the maximum detection ranges air-to-ground andground-to-air.

Detailed informations about the maximum detection range at observations of aircraft
from the ground can be taken from the reports (SEYB, E.K. 1966 and 1967; HOFFMANN, H.-E.
1966 and 1974; HOFFMANN, H.-E., BUELL, R.H. 1974). 1

Following, also some results are shown concerning the maximum recognition range
which, however, only could be determined during observations air-to-ground. Likewise at ob-
servations air-to-ground the maximum detection range and the maximum recognition range were
determined using a special test board.

2. TEST DESCRIPTION

2.1 The observed aircraft

For determination of the maximum detection range ground-to-air an airplane of the
type Dornier Do 27 and a helicopter of the type Bell Uli 1D were available (see Fig. 1 and
2). Both aircraft were dark-green so that their contrast against the sky background was
negative.

Lo -Ls C = Contrast
C Lo= Luminance of object

Ls= Luminance of sky

The inherent contrast was approximately 0,90. One side door of the helicopter had
been removed so that special observers in the helicopter could not be impeded by a too
narrow field of view or by the window-glass.

2.2 The observed ground objects

The ground target to be detected resp. recognized from the aircraft were a tank
Leopard or a 1,5 t military truck of the Bundeswehr. The longitudinal axis of the tank Leo-
pard showed in the direction from which the aircraft was approaching (see. Fig. 3). The
1,5 t military truck was standing in a manner that either its longitudinal axis had the
same direction as the approaching aircraft or that this axis was traverse. For the obser-
vers in the aircraft was a meadow the backgrouiid of the two ground targets. The biggest
part of the vehicles visible to the observers had a negative coritrast i.e. the vehicles
too appeared dark against their background.

In order to find out how the maximum detection range resp. the maximum recognition
range at observations of the military vehicle corresponded with those received at observa-
tions of a so-called Nato-test, during some approaches two special test boards were ob-
served. The test board for detection was a disk with a diameter of 2,3 m with four grey-
white pairs of lines on it (line width - 28,7 cm) (see Fig. 4). The test board for recogni-
tion had 7 grey-white pairs of lines (line width = 16,4 cm). The inherent contrast between
the grey and the white lines of the test boards for the maximum detection range and the
maximum recognition range was about 50%.

2.3 The course of the tests

The area of the ground targets (see Fig. 5) was approached by the aircraft in alti-
tudes between 200 and 300 m from eastern direction in distances in which the objects to be
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detected could not be seen any more. It was the task of the observers to advise the moment
in which they could just seA the targets to be detected (UH ID, Do 27, tank Leopard, 1,5 t
military truck) resp. in which they could just recognize the target (1,5 t military truck).
During observation of the test board, the grey-white pairs of lines had to be resolved.

The pilots by means of their instrument panel and their flying direction knew quite
exactly the position of the test area, so that the sector they had to search over was very
small (about 100). The special observers in the helicopter, however, had to search within
a sector of 30-40o. During their observations the helicopter was hovering and its axis was
traverse to the direction of approach.

2.4 The observers

The observers during these tests were 15 soldiers of an anti-aircraft defence bat-
talion of the Bundeswehr. 7 of them were special observers in the helicopter UH ID, the
others were employed as observers ground-to-air. The soldiers whose observation values were

used as well as the pilots of the Do 27 and the helicopter had normal visual acuity.

2.5 Measurement of the distance ground object - aircraft

For determination of the distance ground target-aircraft a mobile 3 cm-radar set
was available. During the approaches the slant distance was measured continually and was
registered in intervals of one second.

2.6 The determination of the horizontal standard visibility

The horizontal standard visibility was determined by means of an integrating nephe-

lometer and by contrast measurements of natural and artificial targets. To describe the
test conditions of the results in the following chapter, values for the horizontal standard
visibility have beeen applied, received by contrast measurements of natural targets (edges
of woods) (HOFFMANN, H.-E., 1967 and 1971). In most cases the values thus received for the
horizontal standard visibility at ground level were valid too for the slant standard visi-
bility helicopter (resp. airplane)-to-ground target, this due to the fact that approaches
trok place in low altitudes and that the atmosphere with regard to the degree of its turbi-
dity up to the flying altitude appeared vertically homogeneous.

2.7 The determination of the slant standard visibility

At larger altitudes and (or) vertical inhomogeneities of the atmosphere, the hori-
zontal standard visibility at ground level is no sufficient measurement for the degree of
the atmospheric turbidity in slant directions. For fundamental researches being conducted
to clarify in which relation is the slant standard visibility - at different elevation
angles, at different altitudes, at different meteorological conditions - with the horizon-
tal standard visibility at ground level, it has been tried to get also values for the slant
standard visibility. For this purpose the test board was photographed from different distan-
ces during several approaches of the helicopter. Tests are made to conclude values for the
slant standard visibility by means of the density curve of the used films and by means of
a microphotometer.

3. TEST RESULTS

Informations about registration and processing of observation values and measure-
ment values can be taken from the reports (HOFFMANN, H.-E., BUELL, R.H., 1974).

In Figures 8-13 the values for the horizontal standard visibility V result from
weighted means and cubic interpolation of contrast measurements at different natural tar-
gets. The values for the maximum detection ranges Dm and the maximum recognition ranges Rm
(showed by lines parallel with the abscissa) are arithmetic mean values of various single
values. The hatched region with the mean value symmetrically arranged around indicates the
confidence region belonging to this mean value, i.e. here the region in which the mean
value, basing on a normal distribution for the single values of observation, can be expected
at a probability of 95%. In case, a confidence region is missing, this means, that the
single values for the corresponding mean values have been got during a discontinuous
approach of the helicopter Bell UH iD and that all special observers in the helicopter have
detected resp. recognized the object at the same traverse position of the helicopter. This
means that the confidence region in this case equals zero. Th. number of single values
appears in parentheses above their mean value resp. their confidence region. On top of the
parantheses it is shown which object has been observed.

In Figures 8-13 the maximum detection range D and the maximum recognition range Rm
during observations air-co-ground have been confrontel with the riaximum detection range Dm
during observations ground-to-air. The test results of each Figure have been received only
during one day and during one test period i.e. observations took place at the same day and
therefore at nearly the same conditions.

During the tests mentioned in the report, the horizontal standard visibility only
changed insignificantly. The tests were conducted at horizontal standard visibilities be-
tween 36 and 57 km. Figures 6 and 7 show, how the maximum detection range changes in depen-
dence on the horizontal standard visibility; they are taken out of reports by SEYB, E.K.,
1966 and HOFFMANN, H.-E., 1974. With regard to the curve "naked eye" in Fig. 7, it shouldS~.~ !
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be remarked that only few values for the maximum detection range at large horizontal stan-
dard visibilities were available for the calculation of this curve. Later tests conductedX Pt large horizontal standard visibilities have shown that larger horizontal standard visi-
Dilities are to be associated with larger values for the maximum detection range. Therefore
at larger horizontal standard visibilities the curve must have a larger distance from theI ~abscissa.

3.1 The maximum detection range air-to-ground and gfound-to-air

For the tests, results of which are shown in Figures 8 and 9, a tank Leopard or a
1,5 t military truck were used. The observations air-to-ground were performed by the pilot
resp. the co-pilot or the special observers in the helicopter. From the aircraft observa-
tions were made with naked eye that means without field glasses or telescope. Observations
ground-to-air took place w;ith naked eye or with 1OxSO field glasses unsupported used. During
all tests in Figures 8 and 9 the horizontal standard visibility only changed insignificantly
between 53 and 57 km.

The main results of Figures 8 and 9

(1) The maximum detection range ground-to-air (observations ground-to-air with
naked eye or with unsupported 1OxSO field glasses) was between 6 and 12 km larger than the
maximum detection range air-to-ground (observations air-to-ground only with naked eye).

(2) The maximum detection range air-to-ground at observation of the tank Leopard
was 4 km and at observation of the 1,5 t military truck, it was between 2 and 4 km (the
horizontal standard visibility was between 39 and 57 km).

(3) The amximum detection range ground-to-air at observation of the Do 27 and the
UH ID was between 9 and 16 km (the horizontal standard visibility was between 53 and 57 km).

(4) No significant differences were got between the maximum detection ranges
ground-to-air at observations with naked eye and at observations with unsupported used
IOxSO field glasses.

(5) During one single test period the special observers have detected the 1,5 t
military truck about 2 km farther out than the pilots resp. co-pilots.

3.2 The maximum detection range resp. the maximum recognition range air-to-ground and
the maximum detection range ground-to-air

In Figures 10 and 11 test results are shown in which the maximum detection range
L.- ie maximum recognition range air-to-ground was determined by means of a 1,5 t mili-
tai truck. Criterion for the recognition was the correct statement of the observers in the
aii ft, saying in which direction - left hand or right hand versus observation direction -
the uriver's cabin of the 1,5 t military truck showed.

The main results of Figures 10 and 11

ý1) The observations air-to-ground of the pilots resp. co-pilots did not result in
any significant differences between the maximum detection range and the maximum recognition
rang- 'he observation of the special observers, however, resulted in the fact that the
value ;r the maximum recognition range was 2 km smaller than for the maximum detection
range.

(2) The maximum recognition range was about 1 km; the tests had been conducted at
horizontal standard visibilities between 39 and 41 km.

3.3 •omparison of the maximum detection range and the maximum recognition range air-to-ground at observation of a tank Leopard and of a test board

In the following Figures 12 and 13 it is shown, how the values for the maximum de-
tection range and for the maximum recognition range at observation of a military object
(tank Leopard, 1,5 t military truck) correspond with the values received at observation of
a special test board for detection resp. recognition. Details about the test board used
can be taken from chapter 2.2.

The main results of Figures 12 and 13

(1) The maximum detection range at observation of the test board was about 3 km
smaller than the maximum detection range at observation of the tank Leopard resp. of the
1,5 t military truck.

(2) The maximum recognition range at observation of the test board and the maximum
recognition range at observation of the 1,5 t military truck did not show any significant
differences. 'I

4. CONCLUSION

AW: r mainl idealized conditions during a rather big program of experiments in A
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question:
Who can see whom first, the observer in the helicopter the tank or the observer

in the tank the helicopter?

"Idealized conditions" means, that the tests took place under most favorable con-
ditions for observing, compared with the conditions of tactically correct behaviour of the
air- and ground vehicles:

(a) The observer was familiar with the direction and time of the approaching

aircraft

(b) Altitude and direction of the aircraft remained constant during an approach

(c) The altitude of the approaching aircraft was between 200 an 300 m

(d) The helicopter (a Bell UH 1D) resp. the airplane (a Dornier Do 27) approached
from distances between 15 and 40 km

(e) The helicopter resp. the airplane approached in front of sky background

(f) The tank (a Leopard) resp. the 1,5 t military truck were standing on a meadow
without any camouflage

(g) The observers in the helicopter resp. in the airplane were familiar with the
position of the ground targets and this remained unchanged during the whole
test series subsequently discussed

(h) The tests were only conducted at daylight brightness

(i) For the horizontal standard visibility values between 36 and 57 km were ob-
tained

To answer the above question the maximum detection range air-to-ground and ground-
to-air were determined. The maximum detection range is the distance, in which an observer
can just see an object without being able to say what kind of object it is. Some tests for
determination of the maximum recognition range air-to-ground - this is the distance in which
statements about the kind of the observed object can be made - have also been conducted.

Among other facts the tests resulted in the following:

(1) The helicopter Bell UH iD and the airplane Do 27 always were detected farther
out from the ground than the tank Leopard and the 1,S t military truck from the aircraft.
The maximum detection range ground-to-air was between 6 and 12 km larger than the maximum
detection range air-to-ground. (The horizontal standard visibi itydur ng these tests was be-tween 39 and 57 km; observations out of the air were made with naked eye and from the ground

they were made with naked eye resp. with unsupported used lOxSO field glasses).

(2) The maximum detection range air-to-ground at observation of the tank Leopard
and of the 1,5 t military tiuck was between 2 and 4 km, the maximum detection range ground-
to-air at observation of the Bell UH ID resp. of the Do 27, however, was between 9 and
16 km.

(3) The maximum recognition range air-to-ground at observation of the 1,S t mili-
tar)y truck was 2 km smaller than the maximum detection range air-to-ground respectivelydid not differ significantly.

(4) The maximum detection range air-to-ground at observation of a special test
board - which about corresponded with Nato test boards - was about 3 km smaller than at ob-
servation of the tank Leopard resp. of the 1,5 t military truck.

(5) The maximum recognition ranges air-to-ground at observation of a special test
board and of the 1,5 t military truck did not differ significantly.
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Fig.5 Test area with tank Leopard and test board
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Observem %round-to-air: Naked eye
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Observers ground-to-air: Naked eye
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Fig. 12 The maximum detection range D at observations air-to-ground

and ground-to-air

Observers ground-to-air: Naked eye

Observers air-to-ground (special observers): Naked eye

Altitude of approach: 700 and 900 ft

Horizontal standard visibility: 45-57 km
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS
ON SESSION V

DECREASE OF CONTRAST IN THE ATMOSPHERE- STATISTICAL PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS
OF DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME MEASUREMENTS

Dr. Hoffman: Do you think that you may measure by your system for contrast measurements the in-
homogenity of the atmosphere over the measuring range, for example, the differences of the
extinction coefficient between 100 and Z00 m, ZOO and 300 m and so on?

Dr. J. V. Schie: In principle this is indeed possible. However, the accuracy of every measuring
point is comparable with the possible natural differences in the extinction coefficient. Therefore,
it is not possible to decide whether or not the spread of the measuring points in Figure 4 is due to
natural differences in a or to measuring errors.

Dr. Eckl: Can you please tell me how the histogram of the reflectance of the atmosphere (ba) goes on
for values greater than 1. 4, which you integrated in the histogram with one bar?

Dr. 3. V. Schie: The measurements indicated that the histogram of ba for values greater than 1. 4 de-
creases at a rule for every following class.
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Summary of Session V

PROPAGATiON LIMITATIONS ON SYSTEMS

by

Dr. R. R. Allan

The Chairman had invited Messrs. S. Q. Duntley, D. L. Fried, D. 14. Hohn, J. van Schic and R. P. Urtz
to form a panel for the round table discussion. In introducing the discussion the Chairman said he had
been particularly impressed by the papers on compensated imaging. The theoretical study by McGlam-
mery illustrated the possibilities beautifully, starting from a photograph of part of the moon's surface
taken from Apollo 17. This was transformed by computer simulation into the corresponding image seen
by an Earth-based telescope after degradation by turbulence, diffraction I. (iting and Poisson detector
noise. The procedure was then reversed both for past-detection processing and also for pre-detection
compensated imaging. There followed a discussion on the implications for telescope systems of the
future. j
Dr. Fried pointed out that the big problem which everyone seemed to be ducking was the measurement
of the aerosol size distribution, and the refractive index including the absorptive part, and also the
shape of the particles. Dr. Fenn elaborated on the difficulties of making direct measurements of the
particle size distribution.

The topic of Ildar systems was also related to the Chairmants own interests at R.A.E. , Farnborough,
England. He wondered whether enough was known about how the backscattering might vary? Dr. van
Schie confirmed that the backscatter cross-section showed considerable variations. There was also
some discussion of .he Raman lidar approach: If there was a significant probability of more than one
scattering, one would not know at which scattering the Raman shift had taken place.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON SESSION V

by

Professor S. Q. Duntley and Dr. B. L. McGlammery

A panel composed of Dr. Allan, Professor Duntley, Dr. Fried, and Dr. Consortini summarized their
assessment of the present state of knowledge of the effects of atmospheric scattering and turbulence on
seeing and imagery. It was the conccnsus that more than half a century of research on this topic,
chiefly at modest levels of funding, has produced much theory and a considerable body of atmospheric
optical data U,_' comparatively little in the way of careful experiments designed to test the validity of
predictions of atmospheric effects on imagery by means of that theory and optical measurements of the
atmosphex 7ven less tested have been the connections with conventional meteorology. The panel
unanlrr....ý .._,>,rsed need for such trials, but recognized that on the basis of existing experience
such j''. tend i j difficult due to adversities of the outdoor working environment and to very
high co ,
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